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FISCAL YEAR 1985.BUDGET

FEBRUARY 21, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFEAIRS,

-
Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice,' at 10:27 a.m., in room
385, Russell Senate. Office Building, Senator Mark Andrews (chair-
,man.pf the committee) presiding.

Piesent: Senators Andrews and Melcher.
Staff present: Paul Aleztander, staff director; Peter Taylor, gener-

al counsel; Mary lanAWrenn, special counsel; Gin, ny Boylan,. staff
attorney; John Van staff attorney; Michael Ma,tky, profes-
signal staff; June Tracy, professional staff; and Elise Geier, profes-
alone], staff: ,

Senator-Armixws: Good morning.
This bearing bOgins the committee' fourth anniigi-budget review

'of the agencies over which we VE 'authorization jurisdiction.
on the recdrd that we ob from administration witnesses

and from witnesses -representing IndiaJr tribes -and organizations;
we will prepare .a report to the Budget Cominittee.. This year our
report is due on March' 15 and, therefore, any information request -
ed at taus 'hearing will have to be received no later than 10 days-
hence.

This mbening We will receive tesiimony from' the BufeaU of
Indian Affairs, and this afternoon we, will hear from tribal wit-
nesses. On Thuriday we will receive testimony froni pertinent' '
agencies of the Department ofjlealth and Human Services, the De-
partment of Education, and fiefii tribal organizations.

Our first witness this morning is the Ailltisti.nt Secretary:. for
IndiarrAlfaiN, Ken Smith.

Ken,,welcornse back. I envied to see a number of things in your
budget, including the fact that Cooperative Intian School is re-
tained:

Mr. Shirrx. Yea, it is.
Senator ANDREWS. We do notice these things.
Mr. SMITH. I thiDk I learned my leison on that ,one, Mr. Chair-

man.
Senator ANDREWS. I appreciate your support for this most needed

.educational endeavor for the young members of tribes in a multi-
State area. That is showing great wisdom.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you.
Senator ANDREWS. John, do you have any introductory remarks?
Senator MELCHER. No.
Senator ANDREWS'. You may proceed.
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STATEMENT OF KENNETH L. SMiTH,..ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN Flur4* DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY; MICHAEL O'BANNON, ACTING - DIRECTOR., FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT; NANCY GARRETT, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, OFFICE
OF INDIAN EDUCATION PROGRAMS; KENNETH ROS$.41ACTING
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN. EDUCATION PROGRAMS; JAMES

. KRENZKE, DIRECTOR OF INDIAN SERVICES; AND SID MILLS,
BREGMAN; ACTING DIRECTOR,. F.OFFICE O DATA SYSTEMS; TED

DIREC;l'OR OFTRUST RESPONSIBILITIES

Mr. Siam. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senator Melcher.
I am very pleased to be here this morning to present our 1985

)budget ,proposal.
I have with nie this morning, to my right, John Fritz, who is my

Deputy for Operations who runs the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and
to my left I have Michael O'Bannon, who is our Acting Director of
Fintmcial Management. The'Office directors are in the audience
and I will call u hem to answer ,any specific ,suestiont you may
have.

With the co ittee's permission, I would like to summarize the
written statement that I submitted yesterday.

We are requesting in our fiscal year 1985 budget authority $1,479
billion, of which $928.7 million is direct Federal appropriations and
$550.5 million is related to permanent and trust funds. This re-
quest is approximately $21 million more in total funding for the op-
eratidh of Indian programs than 'we have for 1984. This increase
does not reflect the $100 million to be received in 1985 for roads
construction funding from the Highway Trust Fund.

The $21 million increase in funding for the operation of Indian
programs is spread throughout the btdget and reflects tribal input
related to me And my staff' in budget briefings we held in Indian
country last spring. I would like to discuss some of these increases
which show in our request.

In 1,983 and 1984, we requested $10 million for an economic de-
velopment initiative which was to be used as "seed " 'honey, ,for. 25
percent of the cost of tribal Ventures t4 boost the economies on our

*,reservations and create real jobs. Our appropriation for that initia-
tive was only $1'i million' each year..For 1985 we are again asking
Congress to apprapriata $10 million for' thiaeffort.

Mr. Chairman, the record of the tribes' die of those fun& has
met and exceeded our expectations. Last year we received 47 'tribal
applications for those funds. The total amount requested was $13.6
million. If'sall of those requests had met our requirements, and if
we had the money to fund thefts.; we would have generated approxi-
mately 106 million dollars' worth fif pro is in Indian country with
obi)/ $13.6 million of Federal funds. owever, the $5 million we
had available funded 21 projects that .generated '$23.9 million of
projects. Of the $5 million we have available for 1984, we expect to
commit all of those funds from the applications 'we will hay on
hand by the ere of March.

Mr. Chairman, "the intent of the program was to tap the rvate ,sector for the dollars needed to finance economic projectand it
has worked.
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We can adequately utilize the $10 million we are asking for this
year, 'and it will be another significant step in improving the econ-
omies on Indian reservations.

In \our other initiative, development of a core management Of
smotilltribal governments, we are asking for an increase of $1.5 mil-
lion, for a total of-$5 million. We asked for $5 illion last year but
xere only funded.$3.5 million.

Mr. Chairman, this' has betin *Another sucxessfu rograin. One
hundred and sevey-five small tribes-and Alaska viii- e communi-
ties received grants enabling them to hire managers, Ykkeepersr
accountants, and other Tersonnel for managerial ro that assist
in management of their governments.

These and other programs within our budget encourage tribes to
assume greater responsibility for'their own reservation p-,rains
and services. Another reflection of that, too, is the increased edn-
tracting by tribes. Tribes were contracting $203 million in pro-
grams in 1980. By 1982 that figure hadgrown to $235 million, and
up to $240 million by 1983.

With the grants we have for tribes, plus the contracts, 4ve expect
that more than $315 millioinn 1984 will be going directly to local
tribal governments for operation of their programs and projects.
This is one-third of our total budget.

We are continuing to streamline the functions and administra-
tive costs of the Bureau, particularly at the central and the area
office levels so 'we can niaxinrize funds available at the reservation
level:

During fiscal year 1984, we budgeted $17 million less to operate
our management' and overhead function, We have felt the crunch
in that area, but it has forced MI of us in the Bureau to be better
managers and to be more innovative in our ideas.

When I came into this job about 3 years ago, I found some classic
management problems that had been around Tor a long time. While
we have made substantial, ,progress in correctiii&them, we -still
have long way to' go because of the magnitudg of the problems.

The financial system of the' Bureau was one of the problems. The
Bureau's accounting system was last .certified by the General Ac-
counting Office in. 1952. Substantial changes in the Bureau's oper-
ation during the last 31 years made recertification necessary. We

-are requesting $750,000 to get the piled started.
As trustee, we are managing and- investing $1.7 billion of tribal

funds. It is hard to believe that'there had never been -a review of
whether or not we were doing a good joii We contracted with 'one
of the big light firms to maker an indepth review of Indian trust
funds. This review indicated that our investment performance 'had
e*ceeded the performance of comparably professionally managed j
funds, but identified weaknesses in our trust, fund accounting and
our cash managetnent. We will definitely correct these weaknesses
and consider the other recommendations of the review.

Our automatic data processing, Al)P, was another weaknesS. The
Bureau, acting under a 1978 congsessional directive prior to my an'
rival, attained departmental 'and GSA approvtihof a plan, adver-
tised for bids, and. had an award' on my disk wheri/I tool( the job.

Allje have perceived some weaknesses in administering of this plan,
and we are correcting them. I thought it of s`ukh importance that'I



INpersonally' took a hand n selection of nt:mvrofessional managers,
elevated the management to an SES level, and established anew
Office of Data Systems reporting directly to my office.

There will probably be additional discussion later on ADP in our
hearing and we would like to go through that whole process with

4

you. %,

There are other management weaknesses that we do 'Ave:
paying our vouchers promptly; and paying our Contracts to tribes
promptly. We are improving those functions. There are several
others we can identify, and we could probably talk all day of the
weaknesses of the Bureau, but it is going to take tune, to correct
them. We are getting on top of them, but it ie going to take a few
years to really solve them.

Mr. Chairman, thos0 are few of the important points I w anted
to make about our 1985 budget request, in addition to those dis-

v cussed in the prepared statement.
.0f course, again, this is a' lean budget and it will challenge us to

use funds efficiently to meet the program needs of Indian people.
That ebrn,Oetes my opening remarks, Mr. Chairman, and I would

;,be glad to re)1;:pond to any questions you' may have.
Senator ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
We can see that it is a lean budget. We hope it is not a mean

'budget. We appreciate the candor with which you made your state -
4nent.

On Febriiary 10, 1984, the, chairman of the House Appropriations
Subcommittee on Interior wrote you regarding excessive expendi-'
tures as ADP modernization. Your budget justification states you
are preparing a detailed reprogramming request. What are your
projections for ADP expenditure in fiscal 1984, and how much does
this exceed the amount appropriated for this purpose?

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, I Might stare off at the beginning and
explain shat Congress did to us last year. We requested $3.1 mil-
lion as a line item and a little ever $600,000 in another line item,
for a total of $3.7 million in our 1984 proposal. We had planned to
use user. charges to pay the additional ADP charges to the other
programs within the OIP, byt Congress did not give us the funding
or the authority.

They told us we could not utilize thetu§er charge method, and
they did not appropriate any directfundine. They essentially gave
us zero dollars in 1984 but authorized to expend 43 million from
other programs, which left us between a rock and hard 'place. We
were to report back to the Congress following a review of our weak-

blesses in ADP. Also, ,g`b were to come back to the committees and
discuss our new procedures and our plan concerning how we were
going to implement our ADP program.

We have to date estimated that.last year, in fiscal year 1983, we
spent approximately $21.2 million for ADP after gathering our in-
formation from area offices. I might add that our ODS, Office of
Data Systems, crew went out and thrashed and rued over rocks
and tried to capture all the ADP expenses rue expenses.
They determined expenditures of $21.2 million. They have forecast
422.2 million for fiscal year 1984 and we are taking a look at those
fifdres right now. Mr. Chairman, what we are hoping to do is

10
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reduce the $22.2 milliorP to something below that. We are Irking
at three alternatives.

We will report back to the Appropriation Committees, and we
will be recommending a financing plan 'in the next week to 2
weeks. We have to move fairly fast on this. We have three options
that we see.

First of all, we can ask for a supplerent for the total $22.2 mil-
lion less whatever we can save. Second, we can propose to repro-
gram the total cost to all the programs that we think are using
ADP. The third, which is probably one that we will propose, is a
combination of Some user charges or allocating funds to certain
programs that we know are using ADP and request the balance as
a supplemental. It will probably be a combination.

Mr. Michael O'Bannon has been in the middle of this, and also
our Director for ADP.

Senator ANDREWS. You said something that stimulated my
imagination when you said you are looking under every rock to
find thisOmoney. From what programs are you anticipating repro-
gramming these funds?

Mr. SDArrii. Reprogramming these funds? Right now: Mr. Chair-
man, I feel- -

Senator ANDREWS. Which are these rocks that you are cutting
stuff out of in order to---

Mr. SMITH. Well, we have not made thatproposal, but, Mr.
Chairman, I would like to let you know how I feel about it.

First of all, I think we should hold harmless any contract that
we have with an Indian tribe. If they are contracting a program,
they should get 100 percent of those funds. I earlier indicated they
are contracting about $240 million.

I think the next priority would be to hold harmless schools and
the. JOM. Those are the three specific programs that I believe we
should hold harmless. r.

That is the direction I am leaning. We do not know what is going
to come out of the Department.

Michael, do you want to add anything to that which might fur-
ther explain the process?

Mr. O'BANNON. What we have done so far, Mr. Chairman, is to
look at all of the Bureau's programs. In the analytical process we
have gone through a fairly substantial' analysis of all of the pro-
grams to look at what the impacts might be if we implemented a
pro rata "'reduction against all of the programs in fiscal year 1984 to
cover the total $22.2 million bill.

This analysis has generated quite a bit of controversy in that
some programs that Secretary Smith has just indicated he would
prefer to hold harmless would necessarily, on this kind of a basis,
be charged. So as this analysis has been going on, there has been a
lot of talk about the analytical process.

The second' 'part of thcx process has been, as he indicated, to go
out into the field and actually try to get a handle on exactly.what
it is they are planning to expend. Thy second part of that process is
from what funding source they intend to pay the bill. That part of
the process is still underway. So we are still reviewing that as well
as the pro rata option.

.1
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In addition, one of the things we have done through our Office of
Data Systems was taking a look at the program without consider-
ation to fundigg or funding limitation, just the total systeMs, and
questioning whether they are providing: the kind. of data and the
:quality of data.4at the Bureau needs in its management informa-
tion process. These are just basic life support processes, such as
processing checks. Where there are opportunities to make savings,
we are aggre4ively pursuing making.those savings:

Perhaps the best illustration is one that has resulted in a cost
avoidance of $600,090.4That is a case 'where, with the cooperation of ,

all of the areas, the B-94 systems, 27 machines are planned to be
returned to the vendor somewhere within the next 90 days. This is
a cost avoidance of $600,000. This is an. ,example, of what the
Bureau is doing.

There are a number of other things 'that are underway in terms
14

of that analytical process, and Mr. Bregman can address those if' '
you would like.

,Senator Itrinlisws. When we sit on these committees, we have a
number of ljJ,t birds that fly and sit on our windowsill and tell us
interesting things We have been advised that you Have a number
of programs that ydu have allotted at 75 percent of funding levels,
presTimably to reserve funds for a reprogramming request.

Nose if this is going on, what are these programs and what is the
impact of this partial allotment on their actual operation at this
time?

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, ie't .me try to respond to that first, and
then I will turn it over to Michael for any detail' that I might miss.

There was miscommuhication from our Budget Office that went
out into the field related to the self-determination grants funding
level. What they were saying Was that field offices should plan for
a 25-percent reduction. The initial tentative allocation was really a
planning figure that we had in 1983 versus what the actual
amount that Congress appropriated in 1984. When you compare
the 1983 actual with the 1984. actual, it was ynly a difference of 3
percent. We have since corrected that memorandum, but it mqy
have not caught up with everybody in Indian country. There is not
a reduction of 25 percent.

Senator ANDREws. It is also my Understanding that you have
dropped the proposal to transfer $7.4 million from the Alamo
Navajo &hool for construction to social services and will now seek
a supplemental. -

Mr. SMITH. Yes, we will, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Amnitinu,s, Well, you know, all of these things go on

under the Bureau's .proposed budget, what- changes, ifIr any, will
there be in total staffing nationwide, and do that in a breakout
comparing the DC level and the field level.

Mr. SMn'u. I will have Mr. O'Bannon answer that.
Mr. O'BANNON. Mr. Chairman, I think what drives the questio,n

is when you look at. the 1984 FTE figures that were included in the
budget in fiscal year 1984, the numbers look substantially different
than the numbers that are justified now in the 1985 budget. The
1984 FTE's were based on 1982 FTE figures that were generated
during the process of converting from the end -of year system. That

12
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conversion process went aWty in just about every agency in town
as-we were moving to the naviesaystern."

The 1984 numbers are. on 1983 actual I'VE figures that
w6re collected during the Jest year. The deviations you see in the
1984 and "985 numbers from the figures Aiu. have seen before are

elated to actual usage of FTi throughout the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs. to

" Senator ANDREWS. Are you going to make ally changes in personqr'
nel in the District? a -

.Mr. O'BANNON. Thefe- Will be adjustments in FTE throughout
the year as programs--

Senator ANDREWS. Ilinow, but can you mil the committee that
you plan c t the number of'staff at the . level end put more
out in the are you going to bring more from the field Jack
in to husk ih this wonderful security blanket callec,1- "the District
headquarters"?

Mr. O'BANNON. I do not think that you will find any insreases in
central staff, with the exceptiorwf the Office of Data Systems and
the oversight for 638 contracts.

Senator ANDREWS. Will the entire decrease come out of the pro-
grams out in the field?

Mr. O'BANNON: - The majpr part of the decreases are in the
schools, the Intermountain School that is being clpseci and the
traesfer .01 Alaska day schools.

Senator ANDREWS. Can you explain what the position manage-
ment bulge reduction is? Do you expect it is going to affect the
Bureau?

Mr. O'BANNON. I actually lived to explain this.
Senator Armaitcvs. I have been trying to work on a bulge reduc-

tion for quite some time. It is not working too well, and I wondered
how you were doing yours.

Mr. O'BANNON. This is a governmentwide management initiative
which is being managed by the Office of Management and Budget
and the Office of Personnel Management. I suppose the easiest way.
to, explain it is to state that there is a bulge in the grade level 11 to
15 ranks throughout Government. The impetus of the initiative is
to reduce that bulge by reducing the numbers of grade level 11
through 15's throughout the Government.

What we have, Mr. Chairman, is a target of $413,000. Honestly,
at this point all we have done is done a pro rata distribution of po-
sitions in the grade levels 11 through 15 throughout the Bureau,
which would affect approximately 117 positions. How that is going
to be implemented, we don't know at this point.

Senator ANDREWS. Well, that is the problem; we do not know
how it is goitig to be implemented.

Has any thought been liven to the actual positions to be affected
pr was this initiative just based on numbers?

Mr. O'BANNON. This was an initiative drive by a budgetary deci-
sion to reduce $413,000 from within the ranks of grade level 11 to
15's.

, Senator ANDREWS. But you are not looking at the relative priori-
ty of a certain position over another?

Mr. 0'13A N NON. Not yet.
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Serdator ANDREWS. I know not, et, but that holds out promise
that you are going to look for ity rather than just quantity re-

r. O'BANNON. One, might ink so, but we have no instruciions
ye from the Department on ow that is going to be implemented.

Senator ANDREWS. I do not think one might think so. One 'does
not think so, but one could hope so.

What I am trying to do is to make that hope become more of a
reality. Do I understand that that is what you and the Secretary
are hoping?

Mr. O'BANNON. That is' what are hoping.
Senator ANDREWS. Even though we might not think so. -
Given the annual problem that the schools have experienced con-

cerning their fundingllevels, do you think that forward funding
would improve the administrati n, of BIA-operated or contracted
schools?

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, personally, I think it would improve
efficiency if you had the funding cycle start when schools open. In
other words, make the funding cycle the same as the school cycle. I
think that would help:

.The problem is that you have to get the number of dollars appro-
priated ahead of time, and we may Have a problem of appropriat-
ing the necessary dollars or recommending the riate number
of dollars to start, unless we do it in ph

Senator ANDREWS.-But sometimes you ose out on the t teach-
ers and the best administrators un;ess they have some assurance of
Continuity.

Mr. Small. Yes.
Senator ANDREWS. You also are playing around with this attend-

ance boundary question. Can you tell us briefly how the BIA will
institute attendance boundaries for the 1984-85 school year?

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, I think I would like to call my acting
Director of Education up here to go into a little more detail on it

Septitor ANDREWS. I do nit,t, want the whole load dropped on me. I
just want a brief description of what you are trying to do, so that
*we might stimulate our interest and look a little closer.

Mr. SMITH. OK, Mr. Chairman. We just want to establish ,bound
aries for all of our Bureau-operated schools. We have 206 ,facilities
out in Indian country, and we do not want to have any overlapping,
of boundaries.

Right now, we have established boundaries for every Bureau
school in the system other than on Navajo and for the eight off-
reservation boarding schools. We are working with Navajo to try to
develop some boundaries Within Navajo. Hopefully, those boundary
determinations will be finished in May of this year, so that next
year we 'will have school boundaries for all Bureau schools. There
won't be any overlapping of boundaries.

The one area that we still have some problems with is working
with the off-reservation boarding school boundaries, because they
are unique in the school system. We are goink to have to sit down
and carry on more discussion with the school boards on how we
create the boundaries.

We are working to develop those boundaries so that there will
not be any overlapping.

4
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Senator Armazws. Could you explain the apparent dikrepancy
in the decrease in the Widget for title rtribal college grants and
projected increase in FTE's?

Mr. SMITH. Yes. I think I can have Nancy Garrett come up here
and respond to that, Mr. Chairman.

Ms. GARRETI'. Mr. Chairman, I do hot know how detailed you
want me to get, so I will give a

Senator ANDREWS. All I want is a very brief and concise state-
ment of what.you are doing and what you are up.to and how you
explain it.

Ms. Galarrr. The Congress in 1984 appropriated additional
funds for the tribally controlled community colleges. For title I at
the time of the congtessionaladd-on, the President's 1984 budget
reflected an estimated FTE for the tribally' controlled community
colleges of 2,695. If you take that ITE figure, 2,695, and divide it
into the amount of money provided by the Congress in the 1984-alp:.
propriation, you come up with $2,390 per FTE.

We have structured our fiscal year 1985 budget using that same
32,390 per FIT for the estimated number of rl'E's that we expect
to have in th4 title colleges which is 2,549 FTE. So,. while the dol-
tars are less, tip per-FTE value for the title I schools of $2,390 is
carried forward from 1984 into 1985.
/Now the estimate shown -in the budget for the first semester of

this year is slightly over 2,500 FTE. However, we do not do the
final vrE counts for the tribally controlled community colleges
until April, because half of the schools are on a semester basis and
half of the schools are on a quarter basis.

Our experience has been that the certified FTE value, number,,
at the end of any given year is less than the number reflected for
the first semester. So we do not believe that our projection of 2,549
*FTE, for fiscal year 1985 is unrealistic or out of line.

Now the third quarter fbr-this year will not begin until April 1.
So we will go out and do the certifications .for those nine schools
about the middle of April. We simply do not know what those final
figures are going to be for 1984 at this point. But based on our ec-
perience and based on the certified number for fiscal year 1983, we
believe that the numbers we have in there for fiscal year 1985 are
the best that we can come up with at this time.

The final point that I would make, however, is that the estimat-
ed /.7113 value for fiscal year 1985, we believe, is consistent with the
congressional intent for that FTE value in the fiscal year 1984
budget appropriated for the Department of the Interior..

That is-a long answer, and I apologize, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ANDREWS. Yes, but it gives us the insight.
The Intermountain School in Utah will close after the 1983-84

school year. Where does the Bureau intend to place those students?
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, most of those students will be placed

either at Phoenix, which is an off-reservation boarding school, or at
Sherman, which is another off-reservation boarding school. But,
most of the students will be going to school in the Bureau system.
We think some may go to school in the ,public school system. That
is our current projection.
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. Senator ANDRE:WS. We have heard that there are plans to close
the BIA school in Phoenix. Can you clarify the intention of any ad-
ditional closures? *

. ..
Mr. SMITH. Yes. We do not think that is an immediate issue, Mr.

Chairman.. Of course you understand we are _trying to balance our
whole system. Currently we have excess capacity in our off-reserva-
tion boarding schools, and we are projetting right now that we will
have-a pretty good balance after we close Intermountain. I think it
is t oing to take a few more years- before we get the Hopi school
built and the Papago school built. At that time we thay have to
take a look at Phoenix, but I do not see that happening in the next
couple years.

Senator ANDREWS. Good. \ 4

You requested that your authority to rtulli off - reservation pro-
grams under the Indian Child Welfare Act be deleted in the fiscal
1985 appropriations. As the authorizing committee, we had deter-
mined these programs to be critical to the effectiveness of the act.

. . , Do you now have evidence that these off-reservation programs are
nof:ivorking? -

Mr. Swim. I would like Mr. Krenzke, our Director of Indian
Services, to respond to that. ' .

Before Mr. Krenzke responds, Mr. Chairman, of coUrse there are
bi0 priorities in the budget, and I know there is a need out there.

,but-- -

Senator ANDREWS. I know there are priorities in the budget, but
all I wanted to know is if you are finding that these off-reservation

,programs do now work. That is almost-a simple yes or no answer.
0"- Mr. Small. 01. I will have Mr. Krenzke say yes of no.

Mr. KRENZKE. The *answer to your question is that the Indian
child welfare, title II, grant prograins are, for the most part, work-
ing very well on both reservations and in the urban areas.

Senator/Armazws. Well,, then, if you are going to shut there
down, what other basis than not working do, you have for your rec-
omr4ndatiOns?

Mr. KRENZKE. .Mr. Chairman, the rationale behind the recom-
mendations which has now been before the Congress, I think this is
the hird year, haS essentially related- to the fact that the Bureau
oftil/toilkin Affairs is administratively structured to serve reservation
In ianand that, g'yek the severe budget constraints that the As-
sistant Secretary referred to aild the administrative problems that
we have in providing services to these urban areas, It is in the best
interest of the limited amount of funds available to limit them to
the reservation areas.

Senator ANDREWS. I keep remembering, somewhere or another,
this administration -and other administrations, too, have said it in
the pastthat part of its hope is that it can help native Americans
to move off the reservation, those who want to, and seek gainful
employment away from the reservation. (Does this not fly, in the face of this announced goal by the admin-
istration? .

Ken ought to really EtifWer that.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, I do not think th6.t is our goal, within

the administration. Our gi.:31%t is to deal with the local governments
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o. a government-to-government basis. I think the decision of people
moving on or off the reservation is out of our hands.

Senlitor ANDREWS. Well, I know it is out of your hands because
that is an individual judgment but.you are saying that this admin-
istration does not want to do what, it can to assist those Indians
who want to move off the reservation.

Mr. Small. I think it should?
Senator ANDREWS. Or to encourage that? I knew you think so. I

am just wondering What- the Great White Fath.er who sends you
these orders down is telling you to do:because you have cut out the
programs that help the Indian people move off the reservation.
You are saying that this is one of the things that you think is good.
You cannot have it Nth ways.

Mr. Shur. No, you cannot.
Senator ANDREWS. Folks back in North Dakota say you cannot

speak out of both sides of the mouth at the same time. You do npt
do that, but maybe 7ou have been told to do that by somebcay else.

Mr. Shirrii. As Mr. Krenzke indicated, we would rather concen-
trate resources with the local tribal governments in dealing with
programs that are on the reservation, rather than off the reserva-
tions. It would be imwgable for us to continue to administer the
urban programs with the Cutbacks that we ,have in our overhead.

Senator ANDREWS. I have one last question, and then I am sure
Senator Melcher has a number of interesting questions because his
interest in this subject, of course, is as at as mine.

Why is the Bureati requesting that the Department of Transpor-
tation allow up to $6 million for administrativeexpenses out of the
highway fund rather than providing for such expense out of your
own BIA budget? Does not that kind of a request serve as a dimin-
ishment in funding for tribes for the necessary roads under the
Se ice Transportation Act?

Mr. O'BANNON. Mr. Chairman, toreason is tat the budget re-
fleets a request for transferring th anagement of that roads pro-
gram directly into the highway trust fund. The moneys that were
appropriated in prior years for that kind of management and su-
pervision have been taken out of the BIA's budget for this year.

Yes, it would result in a decrease in the actual project moneys
available for the program.

Senator ANDREWS. You have said essentially: "Senator, what you
said is correct," but you have not given me the reason for it, except
you want to set your hands or( some more money to run your ad-
ministrative empire, even though it comes out of highway construc-
tion.

Mr. O'BANNON. Essentially, yes.
Senator ANDREWS. You are being very honest today. I cannot

find fault with that. You are straightforward.
Mr. O'BANNON. The actual rationale was that, since the major

activities in project construction are now all totally within the
highway trust fund road construction program, then the percent-

{ age that ith0 Bureau would be spending for administration of that
program should be taken out of the highway trust fund.

Senator ANDREWS. I will bet if you turned it over to the tribes
and told them, "You can have x million dollars to build roads
around your reservation," they could hOld the bids and all the rest;

41.
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and there would not be a whale of a lot of administration, Do you
agree with that, knowing some of these tribal leaders?

Mr. aBANtioN. eduld.be.
Senator ANDREWS. Let the record show that the far end of the

table,nocided in agreement.
Mr. SMITH! Well, if you look at contract support as another issue,

the percentages are up there somewhat more than 6 percent to ad-
1ninister it. For a tribe to aaministerit, they may want 25 or 30
percent. So it is hard to say. It depends on what tribe.

Senator 'ANDREWS. Twenty- five. to 30 percent? Generally, 'you
have a contractor. You open bids. He has a bond, and yoU do it by
law in most of these States. The tribe is pretty well protected.

I would bet the4nitiative of the tribes would get you some pretty
gooa-roads built for a minimal amount of money.

Senator Melcher.
'Senator MELCHER. Ken, I abi always impressed when I am out

with Indian people at the emphasis that they place on education.
Particularly that emphasis comes from the elders in the tribe. I
think .perharis they realiz that the hopes and the aspirations of
their grandchildren will not be realized at all unless education is
available to them. in the broadest sense, and particularly regarding
the quality of education.

I am apprehensive that while your figures do show slight in-
creases, that they will -not be adequate. Can you tell me what the
grade and high school enrollments are? Are they greater or less
than last year or, say, 5 years ago?

Ms. GARRETT. Senator, I think it is an interesting question that
you ask. If we were to go back to 1980 and take a look at the total
number of 'students in 1980, in our budget for that year, our certi-
fled numbers for that year totaled 43,597. Now if you take that
number and come forward through 1984, adding the ,students
the new schools and taking away the students for the schools that
transferred, in the case of Alaska, to that State or to the schools
that closed, you would come up with a figure of 41,326.

Senator MELCHER. That is including Alaskans that were
Ms. GARarrr. Yes, sir, transferred out,
Senator MELCHER. So that is deducting them, in other words?
Ms. GARRETT. Yes, sir.
The comparison that I would like fo make. is that if you take the

figure that is reflected for estimated _number of students in our
1984 budget, it is 43,174. So that says that our enrollment is going
up, that even when you take the large number of schools that we
have lostand we have lost 29 schools since 1980 and added only
13- if you straight-lined that, yOu actually are seeing an increase
of 2,000 students over a 4-year period at our schools.

I could reemphasize that we have lost 42 and added 13, for a net
loss of 29. However, our enrollment in 1980, as I said a moment
ago, was 43,597, and we expect 43,174, a difference of only 400 stu-
dents having lost a net of 29 schools. Those figures speak for them-
selves in terms of the continuing increase in BIA schools certainly
over the past 4 years.

Senator MELCHER. That leads me to think that the slight Change
in the two figuresfiscal year 1984 and 1985that it will not be
adequate to meet the rising costs of education.



Ms. GARRETT. } would point out a statement that is made in our
budget, and that is that even though the line item for ISEP, 1985,
1984, is a reduction, the actual per-student amount available in
1985 is equal to or greater than, depending on the final amount ap-
prdPriated for pay costs, than it has been in prior years.

I would indicate to you that in 1983 the per-student cast was
$2,014. With the final adjustments that we expect to make in 1984,
we expect that amount to be $2,035, So we are going from $2,014 to
$2,035 per student in 1 year. We believe, Senator, that is an attrac-
tive increase and one that we can. live with.

Senator MELCHER. I think we can agree that education could not
have been satisfactory. We have never reached a satisfactory level
yet.

That slight increase will hardly cover the increase in costs of the
utilities, let alone any increase in the cost of anything else.

'Ms. ,GARRETr. I would make two obser'vations. No. 1, the cost of
utilities would not be included in these figures. They are handled
under the o0eration and maintenance program.

Senator ME1CHER. How much has that increased?
I Ms. GARRETr. I do not have the figures for O&M for the schools,Senator.

Senator MELCHER. Well, school operations includes O&M, doe itnot?
Ms. GARRETT. No, sir, it does not.
Senator MELCHER. Where do I find that item?
Ms. GARRETT. The operation and maintenanceare included in adifferent part of the budget.
Senator MELCHER. Where do I find it?
Ms. GARRETT. In the back of the budget. It is not included under

education, so I do not have that information available here. We
have staff here who do have that information.

However. Senator, on page 205 in the budget, you will see the in-
formation for operations and maintenance.

Senator MELOHER. What is the increase?
Mr: O'BANNON. It maintains the same level. There is no increase.
Senator MELCHER. Well, you know, we are living in the real

world where the winter is still winter, and you have to pay the
utility bills. I cannot understand how that can be disregarded. Can
you enlighten me?

We are living in theireal world where winter is still winter and
the utility costs have increased.

Mr. O'BANNON. I am advised that there has been no increase in
the utility cast over the last year.

'Senator MELCHER, That is not true. Let me advise you that that
is not the case at all. What are they supposed to do?

I am talking about quality education. Obviously, you can shut
down the school for a week because you not have the where-
withal to pay, go 1 week out of 4 during the winter to meet the
costs. You can do things such as that, but we are cutting, the oppor-
tunities then.

Mr. O'BANNON. With respect to the utility general rates, there
has been no increase. Where, because of the weather situation,
there is an increase in the cost, the Bureau has addressed that vig-
orously through our emergency costs program. We are accruing
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those costs and, if they become too excessive for the Bureau to
handle through absorption, then we would submit an emergency

.

supplemental on that basis.
Senator MELCHER. Well, let us plan for it, then, because, indeed,

those utility costs,have risen. Itis foolish to disregard it. It is there,.
'and you have to pay them, and none of us can escape that. -

Senator Andrews spoke of the "Great White Father," Is that still
the President? I am not sure. I think it used to be.

Sehator ANDREWS. The "Great White Father" in the "Great
White House."

Senator MELCHER. Oh, yes. Well, there is truly .a 1.,ittle White
Father"Stockmanwho seems to get in.the way at times. '

Ms. Attarrr. I wonder if I might add, onq point when you are
talking about cOst--of educating the children in BIA schools. As you
know, we are about ready to issue in final the standards whtqii
have been developed under which our schools will operate in futufe
times: Once those. standards have been published, then we will
begin working on a school-by-school basis to determine what it is
that it costs to run that school. We would hope for the first time to
build our budget from the bottom up; that is, we will actually look
at each school to determine what it costs us for the teachers, for ,

the planning, for the library, and so forth, in each of those schools.
We would hope in our fiscal year 1986 budget to more accurately
reflect, what it does cost in each of our schools to educate those `
children. The standards will be the document that will drive

Senator MELCHER. I am delighted to hear that. I guess I am
naive, but I assumed that was what was done in .every instance for
the past years.

Ms. Gm:m.7r. No, sir, that is not true.
Senator MF.LCHER. Well, congratulations, then, because that is so

basic.
I just opened up an envelope this morning in my office that

brought home to me how much more books cost. For some reason, I

still get advertisements of new books in veterinary medicine. The
volume did not look all that auspicious to me. After reading the ad-
vertisement, I found out for a new book on skin diseases for horses
it is $65. We .do not expect volumes for elementary classrooms to
cost anywhere near that, but then the fact is that, even taking the
very simple, rudimentary costs, the costs continue to climb for edu-
cation. We cannot avoid that.

Sometimes we think, well, if we can just pay the teachers, if we
can keep up on that., we are meeting the cost increases, but that is
not true because everything costs more.

Senator ANDREWS. Have you paid any veterinarians lately?
Senator MELCHER. Surely. That is why they can pay $65 to get

the new book on skin diseases of horses.
I am wandering from the subject a little bit.
Mr. Smrrii. Senator.
Senator MELCHER. Yes?
Mr. SMITH. May I add something to that?
This year I asked a point-blank question to the staff who deal

with the operation and maintenance of facilities. You cannot look
at the total figure because it may mean that we have dropped cer-
tain space from that figure and maybe even added some space.

4ta
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There might be a negative and there might be same increases in
. square footage..
. They have guaranteed to me that we have 1 equate funds in
O&M to take care of all of our facilities in 'Indian country.

I might add that the Secretary, William Clark, is very interested
in Indian education, and he is going to be breathing dawn my back,
I am sure, and I will be breathing dawn Education's back to make
sure we are doing a good, Proper job out lbere.

.

Senator MELCHER.. Well, I applaud the overallincrease in your
budget. I am not ignoring that. In a budget that has been very
tight in so many matters and showing some reductions in a vast
number of areas, this is refreshing to see. We do not have to arguethe basic point here on the increased costs that are involved and
have tg be' met.

However, I point out that I do not think this is adequate for ele-
mentary and secondary.

The budget estimate for fiscal year 1985, is that for the school
year that starts in September 19857

Ms. GARRETT. Actually, our schools begin usually in about the
middle of August. So it would be for the period the middle of
Au ust through-%--

nator MELCHER. That is for the 1985-86 school year?
Ms. GARRETT. Actually, sir, for education, the school year 1984,-

85, which will begin this coming August, would be covered by the
fiscal year 1985 budget, which is what we are in now.

Senator MELCHER. All right.
Ms. GARRETT. It would be for the school year 1984-85.
Senator MELCHER. For the school year 1984-85?
Ms. GARRETT. That's correct, sir.
Senator MELCHER. When will your figures that you mentioned be

available, school by school,, starting from the ground up?
11,1s. GARRETT. We expeCt the standards to be published m en-tarily. Assuming that they are publishedand the reason hat I

hesitate on the date is that they have to be approved by OMB
before they can be published in final, and I simply do not know the
timeframe for completing that reviewbut assuming that they are
published soon, we would expect to reflect the impact of those
standards in the fiscal year 1986 budget.

Senator MELCHER. Will they be available for the current school
year?

Ms. GARRETT. No, sir, they will not.
Senator MELCHER. Turning to the tribal community cplieges, ear-lier you stated a figure somewhat lower than what we Iliad thought

was the appropriation. We have the belief that the appropriation,
was actually for $2,812 per l'TE.

Ms. GARRF:17. That was the congressionally mandated level for usin fiscal year 1983, but there was no language to suggest that that
same level had to be maintained again in 1984 or 1985.

.Senator MELCHER. I think the Senate report was clear on it.
Ms. GARRET. it was our interpretation, Senator, that $2,812 was

a requirement only through 1983. Staff did go back and research
that language and felt that that $2,812, as I said, was applicable
only through 1983 and it did not apply again in 1984 and 1985.
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Senator MELCHER. Well, you know, that just is not realistic. We
are attempting to be realistic in these reports. We, thought it was
clear. There fs- no way of saying, well, we do not need as much per

, student in 1984 or 1985 as,we had in 1983.
Ms. GARRETT. Senator, I would go back and reference my remark

a Littt le while ago. 'When we lookstd at the appropriation by the
*ColhgresS for fiscal year 1984, if we divided the total number of
FTE's that were reflected in the President's budget into the total
dollars that were appropriated by the Congress for the program, in
19845-the amount was not $2,812 or any figure greater than that.
Indeed, it was $2,330, which is the same amount reflected 'per 1.11;
for the .1985 budget. Even if there vvere some question on whether
the Congress intended the $2,812 to carry forward into 1984, the
1984 appropriation itself does not seem to reflect that Congress in-
tended for that level to 'be $2,812

Senator MELCHER. Ido not knbw how 'Alan state it any clearer..
(fin page. 45 of that Senate report it 00V to main4,,:in the same
levels as ,it was in 1983. That does not say knock it"own $400 per

-student.
Ms. GARRETr. The Congsws did' not appropriate enough funds in

198 for us to even have lofone that. We could not have provided
$2, 2 within the funds appropriated by the Co

nator MELCHER. We may have been using your "figures. Were
we?

Ms. GARRETT. I do not believe so,'Senator.
Senator MELCHER. What were your figures? Were they less?

Were the figures that you provided the committee less than there
were actually students?

Ms. GARRETT. It is the other way around, Senator. The figure
that was in the President's 1984 budget, tl estimated number of
students for the title I colleges, was 2,695 students. That number is
considerably greater than the number of students that- -

Senator MELCHER,. Are you unaware that the language was spe-
cific on page 45 of the Senate appropriations report, and, further,
that the Appropriations Committee said if that was not adequate to
maintain- the level, to ask for a supplemental?

Ms. GARRErr. I do not recall seeing that language in the confer-
ence report, Senator.

Senator MEecHeR.4Well, how about in the Senate report?
Ms. GARRETT. I ,would have to go back and check that.
Senator MELCHER. Well,. we are here every day that we are in

session, and oftener really, both Senator Andrews and I and other
members of this committee. We are around here a lot of times
when we are even in sessir. We are no further thdn your tele-
phone.

I think you are disregarding the clear intent of this committee
and also the clear intent of the Appropriations Committee.

He sits on that Appropriations Committee, and so does Senator
Hatfield, a former member of this committee.

Ms. GARRk:Tr. Yes, sir.
Senator MELCHER. I know I am a little bit put out, and I hope

they are.
The are not vast amounts of money. What Would it cost, rough-

ly?
1
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Ms. GARRETT. If we re to to to the $2,812, we would ebably
to talking $800,000, a lion dollars perhaps, additional Ends for
thote,to fund at th)it $ , 2 level.

Senator MELCHER. This is our cotantry. First of all, it is Indian
country. This administration does not have any reluctance to throw.
out a chunk for El Salvador, where we are throwing a. big .cluitnli
and a request.

I think that you really have neglected your responsibility by not
having that including in a supplemental. Maybe we can 'correct it

,ffor you. I.hope we cgn.
"Thank you, Nancy.
e Now I want to find out wh on irrigation there is mita little bit:

of money in there for the Papago. I do not begrudge, their getting .

some irrigation money, but what about Fort Belknap?,Since 1975
they have had the BIA report that said that they ought to update
that irrigation project so it could get somewhere near an efficient
level, Can somebody tell me when we are going to'do-that?

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Mills will respond on -the details.
Just a minute, Senator. i
Senator MELCHER. Are you working that--
Mr. SMITH. I do not know specifically about that project.
Mr. Mills. Senator, on that particular projeft, I do not have any

information. However, if I might just mention, we do go by priori-
ty. We have a system, a criteria, to get to that priority. We have
six projects now that are pending, and I do not know where Fort
Belknap will stand right now.

Senator MELCHER. Since 1975, if it was not on the top, it should
have floated to the top by now. Would you review that for me,
please?

Mr. Miu.s. We will, Senator.
[Subsequent to the hearing the following information was re-

ceived for the record:]

FORT BELKNAP IRRIGATION PROJECT

The ilk River Irrigation Project on the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation needs
major rehabilitation and extension. The completion report presented the work fea-
tures and estimated costs to rehabilitate and complete the project. Since 1980, fiscal
constraints and other pressing needs prevented BIA from requesting construction 6r
rehabilitation funds for Fort Belknap or any other similar existing project. Funding
of $310,000 as provided in FY 1983 under the irrigation "jobs bill" to replace or
rehabilitatti the most serious project features. The fail* main diversion dam was
re paced in FY 1982 by reprogramming $1.4 million from other locations.

he project is marginal, economically, but is critical to the local economy. Its re-
habilitation and completion has a hig riority on our irrigation project listing, but
funding constraints have limited our bu t requests to implementation of congres-
sionally ratified Indian water claim settlements. In future years we expect to re-
quest funding for the needed irrigation improvements at Fort Belknap.

Senator ANDREws. John, you raised a good point. One of the
qUestions I had for the record, is this: As we see it,, there are no
dollars in this, budget for the Standing Rock irrigation, phase II.
They have already started. They have their computer stuff up.
They have the wells in. They have the. pumping plants, all of that.
It is not dollarwise to stop now when you have the first phase in
operation. You have to put is grain dryer and corn dryer facilities,
and all the rest. My farmer instincts tell me that you are doing
this thing backward.
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Do you h8vPa reason for cutting them off now, midway down the
path? Do you know about Standing Rock?. 4

v.' Mr. MBAs. Yes, we do, Mr. Chairman.
Senator. ANDREWS. 'I am. delighted that you know more about

that than you did o this.
Mr, M14,2: Standin k is No. 2 on.the list.

, Sellator MELCHER. thing is you have to come u with the
right answer now. ,,.

What kind of discrimihation is this? 4 1.....

Se r ANDREW'. Well, wait for another year; you will be able
to d ctriiminate the other way. They will know about Montana
prbj .andt'n.ot about North Dakota.

w at is the cost- effectiveness Of cutti this' project off before
you get into the second phase?

Mr. Mna.s. The second phade. of course, is $1.8 million to corn-
't giete the Standing Rock project. At the present time, given the

budget constraints, etcetera, we would pick this up as soon as dol-
lars are available.

Senator ANDREWS. The only thing is, you add to the cost of oper-
ation with the acres they now have. They cannot spread the dryer
and the computer and the other things over more acres. Therefore,
you are saddling the tribe out there with a higher cost per acre of
what they are doing, rather than the complete project.

Have you anticipated, or do you have figures that you could pro-
vide the committee as to what that increase in dollar cost per acre
will be because you do not finish the second phase?

Mr. Miu.s. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDREWS. Would you provide those for the record?
Mr. Mims. We certainly will.
Senator ANDREWS. Good. I appreciate that. ' e'
[Subsequent to the hearing the following information was re-

ceived for the record:]

STANDING RACK IRRIGATION PROJECT,

The, first phase of the Standing Rock ,Sioux Tribe's- irrigation project, the Fort
Yates Unit, was constructed with funding ,of $1,960,000 provided in Fiscal Yearg
1982 and 198:3. It became operational last irrigation season. The Tribe is justly
proud of the project and the first year's results.

The Tribe had an Irrigation Development Plan prepared by a consulting firm
which evaluated alternative locations to be served by pumping from the Grand
River finger of Lake Oahe.yk unit of 1,464 acres known as the Banik Unit has been
selected as Phase II for development. The total Construction cost of the unit, includ-
ing on farm systems, is estimated to be $1.8 million.

At the time Phase I was put into crop production, the tribe acquired certain ma-
chinery and equipment that can be utilized on additional irrigation units when they
are developed. Each item has a differing capacity, scope and life, so the farm man-
ager has not calculated those costs on a per acre basis. In general, the larger open
ation would be more efficient and Standing Rock Sioux Tribe can effectively op-
erate and manage additional irriga cropland.

Senator MELCHER. To whom do we pose a question on economic
development?

Mr. SMITH. ether to me or Mr. Krenzke.
Senator MELCHER.' There has been, of course, for some tribes, an

increase in funds that they generate themselves through their own
resources. But there are sometimes like the Rocky Boy Reserva-
tion with an enrollment of 3,200 and a reservation resident popula-

ti'4
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tion of 2,100 which has been diserCraged from applying for econom-
ic development. It seems like, without any resources to speak of on
the reservations themselVes, they -seem to have the greatest need;
yet, they fall betweigl'the cracks.

What can we expect for the Rocky Boy?
Mr, Smrrii. Well, Senator, I am. not specifically fahiiliar with

Rocky Boy (itself. We have, of course, as you know, a variety of pro-
grams. We have our economic' initiative, which, as we discussed
before, is now pr. . for a funding level of $10 million which
provides seed m ey to go.to a.bank or a financial institution and
25 percent gives them the equity. That is on,,,program that we
have.

We have a direct loan program that we have had for years, and
also we have a loan guarantee and interest subsidy program that
could help them.

However, again, Senator, I do not know the- specific project or
why they were discouraged not to put in for one of these. I really
do not know, but I could find out.

Senator MELCHER. I will explain it as I know it. Most of these
'applications to share or participate in these programs require a
great amount of expertise in making application se it can stand up.
Now this is a small tribe with very limited resources of their own.
Therefore, they just sort of fall out. They do not have the expertise
to develop it themselves. Indeed, they have been contracting a
lease compliance position pursuant to Public Law 93-638. The area
office has just told them they will lose funding for the position if fthey insist on contracting the program again in 1985. Hoivever, if
they turn the contract back over to theBIA, then the area office
would continue to fund the lease compliance position on the Rocky
Boy Reservabion.

It seems to me that is in direct conflict with Public Law 93-638,
but it does point out that the Rocky Boy Tribe is at a disadvantage.
Without much resources of their own and without much capability
of generating the necessary expertise to apply, they just sort of are
left in the wake of all this opportunity. Yet, they need it very
badly.

'oe*
I wonder if we could have some special attention to their prob-

lenis?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, Senator, we will check into that.

1 .

Senator MELCHER. Thank you very much.
Senator ANDREWS. Thank you, John.
Thank you, Ken, and your group.
(The prepared statement and additional questions follow. Testi-

mony resumes on p. 41.j
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Prepared
Statement of Kenneth L. Smith

Assistant Secretaryof the Interior for Indian Affairs
Pefore the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs

on the FY 1985 Budget Reswest

February 21, 1984

Mr! Chainmee and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to appear before you today to discuss the FY-1985 budget for the

Bureau of Indian Affairs programs.

The 1965 appropriation request of $928.7 million represents an increase of

approximately $21 million over funding for the operation of Indian programs

that we have for 1984. Funding for the operetfbn of:Indian programs for 1'r:5

is 5453:4 mOlion; in le84 the appropriations total $823.9 million. 0A

comparison of our FY 1985 request with our 1984 appropriations is provided as

Attachment 1. 4

The 1985 budget shows a reduction in construction .Rending, but it does not

reflect .the $100 million in contract authority, the Bureau again will be
receiving from tileHighway Trust Fuhd for the construction of roads on

reservations under the Highway Improvement Act of 1982.

For the Operation of Indian Programs, the budget-calls for $273.5 million for

Indian education; $212.6 million for Indian services:167.1 million for econo-

mic development and employment programi; $96)9 million for natural resources

development; $47.7 million for trust responsibilities; $90.2 million fdr

facilities management and $67.4;miltion for general adoinistration.

We intekd to ute funds efficiently to meet program needs on the reservations,

to continue implementing the" President's Indian police, 'statement: a* to

achieve the Management objectives'we have set for_ the Bureau of Indian .

effair for FY 1965.

While the entire Federal Government is under severe budget cogiraints, it

has been with the strong support of the Administration and the Secretary

of the Interior that we have been able to hold our own in Indian Affairs.

president's Indian Policy.

This Administration continues to promote Indian-self-determination by .

strengthening tribal governments and decreasigg unnecessary Federal intrusion

in reservation affairs. .
We also are seeking ways to build economic self-

sufficiency for the 755,000 American Indians and:Alaska Natives.

'The key to the new approach is the President's American Indian Policy

Statement Aisued in January 1983. That policy reaffirms the goverment-to.:

government relationship'; reinforces the concept of Indian self-government and

self-determination; supports economic development by attracting private

capital; and establishes a Presidential Commission to seek ways to improve

the economies on Indian reservations. The Commission has begun its work and

will submt its report by November 30, 1984.

26
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Recent Policy 4nd Program Initiatives

Tltie major thrust for the past three years has been one of creating strong,
Stable, tribal governments which will lead to the development of both hymn
and natural resources. The FY 1985 budget continues to support key policy
thrusts.

o The economic development and employment program budget targets support
for growth in the,prtvate sector of reservation economies with major
emphasis od stimulating investment of private capital in this process.

o The Indian services budget is directed toward enhancement of tribal
governmental capabilities to deal independently and successfully
with both social and economic growth on reservations. This budget
'proposes to meet actual and critical needs in human :Services.

o The natural revources deVelopment budget concentrates on activities '

which will provide income and support economic'growth-on reservations.
Actjvities in the areas of forested, management and'development, %.
minerals exploration and production, improving range and farm lands.

improving agriculture methods to increase yield and quality of
production remain a high priority.

Ttreng/hening of the trust responsibility role continues as a critical
objective of the Bureau. This objeatve is steonglAsupported at the
local level where the tribes _and Bureau agencies have increased
budgets in both real estate services 'and the financial trust activities.

o The education budget will continue to meet basic and special educational
needs of Indian students attending Bureau and contract sthools and
will provide residential care and guidance programs it the same level
as in FY 1984._ -

o The construction programs of the Bureau continue to-imphasizecanstruc-
tino and improving existing facilities in support of the education

- program; continues funding for the Papago Irrigation Project and a dam
safety programiond provides for the renovation of India homes.

Indian read construttion program will be funded by a $00..million
allOcation and contract authority from the Highway Trust Fulid of the
Federal Lapds Highway Program, Lepartment of Transportation.

In otner recent initiatives which may be o1 interest to the Committee, the
Bureau-,

0
.

Initiated a program to help small tribes (less than 1,500 population)
gain basic managerial capAbilities. One hundred seventy-five tribes
'And Alaska village commuoitiessnmejved grants to enable them to
improve administration and accoing skills.

4



o Intensified and expanded consultation with tribal leaders on policy
and program matters, including regional meetings with tribal leaders

and regular meetings with national Indian organizations.

o Provided $5.0 million in FY 1983 In *seed money" to 21 tribal ventures
which attracted another S20 million of their funding from non-federal

sources.- Enterprises approved included: a restaurant, grocery store,

a sand and gravel business, a manufacturing business, and electronics

plant, operation of a marina, a tug and barge operation, real estate
development, and agricultural programs.

a
o Created 7,VOD jobs on Indian reservatipns through 1114.5 million
appropriated under the 1983 Emergency Jobs Act, and allocated: $30
million for rehabilitation of 36 reservation irrigation projects;
$12.5 million for erosion control, weed and brush removal, range and
agricultural conservation; $in million for improving reservation
Jails; T30 millior for reservation housing, including construction Of
300 homes and rehabilitation of 4.4430-liceles; $4 million to reforest
19.000 acres and then 243,000 acres of reservation timber lands; $1
million for forest road maintenance; $2.5 million for stream clearance
and fish hatchery development; and $24.5 million for construction of a

nigh school on the Hopi 'Reservation.

o Determined, in an Interior Solicitor's opinion, that the Bureau of

Indian Affairs would nOt lose its authority to return several million

dollars in annual administrative fees to the tribes from'Indian timber

sales.

4
a Initiated a feasibility study t assess the value of a forest products
marketing cooperative, at the request of the tribes in tht.Northwest.

o Initiated a five-year program o increase the productivity of 900,000

acres partitioned to'the Tribe under provisions of the Navajo-

hop) Land Settlement Act.

o Increased income:to Indian tribes from mineral lepses to an all-time
high of $39f,3 million in 1982. This was 58.2% higher than the

previous year's revenues. Of this gime, $3011.2 million came from

oil and ga$ leases.

o Provided college assistance. grants to more than 15,000 Indian students

in 1983, including about 400 in post graduate programs. Some of these

students attend Sinte Gleska, ore of 18 tribally-controlled Indian

community colleges. Sinte Gleska became the first lhdian college in

the country to receive accreditation on the four-year baccalaureate

level. A few months later, the Oglala Tribal Community College,

located on the Pine Ridge Reservation in South, Dakota, also received

accreditation.

J
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Published proposed education stamdardt and criteria for'. Bureau of
Indian Affairs schools and dormitories in 1983.

o won Administration support for legislation to return 25,000 acres
Of National Forest Land to the Cochiti Indian Tribe of New Mexico.
The land had been wrongfully taken from the Cochitis more than 100
years ago.

o Concluded an Agreement.inPrinciple for water claim of the AR -Chin
Indian community in Arizona. In September 1982, the Tribal Council
and the Secretary of the Interior signed the agreement providing for
delivery of permanent water supply to the Tribe, by 19$P. The agreement
will also provide for additional economic benefits to the Tribe and
reAces overall costs borne by thi Federal Goverment.

Ekecuted contracts with the Papago Tribe of Arizona, the State of
Arizona, the City of Tucson and other local entities to implement the
Papago water settlement reached in 1982. Provided $15 million directly

.

to the tribe for a trust fund and made a 55.3 million Federal contri-
bution to the - Papago Cooperative Fund.

Entered an agreement with the North Slope Borough in Alaska which
provides for the transfer of the Barrow Gas fields and facilities to
the Borough ". The agreement ensures local control over resource use
and development and reduces costs to the Federal Government..

,006,Program Objectives and Activities.

The Bureau's 19P5 budget request reflects an emphasis on four major areas'
of responsibility. They, are:

1) To recognize and preserve the rights of tribal self-government and
to strengthen tribal capacity to govern;

21 To fulfill the federal government's trust responsibility to American
Indian tribes;

3) To promote reservation economic development and economic teLIP/Ir
sufficiency; and

4) To strengthen BIA's ability to serve Indian people by improving
management.

Indian Education

f In FY 1905, $273.5 million is requested for Indian education under the

Operation of Iindian Programs appropriation, an increase of $17.7 million over
FY 19B4. This consists of $180.7 million for school operations; $26.2
million for Johnson O'Malley programs for students in public schools; and
$53.2 million in continuing education, including scholarship grants ($29.5),
adult education ($3.5), tribally controlled community colleges ($11.1), and
post-secondary schools ($9.1).

qt.
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The Bureau of Indian Affairs provides funds for a Federally supported school

.system presently comprised-of 191 schools and 15 dormitories for Indian

students. The decrease in number of students served (from 43.194 in 1984
to 42,4R? in 1986) is due to the proposed transfer of 10 Bureau day schools
to' the State of Alaska and the closure of Intermountain Boarding School.
The Alaska. day school transfers are being implemented with-the State and are
consistent with the State's constitution to establish a single school system
in Alaska. The mijority of the schools in the Bureau's system are operated
by the Bureau; however, 62' schools are controlled, operated and managed by
;ndiar groups under contractual arrangements with the Bureau.

Indian Services

A proposed FY 1986 budget of $105.8 million in social services programs
includes 17.7 million for Indian Child Welfare Act requirements and $80.4
mi1lihn for welfare grants, including both general assistance and payments
for the care of dependent, neglected, handicopped or delinquent children.

Trihal 'governments will also benefit in FY 14185 from dins for government
fenctioos such as law entorcenwnt, courts and general overnment.pperations.
The budget includes $.36.4 million for law enforcement and $26.1 million
tor tribal eemernment services including tribal courts.

The self-determination services budget incl;es $18.4 million for grants to
tribal governments and training and technical assistance, 'and $5.0 million
for grants to small tribes to acquire and maintain needed core - management

capability. In FY MIS, contract support for P.L. 93-638 contracts in
existence prior to FY 1984 will be 'provided as part of direct program
fUnoing and has been financed by a transfer to the program accounts.

Economic DeveYooment;'aq Employment Programs

3--jiltilson-a(sove the FY 1484 appropriation. The
The FY 19e If,lof Ilf,1011100m economic development and employment
programs, an increase of !

prooram includes a renewedyequest for ;10 million for a continuing economic
development initiative which:,provides grants to Indian tribes for the
;.urposes of 1) initiating crusin6ss,,d4velopmrit of natural resources; 2)

encouraging private sector inMeotment; and 3) promoting sound business
principles. We ,expect this $10 million to generate total funding of $40
ergilibn for econ2oic development projects.

Credit and financing technical staff resourfes which operate the Bureau's

various loan programs are funded at $5.0;A11lion. Direct loans from the

revolvino loan fund are r7jected at $16.1 million for FY 1985. These loans

will be financed from available fund balances. Guaranteed and insured

loans amounting to $92.9 Million will continue to be administered in FY

19P5..

The request also includes $25.8 million for direct employment and adult

vocational training; and 522.3 million for road maintenance.

30
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Natural Resources Development

The request of $96.9 million for natural resources development in FY 1985
(34.2 above FY 1984) supports programs in energy and minerals,
forestry, agriculture, range, irrigation and power project ,operation and
maintenance, water resources, wildlife, parks and fisheries, management, and
other multi-disciplinary natural, resource efforts.

Trust Responsibilities'

Strengthening of the trust responsibility role continues to be a prime goal
of the Bureau. The FY 1985 request of '$47.7 million ($2.4 million above the
FY 14144 appropriation) is -for programs to carry out the Federal trust respon-
sibilities including real estate and financial trust services, rights protec-
tion; environmental quality services, and financial management for funds held
in trust.'

Facilities Managrent

In FY l9k,5'. 590.2 million is requested for facilities management. The
programs includes rental cost for facilities, operation and maintenance of all
facilities (including those used for Indian contracted programs), .and facili-
ties operation and maintenance staff at -all levels of the bureau. The budget
focuses nn planned maintenance activity which targets safety requiremehts,
energy savings, and effective space utilization.

General Administration

Ir FY 19P5, !67,4 million is requested for general administration whith
includes executive direction. EEO, and administrative services for all levels
of the Bureau; ADP services; safety management; reimbursements to the
Department of Labor for employee compensation and unemployment cppOensation

'payments to former Bureau employees; and program management at the central
office level for constraTion, toad construction and educelSion. programs.

A special effort is planned to improve accounting and trust fund management,
compliance with the Prompt Payment Act, debt collection, cash management and
fund control.

The FY 14_,P5 budget
$40.5 million, which
Cheyenne River Consol

the program also incl
Funding requested wil
disposal facilities,
to correct functiona
preparation of plans,

ConstructioojEuilding & Utilities)

'guest for construction of buildings and utilities is
includes $4,5 million for construction of the Western

idated School, South Dakota.

udes $36 million for facilities improvement and repairs.
1 he used to correct unsafe conditions, to Improve waste
initiate high priority energy conservation projects,

I deficiencies in existing Bureau facilities, and for
engineering supervision and surveys.
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Irrigation Construction

The proposed FY 1985 irrigation construction program will provide a total
of $11.9 million. This amount includes $4.3 million for the Papago Project
in Arizona. and $1.2 million for continuation of a major effort for /during
dam safety which was initiated in FY 1982. Thir+request also includes $1.7
million for supervision and engineering for Indian irrigation construction
and rehabilitation work and $1 million for surveys and design for repairs and
rehabilitation of existing irrigation projects.

Housing

The housing request'of,$2(1.8 million will continue renovation of existing
homes, construction of new houses for thoseeclients who do not qualify for
other Federal housing or private financing for home construction. and general
managememt of the program Bureeuwide.

Road Construction

In FY 1965, tfle entire road construction efforts of the Bureau will be met
with funds provided through contract authority allocated fr the Highway

Trust Fund as part of the Federal Lands Highway Program of t Department of

Transportation, including superviston and technical service at area and
agency offices. A total of $100 million in contract author ty will be
avaiTahle it FY 19P5.

Conclusion

The FY 1985 budget helps to meet the Bureau's basic objectives outlined above
and to implement the President's Indian Policy. It will increase funds avail.

able for assisting- small tribes in developing a core management capability
and will provide $10 million .. twice the 1984 amount -- for the economic
-devEloprIent initiative to provide seed money for the tribes.

We will continue to encourage tribes to assume greater responsibility for

their own reservation prOgrams such as enforcement of tribal laws, developing
and managing resources, providing social services and other programs.
Contracting by tribes to operate these programs totalled $241 million in

FY 1983, and should increase to 1_245 million in FY 1984 and $250 million in

FY 198'...

Mr. Chairman% this concludes may prepared remarks.

pleased to answer any questions you may have.

Thank you.

3 2
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BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
FY 1985 IIIDGET REQUEST (IN TOOOSAND DOLLARS)

FT 1984

£prop.
to data

.

PT 1985
Dedget
MatImoto

School Oseerations 116,933 110;13S
Johnson 0.14alLey Education Assistance 26 000 26,185
Continuing Education 52,821 53.243
Education Contract Support -- 13,340
EDUCATION

(

3337gi. 173.451

'Tribal Government Sorvices 23,694 26,115
Social Services

' 99,609 105,732
Lew InFerteftent 34,944 36,409
Self-Determination Services 58 779 25,255
tilevojo-Hripe Settleaent Progrom . 3,951 3,130
Indian Services Contract Support --
INDIAN SERVICES MX"

__15.1_L.AD

IfiXtin

.

'(+)(-)

Chanims
41.756-
+185
+422

+0,340
+1 .09

+2,421
+6,143
+1,465

-33.524
-121

+15,420
:6046

26,341imployeent Development 26 25.7,157 -554
Ensinesa Enterprise Development

jA.1151:

16,220. +3,699
MRA Maintenance 22,337 +256

Econ. Davelep.itej:47. Contract Support . . . . -- 2,730 +2,730
ECONOMIC DEVELOP AO 'HELOTS:ENT PROGRASS. 58,141, 81;074 4,131

Forestry and Agriculture 76,282 76,552 +270
Minerals, M 16,406*lining, Irrigation ind'Pomer 15,819 7581
Natural Res. Div. Contract Support 4,551' ±±ja
NA71:RAL REhoURCES DEVELOPMENT 11174ff 96.922 +4,234

Indian Rights Protection . 17,823 17,951 +128
Real Estate and Financial Trust Services.' . . 27,531 28,979 +1,448
Trust Responeibilities Contract Support . 813 +813
TRUST RESPONSIBILITIES Z5757.5 177/13 +2,380(
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT 91,113 90,196 -917

-...-.....-

Management and Administration .46,274 54,568 +8,294
Employee Compensat%On Payments 6,829 6,998 +169
Program Management 11M1 51819 -151
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 54.474 $7,JE5 +6.112

.OPERATION OF INDIAN PROGRAMS (Total) a 823,902 855,372 +31,470

11,981 +6,281
4Q,540 - 9,480,.

20.803 2,197
I..

73,324 -5,596

Irrigation Systems 5,700
'Wilding and Utilities 50,220
Rousing

J
o 23,000

CONSTRUCTION 78,920

ROAD CONSTRUCTION (Total) 4,000

EASTERN INS)IAN LAND CLAIMS (Totol) 900
..,-...MElp

TOTAL, FEDERAL APPROPRIATIONS 907,722

36-019 O.- 84 --3

ilmi =1

.............

-0- -4,000
...-........-..

-0- -900
...UMW.. al M al

',928,694 +20,974
ni. ...........g
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

Honorable Mark Andrews
Chairman, Select Coemdttee

on Indian Affairs
United States Senete
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:.

r

Enclosed for the record are answers to questions that were requested
by your letter of March 13, 1984, to the Iureau of Indian Affairs. Theme
question and answers are in regard to the February 21, 1984, hearing before
the Select Committee on the FY 1985 budget justifications.

With the permission of your staff, copies of the questions and answers
have been provided to the Senate Cosmdttee on Appropriations.

Niaistant 9 retary ^ Indian Affairs

Enclosures

t
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Questions Smbmitted bi Senator dark Andrews

ADP Progras Ejpenditures

Question: Are you considering seeking a supplemental appropriation rather
than reprogramming and, if so, when do you intend to sake that decision?

Answer: The Rureiu has prepared a draft reprogramming/supplemental
package which was recently provided to the Committees: financing alternatives
are currently under review and a decision is expected by early May.

Education Attendance Hound:tries end Standard!

Question: Has there been consultation with the tribes concerning this
boundary Jaen*?

Answer: To facilitate the development and establishment of attendance
boundaries,' each area/agency was required to develop ; plan for the schools
under its jurisdiction outlining: (1) the consultation/hearing process with
parents, school boards, and affected tribes; (2) coordination of all activities
with contiguous agencies /erase; (3) consult with affected parties to identify
problems; and (4) submtasion of recommended options and alternate attendance
boundaries relative to other schools located in the.proposed'ettendance area.

Question: When will the Euraea.publish the Academic and Dormitory Standards
for SIA Schools? When dome the eurean plan to cost out and make.the necessary
changes in the Indian School Equalisation formula?

Answer: Currently, the academic standards and dormitory criteria era
under review by the Office of the Secretary, prior to submission to OMB. It

is anticipated that the rulemaking document will be published within the next
ninety days. Preliminary plans have been formulated that begin to :address the
actual cost of the academic standards ana dormitory criteria. Further plias
are being developed which would begin the immediate revision of the current
funding formula when the standards are finalised. This plan includei the
review of existing school finance systems which address the cost of basic
education and piloting a system that best fits the data requirements for school
operation. The system selected will be one that reports the actual cost of
education based on standards.

Tribally Controlled Coemunitt Colleges (TCCC)

Question: How was the decrease of $348,000 in Title I Grants calculated?

Answer: In developing the FY 1985 budget for Title I grants to the TCCC's
the Bureau used the dollar per FTE value resulting from the FY 1984 appropriated
amount divided by the number of FTE's estimated in the FY 1984 Budget
justifications. The FY 1985 requested level vast therefore, consistent with
the level intended by the Congress as appropriated in FY 1984. However, the
number of rrn now"estimated for both FY'1984 and FY 1985 is less than that
estimated in the FY 1984 budget justificationa. The current FTE estimate of
2,549 when multiplied by the present per FTE funding level of $2,390 equals a
funding requirement of $6,092,110, 4, reduction of $347,890 from the FY 1984
amount of $6,440,000.
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Question: If there is in fact projected increase in YU by 49 students, '

why would there be a decree/le in the budget item/

Answer: There is a decrease because the per FTE funding amount used to
calculate the budget estimate for Fiacal Year 1985 is $2, ea explanation
under previous question).

Questions Was $2,812 the figure,correctly cited to Cong fa for the level
uppott in FY '83?

Answer: No, the prora a actor was 475.. The $2,812 amount was for
FY 1982.

Question: Was the amount
level of support in FY '84? If not, 'ski.' you be-requesting a supplemental for
TY '84?

sated sufficient to maintain that sans

Answer: The amount approprieted was sufficient. We do not anticipate
*quest for a supplemental in n.cal Year 1984.

New School Construction Needs

Question: The committee notes that the Doreen is proposing to reduce
funding for new school construction by $5,680,000 and that only one school

)

is schedule to be construe ed with newInnds in FY '85 is the Western
Cheyenne SIMer consolidated school.' What is the total. Amount of unmet New
Construction needs?

Answer: The total new school construction needs would be in excess of
$49 million for committed projects and projects on the FY-1985 priority list.
The FY 1985 school construction prioritiai list contains the following schools
(where available, the estimated project cost is shown):

Rocky Hoy High School, MT
Coeur d' Aisne Elementary School, ID
Paschal Sharman Hoarding School, WA
Tucker Day School, MS
Crow Creek High Schoolk SU-

Standing Pine Day School, MS
Lac Courte Oreillas Ojibwa School, WI

44.3 million
2.2 million
9.1 million
2.5 million
11.9 million
2.1 million

(not determined)

In addition, committed projects from thelltY 1984 list which have not received

appropriations for construction are:

Western Cheyenne River School, SD $4.5 million (FY 'd5 request)

Papago High School, AZ 9.0 million
Two Eagle River High School, MT 3.4 million

Question: Is it your expectation that Congress will be the one to again
increase the appropriation for this program to meet the trust responsibility
of the United States to provide decent educational Facilities' for Indian School
Children? Why do you not tell us exactly what the needs are end propose a .

progress perhaps five, ten, or fifteen year plan that will give sole
certainty and continuity to the education facilities construction program?

Answer: The school construction priority ranking procedure allows tribes
and school boards to submit requests for new schools when the need is determined.
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This is why a new ist is published each year. The Bureau and the Coegrams
utilise this list n deteneining; new school construction yearly.

Question: U der what conditions is a school, once it has glade the priority

list for Ceprova nt and repair, removed?

Answer: Sacs year during the budget development process, a tentative list
of facility improvement and repair projects is prepared. The projects are placed

on the list based upon their relative priority at that time. When the operating
year actually arrives, the priority list is reviewed again based, upon the latest
infeirmation about the need.for each project on the list as wall as other ptojecte
which may need consideration because of priority needs which developed since the
initial list was prepared. For a specific project to be removed from the list
to be accomplished in any on. itiscal year, eithei the. need for the project no

longer exists or other higher priority projects have absorbed the available
funds prior to reaching the project on the list. Other reasons for delay of
specific project includes

1. Programmatic change(s) WhiCh require maj terations or additions to
project working draWings and specificatio s.

2. If the project working. drawings or specifications are not completed
in time to allow award in the currant fiscal year or during construction
season.

the construction Market is not evorable in the area of a project.

Procurement difficulties on s project such as, no responsive bids
received, protest of contract award, SBA 8(a) delays, etc.

Questions Your FY'85
contract support. On which

Education Contract Sumert

proposes $13.34 Billion for education
*1 Year is this amount based?

Answer: The $13.34 million for CSF included in the budget justification
has been primarily developed based an the Bureau's FY 1983 actual experience.

Question: Each year the Bureau has experienced shortfalls in Contract
Support andhas consequently aade prorated payments. Will $13.34 million meet
the need or is it based on an earlier prorated amount?

Answer: Since the requested amount is based upon the Bureau's FY 1983
experience, it may be necessary to address a modest shortfall in FY 1984. '

Graduate Scholarship ?rare=

Questions Upon reviewing the data provided in graduate progress, it
seems that while significant improvements have been achieved in law and medicine
graduates, little progress is evident in business and science related professions.
Isn't such progreal necessary for self7sufficiency and economic development?
What plans, If any, does the B1A have in this area?

Answer' Yes. More students are pursuing fields in business and the trend
toward science related proIessions is growing. We have encouraged students to .

enter these other areas at the undergraduate level and students are counseled to
enter these other critial areas We will see the increase at the graduate
level in the next few years.
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QuesOon: Can you supply this committee with a listr9f the colleges and
universities and tribes that you currently have contracts With, as well as funding
amounts, and how you would propose to allocate funding4,,z FY '851

Answer: In Fiscal Year 1984 we have two contrici4 for graduate echolarships
with the following organizations:

American Indian Scholarships, Inc..
P.O. Box 1106
Taos, NN 87571

Aserican Indian Law Center, Inc.
P.O. Box 4456
Cornell Post Office
Albuquerque, Rif 87196

$978,000

4

We propose to,select the contractors of these graduate program on a competitive
basis.- A request for proposal will be issued to allow tribes and other interested
and qualified Indian contractors to coepete for these progress.

Water Right, Claim

Question: According to.the plan that the Deportment developed in 1979 for
water rights claims resolution, at the current rate of funding and progress, how
far along in the processor are we now and how far will we be in five (5) years?

Answer: The 10-year Plan for Review of Indian Water Clalea, prepared in
1979, contained a *elope of work summary with an estimated cost of $143 million
to complete the plans covering all Indian claims!. Funding for the five years+
to date haaibeen as follows:

FY 19807 $ 2.00 million
FY 1981 - '4.05 million
FY 1982 - 4.95 million
FY 1983 - 5.45 million
FY 1984 5.45 million

Total - $21.90 million

The total appropriation of $21.90 million for the first five years represents
about 15Z of the 1479 estimated cost and corresponding amount of the work to be
performed. If the current funding -level ($5,450,000 tonal/illy) is continued
over the next five years, a total of $49.15 million or a little over one-third
will have been provided over the 10-year period. The work accompliehleat
percentage will be somewhat less than 1/3 due to cost increases.

Trust Responsibilities = 2415 Claims

Question: Please provide an update of progre ;s on claims in this area.

Answer: The "Statute of Limitetiona Program" is one.part of a dual activity
designecrto protect Indian rights associated primarily with natural resources.
While the Statute of Limitations Program addresses only the recovery of damages,
it's counterpart, the Unresolved Indian Rights Program seeks recovery of the
natural resource iteelf. Information generated by this joint activity is used
primarily to seek and obtain negotiated settlements or other administrative'
remedy. Failing these, it can be used to support the initiation of litigation
and legislative resolution. The issues addressed include, but are not limited
to, those involving title to land, trespass, water rights, mineral entry,
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renewable resources, problems of pollution, and activities which endanger
reservation persons or property. To date, the two programs have been handled
separately with most of our efforts concentrating on the identification of
pre-1966 Statute of Limitations damage claims. Since 1972;-Congress has
ePorcIllpeted-over $21,000,000 to identify and evaluate theme am -called "2415'
claims.

. .

Until the amendatory Indian Claims Limitation Act of 1982.(1CLA-82), the Statute
of Limitations Program was governed by a time limit after which the United
States was forever barred from pursuing pre-1966 damage claims though litigation.
On December 30, 1982,-Congress extended the Statute of Limitations until the
Secretary had defined the "universe" of all such claims. 'Now, in compliance
with the 1982 Act, this universe of approximately 36,000 cities has been published
in the Federal Register, and Om United States is now barred from filing suit
on any pre-1966 claims noteappearing therein. With respect to these published

claims, the Statute of Limitations is now idefinitely extended until such time
as the United States files litigation, formally rajecta the claims !Or litigation
or legislative solution, or submits legislation to the...Congress resolving such
claims. Approximately 7,500 of these claims regain in need of basic research.
Notwithstanding Departmental rejection of certaip of these claims prior tomthe
1982 Act, 411 gf the claims are, by virtue of said-Act; in need of reconsideration
and/or resolution In additiOn, it is estimated that unresolved land- related
rights issues alone (which may or may not involve pre-1966 damage amiss)
number approximately 33,000 cases.

To date, our efforts have concentrated on the identification of "2415 claims,"
now referred to as "ICLA Claims". beginning with the currant fiscal year,
the work. of the dual Statute of Limitations /Unresolved Indian Rights Attivity
now focuses on resolution of *Listing issues, se-well as those (other than pre-
1966 damage claims) which wil; be identified in the future. Highest priority
must be placed on the pursuit of-meritorious claims, with a lesser priority
attached to the extinguishment of claims having little or no merit. Notice
must be provided to the potential Indian plaintiffs where ICLA -82 claims ere
rejected for litigation by the Solicitor's Office and/or the Department of
Justice. Notice suet further be published in the Federal Register, after which
the Indian plaintiffs have one year to file suit on their own to recover damages.,
Because third party interests will seek to extinguish potential claims through
legal or political actions, some funding lost remain available for responding
-to such actions.

Assistant Secretary Smith has established a "Statute of Limitations Task Force,"
whose duty it will be to review those claims which might be resolved through
legislation. Itithis .regard, recommendations and comments were solicited from
Area Directors, Agency Superintendents, and Indian tribal; and organisations.
However, because we are currently in the process of devising the appropriate

. structure and system to ad Tess the entire Statute of*Limitation /Unresolvid

Indish Rlghts'Activity, there is no immediate activity required of the task
force. Dy virtue of the 1982 Act, once a legislative solution is propelled and
submitted by the Secretary, any right of action to rz)ver damages will be
barred after three years. Extreme care, therefore, st be exercised before a

snubssolution is submitted. There sabe a good chance of passage,
%;ith,support, dollars and personnel to aem11 through to enactment.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs is currently in the process of establishing a cost-
'effective agates for establishing priorities and resolving both the published
IC:La-82 claims and addittlle'uniesolved Indian rights issues. Our current
effort includes:
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Improvement of the computer tracking system by combining the two

program into a single computer data base, plus updating of data, thus

improving accomotahility to the Congress, the Administration and Indian

entities.

2. Improvement of work flow to afford best use of available resources.

3. Seeking and obtaining negotiated settlements or other administrative

remedy, and, failing these, supporting initiation of litigation or

legislative resolution.

In the near future, interim guidelines for the overall program will be sent to

each Area Office. Shortly thereafter, sometime this spring, we plan to hold a

meeting of all Area Rights Protection Officers to explain the new program

objective, strategy, work flow, -methods of eatablishing prioritiat, the rejection

process, and the purpose end use of the .computer tracking tryst's.

638 Oversight Staff

Question! Under your General Administration program, you IX:VW a New

Program in FY '84 to prOvided'oversight and monitoring of contracts under P.L.

93-638. The justification indicates that the program hal not yet actually been

staffed and there is.not yet any work experience against which to measure work

experience or need. The FY '44- juatificationonly requested funding for 18 PTE

and $680,000.. It did not describe this as anything leas than 0 full year funding

or use than staff needed. The explanation that this increase is based on an

annualitation of costs does not seem quite right. Mby are you requesting

an increase in the contract monitoring prairies when you have had nolotmk

experience as of yet; dOesn't it soft premature to be requested a 25Z increese

in funding and staff?

Answer: The PY 1984 request cliarly indicated that 25 positions were being

requested for this activity. Since it was a new etsff, delays4La receiving the

necessary appropriations were expected and only 18 FTE were estimated to be

needed in FY 1984 at a cost of $680,000. The FY 1985 request is the full year

cost.of the 25 positions justified end approved in FY 1984.

,Question: You indicate that soya staff will be located in Portland, Oregon;

Minneapolis, Minnesota; and Albuquerque, New Mexico. why do you select only three

Area offices? If this kind of staff is needed at the Area Level, why are the

other Area Offices not similarly staffed?

Answer; While the staff say be physically-located at the listed cities,

they will not be part of any Area Office staff. These would he central office

-positions stationed at sites closer to their work in order to save on travel

expenses.

Question: Obvilusly, there has heen'some monitoring of "638" contracts

over these past years. Does the establishment of this new office result in a

decrease in staff under any.other program line item?

Answer: No. This staff would be given oversight responsibilities not

carried out in any organized manner in the pait.

Econoeic Development

Question: Why is it necessary to hire a new "highly specialized staff" to

manage the economic development program?
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Answer: The proposid eatablishment of an "Ecanoaic Development Facilitator `;
Unit," will not betto Manage te. Sureau's 'concede development program. This
Unit will provide policy guidance and assistance to Bureau management, in the. !r
arias of lusifiees Financing, Industrial Development, and Tourimay-axesa'whers,
the luregu does not currently have the exporting.

Question: How-teeny application for the business enterprise development
grante are outstanding? And for how much?

AnsVer: There are 15 grant spplictions'outstanding. The grant request.S.
__._submitted before the February 15 cut off_dataLtutal_19,,,162 675, with 7.5 soothe

of tie prograa':yeax remaining.
1.- '

Question: 'Why is this program United to tribes, rather then to'Indien
companies or individuals?

, Answer It'ves decided that, because the program would be'frugailly
budgeted. with no new staff for it, there would be no capability to admin Or
the large number of applications which would come from individuals and nies,
if .they.vere eligible. Further, with a relatively *sell budget, all a cants .

cannot be funded. The turesn's first priority, given the,"governmentt govern-
ment reCationohip", Is to tribes. We believe that thosegovernments ba a
responsibility for, the develipment of.their economies end need tn. as ease
that.the prbgree offers.

. ;

Question: What proportion of nited at the proposed funding levelPtivbe
mat with this program? .

4

Answer: In'fiecal 1983, when the program started,'41th the proirmm.
ctional for only about six months, $13 million ip grant requamts were
dyed. INFenty one applications, reqUesting over $7 million, veva deemed good

enough to carry over into fiscal 1984 td consider for funding. TOW of those
cariyovers have been funded and ten others ate in varioul stages of readiness
for funding. Fifteen new-applications totaling $4,605,000 have been receinel
before the February 15 cut off data in FY, 1984, with 7 :5 half months of the
programvyear remaining. The propopele we 'rsceivid.arg in various stage. of Mk

sufficiency; some Are good and others poor. 40ur budget request is commensurate
with the need we perceive. 0 -

,

.

" Question!' The budget states theloNithout legisletive changesno new loans
will be made undtei+ guaranty program."- (p'. 113). What proportion of the need
is now being net undmr,the currant lsw7

Answer: For Fiscal Year 1984, w.are authorized and have funds to support
. $19 million in guaranteed loans. Rip of April'18, we have approved $15.8 million

o in loans. There is another $$La million'in requests for guarantees pending at the
Cenffal Office and Area Offices as of April 18. We will be able to guarantee

. only $3.2 million of these pending lons.
A

_Question: What &lenges could be proposed?

Answer: The Bureiu is currently considering amendments to the Indian
.0 P

-rinalicfng'Acii. Because these are etill,J.n the planning and review stage, no
Finsl.recommendationso s available at this time.

tiptural'Resources Development

Question:: Please explain why there has been a throe year pattern of fund
\ re4uctions in natural rehource development.
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Answer: Accoading to mgE records, there bee not been reduction trend.
If could be the effect of Jo Bill and fire suppression supplemental funding
in RY 1983, ae follows:

FY 1983 FY 1984 FY 1985--.-s^

Total Available/Requested $119,241 $92,688 $96,922
Lees: Jobe Bill -20,000 ---

Fire Suppression Suppleeental li
Total I 85,24F 892,683 n5rr

Question: Is there a plan to expand the Colored° natural
r-Feeeurei-deVirlopment-of hat is can properly 'carve

Answer: Present plans ate to first 11111 all *recent positions end then
assess whether or not expansion is desirable. Recent.actions on filling'
position' are ae follows:

An experienced geologist was selected in December u Chief, Division of
Energy and Minerals Resource; to manage and coordinate the Washington and
Lakewood offices.

Two poiltion announcements foc.experienced geologists for the Lakewood
Office have redently closed.' We are presently waiting on Personnel for
the list of qualified applicants, to wake our selections.. A phynical

.science technician position has also been advartisedland is subject to .

applicant selection.
11,

The qualification r uirements for a petroleut reseiv engineer and a
nining engineer pa t O0 are currently being written position openings
in Lakewood, and re to be announced Shortly.

When our penmane selections are completed the Lakewood Office will have four,
geologists wit crossover disciplines (i.a., subsurface exploration, geophysics,
mining, and mineral economics), a petroleum engineer, a., reservoir engineer
and two mining engineers specialising in hardrock and coal, and surface and
underground mining.

This small experienced geoacience group will represent the core or many
disciplines in the minerq. resource sciences and the building block from which
to expand as more assistant. is requestid and required.

Question: Doe. thi 3IA have a plan to assist the tribes in Peticipating
in. the Deperteent of Energy refund program? Please describe the plan.

Answer: The Department_of Energy refund program is a commercial gasoline-
at-the-pump overcharge issue endAlb out of the jurisdiction of the Office of
Trust Responsibilities.

Question: How is the surfacemining control 'act fund being managed? o
is it invested? Please describe the ,SIA plans for the fund.

lrl

-Answer: The Surface Mining Cont 1 and Reclamation Act of 1977 is under
the jurisdiction of the Office of Sur ce Mining. The Abandoned Mine Reclamation
Fund (the "Fund") is edainietered by the Secretary of the Interior. There.As
established on the books of the U.S. Treasury's trust fund derived from a tax
on coal production for the purpose of reclaiming abandoned mine lands.

At propent, the issue of tribal reclamation programa affects only the Crow,
Navajo, and Hopi tribe As Of September 30, 1983, $3,777,311 had been credited

4
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to the Crow abandoned eine land account, 650,499 tothe Navajo account, and
$1,339,384 to the Hopi account. Only the :fee. which have bean collected and
placed in escrow for the Crow tribe have come f ram °ff reservation land..

loth the Ravajo and Hopi have accumulated feel from mining activities within
the exterior boundaries of their respective reservations. While the Crow and
Navajo have expressed strong interest in regulation of surface..mining, the Hopi
have yet to make a riser indication of their preference. Regulation by the
Hopi may be impractical, eine* the only active mining operation effecting the
tribe is one in which both the Hopi and Navajo tribes jointly own the coal. .

However, there mayaxist abandoned mine reclamation projects which the Heil may
wish imundertake. -----

The Secretary recommended in the OSM Report to Congress on March 19, 190,
that the procedures mandated for state Title IV submissions be employed for the
tribie as well. Should there -be say need for reclamation work prior to the
necessary approvals, OSM has already coemdtted itself to using Secret/11.1ml
.share money through cooperative Agreements to fund such projects.

Questions Can the committee anticipate the legislation proposals of the
Department required by SHCRA? '

Answer: The Office of Surface Mining presented their report to the Congress
and proposed legislation on March 19; 1984..

Social Services Programs

Question: With respect to general semi:nonce payeeete under the Social
Services program, I understand that the level of assistance provided by the
bureau is pegged ,to the level of assistance provided by each state. In st
least one state, this has resulted in a level of assistance .that is less than
1/3 defined poverty level. What, if anything, has the !IA done to.alleviste
this robles0

Answer: The bureau had a longstanding policy (since 1944) of leaking
General Assistance payments at 100 parbant of the established standard of need
in the State wherein the recipient remides. However, with the enactment of the
.1981 Omnibus budget Reconciliation Act, which made many changes in the Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program, many states increased the
standard of need and impinged a retemble reduction on actual paypent levels to
mates. available funding in the Federal/State matching formula. This created
sore marked differences between the standards of need and the actual level. of
payment, which brought the issue to the intelligible of the Congress. In the
Placid Year 1983 Appropriation' Conference Report No. 97 -978, dated December
17, 1982, the report states on page 20 that: "The managers direct the Bureau
to move expeditiously to implement changes in the general assistance program to
bring payments into conformance with State payments in those States where the
standard of need exceeds actual payments. The regolatian shall provide
flexibility for the !Ammo to adjust payments as such payments any be adjusted
by the States." The bureau has issued proposed rules to carry out the
Congressional Directive.

Question: Dodo the solution to this probler require con 1 actiongre6J1
or can it be achieved adainistratively7

Answers The WuArati must follow the direction in the Conference Report an
the FY 1983 budget.
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long-range Pans for Bionosic Developieot

Question: The GOmmittee understands that some innovative brainator as
has been pursued recently by the Bureau regarding economic development. Pleas.
describe any possible program or plans for long range economic development which
has been considered internally and which might be considered by the Committee..

Answer: The Bureau is in the process of considering the feasibility of a
Pnueber of economic plees Which. say include grants,.loan guarantees and.direct

loans. However, no definite plans have been approved to date, and recommendations
are not available.

Distribution of Contract Supecort_Fundo

----OtiwertwjrrTrai-BIA-rs FY '85 Budget Justification describes a series of
actions taken to change the method of distributing contract support funds, in
order to comply with the congressional directive of the House and Senate Interior
Appropriations Sabeemmittees to move the funds from a Operate line-item account
10 the prograk accounts. What is being done, now,'to assure that proper follow-up
stops have been and will be taken to implement these actions in a timely manner
for FY '85 i.e., what kind of implementation procedures are you working one

Answer: A number of steps have been taken to.implement the Bureau's plan
for combining Contract Support Funds (CS?) with program accounts beginning in
11 1985. During the months of November and Deceabor, 1983, extensive'(10)
consultation sessions with tribal representatives were conducted throughout
the U.S. in en effort to explain and seek advice regarding proposed Bureau
changes in the handling of CSF. As a consequence of these meetings, the
assistant Secretary - Indian Affair., through his letter. to all tribal leaders
of January 13, 1984, adviied that the Bureau would combine CSF with program
accognts utili ;ing a "grandfathering" procedure. He alio stated that in
implementing this decision further tribal input would be sought. In that
connection, a smell committee whiebyincluded a rnimber of tribal representatives
met in February 1984 for the purpose of discussing and recommending implementation
procedure.. The group's recommendations have recently been presented to the
Assistant Secretary for his consideration. Tollow-up procedures now being
pursued by the Bureau for 'implementation in FY 1985 whidh are in line with the
group's expressions include:

l., A review of all P.L. 93 -638 contracts on a contract by contract
basis for the previous three fiscal years is now underway to
determine historical funding levels and CSF need requirements.
This information will allow the Bureau to determine fair and
realistic total funding base for each coptract under the new=
system.

To ensure the integrity of CSF, when combining CSF with program
A counts, the Bureau plans to record information in its finance

i!I

stem on tribal contractor indirect or administrative costs during
he operating year and include information on actual Costs. Because

of special circumstances in the School Operations, Johnson O'Malley,
.

and Facilities Management programs we anticipate continuing to
separately identify and budget for contract support funds within
these activities/subactivities. All other program justifications
will contain narrative information on the actual (prior year) fundln
for direct program costs and tribal contractor administrative or
indirect costs. Because the distribution OT funds to direct program
costs or to tribal administrative (or indirect) costs for the current
and budget years will be deterained by the tribal contractors during

I
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the contract negotiation process, the Bureau is considering including
an estimate for these funds in the budget pacification narratives for
those years. The estimate would be based upon projections of actual
prior year data.

3. Indian School Equalization Formula (ISKF) funds are utilized as
program funds for schoola under contract. Since by law these
funds cannot he mingled with other monies, we plan to establish
a separate line item in ous,Education budgerto contain CS!.

In Ole FY 1985 justifications the transferred amounts have not been merged into
the various'programe within each activity. As we implement the new funding method.
the proper distribution of contract support funds will be made to each contract
and'esch program, In FY 1986, these "base" fund* will no longer be budgeted

a/ exceptions
include contracted programs under School Operations, Johnson O'Malley, and
Facilities Management. Because of spatial circumstances in these programa we
anticipate continuing to separately budget for contract support funds within
these activities/ subactivicies.

Existing program contracts which receive bee contract support funding during
the FY 1985 cycle will no longer be eligible for additional contract support
funds in FY 1986. The baae.distribution is one-time. Separate contract support
funds will be requested each year (just as has been requested in FY '1985) to
provide funds for new'contrects. If an existing partial program contract (e.g.,
detention services rather than the entire law enforcement program') is later
expanded to include additional contracted functions, the program expansion would
be eligible for additional contract support funds. Merely increasing program
fund. without a real increase in function Will not qUallify a contracted progiad
for additional contract support funds.

Question: The justification (p. 106) claim that the tribes "generally
agree" with the new approach the BIA is taken for contract support funding.
Several tribes dispute this statement. Please explain to this coleittas what
type of tribal consultation has occurred and your factual base for claiming that
the new approach has tribal support.

Answer: Congressional, OMB and Departmental concern regarding the increase
in funding requirement* for CSF has been expressed for a number of years and
culminated in the FY 1983 Congressional directive to combine CSF with program
accounts beginning in FY 1985. Up to this time, CSF has been a separate line
item with he funding level requested for it dependent primarily on contractor
indirect ast rates. Became.. indirect cost rates have steadily risen for a
number of years, CSF requirements have been escalating aqd the Bureau has
experienced significant shortfalls in this budget item. In order to comply
with the above mentioned directive the Bureau had two spe'Ciel etudiei conducted
by an outside contractor for the purpose of examining options for accomplishing
this change. Included as a =Ajar option was to apply an amount of funds,
disregarding contractor indirect cost rates, to new contracts to he determined
by an analysis of the Bureau's overhead cost rate. This would hays been in
accord with Section 106(h) of P.L. 93-638 which states, "The amount of funds
provided under the terms of contracts entered into pursuant to section 102 and
103 shall not be less than the appropriate Secretary would have otherwise

provided for his direct operation of the programs or portions thereof for the
-period covered by the contract."

The budget Justification refers to a sleeting held in October, 1983, involving
Itribelildprementatives wherein the above option was discussed. There was general
agreema that in lieu of applying funding based on an analysis of the Bureau's



overhead costs a "grendfathering" procedure should be utilised which would reflect

tribal contractor historical experience. Consequently, the Bureau's decision to

"grandfather' funding levels based on contractors' actual experience is favored

by tribes aver the option to apply a standard amount of funds contingent upon BIA -

.overhead costs. The consultation sessions referred to above in_the previous

answer and subsequent written correspondence from tribes have substantiated this

preference. While than ray be dissatisfaction with the basic change in the

delivery of CSF, we believe it is generally understood and accepted that,this
new procedure has been mandated by Congress'and not subject to change by the

Bureau. Absent consideration of the Congressional directive to combine CS? with
program accounts, there was and is general Agreement that the method preferred

by tribes for making the changes isAo fold in or "grandfather' in funding levels

which reflect actual contractor experience.

Since contractorTOIrect--co4T-iiiii will no longer Joe onli arid-LTslate/ruining

the amount of CSF beginning in FY 1985, it important that FY 1984 fending be

adequate not only for effective Operation of contracts, but to serve ss an essen-
tial aid for the Bureau in establishing a reallitic base funding level for
contracts in FY 1985. A realistic base level in FY 1984 will ensure a smooth

transition to [hellcat system. In that regard, tribal comments during our
consultation oemeiona reflected thaaview that inherent in the new system is

the understanding that contract funding levels would reflect actual contractor

experience.

Question: Can the new approach to contract support work if there is no
sufficient funding in FY '84 and FY '85 for contract support.?

Answer: Under the new 'Well, a total funding base to cover direct and
indirect costs will be established under program account and tribal contractors
will be obliged to operate their contracts within these base amounts. This new

procedure will eliminate shortfall problem' and alloy contractors to plan and
operate contracts with a known funding level when beginning contract operations.

The key to the new approach is to provide adequate funds at the time of the

merger of program and contract support funds.

Question: For FY '84, does the BIA hem sufficient funding for contract

support to pay the tribes 1002 of the negotiated rate for contract support,
or will there be a shortfall am there was in FY '83, requiring supplemental

Appropriations? What is the expected FY '84 shortfall? How will the BIA address

this shortfall?

Answer: For FY 1984, we expect to experience a shortfall in CSF. Based

upon our most recent inforestiqn we project a shortfall of approximately $1.5

million. In addressing this shortfall, consideration will be given to allowing
contractors the option of redistributing funds within their total contract

amounts, and/or reprogramming.of Bureau funds.
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Senator ANDREws. Our next group of witnesses come from the
tribes. The first individual to testify is Mr. Caleb Shields, tribal
council member from the Fort Peck Tribe, Poplar, MT.

Caleb, looking- at the, number of people going out of the room, it
looks like we have more bureaucracy here than we have Indians.

Mr,..-Stiftws. I guess.
Senator ANDRMS. I do not know who is watching the BIA down

there. You guys could have gone down and taken over while they
were up here.

Mr.SHIELDS. Again.
Sehator ANDREWS. Maybe things would have worked better.
Mr. Shields, welcome to the committee--
Let rrie assure you that your statement will appear in the record

as if given in total. You can summarize it any way you like. A good
deal of your statementand I have reviewed itdeals with health
problems. We are going to have on Thursday the In Health
Service here. Therefore, we will be using some of o mony as
examples or questions when we question them. our testimony
is going to be extremely helpful in that way.

Let me also say that, given the problems we ve around here, I
am supposed to be in Howard Baker's office 7 utes ago, and I
may well have to depart during your testimony. owever, because
I know how far you and the other tribal leade have traveled,
rather than hold it up and adjourn the hearing '1 this after-
noon, I have arranged for Paul Alexander our ector, to
continue with the testimony, so that you will not lose of your
precious time and we will get all your views on record.

Go ahead, Mr. Shields.

STATEMENT OF CALEB SHIELDS, MEMBER OF THE TRIBAL EX-
ECUTIVE BOARD OF THE ASSINIBOINE AND SIOUX TRIBES OF
I'VE FORT PECK RESERVATION

Mr. SHIELDS. OK, Mr. Chairman. The statement will take ap-
proximately 8 or 9 minutes of the time.

I am on the tribal council of the Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes,
and I appreciate this opportunity to express our tribes' concerns on
the President's Imidget concerning the BIA, the Indian Health Serv-
ice, and Indian education. These budget cuts are proposed when in-
creases are needed. Some of these paper increases are actually re-
ductions.

I will start with the proposed budget for the Indian Health Serv-
ice,, which shows a shocking disregard for the health needs of the
lnaian people.

On paper, the Indian Health Service proposes an additional $27
million for clinical services, which is an apparent increase of 4 per-
cent, but because medical costs have increased 13 percent over the
last year, an real terms Indian Health Service is propcing a 9-per-
cent decrease. Furthermore,' much of the additional $27 million
would supposedly be derived from third party reimbursements,
such as medicare and medicaid. IHS projects that it will receive
$65 million in reimbursements next year. This is a completely un-
realistic and unsupported figure. The fiscal year 1984 reimburse-
ments were far below this amount, and virtually every factor that
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will affect the level of reimbursements, such as probable medicaid.
reductions by the States, points toward lower reimbursements, not
higher ones.

Even the grossly inadequate increase IHS has proposed for clini-
cal services will really be a substantial decrease. We urge the com-
mittee, as it did last year, to ignore the IHS projections for reim-
bursements and support an increase of at Least 13 perceRt for clini-
cal services.

Mr. Chairman, overall the net decrease of the President's pro-
budget for ,Indian Health Services comes to a figure of minus

9 million.
We have two specific4on= n-.1,5eierlinical services. First, at

Fort Peck our highest health priority is the freatment-and preven-
tion of alcoholism. This terrible problem increases crime, unem-
ployment, and family strife on the reservation, and also creates in-
creased demand for overburdened programs such as IHS clinical
services and BIA general assistance. The Indian Health Service-
funded alcohol programs have made some inroads on these prob-
lems, but need to be greatly expanded. We are, therefore, very dis-
appointed that the proposed budget of $24.6 million for alcohol pro-
grams would force us to 'shrink these programs, and not expand
them. We urge he to support a budget of at least $30
million for these crucial programs in alcoholism.

Second, the Indian Health Service tells us that no significant
progress has been made in.reducing mental health problems among
Indians. Yet, it has prciposed a budget that would decrease mental
health programs. At Fort Peck, many of the problems for which
our people seek mental health treatment are related to alcohol
abuse. We have had only three counselors on staff since the 1960's,
with one brief exception several years ago when we were able to
hire a fourth. When he left, we could not secure funds to replace
him. We need additional staff to meet the-grolting demand for
these essential services, and request that the IHS mental health
budget be increased to $14.3 million.

As this committee knows, there is a substantial backlog of pa-
tients needing contract care. At Fort Peck alone, there is a backlog
of over $300,000, including many surgical cases, and we understand
that the backlog nationwideis over $20 million. In spi this, the
Indian Health Service budget makes no attempt to aadress this
problem. We urge the committee to support, as it did last year, in-
creases in contract care that will remove at least part of the back-
log, and, hopefully, the Indian Health Service policy of life and
limb.

The tribes strongly oppose this administration's efforts to reduce
health scholarships and eliminate funds for recruitment and the
INMED program. At Fort Peck, we have had considerable difficulty
in filling professional staff positions at Indian Health Service facili-
ties, particularly for physicians. The long-term solution to this
problem`is increased funding for training of Indian health profes-
sionals. Right now, intensified recruiting efforts are needed. The
proposed budget would not provide either a long-term or a short-
,term solution, and we urge the committee to restore funds for
these programs.
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Once again, the administration proposes to eliminate all funds
for facilities construction. This callous disregard is simply beyond
belief. Many tribes are,in desperate need of new hospitals and clin-
ics. At Fort Peck, our greatest need is for new sanitation facilities,
and we know that many other tribes share this need as well. We
beseech the committee to continue to reject the potentially disas-
trous elimination of Indian Health Service construction funds.

The administration is once again seeking to eliminate CHR and
urban health programs. We are grateful to this committee's sup-
port for the CHR program and are counting on your continued sup-
port. At Fort Peck, the CHR activities include followup visits for
surgical patients with hypertension, diabetes, and ENT probleins.
The qualt if this program-were
eliminated. In addition, we oppose the proposed cut in funds for
publiC health nurses, who work closely with our CHR's.

The Fort Peck tribes also strongly support the urban health pro-
gram because many of our tribal members go to the cities to find
work and need health care. If the urban program were eliminated,
many of our urban members would simply go without health care,
and then return to the reservation if a serious problem developed.
This is obviously not cost effective.

I will now turn to the budget of the BIA and Indian education.
The Johnson O'Malley programs and 'title IV programs are close-

ly related at Fort Peck. The schools at Fort Peck receive a substan-
tial percentage of their operating cos$ from title IV. They also re-
ceive supplemental assistance from Johnson O'Malley. The pro-
posed budget leaves both programs at current levels, which of
course means a real decrease. Given the decreases of the past three
years, our schools simply cannot absorb any more cuts. Too many
important programs have been suspended. For example, the Poplar
schools were forced to eliminate a tutoring program that signifi-
cantly reduced the high school dropout rate. Indian parents at
home are still asking when the program will start up again. The
counseling services have also been cut.

Education is the best hope for our children to achieve a better
standard of living. We urge this committee to support budget in-
creases for the education programs that will make this possible.

Tribal community college; would also suffer under the proposed
budget. The allocation for the Fort Peck Community College would
be reduced by $8,000 if the budget were adopted, even though we
will have at least as many studen.ts next year. We are a small col-
lege and simply cannot absorb this type of decrease in the face of
increasing costs and past budget cuts.

Also, we request the committee to provide funds for the new en-
dowment program authorized by Congress last year. The BIA
budget justification does not even mention this program, which
would help us attract private sector funds to the college.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs funds we receive to operate our ju-
venile detention center do not permit us to offer any services to the
children there. Many of these children are young runaways and
other status offenders. They need counseling and other rehabilita-
tion services, not just detention. We request that the committee
earmark $250,000 for the social services budget for the Fort Peck
Juvenile Detention Center.
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Also, our tribal court facility is tiny and poorly designed. We
live needed a new court complex for many years. We have re-
ceived .be bill money to renovate our jail, which is attached to the
court. : - use the- jail is far too small to meet our needs, it must
be expanded as well as renovated. When this is done, however,
there will be practically no room left for the court. We will be
forced to set up court in a small tribal house, which is even less
suited as a court than our current facility. Plans for a new court
complex have been drawn up by the local agency anil submitted to
the area office. We request that the 'conuriittee appropriate
$317,000 to fund this much-needed project.

s...oposed-budgTh et would-decrease -funds for BIA social work-
number of child welfare cases is distressingly high at Fort

Peck, and the BIA does not have enough social workers to handle
these cases. Funds for social workers should be increased, not de-
creased.

The irrigation project at Fort Peck is unfinished and has out-
moded facilities that need to be renovated or replaced. We have al-
ready increased user fees as high as we can, and so we need BIA
funds to help us solve these problems. We request the committee to
support increased funding for the irrigation maintenance and con-
struction.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs proposes to cut the budget for the
HIP program. Under the proposed budget, the BIA would build and

novate fewer homes next year than it has this year. How can this
ustified when there is a shortage of decent, safe, and sanitary

k----t
throughout Indian country? At Fort Peck, 50 percent of

our people live in substandard conditions. Overcrowded and unsafe
housing is common.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs blames tribal budget priorities for
the prop-Osed cut, which we feel is simply ridiculous. Instead, it
should acknowledge that its budget is too low to fairly reflect tribal
priorities. We urge the committee to support a substantial increase
in the HIP program.

Once again, the BIA has requested no funds for land acquisition.
Everyone pays lip service to the need for land consolidation, but
the plain fact is that without' funds to purchase land, significant
land consolidation will never occur. We hope that the committee
will look at this issue carefully during the coming weeks and pro-
vide needed financial assistance.

That is the conclusion -of my testimony. Thank you.
Mi. ALEXANDER [acting chap-man]. Thank you.
I was particularly interested in your testimony about the health

project. I was wondering if you or the tribe has had an opportunity
to provide the- committee with written comments on the Health
Care and Improvement Act reauthorization, on which we are
having hearings next week.

Mr. SHIELDS. Yes, we will be submitting testimony on the reau-
thorization.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We really appreciate that.
Mr. SHIELDS. In addition, we will also be-submitting testimony on

behalf of the Montana Intertribal Policy Board, of which I am
chairman.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. That is a very important agenda item for the
committee this year.

I would like to assure you that we intend to continue our support
for CHR's in the current budget cycle. You will note in our version
of the reauthorization that that position is made statutory.

I would like to have Ginny Boylan, who is special co 1 on the
committee and works for John Melcher, ask you some q tions.

Mr. SHIE1113S. Sure.
Ms. BOYLAN. Hi, Caleb.
The Senator asked me to convey his apologies fnot being able

to stay to hear your testimony, but he had ano r hearing that he
had to attend.

I have questions on two of the items you mentioned in your
Bureau program comments.

On the tribal court facility, I am not quite sureyou renovated
the jail with jobs bill money, and then .you had to do away with the
court? How did that happen?

Mr. SHIELDS. Going back a few years, Fort Peck received Bureau
funding to renovate the jail and to build an addition to the jail-
court complex. Through the whole bidding process and having to
negotiate, it took a few years. By that time, the money that was
available shrunk the project to just renovation, including a sepa-
rate juvenile facility which was also planned, but it eliminated the
court complex.

So the renovation of the jail is now pushing out the tribal court.
There will be no room for. it. We are going to have to move it to a
small tribal house.

Ms. BOYLAN. Where is it now?
Mr. SHIELDS. For the court complex, thint is a request by the

agency superintendent that has been submitted to the area office
and then to the central office to Ken Smith.

Ms. BOYLAN.. Are you using jobs bill money for the addition you
are doing now for the facility?

Mr. SMELDs. That is correct.
Ms. BOYLAN. Will there be any this year?
Mr. SHIELDS. No.
Ms. BOYLAN. liz4here a Bureau priority list for construction of fa-

cilities like the cblErt facility?
Mr. SHIELDS. I really do not know. I would assume there would

be some type of priority list, but I have never seen one. There are
such things in the Indian Health Service, but I have not seen that
type of thing within the Bureau.

Ms. BOYLAN. So you do not know if there is one or if you are on
it?

Mr. SHIELDS. I would like to find out.
Ms. BOYLAN. We will try to find out for you.
Mr. SHIft.ns. All right.
Ms. BOYLAN. Senator Melcher asked some qu ions on the irri-

ation, and so did Senator Andrews. To follow t at up, I want to
now, if you know, whether you are on their pn rity list at this

point? Have you had a study done on what the n are and what
it would cost?

Mr. SHIELDS. For what?
Ms. BOYLAN. For your irrigation system project.
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SHIELDS. There has been one, subipitted by the agency be-
ca t= = they have had quite a series of meetings locall y with the
farm the agency, and the tribes, and they have raised rates and
they submitted some kind of a plan to the area office on that.
I cool pply that information.

Ms. YLAN. So they have some idea how much it will cost?
Mr. SHIELDS. Right.
Ms. BOYLAN. But, we do not know where it is on the priority list?
Mr. SHIELDS. No.
Ms. BOYLAN. We will try to find that out, also
Mr. Sumns. Right.
Ms. BOYLAN. Thank you, Caleb.
Mr. ALREANDER. We appreciate your testimony. Thank you for

taking the time to come in.
We are go to take about a 20-minute break, and we., will

resume at 12:1 Raymond Morgan apd Robert. Bordeaux, if
they are here. If t, we will continue down the list.

:]

R. We are going to get started again.
Our first witness this afternoon is Re and Morgan, who is the

chairman of the Navajo Indian School and is accompanied
by Dan Rosenfelt.

Gentlemen, proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND MORGAN, CHAIRMAN, EXECUTIVE
BOARD, NAVAJO AREA SCHOOL, BOARD ASSOCIATION
MEMBER, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, NATIONAL INDIAN
BOARD ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY DANIEL M. ROSEN-
FELT, COUNSEL

Mr. MORGAN. Thank you for the opportunity to be here.
You have a copy of our testimony.
The first issue on our agenda will be the forward funding for BIA,

education. There is a great need for this right now in our BIA edu-
cation programs all over the Nation. One thing that was talked
about was phasing it in this first year. That is not really going to
solve our problem, but what we would like to see is double funding
the first year of forward funding, and I do not tiink it is going to
be much of a burden on the budget.

We would like to request that this be on the March 16 report.
Also

, and they are still out there. We are utilizing the schools
we have these facilities that were built in the twenties and

right now, and some of these school buildings have deteriorated
and are in deplorable condition right now.

We have 'asked the committee to come out and see for themselves
the existing conditions. When will it be possible for some of the
committee to come out and take a look at our buildings?

Mr. ALEXANDER. The committee's travel budget is relatively im-
ited, and we do occasionally get to make onsite inspections. Wen
we can, we will. It is not currently in our plan.

Mr. MORGAN. If you are willing to come out, we can pick up the
tab for you guys so that you may see the buildings and understand
the needs of these buildings. If we talk about it, the picture cannot
be painted completely; you must to go out and really look at these
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buildings yourselves and the distance between them. The schools
are not close together.

Mr. At.xxionnut. I would be willing to consider sending a staff
person during the next break. We can get back to you about it.

Mr. MORGAN. OK.
Now part of the reason for the facilities getting into deplorable

condition .is that in Public Law 95-561, .25 U.S.C. 2006(b) it was
stated that the maintenance and custodial personnel would be
placed under the education programs. This has not yet been done.
Wewoukl_liee_this happen in the near future because them
'le a great neeafor these maintenance programs. If you cannot sth-
pervise these persons, they can say, "I do not work for you," or,
something like that. They will not do what you direct them to do.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Have you inquired directly of the BIA why that
transfer has not been made?

Mr. MORGAN. Yes, we have.
Mr. A NDER. What kind of response have_you gotten?
Mr. ENFELT.

did issue 4 directive ordering that to happen and then it
FELT. As we understand it, at one time the Assistant

was countertnanded, as we understand it, by the Assistant Secre-
tary for Policy, Budget, and Administration. They undetstand they
are supposed to do it, but they are not doing it. .

The Navajo Schl Board Association feels very strongly about
this, and they hagtithorized us to institute litigation. In fact, we
have now issued a demand letter to the Secretary. However, frank-
ly, we do not feel we ought to have to sue the BIA to obey a clear
statutory mandate. We lire asking for some help in this.

- Mr. MORGAN. So if you can look into this matter further, we
-' would appreciate that.

The other issue we have is on quarters rentals by the govern-
-mental employees. The housing that these employees live in was
not built to the standards. That is the first problem. We have to go
back and renovate some of these places, and in some instances we.
have to insulate them again and do a lot of work on it for energy-
saving purposes.

The money, we understand, that was being taken on this was
supposed to go back for renovation on these buildings. Ten percent
of this has been picked up by the administration up here and 90
percent has gone back, which is not enough to renovate some of
these buildings. . *4

When you come out to visit us there, we will show you, these
places where the quarters a an cl where they are not being fixed
up right. As I said, they are Someme of them are just deteriorat-
ing so badly that you cannot live in them anymore, and some of
them are condemned.

Another area is wage grade emplo des. There is need for these
support personnel. Yet, a lot of these wage grade employees are '
paid higher than the principal in so instances. I think what we
need done here is to change the law where it can be the same as
educational employees who contra with the schools. This will be
phased in, and I think we can save some money there and we can
make better use of our money out there if we have these changa-)
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Mr. ALEXANDER. I would like to assure you that your full state-
ment will be received by the committee for the record. I appreciate
your summarizing your statement.

Seviiral points that you have raised concerning facilities and for-
ward funding will be included in our questions to Assistant Secre-
tary Smith, which he will need to submit for the record in the next
10 days. We will try to help uce some answers on those.

Thank you for attending. e appreciate it.
[The prepared statement follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RAYMOND MORGAN
CHAIRMAN, EXECUTIVE BOARDNAVAJO AREA SCHOOL BOARD ASSOCIATION

MEMBER, BOARA,OF.DIRECTOR$,,NkIldNAL INDIAN SCHOOL BOARD ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committees I appear today onpf the lergest Indian school board orgaratationsin the' CounItry. ur local school board members went you to,'know that theffsystem fer BIA funded schools established by Congress 'is a_good one. Today hwever, it is not working nearly as well
as ehoula. I would like to direct your attention today to
four,Areas requiring further Congressional scrutiny.

d

° FORWARD FUNDING ''OR BIA, EDUCATICLN. The monies which Congress
4,epl;fropriates must get to the schools in time to be spent oneducational program.. This year, %ur schedli did not receive !

heiradvice of allotment until FiAnuary -- months after .decisions
on staffing and planningead to ba made.

We request a one time double approprizetion thiti'year so thatMA funded schools can riceive their allotments in time to plan
a budget before the school year begins. This ection would place
11.,1A education programs on a parity with thosei funded by theUnited States Office of Education.,

Al we, understand it, the 'fol'lowing steps are necessary td accomplish
forward fUnding4 ,First, this CoMmittee must list forward funding
of ZIA education as a priority in its report to the Budget Committeedue March 15. Then the Budget Committee must allow 'edequate
ceiling for this one-time double funding. Finally, the Appropria- ,tions Committee must take a two year appropriation.

, .

Forward funding is the number 'one priority fork BIA funded schools.'
We need the essistanCle of each member of this Committee to achieve
this worthwhile objective.

,

FACILITIES. Facialties at mos; of our schools are in substandard. -
condition. 'One reason is that the Administration never requests
and Congress never r 'appfopr fates enough moner to provide proper
saintenante.

Attached as Exhibit, 1 ta my statement is a table pr4ared at ?

my request by ilterior 'S. Of Lice of Construction Maengement showing
the distribution 0,, Facility Improvement an,dRepakr funds within
the BIA in recentAyears. In 1979 BIA identified more than $418
million dollar worth of repairs and improvements needed to
.bring BIA, facilities up to minimum standards. More than spz
of BIAS faOlities are schools.

These figures reflect callous indifference to the, velfnre of
IAdiam children in tihe schools. We would not expect that the
backlog would be eliminated in three years or even fie. But
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at the present low level of appropriations our fa,cilities will
never be brought up to standard. Instead, they deteriorate
aore...isilb year.

There is plenty of blame to go around. The Administration aladst
every year has requested less than the'Congress has appropriated..
The Congress each year has appropriated far less then the need
requires. This pattern of official neglect of school facilities
must be halted. I ask your help.

, .
The figures also show that Navajp Area has received Par less
then its fair share ,compared to other Areas in the countsy.
62% of the original backlog of work is on Navajo. That, in
turn, is reelection of the historic tiriderfunding of operations
and asiirienance in the Navajo. Area. See, Exhibit II. Each
year the BIA -allocates such lass than 62% of available funds
to Navajo. This systematic pattern of discrimination against
Navajo should not obscure the larger point that the lever of
funding of BIA facilities is totally inadequate.

I invite each member of the Committee and ,each staff member
to come and visit our facilities at Navajo. I think it important
that you see for yourself the realities that these figures deplck.

A second-reason for the deplorable state of school facilities
is that BIA maintenance and custodial personnel have not been
placed under the direction and super vision of the Off ice of
Indian Education Programs. This is in flagrant disregard of
the express directive contained 25 U.S.C. 2006(b). There are
costly practical consequences of this failure to allow education
to direct school maintenance opetations.

At Many Farms High School in Arizona, for example, the facilities
personnel installed a wood shop dust' collection system inside
the classroom. The resulting vibration and high noise level
precluded use of the room for instructional purposes. The exhaust
system had to be- dismantled and the Bureau is now preparing
to let a new contract to place the system outside the building.
This never would have happened if education personnel had been
directing the maintenance effort.

We would appreciate any help that you could give us in requiring
that MA place its maintenance and 'cust od,ial workers under the
supervision of education as the ,law so clearly requires.

QUARTERS. Because all of our schobls are situated in remote
locations, it is necessary that BIA provide quarters for school
personnel. Until recently housing was made available
at nominal ren t,pfers Since 1980, however, t he Department of
Interior has -5. t least doubled and in many cases. tripled the
rent. Monies collected as rent are supposed to b; cur marked
for maintaining and 'upgrading the quarters.
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This raises several related problems. First, cgrrent rants
act as a disincentive to our teachers who -- generally -- pre
paid leas than teachers in public schools. The net effect of
r,aiaing the rents is to reduce the take home pay of our teachers.
Because these,government quarters, in most cases, constitute
the only available housing for many miles, it seems arbitrary
tolbeee the rants on distant communities in the region.

'BIA 'has failed to develop any clear system for the allocation
and use of the rent monies it collects. We ought to be able
to tell our employees where the large sumo they pay in rent
ere going to be spent. We face serious morale problems in the
field because of the dramatic increase An rentals. There ought
to be some local control over th6 distribution of the monies
collected.

It is our understanding, moreover, that at least_111 of the
the rents collected have been confiscated for BIA administrative
expense') in Washington and in the field rather then for maintenance
of quarters. This appears to be unauthoriaJLLAJWIe funding
*cause administrative expensds are Included in the base budget.
We request your assistance in requiring BIA to account for its
use of quarters money.

ACE GRADE EMPLOYEES. When Congress passed Public Law 95-561
n 1978, it established f new personnel system for holders of
education positidns. Exempted from the new personnel system
were support personnel such as cooks, janitors and bus drivers
who remained under the civil service system.

Civil service wage levels at BIA operated schools are much higher
than salaries paid to personnel in nearby public school systems.
The Chuska Boarding School, for example, pays its Cook Foreman
$30,826m7 er year or $14.82 per hour. A cooks manager in the
nearby Mtlltip McKinley Public School Systoft is paid $5.40 to
$6.40 per hour -- less than half as much. In many of our schools,
the cook is paid more than the principal and such more than
the teachers.

Because most of the cook, janitor and bus driver positiok are

held by local community people, some school boards members do

not wish adv'ersely to aLp.ct individuals presently employed
at BIA operated schools. However, as new employees are hired,
we believe they should be placed under the same personnel system

as oar teachers.

Our education program is suffering because of the,duel personnel
system. We do not have enough money to attract and retain good
teachers. At the same time we are paying support personnel
more than _is necessary. We need your help to bring the system
into a proper balance. '

Thank you for your attention.

5 '
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4 DANIEL NC ROSENFELT
-ATTORNEY AT LAW

41 law PC000 *It

OUOUICR401.11E NEW MEN1C0 171 to

91% lam l (.11,i11* 34.
January 27, 1984

The Honorable WilliaaNtlerk
Secretary 'of the Interior
United States Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240

Dear Mr. Secretary:

I represent the Navajo Area School Board Association, the trdbally
chartered school board entity on the Navjo Indian Reservatipn. NASBA-
has learned that the Assistant Secretary, Indian Affairs plans
to withhold $5.898 million'doalar from the FY-84 BIA education
'appropriation in order to fund a computerized Management Information
System for the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The Navajo Area School Board Association' is alarmed at the size
of this planned reprogramming, the fact that education would
bear virtually all of the costs, the fact that this action is
taken without consultation of the affected Indian groups, without.
adequate internal planning, and in the face of an express Congres-
sional denial of a more modest MA request for funding ADP services.
Withholding $6,000,000 fro BIA school's would devastate the
operational program which is now far into the school year.

9n beh'alf of the Navajo Area School Board AssOciatioh, I request
that you restrain' this proposed action of the Assistant .Scretery,
Indian Affairs. The' installation of a multi - million dollar MIS

system ought to be paid; for by a special appropriation line
item.

A related prob ea concerns BIA 's delay in issuing advice of
allotments to BI schools. As you know, Congress acted relatively
ear ly this year it appropriat ions. As of .this date, however,
BIA has failed to notify the schools of their FY-S4 allocations.
There is no fa t in the. B IA education appropriation figure. The
schools need the ir allocations prompt ly if t hey are to make
prudent and needed expenditures for the benefit of Indian children.

It appears, as if there is some sort of diabolical budgetary
Forge being played by BIA. We would appreciate anything you could

do t. 0 see that the schools get their full allotments immediately.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely yours,

8
Daniel M. Rosen e

6U
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DANIEL M. ROSENFELT
ATI 01114 Y AT LAME
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February 14, 1984

The Honorable 'Clark
Setretery of thee'Interior
Unitmd States Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20240

Dear Mr. Secretary:

I represent the Navajo Ares Sch6o1 Bosrad Association, the tribally
chartered school 'board entity on the Navajo Indian, Reservation.
I am writing to call your attention to the:persistent failure
of the Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs to implement a

statntory mandate related, to Bureau of Indian Affairs schools.

25 U.S.C. Sec. 2006(b) requires that the Director of the Office
of Indian Education Programs direct and supervise operations
of certain personnel. The statute provi-des

The Directoe of the Office shill direct
and supervise, the operations of all personnel
directly and substantially involved with pro-
vision of education services by the Bureau,
including (but not limited to) school or insti-
tution custodial or maintenance personnel.

The underlined language was added by Sec. 2(b) of Public Law
96-46, August 6,'1979.

Neither the custodial nor he maintenance personnel have been
placed under the direction and supervision of the Office of
Indian Education Programs. We believe that the failure of the
Bureau of Indian Affairs to comply with this statute is a major
contributing factor to the present deplorable state of many
of the school facilities.

The Executive :Board of the Navejo,-Area School Board Association
haseillarted me to.securc compliance with this statute. Accordingly,
please be- advised that if within thirty (30) days of the data
of this letter we do not 'receive satisfactory assurance of the
prompt and complete implementation of this statutory mandate
with respect to the direction and supervision o,f (a) custodial
personnel and (b) maintenance personnel, we shall institute
an action in an appropriate United States District Court. Please
be futther advised that if such action isnecessary wr shill
seek to recover attorney's fees under the Equal Access
Act on the grounds that there is no subs.tantial justifica
for refusing to comply with an express directive of the Congress
of the United States.

Thank you very much for your prompt attention.

Very truly yours,

Daniel M. Rotten e
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Is Roger Bordeaux here?
Would you like to step up and present your statement?
Mr. Bordeaux, your_kill statement will be included in the record

of these hearings. WdU-ld you like to proceed?

STATEMENT OF ROGER BORDEAUX, PRESIDENT, ASSOC4ATION
OF CONTRACT TRIBAL SCHOOLS, ST. FRANCIS, SD, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY LEWIS DILLON, ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER, MARTY
INDIAN SCHOOL, MARTY, SD
Mr. BORDEAUX. I would like to just highlight what is written and

make a few recommendations that, hopefully, the Senate will be
able to implement.

I want to talk primarily about three things today.
With t \e -House's investigative study that was conducted last

year on thb contract schools, with the upcoming Senate-mandated
study to the Department of Education, which apparently the De-
partment of Education is passing aroundthey do not know who
they want to do, that studywith all of this happening; and we
identified specifically about 20 or 25 issues that need to be ad-
dressed, but we are going to concentrate primarily on three today.
A couple have already been mentioned by the Navajo Association,
which we support.

One basically is the method of funding, not necessarily all of the
problems, but the bottom line is that the formula itself does not
provide enough funds for basic instruction, so we have to go after
supplemental funds.

The amount of money for administrative costs is sometimes not
enough, based on need.

We are still spending instructional moneys for operation and
maintenance costs regardless of what the Bureau is saying.

A lot of these problems could be alleviated by changing contract
years. Basically, it is funded October 1 to September 30, and most
school systems do not operate that way. We would like to have that
changed to July 1 through June 30.

We would like to have that funding process forward funded for 1
year, so that we could alleviate some of the problems that we run
into October through April. A lot of schools still do not have their
final allocations this year and they are forced to borrow money and
pay all that interest,. and basic management stuff; it is really hard
for us to operate, but we are able to.

If there is a problem with forward fundingand I have already
heard a statement saying that the schools are going to have to 'do
somethingif we decide to go with forward funding, the schools
are going to have to do without something for 1 year.

The Senators this morning mentioned something about funding
El Salvador and all that. I do not know how much they get, $200 or
$250 million. Let them suffer for 1 year and give us that $250 mil-
lion.

The other thing I think which has been alluded to, and has been
talked about quite a bit, is the condition of the facilities of Bureau-
funded schools, contract, and 561. There has been such a backlog
for FI &R construction, problems with operation and maintenance
for 561 schools, and all this other stuff.

2
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Apparen ither bee use OMB is cutting them off or theynever app ch them th requesting enough, anyway, they aregetting to a point whe a lot of the schools are existing in facili-
ties that they shou d n t be in. But they want to run their local
school systems, so that is what they are going to do, even if some of
the buildings are falling apart and tilted. 4 think one of the state-
ments in one of our studies at St. Francis said that one of our fa-
cilities was "tired." You can take it from there.

Then the last thing that I want to talk about a little bit is the
contract support indirect cost. There has been a lot of problems
with it for a long time, and I think that the bottom line fo theschools and for contractors is that we do not necessarily care bout
the method of how the rponey gets to the schools.

Under 638, it is supposed to cover administrative costs which1the
Assistant Secretary would have had, anyway. If that cost is there,the money should go along with that cost and it should be 100-per-
cent funded annegotiated locally. Basically, the bottom line is tomake sure there is enough.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Have you been involved at all with any of the
processes that the BIA is supposedly following in trying to'imple-
ment the new indirect cost system? Have you been invited to any
of the seminars or have your views been solicited?

Mr. BORDEAUX. I think that th'by did have some field testimony. I
went to one in Aberdeen. Basically,, what they did that day was
review, the two studies that the American Indian Law Center did
and they made a couple implications that a few people were scaredabout. One as sticking to 15.5 percent regardless of what kind of
program you tun. Another one was currently what I hear they aredoing now is based on historical costs. They are going to fund the
contractors at that rate and then adjust it based on additional ad-
ministration load one way or the other, and stuff like that. Basical-
ly, that is not to bad a concept as long as it is understood that the
money is provided for the contractors for administratiye costswhich the Assistant Secretary would have tten if he were run-
ning those programs, and"guarantee that it 0111 never lose its iden-
tity, and guarantee that it is 100 percent negotiated locally.

r. ALEXANDER. The BIA's budget justification states that these
consultations have engendered tribal support. Would4hat be an ac-
curate statement from the one that you attended?

Mr. BORDEAUX. The one that I attended in Aberdeen, said
before, somebody from the American Indian Law Center got andsaid, "This is what we reviewed," and that was it.

Prior to that, some people in the Aberdeen area were tr ing to
true that 15.5-prcent rate to negotiate this year. Hopefu ly, we
were lucky enough ,to get rid of that idea, anyway.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Would it be more accurate to say that the
people who attended the meetinsin Aberdeen were neutralatherthan taking--

Mr. BORDEAUX. I think they were more neutral.
Mr. ALEXANDER. They were listening?
Mr. BORDEAUX. They were there to get information, not necessar-ily to support anything?
Mr. DILLON. I think there are a couple of other things we would

like to mention.

6,3
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Would you identify yourself for the record,
please?

Mr. Diu.ox. I would be happy to do so. I am Lewis Dillon, admin-
istrative officer at Marty Indian School in Marty, SD.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Which, believe it or not, I have been through.
Mr. DILLON. Yes. Several people have heard of Marty recently.
In answer to a question I believ"Senator Melcher raised this

morning, BIA officials stated that utilities have not increased over
the last year. Now I am sure that that was humorous to a lot of
people, but it is this type of thinking that is forcing the contract
schools to use their ISEP dollars for which they were not intended
to be used, to keep those buildings open. I think it is important
that we understand' that in 1981, as close as 1981, the Bureau indi-
cated that there were no schools in written communication using
ISEP dollars for operation and maintenance. They requested, if
anyone knew of any instances, to make that available to them.
That information has been made available repeatedly, and yet we
see no increases fbrthcoming to eliminate this use of ISEP dollars;
dollars that were intended to educate the children in the contract
schools.

Thank you. .4
Mr ALEXANDER. Thank you.
Mr. BORDEAUX. I would like to just wrap up the whole testimony.
The current structure of the Bureau is such that for education it

is here, for facilities it is here. If all of those prop-tuns which are
designed for schools and for those kidsmaintaining facilities, pro-
viding instruction, and everything elseif all of that were under
the Office of Indian Education programs, I think all of the schools
would operate a heck of a lot better* They would have a lot more
input into it and everything else. So if that could be brought home
somehow, I think that is the main thing.

Mr. DILLON. If I may, I believe it is a budget line item in the Bu-
reau's budget that OCM be placed under the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs. I do not take this lightly. I think it is imperative because of
the decisions and the kids who ,went through cold winters without
any heat this year, because decisions could not be rendered by the
Office of Construction Management. Until the people whom OCM
is serving 'have an input into the'priorities and their action, it will
continue to exist, exactly what we experienced this last year.

Rather than taking it lightly as a line item, I think it is impera-
tive that we see that it stays in the bill all the way through so that
we do have input into the Office of Construction Management
through the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We have your full statement for the record. As I
indicated to the earlier witnesses on some of the same issues, we
will be addressing additional questions to the Assistant Secretary
other than those which wpre orally asked today, and we will in-
clude the items that you presented.

Mr. BORDEAUX. Thank you. .
Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you for coming all the way from South

Dakota.
{The prepared statement follows:)

f'
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROGER BORDEAUX, PRESIDENT, ASSOCIATION OF CONTRACT
TRIBAL SCHOOLS, ST, FRANCIS, S. DAK.

My name is Roger Bordeaux, we are here today representing the Association of
Contract Tribal Schools. There are over 60 schools in this nation on reservations
that are operating their own schools to meet the needs of the local community. Be-
cause of past and existing Federal policy implementation these schools are being
hampered in the administration of their programs. There are 3 major areas that
effect all of these schools:

(1) Method of Funding
(2) Condition of Facilities

Contract Support
The current method of funding leads to schools not knowing their final allocation

as late as April of any given school year. The schools are forced to borrow money in
the fall and early spring semesters in order to keep the schools open. They cannot
purchase necessary classroom materials at the beginning of the school year because
their money does not come the same time as school starts. It is often to meet
short or long-term planning goals because of the difficulty of financing p
The Indian School Equalization Formula is not meeting the needs of the lorgrrn-
munities. The Formula needs to be reviewed in light of the fact that there are inad-
equate funds for basic instruction, transportation; small schools, severely handi-
capped, isolation and other factors that are not even considered. The weighted stu-
dent unit amount has net kept up with inflation over the last 5 years and in fact
has decreased. The FY-84 amount is tentatively, reduced because the Assistant Sec-
retary is holding funding back to fund administrative .Bureau costs. Schools are
forced to use supplemental funds for basic educational needs.

There are some specific things that can be done to expedite funds to the schools
which would improve the delivery of services to elementary and secondary students.

The very first thing to do is changgoe the fiscal year for BIA Education to July 1
through June 30. All oth r federal ucation programs are this way. This would co-
incide with the school yea .

The second thing to do is to forward fund BIA Education beginning in FY-85. If it
is not possible to forward fund all education at least the contract tribal school por-
tion could be done in FY-85. All other federal education programs are this way.

The ideal solution is to have separate funding for contract tribal schools. This
would be in line with other legislation that deals with the self-determination policy
of the federar government.

Another major problem identified by many of the tribal schools is the condition of
theii facilities. There are schools identified by architectural and engineering firms
that need to be replaced immediately because of life safety problems. There are fa-
cilities that need to be renovated because of life safety problems. There are facilites;
that need to be replaced or renovated because of violations of Healthand Safety
Codes. There are facilities that need to be replaced or renovated because of function-
al deficiency. There are facilities that need to be replacied'orrenovated because they
are unsanitary,

The Interior Departments Office of Construction Management and the Facility
Engineering Office under the BIA have known about these. education facility defi-
ciencies for over 17 years. These offices have not lived up to their obligation to
maintain, renovate r replace all existing school facilities for the elementary and
secondary students BIA funded schools. We support moving the Office of Con-
struction Manage t under the BIA.

Some previo private 'schools have still not received enough operation & main-
tenance funds and are forced to use instructional monies for those functions.

The current process of contracting architectural & engineering funds, facility im-
provement & repair funds, and construction funds takes so much time that these
offices are allowing the elementary and secondary students in MA funded schools to
be educated in deteriorated, delapitated and unsafe facilities.

The ideal solution would be to move all education facility functions from where
they are now within the Department of Interior under the Office of Indian Educa-
tion Programs.

The contract support fund is intended to cover the administrative costs of contrac-
tors and subsequently reduce the federal administrative costs at the Agency, Area
and Central Bureau of Indian Affairs offices. As long as this fund is at least equal to
the amount which would have been available if operated by the Assistant Secretary
for Indian Afftrrs, the method in which the money is received at the local level
should be the simplest possible. There must be a guaranteed 100% negotiated
arndunt available based on need. This fund should not lose its identity.
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The policy of self-deterrnination must be implemented and preserved by all three
branches of the federal gOvernInent..

Mr. ALEXANDER. Marie Starr of the Muckleshoot Tribe from the ,

great State of Washington. She is accompanied by a member of the
Warm 'Springs Reservation.

Would your colleague introduce herself, please?

STATEMENT OF MARIE STARR, MEMBER, MUCKLESHOOT TRIBAL
COUNCIL, AND VICE CHAIRPERSON, MUCKLESHOOT TRIBAL
SCHOOL BOARD, ACCOMPANIED BY MARGO THOMPSON,
TRIBAL EDUCATION PLANNER-DIRECTOR
Ms. STARR. Good morning.
My name is Marie Starr, and I am a member of the Muckleshoot

Tribal Council. I serve as the vice chairperson to, the Muckleshoot
Tribal School Board.

The Niuckleshoot Tribe is located near Auburn, WA.
My testimony today is focused on Indian education and social

services issues of concern to the tribe. These are not the only con-
cerns that the tribe has. Written testimony will be forthcoming on
other major issues.

have with me Margo Thompson, the tribal education planner-
di r.

The Muckleshoot Tribe is requesting that the U.S. House and
Senate Appropriations Committee support the Muckleshoot tribal
school budget included in the Department of the Interior BIA,.

e1budget in ed ationin fiscal year 1985. The Muckleshoot Tribe de-
cided to deve op our own tribally controlled school, simply because
of the conti ed existing high Indian student dropout rate of 75
percent from the local public schools. The Muckleshoot Tribe sub-
mitted an application to the Bureau of Indian Affairs under the au-
thorization contained in Public Law 95-561.

The Muckleshoot Tribe is working cooperatively with the Wash-
ington State Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction and
the Bureau of Indian Affairs to develop the tribal school curricu-
lum. The tribe feels that education is essegtial in order for the
tribe to accomplish long-term self-sufficiency.,

In a National Government study conducted, results revealed that
the American Indian and Alaska Native contained the highest stu-
dent dropout rates of this Nation at 29.2 percent. In the Northwest
States of Oregon, Idaho, and Washington, the Indian dropout rates
are as high as 90 percent from the public school system.

We also request that the Department of Interior, Bureau of
Indian Affairs, request preschool education funds and that the U.S.
Congress appropriate funds at a sufficient level to operate effective
programs on the reservation.

The Johnson O'Malley program, under the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs, requires an external evaluation as an administrative policy.
This needs to be funded with additional budget items rather than
taking the money from existing programs allocated to each respec-
tive program. The JOM programs have not received any increases
in funding, even at the minimal increase for the cost of living.

The tribe also opposes the Bureau administrative policies that
JOM program funding cannot be utilized by the tribally controlled
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schools. JOM program appropriations need to receive at least a
cost-of-living increase and an additional line item for the external
evaluations required by the BIA.

The tribe wants to reiterate the fact that Indian education is con-
sidered to be part of the trust responsibility of the Federal Govern-
ment based on legal treaty language.

The Muckleshoot Tribe's other concern, based on a letter from
the National Indian School Board Association, is the Bureau of
Indian Affair's intent to reprograM $6 million in education money
appropriated by the U.S. Congress to cover the BIA-MIS system ex-
penditures. We are opposing this re rograming.

Forward funding in education necessary by the. Bureau of
Indian Affairs to alloW Indian tribes and programs sufficient time,
for planning effective educational se ice delivery for the children.

Public Law 874, impact aid, serving a supplemental funding to
the public school districts is supported by the Muckleshoot Tribe,
as the tribe has for the past 4 to 5 ye rs had an 874 committee
made up of tribal council members, pare ts, community members,
and the public school administrative s One major criticism is
that some of the school districts do' not c mplY with the Federal
regulations in 874 impact aid, and we feel shat he school district
should be mandated to comply with these Fe\de regulations prior
to receiving 874 funding or consideration for sto ping the fundiing
until such time as the districts comply.

The Muckleshoot Tribe has the only Indian gr up home in ,the
State of Washington: This program houses up to 1 youths. We are
licensed to-provide group care for zero to 17 years.

Part Of the program is ant stimulation, ,positive reinforcement
and behavior shaping, ecreation, and culturall appropriate
events. Education is provided .by the local school istri and the
tribal Head Start Program. Medical and dental re are ovided
through clinics located on the reservation, and additional ealth
care is provided in the local area.

Counseling and ,therapeutic service are provided by Indian
Health Service.

We also have a parent support group.
Another aspect of our program has tp do with Public Law 608.

Sufficient appropriations are needed for the effective implementa-
tion of Public Law 608, the Indian Child Welfare Act, and funding
for 3-year periods rather than the 1 year.

Funds have been previously appropriated by the Senate Appro-
priations Committee and Public Law 272 needs to be channeled di-
rectly to the tribes for the effective implementation of Public Law
Gus

Federal regulations for USDA food services, the.Older Citizens
Act, and title XX should be channeled to the tribes to render these
very essential services to tribal members.

Indian education and' social service need to obtain the support
from the U.S. Congress in order 'to facilitate the Reagan -Indian
policy of economic development and reservation self-sufficiency.
tribes need to ensure that children remain within the school sys-
tems and receive, adequate social services, to achieve the necessary
skills.
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Indian education is a Government trust obligation, and tribes
need to effectively address the high student dropout rates. But,
more importantly, we need to create improved conditions for the
reservations through investment of education as a viable tool.

To cut appropriations for the tribal education and social services
would only serve to perpetuate existing depressed economic condi-
tions on reservations and, therefore, is not consistent with the Fed-
eral Government's policy of reservation self-sufficiency.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARIE STARR, MUCKLIESHOOT TRIBAL COUNCIL MEMBER AND
VICE-CHAIRPERSON, MUCRLINISHOOT TRIBAL SCHOOL BOARD

INTRODUCTION

My name is Marie Starr and I'm a Muckleshoot Tribal Council Member and serve
as the vice-chairperson on the Muckleshoot Tribal School Board. The Muckleshoot
Tribe is located near Auburn, Washington, and my testimony today is focused on
Indian Education and Social Services Issues of Concern to the Tribe. These issues
are not the Tribe's only concern, written testimony will be forthcoming on other
major- issues impacting the Tribe.

MUCKLESHOOT TRIBAL SCHOOL FACILITY

The Muckle4hoot Tribe is requesting the U.S. House' and Senate Appropriations
Committee to support the "Muckleshoot Tribal School Budget" included in the De-
pertinent of Interior BIA budget in Education. The Muckleshoot Tribe decided to

-12levelop our own tribally controlled school simply because of the continued existing
high Indian stuaent drop-out rate at 75% from the local public schools. The Muck le-
shoot Tfibe submitted an application to the Bureau of Indian Affairs under the au-
thorization contained in P.L. 95-561 to implement our own tribal school system
within the Tribe.

The Muckleshoot Tribe is working cooperatively with Washington Office of the
'Supt. of Public Instruction and the BIA to develop the Tribal School Curriculum of
a higher standard than the local public schools based on the cognitive styles of mi-
nority students. The Tribe has continually placed an investment of time to review
both State and National Educational reports impacting educational concerns and
have worked diligently to implement all educational programs consistent with re-
ports on Excellence inJducation.

High student drop -oYlt rates in educational accomplishments have perpetuated the
high tribal unemployment rate or 65%, created the existing poverty riving condi-
tions on the reservation, and have impacted the general welfare of the Tribal .COM-
munity resulting in a poor economic base.

The Muckleshoot Tribe invested in the priority of education on a long term basis
to qualify Indian students for employment, create an improved standard of living
for the future generations, and render some valuable professional assistance to the
Tribe in economic development .resources consistent with the Reagan Administra-

. tion Policy for Indian Reservations. The Tribe feels that education is essential in
order for the Tribe to accomplish long term self-sufficiency goals for the Tribe.

TRIBAL EOCUATION OPPORTUNITIES

Prt,hlem
The existing low achievement or underachievement and high drop-out rates of

Indian students in educational levels perpetuate low standards of living, high unem-
ployment rates. and keeps reservations in a depressed economic condition. In a na-
tional government study conducted, verification results revealed that American'In-
dians and Alaska Natives contained the highest student drop-out rates of this
nation at 29.2%. In the northwest states of Oregon, Washington, and Idaho, the
Indian student drop-out rates are as high as 90% from the public school systems.
The United States Congress cannot 'continue to cut "Indian Education Budgets" and
still expect the reservations to improve to any great degree. Education is the key to
higher standards of living, higher and qualified employable Indian people, and im-,
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proVed- economic
administrative

'opulent for the reservations in the United States 'consistent
with the Reagan adm nistrative Indian policy.

*commendations . k .

1. Title XI, Public raw 95-561 Bureau of Indian Affairs Basic Education Formula
under ISEF needs to be`re-evalbated and funded to Tribally Controlled Schools con-., sistent with 25 (7F11, Part 31, Section 39.17, Comparability with Public Schools as
ctstained- within the federal regulatiorrk,...."

'
._

2.,.TheNukftshoot. Tribe is requesting the U.S. House and Senate Appropriations
Committee to. support the Muckleshoot Tribal School budget which is contained in
tsh& Department of Interior, BIA Educielion Budget under authorization as contained
in P...L, 95-561 in order for the Muckleshoot Tribe to effectively addrs the 75%
Indian student drop-out rate from the local public school systems.

3. Request continuation of Public Law 92-318, Indian Education Act, Title IV.
This law serves to improve existing Indian parents and Tribes to beconie more in-
volved in public. school education policy, improve Intilan student academic achieve-
ments through special tutorial services, helps to effectively address the high Indian
student drop-out rates, and most, important encourage t e Tribal Governments to
participate in improving the educati s ndards of Tribal students through
public school Indian educational p rants. qdian Education budget cuts could only
serve to cause damaging effects to the existing' active participation of Indian par- .

ents, community,.tribaLgovernments in the public school terns and perpetuate or
increase the existing high Indian student drop -outs from the Public School. systems
which fluctuate Mini-4:3A0 % to as high as 90% in the northwest. Reinstaternentof
P.L. 92-318, the Indian Education Act, Title IV is critical and essential to continue
an effective educational effort to encourage Indian pai-ents and Tribe y--
get i yolved in the Public chool Educational systems. i '-'

4. est that the DepTirtrnent of In,terier,,.Bureau of Indian ffairs Education
Divisio nest Pre-School EducationalFundsrand that the U.S. :Congressional p-

, propriations fund this imperative program atia'iufficient level to operate eft ive..
programs on the Reservation that will allow -the Indian childrenathe oppoitu to'",
enter grade school with some ,relevant acaddinic-achievement which is not eived
by the children at home if this budget is not sufficiently funded.

5. School BoardaTraining authorized in PI,. 95-561, Titre XI needs to receiyei
sufficient funding in order for the Tribal School,Board.Members to implement eft,-
tive educational policy decisions for the lstucients, reservation community; and
Tribal education 'departments. School Board training impacts the individual stu-

-dents, family units, and community at large as well as.implementation of quality
education program for the tribal government. It is imperative that continued
funding be appropriated for school board training consistent with the intent of this
law, .. 1 ., ,iii

ft The Johnson O'Malley program under the Bureau of Indian Affairs required "Ex-
ternal 'Evaluation as an *administrative policy mandate" needs to f* funded as an
additional budget item rather than taking the money from the existing program ap-
propriations allotted to each respective program. The Tribal JOM pregrarns have
not received any increase in funding even at a minimum increase in cost of living
raises which-results does not -allow the tribes or schools to hire competitive profes-

nal personnel for Indian Education Programs, The Tribe oppose the BIA Adrnin-
tive Policy that JOM funding cannot be utilized by the Tribally Controlled

Schoolsas a supplemental budget and is requesting that the BIA Administrative
Policy be changed to qualify Tribally*Controllecl Schools to receive JOM funding for
Indian students who qualify to. receive JOM' funding under tfie BIA educational fed-
eral regutatio)JQ_,4,1 program appropriations needs to receive at least a cost of
living increase ana an additional line item for external evaluationssrequired by the
BIA or the BIA- should, cenatime, this cost within their administrative budget by
hiring tin internal persiin 'within the BIA Administration who is quallfled to per-
form Ouch a required JOM program evaluation for program operations.

./ In issue or the U.S. House Jndian Education Investigati-ve,Report, Tribal Gov-
ernmenvi have only been afforded the opportunity of effectively addressing Indian
Education since enactment of the Indian Self-Determination. and Educational Assist-
ance Act (P l, 93-ti:3n and Title kI (1).1- 95,561) consisting-of nine complete years:
Tribal Governments are requesting the U.S. Congress to allow sufficient time to
Tribally controlled Schools to work tows perfecting their educational systems in-
stead of placing too high 'ffin eNpectation on Tribes to perfect their educational sys-
tems when he National Report on "Excellence in Education" has verified that thefil
regular sch is who have been functionally operating for over 200 years have still
not perfecte their educational service delivery,
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S. The Tribe wants to reiterate the fact that Indian Education is considered to be
a parf.of the trust 'responsibility of the federal government based on Legal Treaty
language, subsequent Congressional Indian Education Legislation and U.S. Su-
preme Court cases who.have confirmed that Indian Education is indeed a federal
government obligation of the highest responsibility and trust of the highest fiduci-
ary standards.

9 The Muckleshoot Tribe's other concern based on letter from the National
Indian School Board Association, is the Bureau of Indian Affair's intent to re-pro-
gram 6.0 dollars in Education money appropriated by the U.S. Congress to
cover the BIA. MIS' system expenditure. Taking Indian Education Funding from the
BIA Education budget would serve to further hinder the existing tribal schools who
function .on a piece-meal basis already under the ISEF Formula. The Tribal School
Board would like to oppose the BIA taking 6.0 million dollars from the MA Educa-
tion budget and re-programming this money for the MIS costs. The 6.0 million
dollar costs for the MIS system operated by the BIA should be requested as a line
item in the BIA budget rather than taking funding that is essential to the educa-
tional growth of children within this nation. The Muckleshoot Tribal School Board
is recommending that the U.S. Heine and Senate Appropriations Committee Mem-
bers oppose this re-programming- of BI. Education budget funds appropriated by
the Committee specifically for Indian Education programming and make sure that
the BIA Education funds remain in the education budget as origin ly intended by
the appropriations committees.

10 Forward funding in education is necessary by the Bureau of I Affairs to
allow Indian Tribes and programs sufficient time for effective planning in Educa-
tional service delivery for the children.

11. Educational Assistance to Local Educational Agencies (P.L. 874) serving as
supplemental funding to Public School Districts is suppo by the Muckles oat

,Tribe. Educatidnal efforts have been initiated to render ized educational serv-
ices to Indian students by, cooperative efforts from the ,Inl 'an parents, Tribes, and
School Districts which is essential for the Tribes active participation and involve-
ment in Education, One major criticism is that some of the School Districts do not
comply with the federal regulations in -874 impact aide'funding to the district and
there are no federal penalties spelled out for the school district when noncompli-
ance is exercised. The School District should be mandated to comply with these fed-
eral regulations prior to receiving 874 impact aide funding or consideration for stop-
ping the funding until such tripe the district complies should be requifrel to insure
that. Indiantearents, tribes,"soQd school districts are-working cooEgratively as intend-
ed by this act.

SOCIAL SERVICES PROGRAMS

PrSlem
The Reservation social problems have been a known factor Since long before fed-

eral serial services programs started on reservations; however, some of the informa-
tion has been given national publicity by former Secretary of Interior Watt during
his interview of January 18, 198.3. This information has been known to the United
States Congress for years through testimony by the Tribal governments themselves;
however, this is the first lime in history that a Secretary of Interior has so blatantly
admitted that. these existing conditions on the Reservations are the fault of the
United States Government. If the Reservation environment of depressed poverty
conditions continues to exist, social problems will be perpetuated rather than re-
solved.

Rerwn 171 endatir
1 Appropriations are needed for the effective implementation of P.L. 60S, The

Indian Child Welfare Act to insure that the States stop encroaching on Indian cus-
todial rights over Indian-children, which results in breaking .up Indian extended
family units.

2. Funds that. have previously been appropriated by the United States Appropria-
tions Committee in Public Law 272 need to be channeled directly to Tribes for the
effective implementation of P.L. 608. The Congress needs to direct,the United Sta
Detainment of Health and Human Services to develop federal regulations consiste
with P.L. 608, regulations that mandate State Social Services workers to sun-en
Indian child custodial rights to the appropriate Tribal Governments.

1. Federal Regulations for USDA food setwices, Older Citizens Act, Title XX and
any other social service rendered to the general public needs to specifically state
that. Indians qualify to receive such services along with other citizens or else direct

t)
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funding should be channeled to the Tribes to render these very essential service to
the Tribal Members who have a higher rates of depressed conditions on the reserva-
tions.

Cunrlwoon
Lack of adequnt4Indian educational achievement and social service delivery is re-

flected in the perpetual depressed living conditions, high unemployment rates of
Indian individuals, low educational achievements, and poor economic development
resource on reservations. Indian Education and social services needs to obtain sup-
port from the United States Congress in order to facilitate the Reagan Indian Policy
of Ec9nriomic Development and Reservation self sufficiency. Tribes need to insure
that children remain within the school systems and receive adequate social services,
to achieve the necessary skills to becomes productive person for the refervation as
well as allow the student the opportunity to become employable and competitiVe in
the outside pluralistic society. Indian Education is a government trust obligation

,and Tribes need to effectively address the high Indian student drop-out rates suf-
fered within the reservations not only to produce productive citizens, but to more
importantly create improved conditilms for the reservations through investment of

.ectuestion as a viable 4)01. I thank you for taking the. time. To cut appropriations for
Tribal Education and social services would only serve to perpetuate existing de-
pressed economic conditions on reservations and is therefiare not consistent with the
federal government's stated policy of Reservation self-sufficiency.

Mr: ALEXANDER. Thank you.
I would like to note that the issue of the reprograming that you

raised about the $6 million was raised this morning with the As-
sistant Secretary, and I believe that there should be a decision
coming out of the administration in about a week to 10 days on
how they are going to get those funds and whether they are going
to ask for a oupplemental. I suppect they will be asking for a sup-
plemental for a large portion of it.

Another thing is that the committee has on its agenda for April
an oversight hearing on the Indian Child Welfare Act. I noticed
thatoit number of your recommendations go to the implementation
of that act, and you do run one of the only group homes in the
State of Washington.

Ms. STARR. Yes.
Mr. ALEXANDER. We would be interested in contacting you at

that time for more input.
Thank you for coming today. We appreciate it.
Ms. STARR. Thank you.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Is Jack Norman here?
Co we have anyone from the Oglala Sioux Tribe currently?
Elwood Patawa.
Please identify yourSelf for the record and the gentleman accom-

panying you.

STATEMENT OF ELWOOD H. PATAW4,1j-IAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
OF TRUSTEES, CONFEDERATED TES OF THE UMATILLA
INDIAN RESERVATION, PENDLETON, OR, ACCOMPANIED BY

RRY DELPLANCHE, TRIBAL CONTROLLER
PATAWA. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

My name is Elwood Patawa, and I am the chairman of the board
of trustees for the Confederated Tribes oe the Umatilla Indian Res-
ervation in Pendleton, OR. AccOmpanying me today is Larry Del-
planche, who is the controller for the tribe.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the committee for
allowing me to testify on behalf of my, tribe.
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One of the things I would like to point out. is that I will only be
sharing some genetal concerns with the committee today, as to
date, we have not received our appropriations, so we have no spe-
cifics on the budgetary concerns.

First of all, the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian-Res-
ervation believe there is a need to continue the Senate Select Com-
mittee on Indian Affairs to address problems related to Indian
country.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We appreciate that.
Mr. PATAWA: Due to funding delays caused by the continuing res-

olution, late signing, and awards of contracts and grants and let-
ters of credit, small reservations still developing their economic
bases are unable to continue programs and meet payrolls. What-
ever funds are reserved for investments into the economy have and
will continue to be liquidated in order to keep departments and
programs in operation.

Programs are slow to start. Services annot be delivered in a
timely manner, and funds are not spent meet the contract deliv-
erables. The community as a whole su rs, and the governing
body, is frustrating and unable to proceed ith the decisionmaking
process.

Some concerns we have under education and training are these:
the Umatilla Indian Reservation continues to suffer from cuts
all areas of human services programs. These budget cuts have re-
suited in reductions in staff and services at the tribal level for the
second straight year and are compounded by the fact that the
tribes over the past 10 years have undergone very significant popu-
lation and social changes.

The area of education was especially hard hit by budget reduc-
tions. Overall, the budget reduction affected 18 to 22 full-time per-
sonnel and trainees, plus reduction or elimination of services to an
additional 35 to 40 students in the adult education program; 14 stu-
dents in the higher education scholarship program; 113 elementary
and secondary students; our Cay-Uma-Wa preschool program; and
11 trainees in the CETA or JTPA programs. So that was a total of
231 to 250 individuals, including staff and students, who have been
reduced or eliminated services.

There are a number of concerns about our tribal reservation eco-
nomic needs. The continuation and expansion of the following pro-
grams are a uecessity to allow tribes to develop their own resource
base and attract outside industry to locate on the reservation. The
stated Federal programs are: the Housing and Urban Develop-
ment's Community Development Block Grants and Urban Develop-
ment. Action Grants; the Bureau of Indian AffairicEconomic Devel-
opulent Administration's revolving loan and grant program; the
Farmers Home Loan's rural infrastructure development loans; and
rural farm purchase loan programs.

The tribes are also in need of professional technical assistance to
help finance essential tribal governmental services through the de-
velopment of the Tax Codes, and the tribe requires the continu-
ation or clarification of the Indian Tax Status Act.

Concerns in our law enforcement program, specifically our Uma-
tilla Tribal Police Department: The department an its initial op-
eration in February of 1981 after cooperative panning arrange-
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ments were made with loct4 and State law enforcement ag cies,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and Governor Atiyeh of the Stn of
Oregon. Partial retrocession of Public Law 280 was signed by the
above entities on January 1, 1981.

Without all parties coordinating efforts from the congressional to
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, to the local tribal programs, serious
problems arise and iri most cases the tribes bear the liabilities.

Major liabilities include but are n8t limited to:
No. 1, the threat to the public health, safety, and welfare; No. 2,

loss of morale and stability within the department; No. 3, inability
to fulfill contractual requirements; No. 4, loss integrity in the
eyes of the community; No. 5, failute to assist n -Indian police de-
partments' in the region in a cooperative and c rdinatecl manner;
and the objective of the Confederated Tribes of a Umatilla Indian
Reservation to establish a\ancling base of $421,000 for the fiscal
year 1984, and that fiscal year being October 1 to September 30 of
each year.

At this time. I would ask my colleague to perhaps give a little
more background on the tribal police department, and he also has
one more area of concern he would like to share.

STATEMENT OF LARRY DELPIAANC E, TRIBAL CONTROLLER,
CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF TIIE ATILLA INDIAN RESERVA-
TION, PENDLETON, OR

Mr. DELPLANCHE. Mr. Chairman, over the past several years or
since the inception of our law enforcement program on the reserva-
tion, we have had a number of problems relating to funding :of the
program.

The initial budgets that were proposed for the operation of the
law enforcement programs were about $421,000. As I recall, our
first year yve received about $176,0-00. Consequently, the tribe went
into an ov1/4expencjiture because of startup costs and ether costs as-
sociated with that program.

The past year we went through basically tile same problem. We
have beenfl assured that we would receive a funding base of
$421,000, and we continue to have problems.

Right now we have a contract for $246,000. We have a carryover
from last year of $49,000, which has not yet been approved for ex-
penditure in the current fiscal year. We continue-to suffer.

There is quite a moiale problem within our law enforcement pro-
gram right now. It is very hard to get the patrol people to stay em-
ployed. They are constantly worried about their position.

We have a situation right now that we have positions that are
unfilled cutAntly because we cannot determine how much money
we are actually going to get for this year.

What we really need is a $175,000 supplement to the $246,000.
We have been told that we will get some money; we are not sure
how much yet,.

We have an indication right now that we are going to have to
terminate about four of our law enforcement personnel, turn in
some of the patrol vehicles, cut back on spending for training.
Then we are assured that perhaps for 1985 we will get the
$426,000.



We do not understand the need to terminate all of these peOple,
turn in the supplies and materials, and then start up a new pro-
gram again in fiscal year 1985. That is our concern as ,far as law
enforcement goes.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Is the $246,000 the total budget or was that a
75-percent allocation?

Mr. DELPLANCHE. As I understand, that is our total contract of
the year, as it stands.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Are there any tribal funds to supplement the
contract?

Mr. DELPLANCHE. No. You must understand the Umatillas are a
very small tribe without an economic base of timber or coal or gas
or oil. .

Also, we would like to address specifically, because you brought
this up beforeyou had a question or two on it to the ether tribe
that was up herecontract support.

We have attended a workshop in Spokane, WA, pertaining to the
new concept of allpcating contracts support or indirect dollars.
There is a need for a change in the system right now.

One of the things, this past year we got a 95-percent allocation of
contract support because of shortfalls Within the Bureau.

We also initiated a claim against the Bureau to try to recover
those dollars, because under the Office of Inspector General, their
audit proceduresthe thing the tribes get caught with is this as-
sumption that the tribes have collected all of those contract sup-
port dollars.

As contracts are cut or the funding is reduced, you still have the
need for administrative costs. It costs as much to administer
$1,500,000 worth of programs as it costs to administer $1,200,000.
So if there is a fixed rate that is established, whether it be 15 per-
cent or some historical figure .based upon the tribe's prior indirect
cost rates, the tribes are going to come up short again.

The tribe I work for right now, over the past couple of years has
been improving their management systems. Currently, we are look-
ing at our next step, which is going tobe the acquisition of comput-
er equipment. If there is a fixed rate, there is really no way the
tribe is going to proceed in improving those sygems.`.

If we are given a fixed rhte of 15 percent and contracts arld
grants are reduced, there is no ,way that the tribe is going to be
able to go out and acquire the equipment to improve those systems.

In closing, r would like to address the sunset provisions fpr the
Indian Tax Status Act. I would like to go back to about 6 months
ago. The tribe had an opportunity to locate on the reservation a
glass manufacturing company, That company was in a position to
invest $5 million on the reservation to help develop an economic
has As I recall, there were about 250 to 300 jobs that would have
been involved with the relocation of that company.

We knew about the Indian Tax Status Act. We had attended sev-
eral seminars on it, but we had no technical assistance whatsoever
to implsment any of the provisions of that act.

So we are asking that the Indian Tax Status Act be continued,
and that also, as a continuation of that act,. that some technical as-
sistance moneys be available to the tribes.
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. Mr. ALEXANDER. Have you received a questionnaire from Senator
Andrews and Senator Wallop conc ng the Indian Tax Status Act
in the last montIvor so?

Mr. DELPLANCHE. I believe we have, es.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Could you make sure that the information

which you just testified is on that form? As you may know, Senator
Andrews intr&luced, for the administration, reauthorization of the

ax Act, and we are very interested in following through on
thAtissue nd making sure that gets into the mix .1.1bL jee nator
Wallop's mmittee when it is pr

Mr. LANCHE. I believe we hos e returned that.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Fine.
I havt just one question for your colleague.
I believe you mentioned the prekindergarten program in your

testimony.
Mr. PATAWA. Preschool program.
Mr. ALEXANDER. In the Bureau's budget this year that prograiii

is again terminated for funding, and the justification states that it
should be able to be picked up under other programs. What would
you do if the funding for that program were terminated?

Mr. PATAwA. It has bei3a2-tavgalaated on our nervation.
Mr. ALEXANDER. It has now been terminated?
Mr. PATAwA. Yes, and we do not have a program.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Were You able to pick up anything under Head

Start funds?
Mr. PATAWA. NO. We were advised, I believe, at a late date and

were unable to meet the time line to submit an application. We
have lost the program completely and all of our employees. We
have a facility that is sitting there. We are working on it, but that
is about all.
, Mr. ALEXANDER. Is there any other programCounty, State, or
what have youthat is providing similar or like services to the
Indian children who attended your program?

Mr. PATAWA. Let me back up. If I remember correctly, I think
application has been submitted to Head Start, but I do not have
any assurance as to when the next funding cycle is or whether we
are even going to be eligible.

Mr. ALEXANDER. What was your e3>kcienctakswith that program?
What kind of benefits did it provide to the students? \

Mr. PATAWA. I will refer that over here.
Mr. DELPLANCHE. We have with us another report that we were

taking to our congressional delegation. It covers the benefits of that
early childhood program on the reservation. There were some very
significant. improvements within the educational levels.

I do not believe we have a copy of that report with us,' but I can
see that. you rece.iveoa copy of it.

Mr. Ai.ExANr4rt,`"We would be pleased to receive it for the record.
Mr. DELPLANCHE. In the preschool group, which is broken down

by age groups, we had increases from 1 to 11/2 years of steps in test-
ing levels. That preschool program was under the title IV, part (b)
or tc); I forget, which it was.

However, a year ago the grant application that the Umatilla
Tribe submitted was ranked No. 1. This year when we submitted
that proim, we did not even rank with it.
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Also, under the grant regulations there was no procesS for
appeal, so we were not even ahle to find out why our grant applica-
tion did not even come up to the minimum amount of programs ,
that were funded.

We will make available to you a copy of that report.
Mr. Chairman, I have one copy with me.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you.
The funding that you had for you? early childhood program or

your preschool program, was that Department of Education fund-
ing or was it Bureau of Indian. Affairs funding?

Mr. DELPLANCHE. Department of Education. They have no pro-
gram under the BIA for early childhood development.

Mr. ALEXANDER. They will be testifying before us on Thursday. I
would appreciate looking at that beforehand'. -

Thank you very much for coming today and sharinkyour infor-
mation with us.

(The statements follow:]

4'

4
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EARLY CHILDHOO EDUCATIONT IMPACT STATEMENT

Submitted by Lar y Delplanche, Tribal'Controller,
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation

EduEation is a primary facto in the Social and Economic DeRelopment for
any oopaTation.. Current growth of the Umatilla Tribe toward realization of
aelf-,determination (Tribal Management, Economic Development, Tilining and
Employment and prograte under the Tribal Health and Welfare Board) has rein-
forced more than ever the need for support services of a comprehensive Early

n Program that will maximize the development of Indian youth on the
reservation and provide for the vital first. link in the chain of the educational
process.

As a result of extensive study, the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla
Indian Reservation Education hoard has identified a two-fold need: the need
for iniivructional services at en early age,. and the need for curriculum that
incorp0Yates tribal value,' and pattern of learning directly into the instruc-
tional design. Pre Scheel preparation we identified as an important measure
for preventing future aAidemic difficulties. The research of Bruner, Kagan
and' White asserts that "... the development of the basa skills of langua
problem solving, coping, perception and coordination before the age of five
make the difference between children ,/ho can interact positively with the
environment and these who cannot

The situation in which reservation childreAhas exists not 'been one
cOnduciVe to eueCeseful functioning in the public school n 'Contributing
factors are (1) the geographic and social separation of the re atlas) and the
Public school systems, (2) family conditions and home enviro t impacted

'variously by working parents, alcohol and drug related problems, broken homes,
poverty, dieintareawkin and/or lack of education. This problem is compounded
by the fact that over the lent ten years, between 1970 and'1980 the'Raservation,
has undergone significant population and social changes, During this.period
the'tribe experienced a 78% population growth and Concentrated housing develop-
ments, resulting in social change irefamily structure'.

Budget reductions have resulted in the total elimanation of the tribal
pre school pregram. A comparative Study Report prepared by Margaret Rodgers
in May 1982 revealed the need for an Early Education Program. The testing was
conducted between.Jenuary 1982 - May 1982 at the Tribal Cay-ilea -WA Preschool
Program for children ages 3-6 years. Initial testing revealed that the majority
of the students' entered Oka program functioning below their chronological age.
Overall findings of the study revealed that the functional level of the student.
increased with the number of years in attendance at the preschool. During the
first year al of the students were above their chronologicalage,,during the
second year this number increased by 52 to an 8% total. The third year showed
the most dramatic increase (19%) to 272 who were either enalatalent to or above
their chronological age.

Of the 31 3-teat students tested; 49% or 15 students gaiped 8 months or
more. The range of gain ranged from 8 months to 2 years - 2 months. 51% or
lb students gained lest, than 8 months (from 1 month to 6 months), remained
static or showed losses of 4 and 11 months. Individual age groups and test
results are listed below:

Age 3

- After 8 eoliths attendance overall an average incr of,one
year two months wss computed.

Average chrmlnlogIcalage 3 years eight months.
Highest gain: 2 years 2 months in motor skills
Least gain: 1 year in Communication
Overall gain: 1 year 2 months
Overall average: 6 months over the average chronological age.
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of 3 years 4 month
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10 months below average chronological age

Age 4

Average Age: 4 yenta 6 months
- Overall increase: 10 months.
- Highest gain: 2 years 2 menthe in self suffiLency.-
- Largest individual Loss: 2 months in Compunication.
- 00erall average score: (4-5) for May, 1982 is one month below the

average chronological' ate.
- Of the twelve tested 7 (58Z) scored belowitheir chronological age

and 5 (42%) were on target or above.
-'Range of scoring: Below chronological age - 1 month to 1 year 3 months
On target or above - 0 to 1 year 5 months.

Age 5

Average Age: S years 4 months.
.

-,- Overall increase scorns: 7

- Highest gain: are (by p communication and
2 in self-muffi c

- Overall average score for May, 19821. ears 7 months) is nine months,
below the average chronological age years 4 months.

- Of 11 stud with multiple testing'', (10 students) scored below
chronolog cal age. These scores ranked from 3 months to 1 year 11
months ow the chronOlogical age.

- 231 (3) f the students scored on target or abovi chronological age.
The rang was from 1 month to 5 months.

- 9 etude (69%) gained 4 months and/or over dieing the 4 months
period . to y, 1982.

.

- 5 students 31%) gained lead than the 4 months contained in the

teaching etiod.

Age 66

- Average age: 6 years 4 months, 8 montha'belOwthe average chronological
age.

Highest gain: 2 year.ys 9 months in communication
least gain: one month in motor skills.

- New students: scored 1 year below chronological age (6 years 4 months /
5 years 8 months)

- 'Overall average gain: 1 year 1 month.
187. (2 students) of this age group were on target or above.

- 821 (9 students) were below chronological age from 2 months to 2 years
2 months.
Two students made. nb gains, no losses.

- Nine students gained over 4 months during the test period 1/82 - 2.

- Range of gain: 6 months to 1 year 2 months.

Without the basic skills and measure of self assurance evolving from positive
social expteriences and cultural pride, the children of the tribes enter the public
school system with,filefinite disadvantages.

The Umatilla Indrah Reservation is presently served by three public school
districts: Pendleton, Athena-Weston, and Pilot Rock. The geographic distribution

7S
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of the reservation population has mandated that the majority of the student
population attend Pendleton School District 16-R of which comprises 7% of
the student population.

While the number of Indian students who are of school age but not enrolled
In unknown, drop-out rate information verifies a considerable and growing out -
of- school population. A six year analysis'of the student drop-out rate for
Puudjetan High School between 1974-7S to 19/9-81 shows an average drop-out rate
of 77.n%. This figure is significant since 42% of the Confederated Tribes of
the 0matilla Indian Reservation population is under the age of 17.

The 1970 census: years of school completed reveals that the number 'of
Indian adults (25 and over) which had completed eleven year or less is one
hundred seventy five (175Z) perceht greste4 than/the number of Indian adults
who completed twelve (12) years or more of school. Although the 1970 census
has determined the median school years completed to be 11.1 years'on the
attlla Indian Reservation, thin does not necessarily indicate that the

fuActional literacy level is equivalent to the 11th grade.
Under achievement at the early age contributes to thelhigh drop-out rate

and is compOunded in,the later years as the individuals e into the labor
market and become part pi the community. Today' 42% of nfederated Tribes
of the Umatilla Indian Reservation population have income the poverty
level and are 0(periencing a 452 unemployment rate. The eed for improved
skills levels are evident but the educational process ntus begin at an early
age to provide the vital first link in a life long learnf g process.

The Goal of the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla I dian Reservation
Is to obtain Funding of $180,000 to continue the Pre-Scho l Program within the
boundries of the ReservatiOn
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PO Si:oaf')

PENDLETON, OREGON 97801

Area Code 1503? ?hone 278-1165

U.S. Senate
Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs

February 21, 1984

Dear Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committam:

My nave is Elwood H. Patawa, Chairman of the Board of Trustees for the
Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation, Post Office Box 638,
Pendleton, Oregon 97801.

an hand delivering a narrative packet to you tdda.* that reflect; the
problem areas-end the needs of the UMatilla Indian Reservation. The packet
does not_xellect any budgetary dollar amounts since we have no knowledge of
the appropriations at this tiAA. However, the Umatilla Tribe will submit
specific recommendations to the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs
on or before April 1, 1984. At that time, we shall maks the same information
available to you and your staff so that you will know our position on specific
budgets and the agencies that administer thi funds on your behalf.

Your favorable review and conaidaration of this packet will be greatly
appreciated.

Sincerely,

Confederated Tribes of the
Umatilla Indian Reservation

L..//
e ,-Lor e

ElWood H. Patawa, chairman
Board of Trustees

so

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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The above general overview of the tribal operation is financeci,i, federal /tribal

dollar. at the department levels and the Commission levels are totally funded,

tribal cash. In addition the Commissions are chaired by.ona member Of:this tbav

Trustees' while the balance of the CoOmission membership Is filled.by'deneral Counbf\i'

member
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TRIBAL GOVERNN1F.NT1TRIBAE ADMINISTRATION:"

The Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla rndian Reservation believes there is a need to continue the
Senates Select Committee on Indian Affair' s to address problems related to Indian Country.

Iklays in the Tribe receiving advice on tentative; and allotment' delays the ,Tribal Planning process.
Programs air slow to start. service, to the community cannot be delivered in a timer), manner and
fonds are not spen* to meet the contract deliverables. The community as a wi* suffers and the
governing body is frustrated and unable to proceed with the decision making process.

This Tribe is very much aware of the needs within the reservation. To date there has been no advice
of reductions in budgets for F.Y. 84 (we have been advised there will be some), or been made aware
of F.Y.85 tentatives, therefore we are unable to address Tribal Program needs at this time. The raff-

ling would be an improved System of Budgeting, appropriating and disernination of informa-
tion.

Continuing Resolutions, funding delay ;, the signing and award of grants, contracts, and Letters of
Credit cannot be processed or are delayed, Small reservations still developing their economic bases
are unable to continue programs and meet payrolls. Whatever funds are reserved for investments into
the economy have and will continue to be liquidated in order to keep departments and programs in
operation. 4

EDUCATION AND TRAINING:

The Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation's continue to suffer' from ctiu in all
areas of human seryie'e programs. These budget cuts have resulted in reductions in staff and services
at the Tribal levr 'For the second straight year and are compounded by the fact that the Tribes over
the past ten ye has undergone very sign' tcant population and social changes. The area of Educa-
tion was es y hit hard Ity budget reductions: The Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian
Re-wry:mon, through Comprehensive Plan adopted by the Board of Trustees Resolution No. 80-4,
November 27, 1979 prioritized Education and Training as therimary unmet need,

Education is a primary factor in the social and economic development for any population. The Tribei
suffered major reduction in the -field of Education and Training funds. The F.Y. 83 bpse was
$542,645.00 and ultimately reduced to $263,465.00 in F.Y. 84, a reduction of $384,497.00 or overall
reduction of 51%. Programs impacted and level of-reduction include: Adult Education, 2.3% Ili

ucatinn Scholarships, 20%. Johnson O'Malley (Elementary and Secondary Education) 1 y-
a-Wa, 100%; CETA JTPA, 61%; plus an additional loss of $45,31742. in service administration.

Overall, the budget rcduction affected 18 to 22 full time personnel anartrainees plus reduction or
elimination of services to an additional: 35 or 40 students in the Adult Education Program; 14 stud-
ents in the higher education scholarship; 113 elementary/secondary students in the Cay.Uma-Wa
Program and 11 trainees in the CETA or JTPA Program. A-total 0f231 to 250 individuals including
staff and students have reduced or eliminated services.

TRIBAL RESERVATION ECONOMIC NEEDS:

'Tile potential Indian Labor Force (16 years and over excluding students and disabled) shows an unem-
ployment rate of 45% for 1983. Of this group, the largest segment of Indian population experiencing
unemployment is in the 16.34 year age group as determined by the current Oregon State Unemploy
ment Statistics.

Indian 'Tribes accross the country have not possessed the Traditional manufacturing base from nlhich
tit ernpkiy the majority of abor force, Tribes today which possess developable natural resources
are not in the position to process or rriannfacture their own raw materials that were extracted (Lk.
coal. gas, minerals, timber crops,) froffi their reservation by non-Indian owned business.

The,continuation and expansion of the following programs are a necessity to allow Tribes 'to develop
their own resource base and attract outside industry to locate on the reservation. The stated Federal

Aff . 111111%14 and-Urban Development's Community DeVelopment Block (Inuits and Urban
Development Ai turn (,rants, Bureau of Indian Affair's Economic Development Administration's
revolving loan and grant program, Farmers Home Loan's rural infrastructure development loans, and
rural fan-n pu r chase loan programs.

S2
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^ The Tribes are also in need of prisfessional technical
finance.

Tuhelp fulancr essemsal Tribal Governmental services
Yrftws require the continuation and/or clarification of the

NnTuRALRI-.SOURCES:

Thc,Confederatcd Tribes of the Umatilla IndiairRescrvation recognizes that proper management and
conservation of Natural Resources are vitally important to enhancing the Tribes political integrity,
protecting., the health and wick' of the TrSefVM ion community, and to promoting the orderly develop .
merit of the reservation and regional economies . -The Tribe has two levels of responsibility regarding
the management of natural resources. On the 246,000 acre reservation, the Tribe has primary, respun-

lay fur management id the land, water, fish, and wildlife resources. In the Tribes ceded boundary
which et compasses 'about 6million acres of private, state, and Federal lands in Oregon and Washin
loin, the Tribeeobjcstive isdo protect its reserved Treaty' Rights by participating in the decision ma
trig process of the apprnpriZte jurisdictions. The Tribes goal is to continue to build iti capability to
to manage on-reservation resources and to protect its reserved rights. The following list summarves
the 7: ib

%

es dual Ope rations in resource management-

FISIIF,,RIFS DEVELOPMENT:

TA! Umatilla Riyer and Yatima River shave been designated by all agencies in the Columbia Rai
%Pic primary streams slated for Anaciromou's Fish Enhancement Programs under the Fish and Wil

, # Xrcigram.authocieci tinder the Northwest Electric Pdwer Planning and Conservation Act.

L.A.V USE PLANNING.; .

Is to be carted out and coordinated with Statcs;14 counties and a myriad of municipali , and cet-
era! ,and state'agencies. 'Major areas of concerPare watershed Protection, archeological/historical,

ortation, energy, econonlica, wil4Uife inventqlesand.ftshery development

e to 'Tribes seek to maintain the intggrt sesources by implementing and en-
acting c using data tb.fomiulate needc ditta 3icl its decision making capability.
The Tribes are c ors, o t . atly basjs'Ior technical ass laiice by 'she public and private sec/Or as
-well at nuttier° .s,

ice in the areas of business plannin

the development of tax codes, the
ax Status Act . 3

UMATILLA TRIBAL POLICE DEPARTMENT

The Department began its initial operation February 0 after cooperative planning
were Made with local and state law enforcement agencies, the au of Indian Affairs, and Governor
Atiyeh, of the State .OT Oregon. Partial retrocession of P1dilic w 2 0 was signed by-the above enti-
ties, on January 1, 1981. tp

The Department operates its Program under regtilationt pperccri bed 68 BlAiiifeand goals, objectives,
Statements of Work, and budgets' approved by the T bard of styes annua planning cycle.
While Tribal Government has greatly Unproved its c ties to age finances and personnel,
there is still a need for the federal bureaucracy and Congress to appropriate funding on a timely hasis.

Without all parties coordinating efforts from the Congressional to the Bureau of Indian Affairs to the -

local Tribal progiiams, scrim* problems arise and in most cases the Trib bears the liabilities..

Major Liabilities include but are nqt limited-to:

I. Threat tothe public health, safety, and welfare
Loss of morale and stability within the Department

3 Inability to fulfill rontractual requirements
4 koss of integrity in th eyes I.Lf the community

Failiire to Assist non-Indian Police Departments in the regi in a cooperative and codfd-
indateel manner..
DrainS on financial assets of the TribEs and subscqUent loss of revenues needed to develop
the Reservation economy_
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7. Continual confusion from an administrative standpoint resulting from budget deficits and
carry-oven due to late delivery of 'Letters of Credit" and contract ewer-4 with install,.
cient funding.

The objective of the Confederated Tribes of the Umatilla Indian Reservation is to establish a funding
base 41.342-1,000.00 lot the Fiscal Year 1984 , The Fiscal Year bemg October 1 to Sep -
tcmhr 30.4 each year. e ,

RESERVATION HOUSING; 4

The Umatilla Indian Reservation between .1970 198Q experienced a 73% resident Indian populs
lion and 54% nonIndian population growth. Overall population increase during this period was
45%. During the same period the Reservation also experienced a 54.5% housing growth. Of the
total 879 housing units on the Reservation, 29.% were built between 1970 1974 and 23.7% were
built during the period 1974 to March 1980. A housing inventory of Indian homes within Reser:-

un boundaries was conducted during F:Y. 81 by the Umatilla Indian Reservation Housing Author.
ity. Of the total 352 Indian homes presently occupied1% of the homes were considered substand-
ard units. The majority of Indians an hd non-In&an housing is concentrated in the Mission Basin,
however continued development in Indiah housing is limited to buildable lots. Problems encountered
are multiple land:owne ips compounded by the fact that:42% of the Indian population have in
c ine determined below c verty, level and have insufficient funds which restricts their housingg

ay vfi . 69% greater than Indian families above
persons per household

above poverty level. Pre-(choices to low income, Trt houlitin or multiple family housing. Aver

41

r Indian families below
t housing_addressess y Dandy units with no consideration for single paeans or couples without

ddren. This problem is significant since between 1970 - 1911.0 the Reservation has undergone a
edian population age shift 15.1 to 23.2 a difference of 8.1 years. These persons are now in nerd

of individual housing as projected population trends indicate an increasing nerd over the next 10
years,

Infrastrutiure fur concentrated housing devel ments is limited or non existent. Only 32% of. the
total reservation housing is on a Public Water System and la% on Public Sewer. The remaining 68%
housing units rely on individual sources; ltd 77% septic tank/ cesspobl systems and 4% other
waste disposal means.

_going-to-hear-from the American
Indian Higher Education Consortium, including several of the col-
lege* John Windy Boy is the president-of that consortium, and J.,
believe we have Lionel Bordeaux and Dean Jackson: Did I omit
anyone?

STATEMENT OF JANINE PEASE WINDY BOY. PRESIDENT, AMERI-
CAN INDIAN HIGHER EDUCAtION. CONSORTIUM, ACCOMPANIED
BY LIONEL BORDEAUX;EPTIESIDENT.,SINTE-GLESKA COLLEGE;
DAVID BEAULIEU, VICE PRESIDENT, SINTE-GLESKA COLLEGE;
AND DEAN C. JACKSON, PRESIDENT. NAVAJO COMMUNITY COL-
LEGE, TSAILE. AZ
Ms. WINDY ROY. The name is Janine Pease Windy Boy.
This is the testimony of the .American Indian. Higher Education

Consortium. '1 am president of the consortium this ye.4r, andilam
president of Little Big Horn College, serving the Crow' ticlians.

With me I have Dean Jackson. Dean is the president at Navajo
Community College. Lionel Bordeaux is president of Sinte-Gleska
College, and David Bemilieu, the vice president,from Sinte-Gleska,

The. American Indian Higher Education Consortium is an organi-
zation of 19 tribally controlled colleges. We have colleges that
range in age from 2 years to 1! 'years of age.. Among them there
are four that have achieved full accreditation. There are eight
others in the process that have achieved candidacy,. and the re-
mainder are in tprogressive stages of development,toward accredita -e :tion.,

We have recei d much-needed fiscal support through Publie
Law 95,471, as am nded by, Public Law lM-192. -,
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We would like to call to your attention several areas concerning
current appropriations and appropriations that are now under con-
sideration for fiscal year 1985 and fiscal year 1986.

With .regard to fiscal .year 1984, we find that the current appro-
priation level of $6.44 million falls far short of the need that we
have to support our full-time equivalencies. It has been our experi-
ence, and an optimistic one, to find that our enrollments have in-
creased immensely. What that does, however, is shrink the earning
value in each FTE. At the current level, based on the fall FIT, our

7ation comes down to $2,500. We anticipated in our budgeting
process that we would have a support per FTE of $2,812. For some
of us, it has meant in the last week that our contracts have been
amended down, despite increases in enrollment, this much to the
distress of our colleges because it has meant a decrease of $300 per
FTE for each college.

We would like to note, then, that we are in dire need of supple-
mental appropriations for the current fiscal year. Our colleges
have submitted what they see as projected enrollment levels, and
those fall in the neighborhood of :2,698. The Bureau is looking at
funding. no more than $2,500, as listed in their proposed budget. In
other Words, what we need is $1.1 million in supplemental funds if
we are able to maintain our FTE support at $2,812.

We really would like jo note, too, that in the Bureau testimony
earlier they stated that the fall FTE count is the highest during
the year. In the experience of all of the tribal colleges, without ex-
ception,, the fall is seldom ever the. hi est FTE in any one Fiscal
Year.

In leading into my remarks on fiscal year 1985 and 1986, I would
like to point out several aspects of the amendme that affect ap-
propriations.

The first one is Indian student count. This changes e method of
counting student credit hours, and it results in a count that is 10
peTcent to 15 percent more than the previous countitig method.

Second, I would like to point out forward fundingup to now we
have not enjoyed knowing how much appropriations we can plan
for during any fiscal period, and forward funding would provide us
with a year's advance knowledge for planning and overall stability'.

It has been our experience that we have had to expend dollars
for costly loan interest charges in waiting for RIA checks, and we
are hopeful flight this process will alleviate that responsibility on
our part.

A third area is in regard to the General Services Administration
study of eollev,e facilities to determine the need for construction,
also grqnts of construction to fully accredited colleges, and, finally,
the endowment section, title III of the law, which establishes a pro-
gram of endowments. All of those have impacts on the appropria-

s areas that we see.
fiscal year 1984, the title I colleges project an en761Imentiof

:I,1 Indian student counts and would like to recommend that ap-
propriation levels he at a bare minimum of $3,000 per Indian stu-
dent count. That brings us to the requested level that. you might.

Isider in appropriations for $9,300,000 for the operational grants
'tie I colleges,
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The second consideration is in 'construction, that there be money
to support the GSA study; an approximate level of $250,000 be ap-
propriated for that.

Technical assistance is another area. Our interest is to receive
$75 per Indian student count, which conies to a total of $232,500.'

Finally, for title III endowments, we have contacted our member
colleges and asked them to anticipate endowment contributions,
and that endowment contribution does come, to the need for
$L500,000 for fiscal year 1985.

I would like to call your attention to the fact that the budget pre-
sented by the President projects FrE's at 2,549. This number is less
than we currently have -for the. FTE count for fall, and h e al-
ready pointed out to you that' fall is not the highest enrollme
Our average for the year will be much higher. -41k

Also, the administration's fiscal year 1985 request comes in at
$2,390, which is considerably less than we need. This particular
level represents about half what BIA is recommending for the BIA-
supported post-secondary schools, and places us 51st in the States
of the United States for State-supported institutions, which is not
at all a proud position to hold.

Mr. ALEXANDF,R. Were you here earlier when Senator Melcher
questioned the BIA witnesses about the FTE counts and the
amounts?

Ms. WINDY BOY. Yes, I heard that exchange.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Do you have any views on the accuracy of the

information provided by the Bureau?
Ms. WINDY Roy. They are inaccurate. If they were to have

checked even the materials' that we have submitted on an official
basis for PTE counts over the past few years and the current year,
their information varies from those. I do not know where they are
getting their estiffiates. It is a guesstimate. It is somebody's own
area. They have not consulted the official information that we have
submitted.

We have compiled our data from that, and we feel that it is very
'hard based.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you
Ms. WiNpv Boy. In regard to fiscal year 1986, this included in

the approliriations process because of the forward funding provi-
sion in Public Law 98-192. So we do submit fiscal year 1986 due to
that requirement.

In the area of title I operational grants, we ace looking to find
:3.565 lndian'student counts enrollment, and would recommend
t Imo t he evel of appropriations per Indian student count be at

, sc total needed to support title I colleges would be
milli n.

ion, this would be a major area of concern because
the 'xceller e achieved by many of our tribal collegesthere are
ri re among ose funded by title I that we anticipate will have

lull .ditation by that fiscal year. That would make
them eligible fgr construction funds. We list that-as $i0 million
needed.

do technical assistance. at a similar basis, $75 per Indian student
count; $267,:i75 is needed.
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Finally, in the endowments, a like amount as in fiscal year 1985
is needed, $1.5 million.

We would really like to point out the discrepancy of information
presented by the colleges as to. that submitted by the Bureau. We
are closest to the data. Our data is submitted to the Bureau, if they
wish to consult in preparation of the materials they are submitting
for the appropriations process, we urge them to do so. Apparently,
they have not chosen to do so.

We would like to point out that thereare major discrepancies in
those two sources of data.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The data that'you referred ° earlier that would
demonstrate that you are 51st out of 50, could have that for the
record?

Ms WINDY BOY. Yes.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you.
Ms'. WINDY BOIL That data does come from the chronicle on

higher education. That partitular data is 2 years old, so I expect if
there were 53 States, we would be 54th, or so on down the line.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Guam and Puerto Rico.
Ms. WINDY Box. The second part of our testimony was prepared

by Wayne Stein, the president of Standing Rock College.
It briefly-point,S-Gut-some--of-the outcome that we have experi-

enced in several of the tribal colleges. The American Indian Higher
Education Consortium has done a sample of five tribally controlled
colleges Aocated in Montana, North Dakota, and South Dakota to
measure the outcome of its services to students. This measurement
is focused on hard data and reflects what has been done on the res-
ervation in terms of human resource development.

The information that we have been able to find out shows that,
among those colleges that were sampled, there are 670 graduates
over a period of 1't73 to 1983. The number of 1984 graduates is an-
ticipated at 184.

Among those colleges, there are a number of graduates who have
transferred to 4-year institutions. About 4 percent of all of those
who have graduated successfully transferred. The number of trans-
fers graduating from 4-year schools, actually completing baccalau-
reate programs. is 85 percent.

In North Dakota there has been a remarkable track record. hey
hive done a special effort. in terms of tracking their students. This
compares to the record of the dropout rate in the greater State in-
stitutions and universities, which is a dropout rate of about 80 to

percent So we have a maj'or outcome, I think it is important to
note there.

Also. we would like to note that. the- graduates employed after,
they, graduate from the tribal colleges--73 percent of those gradu-
<ates employed, in -on environment which we find is an average

,rcent unemployment. Our graduates are joining the work
u g force despite the working conditions.

The second part of-this testimony will be presented by Lionel
Bordeaux from Sinte-Gleska College.
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STATEMENT (W LIONEL R. BORDEAUX, PRESIDE T; SINTE-
GLESKA COLLEGE, ROSEBUD, SD

Mr. BORDEAUX. I just wan to take a few minutes. I am not going
to hit upon any of the teclulical:points that Ms. Janine Windy Boy
has hit upon.

First of all, I want to extend my appreciation to the committee
for their years of effort in helping us get the reauthorization of the--
Indian college bill. I thank you.

What I want to say, I guess, basically is molded from my experi-
ence of having lived on Rosebud 11 years as president of Sinte-
Gleska College and having served 3 terms on the tribal council, 6
years in total.

What I see these Indian colleges doing is just an unbelievable
turnaround, when I see them taking people off the streets who at
one time basically had no place -else to go.

Sometime, if you ever get the money or if you get an opportunity
to come out and visit these sites, I think you would really be
amazed to see the breadth of age of our students who are attending
these schools.

What I see happening with Indian .colleges as we sit here and we
attempt to plan for the future, is principally in two particular
areas; it is-in education and in government. In order to have educa-
tional excellence, you must also have governmental excellence.

At limes I have sat on our tribal council feeling very frustrated
because I did not alwys feel that we had that particular type of
quality and accountanity. under the type of system that is in .exist-
ence on our reservation. It got to the point where I had to get off
that tribal council in an attempt to try to better create some type
of a forum to bring those types of issues on a local and a national
level to the forefront, where we can maybe create the txpe of
awareness where' we can sit down and pay, "Hey, it's time to-liael-
lectually assess the whole Federal-Indian relationship, where we
come from, where are we today, and particularly where are we
headed.- I think the Indian colleges could serve as that particular .

type of catalyst.
They are fresh. They- are new. We just have a' ton of ideas outk.

there, and we are champing at the bit, waiting, first, for somebody"!
to invite us to some type of forum and to really sit down and get
into a think tank approach, because we are talking about oiir own
salvation out there. We are talking about strengthening tribal in-,
stitutiona which are going to be, hopefully, here for hundreds ot'
years down the line.

When I look at other institutions on the reservation, I do not see
them cutting it, the way that Indian colleges have been cutting
and having the potential to address the problems of the future.

Certainly, with your continued..co9peration and assistance, we
,are point; to be drawing a little bit closer to that line, but it is

tough out there.
know we have some staff members who have been there,longer

than 11 years, but in the last 3 years we have not had any raises.,
..last year we attempted to assist .the staff by giving a 3-percent
'rrlise,hut at the same titne we cut everybody from a 12- to a 16-
month contract. This year we can see Maybe the potential for our .
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first loss of some very good staff. But right now they are commit-
ted, and they see this whole new redefined directibn that several
have been talking abo t, and they do not want to-go, aid, so like-
wise, they join me in anking you for your support. ..

There are some of r efforts that we are working on which I will
probably be needing ngres,sional support on down the line. Even-
tually, we need to ed flag' . the whole financial aid system for
Indian colleges themselves. So far we have piggybacked on the
local agency type of finanCial aid system thaf is on the reservation
for the agency as a whble, but this is not cutting it. It puts an
unfair competition between our students and other Rosebud stu-
dents in attempting to distribute the bucks. Somewhere we are
going to need to break that out and come in with a package ad-
dressing specifically tribally-chartered college students.

I-think another area that is of particular concern to ourselves
and which we have been working on for the fourth year nowis
our Snyder Act money. These were and are banded dollars through
the Rosebud Sioux tribal council to the tune of $358,300. In an arbi-
trary decision in 1950 on the part of the Bureau they completely
cut that line item out; unkacvn to the tribe. It was only through
congressional assistance that!we were able to get $119,000 plugged
ha t-4( ifijotut the balance we are still working on administratively,
and they assure us that they were wrong and a resolvement is
forthComing, and that a letter Ills been so drafted to the point
where all that is omitted now is the last, paragraph as t9. the final
resole. But so far we have not been able to budge the Bureau fis-
cally, but, I am still going to address this administratively..Howev-
er, somewhere down tilt/line we may be Coming back to you for as-
sistance.

Thank you.

STATEMENT (W DEAN C. JACKSON, PRESIDENT, NAVAJO
COMMUNITY COLLEGE. NAVAJO NATION,,,TSAILE, AZ

Mr.. JACKSON. Mr. Chairman, my name is Dean Jackson...I .have
been president of Navajo Community College for 6 yekirs. .

Navajo Community College is recovering from the severe budget
cut of 1981. e4t that point, we were cut over-60 percent.

In the 1t and 1954 school year, Navajo Community College
could be characterized as a college of optimism, enthusiasm, spirit,
and growth. The college, for the first. time in several years, has a
balanced' budget. It is being accepted by the tribe as something that
is valuable, something that is for real.

We hove also eloped a closer working relationship with the
States surrounding the Navajo Nation, the universities and col keg-
es, and counties, as well as working closely with accrediting a n-
cies .-

This is due to the $600,000 that Congress added to Navajo Com-
munity College funding last year. This $600,000 has a stabilization
effect, and it really increased the integrity of the college.

We have brought for the committee charts and graphs showing,
No 1, enrollment trends:rei.t. trends; student output or student
outcome; effects of budget cuts, meaning relationship between
budget cuts and enrollments. We have also stated in there the

ra.
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numb* of graduation Navajo Community College, has turned out in
several years. This is'the optimism of Navajo CoMmunity College.

However, there is also a pessifnigrAoutlook because the last 2 or
3 weeks we have been told that vi7-Et'Aire going to be cut $106,000
from our current budget, to be-reprogrammed to Albuquerque com-
puter processing, or something like that.

Also, The proposed .budget for 1985, there is a propoSed cut of
$525,000. Again, this is additional money that we worked so hard
for the last year. The BIA is now wanting to get it back from us.

The other concern is that Navajo Community College in 1980 had
an amendment. This is the Public Law 96-374, which takes us off
of the E formula and puts us on a needs basis for funding. Al-
tho the rules and, regulations have been developed, they have
never been implemented, and the BIA continues to put us on FTE,
and the methods it. has used have been alluded to earlier. It is half
ofwhat their own postsecondary institution gets.

The way they count FTE is they count all their credit hours and
divide it by 12. For ours, it is again ,divided by the number of

s, itheretwo or three, which really puts us low:
the current year, if we compute our FTE as the BIA com-

putes their FIE, we.will come in with something like 2,201.
-This year we are asking for the same level of funding if we are

going to be held to FTE formula under Public Law 95-471. I mean,
for next year, we are asking for the same level 6COoney as this
year, which is $4.4 million. Op top of that, we will also be asking
for endowment to the maximum, which is $350,000.

I would akso like to mention that, in lieu of asking for construe-
. in money back in 1980, Congress suggested that we use underuti-
ized facilities, BIA facilities. Therefore, we moved into Shiprock,
which is Shiprock This. was constructed bqck it1-1930:
Now we are asking .BIA to transfer this to the Navajo Tribe, and
the Navajo Tribe will give it to Navajo Community College.

But the facility is over 40 years old, and it'is in bad need of rem=
oyation. We refuse to take itid-that state. As an interim, we are
using it on .lease, or a permit lease basis,. and I don't know, how
long we will be able to hang on that:

Since we moved ip this facility, the enrollment at Shiprock
branch has increased. Now it has over 400 students.

I do not know how we are going to pursue getting some money
rerrOvation for this facility at the Shiprock campus.;

_Last -I would like to .mention that the forward funding that pv-
y has been talking about this mornin,gin pOvious years we
ed school from August to December-on borroweki money. The

mot that. We horrotv costs us somewhere betweith $20,000 to
$2: interest. This 0 a huge-amount of money to pay.

I do not ,know what the total amount would be if all of the colleg-
es totaled their payment in interest. I imagine it would be $50,000
or $7:),00( that we have to dish out because of the lateness in re-
ceiving money from appropriation.

Thank you wry much.
[Prepared statements of the American Indian Higher Education t

ConsorfiurnpLittle Big'Horn liege, the Navajo.'Commimity Col-
lege, Standing. College, and Sinte-Glegka College follow. Testi-
mony resumes on p. 145.1
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TESTIMONY OF THE

AMERICAN INDIAN HIGHER EDUCATION CONSORTIUM

Honorable members of the Committee, my name is Janine Pease-
Viniiv Boy. I'am.Fresident of the American Indian Higher Education
Consortium, and am presenting this testimony on behalf-of the
nineteen member colleges 'of the Consortium, located throughout
'Indian Country: five it Montana, five in North Dakota, four/ in
South Dakota, and one each in Arizona, Nebraska, Washington,
California and Wisconsin.

The member colleges of the American Indian }igher Education
Consortium range in age from two to fifteen years. These tribal
colleges have evolved into comprehensive colleges providing
sophisticated training to meet both traditional, academic and
developmental needs of their respective tribes. Four colleges
have achieved full accreditation, eight others are candidates
for accreditation, while others are in progressive stages of
development toward accreditation.

Public Law 95-471, The 'tribally Controlled CoMMunity Colleges
Assistance Act of 1978 was reauthorized and amended during the
past session of the Congress byPublic Law 98-192.. This signs
ficant piece of legislation has enabled eligible tribal colleges
to receive sorely needed financial support:-

THIS TESTIMONY.IS PRESENTED IN REGARD TO APPROPRIATIONS
FOR PUBLIC LAW 95-471 as amended by PUBLIC LAW 1)8-192, for
FISCAL YEAR 1984, FISCAL YEAR 1985 &FISCAL YEAR-1986.

F-I` SCAL YEAR 1 9 8 4

Supplemental appropriation needed $ 1,146,776.00

Actual appropriated for Title r...$6,440,000-=
Amount eeded to bring FTE up

to $2,812 /PTE for 2698 FTE..:.$7,586 6.00
- 6 440 0:00

Title I colleges current appropriation'is. 6,440,000.00,
representing support for 2,290 FTE as $2,8 $VFTE. The
growth in enrollment is shown in Fall term actual FTE
of 2,556 FTE.

Title I colleges have received contract amendmehts
reflecting actual Fall-FTE, for an allocation of
S2,519/FTE, $300 less than legislatedsupport for FTE.

Projected final enrollment, compiled by AIHEC, is
2,698 FTE. With current appropriation, FTE support
falls, to $2,386/FTE, ranking tribal colleges at 51st
in State FTE support by state colleges, and half that
provided for BIA post-secondary schools.

12



Several aspects of 95-471 as amended by 98-192 impattithe
appropriations process for Fiscal Near 1985 and 1986:

Title I. Section 2.(a)(7), calls for INDIAN STUDENT COUNT,
a counting method on the basis of credit hours pf all
Indian students divided by 12, with summer. term,added
on to Fall term count, and continuing education credits.
his student counting method results in totals 103, to

157.5% greater than the previously used method.

ei.le I, Sec_tion 11.(5)(7), requires FOR.'ARD FUNDING, such
that appropriations can be available for obligation
or July 1 of each year`, through September 30 of the
following year. Also, that the transition shall be
made by an appropriation act to the same fiscal year--
containing two separate appropriations. FORWARD '

FUNDING provides the tribal colleges stahility in
fiscal practice and in planning. This will erode the
established pattern, of December receipt of initial
operating funds, ,

Title I, Section 113, (a), provides for a G.S.A. atudyciii
college facilities to determine construction needs.

4
Title I, Section 113.(a) & (c) provides grants for construc-

tion not to exceed 80% of construction costs, 'and:that
no tribal college be required to expend more than
$400,000 in fulfilling the portion of such Construction. ,i.

III, Sec. 302.4), astablishes a program of endowments,
and from amount appropriated, allocation to each tribal_,
college on A dollar for dollar match, not to exceed
$350.000.

FISCAL YEAR 1 9 8 5, Tribally Controlled Colleges
.

Title I, Grants $ 9,300000d!PD'
Amount needed to guarantee $3,000 /ISC for tribal
college enrollment Of 3,100 ISC. Projected enrollment
reflects transition from FTf student counting methdd
to ISC, yearly average growth and 67, cost of living
increase.

Title I, Construction 250,000.00

Amount needed for the GSA'study of college facilities
to determine construction needs.

Title I, Technical Assistance 232e500.00

Amount needed for $75 /ISC for Technical Assistance.

Title III, Endowments 00 00
Estimate of college 'endowment contributions for FY 19
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The American Indian Higher Education Censor
enrollment varies dramatically with that in the
proposed budget for FY 1985.

AINEC Presidents Budget
Ur: - 3:100 FTE 2549

3,000/ISC $ 2,,390 /FTE
10% growth rate no growth
107 change-ISC FTE method

method
67, cost of living no cost of living

FISCAL YEAR 1 9 8 6, Tribally Controlled Colleges

ium data on
resident%s

Difference
-551

-$ 610

Title I, Grants $ 11,400,000.0

Amount needed to guarantee $3,200/15C for colleges
enrollment of 3,565 ISC. Projected enrollment
reflects yearly average growth and 67 cost of living
increase.

Title I, Construction $ 10,000,000.00

Tribal colleges in the network now funded by Title I
of this.lit, with accreditation complete by FY 1986:

1. Blackfeet Community College, Browning, MT'
2. *D. Q. U., Davis, CA
1. Dull Knife Memorial College, Lame Deer, MT
4. Nebraska Indian CoMMunity College, Winnebago, NE
5. *Oglara Lakota College, Kyle, SD
6. Salish Kootenai Community College,,Pablo, MT
7. *Sinte'Gleska College, Rosebud, SD
B. Standing.Rock College, Fort Yates, ND
9. Turtle-Mountain Community College, Belcourt, ND

*Colleges now having FULL ACCREDITATION.

Title I, Technital Assistance $ 267.375."

.Amount needed for $75 /ISC for Technical Assistance.

Title III, Endowment's $ 1,500,006.00

The American Indian Higher Education Consortium presents
data and amounts needed for Title I and III of the act, while I
none is listed in the President's Proposed Budget for FY 1985.
FORWARD FUNDING, as a provision of the act,, is apparently disre-
garded.

Respeetfully 'ed:

Lttki.ttict.
1T5Ine Tease-Vindy Boy; Pr'ksidei
Arlerican'Indian Higher Education

Consortium, Feb. 21, 1984
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SIIIDeffr 015000ME DATA:

The American Indian Higher Education Coosortium has done a sample of .five (5) _

Tribally Controlled Community Colleges located in Montana, North Dakota and South

IVIAota to measure the outcome of its services to students. This measurement is

focused on hard data and reflects what has been dono.cn the reservelions'in terms

of human Oesource deelopment since 19/3.

Not refloated in this data are the special relationships Tiibal Colleges have

,leiveloped with Tribal Governmeets, Etrployers of all kinds and local federal govern-

mental arnc These special relationships are partnerships where the colleges

have agreed to train people already on the job for specific tasks needed by the

employer. These types of relationships are becoming more frequent and bar done

much to promote employmeet in the Tribal communities. This type of student'won't

draw up in graduate data la4"auss to graduate isn't the goal. Rather lermeg of

sprcifie skills is the desired outcome.

The following.infe4Metkon tells a -large Fart of tlie,slory of, ibally

-Controlled Community Colleges and the Positivevimpact'on their reservntionab

A. Winter of graduates,. : 670 , 1973-1983.

0. Number of 1984 graduates,' 184

C. .Certificates granted for VD-Ed, 530 i 1973 -1893

Types cif degrees granted (1) 47

( 2 )

of Science

Associate of Arts

132 Associate of Science

e

E. Nunber .1f graduates transferred to four year institutions 249 or 404

F. Nuttier of transfers graduating fran togr e:Sx schools 211 or 851

G. Percentage of TCCC gradats employed, 73.88
1

H. Percentage of TCCC graduates unemployed. 26.124

I. Average unemployment on five reservations, 78.64

Sc-lauvis which participsi!ed in this survey are Standing Rock College, Cglala

Lakota College, Turtle ltuntain Cannunity College, Salish Kootenai College and

folIe Fug Henn loge.



NOR VH DAKOTA TRIBALLY CONTROLLFD COLLEGES

The Trthai ly Controlled Colleges of North Dakota have become an important

mod part of their respective Tribes development in education, economacs

aed self-sufficiency. Turtle tbuntain.Cc,ntcuuty College, Little Hoop Community

College, Fort Berthold Cams/pity Coll.wri, and Standing,Roc* Colelge have Fill

contributed to the training, resnarai And development 4-the'4people so neon easy

tribes to continue to advance have true self- determination.

The North Dakota T,kbally Controlled Collages have a history of service to

their respective Tribes and -communities dating back, to 1973. The Colleges will

xxitinee to serve on many task farces and special committees at the request of

Ntheir tribal ghtreinment and-local communities.

Cole aspect. of the North Dakota Tribal Colleges which has become an important

factor is their pursii.U. of quality educatiog through the accreditation process.
r.)

The North Dakota Tribally Controlled Colleges have all gained candidacy status

throuah North Central Association. ,Standing Rock College and'TUrtle"MoUntain

rmmlunity College will beta' have final visits 41,%iril,' 1984 for full accreditation.

This has. teen made, possible through resources made available Iron P.L 95-471 and

now P.L. 48-192. This legislation gave the support Tribally Controlled Colleges

needed to.convince North Central Association that Tribal Colleges are long term

.' and viable higher education.Inititut ons for their people.'

Based on the above North Dakota Tribally Controlled Colleaes recommend to

r ass that,it fully fund the American Indian Higher Edtication Consortium request
a

isca1 years 1985 and 1986.
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TESTIMONY OF

IXTTLE --RIG HORN COLLEGE

The Crow Tribe of Indians ha$ a Reservation located in.
Southeastern Montana State of 2.1 oil/ion acres. The Crow 0

Tribal. Council is the governing-body of the Crow Tribe, and -

consists all enrolled Crow tribal members, male& - 21 years '

of age Lder, feMa\gs:- 18 years of age;and,older.

n the CroceTribal Cduncil chartered the Little Big
. Horn Co to>serve the Crow Tribe in providing post - secondary
training n academic and vocational areas leading to degrees
and,certificetes. The enrollmlnr,- since chatter has been

1980 -81 28 "FTE
1981,-82 . 32 FTE
1982-83 81 FTE

, t'983 -84 , 100 FTE

60 Headcount
:110 Headcount
200 Headcount
2'45 Headcount

'This enrShiLlment growth'hal shown increases at an sveraga of .'

10% plus in 'a singlv year. Headcount total pave increased yearly,
impacting a largelsortionOf the 900 Crow householdson:the Crow
Reservation. . . A

,

i .

Little Big Hem College:offers.programs of study reflecting
the economic background of,the Reservation, combined with the ,'

fiscal constraints of general ?peratilla revenue. Current
Associate'of Arts Degrees offered are:

Business Administration Mathematics
Office Education Science At
Date Processing' Psychology
General Studies Crow Studies

Home Economics
.

Human resource development is a priority stated 14 the'College
charter. The College has performed research on the,manpower '

the tribal owinbership, and is committed to a reservation based
approach, to higher education. The tie to tribal, members is
i fete and demands a-high level of administrative responsibility
to espand tojthe conditions which the Grow people all share.
114 human resource, the Crow people, is a youthful population,
757. of the-7,000 plus Members are 34 years of age and younger.
This factor emphasizes the long term need for post secondary
education services f90- the Tribe.

Little Big Horn dpllege is striiinl 7mndidn('y
for accreditatiop with the Northwest Association of Schools and
Colleges., Commissiop on Colleges. A self-study is in preparation
for an April 1984 on-site visit. Crucial, to the achievement of
candidae is stability of funding. The Public Law 95-471, and
amendmenA ofe Public Law 9B-192, has provided 'fiscal support
critically needed for progress toward stability. Five key aspects ca

to the amendments assist the College:

36-019 - BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Reauthorization of the Law prevides three
fiscal,, years of life for the College through
Title I operational grants.

2. Indian'Student Count, the counting method
under the new Iaw, courts total credit hours,
divided by 12, and divided by Oa number of

. academic terms. - -

3.. Forward Funding assists in planning and
obligation patterns, allowing greater consis-
tency and foresight in College direction.

. . This will alleviate the-expensive loans re-
quired when payments are several Months late
in coming from the BIA.

4.
,

St6denti aisisted by the BIA'aducational
grants can be counted toward-Title III of the
Nigher Education Act eligibility. This helps
the Collage` due to the youth and smallness

. of student count, toward establishing elig46iIity
-for developmental grants.

5. Endowment potential will encourage contributors
increasing thi revenue generation for the College.

.

F I-SCAL YEAR. 1 9-8 4, 'S 11,FOLEME HTAL

0- Little Big Horn College requests suppleMental appropriations
for Fiscal Year 1984. Current appropriations for FAI 84 are
$6,440,000. to support 2391- FTE, when actually, the Fill FTE
is 2,556 Fm. -This amount stands to increase to projected levels
from tribal colleges up to 2,698 FTE. On the bisis of Fall VII. '

.0 ...alone, the FTE aupport.falls to $2%511/FTE. Based on projected
2,698 FTE, the FTE support falls e0 $ 2,386.00.

,.

At Little Big,Horn Collage, the shortfall in appropriations
has caused an amendment to the contraot for FY 1984,Aecreasing
the amount by $3,000. This-deCrense happened despite4the
increase in FTE count, from 81 FTE average (FY 1983), to 91 FTE
for Fall, term and 110 FTE for Winter term. -

I

Effects of revenue decrease: The support of the nine degree
programs and three certificate programs has been limited largely
to heavy proportions of .tuktruction by parttime fituaymeaberk.
This option has been selected because it is less expensive. than

Quality instruction, a ke toiil
commitment to full-time faculty.
achievintaccreditation, reqUires clergy and professional in ut
from faculty. Expecting such contribution from parttime faculty y
is Impossible, for they all have obligations to employment o'the'r
than the College'AlscPimpacting-the degree areas is the lack
of fiscal support for equipment replacement. - ----,../

4,



The physical, plant of the Col lege consists of tribally
owned, facilities`, off uge agreement to the College. Maintenance,
repairs, utiligigs ancrinsurseee- are fully assumed by the College
budget. Said cost areas shod constant increases every year.
The College has madelstrides in building efficiency, by ire-roofing,
.(through Tribal assistance) and by:installatton of a new furnace -

.(also through Tribal assistance). These two projects have
'assisted in reducing the'butlay for fixed costs, however, the
current budget represents the'least Possible level, short of
shutting the buildings down altogether. Ever shrinkingappro-
pi-iations must still cover these areas. The inflexible nature
of fixed costs leave the 'other categories of instruction
and studerit services, administratiotvand community 'service to
stn6fer cuts in fiscal commitment.

ti

F.ISCAL f E A R 9 8 5, Little Big Horn College

The Little Big Horn College has needs reflecting the
following areas:"

fitly I, (rant to Little Big Porn College $ 390,000.00

Based on enrollment of 110 ISC P
.

Title I. Construction $- 12,500.00

6'Rases ontproportion of entire GSA fsetlibigieS study
given the stud} will. cost approximately--$250,000.
for tribal colleges now eligible to receive assist-

rRance-from Title I.

Title Tehnical Assistance $ 9,750.00

Rased on amount n ded for T.A.. $75 /ISC

x 130 ISC,

FISCAL YEAPe' 1 9 8 6, Little Big Horn College '

Title I4 Grant to Little Big Horn College 464,000.00

Rased on enrollment of 145 ISC @
$3,20101ISC.

Title I, Technical Assistance 4. 10,875.00

Based on enrollment of I45 ISC $75 /ISC

for amount needed for Technical Assistance

Title III, Endowments $ 5,000.00

i
.

TheCollege requests the Committee tO compare the data

submitted herein with that included in,the Presidept's proposed
budget, noting that the data shows discrepancies in enrollment

projecon. The use of "ISC" and "Forward Funding" is ignored

in t!lc rirepne,J0-hudeL

fi

ectfully-submitted.
. ,

F
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Ste ement of Mr. pliain C. Jackson
Prot dente Navajo Community College
.Tsaile, Navajo Nation, Arizona

Presented to
Senator James A. McClure, Chairman

Sextets Select Committee on Indian Affairs
Febra4syl 2,1, 19144

Mr. Chairman, my name is Dean C. Jackson and I am6.the

4 .

President ocNavajo'CoMmunity College. Igker the last four-years,

in the aftermal[of devastating cute in our federal appropriations,
, A

I have been coming to you with dire words abogt the predicament of
.

.

Navajo Community College. Our enrollment had dr4pped, 'we were

\\)operating in the'red and the d em of Navajo CoMMunity College

seemed to teeter from crisis. to crisis over a void of economic

uncertainty. But this year Y come to you with a new message, a

message of hope and optimism and accomplishment from Navajo

, Conimunity College. Every institution has its seasons and Navajo
1

community College has emerged from an extremely haretl winter into

a gloriebs,new spring.

In my world, the world of education, you sensed chancAls like

this in the staclen6 first,' Last month i spoktvat a studerit
4

assiftbly and for the first timein'my five years at Navajo

Community College, it was a full house, standing room only. Our

enrollment at our main camptis at Tsaile is nearly back to pre-1981

- levels, our enrollment at our Shiprock campus has nearly doubled

'since 1.931'and our community c amplls enrolliiient in nezirly twice what

it was in fall n'emoster, 1983. Our classes arc full, our grade

point averages are up and our incoming freshmen are scoring.higher

Atoday than ovcr boforo on standardized achievement tests.
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president ReaganIkaidllast month in his State of the Union

Address: that America is back. Well, Navajo'dommunity College is

back as well. After four years of struggle and heartache, a
,Ws

new; leaner, more innovative Navajo Community 'College.has emerged.

Our budget isabalanced, an ur message is being heard across the

. Navajo Nation -- in the ho ans. of our people,, in the classrooms

of our children and i chambers of our leaders. 44.,

4
,. .

Make
,

ilo mistake abou it: The 60 percent cute in our federal '

6appropriatiop beginning in 1981. were devastating to Navajo
.

,
,

cemmunity,College. We slashed our admlnistratiVe staff by some

80'poeitione, we consolidated our organizational structUre from'

five to'two dkvisions, we reducedAthe number of our off-campus

centers from 54.to four, we froze staff salaries and put many

staffers on 24-hour pay weeks -- although many voluntarily

continued working 40 hours fox their reduced pay. I has bedn a
. .

seige of beTt aghtening and austerity that would've killed off

bany number of federal agencies, community colleges and even pri ate

tTu.sinesses.

But
.40°

e dream of Navajo Community College, the Nation's

first,IndiEln-owned' and operated college, will not die easily.

Our people will not let.it happen. Since 1980, won our federal

appropriation was cut om\$6.2 million to $3.1 million, our

-people through their Tribal Council have rCrtreedly extended

Navajo Colownity College the lifeline survival 7-'$4.85 mil

over the past four years at a time when the Tri elf was
-1
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'

reeling under massive federal budget cuts, and endemic unemploy-
/

ment across our.apd. % _

. )
. ..

Paced with the Ultimate choice -- to- help us live%or let uS
.

. . .

deep an d pro ndie -- the Navajo Tribal Council made a dee * profound
t -

cemmitment to their college. And that commitment has fUndamentally
.

.altoked the eelatkonship between Navajo Community College And the

Tribe. Where once there was animosity and suspicion now there is
°

.cooperation and respect. Our relationship has deepened and

matured. Juit a few months ago, Tribal Chairman PetersokZer made

quaation
of the Navajo peopehis administration'sfhighelt

priority and the Navajo Tribal Education Committee designated
.

v Jo community College ens the entity to coordinate all post-
.

condary edtication and training on the Navajo Nation. .

This oe ignation is of truclal importance to both Nevajd

ommunity College and the Navajo people. The dream of -a college;'
.

owned and °Reacted by-the Navajo people, was born of the heartaches
----" ,

generations of Navajos who for too long had no ceetrol of their

iThousands o Navajo youngstererwhoown educational expe,

yellxned'for a better education left the reservation-for institutions

of higher learning, cult°, return home, failed and confused,

defeated by alien institutions cnsenSitive to their'needS. Navajo

Community cellege grew and prospered in the fitst decade of our

existence Mostly becnu , we developed an approach to ting

our people that reverted the.decades-old 'tradition of Navajo

failure at inwtitutions of higher learning.

W i
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From the fall elat in 1969, whbn Navajo.Cemmunity College'

opened in a one-time Bureau of IndianAffairs boarding school

at Malay E'arms'the college has been driven.by the idea that

-,,Navajo students would flourish in an environment,thaticoupled a

sofi4Ostsecondary academic program with an emPgasis:onNawajo

cultural history /Ind.!' Navajo- educational perspective. And

today that concopX is hailed- across the country as a gliMmer of

hope ie6 the disheartening landscape of modern American.education
.g ,

. About 70 percent of oar students enter with reading skills
.

belgw.the 10th grade level. Many have vilreadyfailed zkt off-

reservation colleges and about 10 percent come from families with

annual incomes of less than $3,000. ,Nevertheless, klavaj8

community Colleges unique educatiOnal philosophy has bnabled

hundreds of our students top- succeed were they.would have failed

before._ Only about 11 percent o Navajo youngi4ers who Srdrawarded

tribal scholarships to attend institutions oubeide,the Navajo-
,

.Nation ever earn degrees. But.of our studenti who Ciaogfer to

four-yearinstitutions more than 21 percent are'dwarded`theike.

Of the 48 Navajos ,}rho graduated from UniVersitY,of Arizona last

year, 45-4ad attended Navajo Community College. Of the 169,Nava s.
.

who graduatted from Northbrn Arizona University last year, 107 had

attested Navojo Community College.. Alre4dy Navajo Community Col;Dge
V

alumni Pill key rolez 3n th" Nqvajo Nation --.in .t.hc

governmerit, in our schools, in. the health care Gy3tem and in private
111 cJ

businespes.

a
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And nowe.by designAing Navajo Community College as the
- .

. institution for higher education of the avajo people, the Navajo

Tribe has embraced Navajo CoMmtnity College's unique Oproach to

education as the single best means'to address the special )

educational needs vl our people. Therit are*aboet 165,000 Navajos

and 67,000 of them are school-aged. Theaverage age on the

reservation is 19. In this increasingly complex and,teChnological

if the Navajo people aria to ulyC io take control f their

rives - both,economically and politically we must assure that

411 educational programs offved on our reservation truly provide

the skills and knowledge we need.

-Last ye a total of 19 institutions of higher learning

offered programs on the Navajo Nation. These programs come afid

go, offering individual courses as the money is available, but

they almost never lead to degrees for their stddents. It has been.

commonplace for stpdento from other schRols, who.have.already

earned'as many as 45 credits, to come to Navajo Community College

hopithg to be granted degrees based on their previpus studies.

tin-fortunately we require that our graduates carnet least '34 of

their 64 credits at Navajo Community College which means that

_ many of these 'students must continue'their studies far beyond our

equired 64 credits to beCome eligkble 90r degrees.

.

N.As gpodinator fdrali higher educaion in thp NavAdo Nation,

nunity Col.loo. will he able to dieLerminelt educationki

programs are nteded and then ei=ther provide the 4ograms ourselves

or contract with other institutions to provide those programs --

104



in a way that best serves the_needs of our people. For example,

.right now, Navajo Co unity College is developing programs that

will enable Navajo teachers' aides to become certified tie

in our/schools - by first studying at Nvajo Community .Go1 e e And '

then completing their baccalaureate AqUIrennte at Northern

Arisona'Ungersity. ,A similar program ii beia?g developed for

employees of the Navajo Division of Social Welfare who will become

fully certified social workerS by first studying at Navajo

Community College and,then at Arizona State University.

Clearly the {host substadtial higher educdtiOn needs of the

Navajo people are in off-campus programs. The Navajo Nation

encompasses 25,000 swore miles of some of the most beautiful land

in the world': Our people love big. wide open spaces 4nd thwe are ,

only ,a handful of communities settled densely enough to support

even a single supermarket*. Our main campus at Tsaile has been

filled to capacity for years, and given the distances Our people '

must travel, the' only effective way-to provide adequate educational

servis to the Navajo Nation is to take our program into

classrooms across the reservation.

sadly;

.result of the

ff-camps programs suffered most sever47as a

eral budget cuts. In 1982 alone, our off-campus

enrollm -ent dropped some 1,000 students. But this year, with the

renewed vitality o'f Navajo Community College finances, we have

been able to.increase the budget for our off-campus programs by

85000 and our off-campus enrollment Has risen accordingly --,up

900'students over last 4emester. We are in the proCess of opening

4°-

me

,
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new off-campus centers

1001

n chapter houses, and high school

cladirooms -4- and we are increasing the, number of courses we can

offer. Our commitment to off ,.campus programs will only inteAsify

if the Bureau of Indian Affairs abides by the law you approved, -

Public Law 98-192, which would erttitle us.to receive full Indian

Student Count compensation for all our students -- whether part-

time or full-time.

n additton to our standard off-campus program, we are

developing new programs that meet-specific needs of our people.

We are, for instance, developing a training program for Navajos

serving ,on committees and school boardt to help them make better.

y decisions for the future of our Tribe. We are alsp developing a

program to train managers already working in Navajo institutions.

and a program,to train potential Navajo entrepronuers -- which in

turn shOuld help the Navajo Nation develop the robust economy we

eo badly need. And working in conjunction with the Tribal

Government w)are already training ybung Navajos through the Job

Training Partnership Act.

We are also awaiting funding from the Department of the

Commdfee to build our own public television station, the Navajo

4ation Network,which will bring Navajolanguage and other

edne,itional programming to reservation for tile first time on

regulnr basis. Navailo Nation Network will provide en 'tertainment

and news programs, in both English and Navajo, and it will offer

telecourses from our main campus at Tsaile a crucial capacity

1 6
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if we are to provicleJhigher educational services to -all our

people on this vast reservatiOn.

Navajo CoMmunity College also has asked the State of Arizona

to adopt two pieces of legislation which would)Lnable the college

tetcontract with community college districts or the State Board

of Vocational Education,,to provide edWational services to their

students. Apt present, only state co unity col;eges arta permitted

to enter into such contsacts and if the State,Of Arizona adopts .

the reguestedleglslation, Navajo Community Collage would be able

to bring its services to even more of our peopld. Such legislation

would permit us, for egaMple, to develop a mueh'needed building

and construction trades program in Page, Ariiona, where $200 million

construction projecte are being developed: It would a.so enable

us to coordinate and articulate vocational education'programs with-

community college districts throughout the Navajo Nation. With

this new contracting authority, we would be able to reduce

duplication of services, pool resources and thereby reduce the

overall cost of postsecondary education on the Navajo Nation. The

Arizona House Education Committee has recommended approval bf the

first piece of' legislation which clarifies thy-legal authority

of state community college districts to contract with Navajo

Community College' And the Arizona Senate Fecation Committee

is meeting soon to decide whether to recommend approval of tho

second piece of legislation -- which clarifies the' State Board of

Vocational Education's authority to contract with us.
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As you can see, Navajo.Communkty College is vibrant and

alive Again, and in calskIctiOn with the Tribe, we are charting

the future educational course of our people. This year we've

given the highest. priority to a new planning office and planni

committee which together are develbping a 10 -year pla,n=for our

school. We are, in snort, defining our own future which is the

very, dasence of self determination, But the journey has only just

begun and giant obstacles still lay in our path.

so The $600,00(1. additional appropriation Congresa authorized for

Navajo Community College in Fiscal Year 1984 went a long way to

solving our budget gx10s. That money, coupled with the $3.8

million we have received in each of last three years, put us on

solid enough financial footing that we could move ahead to meet

the gre es that' lay in our path'. But in President

Reagan's preliminary Fiscal Year 1985 Budget, released just last

month, Navajo Community-College's Fiscal Year 1984 'allocation of

el.i million is to be cut bS' $5'25,000. The consequences of such

a cut would be devastating and7far reaching. When Congress

authorized the_edditional $640,000 last summer, it was With the.

understanding that we would use that money for.operating exppnses,

while using tribal monied to do much needed renovations on our

Tsaile campus. But because we did not receive bur federal funds

from,the Burr:lu of Indj nn Affairs until Derrphr,--

to use thr tribal monry so; aside for renovations for operating

expenses. Now, should Congress cut rursanhual allocation, we

not only would be unable to accomplish those renovations, but we

would also have to rut f;ervies where we've just begun to,grow..,

10s
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If you look at the charts I've brought with me today, you
.

will note that there'is a direct link between our federal

alloCation and our student enrollment. When our fideral dollars

are cu our enrollment drops. In Fiscal Year 1984, the additional
-

$60e,000 federal allocation spesked surge'in our oft-campus

enrollment of 100 percent. Threyear, because of the massive

federal budget deficit, Navajo Community College for the first time

ever is seeking n ee federal funding for our soh If federal

funding for Navajo Community College continues at $4.4 million for .

Fiscal Year 1985 -- plus the $350,000 in federal matching funds

already authorized by Congress for our endowment.fuhd -- we will)
4

be able to continue moving agressively to meethe challenges of

our fpture.

In 1980, Congress adopted Public Law 96-374 which purportedly

ended the practice of basing Navajo Community College's funding on

a full-time equivalency formula. But in the ensuing four years, the

Bureau of Indian Affairs has failed te.promulgate rules and
--- il . I

regulations for Public taw 96-374,and NavajoCommunity College has

contJued to be subjeCted to the full-tiMe equivalency count. more-

over the Bureau of Indian Affairs has required that Navajo Community

College's funding be based on a Lull-time equivalency formula whfth

is markedly differentfrom tbt'a- full-time equivalency formula which the

BeLeau of Indian Affairs itself uses to-fund its own postsecondary

utiona such as Haskell, Southwestern Polytechnical Institute,

and Institute of American Indian Arts. Under the Bureau of Indian

Affairs' formula for its own schools, ,thelfull7time equivalency
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figure equals the total number. of credit hours, divided by 12.

But the'Bureau of Indian Affair's requires NaVajo Con unity college

to determine its full-time equivalency count by dividing the total

number of part -time credit hours by 12, then adding the total..otal..
o %v..

number of full-time students -- and then dividing that total by
. .

two..nder Bureau of Indian Affairs"' reqrred full-tiMe equivalent

- formula fox Navajo Community College, our total fui/time

equivalency count for 1983-19841has been t tatively set at 872.

71'But if the Bimeau of Indian Affairs permit 9 ed us toise the full--
%

time equivalency formula employed by its own postsecondary

institutions, Navajo Community College's full-time equivalency

count for the 1983-1984 school year would,be 2,022. moreover,

the proposed cut of. $525000 from our federal allocation fails to

take i20 consideration an anticipated increase on,our 11-

time equivalczncy count of apout 100 -- based on t BureAu of

Indian Affairs' full -time, equivalency formula for Navajo Community

College. In effect then, the proposed Fiscal year 1985 Budget

punishes Navajo Community College because the Bureau of Indian

Aff4irs has failed to carry out Congress' orders.

Mr,. Chairman, ladies ands omen of this committee, 1 can

only hcg you not to permit this to happen. If you cut our federal

appropriation again; if you throw us back to the dark times of 1981,

19ut and 1983, the tlowcr of progress that han begun to bloom at

Navajo cetr. ittriity Colle7c will wilt and die: It's net just that we

will h v cut back programs and reduce fayAlty and staff. it's

that the confidence in Navajo Community College that'has been

1 I 0
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owing in our high school studelltsi our' educators, inpur.

ibal Council, throughout the.Navajo Tribe, will be crushed.

And that would be devastating -- both to Navajo peeW1ity College

and the great hope of the Navajo people.
.

Before I leave yOu today, Mr. Chairman, I want to share with

you an idea we've been talking about a lot up in Tsaile. ...Navajo

Communty College is more than an educational feed into four-year

hnstitutibns. Generations of Navajos have suffered from_a compleg

of inferiority -- particularly regar4inTeampetition in the outside

dominant cultUre. These students come to us with meager

educational backgrounds and our primary function is to create

them a sense that they can accomplish whatever they set out to do.

Certa1nry pnrt of ois-responsibility is to prepare our students

to go on to four-year institution*. But an equally important part

of our responSibility is 6 deVelop in o students a sense.ot

self-confidence ansaoa heightened self -imaq so that they can attain'

whatever personal goals they have set for themselves -- $hether that-.

be to go on to four-year schools or.t4 fill important jobs on the

Navajo Nation -- which are absolutely essential for our future

growth, expansion and prosperity. .

More than 25 percent of our students go on to-four-year

schools and the vast majority succeed at what they set out to

accomplish at Navajo Conuwnity College. A full SO percent of our

students in Lhe last two yeas came here to get training in'one

areal or another, got it and then used that new Skill to get new

jabs or enhance their positions old ones. For example,

111
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prospective police officers on the Navajo Nation must successfully
a ,

,complete a 22-credit training program through Navajo Community,

College before they can begin work with the Navajo Nation P ice.

Our business education department sends students into the wor

_force fully prepared to workIthModern bulkiness offides. Ouse

Animal-Science Clinic which is the only full-service veterinary

center on the reservat

quality animal heal

time evet.. Graduates of welding and auto repair programs are

on is training ParaVetics who will bring
..a

care across the re1servAtion.for the first 1
4

'already finding work in the expandtng local economy of the Nava

Nation.

The fiverage"age of students is 25 years old and some' 75

plOcent of 'thesh-are women with children. What we find is tht. many

come to Navaje Community College for a semester or two, leave to

support their families and then retern again to continue their
'

`education: In essence then,'Navejo COmmunity College is a

community college in the truest sense of tha word. Some ()Pour

students are headed for four-year school But many of them are .

coming to us for kille they need and then returning to the job.

.market t 'apply them. If we take intoconsideration-Lhose Navajo

Community cAllege students who graduate with r degrees or from

certification programs and those students who come here for brief

periods for specific kinds of skill,training,: our success rate is

nearly 80 pOrOont. Of thethesanft,Of students who have

matriculated at Navajo CommlniAy College over the last two years,

only 'about 10 percent have actually dropped or failed, with

1 1 2
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another 11 percent leaving for unknown reasons. That means that
Nib

an astonishing figure when compared to similar rates for Indian

students at other colleges.

Some community colleges Can afford to sit back and provide

only the eduational:services they deem necessary. But Navajo

Community College's role in the Navajo Nation is too important

. for that. We are the institution of higher learning for this

developilig Nation, aid as such dtxr mission ois to prepare our

students to succeed in whaitever areas they deem important. The

message -I bring to you today is that Navajo CommunityCollege is

fast accomplishing that mission. We are at integral part of a

great undertaking that will prepare Our people to function
wz.

independently and creatively in the iemexging realities oA the 21st

Century., And with your'continued support, particulariy-with your
Om

slpport°for fund.ing Navajo dOmmun ty College at Fiscal Year 1984

levels, we can and we willVcontinue to succeed in this noble

endeavor. Thank you.

38-019 0 -84 - -$
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TESTINCNY OF STAN-01HG ROCK COLLEGE
FoR7 YATES, NORTH OKNOTA

Tim Standing Rock Sioux Indian Raservation, located Pn-the west bank of

the Missouri River, consists of approximately 2.3 million acres. The climate.

Is and with an average rainfall of.15 inches per year, and temperatures range

from 100 eUssrloss in Summer to 40 degrees below zero in winter. '
41

ris

Tranapertation and coamonioation are problems ontha reservation. There

no public transportation end distance between oomanitiai is great. Orly'

a few higtalays cross the region. Service road. maintained by the Buraau of

Indian Affairs and countier axe poor and Often iapaasable in winter and gpring.

Because of generally low in levels, few people have telephones. gwal

lsOlation; then, is characteristic of the reservation.

There are 8. iri7 American Indiana, ;wetly of this Hunkpapa bald of the Taton

Sioux, living in Of thas,2,906 are under the age of sixteeql

jogromisistaly, 5,000 non-Indians reside. within or near .ha reaervetion boundary.

Indian and non-Igdian populat
4

ions differ. The Indian population is younger

than the non-Indian population and it ii increasing more rapidly, jcoording to

1980 census figures, the age for Indiana Wes 16.4 years.

This Indian.populat Dakota doubled batween-1960 and 1980,

and increased over 501 dUring the last decade alone. The statistics on poverty

for the Standing Rock Indian Raiervation point to soos of the more harsh realities

of reaervation life. Ina 1903 Ceram, of tbe Bureau of Indian Affairs,,it wee

found that 794 of the potentiai reservation labor force was unemployed. _Accurate

information on Indian income is Iiiited; however, ,according to figures in 1977.

average Inclieviper capita income was 254 of U.S. per Capita income. High

uneaviorunt and low incomes can boo attributed, in Dart. to inadegpate odcation.

Given the information presented in the preceding paragraphs, it is clear sit

that Standing IAA Reservation is remote, poor, and without a greet coal of hope

fur the iaped,letta future.
t
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Standing Rock College (SRC) is a well tribally controlled commun.ity college

located on the Standing Rock Sioux Indian Reservation in North Dakota( and South

Dakota. SRC is.a candidate for accreditation with the North Central Association.

of Colleges and Universities and will be visited in April of. 1964 for .its final

evaluation in its guest for full aocreditation.

Course offerings consist of a basic two-year libertal arts program designed

for t.-ansfer, a business education program, occupational education proem-amp, an

agricultural education program, and upper division courses-in conjunction with

Minot State College (Minot, North Dakbta). The Collegivalso offera Adult Edtics-

tiOn courses for the reservation.

SRC has been operating since 1972 and presently has an enrollment of 260

students with an 'TE of 22t. SRC also owns and operates the Sioux County news-
/.

per and assists the Tribe in various projects such as a Irrigation Project,

JTPA training program, and workshops.
I

S

RC\Ili

ulfilled a previously carnet need an the Standing Rock Reservation.

This in ref ed in the number of graduetcmit, haa.iloduced since 1976. Host
...,,........ ,,

of the graduates had only SRC to turn to16ehigher::.&&bation because. of job
i.

1
commitments. family obligations, and geograPhic and:4tural isolation.

The impact in number, for 1975-1983 islpi.follpeal
e. 1. 1

Associate of Arts Degree 97 graduate/
Associate of Science Degree 21 graduates
Rachel= of Sc4once Degree 40 graduates
Nursing Certificate 15 graduates

Clerical Certificate 4 graduates ,/

SRC's iapact on its community will continue to be positive and productive in

11964 which will see its Largeait graduating Class of 36 graduate/.

P.L. 96,192, MCC Act, will continue to have a major positive impact on SRC

by providing it the rumour-ens to do the job on the SRSR. :These resources have

stabilizedSRC's long range planning process, its budgeting process and built

confidence in the institution throughout the comnonitios and in the Mahar

Education world.

6
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By re-autharizing P.I. 95- 471, Congress and the P,Adent demonstrated itl belief

and support in th4 mission of the.TCOC"-S.

Same of the immediate positive effects of Public taw,98:192 are felt in the

follaging areas:

1. Staff' SRC Li able to hire more and Qualified Instructional staff.
Previous instructional staff had been severely overloaded in their
course load and many part-time instructors mare needed. Now more
full-time inetructors ore on board and the need for part-time
instructors has been reduced. This brings continuity and a better
learning envirenment to SAC for its students.

2. Acemeditations Sit has been able to wee* more diligently on the
recommendation.. from Northteentral Association for full acomaditatian.

3. CUrriculum Developments SRC has now the time and adOinistretive
staff to focus on projeqs which upgrade present and develop new
curriculum %r the students' educational needs. '

4. Instructional, Administrative, and Sicipart Staff Developments
Public Law 98-192 will allow SRCI. staff bit _Oa the opportunities
offered to upgrade their present this greatly enhances SAC's
staff' ability to do a better job for the students and the community.

As can be seen by the few exempla. stated above, 01 981.1924-tea been the

stabilizing force need by SRC. PL 98-192 funds Auks up epproSimetelk 50% of the

total budget of the College. The other sources being compative federal grants

which have a one to three life, student registration which is very limited, and

same state year to year grants for Vocational education.

It must be stated that the passage of PI. 98-192

S

by Megrims has greatly

enhanced SRC's effort to gain full accreditation states. North Central Associa,

tion puts a groat deal of emphasis on the stable funding blso of ao-ilititution.

sit states for the recurd its recommendation that Congress and the President

fund it and other tribally controlled cammunity colleges at the. $4,000 per/FTE.

figure authorized by Pt 98-4192 in this budgeting cycle. These funds would go'

towards the further develoccemt and inprovement of the tribally controlled

community colleges. It must be rernemboirnd that SRC and other tribally controlled

community colVges arel.-their people's moeteriableoptiOm to retain insure a

better life and eocivomic future for heir tribes.

1 )7
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Revenue Need
SAC Projects an FTE of 27 students

General Rinds Which Includes

A. Personnel, board expensis,
expenses, gradUation, st
capital outlay' G equipment
telephone, and library.

122

1

Special Needs:

Cmlstrectioni , 1. Bullhead
2. Little
3: Magutla
4.

5. Cannon

84

Dollosing:

travel, office
expenees, equipment,

eeintenanoe of building,

275 FTE x 4000 per, $1,100,000.

Sp Center
SD Center

ED Center
SD Center,,,

MD Center

$70,000.
$70,000.
$70,000.

$70,000.-
$70,000.

$ .350,600.

Five learning centers ars the,planning,stece at SRC due to the large

demand of the students in districts on resources and Instructors.

Train and TecBnical tame: SRC has based its prejetted T & TA need

OD tures ran year and increased student load.-
$ 13,750.

Endowment Program: expects to raise fUnds throughout 84/85 amounting

to:

SAC Project, an

$ 30,000.

Itn717NEED BOB 84/85, $1,493,750.

Revenue Need 1985/86, PL 98-192
of 300'studente for 85/86

General mentioned in 84/85 budgets

`51t. Corisiruttl n of mein campus facilities: -

a. Studek, union/classroom/athletic facility:.
b. Teo dormitories, men & wooen

T & TA:

Erldminen bundi-rni Program matching fund!

. TOTAL NEED FDA 85/8k.
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$1,200,000.

$1.5 million
$ 200,000.

$ 13,750.

150,000.

$2,963.750.
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PREPARED ttslimoNir of THE SINE GLESXA COLLEGE, SMUTTED BY
PITNEY Bommurx, CHATRMAN, ECC BOARD OP DIRECTORS AND LIONEL
R. BORDEAUX, PRFSIDDIr.

i. IWTRO UCT

-Sint. Gleska College Is a Tribally- controlled college located "ion the

'Rosebud Sioux Indian Reservation.ln south central South Dakota. Chartered

he Rosebud Sioux Tribe In 1971, the institution provides.post-secondary

educational oppdftunities and services for residents of the reservation and

adjacent areas as its primary mission. The College Is named after Sint' Gleska

(Chief Spotted Tail), who was strong advocate for the education of his people,

the Sicangu or Burnt Thigh band of the:western Teton Sioux.

Since the offe'rings of/ its first classes In February 1971, Since Gleske

College has made significant strides toward the development and establishment

of a reservation based, Tribally-controlled education modal. Among many note-

worthy achievements, the most significant accomplishment to data concerns the

Institution's accreditation efforts. DI February 1, 1193the-College was

approved and granted initial bythe korth,Central Association

of Colleges and Schools at the associate and baccalaureate degree-granting

levels. With this formal action, the College becomes the first reservation-

based, Tribally-chartered college In the country to be accredited at the

bachelor or four-year degree level and the second institution at the associate.

or two-year degree level. Navajo Community College in Arizona earned the leading

distinction with respect to /he two-year degree granting status.

The successful outcome of the accreditation effort reflects the tremendous

strkngth of and commitisent toward Chief Sinte Gleska's vision to establish a

viable and Trlballyr

accreditation by't)4e No

56-011) 0-84--9

led education system. The formal granting of

Central Association of Colleges and Schools'pnovides

I fRe 9
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substantial evidence that available resources have been successfuliy applied and

utilized toward the objective of providing community-based education in a manner

unprecedented in Tribal and American education.

In purs.ult, of this certification, Sint' Gleska College has made other

measurable achievements during Its twelve year history. A total of 114 students

have graduated sinca thi awarding of the first two degrees (associate) 41'1973.

The )institution has now granted ninety -six (96 ) associate or two-year degrees

and eighteen (18) baccalaureate or four -year degrees. In addition, seven (7)

secretarial cartfIclates have been awarded to students successfully completing

the one-year training pro-time., The Adult basic on program has produced

895 G.E.D. (high school equivalent diplomas) gradua This compares favorably

against the NIA's track record of 100 graduates during the 10 years the program

was administered by the 91A preVlous totTribal contracting through the College In

19 72'.

The institution has compiled a summary of the postgraduatetote status of

students awarded degrees at the associate and bachelor level. In general, of

the total 114 gredpetea, 72* es currently employed, 92 are actively pursuing

advancad educatiooal studies on a full-time bat ; and 5% are unemployed by

reason of death, retirement, health or family considerations.

Of the total (96) associate degree graduates, seven.(7) have subsequently

acquired a four-year degree and an additional nine (9) graduates are currently

pursuing bachelor degree studies, These Indicators of Sinte Gleska College

success seem ever more remarkable considering a reservation unemployment rate In

excess of 80%.

baccalaureate degree aduates, by% an currently employed.

All eleven (11) four-year teacher graduates are certified through the state of

South Dakota and are presently working in local elementary schools, where the

A
a
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teacher turnover rate approaches .402 each year. The first baccalaureate

graduate (1980) Is currently enrolled in his third year of law school at the

UniVersity of South Dakota School of Law In Vermillion, South Dakota. Another

Is pursuing master degree studies In eosinl work at the Unimersity of Utah.

While Sinte Cloaks College can boast of the remarkable success of its

academic and G.E.s D. programs, much work remains to ensure the continuation and

6antinuity of its management and delivery systell. The College recognizes that

It must continue the internal assessment of institutional operations. Central

his assessment Is the Identification and application of physical, human,

and in particularly, fiscal resources.

The education of the reservatloy population the primary mission of the

Ins tut on'. One evaluation of this area involves the assessment of student

enrollment and how enrollment Impacts the Institutional resources of the Collage;

I. STATEMENT OF NEED

-Llke many other higher education Institutions, Sinte Gleska Collage has

assumed an increasingly conservative pasture with respect to the development

of annual operational budgets. Traditional funding sources, nearly all derived

,from a federal base, have substantdally been reduced, eliminated, or maintained

at inproportionate levels with respect to need.

Given.fiscal limitations, the Sint* Gleska Collage board of Directors have

taken serious measures to accommodate budget constraints. Approximately thirty

(30) personnel positions have been retrenched since FY'81. For the 1982-83

academic year. all employment contracts were. reduced from 12 to 10 months,

Fringe benefits remained at 121 compared with substantially higher percentages at

other university and college systems. Staff travel has been restricted to on-

reservation instructional activities only. Since FY'81, have virtually

been no budget provisions for the replacement of equipment, renovation of existIgg

131
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facilities, or the expansion of current library holdings. in Fy'83 summer school

activities were scheduled at a minimal level primarily toallow potential

'graduate? to complete degree requirements. Ma ability- to continue future summer

school sessions is highly speculative. ,

Etts e'
The FY'84 Sinte Gleska Collage budget continued the "bare bones" operattional

status of the institution and, in essence, reflects the Collage's realistic need*.

The budget included no salary or cost of living increases, no additional personnel.,

,no adjustments in terms of currant travel, eotipeent, (etc.)', and maintained

th faculty contracts.

The FY',84 institutional budget assumed the continuation of current Tribal
.

contracts and multillOariegoricol grants at FY'83 funding levels.

fads era provided through the Department of Interior and the Department of
.

4
Education to comprise nearly all of the institution's fiscal base.

Through the utIlliation and adwinistratiorillikpoo (2) Tribal contracts by

authority of P.L. 93-638, the College receives support funds for6'1re higher

e ducation operations, adultbasic education; and student financial aid scholar-

o hips.

Categorical grants f>ee the Department of Education are anticipated to

continue academic and.student services funding. The College expects the con-

tinuation of several multi-year grants including Title III - Strengthening

Developing Institutions Program (51)1P); Title IV B -.Special Services for
%

..Disadvantaged Students (i.e. SGC Study Skills Prograw); and the Fund for :4

the improvement of Post-Secondary Education (FIPSE), which supports the rtewly-

established SGC Lakote/Fine Arts departmerli Separate grant allocations are

expected to continua to be provided by the Department of Education for student

financial assistant* including Pell (BEOG), SLOG, and College Work-Study grant

program.

In terms of institutional tuition revenue, the current rate is established

132
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at $30.00 per credit Maur and total coliectibie tuition revenue Comprises about

10-% of the institution's fiscal resources. The SInte Gleska College Board of

Directors took action prior to FY'83 to impose the College's first tuition hike

from $16.50 to $30.00. The undergraduate tuition rate at State un4versitis and
. .

colleges In South Dekote is, presently $25.52 (resident) and $52.89 (non-resident)

per credit h?ur. The state governor Is proposing a 71 tuition increase for the

next budget cyCle.

Funding provided by the Bureau of lAdian Affairs via P.L. 95.2471, the Tribally

Controlled Community College Assistance Act of 1978, represents the largest (40%)

sogma of revenue for the College. The current budget is developed using a pro rata

figure of $2812 par Indian F.T:E. With increased enrollment at the tribal college!,

this Spring Semester the amount available per F.T.E. Is$proportlonately reduced.

.Because Sint. Masks College is operatlAg with a minimal budget and because P.L.

95-471 4a- used primarily for Instruction costs and operations, a reduction of this

source of funding would he disastrous to the Caking*.

Sinte Gleska College requests a supplemental appropriation for FY184 to wain-

taln the established pro rate figure of $2812 per Indian F.T.E.

III. P.L. 93 -192 APPBCIPAlATIONS

P.L. 98-192, an act to amend ting extend the Tribally-Controlled Community

College Assistance Act of 1978, contains some new features which will be beneficial

to the funding and development of Tribally-controlled community colleges. The con-

cept forward funding, facilities construction, and the development of endoweents

are vitallyally Important to the future of Sint Gleska College. Also important are

appropriations set at authorization levels which increase over time nacognIt

increased costs.

Forward funding, commaart for most educational Institutions receiving public
t

dollars, will establish appropriation levels for a two-year period rather than

the current one year and will enable Sinte Gleska College to better plan the

r
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offering of its educational programs.

. The major advantage to Since leska Colic

'9

nalA4 the

amount of P.L. 98-192 funds available to the institution for a two-year period,

will be greater continuity and stability in providing instructional services year

to year and an enhanced ability te'define the need for additional institutional

resources.

The current recommendation of the Bureau of Indian Affairs for Tribe

Comewnity Colleges for 1985 Is 6 million dollars or $400,006 less than the current

1984 appropriation. In utilizing the same pro rata figures% 1984, the 'meow- .,

e andatIon of the Bureau of Indian Affairs seems based on a decline in student

e nrolleent,for 1985. This recommendation Is not realistic. Not only have student

enrollments been steadily Increasing but changes in the formula for counting

Indian students 98-192 will enhance the number of eligible students.

#'11so, P.L. 98-192 authorized a $1025 increase in the pro rata figure of $4000

for Fiscal Year 1984 with more modest increases for Fiscal Year 1985, FY 1986

and FY 1987.

A major concern of Sinte Claika Collage focuses on the level of epprdpria-

tions authorized for eligible Tribally-controlled community callers. The problem

ce the enactment of the law has been that funding has never been appropriated

at the authorized level of $4000 per F.T.I.E. The pro rata amount has fluctuated

between $2700 and $3100 but this Is never established until after the Congressional

appropriations process. To date, the pro rata amount has been dictated more by

Congressional appropriations rather than by actual student enrollments within

given fiscal year. As a consequence, the level of funding allocations to indivldull

schools haw been determined primarily by totelJappropriations Instead of remaining

sensitive to actual F.T. I.E. numbers,

The solution to this problem and our recommendation is establishing P.L.

134-
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98-192 appropriations at the full $5028 per F:T.I J. for FY' 89 as amended by

This would provide the necessary operational funding accurate and sensitive

tudisnt enrollments

In order to provide a rexisst 5.% raise ($57,807) for faculty and staff

I ncreas ng faculty contracts to 12 months ($59,201), and to cover Instruction

costs !Aare:fitly covered by developmental and other short -ter' categoriscallrants

($358,429), Sint. Gleska Collage will need an additional 5475,337 year in

support from P.L. 98-192 for basic oPerialonal support for an additional $1988

per Indian F.T.E. Given the current $2812 per Indian F.T.E. rate Sinte Meeks

College will- need a minimum pro rate figure of $1,800 for operational Support next

Year In the cas of instructional costs covered by developmental and other

short- eras categorical ^grants, Sinte Gfeskai College has lost a nursing degree

prograM covered by a grant from the Indian Health Service and will lose Its

Lakota trna Arts program this year with the end vir F.I.P.S.E. grant. V. will be

unable[to develop an all led' health program and in associate of science degree for

ds In basic operation or ceregorIcal grant Support.

tV. A HIGHER EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIPS

higher education scholarships are critical to the pursuit of aca
11,

studies on the reservation. Given the economic nature of the reservation area,

and perhaps more specifically the unemployment rate, nearly all students must

seek financial assistance to attend college.

L.1
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(FY'81

$160,000

$140,000

$120,000

400,000
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education Scholarship Program at Sinte- 0leska College
84).

,Annual BIA Scholarship
Funding Levels

Number Rosebud. Agency
Students ded

90%

80%

70%

60%

Y FY FY
81 82 83 84 **Anticipated Percentage

Percentage of Financlal
Need liet
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es .105 oge:is unique n that it meintains special contract

Neilsen t with the Tribe and B1A Agency office in adoninrstering scholarship

Al. to iigi-bie 'students enrolled at the Collage. Through thil,s arrangement,

was initiated 1M 1977..v1-344 P.L. 33-438 contract, Sint. Chaska Collage

has historically received about zn of the total Rosebud Agency Jilghar.Educa-.

tion Scholarship allocation and has enabled a eon di rect and responsive ser-

vice for trIba4 meoreare .14 'terms of their financial aid concerns. As adelnl

7:owed by SInt Masks College, thd'111.1.A. Higher EducatIonSesofersitip-fgram

1s designed to fund as many, students as possible and therein help defray

certain portion of

sycpNnses .

the r Various educational and related Cost of attandan

Yet, as discained In the dreceding11.1.A. HlghJr Education Scholarship '

Prograzdata, since FY'81, the annual funding level his decreesed from $152,

to $120,000 and the percentage of financial need-last has decreised from sport's-

Imre)); 802 to below 602. These decreases translate into less total available *

funds, less overall student awards and mora unmet .financial need, bothi

and. collectively. These,decraises are further c.onpounded by an'

increasing student enrollment amongst fu11-tlem-Rosebtx1Agency students. The

. unfortunate end result Is an overall added financial need for Rosebud, Agency

students, and oftentimes, a situation i4hereln ther:tribalenernber does not receive

any f !nen ass Ist funds.

For FY'82,, Sint* Glaska College has once again. requested a supplement

rough the Rosebud-Agency in order to provide a greater number of local
.

,postSeicondary students with B.I.A. Higher Eduiet10,,Schol,arship /awards.

Haover, because total Agency scivlasshipo fuods are established t.212_-
051

determined levels, the prospects of securing addlational scholarship monies

are minimal to-non-existent. Thils points to the. Inadeqlcy of Bureau of

s schoiarship grants ?being budgeted .?rri allocated ;row We local
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01A Agency budget. All eligibfe student ttandlng both StnteGleske College

and off-reservation institutions oust tap scholarship grants from the same

Agency allocation.

One idea that the College wishes 'to propose and pursue le,fhe separate

allocation of scholarship qr for eligible Tribal members cities!,

attending reservation -based toile es such as Sinte pinks Co age. This

proposal mould Involve the budgeting of higher education grants forAroservitIon-

based co

allocation. Separate s

y

p

row tht-orriervi--T-rfch.55i..--sh p

at could,be processed directly to

reservation-based colleges hrough the local BIALAgency offices.. This proposal

would eliminate the direct competition of available funds between institutional

scholarship needs, general Tribal schnharship needs (i.e. off-reservation

college students), and other. Tribal/34A progrim needs, all of which derive

monies from the same funding pool.

Given this need, Slims Glaska College would request Congressional otins &ra-

tion for supplemental approprietiOns to provide additional BIA scholarship funding.:

V. TRIBAL NIGHER EDUCATION CONTRACT SUPPORT FUNDS (SNY ACT)

During the initial stages of institutional developMent, the OD aps'pursued

funding through the Bureau of Indian Affairs for basic operational supports

The institution was eventually approved for a smell operational grant by the

Rift. under the authority of P.L. 67-85,-the Snyder Act of 1921. the passage

and impleenotatIcm 936 38, the Snyder Act monies were provided dray* .

tine Tribal "638 contractine option of these fundi. This was conceived as one

effort by the Rosebud Sioux Tribe, to establishat least one suitable funding

source for Tribal higher education purposes.

The resultant problem and continuing cOncetn associated with this funding

source has been one of safeguarding annual. appropr . Up until 1980, the

138



Snyder Act or 638 contract monies ware appropriated and allocated through the

Tribal "banded' budget. process in the amount of $358,300.- When it became 'evident

that Indian community colleges would ba yuclvisig appropriations via' P.L. .95-471

authority In FY 1980,. the BIA made e- unilateral decision to eilMinate the budget

category for higher education from the Tribal budget, effectively eliminating la

contract funds. Howmver, legislative provisions of P.L. 95471 specifically

and explicitly allowed eligible community colleges to naive both sources of

funding. When the Tribe's efforts were unsuccesi-ful-fil nwpottating with the

IA for the restoration of these funds,.1t was only through the actions of

a Congressional sub-committee that the Bureau modified their decision on

the Moue. However, in the restoration process, theRielA imposed 'are- ianintiCt.1

pated reduction of $200,000 from the higher education contract. The final.

loCatIonrwhich was eventually provided In FY'80 was $136,500.-
Needless to say, the Initial fiscal beneflt4 derlved..froia first year

(FY'80) h71 appropriations were offset by the reduction in Tribal higher

education contract manias. The problem of safeguarding Snyder Act funds has

continued t through subsequent fiscal year budget processes at the

Tribal/111A Agency level. In particularly, the development of the FY'83 and

FY'llh Tribal/Agency budget proposals created a bitter and intensive conflict

between the Tribal Council and local 81A administrators. The problem and

rce of contention stemmed from arbitrary BIA manipulations of tentative

budget allocations for Tribal 638"contracts without Tribal Coupc11 ,Input or

app al. Paramount to Tribal concerns was again the IIIA's attempt to eliminate

monies for Tribal education programs; Including the hilimillitication and adult

education contracts. Under the same general budget category, Part k- Education,

higher sducotien scholarships were also subject to the same proposal for neducr

tl on or e1101nation.

139 9
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O
The F4'83 Tribal/B1A Agency budget dispute was eventually rosolved,en

October I, 1983. The resultant' action, as apptoved by the BIA Area and Cerfaefe.

offices, was to restore the education contract funds at the previous fiscal year

levels. However, for FY'114 appropriations, the BIA Agency his s.ubmitted Initial

budget aocumenls which again len? out higher education and adult education fundina

allocations. The Rosebud Sioux Tribe has submitted its own f1"84 budget
4
proposi44

with the education contract funds restored but at 102 reduction.

This er ectlpn points to another critical concert! In term of general

Tribal appropriations: Since educational support furls are derived from the

sems general Tribal/815 Agency budget, Tribal educational programs are pitted

spier Tribal program needs for funds. The totaiffIscal appropriation

for the Tribe has been andcontinues to be reduced each year. consequentlY,

there are less funds to allocate for Tribal program purposes. How does educe-

become 'any less Important than law enforcement, social services, or natural

resources when these and other Tribal programs and services derive budget funds

from the same appropriation pool to the Tribe?

The FY184 Tribal /BIA Agency baget dispute has yet to be resolved. The

has been no Indication to date that the BIA has taken any action to address this

problem. Consequently, budget planning for College program operations continued

the diminished in terms of anticipating institutional revenue for the 1483-84

academic year.

.0 At this time, the College would reiterate its support pf Tribal forts In

not only maintaining the educational contract funds, but also securing the

of Snyder Act monies a.4,the previous level of $358,300.

t.""Tral synopsii related to the contracting and funding of the Tribal

hlgtfLr education -is attached to this testimony.

140
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SUMMARY

In summary fashion, jinte Glaska Collage would raquekt Congrasslonal.consid-

oration and support of the following recommendation related to our Institutional

funding needs:

Aeupplement appropriation for FY'SA to maintain the $2812 pro rata

figure.

2. Appropriation of at1vely -mandatad

level of $5025 per full-time Indian student. (F.T.1.E.) for 1985 and

$5415 for 1986;

3. incrmased appropriation, of 8IA fflgharlEducation Scholarship grant

funds via *Mourn appropriation levels established according to

Trihal/AgenCy naiad; and

4. RostoratIon of Tribal higher education (658) contract funds

Snyder Act allocations for Tribally-vontrollad collages)

for the Rosebud Slow( Tribe at the previous level of'$358,5011

via appropriation supplement or "add-on" to the Agency budget.

Your attention and consideration of these Issues Is urgently requested.

1 1
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INTRODUCTION: INITIAL OONTRACT/WAND FUNDRO

Slate Gliwice College, ieb slimy other Tribally-controlled comunityool-

lages, began operations with virtually eo ficancial resouroes. Ire Speebud

College started-41n initial start-to budget of about $15,000 derived

primarily from private ft:eidetic1 contributions.

. In 1971, the College pursued the idea of Contrapting for !lends trim the

SU to provide higher eciocatios-and-adulte&JONtion Prni01/111

LAU Burgin. FOrmsrBIA Comaissioper ilous Bram rispondsd entbusiasieliallyto

the concept of reservatico-bmed higber-eduoation program and initiated the

legal reemarch about the oodtraoting idei. -Com it waidetlinained Mateo:atria

handing was a viable option, the DIA provided both Siote OleskaSbIlege and

Oglala Sioux Commmity College (Pine Ridge, S.D.) with small operational

This motion marked the first ism:tame of the B1A'm oomitment to pro

and resZroes for the Immunity menages. It also *looted the

of. and established fund for the institution's basic' coPeratinx costs.

With the initial Medic( allooation, the BSA extended a serifs of

mots to provide up. to 75%/ffuture Institutional budget needs for the ool-.

lagee. 'However, efTcrtslikthe sohools to secure subsequent fields proved

. difficult. The reality of BIA finding allocations forlisoal Yews 1972 through

1980, although benefitting a limited fiscal bast produced far less monies to
(

accommodate the operationa.euppert needs orwthe colleges. At one point in

1972, tamer Senate Jams Lbouresk intervened on behall'of the ommunity

/loges and requested that the B/A maintain their original fUnding ocesiteanta.

The subsequent history of contract support funding provided for

reservation-based higher edumEion programs reflects amorous attempts by the

BIA to, in fact, terminate support fhndln2. Throughout its history, the BTA,



cited any number of philosophical and technical reasons for not funding higher

education programs. One primary issue was BIA's contention that there was no

specific legislation authorizing support funding of Indian community collages.

However, the BIA traditionolly used 6746, the Snyder Aot tg;.1921 and

P.L. 73-167, the Johnson 01Meilley Act of 1934, as broad authorization for legis-

lated but non-apecifio educational programs. The Snyder Act was eventually

identified ae the legislative authorization.for-the designation end utilizatinn

of federal monied provided to the community colleges.

These oontract support or "Snyder Act funds" havelargely been maintained

since.1972 only after efforts were made by the oollege,. the Tribe and Ommipnee..:

eional representatives to exert pressure for the fUlfillment of BIA funding

Commitments. The BIA continued its efforts of manipulating or circumventing

federal regulations, departmental policies, and program budget processes

(i.e. TaShal/BIA budget development) to thwart the effort by the Tribe to

maiatain these educational contract Mods.

Ona substantial change in the allocation of support funds occurred in 1975

when former BIA Commissioner Morris Thompaon reOommeoded that the contract allo-

cations be placed on the Tribal/BA Agency budget as a separate or "banded"

budget category. The result of Mr. Thompson's recommendation forced the College

to seek necessary funds from general Tribal fUndiog allocations. Consequently,

Snyder Act moniee became subject to the budgeting process as prescribed by the

oontraoting provisions of P.L. 93-638, the Indian Self-Determination and Educa-

tion Assistance Act. Implementation of the 638 contract process required the

Rosebud Sioux Tribe to designate funds from its oun funding pool and the

College, in turn, negotiated direct contracts with the BIA. The latter authori-

sation for contracting is deri3red from the Tribally-chartered status that the

College possesses.
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It is.at this. point that "Snyder Act monies" and 638 contract (higher

education) monies have become synonymous in reference to the College's educe-,

tional contrast rapids. The transition of initial oontraot allocations via the.

Snyder Act to the 638 oontraot mechanism transferred the responsibility of

budgeting. Prioritising, and subsequent funding for the community 0011410 to

the Tribe.
.

PROBLEM - CONTRACT MONIES AND P.L. _95-471

Bemuse of other critical Tribal needs, educatioal funding through the

638 contract prooema has prbvided the College only a smell percentage of

necessary monies fix basic operational support. Additional tupport dollars .

have been generated by tuition review, and recovery of indirect costs from

other federal grants. But the aloof these dollars have consistently fallen

Mort ot_hesio support needs. At best, the College's funding base has been

supported by "soft monies" of federal edudation grants designated for spicifi

educational uses and not lior basic operating oasts. With the growing fregmen-

tenon and tability of Tribal and federal funding wimp, the College

became are of critical need to establish a stable funding source Which

would provide basic tional monies.

Cognizant of this situation, the. College joined other Tribally-controlled

community colleges in a legislative effort to secure a stable funding source.

After several years of diligent work with the executive and legislative branches

of the federal government, the effort resulted in the passage of P.L.

the Tribally -controlled Community College Assistance Act of 1978. Th4 major

intent of the legislation was to provide eligible institutions with funding

for basic operational support needs. Appropriations were to be determined

based on a student enrollment formula of $4,000 per full -time Indian student.

The BIA was given the responsibility of implementing and administering the Act.
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Since the passage of this legislation, several unanticipated abortalikUspv,

have Arleen. at the major problem in relatioothip to'the Rosebud -based

College fooased on the eafigomrdiog of Snyder Act support monies, When it

t
Weans evident that Indian oommunity colleges would be reoeivingkf71 fOoda

beginninSin Pleoal Tear 1980, the RIA Central Office of Financial Mansommmit,,

mode a unilateral decision to eliminate the Tribal.budgat oetegory (#131,1L

Part A) which identified &nib*. HOweverr-therlistaiktiver_-

loR of .+95 (Sao) 108) apecifloally and exPlinitlY ellmsd eligible

institutions to receive both saves' of fluting. TWo other schools Oglale

Sioux Community Collage and Tartle Mountain COmenoity:Callige(Wer0 Dakota) -

utilised S1334der Act dollars and mere also affected by this BIA action. This

deoision was executed without consulting or infor%ming the Tribes, the oollsges)

or the local MIA AgenO sttinme.

Whir-the DIA accomplished was the illegal expropriation of Tribally-banded.

funds in iiireat violation of Congressional law (P.i. 95-471; Soo. 108). It was'

the oontention of the BIA that the schools oculdnot utilize both sourOse Of

higher education purposes. Throughout FY'80, the collages and tbe

le444d
Lab oorrespoodanos bittleun die issue. Sinte Masks College

formalized the Fy'80 638 contract, as Initiated by the local BIA Agsn4Y, *AY'

to discover that pp dollars were attached. Soth.thefilA Agency and Area Offices

disavowed any knowledge of the contraemmeial decision.. At onePoint,tormarBIA

Agency Superintendent Cecilia faller specifically repeated a clarification on

the matter by the Central Office. pp February 4, 1980i the Rosebud Sioux

Tribal Council passed RST #80-31, which called for corrective action. There

was a continuous flow of assurances by the BIA Central Office adainistrators

that the category and maniesumuld be restored. No immediate action was evident

et the time.
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It wasn't until the latter portion of FY'80 (April, 1980) that the &A,

yielding under Congressional Intervention and pressure, finally researched

the issue mod determined that the Bureau's position would be codified.

Correspondence by Deputy'Aseistant Secretary for Indies Affairs,Rick Levis,

Aoting`BIA Education DirectoeIcah Allen, and Interior Under Secretary James

Joseph clarified the discrepancy and indicated that action would be taken to

restore the-budget category and fUnds---(4358,30temitleeeve___I

the reversal of the DIA decision, the restoration of funds (from another budget

categoty -. Part D of the CentralfpWoe budget), but not the restoration of the
J..

budget oategory $o the Tribal "band" budget. It wasn't until December 1980

that Acting Br* Education-Director Gibe Paxton notified the Schools that: the

had been restored to-the Tribal budget. In the transition, the tittle

of the band category had been changed fOom "klighle,Edueation" (not to be coe-;

fused ware "Sebolarships") to "Teibally-contrcJled Community College."

Another significant charge evolved prior to the beginning of Fiscal Year

1981 (September 1980). The DIA informed the College that the BY:81 Higher

411h
Education allocation would be reduced by $200,000. According to the letter

by Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary Philip Deloria, the DIA would provide only

$158,000 which rata to be considered as a supplement to moniealready available

the Tribal budget. There was speculation that"no Oandnabove the reduced

level were restored to the tentative FY'81 Tribal budget. This was confirmed

with subsequent "Adieu of Allotments" documents reflecting a reduced level of

funding at $136,500. During the funding restoration process, the Rosebud Sioux

Tribe and its community college incurred a loss of.$200,000+ in

;AIcontract flinds.

her. education

By the conclusion of FY'81, the necessary correctivereaspres were taken

by the B1A to restore the Tribal budget category and a reduced level of funding
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for the hi education program. Thd level, of fbndlng allooadons for Each

subsequan has remained at.$131ii,509.,

pRomEm BUDGETING FOB FISCAL YEAR 1983 A 1984

The problem of safomuarding the higher education contract +Mawr; Ands

continued to persist in the datarainations of subsequent fiscal approziatioes.

This issue maned again in the development of tbs FT'83 and P1'84 Tri Imai/BIA

Apmogrbudgete.

Briefly, the local BIA Agency and Tribal budgets fora given fiscal yeas'

are developed and finalised approximately 18 .months in adventse thinmeilt

mechanism referred to as "Zero Base Budgeting." Given a Somi leivalftWafts.

which is ganaralli"the previcus filml year's funding loyal, budget allocations

as determined and prioritized (ranked) for each Tribal and local BSS program.

There are several Tribal contract programs listed as budget Catogories including

MC Millar Education and Milt Bssio Saltation programs.

The Bureau has traditionally initiated ZBB activities around Mob Ososabar.

Ideally, this should be an on-gait wooed* throughout the year. The nooses

involves rapresentatives of the Tribe and the BI, theoraticallyozordinate

as a "ZEB committee" in reviewing, budgeting, and prioritizing proposed budget

allocations for Tribal and B/A programs. Once allocations and program rankings

are established, this information is forwarded to the Tribal Counoil For honour

renoe and approval. The final proposed budget is then submitted to the MA'
.

Area Office, Central Office, and ultimately through federal. hannels to the

U.S. Office of Budget and Management for inclusion in the President's appoo-

priationa request to Congress.

The reality of Tribal involvement in the local budget prhoess begat best

been marginal, primanily duo to the initiatives and actions aasugod by the BIA

While the BIA has made efforts to solicit Tribal input in the budget formulation
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process, the Tribe has discovered that actual budget determinations and =tee- .

quent allocations are dictated by the BIA. Stint) has been the case of budget

development activities foie the FY'83 and FY,84 Tribal/BiA Agency fiscal approp-

pritions.

During the spring of 1981 and 1982, the Rosebud Sioux Tribal Council beldame

aware that the B1A Agway had developed and submitted the FY'83 and .

FV84 budgets vithouLAba it e0 Tribalparticipstionikqraincerremce. Amellg

many oonoerna was that the BIA had arbitrarily eliminated fundiog'in each

budget for the higher efteetion (i.e. Snyder Aet monies) and adult education

coo tract programs. Tribal input had been solicited and secured for the purpose

of program budget reviews, but not to the extent of determining and approving

proposed budget allocations:

In'elach instance of budget developments, the BIA contended that internallY-

impaseditaadlines within the Bureau system negated ideal Tribal involvement

Tribal Council approval). Both W83 and FY'84 budgets were submitted.

to the MA Area Office with a rotary about the lack of Tribal participation

in the final decision to approve the proposed budgets: Needless to say the

Tribal Cuncil has taken treat exception to the apparent circumvention of

Tri thority and insensitivity of Tribal program needs as demonstrated by

the BIA.

The Tribal Council initiated repeated effort, to address this continuing

problem. Resolutions have been passed-by 'formal Council action to reprimand

the BIA and to recall the proposed budgets as prepared and submitted without

Council approval. For ouch budget, the Tribal has submitted its own budget

proposals, revised to include bah restoration of education contract mnies.

The last formal action taken by the Tribal, Council, on June 17, 1982, reiter-

ated the request that the PIA take all corrective measures in conformity to
1.4
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Tribal need. The resolutiol'also directed that the Tribe and Slime* addi-

tionalapproprietions for the higher education contract program with the intent

-to rostra.* the contkaci funds at'previous levels. The consistent response by

ithe local BIA Agency has been that the budget problems were out o' their admini-
,

strati."' noptrol and that resolution of these issues were subjeot.to Central

Office action.

6 'II

The FT+83 budget

resolve! on October 1,

'84 TRIBAL/BIA AGENCY BUDGETS

to between the Rosebud Sioux Tribe and the=

Obtaining clearance froa the BIA Centril Office,

the Area Office notified the Tribe that the revised budget, including the

restoration of Tribal education contract funds, was approved. Consequently,

'the BSA proceeded. to process the higher education contract for F1'83,at the

.tentative level of $136,500.

Beth the Tribe and the B/A hsi negotiated and saadtted a revised budget

for Fiscal year 1984. As oitedear initial FY'84 Z.B.B.(documents

reflected zero funding for the Tribe's ec section contracts. 7'6, revised

budget, taking into consideration the reduced base level of total Agency

f nding anticipated for FY'84, reflects a 10% reduction of education contract

ftands. As a result, the revised budget proposes to reduce the level of FY'84

Higher Education oontract support funds to $122,850.

The Rosebud Sioux be is currently awaiting an official response to the.

modified F1'84 Tribal/BIA Agency budget. To date, no *Mica has been taken to

pursue the procurement of supplemental-appropriations:Par the restoration of

the Tribal highdr education contract flInds at the previous levels.

1 5,f! I
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Mr.' ALEXANDER. Could we have the charts that you referred to
for the record? You mentioned that you brought some charts. We
do not necessarily need them today but'later on we may.

Ms. WINDY BOY. It is in the written testimony that has been sub-
mated,.

We did make a quick tots of the amounts we have paid in inter-
" est ,due to late payments nd it is averaging -about $8,000 or

$10,000 per college, so it it very costly.:
That concludes, our testimony? Thank yoi very much for your

time. .

X 41s. li3ovi.Art. I have a question; Janine.'
In'the:,middle of your testimony you talked 4ibout student count

and under' the new law how it is different than the old, law. What I
would like you to do, if you could, ie take lne step by-step through
this, bedause jast for fiscal year 4984, for example, the new law
does not apply; is that correct?

Ms. WINDY BOY. That is correct.
Ms. ,BOYLAN. Will it in 1985?
'Ms. WINDY BOY. It will in 1985.
Ms. BOYLAN. My question, first of all, is whether the Bureau's

budget reflects those changes.
Ms. WINDY BOY. It does not reflect anyy of those changes at all. It

islopparent,they are using the term " rather than Indian stu-
dent count.

Ms. BOYLAN. Just as they did last year?
Ms. WINDY BOY. Just as they did last year.
Ms. BOYLAN. Let me just take you through this. For example,

Little Big Horn in 1982 had a student count of 32, afibl then in 1983
it had 81, and then in 1984 it had 91. Are those figures correct?

MS. WINDY BOY. Those are correct. That is how we have grown.
Ms. BOYLAN. That is wonderful.
What do you project the fiscal year 1985 figure will be for Little

BigHorn?
Ms. WINDY BOY. 130.
Ms. BOYLAN. 130? The Bureau estimates there will be ho change?
Ms. WINDY BOY. That is correct,'
Ms. Bovi.AN. Is the 1300oased orb' the new method of student--
Ms. WINDY BOY. It is based on the new method; based on grOwth,

and cost of living..
The basic difference is this: that the full-time students have been

counted as one, whether they, take 12, 15, 18, or 20 credits. So
under the old method they were just' considered one FTE, and then
all of the part-time students were summed and divided by 12. That
entire amdunt was totaled for tar and divided by the number
or academic terms.

Indian student count, 'however, takes the total registered Indian
credit hOurs, divided by 12, and-then again divided by the number
of terms, and the result is consistently, across .the board among the
colleges, 10 to 45 percent more. If we looked ..at this current term
literally, that is what the result would be.

It is Apparent that the Bureau did not apply this new accounting
methdkit'at all.

Ms. BOYLAN. Thapk you very much.
Mr, ALEXANDER. We thank you all for d'aftig today.
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I assume there is a copy of your written testimony?
Ms. WINDY BOY. Yes; we have turned in two copies.
Mr. ALTDC4401)ER. OK: I would like to see it
MS. WINDY BOY. Thank you.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Our next witness will be Lorraine Edmo, the

Alnerican Indian Scholarship, Inc.

STATEMENT OF LORRAINE P. EDMO, DIRECTOR, AMERICAN
INDIAN SCHOLARSHIPS, INC., TAOS, NM, ACCOMPANIED 111(
ROSE ROBINSON, BOARD MEMBER

Ms. LORRAINE EDBk9. Good afternoon.
My name is Lorraine Edino, and ,I am director of the American

Indian Scholar irool:rogram in Taos, NM. With me is one of my
board members, Robinson. She has been on ,the board for
about 2 years, and she is director of the American Indian Program
for the Phelps-Stokes Fund.

By way of introduction, the American Indian Scholarship Pro-
gram is a nonprofit, tax-exempt corporation that started in the _

State of. New Mexico. We fund American Indian and Alaskan
Native graduate students from throughout the United States, and.
our primary purpose is providing them with funds to attend gradu-
ate school and get their masters, Ph.D. and medical degrees. We
are currently assisting members of 90 tribes throughout 29 States.

We consider our program to be an investment in training qual-
ity, productive Indian citizens who will enhance the quality of life
on Indian reservations and commies. Our attached exhibit No.
2 will give you an idea of the kinds/of

atat
people that we have support-

ed over the last 14 years.
Our alumni are living testimony to the caliber of people we have

assisted. Most of them are now working 'for tribes, Indian &immu-
nities, governmental organizations that work for Indian people. I
believe they are serving as catalysts to other Indians who may be
interested in enhancing their own educational background.

At the present time our student needs are not being met. For
this past academic year, 19813 through 1984, we received359 appli-
cations for assistance, and the 'total substantiated need for these
students was $1,941,000. For this academic year, we received
$785,U00 from the BIA's Higher Education Program for student
support. This amount represented only, 40 percent of the student
need. We estimate thAl during the coming year, as in the past
couple of years, there will be an estlinated 8 percent rise in tuition
costs and also a 3.5 percent rise in the cost for stipends. This repre-
sents a cost of $213,000 just to maintain the <current program.

Since our last appearance before the congressional appropria-
tions committees last year, we have had an additional 600 requests
for assistance, which represents 250 additional requests for the
coming school year. So you can see there is an increased demand
for education and for financial aid for Alaskan Natives and Indian
students in the lower 48.

We are working -toward establishing an endowment for the
future, but until that time arrives we will need Federal suppprt to
keep our students in school. Our goal is to set up a self-perpetuat-
ing endowment similar to that established by schools like Harvard

1'2.
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and Princeton. But in the interim, we had to look-toward Congress
and the Federal Government to provide this assistance, since it is
not being met by any other source.

Of the 290 federally recognized Indian tribes around the
States,Including Alaska, we found that there are only 46 at have
programi for undergraduate students that have scholars ip funds
available.

Therefore, I am witting this committee to recommend to the full
Congress an appropriation of $2.5 million which would adequltely
fun4 325 American Indian and Alaskan Native graduate students
for fiscal year 1985. I think this is a sound investment because we
have 2,900 alumni who we have funded through AIS, and we esti-
mate that eachione of those alumni probably makes $20,000 a year
and pays $4,500 a year in taxes., So for 1 year alone, they are
payiw .$13.5 million in taxes/ to the, U.S. Treasury. I think that
shows` that we have made, a good return on Congress' investment
over the past 14 years, and will continue to do so in the future.

We also request that this amount, the $2.5 million, be a special
line-item appropriation in the BIA's budget specifically earmarked
for American Indian scholarships, and we base this justification ox
the fact that we have an ongoing track record that is recognized by
Indian people and non-Indian organizations throughout the coun-
try.

We have low overhead. We have a reliable and proven mecha-
nism for disbursing scholarship funds, and there is no other., nation-
al program that currently addresses this need.

Also, earlierithis year there was $23,000 targeted to be cut from
our fiscal year"1984 budget by the Department of tire Interior. We
would like to have this amount restored to our budget since we
were specifically appropriated this amount by Congress last yea K,
We feel this is a modest request in relation to the need we hay
outlined.

We have found that the average American Indian graduate stu-
dent is older, usually has a family, has worked for a number of
years, and has established their professional goals. Such a student,
the afore, represents a sound investment in the future of Indian
America.

Those people who have received MS support are in leadership
roles throughout the country, and many of them are testifying here
today and also with the House Appropriations Subcommittee.

I would like to commend the administration for requesting a
need of $978,000 for our program this year. Although it is more

le. than what has been asked for in the past, it still does not meet our
needs. We are currently funding 187 students at an average grant
of $4,200. If we were to receive $2.5 million, less overhead, we could
fund 325 students at $6,300 each. I might point out that this
amount is below the poverty level for two people.

In closing, I would just like to say that I hope Congress will
grant our request for $2.5 million, and I would like to thank you
for your time and attention.

[The prepared statement follows. Testimony resumes on p. 176.]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I would like to thank you for the timeoyou have extended

to American Indian Scholarships, Inc. to present this testimony.

My name is Lorraine Edmo. am aaamber b the Shoshone-
,

Bannock Tribe of Idaho and am Executive Director of American

Indian Scholarships, Inc. (AIS) located at Taos, New Mexico. I

.replaced,Mr. John C. Rainer, former director, who retired on

December 31, 1985714.

American Indian Scholarships is a non-profit, tax exempt
501 (C) (34 corporation. It is a national organization which

serves American Indian and Alaskan,Native graduate students.

Recipients of AIS support must be one-fourth or more Indian
blood and members of fderally-recognized tribes. Our purpose

is to provide financial.assisAince to American Indian and Alaskan
e Native post-graduate students working towards Masters, Ph.D. and

medical degrees. We currently assist members of 90 tribes from

Z9 states.

We consider our scholaphip program to be an investment

in training productive Indian citizens who will enhance the

quality of life in Indian communities and on reservations. The

attached Exhibit No. 2 provides examples of the kinds of people

we have assisted during our 14 years of existence.

Our alumni are living testimoney to the caliber of

people we have assisted. Most of them work for their tribes

and communities or are working for a governmental entity or

organization which serves Indian people. They serve as catalysts

for other Indians who may want to enhance their own educational

backgrounds.

Our student needs are not currently being met. For this

academic year alone (19,83-84), we received 350 applications. The

total sutstantiated student need was 51,9 000: For this academic

year, we received. $785 000 from the BIA's Higher Education Program

for student support. represents 40 per9nt of the
student need. We mate an 8 percent tuition increase from

this year to next and an average cost of living inlErease of 3.5

percent for stipends. This reesents an additional need of
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'N$232,920 just io maintain the current program. Since our last

appearance before you to request appropriations, we have'had

600 requests for assistance whichl5wpresents 250 additional

requests for the upcoming acadamic year from prospective

students. .You can see, therefore, that there is a subStantial

increase in the demand for graduate-level education among

AmariCan Indians and Alaskan Natives with corresponding increases

-in financial need.

While we are working towards establishing an endowment

in the future, until 'that day arrives, federal assistance must

continue to be a reality for our students. Our ioafis to estab-

lish a self-perpetuating endowment similar to thoie established

. at the nation's most prestigious institutions of higher learning

such as Harvard and Princeton. In the interim, AIS must look to

the Congrass and the federal government to provide this assistance

to enableAmerican Indian and Alaskan Natives to attend graduate

school. ..,

With your assistance, AIS is educating a high profile

Indian/Alaskan Native citizenry who contribute to the nation's

tax base through increased earning power. AIS currently has

2,900 Allimmni. We' estimate that the average aluMnus earns at

least $20,000 a year. aud pays approximately $4,500 a year in

federal incmili taxes. For One year, this represents a total of

$13.5 million in taxes that these AIS recipients are paying into

the U. S. Treasury. We believe this is a good return on your

investments over the p t 14 years.

'I am therefore asking this Committee to recommend to the

full Congress an appropriation-of $2.5 million which would adequately

fund 325 American Indian/Alaskan Native graduate students for fiscal

year 1985. We request that this amount be a line item'appropriation

in the Bureau of Indian 'Affairs budget specifically for American

Indian Scholarships, Inc.

00/g considerations: (1) we have an on-going operation which his
Our justification for this request is based on the follow-

ing

a solid track record in Administering a scholarship

program for 14 years; (2) we have a low overhead cost which has
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not exceeded percent in,the last two years; (3) we have a

reliable and proven mechanism for disbursing scholarship fund;,

and (4) there is no other national program which addresses this

need.

Earlier this year, 23,000 was targeted to be' cut-from.

our FY 84 budget by the Depa tssent of Interior. We would like

to have this amount restored to Our budget since we were speci-

fically appropriated this am unt by the Congress last year.

This is a modest amount to request in relation to the need we

hay.ec411 inddd.

The task of securin support for Indian/Alaskan Native

graduate students from priv to sources and educational institution

is most difficult. Thislis due largely to misconceptions which

, still exist that Indians' a cared for by the federgl government

from the cradle to the gray. This places them at.a great di-

advan'taie when they compete for available assistance with the

rest of mainstream America nd other minority students.

We have found tha the average Indian graduate student

is older, has usually work -d for a number of years, is responsible

and often has a family, S

investment which brings a

previously pointed out, an

fessional goals. Those in

represent current and fut

evidenced by the list of

provided.

ch a student therefore represents an

er than average dollat7"return as

who has determined his or her pro-

ividuals who have received AIS support

e Indian/Alaskan Native leadership as

aduates and their occupations herein

I would like td ommend the present Administration for

its current efforts in re ognizing the needs of our program.

Although this amount is igher th our previous level of funding,

it still doesn't meet th need. WW are currently funding '87

students at an average g ant of $4, 97. If we were to receive

52.5 million, less overh ad, we co fund 325 students at $6,300

each. I wa point o t t is is below the federal poverty

level for two people and must cover tuition, stipends, fees, books,

equipment and child care.

We sincerely h pe that the Congress will grant our request

of S2.5 million for fl year 1985.

Thank you for our attention, consideration and support.
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AI(RICAN INDIAN SCHEURSHIPS, INC.
Taos, New Mexico 87571

FACT SHEET

OBJECTIVES The principal objective of A15, Inc., Is to provide funds
CRITERIA: for graduate level education for American Indian students.

Secondly, AIS, Inc. is concerned with providing a cadre of
educated American Indian professionals who may assist
their own tribes In upgrading the health and standard of
living for Indian people nationwide.'

A15 serves Indian men and women throughout the U.S.
Alaska who possess at least 1/4 degree Indian blood who
are members of federally-recognized Indian tribes. App-
litants are also rated on their scholastic abilities.

STATUS: MS was Incorporated in the State of Mew Mexico in May, 1971
as a non-profit, tax-exempt, 501 (C) (3) corporation.
It was founded in August, 1969 and has its principal office ,
in Mew Mexico.

RECORD:

AIS, Inc. is governed by an all-Indian Board of Directors
representing eight geographic areas,' plus One graduate
student representative.

In its thirteen years of existence, AIS has awarded almost
3,000 scholarships to American Indian graduate students.
While we are proud of our success, 'we should point out
the number of scholarships Is only part of the actual need.

Those who have completed their graduate work with MS as41.1-
tame are now working in important leadership positions with .
their tribes, 'Indian organizations or In public or private
service. (See sample ii sting ttached).

116NE ED: The need for graduate level education for American Indians
is acute. There are increasing demands on Indian tribes
for their natural resources, for example. Indians have
few professionals trained in the fields of engineering,
law, business or resource protection who can plan resource
use and conservation from the Indian perspective.

During academic year 1983-84, MS received 350 completed
applications for assistance; however, due. to limited finan-
cial resources, we could only assist half of those applicants.
We are currently serving 187 students. Since last year's
appropriations hearing in February, 1983, AIS has received
600 requests for applications and information from people
throughout the country.

031EQUEST: We are requesting a realistic Congressional line-item
appropriation of $2,500,000 which would enable us to pro-
vide financial assistance to 325 academic year and sumer
school students.
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Costs for
or more depen
is well below
studies and most
attend school In
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to scho l range from $7,000 to $22,000
discipline. Our average ward
of money needed for graduate

students must find other revenue to
addition to our funding.

s important to remember that virtually every major
national Indian organization acknowledges the contribution
made by AIS to Indian people. Indian groups and professional
associations, including but not limited to, the National
Congress of American Indians, the National Tribal Chairmen's
Association, Americans for Indian Opportunity and the Amer-
ican Indian Physicians Association, as will as tribal
groups and individuals have all supported*IS-work through
resolutions, letters and telephone calls. Equally notable
is the active personal support extended to AIS by former
U.S. Indian Commissioners who hive also served on the
Board of Directors.

44
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AMERICAN INDIAN. SCHOLARSHIPS, I.

Board of Directors

John C. Rainer, Sr.
Taos Pueblo

Joy Sundberg, President
Yurok

Eyi 14, ' I

Director Emeritus,
Retired December 3l, 1983
as Director of AIS, Inc.
after 14 years of
to the organization.

Tribal Chairperson, Yurok
Tribe; Trinidad, California

Marvin Franklin, Vice-President Served as Assistant to the

Iowa Secretary-of Interior for
Indian Affairs, 1973-74;
currently President of the
Indian Development Foundation,
Bartlesville, Oklahoma

Joe Sando, Secretary-Treasurer Specialist in Indian Culture,

Jemez Pueblo , .
Instructor,. Institute of
merican Indien Arts, Santa Fe,
New Mexico

James M. Cox. Former Tribal ChatTman,Comanche

Comanche Tribe of Oklahoma; past Regional
VicePresident, National Congress
of American Indians; current
Tribal Councilman; Midwest City,

Nk..0.0m-
Oklahoma

Rose Robinson Vice-President of Phelps-Stokes

Hopi Fund, Washington, D.C. and
Director of American Indian
Programs for the Fund.

Alice Bethke Volunteer fundraiser/organizer for

Navajo Indian-related events.in the
Albuquerque region. Active in

community events. Board member .

since January, 1983
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RESUME

'Lorraine P.'Edmo

-PERSONAL INFORMATION

Enrolled member of the Shoshone-Bannock Tribe of Fort Hall,
Idaho.

* Married to Jerry J. Cordova, member of Taos Pueblo.
* Residence Albuquerque, New Mexico.

EDUCATION
* Fort Hall Elementary School (completed in 5 years).
* Blackfoot High School, Blackfoot,. Idaho, graduated May, 1966.
* Received BA degree in Journalise and Political Science in

1970 from University of Montana, Missoula.,,
* Completed a Special grogram in Broadcast Journalism at

Columbia University, New. York, New York. 1971.
Attended a summer program in Law for American Indians,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, 1976.
Received a Masters Degree in Public Administration in
May, 1982 from the University of New. Mexico, Albuquerque.

EXPERIENCE
* Newspaper Editor, Shos one - Bannock Tribet, September, 1970-'

June, 1971.
Television News Reporter, KID-TV, Idaho Falls, Idaho,
Septeiber, 1971-August, 1972.
Resource Development Specialist, Idaho Inter-Tribal
Policy Board, Inc., September, 1972-December, 1973.
Executive Director, Idaho Inter-Tribal Policy Board,
January, J974- November 1975.
Consultant to the American Indian Policy Review Commission
and American Indian Lawyer Training Program, January-
June, 1976.
Technical Writer /Corporate Secretary and Development
Officer, Native American Rights Fund, Boulder, Colorado
August, 1976-December 1980.
Prbject Director, National Indian Youth Council's Indian
Voter Survey Project, May, 1982 - December, 1982, Albuquerque
Employment Specialist, City of Albuquerque, January-
August. 1982.
Executive Director, American Indian Scholarships, Inc.,
January 1984 to present...
Also served as a consultant in program development to
DNA People's Legal Services, Inc. (1981) and the Western
Network, Santa Fe, 1983.

HONORS AND AWARDS
* AIS Scholarship recipient 1973.
* Department of Indian Education Fellowshipp Recipient. 1980-

1982 1
Outstanding Young Woman of America Award, 1980
One of five delegates to the White House Conference on
Children and Youth, Washington; D.C., 1971.
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MISCELLANEOUS
'* Current Board member for the Division of Public

Administration's Tribal Government Advisory Committee
at tpe University of.New Mexico.
Former member of the State of Idaho's Human Rights
Commission and Manpower Planning Services Council
Former Board member of the Colorado Comidttee for
Responsive Philanthropy.
Member of the recently formed National Organization
of Native American Women, Albuquerque.

I
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AMERICAN INDIAN SCHOLARSHIPS, INC.

A Representative Listing of Fqrmer Scholarship Recipients

Joe Abeytc, Superintendent, Santa re India{ School\for the All.Indian
Pueblo Co6ncil;.Santa Fe, New Mexico

Anna Albert; MPH; Assistant Administrator at Phoenix Indian Medical
Center

Conrad Baines; Executive Director; Northeast Alaska Na ive Health
Services; Juneau, Alaska

David Baines; MD; Residency-King/Drew Medical Center; Los A
Received Kaiser Merit Scholarship AAIP Outstanding

. Student Award, 1981

Bird; MPH; Director, Na re American Engineerigg Prog a
University of New Naxico; Albuquerque

Chet_Blue Sky; JD; Department of the Interior, Southern PueblAb
Agency, Tribal Government Services; Albuquerque, New Mexic

Bordeaux; President of Sinte Gleska Community College;
Rosebud, South Dakota

Gerald Brown; Director of Law Enforcement Services, Laguna Pueblo,
Laguna, New Mexl$o

Duane Champagne; PhD; Faculty in Sociolo
Received Rockefeller Foundation Fel

niversity of WiscOnsin;
ip 1982/1983

Emmett Chase; MD; Residency, Family Practice; Pueblo, Colorado

Robert Chi ago; Director of Indian Studies; University of Utah;
Salt Lake City, Utah

Leroy Clifford; Consultant to Assistant Secretary of the Interior
for Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C,

Valentino Cordova; Education Superintendent; Northern Pueblos
Indian Agehcy; Santa Fe. New Mexico

Eddy Crawley; DDS, Self-employed dentist; Helena, Montana

Ruey Darrow; MS, Microbiology; St. Patrick's Hospital; Lake Charles,
Louisiana

Ferlal Deer Skye; PhD; Internship; Pierre, South Dakota

..Dee Ann DeRoin; MD; Clinic Director; IHS-Haskell Health Center;
Lawrence, Kansas

Ronald Devlana; DDS, Self-employed dentist; Belgrade, Montana"

1 3'
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Audrey Devlin; Assistant Health Director; St. Croix Tribal Council;
Wisconsin

Charles Eaves; MBA; Program Coordinator; Association of American
. Indian Physicians; Oklahoma .

Larry Echohawk; Attorney for Shoshone-Bannock Tribe of Idaho and
Idaho State Legislator

Lucille Echohawk; Policy Analyst; Council of Energy Resource Tribes;
Denvar, Colorado

Angelita Felix; EdD; Agency Superintendent for Education; BIA-
Fort Berthold Aging; North Dakota

Candace Fleming; PhD; Clinical Psychologist, Program.Director;
Flathead Indian Health Clinic; St. Ignatius, Montana

Pasqualita Frenier; NSW; Social Services Director; Santa Clara
Tribe; New Mexico

Carole Garcia; MA; Manager, Tribal Youth Center; San Carlos
Apache Tribe; Arizona

Elizabeth Garriott; MA; Instructor, Sinte Gleska College; South
Dakota

Genevieve Gollnick; Curriculum Coordinator, Oneida Tribe;
Wisconsin .

Doctor Grants; MA; President of Media South, Inc., Nastiville,
Tennessee

6
Jeffrey Hamley; MEd; Student Development Specialist, Eyergraen

State College; Washington

Elizabeth Harvey; MA; Mental Health Technician; IHS, Santa Fe
Indian,Hospital

Norm& Her Many Horses; MA; Language Arts Teacher; Red Cloud
School; South Dakota

Norbert Hill; Director, Indian Educational Opportunity Program,
University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado

Ralph Honhongva; MA; Budget Analyst; The Hopi Tribe; Oraihi.
Arizona

Robert Hunter; Superintendent, Carson Indian Agency; Stewart,
Nevada; Chairman of National Board of.Indian Health Advisory
Board, University of California at Berkeley; Master of
Public Health Program for Native Americans

Gilliam Jackson; MS; Program Coordinator; Cherokee Boy's Club,

North Carolina
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Jamet,Jefterson; Member, Baird of Regents, Southwestern Indian
polytichnic Institute; Sartheen Utes Agency; Ignacio, Colorado

Rita Keshena; Attorney, Menapinee Tribe'of Wisconsin; Keshena, Wisconsin

WoodeoW Ktdney; MBA; Position Classification Specialist;. Oklahoma City
. Arei Indian Health Service; Oklahoma

.

Timothy Lafriote; op; Attorney. Colorado Rura+otegal Servic
Durarigo,..Coloradd:

Lauriano; MA; Admidistrative Staff Member; Sandia National Lab-
oratories, Albuquerque, New Mexic#

'Gilbeftt Lucero; .Principal, Zia Pteblo School; Zia, New MexicO

jelesfor Lujan; MA; Counselor, TheraPist;. urbanLodith Child Resou
Center; San Francisco,'California

Saverly4Kathews; MA; Native American Student Services'Coordinator;
University of New Mexico

Donald McCabe; Contracting Officer's Representative;
Area Office; - -Washington, D.C.

A Eastern

Isabelle Midch11; MAJ Scitial Worker; School District #11; Colorado
Springs, Co#ado

Joseph MoqUino; MA; Service Unit Director; IHS; Santa,re, New Mexti'Co.
,

Joe Naranjo; MSW; Social Worker; Jicarilla Apache AgaliicYr; MewMexico

liltaNaranjo; MEd; tuidanceiCounselihg; Title IV Urban Indian Education;
Albuquerque, New Mexico Public Schools

William Dandasan; MA; Learning Specialist; Institute for Native
ican beveloptt #324; Chicago; Illinois

Kleawaydonoquay Peschel; MA; Instructor of Ethnobotany /Native American
Philosophy; University of Wisconsin .

Bruce Phillips; DC; Doctor of Chiropractic Medicine

eph Reel; MA; Alcoholism Coordinator; Santa Fe Indian Hospital ;.
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Howard Raiher; Assistant Director, Indian Services, Brigham Young
.University; Provo, Utah

Joyce Reyes; MSW; Resource ,A Evaluation Center Director; United
Indians Foundation; Seattle, Washington

Joseph Rustick; Doctor in Residence, Phoenix, Arizona

Rena Salazar-Oyengue; MA; Directar;-"'Indian division, New Mexico

State Department of Education; Santa Fe, New Mexico

65
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: T. Parker.Sando; JD; Realty Specialist; Bureau of Indian Affairs;
New Mexico

.

..

rttn Seneca; Former arA Indian Commissioner; Seneca and Associates;
.

_ie..441,1 Washington', U.C.

Victoria Stevens; MO;.San Carlos Hospital; San Carlos Apache Reservation

Patsy Tallman; MA;. PresChool Principal; Yakima Indian Nation; Toppenish,
Washington

Trujillo; Doctor in Charge; Laguna -AComa Indian Hospitals,
Laguna, New Mexico

Louis Tyan; MEd; Athletic Director; Little Wound School; Kyle, South
Dakota

Beverly Valley; NBA; Office Manager, Atoms Ppblo, New Mexico

Edwin Vedolla; MA; Teacher; Ukian Unified School District; California

Tennyson Welbourne; Director, Services Unit; Indian Health Services;
Owyhee, Nevada

Henrietta Whiteman; Director of Native American Studies; University
of Montana, Missoula, Montana

Gary Work; MO; Residency - Texas Tech Teaching Hospital, Texas;
Received CIBA Award 1980

Mary Jean Yazzie; Mental Health Therapist; Four Corner's Mental
Health:Farmington, New Mexico

I



RI AN INDIAN SCHOLARSHIPS, DC.

ACADEMIC YEAR 1983-84
DISCIPLINES

Accounting....,.; 1

Addiction Counsalor 1

Administration 2

Administration/Accounting 1

Adult A Community Education 1

Adult A Highly' Education 1

Admin. Development/Social Policy 1

Administration Management 1

o Argtcultural Ed./Natural Science 1

American Indian Histgry ,...2
American Indian Policy R

1

American Indian Studies 1

Anthropology 1

Architecture 2

Art Education., 2

Bibical Studies 1

Budgeting I Pers. Adair' 1

Business Administration 9

Childrens Drama 1

Civil Engineering 1

Clinical Psychology....c 3

Community Counseling 1

Community Education
Counseling .11 2

Counseling/Education 1

Counseling/Psychology 1

Criminal Justice 1

Cross-Cultural Communications 1

Dentistry....00 2

Education 11

ducation Administration 3

Education Counselor
Educati5n Foundations
Education Pathology
Education Psychology
Education Specialist
Elementary Education
English/Second Language
Enviromental Health
Family Counseling
Finance.
Finance/Management
Fine Arts
Fine Arts/Painting 1)

Gerontology 2

Geological Engsneering
Guidance and Counseling 7

Divinity
Health. Administration

Health Eduction
Health Policy I Admin
Higher Educstion
History
Historic Costume
Home Economics
Human Anatomy
Human Ccomunity.Research
Human Development
Industrial Art ,Education
Inter - Cultural Tommunicitions....1
International Development' 1

Judlcal Administration
Journalism 1

Library Seisms 3

Linguistics 2

Maternal Child Health 1

Medicine 9

Microbiology 1

Painting
Pediatric! 1

Political Science 1

Program A Clinical Aden 1

Psychology... 4

Public Administration 6

Public Health 3

Public Policy A Administrati
Pu lic Policy & Management

Pere. Policy
Education

Development
Social Planning
Social Welfare
Social Work
Special Education..,
Speech Science...
Speech Pathology
Teaching /Art Education
Toacher Certification
Tribal Administration
Tribal Management
Urban Planning
Veterinary

1t

TOTAL DISCIPLINES: 93

TOTAL STUDENTS: 187
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AMERICAN INDIAN SCHOLARSHIPS,

ACADEMIC YEAR 1983-84
STATE REPRESENTATION

Alaska

Arizona

California

Colorado

Delaware

3

15

15

3

1

Nevada

Nebraska.
.t

New Mexico

New York

North Dakota .

: 4

Georgia 1 Ohio

Idaho 4 Oklahoma

Illinois .1 Oregon

IoWa f 2 Pennsylvania

Indiana 1 South Dakota

Kansas 4 Texas

Maisachusetts 2 Utah

Michigan ..... ....3 Washington,

Minnetota 6, Wisconsin

Montana 5

TOTAL STATES: 29

TOTAL FELLOWS: 187

168

1

26

5

8

1

31

1

1

5

7
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AMERICAN INDIAN SCHOLARSHIPS, INC.

ACADEMIC YEAR 1983 -84
.TRIBAL REPRESENTATION

Acoea Pueblo
,Acoma/Laguna/Zuni
Alaska Eskimo
Arickana/Blackfoot

Blackfeet
Blackfoot
Brotherton
Cahuilla
Cherokee
Cheyenne/Arapaho
Cheyenne River Sioux
Chippewa
Chippewa/Cree
Chippewa/White
Choctaw
Coeur d' Alone

,Colville Conf
Colusa/WAnton
tceanche
Comancheft.$111 Apache
Comanche/Osage
Conf. Tribe Salish/Kooteni
Cree/Sioux

.Creek
Crow
Devils Lake Sioux
Eskimo
For:t Peck Assiniboine
Fort Sill Apache/Shinnecock Mohawk
Grand River Ottawa
Grand River Ottawa/Ytton Sioux
Hopi/Navajo
Iowa
Iroquois

Isleta Pueblo
Jeeez ,Pueblo

Jicarilla Apache
Kickapoo
Kiowa
Kiowa Caddo
Mama/Comanche
Laguna/Zuni Pueblo
Laguna/Hopi Pueblo
Mandan/Hidatsa
Makah
Man)anita Band of Misstpn Indians...
Senominee/Potawatami

3

ueblo 1

1

1

2

1

1

10

4

5

1

Earth Resv 1.

3

1

Tribe 3

1

3

2

2

3

1

1

t 1

1

1

1

Minnesota Chippewa
Mississippi Choctaw 1

Mohawk /Iroquois
Navajo.., 19

Oglale Sioux
OglaTII.Sioux/Liech L e Chip 1

Omaha
Oneida 5

Osage 2

Ottawa 2

Papago
Pawnee 2

Ponca . 1

Prairie Band Potaetoet 1

Quinault 1

Rosebud Sioux 5

Santa Clara ueblo 1

Santo Doled Pueblo 2
Sault St. rte 1

Seminole 2

Seminole /Creek

Seneca 2

Sanaca/Cayuga 1

Shoshone/Bannock 1

Sioux 3

Sisseton Wahpeton Sioux 3

Standing Rock Sioux 2

Stockbridge/Munscee
Taos Pueblo 1

Te-Mok Band of WI. 1

Tlingit
Tsimphsian . 1

Turtle Mountain Chippewa
White Mountain Apache 1

Wichita 1

Winnebago 3

Yakima/Raz Perce/Uaatilla 1

Yakima /Umatilla /Navajo......

Yaqui 1

Yurok /Karok 1

Yurok/Tolowa 1

Zia Pueblo 1

Zia/Jemez Pueblo 1

TOTAL REPRESENTATIONS: 90

TOTAL FELLOWS: 187
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AMERICAN INDIAN SCHOLARSHIPS, INC.

ACADEMIC YEAR 1983-84
U VERSITIES 3 COLLEGES

.

Arizona State University 4
Bio la University. .1
Boise State University .1
Brigham Young University 3
Calif. State U./Los Angles 3

Calif. State U./San Bernadine 1

Calif. State U./Long Beach 2
Cambridge University 1

Central State U./Oklahoma 2
,Chadron State University 1

gate Rochester Divinity 1

a School of Mines 1

Colorado State University 1

Columbia University 1

Denver Uni'versity/Medical
Eastern Michigan University = 1

Evergreen State Collage 1

Georgia State U
Harvard University
Heritage College/WA
Idaho State U
Iowa State College
Loma Linda U./CA
Mary College/Bismark
Massachusetts Inst. Tech
Marywood College
National University/San Diego
New Mexico State U 1

Michigan State U 6 2

Montana State U 2
New Mexico Highlands U 4
North Dakota State U 2
Northeastern State U./OK 7

Northern State College/SD 1

Ohio State University 1

Oklahoma Health Science Center 2
Oklahoma City University
Oklahoma State U 3

Oklahoma Universi ty .2
Pennsylvania State U 5

Portland State U 2

Purdue University .1

170

Rica University /Texas 1

Sail Diego State U
Southern Illinois U 1

Southwestern Oklahoma State U. 1

Syracuse Uni varsi ty/NY 1

St. Bonaventure U./NY 1

SUNY/Buffalo a 1'
Tufts University/NY 1

Utah State University 1

Washirigton State U 3.1
U. of Arizona 6
U.

U.
U.
U.

U.

U.
U.

U.
U.

U.
U.
U.

U.
U.

U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.

of California/Berkeley... ...... 10
of California/Los Angeles 3
of Colorado/Medical SO 2
of Denver Medical Sch 1

of Dubuque Theo. Seminary 2
of Idaho 1

of Indiana 1

of Illinois 2
of Kansas
of Manitoba/Canada ...1
of Minnesota 4
of M6sntana/Kissoula 1.

of Missouri 1

of Nebraska 2
of New Mexico 6
of Norte Dame/IN ..1
of North Dakota 5

of North Carolina...., ......... 1

of Oklahoma 37
of South Dakota 8
of Utah. 6
of Wisconlin 5

of Washington 4
of Wyoming. 1

TOTAL INSTITUTIONS:

TOW STUDENTS:

k
77

187
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AMERICAN INDIAN SCHOLARSHIPS,

1983-84

S a istics on Men Funded

Total Men Funded 86

Single With No Dependents 34

Singile with Dependents 3

Married with No Dependents 5

Married with Dependents 36

Divorced with No Dependents 0

Divorced with Dependents 3

Widowed with No Dependents 0

Widowed with Dependents

Separated with Dependents 3

Separated with No Dependents

Total Men with No Dependents 40

Total Men with Dependents 46
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4k_ 1983-84

Statistics on Women Funded

Total Women Funded 101

Single with No Dependents. 31.

Single with Dependents
17

Married with No Dependents' 2

Married with Dependents R..26

Divorced with No Dependents 4.

i vorced with Dependents, 17

Widowed with No Dependents... .,...., 0

Widowed with Dependents

Separated with. Dependents 3

Separated with No Dependents 0

/
Total Women with No Dependents 61

Total Women with Dependents 40
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AMERICAN INDIAN SCHOLARSHIPS, INC.
FELLOWS - ACAbEMIC YEAR 1983 -84 .

This 1st shows the Indians graduate students working
toward a Master's or Ph.D.'Degi'ee. Names and dollars amounts
have been deleted in compliance with the Privacy Act of

December 31, 1976 (Public Law 93-5791)

EXPLANATION OF ABBREVIATIONS:

S-0 A Si ngle, No Dependents
M-2 Marribd, Two Dependents

SEP Separated
D Divorced
W Midowed

The fraction following tribal affiliation indicates
degree of Indian blood as established by certification.

'el73
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Female: SO

California State University
Sgcial Walfare/MSii

Conf. Salish A Kooteni Tribe 9/16

Male: 01

University of Naw Mexico
Education Foundation/ MA
Islet' Pueblo 4/4

Male: SO

Colorado School
Geological Engineering/MA
Choctaw 1/2

Female: D3'

University of South Dakota
Ed. Admin./Special Education/MA
Devils Lake Sioux 4/4

Female: SO

San' Diego State University'
Business Administration/MA,
Eskimo 3/4

MA10: SO
Michigan State University
Financa/MA
Ottawa 4

Male:

Unive y of NebraSka
Civil Engineering/MS
Sioux 5/8

Male: SO
Harvard University
Adin. Development ASocial
Comanche 1/4

Policy/MA

Male: SO

University of Montana/Missoula
Dui dance/Counseling/MA

Turtle Mountain Chippewa 1/2

Male: SO

Pennslyvania State University
Education Administration/MA
Rosebud/Oglala Sioux 3/4

Male: SD

Washington State University
Veterinary Mediclne/MO
Navajo 4/4

Male: SO
Iowa State University
Agricultural Ed./Natural Silence/MS
Rosebud Siciux 1/4

Male: M4
P0nnslyvania State University
Human Olvtlopment/PH.D.
Mandan/Hidatsa 3/4

la: .S0
,California State University
Pupil Personnel Program/MA,
Choctaw 4/4

Filmic: Ml

North Dakota State University
Edication Administration/MA
TsimphSian 1/4

Fama10: DO
University of Wyoming
Guidance/Counseling/MA
OgtAla Sioux/Leech Lake Chip. 2

Female: SO
Eastern Michigan, University
Childern's Drama/MA
Grand River Ottawa. 1/4

Malec SO /
University of California/Berkeley
Family Counseling/Ma
Oglala Sioux 9/16

Male: M2
Northeaitern State University
Administration/MA
Cherokee 1/2

Female: SO
Marywood College/PA
Social Planning/Administration/MA
Klowa 1/2

Female: Si

University of Utah
Social Work/MA
Rosebud Sioux 1/2

'Male: M6
Arizona State University
Education Administration/ED.D.
Navajo 4/4.

2



Female:
tkil varsity of Dklahoma
Reading Education/PH.D.
Mississippi Choctaw 414

MI
University Of South Dakota
Education kkainistration/ED.D.
09 lala Sioux 3/8

Female; MI
Northeastern State UM versa t,y
Education Administration/MA
Creek 1/2

Male: M4
Brigham Young University
Budgeting & Pers. Administration/MA
Navajo 4/4

Female: Pi4
University of South Dakota
Adult & Filcher Education/ED.D.
Turtle Mountain Chippewa 1/2

Female: SO

University of Oklahoma
Adult I Community Education/PH.D.
Kicwa/Caddo 5/16

Female: 43
Denver University y
Judi cal Admini strati on/MJA
Wisconsin/lennebago 3/4

Male: MO

State University New York/Buffalo
.History/PH.D.
Mohawk /Iroquois 1/4

Male: K2
U of Dubuque Theological Seminary
Master of Divinity
Sissaton/Wahpeton Sioux 7/B

Female: SO

University of Nebraska
Medi cine//40
Omaha 13/32

Male: M2

Arizona State University
Elementary Education/PH.D.
Laguna Pueblo 4/4

Female: 52
Oklahoma State University
Guidance/Counseling/MA
Mavajo 4/4

Male: K2
University of South Dakota
Guidance/Counseling/MA
Rosebud Sioux 19/32

Male: M3

Harvard /University
Journal sm/PH .0 .
Acoma Pueblo 4/4

Male: Sept. 3
Uni rersi ty of Norte Dame
Business Administ ion/MBA
Colville' 1/2

Female: SO

Oklahoma Health S
Public Hoolth/NPH
Omaha 15/32

Female: SO

University of Cal erkeley
Accounting/MBA
Acoma/Laguna/Zun Pueblo 4/4

enter

Male: SO

National Unive
Business Admirals
Navajo 4/4

Female: WI

North Dakota State
Psychology /MA
Sisteton/Wahpotoo S oux 3/4

San Diego
ion/KBA

Male: MI
Loma Linda University/CA
Environmental Health/MA
Blacifeet 3/8

Male: MO

University of Washington
Dentistry/PH.D.
Blackfoot 7/8

Male: MO
University of North Dakota
Medicine/MD
Chippewa 1/2
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Fatale: SO

Northeastern State University
Tribal Adidnistration/MBA
Kickapoo of Oklahoma

Female: SO
Oklahoma City University
Criminal Justice/MA
Navajo 1/2

Male: SO
Universitylpf Oklahoma
Social work
Cherokee 9/32

Female: SO
, University of Oklahoma

.Pumic Administration/PH.D.
YurokIToIowa 1/4

Male: W1

Oklahoma University
Social Work/MA
Prows 4/4

170

Female: 01

San Diego State University
Social Welfare/MSW
Manzanita Band of Mission Indians

444

Male: SO
Biola University/CA
Clinical Psychology /PH.D.
Orotherton 11/32

Mole: SO
Michigan State University

,'Medicine/MA
Sault ST. Marie 1/4

Female: SI

University of-California/Berkeley
Public Health/MA
Yurok/Kara* 9/16

Male: Sept. 0
University of Arizona
Linguistics/H6
Yaqui 4/4

Female: M2
Bois. State University
Palle Administration/MA
Naklejo 4/4

Female: MS
Heritage College/WA
Education/MA
Colville Conf. Tribe 1/2

Female: 02
California State Universi
Anthropology/WS
Wisconsin/Winnebago 4/4

LA

Female: SO
University of Utah
Social Work/MA

. 21a/Jmaml Pueblo 4/4

Female: Si

University of Californ Markeley
Social Work/14$W
Papago 4/4

Female: Sept. S
University of South Dakato
Public Administration/MA.

1/4 grand Traverse Iliad Ottawa

Female: SO

CAPbridge University
Administration/Management/MA

.0glala Sioux 23/32

Male: M3
University of North Carolina
Health Policy A Administration/PH.D.
Chardkee 13/32

176

Yankton Sioux

Female: M%
Iowa State University
Historic Costuma/MA
Navajo 4/4

Kalif SO
University of Wisconsin
Special Education/MA
Onieda 1/2

Female: SO -

Purdue University
Aierican Indian History/PH.D.
Chayenne/Arapaho 1/2

Female: Sept. 1

Stanford University
English/Second Language
Navajo 4/4



Fame e: D

age Col lege
cology/MA
ea/Umoti la/Navajo

e: S4
New Mexico Highlands U.
Social Work/MA
White Mountain. Apache 4/4

171

Female: DO

University of New Mexico
Education Specialist/PH.D.

4/4 Navajo 4/4

Kale: MI
University of Minnesota
Psychology/MA
Chippewa/White Earth Rosy. 9/16

Female: M4

Southwestern Oklahoma State U.
Home, Econcitict1/4A
Comanche 4/4

Female: DI
Montana State University.

Chippewa 4/4

Female: Sept. 1

University of Ok 1 a home
Library Science/MA
Cherokee 1/2

Male: SO

University of California/Berkeley
Architecture/MA
Navajo 4/4

Male: SO

University of Arizona
Medicine/MD
Navajo 1/2

Female: SO

University of Denver
Medi ci ne/M0
Menominee/Pot aw a t omi

Female:
Harvard 1 ty
Education/ 0.
Tlingit 4

Fossils: SI
.University of Arizona
Speech Science /PH.D.
Navajo 4/4

Female: Si
Portland State University
Education/14A
Turtle Mountain Chippewa 1/4

Female: SO

Columbia School
Financial Management/M80
Omaha 15/32

Female: D3
IdahoState University
Counsel 1 ng/PH.D
Shoshone/Bannock fi8

M3

State Universi
Education/MA
Sioux 41/64,

y

Male: SO

University of California/Berkeley
Program & Clinic Admin./MA 4
Navajo 4/4

Male: M4

University of North Dakota
Guidance/Counseling/PH.D.

1/4 Minn esota Chippewa 27/64

Female: H3

St. Bonoventure University /NY
Community Counsel 1 ng/MA
Seneca Nation 1/2

Male: D2
University of Minnesota
Social Work/MA
Chippewa 3/4

38-4319

Male: M4

Pennsylvania State University
Rtiral Development/MA
Mows Tribe 1/2

Male: MO

Colorado ,State University
Veterinary Medicine/MD
Minnesota Chippewa 1/4
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Male: SO

California State U/San Bernadine
Educatioo/CounseloriMA,
Cali-villa 1/2

SO
Colgate Rochester Divinity
Bibical 5tudios/ftstar of Divinity

Kiowa 4/4

Female: SO
University of Oklahoma
Health Administration/MA
Santa Clara Puablo 5/8

Female: MI

Evergreen State C011ege
Teacher Certification/Tatathing Cert.
Quinault 1/4

Femslci 44
Univarsity of South Dakota/
Education/ED.D.
Sisseton/Wahpeton Siatfi31/32

Fault: D6

Southern Illinois U./Carbondale
Administration/PH.D.
Cheyenne River Sioux 7/8

Female: SI

Massaciosatts Inst. of Techology
Urban Planning/MA
Seneca

Female: N1

New Mexico Hi.gl:lands University

Social Work/MA
Minnesota Chippewa 17/64

=Female: SO
University of Idaho
Education Administration/PH.D.
Coeur'd' Alone 3/8

Male: MO
Georgia State University
Clinical Psychology/PH.D.
Stockbridge Mohican 3/B

Feoele: SO
Arizona State University
Speech Pathology/MA
Oglala Sioux 17/64

'PP

1 7 8

feeele: 041'

Utah State Onirersit,
Educational PathalOgy/NS
Navajo. 4/4

Male: 142

University of Dubuque Theological
Master of Divinity
Ft. Peck Asainiboine 4/4

Me1e: SO
University of Manitoba/Canada

Social lielfire/MA
Turtle Mountain Chippewa 1/2

Female: M3
University of Minnesota
Social Welfare/Gerontology/MA

-Chippewa 318,

Female: M2
University of California/LA
Ed./Counselfhg Psychology/NA
Colusa -Winton 1/4

Male: SO
Portland Stitt. University
Political Scienca/MA
Yakima/Mez Pima/Umatilla 4/4

Kale: SO
University of Californiipperkeley
Social Welfare/NA
Navajo 4/4

Male: SO
University of Wisconsin/M1 ee
Business Administration/MBA
*Sioux (Lakato) 1/4

Foment: MO
California State U./Long Beach
Human Community Research/MA
Prairie band Potawatomi 5/16

Male: SO
University of Callfornla/Berkeley
Business Administration/NI
Seminole 11/32

Female: D3 '

Mary College/Sismark
Addiction Counselor/MA
Chkyenne River Sioux 1/4.



Faille: M2
University of California /LA
Library Science/MA
Laguna Pueb}o 4/4

Female: M2

Northeastern State University
Educat i,on/MA.
Cherokee 15/16

Female: 52
Northeastern State UniverSttY
Counseling/Psycholoiy/lIA
Seneca/Cayuga 9/32 , 4,

Male: , SO

Wniversitjt of Arizona
American Indian Policy/MA
koala Pueblo 4/4

Female? / M3
arversity of Mianesota
115ter'n-Devolopant/i41
Cree/Sieux 3/4

Sale: SO 1

Tufts University /NY
Veterl r Medicine/MA
Ma -7/16

Male: M2

Ole1ilrpae City University
Business.AdministrationQ4A
Comanche 4/4 .

7

,Female: SO

Syracuse University /NY
-Guidance/Counseling/MA
Oneida Nation 1/4

Nair M3
University of lahoma
Cross-Cultural Communications

'Osage 1/2

Male: DI
University of Oklahoma
Intercultural Communications/PH.D.
Osage' 1/2

Female: SI
University of California/Berkeley
Health Educat5on/MA
Santo Domingo Pueblo .4/4

Melia: M2

University of California /LA.
American Indian Studies/MA

;Pawnee 1/2

Sept. 2
Univerlity of North Dakota
"Matural'Science/MA
AricitaniiBla pot 13/16

Female: 1

Uni rsity of Oklahoma
fitg
4/4

Female:. 'MI
Oklahoma State Univers y
Home Economics/MA
Comanche/Fort Sill Apache

SO

University of Illinois
Medicine/MD
iamanche '1/2

. Male: Ml

Oklahoma City University
Teaching/Art Education/MA
Kiowa/Comancne 4/4

:Male: Sept., 1
University of New Mexico
Public Administration/MA
Oglala 510mx '21/64

Male:
Central' Sta

of Business Ad., II
4/4 Wichita 4/4

Female: h SO

UniversitY of
Medicine/MO
Iowa 1/4

Male: SO

University of Kansas
Human Anatomy/Pfi.D%
81 lick feet 4/4

Male: MI k

University o
Medicine/MD

"Alaska Eskimo 5/8

y Edmond

ton
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Me le: 141

University of Arizona
Fin* Arts/Painting/WFA
Cherokee 5116

Female: 52
University of New Mexico
Public Policy & Admin./N.0
Navajo 4/4

Male: 142.
University of Arizona
Linguistics/14A
Jicarilla Apache 4/4

heals: SI
University of Oklahoma
Social Work/WA
Comanchi/Osage 4/4

Male:
Mew Se co HI gh la rids, ,Yt
Industrial Arts Education/NA
Zia. Pueblo 4/4

M2

New Mexico State University
Elementary Education/13A

'Laguna /Hopi Pueblo 4/4

Male: SO

Central State University/Oklahoma
Education/MA
Fort Sill Apeche/Shinnecock Mohawk

Female: DI
University of Wisconsin/Milwaukee
Social Work /Admi ni strati ort/t4A
Oniti da -4/4

Female: M2

Uniwriity of Wisconsin/Milwaukee
Educational Psychology/P14.D.
Oneida 1/4

Female: SO

Oklahoma Health Science Canter
Dent 1 stry /DOS
Navajo 4/4

Female: Si
University of Washington
American History/N.D.
Ponca , 1/2
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Male: M3
University of South Dakota
Public Administration/NA
Cheyenne River SIOUX 13/32

f Female: q43

Universfty of Oklahoma
Health Education/WPM
Seminole 4/4

Male: M3

Harvard University
Education/WA
Omaha 1/2

Male:, M6

University of South Dakota
Guidance/Counseling/MA
Rosebud Sioux 1/8

Male: 51
Northeastern Oklahcwua Stata U.
Tribal Management/NA
T*-4400k ,Bands of WI. Shoshone 7/8

Female: MO

liniversity of Utah
!octal Work/MA
Minnesota Chippewa 1/2

Female: SO

University of Indiana
Fine Arts (Sculpture) MA

1/4 Seminole/Creek 3/4

Male: M2

Northeastern State University
Tribal Manegement/M8A
Tlingit 3/4

Fissile: 142

Brigham Young University
Community Education/MA
,Iroquois 1/2

Females 03
University of Utah
Social Work/MA
Crow 7/8

Female: SI
University of Wisconsin/Milwaukee
Social Welfare/MA
Oneida 3/4

0'



Female: SO

University of Minnesota
Maternal 1 Child Health tare/NSW
Cherokee 1/4

Female: S2

University of Mew Mexico
Counselor Education/PH.D.
Santo Domingo Pueblo 4/4

fesiale: SO

Oklahoma State University
al Psycho logy/PH.D.

Cherokee 3/4

Male: M1

University of Utah
.Social Work/NSW
Chippewa/Cr,* 4/4

Male: M4

University of Oklahoma
Health Administration/MA
Jelsez Pueblo 474

Female: 51

New Mexico Highlands University
Counsel I ng (Educational ) MA
Taos Pueblo .4/4

Male: M2

California
Art Educat
Winnebago

State U./Long Beach
on/MA
1/2

Male: SO

Rice University/Texas
Administration /Accounting/MA
Kickapoo 1/2

F male: SI
University of Colorado/Med. Sch.
Pediatrics/MA
Jicarilla Tribe 4/4

Female: MO

University of Oklahoma
Higher Education/PH.D.
Comanche 4/4

Female: 142

University of W consinitillwaukee
Education/MA
Minnesota. Chippewa J/32

4
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SO

Pennslyvania State University
Education/PH.D.
&coma Pueblo 4/4

Male: MO

Ohio State University
Yetetinery Medicina/DYN
Oglals Sibux 3/8

Mile: M1

Pinnslyvania State University
Business Acteinistration/MA
Standing Rock Sioux 1/4

Female: SO

University of Colorado/Med. Sch.
Medicine/ MD
Cherokee 1/4

Female: SO

University of Oklahoma
Gerontology /11*
Choctaw 4/4

Male:- M4

Brighai Young University
Social Work/NSW
Navajo 4/4

Female: DO.
University of Oklahoma
Social Work/MS10
Comanche 1/4

Female:
Chadron State College/Neb.
Public olicy i Mgrit./14S
Oglala Sioux. 15/16

Male: SO

Syracuse University
Public Aderinistration/MBA
Omaha Tribe 1/2

Male: SZ

Arizona State University
PaintIng/MFA
Tewa/Nopi/Navajo 4/4

Female: SO

:University of California/Berkeley
Social Welfare/MA
Jemez Pueblo 4/4



Male: MI
University of Washington
Architecture/MA
Colville 13/16

kale:
Uni vers I ty of Mi ssouri
lusthis, Administration/KA
C/ttowe 1/4

Malt: MI
Colorado State University
Veterinary Medicine/D914
demos 4/4

Female: %0

University of OK/Health Science
Health Administration/KA
Cherokee 4/4

Female: 04
University of North Dakota

robiolosy/141.
Ogle!. Sioux 9/16

Female: 52
Ok 1 *home tin i von', ty
Public Health Admin./KA
Cheyenne River Sioux ,9/16
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Mali: S2
Northern State College
Education Administration/KA
Standing Rock Sioux ,4/4

Female: S2
University of South Dakota
Educational Adinistration/ED.°.
Turtle MT. Chippewa 1/2

Finkle: SO

University o
Library I Intro. Science /Ph.D.
Chippewa .25/64

Female: 04
University of New Mexico
Art Education/MA
Laguna/Zuni Pueblo 4/4

Female: '131

University of Oiclahoma
Health Science Center/KA
Laguna/Zuni Pueblo 4/4

Mr. AuDFAxpiza. Thank you. We have your full statement for the
record.

One of the questions that we are going to address to Assistant
Secretary Smith in writing involves the proportion of the Indian
college graduates that are reflected in the budget items. We notice
that there has been a significant increase in the number of lawyers
and in the number 'of medical personnel that have been developed
over the last decade.

We do not see in the statistics the Bureau has provided that
there has been any like increase in the professions that would go
along with the President's Economic Development Program, be
they engineers, scientific, business management, and so on.

I would like your views on how that could be achieved or if that
is even appropriate to achieve.

Ms. LORRAINE EDMO. Well, I think it is important to try to
achieve those goals because o 1 of the demands that are being.
:placed on Indian natural, r rtes, and I am sure you are aware of
the Denver Post article that peered a few months ago. In there,
they outlined some figures on e need for engineers, for geologists,
fiir people trained in all types o academic fields.

Our pri)gr m is trying to -t. We are trying to search for
people inter ed in those fields hat will really be helpful for
tribes. We hav otten private fu ding for at least four or five
scholarships from, tlantic Richfield +rp., from Sandia Labs, from
a couple of other sou to help trai those people.

Mr.. A4:XANDF.R. We would be inte ested in any recommenda-
tions you want to make in that area as we move along in the legis-
lative program and economic develop nt.

Ms. LOR RAN E EDMO. OK.

1S2
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you.
Does your board member wish to make a statement?

STATEMENT OF ROSE ROBINSON, BOARD MEMBER, AMERICAN
INDIAN SCHOLARSHIP, INC.

Ms. ROBINSON. Yes. I Would like to just say that those of us who
have consented to serve on the boardand there are five of us who
represent a variety cif American Indian interestscertainly have
agreed to serve on the board because we believe very strongly in
the mission and purpose of American Indian Scholarship.

As Lorraine has stated, it is the only organization of its kind ad-
dressing this particular need, and I do not think that we really .
have to defend-its record, because those people who have gone
through it are right here. I think there is just no argument about
this program.

That, is really all I wanted to say, except to express our thanks
for the support.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you for coming. We appreciate its
Jack Norman of the. Tonkawa Business Council.
Do we have anyone from the Ogla la Sioux Tribe here today?
Is Wilfred Scott here?
Mr. SWIMMER. I am here on behalf of CERT as the vice chair-

man.
Mr. ALEXANDER. We will hear from the Council of Energy Re-

source Tribes.
Please identify yourself for the record.

STATEMENT OF ROSS SWIM3tER, VICE CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL OF
ENERGY RESOURCE TRIBES, DENVER, CO

Mr. SWIMMER. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Ross kwimmer. I serve as the principal chief of the

. Cherokee Nation in Oklahoma and also as vice chairman of the or-
ganization of Council of Energy Resource. Tribes.

. Lester, our executive director, will be here any minute, I be-
and will have copies of the written testimony. So if those

could be accepted into the record, then I would like to.talk briefly.
Mr. ALEXANDER: Absolutely.
I understand you are also ti member of the President's Commis-

on on Reservation EconOmies; is that correct?
MrSWIMMER. Yes, sir. I cochair that with Bob Robertson.
I might add that our work is progressing. We recently visited in

New Mexico, where the wind blew and the dust blew, and I picked
up a sinus cold. But it has been 'very enlightening. We visited the
Laguna-Pueblo, and we were very pleased with what we saw.

The CERT organization, I am sure you are familiar with it and
its staff, is an organization made up now of 39 energy resource
tribes. It originally started with a base of 22 tribes aid has grown
steadily over the years to where it now cotnpri 39 of these tribes.

That is not to say that all of the energy res urce tribes are a
iart of CERT. which is part of the reason for my stimony today.
We think it is important that the technical assistan e that is being
provided by CERT be continued, but we also think that it is impor-
tant the Bureau of Indian Affairs have a budget' that is sufficient
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to enable those tribes, even non-CERT tribes, to gain access to their
-minerals, to have the minerals evaluated and extracted from the
ground In a productive and profitable way.

What we found is that there is a deficiency in the Bureau's trust
responsibilities insofar as mineral development is concerned, in as-
sisting tribes in developing their own technical capabilities, and
particularly important in the area of resource assessment. The
Bureau has an ongoing resource assessment program. Right now
there is a substantial backlog of projects that are being done in
Indian country, and it would be impossible under the budget that is
being proposed to take on any more projects, to do any more assess-
ments in Indian country.

If the tribes do not have a handle on what is available on the
reservation in terms of oil, gas, coal, et cetera, they certainly
cannot deal at arm's length with an energy company that might
come into the reservation wanting to'clevelop those minerals.

The technical assistance capability is equally important under
theRoyalty Management Act of 19$2 and the Indian Mineral De-
velopment Act of 1982. Both of those acts put a certain increased
burden on the tribes to manage their resource in a more prudent
way Of course, under the Indian Mineral Development Act, it
allows us to enter into joint ventures, which opens up a whole new
area of mineral management. We, as you know, have been restrict-
ed pretty much to the lease concept, and with the availability now
under that act to deal with negotiatqd agreements with industry,
we have to have the technicalliassistance to do that. That technical
assistance should be provided by the Bureau of In Affairs and/
or by organizations like CERT.

Specifically, what we are hsking for is that an inc of $4.25
million be added to the budget in the line items dealin with the
Bureau of Indian Affairs minerals management section, Tribal re-
source management capacity building would Olt $1.5 million. The
technical assistance would be an increase of $750,000. CERT would
receive $250,000 of that.

Presently, CERT is, in the Bureau of Indian Affairs budget for
$250,000, and this would be an increase of $250,000, bringing
CERT's allocation to $500,000, but an overall increase of $750,000
in technical assistance.

In the resource assessment, the one that I am particularly con-
cerned about, we had asked for' $2 million to be added to the
budget for resource assessment work, which is, as I said, simply
going eut into Indian country and finding out what is there, so the
Indians can be apprised of it, and also work under the Minerals
Act to help develop it.

I have attached, which you will have copies of, about 10 or 12
pages of technical assistance projects that, the CERT organization
has done for Indian tribes, to give you an idea'of what kind of work
does go 'on with the CERT organization.

Since I became vice chairman, not necessarilycoincidentally
with that, but since I have been vice chairman -we have been able' 2
to, I think, have a very goodlworking relationship with the Bureau
of Indiab Affairs and with their' Denver_ office and the Minerals
Management Section. I have apprkiated the fact that the Bureau

184'
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seems to be looking for resources like CERT to help in the analysis
of the Indian mineral probl

Ms. BOYLAN. Does (ART ow participate in phase ILand phase
III of these resource evalua ons?

.Mr. SWIMMER. You are etting into a technical area that I am
not real sure about. Mr. Leister could answer those questions. I will
be happy to check on it. I ' itate to say yes or no.

Ms. YIAN. According tb the, bud et, the Geol "cal Survey and
the Bureau of Mines do phase II, and then phase IfI is done by the
Bureau of Mines.

My real question is, how long, at the rate they are going, will it
be before all the mineral resources on Indian reservations are com-
pletely evaluated?

Mr. SWIMMER. At the rate we are going; that will never happen.
Ms. BOYLAN. That is what I thought. Thank you.

p Mr. SWIMMER. No, very definitely. In fact, the present budget is
totally, committed to projects that have already been identified,
have been on the drawing board for some time. New projects would
comprise well Over half of CERT member tribes, plus a number of
tribes that are not CERT members, and those cannot even be con-
sidered under the present budget ,Onstraints. So there is not even
a program existing now where that could happen, where they could
be evaluated, given the present budget considerations.

Ms. BOYLAN. The way I read it, they fioished just a few phase III.
They said eight have been completed...There are six in progress
now, and next year they want to fund five more. That makes 19.
That is 19 of over 200 reservations. At this rate, it seems to me it
will be 2050 before we get th mineral resources evaluated.

Mr. SWIMMER. It probably ould be. Then as new technology
comes in, you are going to ktiave to go back and reevaluate some of
what has already been done.

Ms. BOYLAN. Exactly.
Thank you very much.
Mr. ALEXANDER. If you. could switch hats for just a second and

talk to us as cochairman of the Economic Development Ccimmis-
sion, I understand there is going to be an interim report before the
final report, is that correct?

Mr. SWIMMER. There is.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Approxiniately when `Would that be due?
Mr. SWIMMER. It is our intention at this time to get an interim

report out by May. We will complete our field hearings approxi-
mately the middle of May, and we are working on the draft as we
go along for an interim eport. I would say the end' of May or the
first of June is optimillit at this time, but pit is our intent to do
that.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Would it be reasonable for the committee to A
expect to have any legislative proposals from your eommission this
year in that interim report?

'Mr. SWIMMER. Yes, it certainly I realize that it will probably
be a short year, and we are rushing to try to get some initiatives
brought forward, even before the'rePort is done.

Two things have come up in the,gdiscussion of the CommissionikQ
-work. One, of course, is the Tax Act. We Very definitely want a
moratorium lifted on that. I used the wrong term, but we would

1185
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like to have continued. 'hunderstand that there is some disCus-
Sion in Treasury about this'. Fortunately, Dr. Johnson is on our
commission,alSo.

But we are very interested in 'having the aline authority that the
,- cities and States have as far as revenue bonds, industrial revenue

bonds. In other words, if the Congress does away with it complete-
ly, then we, of course, would consent to that. On the other hand, if
other agencies are going to have the ability to issue, then we feel
like Indian tribes should, too.

We have found, in our hearings so far, that has been a real asset
to some tribes. Mississippi Choctaw, in particular, was .one that
used countyoktrrienue bonds to Build a plant that is now hiring
about 140 people there in Philadelphia, MS.

%Ike othfr initiative is likely to take the form of something on
Davis-Bacon, where we are finding a lot of issues out there in
Indian country about the high price of labor on HUD contractors
and other Federal projecta, and most of the building is done
through federally funded projects on Indian reservations..

Of course, .could go into a long 'discussion, but basically it is
hard to, determine what those rates really should be. Often they
are arbitrary and often they are higher than the other rates, that
are paid; and it causes a lot ofdisparity in Indian country_;_

Those two things will probably come to your attention: use
we are trying to develop some legislative issues around the. raring
schedule.

Mr. ALEXANDER. .°We are quite interested in working with the
Com m *ion .

Mr. SWIMMER. Thank you.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you for coming. We appreciate it.
[The prepared statement follows. Testimony resumes on p. 201.]
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PREPARED STATThIW OF THE coma'. OF ENERGY RESCIIRCE TRIBES

SUMMED BY ROSS SWIMER, VICE CHAIRMAN

Mr.-Chafrnan, I am Bess %rheum Principal Chief of the Cherokee- Nation of .

Oklahoma and Vice Chairmen, of the Coancil of Energy Resource Tribes (CERT)

located in Colorado.

CERT is a on of Indian tribes that cm substantial reserves Of

energy resources. Foandsd in by 22 Indian tribes, the CERT coalition 'hes

grown to 39 teibes°today. These 39 tribes cowries emmrcnsimately40% of the an

and near reservation Intim population of the United States. CURT is directed

by the elected
/
leadership of each ember tribe to assist them in theiir efforts

tetiard self-gevernaent and self - sufficiency by providing s wide range of

techlical 'services that help thee develop stabie wormiest, protect their

natural and social envirocesents .and menage for themselves their energy

resources.

Thank you for the opportunity. to cement on the Department of Interior's

FY '85 tudget Request for the Bureau of Indian Affairs' Energy and Minerals

proosm within the Office of Trust Responsibility. The administratico's request

in cur view falls below that which is needed to minimally carry cut its

responsibilities .to indien tribes. The respensibilities which will not be

adequately net include fulfilling the .trust obligation, assisting the tribe,

develop their can local espilities, providing tectnical eerviees to tribes; and

in continuing the phased process of resource assessment so vital to sustained

isiudent management of Indian mineral resources. I 'would Like to briefly

highlight inch of these fair pdants.
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First the .1 List Ctligations; Its Indian Mineral Development Act of 1982

has expanded the range of agreements which Indian Tribes may negotiate for the

development of their mineral resources. To implement this Act the Interice-meet

correspondingly increase its technical ,capability to review and Approve theme

agreements in a forthright Manner. We believe that it iiiC,timely for this

committee to review with the Secretary and the Tribes the iiPleeentatien of this

meryimportant piece of Legislation.

Second, this budget does not provide for the local capability building

'necessary for sound. management at the local tribal lovei. .The Royalty

Management Act of 1982 provides for expended roles for Indian tribes. The
el*

Interior, neither in the 8Th request cr in the WS or BIM regpeste provides for

the necessary Wilding of tribal capability inspite,eof numerous recipe-ate by

Indian tribes.

Third, the 1985 request' ignores the tremendous need tribes hhve for timely;

professional technical assistance in a wide rave of issues a tribe must

face 4n making informed decisions with respect to the t isevelcritent.of

their mineral estate. The need for said informetion,amalysis and technical

assistance goes far beyond tSe geology and economies of the mineral resource.

Energy development often is so pervasive as to alter forever the natural, social

and cultural environments, Such assistance is a necessary dOmponent of a

balanced approach to the develcpment of an exhaustible resource.

Fourth,,the three phased resource assessment program under the 1985 request

will lose its integrity because no new assessments can be initiated, existing
.

projects are being cut dangerously thin and many needed studies are being

deferred to future years. This program is the Inundation for prudent management

of Indian mineral resources because it provides the tribe and its trustee with

the basic information needed for long term planning and management decisions.
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Without this information us will quickly return to the time When the T;40 and

the interior, lacking adequate information, will-make uninformed decisions which

adversely impact on the tribes future.

Since 1974, BIA data show -Indian (Tribal and individual) royalty inoagl,

increased inately $30 adllion to over -$380 million in 1982. Theme

cannot be -'sustained in the future without adequate Federal

investments.

As a start rearms:wed a odest increase of $4.25 million for the

following purposes:

Tribal Resource Management.

Capacity building

-Technical Assistance

Resource Assessment

*cal Increase

$1,500,000

750,000

2,0001 000

&4,250,000

4

Indian tribes, it has .been suggested ahould pay for these services

themselves and have been falsely Labeled Energy Rich Tribes. The tn1th is thst.

the majority of Indian tribes with Mineral and energy resources je riot in

product...ion and are not realising income from their relicurces. those trihaS;(.

that are, the reductions of Federal assistance in FY 1981 and 1982 re than

off-set the 10 ,ear gain in royalty income.

Finally, as you know BIA contributes funds each year be an inter-agency

contract funded by the Department of the Interior, BnerTy, and Wealth and Human

Services. Ttle 81A Is requesting $250,000 in FY 1985. We are seeking Level

funding of $500,000 from KA In FY '85. I have attached a selected annotated

list of technical projects undertaken by CZT at the request of member tribes.

This list represents less than a third of the projects undertaken since 1981.
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RESOURCE ASSESSMENT AND mrsweinurr PROJECTS

COUNCIL OF IINERGY RIISOURCE TRIBES

IFIS-1113

Glahydrologie Investigation of Black Reis, Arizona, for the H091 Tribe

Pinanciiti Analysis of the Spokane Tribal Government

Southern Ute Coal Development Project

Oil and Gas Prospects for the Fort Belknap Reservation

Fort Belknap Domestic Coal Rine

Oil and Gas Development impacts to the Fort Berthold Reservation

Feasibility Studies of Proposed Electric Po_ wer Generation Proj t on the Crow
Reservation

National Uranium Market Analysisrli 10 -Year Study

-Prefreasibility Study of a Grain -Based Ethenol/Gesohol Plant for the Nez Peres Tribe

Financial Analysis of Western Nuclear Inc., for the Spokane Tribe

Oil and Gas Potential of the Zia Pueblo Indian Reservation

Identification of Lignite Coal Reserves on the Fort Berthold Reservation

Economic and Market Evaluation of the Protore Stockpiles on the Spokane Reservation

Interpretation of Geophysical Logs of Drill Holes from the Sanchez Ranch Property and
Other Areas for the Pueblo of Laguns

Evaluation of Using Federal Loan Guarantees for Alternative Energy Projects on Indian
Reservations

Development of a Procedure for Acquiring Private Land on the Blackfeet ndian
Reservation

A -Geologic Appraial of the Oil and Gas Favorability on the RoOky Boy's Reservation

Cherokee Nation's Oil and Gas Poteqtialt Aricanuits Riverbedyroporty

Assessment of the Coal Reserves of the Cherokee Nation

Development of an Oil and Gas Code for the Fort Berthold Reservation

Feasibility Studies of Small Oil Refineries on Indian Reservations
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Aimee" Ment of the Geology and the Mineral Rasa Ureas on the Fort Hall. Reservation

Evaluation of Shell Oil Company's Proposal to .Explore for Carbon Dioxide on the Uto
Mountain Ute Reservation

Development of in Oil and Gas Code for the i3lackfeet Tribe

Prefeasibility Analysis of Coal Development Options for the Southern U)e Tribe .

'Reserve and Mining Feasibility study on Sand and drivel Property at the Santa Ana
Pueblo

Geoehemical Assessment for the Potential ?f PreCious Metals on the Fort Belknap
Reservation

Examination of Geothermal Potential on the Fort Belknap Reservation
6

Administrative History and Ansysis of Blackfoot Tribal Oil and Gas Lease sale, May 1982

A Preliminary Mineral Inventory of the Kalispel Reservation and the PropoSed
Annexation Lands

A deochomical Appraisal of Uranium and Rare Barth El
Vicinity on the Rocky Boy's Reservation

ants at Bowery Peak anfl

Feasibility Study of Mining and Economic Potential Study of Coal Properties Adjacent to
the Northern Cheyeripe Reservation_

Design Changes in Natural Gam Liquids Plant fce'lnterstate arid Intrastate Sale of Natural
Gas by the Jicarilla Apache Tribe

Appraisal of Impacts from Oil and Gas Drilling on the Acorns PueOlo

Economic Assessment of Proton StockpiIt on the Laguna Pueblo

An Analysis of Tract Valuation Techniques bc and Gas Salsas Curretly Available to
the Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes on the Fort P.cibserv.tlon

Identification of Potentially Minable Uraniforous Phosphate on the Seminole
Reservations

Economic Feasibility Study of a GeotherMal-Heated Greenhouse on the Fort Belknap
Reservation

. Analysis of Mineral Resource Potential and DevelopmentBeinarios on and/or Adjacent to
Muckleshoot Reservation

Analysis of Uranium Marketing Prospects for the. Laguna Pueblo

Oil and Gas Development Seminar for the Laguna Pueblo
" .

Development of a Hypothetical Geologic and Economic Model of Uranium Deposits in
Breccia Pipes on the Hualapai Reservation for Contractual Negotiations

Financial Analysis of Oil and GssLeases Disputed by the Cheyenne-Arapaho Tribes

Analysis of the Oil and Gas Potential of the Rosebud Reservation

Developmqnt of an Optimal Oil and Gas Proposal for the Cherokee Nation

Assessment of Oil and Gas Resource Potential and Envirenmental .tornaz
Pueblo -
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azsoinkcs AssEssmurr AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

TR-111422
OHOHIDROLOGIC. INVESTIGATION OF BLACK SIESAARIZONA, FOR THE HOPI

. TRIBE

.
A geologic and groundwater hydrolegic investigation was performed at the request of tit'
Hopi Tribe to determine the effeets of groundwater pumping by Peabody Coal Company
on domestic wells and springs an to evaluate the hydrologic conditions of the aquifers
which currently supply water to theahPeebody walla and to the Hopi wells and springs. The
study concluded that Peabody astreets 3,400 acre-feet of water per year (1.1 billion
gallons per year) from the "N" aquifer. The effects of this pumping are the lowering of
piezometrie levels (artesian water level), the apparent development of a pumping cone,
and the gradual expansion of the pumping cone. A decrease in the plezometric level

7 (wider level) has been recorded by the Peebody pumping records. The effects of this
pumping within the "N" aquifer are being mcidtpred by the U.S. Geological Survey. In
addition, tasufficleot data are availabli to determine if there has been or will be an
adVarse effect on' the woe' aquifers, which supply domestic and livestock wells.

1 Fracturing of the rock formations which is Obeervable at the around surface throughout
the area may affect those rock formations which previously have been considered
impermeable because of their fine-grained nett:re. If groundwater is leaking or can leak
downward through 'these formatiree along the fractures", pumping of the Peabody wells
may have an adverse effect on the upper aqitifers.

RR-411-040 .
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS or Tat SragARE TRIBAL GOVERlirr"-IBNT-

CERT was requested by the Spoicane Tribe to estimate and analyze the revenues and
expenditures of the Spokane tribal government fee- fiscal year 195U to determine the
fiscal requirements 'of tribal °Partitions at the Spokane Reservation. The aggregate
estimates were combined into Tribal Flow of Funds Statement that determined the Net
Flical Balance of tribal operations foci S0.

cy

TR-70-11411.
SOUTHERN 11Th COAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

CERT was requested by the Southern Ute Tribe it; determine viable options for coal
development. Thee are approximately 288.million tons of surface minable coal on the
Southern Ute Reservation plus additional surface coal deposits near the reservation and
substantial tmderground reserves also present. Given these reserves, CERT determined
that the tribe has a coal resource which can be developed, subject to a more intensive-
marketing effort. Discounted Cash Flow analyses for coal development revealed the
potential for a significant return to the tribe.

192
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TR-104*-01
(IL AND GAS PROSPECTS FOR THE FORT BELKNAP RESERVA11ON

N J
An analysis was Conducted to assess `regional gas production and identify prodpect areas
on the Fort. Belknap reservation. Numerous areas within the reservation are considered
favorable for -low volume gas wsill development. However, demand for the associated
leases is tiot likely to be strong.

6 .1

Irk-so-3942
FORT BELKNAP DOMESTIC COAL MINE

With pricing2inereases for heating oil, gas, and electricity, a study ?vas undertaken to
assess the feasibility of developing coal deposits on the Fort Belknap reservation to
reduce the cost of domestic heating. The study, concluded it would be eebnomiCal to
augment 'existing home heating by installing Col furnaces and space heaters. The coal
would be supplied by existing mines and trucked to the reservation.

ti

TR-SO-062
OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT- IMPACTS TO THE FORT BERTHOLD RESERVATION '

The Three Affiliated Tribes at the Fort Berthold Reservation requested CERT to'
investigate possible impacts that could be incurred from oil and gas development on the
reservation. 'Specifically, CERT looked at the potential reserve areas on the reiervation
manpower and equipment requirements, access to the reserve areas, and potential tribal
income "f4om the development. CERT concluded that development of three oil and gas
reserve areas would require exploration drilling of approximately 30 wells. Specialized
labor skills would be needed and untrained tribal members would have limited
employment .opportunities unless J.raining programs are inixtiated. .In eddition,
experienceci'management team and a high investment (monetary) level would be needed
for any associated tribal rtterprise.--Tribal and state roads on the reserve ion would need
to be upgraded and mai ined to 'handle heavy equipment, crude oil trli.orting, and
commuting Iliorkerspossibly coating $20 million -plug $150,000/yr for maintenance.
However,' the 'tribes can realize the benefits of new negotiated terms which 'would
replace the standard lease terms and possibly double the income of what is available
from standard lease agrements.

TR-81-1 041-00
FEASIBILITY STUDIES OF PROPOSED ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION PROJECT ON
THE CROW RESERVATION

CERT prepared a detailed 'feasibility study-for establishing a 1,000-MW power generation
,plapt on.the Crow Reservation on behalf of the Crow Tribe. th'e objectives of the study
were to advance the Orow Electric Power,Generation Project to the point here a,
decision could be made regarding centinuig the development and constructio

s:
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address the environmental and socioeconomic areas, cEgT negotiated corrlracts.with
several organizations to perform other portions of the study: Stearns-Roger Engineering,
Corporationplant siting, resource requiremepts,.plant layout and details, capital and
operating costs, economic analysis, and schedules; Western Area Power Administration- -
analysis and recommendations for transmissidn facilities required to integrate the Crow
plant into the regional transmission system (this work was performed by the 'technical
Studies Committee of the Rocky Mtvuntain Transmissions Planning group in conjunction
with study' cases, already under way by this group); Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb--'
financial advisor to examine tte financing options and perfpern all investment analysis;
and 1,Ymaugh, Fitzgerald and Skaggs- -a legal firm in^13illings, Niontarti, forriierly Crow
tribal attorneys.

TR-81-150
NATIONAL.URANI AR'KET AtrALYSISe A 10-YEAR STUDY ,

CERT analyzed the historically cyclical reletiortahip between uranium supply and demand
.in the United States. Interpretation of recent domestic uranium y-demand data
indicated that unfilled uranium demand will eumealatively exceed unsol ction by
1985. To meet the anticipated, future unfilled uranium demand, additional production
capacity would have to be derived from: returning the mine and mill facilities that have
been closed or cut back to their design operating capaFity; placing new .production
facilities ic operation; or increasing the amount of imported uranium. The study
concluded kat advantages available to an Indian tribe entering the uranium industry as a
producer are potentially greater than those ava able to an outside entity. If' uranium
exploration and dev,Acipment are compatible h.. tribal g?als -and objectives, then it
would be appropriate for an Indian tribe to con e those activities.

RR-80-171
PRF.FEAS181LITY STUDY OF A GRAIN-RAISED STHANOL/GASOHOn PLANT FOR TUE
NEL PERCH TRIOS

The Nez Perce Tribe of kisho.requested CERT to perform a feasibility study for the
development of a grain-tvased elh-anol iSiant on the (see Eco'nomie
Development description, page 2). Twa plants were examin (1) a small plant to
manufacture 225,000 gal/yr of ethanol from the barley or wheat groln on approximately
5,0110 acres of land; and (2) a larger plant to manufacture 10,000,000 gal/yr of ethanol
and require grain from appr ately- 200,000 acres' corresponding to the region within
abgut 40 miles of Lapwai. An .onornic simulation of the uncertainty in project
economies indicated at the time. that the set ng price of eteRN>1 from the small plant
was $2.93/gal plus or minus $0.44/gal and from the large plant it was 51.69/gal plus or
minus $11.311/gal... Government subsidies were assumed to be available at the time to
allow the products to be sold at $3';00/gal and $1.80/gal, respectively. The range of rates
of r,torn hayed on subsidies and the current Market outlook was 12.5.% plus.or minus 7%
for the dmall plant and 13.3% plus or minus 5% for the large plant.

a
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RR-410-174
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OF WESTERN NDCLEAk INC. FOR THE SEpICANETRIBE

,

CERT performed a financial, analysis of V7estern Nuclear Inc., a subsidiary of Phelps-
Dodge Corp., fol. the Spokane Tribe. Western Nuclear has been mining uranium ore in
three locations, one being the SherwoOd mine on the Spokane Reservation. The Spokane
Tribe has uranium ore stockpiles od its reservation from Dawn Mining Co.'s lease for

pranium mining. Thus, the Spokane Tribe was investigating the possibilities of selling the
stockpiles to Western Nuclear.. CERTs investigations revealed that milling the ore
stockpiled on the Spokane Reservation would be advantageous and economical to Western
Nuclear. ,

ER-110-184
OIL AND GAS POTENTIAL OF THE ZIA PUEBLO INDIAN RESRRVATIoN

.
An investigation was undertaken to assess the oil and gas potential on the Zia Pueblo
Indian Reservation. The investigation was initiated after iriterest in the reservation was
exhibited by the-petroleum industry. An assessment of the regional geology was included

- to provide of estimating the hydrocarbon potentiaL

TR-80-188-04
IDENTIFICATION OF LIGNITE COAL RESERVES ON THE FORT BERTHOLD
RESERVATION

At the' request of Fort Berthold'. Business Council, CERT performed a lignite coal
reserve study on- the reservation lands known as the "Homestead Area to tdentify lignite
reserves. The study resulted In several findings that indicate "inferred" tstserves on the
reservation. Lignite coal. thicknem and' occurrence data fort the'"Hemestead Arba" were
quite sparse, making it difficult to estimate4reserves with much certainty. Ninety-five
percent of the estimated reserves were in the "inferred" reliability category (lowest level
of confidence). The remaining 5% of the reserves were classified as "indicated"
(moderate level of confidence), With none of the reserves "proven" or "measured" (high
level of confidence).

RR-82-196
ECONOMIC AND MARKET EVALUATION OF THE PROTORE STOCKPILES ON THE
SPOKANE RESERVATION

The Spokane Tribe experienced numerouatdifficulties with Dawn Mining Company
following the royalty agreement dated 1 March 1978. This project was initiated by the
tribe to assist in resolving the dispo)ition of low-grade uranium ore (protore) previously
stockpiled by Dawn Mining Company. As the protore stockpile evaluation progreased,
other problem areas developed between the tribe and Dawn. Thus, other recent issues
also were addressed by CERT in conjunction with the protore evaluation. a*
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IiiRr$0-221-01
INTERPRETATION OF GEOPHYSICAL LOOK OF DILILL HOLES FROM THE §ANCHEZ
RANCH PROPERTY AND OTHER AREAS FOR THE PUEBLO OP LAGUNA

The Pueblo of Laguna -requested CERT to interpret geophysical' logs of uranium drill
holeS on the Sahchez Ranch property. Logs from nearby areas outside the. Sanchez
property were also submitted for interpretation.

A group of 233 geophysicaitlogs and 79 Ethological logs were examined for indications of
uranium potentiaL Of these, 109 geophysical logs and all of the 79 Ethological logs were
from ctrill holes located on the Sanchez 'Ranch property in T. 14N., R. 3W.; T. 14N, R.
4W and T. 15N., R. 3W. 'Because of the lack of significant gamma radiation ,anom;lies
and the absence of organic matter in the Jackpile and Westwater Canyon sandstones on
the Sanchez Ranch, the uranium potential of the Sanchez property is considered to be
very low.

Other logs from drill holes outside the Sanchez property ,boundaries were also
evaluated. Further_ investigations, would be justified in section 32, T. 10N., R. 2W., based
on strong gamma radiation peaks in holes 5 and 8, The gamma iliterpzetAiions of sections
20, 28, and 32, T. 4.3N., 11, 2W.,,indicated that uranium potential is considered ver ood.

..

RR-81-218
EVALUATION OF USING FEDERAL LOAN GUARAIITERS FOR 4LTI3RNATIVE
ENERGY PROJECTS ON INDLAN RESERVATIONS

.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the applicability of new federal incentives ior
the deVelopment of alternative energy projects to those CERT tribes interested in
owning or participating in reservation-based development projects. The unique zosition
of Indian tribes' as resource-rich and yet cash -per participants in any such development
was.the focus of the evaluation. This study considered the: financial incentives offered
through the Energy Security Act of 1980 and the administrative requirements; impact on
the financial strength,of any project; and applicability to tribal involvement. The major
conclusion of the study was that direct loans by the federal government -represent the
most viable form of assistance for. tribes interested in participating in reservation-based
development, given the ffibest meager financial resources and limited credit-worthiness.
In the event that such loam are not available (as in the cast of large-scale biomass
energy projects), loan guarantees represent the most faVoraVe form! of assistance. .

196
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RR-61-224
DEVELOPMENT OF A PROCEDURE FOR ACQ
BLACKFEET INDIAN RESERVATION

4

a PRIVATE LAND ON THE

The Blackfeet tribe requested that CEItT provide assistance to acquire all of the
privately held surface stares within the reservation boundaries. By acquiring these acres,
the tribe would, be in a much better position to control energy resource development on
the reservation. This report provided the tribe with a procedure to follow to complete
the tribal land base. To implement the Acquisition, an approach was recommended.

4,

TR-82-2114-02
A GEOLOGIC APPRAISAL OF THE Oil, AND GAS FAVORABILITY ON THE ROCKY
BOY'S RESERVATION. ti

C1RT was requested to deleimine the oil and gas potential on the Rocky Boy's
Reserv.ation. The study conclbded that the Rocky Bops Reservation has a high potential

dilator shallow gas reserves on several nonleased land parcels. The prospective host rock
horizons are sands within the Judith River Formation and the Eagle Sandstone. The gas
is genetically immature and is not associated with oil or deep-seated gas seeps. Most'of
these untrapped reservoirs ard.considered small; probably covering a couple of square
miles and potentially yielding an averag of 'NM Mcfd per well- over a 10-15-,yr, period.
Each small reservoir might support 3-6 wells. In addition,`' t was determined that the
prospective gas traCts would draw good industry; interest in lease sale bidding since
pipeline facilities and markets are nearby. liompier, the bidding is likely to be lower
than bidding for resources in Williston Basin and Cutbank Plays because of the low
prospects for oil and deep gas.

T11-249
CHEROKEE NATION'S (IL AND GAS POTENTIAL: ARKANSAS RIVERBED PROPERTY

CEW? was requested by the Cherokee Nation to aasess the hydrocarbon potential
associate.ii with its Arkansas riverbed property. The riverbed involved in the study
extends from, the confluence of the 24 43008 River near Muskogee, Oklahoma, to She
Arkansas border. The eastern one-third riverbed, from the state, line to the ,
Robert S. Kerr Lock and Dam, lies along the north edge of the Arkome Basin. This is an
area of significant gas production that currently is almost entirely leased to oil .

companies. Production is resulting in royalty payments to the Cherokee Nation. The
middle, one-third of the riverbed property, extending from the Robert S. Kerr Lock ana
Dam upstream to the Webbers Falls Lock and Dam, is an area where the oil and gas has
been relatively slo-w. This area is not currently under oil and gas lease from the ,
Cherokee Nation. Future intereat in thIS area may be related to deeper drilling targets
of Mississippian, Devonian, Silurian, and Ordovician ages. The potential for these zones
is strictly In the "wildcat" category: The northeastern-most one-third,of the riverbed
shows potential for both oil and gas. However, most wells have been drilled on the west
side of the river and coincide with the higher rate of success. There are fewer wells en
the east side clue to a combination of erosion of Pennsylvanian zones, proximity to the
surface of potentially producing zones, and lack of structural or permeability traps in the
subsurface.

4
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TR-82-290
ASSESSMENT OF THE COAL RESERVES OF THE CHEROKEENATION'

An assessment of the coal reserves of the Cherokee Nation was undertaken by CERT. Of
the four regions that are owned by the Cherokee, the Arkansas riverbed property is the
only one that contains coaL Except for a moderately high sulfur content, the chemical
quality of the coal is excellent. Undereround mining of these seams would be technically
feasible if and only if the riverbed prbperty is developed in conjunction with adjacent
tracts, none of which are prysently being pursued. Therefore, consideration of mining
activities on the riverbed property is inappropriate at this time. In the future, advanced
technologies such as in-situ gasification or .coal bed methane drainage may be applicable
to these deposits, providing, Cherokee Nation with a commercially viable
development optiAn.

TR-81-295-02
DEVELOPMENT OF AN OH, AND GAS CODE FOR THE FORT BERTHOLD
RESERVATION

The Three Affiliated Tribes of the Forti3erthold Reservation begin to formulate as code
to regulate oil and gas activities within the boundaries 9f the reservation. CERT
prepared a report to assist the tribes in formulating an oil and gas conservation code.
Issues were identified that should be addressed by the code and Possible approaches to
deal with these issues were presented. The report was intended to complement previous
tribal efforts in regulatory development and to provide a more detailed techniCal anettsis
of existirig state and federal laws concerning well spacing, the pooling of interests, and
exploration and production units.

TR-81-317, TR-81-325-01, RR-111448,
FEASIBILITy Sruoiss OF SMALL OIL REFINERIES ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS

Several CERT-member tribes expressed an interest in building small petroleum refineries
on their reservations. ciEwr prepared A study in response.to requests for technical'
assistance from three tribes. Information on CERT tribes' oil production indicated that I
nd reservation will produce as much as 10,000 bbl/d of royalty oil. The corresponding
refinery size would be limited to less than 10,600 bbl /d---a small size for a refinery. The :4`
major conclusion Of this study was that establishment of a small refinery was not a good'
business venture. The average margin between crude oil prices and product prices was
abAit $3.12/bbl and had been dropping for many months. The minimum margin needed
for a 10,000,-bblid refinery to return a profit was at least $5.45/bbl.

ass
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RR-41-322
ASSESSMENT OF THE OEOLOGY AND THE MINERAI, RESOURCESURCES 6N THE FORT
HALL RESERVATION

CERT was requested to assess the mineral resources and the geology on the Fort Hall
Reservation. Uranium, silver, and selenium were found to be present in the Phosphor's
Formation at anomalous levels. In addition, friable volcanic. tuff deposits exist in
accessible locations on the reservation. The eastern margin of thereservation captures a
portiah of the Overthrust Belt geology. Nearby exploration by industry has proven.the
rocks of tile Overthrust Belt to be petroliferous. It was believed that sediment* of gas
field discoveries in Utah and Wyoming are analogcLus: to the eastern Part Hall
Reservation's thrusted sediments-and that a potential exists for deeply bled natural gas
and natural gas liquid reservoirs in this are Other minor resource commodities were .
recognized. The. minor resource potentials included sand, gravel, pumice, diatomaceous
earth, traces of placer golcii. and exotic and rare-earth elements at elevated levels in the
Phosphoria Formation. Recovery of commercial values of each of these minor resource

.commodities wai; considered unlikely.

1 RR-S1-371 ,, - v

EVALUATION OF SHELL op. COMPANY'S PROPOSAL TO EXPLORE FOR CARBON
DIOXIDIVON THE UTE MOUNTAIN un RESERVATIONi .

.

Experimentatiec by oil companies with' tertiary injection methods to enhance, oil
recovery placed a new emphasis on locating naturafsoureeii-of carbon dioxide (CO2). The
Ute Mountain Ute Tribe requested assistance from CERT in negotiations withShell Oil
Coniplin for the rights to potential CO2 deposits. Shell-committed itself to a full-scale"
tertiary_injectiotif program for the Denver Unit of west Teitass utilizing carbon dioxide
(CO2) gas from CO2 deposits located in Dolores and Montezuma Gountieso.ColoradOC..
transporting the CO2 via a 480-mile pipeline to the De Unit; and injecting the CO2
gas. CO2 deposits on *e Ute Mountain Ute Reserve were eonsidered speculative due'
to few gellogic data that confirm the presence of.. C or that determine if CO2 could be
extracted in commercial quantities. N

.

RR-81-137
DEVELOPMENT OF AN OIL AND GAS CODE FOR THE BLACK FEET TRIBE

-

CRT was requested to prepare a report containing an analysis and explanation of well
spacing, cornmunitization, and unitization practices governing the pizoduction 4 oil and
gas on the ,Blabkfeet Reservation. Both the State of Montana and the federal golerment
have regulations that influence tribal and ellottsp.lands surhninded by patentedlin-fee
and state lands. We urged tlia4ribe to adopt an Nganized and regulated approach to.oil
and OS development tO protect nondeveloped resources and maximise production from s
reservoir. A predetermined well spacing regulation has rarele been the most - efficient
means of field development but is_' often the only means of conservation used for fields
with divided ownership interests. Unitization was offered as a supeeior approach to field
development because wells are drilled by a designated operator based on the specific
nature of the reservoir.

sa,
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PREFRAIMBILITY ANAL
SOUTHERN UTE TRIBE

194

OF COAL D RLOPMRNT OPTIONS FOR THE

At the request of the Southern Ute Tribat Council, CERT prepared a Prefeasibility report
for alternatiVemodes of coal development on the Southern Ute Reservation. The
prefeasibility report sets forth five -possible development scenarios as well as4 "no
deVelopment" scenario and depicts each option's respective costs and 'benefifi frqm
technical, socioeconomic, and environmental perspectives. The information contained
within the 'report provides the tribe with the prelimalary information necessary to mince
pertinent decisions about the future devplopment of its coal resources. If one or several
of the preliminary'options are viewed as viable by the Tribal Council, a ifull feasibility.
study would need to be conducted. The development options for which the basic
prefessibllity work was conducted itnclude:

Option 1:
Option 2:
Option 3:
Option 4:

- Option 5:
Optibn

4 million ton/yr coal mi
Development of a 30-MW coal-fi er plant
Development of a .25e-MW coal -f red power plant
Development of a 5 (} -MW coal- red power plant
Development of a MMqcfd al gasification plant
No development r

A matrix at the end of the report ws comparative nforryeation for e h of the six
options. It was intended as a hand tool to assist the Soutern Ute Tribe in deciding
which option(s) to investigate further. .

tIP

.
TR- 81 -397
RESERVE AND MINING FEASIBILITY STUDY ON SAND ANDCF&IrEL PROPERTY AT
THE SANTA ANA PUEBLO

At 'the request of the SQnta Ana Pueblo, CERT performed an assessment of the
feEisibility of developing, a sand and gravel mine on a Land tract adjacent to the Swats Ana
ReserVation. CERT evaluated the geology of the area and the gravel bedJfeserves,
looked at the engineerinyfeasibility for two potential plants, and performed a discounted
cash flow rate -of return analysis for these possible operations. The results of CERTs
study suggested that the reserves in the main gravel bed are nearly 11.6 million tons and
that the qualityof,the gravel suitable for use in concrete and asphalt Is considered good.

A-82-403
GEOCHEM1CkL ASSESSMENT FOR THEVOTERTLI.4.0
FORT BELKNAP RRSERVAT1014 al

IlEOIOUS METALS ON THE

lZhe study focused on a collected sample suite in the Little Rocky Mili6ntains' igneous
system agd associated ore-bearing districts. The sample suite included representative
sainplesTroin neighboring alkalic igneous complexes with precious metal occurrences,
thereby establishing the necessary baseline data for eftectivesgeochemical prospecting
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techniques applicable to the lortmarr-Landusky mineralization and extensions onto the
existing Fort Belknap Reservation, Trace elements normally associated with precious
metals in a similar geologic environNent were used es a guide. The gold tellutide system
of Cripple Creek, Colorado, was chosen as the closest analogy to the Montana
province. Althpiigh the two environments display a number, of similarities, sigpifieant
differences were recognized between tike two precioA metal systems. The sample data
set established reasonable peirstmetera to begin -a east - effective geocherriEal signature
search for gold /silver mineralization on the reservation.

TR-82-405
EXAMINATION OF GEOTBERMAL POTENTIO. ON TILE FORT BELKNAP
RINEkvATION

Concern about acquiring a full endarstanding of theFort Belknap Reservation's resource
base led the tribes to initiate an Inquiry to CERT for a cursory inspection and assessment
of its geothermal resource potential. The results of this study indicate that the Fprt
Belknap Reservation is not an area Of great potential for a commercial-grade geothelmial
resource; however, a moderate high heat anomaly was identified in the northwestern
corner of the reservation. Pdasible development and usage of the identified low-goade
geothermal resource ray be envisioned. The indicated temperature, potential volume,

-and location of the resource makes it possibly suited to agricultural development in a
greenhouse capacity.

TR-42-409
ADMINISTRATIVE HISTORY AND ANALYSIS OF LACKFEET TRIBAL- OIL AND GAS
LEASE SALE, MAY 1982

In 198u, a newly elected tribal council began to investigate the possibilities of privately
negotiating fin agreement for exploration of tribal lands and for holding a public auction
of oil and gas leases through the Bureau of Indian Affairs. CERT provided assistance to
the tribal council in the evaluation of petroleum development proposals submitted to the
tribe by individual companies and in the development of lease terms for as° in a public
auction of tribal lands. The tribal lease sale, held in May 1982, involved the preparatiotf
of a rustoin tribal lease form, iderification of lease tritets from seismic data, and a
presale analysis of lease tracts., Also, to improve upon the results of previous oral
auctions of allotted lands ithin the area, the tribal council required that the sale be a
sealed bid auction of tribal leases. CERT assisted the tribal council in all areas of the
sale preparation. The sale resulted in higher average bids per acre for tribal lands than
those received in previous saleii of inackfeet Indian lands despite an economic recession,
lower oil and gas prices, and interference in the auction by individuals representing
private companies. In addition, the sale removed the legal impediments to future tribal
negotiations for devtlopment of that acreage advertised, but not sold, in the auction.

e
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TE-82-424-4a2
A PRELIMINARY MINERAL INVENTORY OF THE KALISPEL RESERVATION AND THE
PROPOSED ANNEXATION' LANDS

N.
A prelimmary analysis of the mineral resource potential oil the 'KalispeiZser'vation.agd
roposed annexation lands was undertaken by CERT. The 1=1 Reservation was found

reo edntain resource potential for crushed rock, sand, grave uraniqn. The potential
f oil accumulations and gas reserves, although possible, is very remote. Coal probably
°Num locally under the existing reservation, but deposits were loelieved to be very local
and uneconomic. The study concluded that the addition.of the proposed annexation lands
east and noLth of the reservation would not increase the reservation's resource potential
for coal, oi1r or gas but would enhance the potential for, economic uranium deposits. This 4
proposed annexation would also add other potential resources -to the reservation,
including base and precious metals, barite, silica, flagstone, riprap, and possible
dimension stone.

TR-432-448
A GEOCHEMICAL APPRAISAL OF URANIUM AND RARE Efrali% ELEMENTS AT
BOWERY PEAK AND VICINITY. ON THE ROCKY BOY'S RESERVATION

A geochemical sampling program (whole rock samples) and radiometric survey at Bowery
Peak on the Rocky Boy's Rese has identified uranium, precious and base metals,
and rare earth elan) e ential in select roek'types that are more extensive regionally
on the reservation. Detailed studies, at Bowery Peak have shown that carbonatite dikes
and veinlets can be subdivided into two chemical classes: calcitielcarbonatttes and
silico-carbonatites that have 'uniquely anomalous elemental suites. The calcitic-
carbonatites appear to be the later stage-differentiate and contain the higher values of
uranium and niobium. The silico-carbonatites which appear .genetically related to
fenitized potassic syenite host anomalous amounts of gold, silver, and base metals (e.g.,
copper, lead, and Anc). Previous regional studies by Pecora anclothers failed to
differentiate between carbonatite classes; therefore, the potential exists outside Bowery
Peak and the Vermiculite Mine Area for further uranium, precious and base metal, and
rare earth targets. -/

RR-82-453
FEASIBILITY nupy OF MINING AND ECONOMIC POTENTIAL STUDY OF COAL
PROPERTIES ADJACENT TO THE NORTHERN CHEYENNE NERVATION

The Northern Cheyenne Tribe requested that CERT provide,' geologic and economic
technical assistance in evaluating the feasibility of purchasing and developing six coal=
bearing land tracts adjacent to its reservation. Based on existing sparse drilling data, the
properties' coal reserves were estimated to exceed 400 million tons. However,
substantial exploratory drilling would be necessary to ascertain coal thickness, depth, and
quality. Four economic cases were analyzed to identify the feasible alternatives for
tribal coal mine development. Within the various frameworks of these cases, several
scenarios involving changes in tax liabilities and production levels were investigated.
Three of the sceneries were fouhd to represent viable economic alternatives for the
tribe.
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TR-41-410
DESIGN CHANGES IN NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS PLANT FOR INTERSTkTE AND
INTRASTATE SALE OP NATURAL GAS BY THE JICARILLA APACHE TRIBE

.
CERT was requested to estimate the effect of including both interstate and intrastate
royalty gas volumes in the proposed natural gas liquids (NGL) extraction plant on tile
Jicarilla Apache Reservation. The increased volume of gas processed was quantified tbr
the project. Changes in plant capacity, total investment, working capital, employees,
and rate return were calculated based on prevAis analyses plepared in late 1980,by
CET, the Pace Company, Lawson Engineering, Inc., and Nordhaus, Haltom and Taylor.

TR-112-41
APPRAISAL OF IMPACTS FROM OIL AND GAS DRILLING ON THE ACCIIIA PUEBLO

CERT was requested by the Acorns Pueblo to assess the likelihood of discovering oil and
Igas within the reservation; the extent to whioh the tribe can control .access to and
'Activities upon reservation minerals owned bOnon-Indians; the possible social, economic,
Rind environniental impacts from reservation oil and gas development; and the degree of
such impacts from the proposed' exploratiori and development of raservationnands by the
Cities Service Company (C1TCO). The study identified the primary target for oil and gal
exploration on the reservatio4 to be the Permp-Fennsylvanian age rock. Drilling targets
within this rock section are difficult to locate even with modern techniques and, in
general, the hydrocarbon potential is low. Of possibly greater importance was-the
existence of carbon dioxide deposits in the Permian-age rocks. In addition, tile study
concluded that the adverse socioeconomic impact$ associated with oil 'and gas
development on the reservation may outweigh the economic benefits from exploration
and production unless the tribal council secures compensation, in addition to leasing,
employment, and subcontracting income, sufficient to affect the public costs not
automatically paid for by the developer!

TR
ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT OF PROTORli STOCKPILES ON THE LAGUNA PUEBLO

During Anaconda Copper Cbmpany's mining operation of the Jackpile-Paguate deposits,
low-grade uranium ore was intentionally mined and stockpiled on the lease area. CERT
surveyed, drilled, and conducted chemical assays on drill hole samples for certain pre-
selected stockpiles. Four scenarios were selected to project the economics of continued
U3Q8 extraction through a tribal mining operation. The results of each scenario were
encouraging with significant cash flow projections to the tribe. Also, implementation of
the project could provide about 175 jobs.
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411-42-504-0l
AN ANALYSIS Ok TRACT VALUATION TECENIQ
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE'TO TEE ASELNIBOINE
PECK RESERVATION'

FOR OIL AND GAS SAM
SIOUX TRIBES ON THE FORT

The methodologies employed by the Minerals Management Service (MMS) for oil and gas
tract valuation were examined in detail and recommendations to streamline the process
were developed. The study 'revealed that the valuation methods employed by the
Albuquerque 'Regi6nal Office of the Economic Evaluation Seqtion of MMS were vastly
superior to thcee employed by the Casper and Denver Regional Offices. Other factors
critical.te a successful lease sale such as adequateannouncement notice, quantification
of resource data, of sale, and recom mended responsibilities were idinkified. '

Additionally, a compar tive analysis of two lease sales on the reservation was coildicted
and several supportiv maps were prepared to aid in tract valuation. The *tidy clearly
identified a need to have more technical justification for approving a high bid in a lease
sale. The Fort Peck ,Tribal Mineral Resource Office has -assumed Vesponsibilitiessfor
several aspects of data' acquisition and interpretation as identified by the study. ,

RR-62-516
IDENTIFICATION 0.11 POTENTIALLY MINABLE liliaNIPEEDUS PHOSPHATE ON THE
SEMINOLIi RESERVATIONS

CERT conducted a geological reconnaissance program to discover locations of potentially
minable uraniferous phosphate on the Brighton Seminole Reservation and theBig Cypress
Seminole Reservation. By using surface radiometric geophysics and statistical analysis,
CERT geologists evaluated the two reaervations. A,beretofore undiscovered anomaly
was located in the western end of the Big Cypress Reservation.

Rik-S3-53D
ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A GEOTHERMAL- HEATED GREENHOUSE ON
THE FORT BELKNAP RESERVATION

.

CERT evaluated the economic feasibility of establishing a commercial greenhouse,
utilizing the tribe's geothermal resources. A greenhouse was designed according to the
prevailing weather conditions and the heat available from the geothermal source. An

analysis of the technical feasibility of producing common vegetable crops was performed,
and a discounted-cash-flow analysis was used to assess the economic feasibility of the
project. The economic analysis showed that the project would be a very poor investment
due to the high capital costs associated with building a greenhouse that is stiirdst enough
to withstand Montana weather.

4
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-TR-12-514
ANALYSIS OF MINERAL IIESOCIRCE POTENTIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS
ON AND/OR ADJACENT TO THE MUCKLESHOGT RESERVATIoN`

A comprehensive analysis o mineral resource potential (emphasis on energy
?.esources) -surrounding the eshoot Reservation was conducted using, available
literature data files and preliminary field examination. The potential for methanecrich
coal seams underlying the reservation Was viewed as very good and the prapects for low-
yield gas production were discussed. In contrast, the pbtential for low -head
hydioelectric development on the. White River which biseets-the- reservation looked
unfavorable unless the minimum discharges upstream would be enhanced at a diversion
flume. The potential foe other energy resources looked poor with the possible exception
of untested oil possibilities.' The report also noted areal and reservation potential for Ns
s,:,oinnZd gravel as well as peat- -areal t deposits are nothiargill enough. for,. 76

ation as a fuel resource.

TR-S2-572
ANALYks OF UNANIIJ

ti

MARKETING PROSPECTS FOR THE LAGUNA PUEBLO

This project was initiated by the tribe based. won the results of the inplace ore analysis
completed by CERT during February 1982. Initially, the tribe had requested that CERT
identify every nuclear utility in the Free World to determine net U108 requirements;
i.e., U308 demand less contractual commitments. After this analysis r4s completed, the
tribe requested that CERT place the project on hold until further notice. During
February 1983 the tribe requested that CERT reactiviate the, project and establish
cpntaets with 10 domestic Utilities Wing the best potential for future U308 marketing
agreements.

$S782-577
OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT SEMINAR FOR THE LAeUNA PUEBLO

The tribal council of the Pueblo of Laguna requested CERT to present a one-day seminar
to council members and BIA officials. The seminar addressed the various phases of oil
and gas development and opportunities for the pueblo.

11(-83-579-01
DEVELOPMENT OF A HYPOTHETICAL GEOLOGIC AND ECONOMIC MODEL OF
URANIUM DEPOSITS IN BRECCIA PIPES ON THE HUALAPAI RESERVATION POR
CONTRACTUAL NEGOTIATIONS

the to several proposals from companies to prospect for uranium deposits on the
reservation, the Hualapai Tribe requested assistance in developing contractile guidelines
for prospecting permits, leases, end other types of agreements. To develop a meaningful
scenario for the economics of uranium mining and perhaps milling on the reservation, the
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characteristics of a typical uranium deposit were developed using analagous data on
known deposits and mineral occurrences. The study indicated that fair deposits of a ,

breccia-type occurrence would need to be found and mined to warrant onsite mill
cohstruction costs. Tolling ore to a custom mill such as that in Blanding, Utah,. would
produce a favorable return on investment if the depoiit charocteristies and mining costs
prove to be close to the scenario. Possible.residual constituents of typical ore also were
identiiied for environmental and process modeling. Recommendations for agreement
terms and mining ordinance refinement were cited in the report. - ,

....
, a' lr.

ER-12-51104
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS OFIIIL AND GAS LEASES DEPUTED BY THE CHEYE#NE-
ASAP ASO TRIBES . ,

'.'

The Cheyenne-Arapaho liribee of Oklahoma requested assistance from CERT in
the current economic' value of producing and nonproducing mineral formations sri part of
a legal controversy regarding six tribal oil and natural gas leases. CERT prepared
estimates ofAthe financial consequences for the tribes of several alternative strategies

. for settling theAlpute throUgh- negotiation. The CERT report served as the basis for
tribal resolutstablishirvg upper and lower bounds for settlement of the dispute and
authorizing the Native American Rights Fund (NARF) to make the upper bound the offer
of settlement. The effort' by NARY to initiate negotiations was as were
attempts by CERT. As a result, the dispute was submitted to the U.S. mint of the
Interior's Board of Indian Appeals for litigation.

RR-13-617
ANALYSIS OF THE OIL AND GAS POTENTIAL OF THE ROME= RESERVATION

A study of the oil and gas resource potential of the Rosebud Reservation identified five
potential gas-bearing formations underlying the reservation but, based on the present

*data, no oil potential was indicated for the reservation. in addition, a previously
unknown structural arch has been identified trending southwest-northeast acmes the
reservation. Detailed subsurface geologic studies have indicated the possible occurrence
of gas in two Paleozoic fld three Mesozoic rock formations. These formations are:
Pahasapa and Minnelusa (Palaeozoic); Lakota, Newcastle, and Niobrara (Mesozoic). With
the exception of the Pahasapa Formation, all of these formations have gas shows either
on or near the reservation. The Pahasapof Formation has limited potential for locating
gas resouretis, however, since the formation is projected to form an erosion pinohout
under the notheast corner of the reservation.

alit-E3-420
DEVELOPMENT OP AN OPTIMAL OIL AND OAS PROPOSAL FOR THE CHEROKEE
NATION

To expedite development of the oil and 02 potential and assure beneficial terms of
development, the Cherokee .Nation requested CERT to draft an oil and gas development

0,6
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agreement. The unique agreement took Into account tha specific physical parameters of

agreement

designated tracts of to derive the specific provision of the agreement. Cqrnputer
models were devel to compare various financial terms and identify the optimal
,alternative. The agreement incorporates employment cheferences, prrofit sharing,
sliding -scale royalties, and control issues that will &hence tribal goals arid obJectiVes.
CERN effort provides the tribe with critical information necalwary when 'preparing to
negotiate an oil and gas agreement.

-TR-43-6118
ASSESSMENT OF Q/L AND GAS RESOURCE POTENTIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACTS ON THE JEMEZ PUEBLO

The Jemez' Pueblo requested CERT to evaluate its oil Ltd gas potential and the
environmental impacts of developing the reserves. The more favorable areas for location
of oil and gas were discovered in the northwest corner of the reservation (T.
1W.). Good favorabllity in this area is provided by two types of stratigraphicistructurel
hydrocarbon traps in two rock formations. The more favorable rock formation is the
Entrada Sandstone, which displays similar geologic characteristics to an oil field
northwest of the reservation. Good favorability is also provided by the Dakota
Sandstone, where the sandstone pinches out into the encompassing shale. An assessment
of the environmental consequences of potential oil and gas exploration and development
included an analysts of existing environmental conditions on the Pueblo, a determination
of the potential impact of the oil and.gas activities to those conditions, and an outline of
possible measures to mitigate or minimize any impact.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Larry Kinley and Fred Lane from the Lummi
Tribe. Are they here?

Allen Pirikharn from the Columbia River Inter-tribal Fisheries
Commission, as.well as the chairman of the Nez Perce Tribe.

Welcome, Sir.

STATEMENT OF ALLEN PINKHAM, CHAIRMAN, COLUMBIA RIVER
INTER-TRIBAL FISH COMMISSION AND CHAIRMAN OF THE NEZ
PERCE TRIBE LAP.WAI, ID, ACCOMPANIED, BY TIMOTHY
WAPATO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COLUMBIA RIVER INTER-
TRIBAL. FISH COMMISSION
Mr. PINKHAM. Thank you for the. opportunity to appear before

the committee this afternoon.
I have with me here the executive director of the Columbia River

Inter-tribal ,Fish Commission, Tim Wapato.
I am wearing two hats today. I am herd on behalf of the Nez

Perce Tribal Executive Committee to see if we can get funding for
a fisheries program in our reservation area and also in our ceded
area in Idaho, Oregon, and Washington.
,,It is a vital program. We are asking for $162,000 to get a fisher-

ies program started.
BIA has not really maintained any fishery or wildlife program in

behalf of the Nez Perce. NVe have a vast responsibility over a great
deal of area, ceded area that covers about 14 million acres; and also
tied to the lower Columbia River.

We need this funding to gain technical assistance and expertise
in management to oversee our fisheries resources and also wildlife.

Another aspect here that I would like to bring o36.t is that the
Nez Perce Tribe has passed a law and order cod:pi-a/1d we are look-
ing for base funding of approximately $305,000. We recognize the
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responsibility of putting together a law and order code.' It is a nec-
essary step. There is a great deal of conflict in the past, and they
feel that with a Nez Perce law and order code that we can exerEase

° jurisidiction over our areas that need to be taken care of.
Also, our fishery management would be tied in with the code.

Under the code, there would be the criminal and civil seetoris,
with the Indian Child Welfare Act section, and a fish and wildlife
.section.

We are very intent on putting togethe" this law and order code..-
We already have designated a chief judge and also an associate
judge. We-still are looking, though, .for some base funding to put
this program together.

One other aspect that we ale concerned with Is the Community
Health' Representative Program. We feel that this is a vital riro-
gram that is needed on a reservation. We have understandings that
this is trying to be closed down and 'zeroed out, but we have a di-
rector of our CHR Program, Connie Guillory, who is very instru-
mental in putting together a commission and chairing this commis-
sion for a needs assessment and implementation guidelines. It is a.
very critical program.

thipk that one liking that is occurring here is that the potential
ADP futifisI think we need to have access to these funds to carry
"out some of the programs in the reservation areas. We would hate
to see those funds denied the tribes, because those funds are appro-
priated and I feel that they should be provided to 'the tribes in
their various programs.

I atn also-the chairman of the Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish
Commission. These are the four Columbia River tribes: the
Yakima, the Umatillas, the Nez Perce, and' the Warm ,Sierings
Tribes of the Columbia River.

We exercise common interest on fhe lower Columbia between the
Bonneville and McNary Darns. We fish principally for the anadro-
mous fish, chinook, coho, and steelhead.

We are into a program, a Viw enforcement program, on the Co-
lumbia River. We just started this last year. We purchased some
equipment. We have some officers on the river patrolling. We have
set up a public relations avenue to interact with the ,various agen-
cies and entities on the river concerned with fisheries.

I think I will turn it over tb Wapatoto give You a more de-
tailed explanation of what is occurring.

,
STATEMENT 'OF S. TIMOTHY WAPATO, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,

COLUMBIA RIVER INTER-TRIBAL FISH COMMISSION, PORT:.
LAND, OR

Mr. WAPATO. Thank you, Allen.
Thank you for the opportunity to appear before this committee.
We have supplied some materials, both for an appropriations re-

quest for fiscal year 1985but, first, we would like to explain a
little bit about where the program is and the specific need for that
program.

The four tribes that Allen mentioned have been engaged in that
fishing resource and fishing right, since time immemorial and have
always had the right to manage their resource. That right to man-
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agement or comanagenient of their resource has been affirmed in
Federal court decisions, most notably the so-called "laCat decision,"
or United Slates v., Washington, and' the "baloney decision," or
United States v. Oregon.

Through the last 7 years, when Congress first funded the com-
mission to give those tribes the capability of participating on co-
management, through the technical capabilitiesbiologists, policy
analysis, administrative analysis; those types of thingsiff order
that I,he tribes might participate in the various forums, manage-
ment tbrums and fishery production' forums, it became very obvi-
ous that the key and integral part of that management is the en-
forcement, the ability of the tribes' to set tribal regulations and
then the capability to enforce those regulations. Not only is it a
protection of the tribal sovereignty and the tribal treaty right to
fish, but it is a very definite pretection of .the individual person
who might be exercising that right. It is a protection of the re-
source itself, a resource, which is in drastic.decline.

Based upon that, the commission started working very diligently
in 1979 toward setting up such a. program, with the encouragement
of the Bureau - of Indian Affairs and Congress, to se,t up a law en-

, forcement, an intertribal law enforcement progrOtt-
In 1981 the tribes agrees on a format and a structure for that

intertribal enforcement program. In 1982 the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs made available some $165,000 for the purchase of \equipment;
boats, cars, uniforms, et cetera, but.no moneys for running that
equipment, nor any money for personnel to riln that equipment.

In 1982 the tribes received $65,000 operation and maintenance
funds rim the equipment, and avo of the tribes, the Yakimas
and the Warm Springs, were able on that year only to, in effect,
steal officers from their reservation area and assign them to the
fishing area off-reservation. f Ai

In 1982, last year, the Administration of Native Americans' and
the BIA entered into a memorandum of agreement to fund the pro-
gram at $400,000 to ,implement it, get it off the ground. That agree
ment was signed, first, by Hoy Samsole, and David Lester, and then
later it was sighied again by John Fritz and Casey Witzlatch from
A&A. To date, $200,000' of that was obtained.

The program has been implemented. Nine officers are hired and
on the river. They have been trained at accredited polii:e acade.-
mies. They have been in operation since September on the river.

They have received endorsements of support from thb Washing-
ton Department of Game Enforcement Agency, the Washington De-
partment of Fisheries, the Idaho Department of Fisheries, the
Oregon state Police, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife.

We are at the stage now where on February 1, I had to notify the
members of that program that they would be terminated March 1,
unless the promised funding from the Bureau for fiscal year 1984
was made iniiiiediattly available. We have carried the enforcement
section of tliic program through base funds 'of the commission,
through the base $755,000 appropriation, based upon the ,commit-
merit of the Bureau to refund that program.

We are at the stage now that not only must we terminate that
program unless funds are made immediately available, but we
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must also curtail core activities of the commission itself for the re-
mainder of fiscal year 19f4.

We have been in negotiations and we have written letters to the
Bureau since August of 1983, and we have had a number of meet-
ings. We basically get the same response that Senator Andrews and
Senator Me 'cher got this morning: "Well, we are looking into that.

e are checking into that."
In the Meantime, we have a program that has been 15 years in

coming, 4 years in implementing, finally on the river, and every-
body thinksthey do not think it is apple pie yet, but it is a pro-
gram that is endorsed by tribes and by non - Indians, and it is in
danger of being immediately jeopardized. "

Beyond that ,is materials documenting. the need for an appropria-
tion of $522,000 for fiscal year 1985 which would carry that pro-
gram through a full 12-month year.

Mr. ALEANbER. At what level have your discussions with the
Bureau been that you have been getting this explanation that they
will look into it?

Mr. WAPAVO. We have had the discussions with John Fritz and.
with Sid MAls.

Mr. ALEXANDER. How recent is that?
. Mr. WAISATO. The most recent discussion with Sid Mills was -ap-
proximately 31/4 houi-a.ago.

Mr, ALEXANDER. And he is still looking into it?
Mr. WAPATO. Yes.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Nothing more substantive?
Mr. WAPATO. No: Unfortunately, he left the room with that man-

agement bulge.
We do have a meeting with John Fritz tomorrow.
Mr. ALEXANDER. We were told this morning that there would be

a decision as to the program request for the moneys on 1984 for the
ADP within a week or 10 days. We will try to hold the Bureau to
that. and that may alleviate your problem.

WAPATO. It would alleviate, I think, several things. No. 1,
that is an intertribal enforcement, which means' it serves four
tribes, not one. You do not have to have a quadruplicate system.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Administratively.
Mr. WAPATO. It saves the Federal Government in a number of

ways: The National Marine Fisheries, the 'U.S. Fish and Wildlife. It
saves in a number of areas in that_way.

Once those people are laid off, you do not just turn the faucet
back on and gear up again.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes, it costs more to start over.
Mr. WAPATO. That is tight..
By the way, there has already been an investment of $600,000

-since August 1982 in that ptogram. It would seem that is a lot of
dollars to go down the rathole.

Mr ALEXANDER. Weappreciate your coming today, and we will
take yoUr full statements for the record, inchiding the letters that
you have attached, and so on.
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If I forget abut your program, I am sure Lefty Wilson of our staff
wall remind me, having an interest in the area

.Thank you.
Mr. WAVATO. Tine. Thank you.
Mr. PINIMAM. Thank you for your time.
c[The prepared statement, follows. Testimony resumes on '223.]
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PRFPARED
STATEMENT OF ALLEN PINKHAM, CHAIRMAN, COLUMBIA RIVER INTER-TRIBAL
FISH COMMISSION, BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE CAN INDIAN AFFAIRS,
UNITED STATES SENATE, WASHINGTQN, D.C., FEBRUARY 2,1, 1984

Mr. Chairman, members,of the subcommitt thank you for the
'opportunity to, testify on belhalf of the member tribes of the
Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish ClmniSsion in order to increase
the Commission base budget for the purpose of providing inter-
tribal law enforcement.

My name is Allen Pinkham art I am 6heirman, of the Nez Perce Tribal
Executive, Committee and the Coltmbia RiverIbter-Triba; Fish
Commi.esion. The Columbia River Inter - Tribal Fish Commission is
composed of the.Fish and Wildlife Com emitteesf the Yakima, Warm
springs; Umatilla and Nez Perce Tribes. Asan inter-tribal agency
tunded line item in the Interior budggit,ofi,fUnctions to
carry out the trust responsibility of the Drifted States to the
Columbia River treaty fishing tribes by providing a forum for
developing coordinated management strategies and by providing
techliaWassistancethrough trained fishery biologists and policy
analysts. As a necessary adjunct of its co-management functions,
the Commission also maintains a law enforcement system on.the.
Columbia River.

During the seven years of Commission existencew- great Strides
have been made through Commission deliberation and technical work
in,solidifying-the co-management authority anerattponsibilify.of
Commission member tribes. However, it is in the area of law
enforcement that the Commission faces its greetsetpchallenges $00(,

unresolved issues. And it is in this area that; without
congressional&assistance, we fear that our.succesAes of the last
six years wilt be devalued. Without enforceme4 of regulations
to protect the resource and fishermen, tie protection of habitat,

,and the development of harvest regulations quickly become meaning-
less.

Enforcement is a key to self-regulation, and self-r-etulation and
-management of our fishery resources are essential 'to the

conservation and development of these resources;tor the eponomic,
spiritual and cultural benefit of our people and all people who
share in the Columbia River Resource, Also, as.indicated in the
attached letters from the states of Oregon, Washington and Idaho,
inter-trihal Jaw enforcement is.esSential for orderly, coordinated
management by the many agencies with jurisdiction over Columbia
River fishery resources. It should be noted here'that the states'
have neithet the resources nor the ability to effectively police
the fndian ,his'eries; inter-tribal law enforement is properly
the responsibility of the treaty tribes and their,trustee.
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The inter-tribal enforcemeri program is a so consistent with the
President's Indian Policy th t, as yourknow, focuses on tribal
developmep.t of tribal i sour es. Our member tribes are and have
always'bfen sliirituall c turally and economically dependent
upon our nateral reso ces. That is why we reserved rights p)
our treaties to certain areas of ,land and to take fish at our usual
and accilstomed,fiishing places. It is also wilpthe courts have
recogniased a trust responsibility on the part of the United
'Staces-Co safegbard the subject rights of our treaties. Without
the technical expertise available through the Commission, the
production of fish and the protection of habitat for reefing and
spawning becomes inc6usingly impoi'sib.le.. So, too, without an
effective tribal law enforciament-program, the conservation and
economic ,development of our fisheries is impossible both for our
tribes aid for others who utilize the fishery resources of the
Columbia. MOP

During the last year, we have determined-that it is not possible
to rely upon the Bureau of Indian Affairs commitments*to fund the
Inter-tribal law enforcement program even when that.funding is
supported by the entire Senate delegation of Oregon and Washington,
by every aftsrted law enforcement entity on the river, and by the
RIA. Howe'ver, our reliance upon the Bureau's previous,commitmente
legdS us to the point where over $550 thousand expended since
Augdst 1982 on equipment, O&M, personnel and teaining-will be
lost as an -investmeilt unless fundingis secure in the FY85 budget.

In failure to secure an increase in the Commission's base
budget in order to provide law enforcement may result in inefficient
and e,ssibly discriminatory use of federal and state enforcement
resources. In recent months there have been concentrated joint
enforcement efforte mounted by federal and state enforcement
,agencies aimed at discrediting treaty fishing in general and
tribal cc,-manajement authority in particular. Since October of
1980 there have been two large scale esoteric law enforcement
under-c-,veroPera^_ions financed by massive sums of:federal dollars
a,11 ,nriductpd by the National Marine Fisheries and the t.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service.

Inter-tribal enforcement can actually save federal dollars while
imprvi-rvj tribal co-management performance. Liaison, communication
and coordination hove been established with local, state and federal
enforcement- agencies, greatly -reducing tensions and increasing
enforcement efficiency. Currently, the program is located in
Hoed River, Oregon in the treaty hing zone. Program personnel
nclude nine officers, five dispa her/clerks and an administrator,

ali of whom function in law enfo cement capacities. In addition,
fishermen now rely upon the Hood River office as a communi-

coo_ion point to vf,ceive current information'on seasons and regula-
tions,

At this time, the current level of service provided by the CRITFC
enforcement program is $522 thousand. We are currently working
with the RIA to obtain the remainder of these funds during FY84
in order to prevent closure of the Commission. In FY85, however,
we are requesting that Congress approve an increase it our current
base budget from $755 thousand to 51.277 million. As indicated,
we believe this budget increase is necdssary and well-justified
and we urge you to include it as part of the department's FY85
budget.
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To: Senatorial Stairs artci &yAeau clf 1/4-an Affairs

From: S. Timgthy Whpato, Executive Director of the
Coluddia River Inter Tribal Fish Commission

Subject: Program Justification for the Columbia River Inter - Tribal Fish
Commission Enforcement System in the amount of $522,000.

4

The Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission (CR1TFC) established in

1976, is the service organization comprised of the Fis1'and Wildlife
Courdttees of the Treaty Tribes ptoulAing technical, biological, and
analytical assistance to the four Columbia River Indian tribes exercising
federal court adjudicated treaty fishing rights in the Columbia ,Rivei

basin. Those tribes are the Yakima ;Indian Nation,,the Confederated
Tribes of the Warm Spriggs Reservation of Oregon, the Confederated Tribes
of the Uhatilla ian Reservation of Oregon and the Nez Perce Tribe of

Idaho. ,The tri possess authorities for the sole management of their

fishery resource on reservations and the co- management, with state and -

federal agencies, of the resource throug1 treaties with the United States,

'court interpretations of those treaties and congressional legislative

action.

The GRI1FC has been a viable coordinating mechanism for the implementation

of treaty rights affirmed in the U.S. v. Washington and U.S. v. Oregon

cases and has been effective in the various forums involved in fishery

managment activities.

Program Need

The carrmit need is for 22,AW.

There is significant need for funding in order to retain the necessary

personnel resources to properly implement a professional and credible

inter tribal enforcement program. The tribes possess' the authority to

manage or co-manage their fisheries resource, Through individual tribal

effort6 and through CRITFC, the tribes have increaspd their technical

and biological capability and credibility to co-manage the resource. As

the tribes have achieved this credibility they have been able to attain

successes within fisher); nanagement forams, administratiOb processes,

legislative processes (when requested by Congress) and in Federal Court,

actions.

The successes within (hi-. f cto vik, 435 led to reneu.k4d assaults upon

treaty Indian Fishin4. in r. 2nt lani_n,; there have been concentrated

joint enfoirceMent efforts moor -te.1 federal and state enforcement

agencies aimed at discrediting Ialin frety fishing in general and .

Lribal government caDability to manage in particular. Since

October of 1980 there }rave been two 17,rgr,e kale esoteric law enforcement

under -cover operations financed by mossi\T sums of federal dollars,

conducted by the National Marine Fisherie. r:lce and the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service.

ti
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The CRITFC member tribe, attuned to provide officers for patrol
ctivities within the mninstem Columbia River by pulling manpower from
the nominal patrol areas on the respective reservations and reassigning
than to fishery paerol. This Effort met with only minimal success due
mainly to an over-extension of an already limited manpower resource in
the case of the Wqrm Springs and Yakima tribal enforcement agencies and
du, to the tonal liack of capability of either the UMatilla.or Nez Perce
tribes to assign anyone. Umatillalhas only a 4_man tribal police force
and Nez Perce has no forge at the present time.

On May 10, the BIA uncle available 'funds in the amount of
$200,000 to implement the program4for the remainder of FY 1983 The.
prokram hasigeen bmplemenced ano is heddquartered in Hood River, Oregon,
in the treaty fishing zone. The program personnel including nine (9)
officers, five (5) dispatchers /clerk :1 and the ackinistrator have been
actively engaged 'in enfortemellt a related, activities. The National
Marine Fisheries SerVice, U.S. Fisa and Wildlife Service,4)regpn State
Polioe, Washington Department of Fisheries, and Washington Department
of Caine all have endorsed the CRITFC enforcement program.

The

and of fic

current
informat

Fhermen have begun to rely upon the Hood River offices
a readily accessible communication point to receive
LITI on seasons and regulltions. Fishermen are initiating
-eporting ,incidce!,6 rewiring enforcement activity.

is rapily heconfin
sel egulatory power a. T
management authority. Other
purpose of the
and consequently
tribal res

ili

an intgral component of t tribal
ries to more fully impleMen their

igemies recognize that the
Lc enforce tribal regulations

ogr:rm of situations that fall under--

The pr,g -L.F1 ing
relocating of those Lqt..Leis
the BEA commitment to on-going
recall Congressman Si' Yates i,enator

the MITFC provide infoftntion to Congress
for FY 1984. Congress was infected of the
program but due -to other nationat.

provide necessary appropriations tt FY 1984.

of he officers and,the .

is was all based upon
Trogram. As you may

ames McClure requested that
he Interior and BIA budget

d for the enforcement
ress was not able to

The current level of service orovided by the CRITFC ghforcement
requires itu ding in the amour:: of $522,000. Any leaser funding will
necessitate curtailment of There are currently no compo-
nent of the program that are _eveia 1 or expendable indeed there are
impiTrtant issues ttkht Are handled only superficially due to lack of
adequate staff time.

Letters fruit four Senators, the Executive Director of the American
Fisheries Society, the Washington Department of Game, the Whshington
Deparunent of Fisheries, the Oregon State Police, and the Bureau of
IndLalAffairs. Portland Area Office, are attiaohed for your information.

STW/msw

Enclosure
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PRSOPOLD.FY 1985 ENFORCIMENT TZDGET

Executive Bd. octor

Deputy Direc

Personnel

Law Enforcomeat Coordinator

12 x 2,100

Captain

12 x 2,250

Officers

Yakima Indian altion
12 x 2 x 1,1500

Warm Springs
'12 x 2 x 1,600

Umatilla
12 x 2 x 1,600

Inter-Tribe
12 x 2 x 1,600

Dispatchers /Secretary

12 7 5 Lion

Research interril

2 x 9,100/yr.

Nk

Fri ng e 237

Travel /Per Dian

Equipment CI)e ra ti on & Mai n tenanc

6,150 x 12

Training

Office Maintenance & Equipment Replacement

3,333 x 12

216

6,000

25,200

27,200

37,200

37,200

37,200

37,200

61,200

18,200

298,600

68,600

20,000

73,800

21,000

40,000

$522,000
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Inirsitab Ziafes Zonal
WASHINOTOM. D.C. IMMO

7
May.17, _1983-

The Honorable James G. Watt
Secretary of the Interior
Interior Building
vi Street between 18th and 19th Streets N,W,
Washington, D.C. 20244

Dear Mt, Secretary:

The Bureau of Indian Affairs is now the only agency not fully
cooperatingUith the efforts to increase the fisheries'Isw enforcement
effectiveness on the Columbia River. We strongly urge-you to take
prompt action to see that the responsibilities of the BIA on the
Columbia River are fulfilled.

The BIA provides fishing sites to tribal fisherman "in lieu" of
traditional sites lost to Federal hydroelectric development. NO
permanent structures are to be lermItted do the "in lieu" sites. BIA's
inaction and failure to enforce itS own regulations' has led,to the
establishment of a permanent community on one "in lieu" site, Cook's.'
Landing in Skaranin County, Washington, We are e6formed by state.-
fishery-officials that the site is the lost remaining focal point for,
illegal fi:,hinr 7f:t.i.vIt.y on the ColuMbi4 River -- legal Indian fisher -::1
man and tribal, state and rederal law enforcement officials are denied
shot access to the landing.

The BIA stands In the way of-law enforcement efforts by failing to
take any action within their jurisdiction against these operations. -

R er than being an obstruction, Cie BIA should be an active, participstieu
lifomement lency on !. River. We hope that you will se.

that cooper,:lor( ir,cr

Please lo7f-, us inform,- Your efforts to involve the BIA more ,

fully in law onfcrce7,,,,t aL. Aties on the Columbia River. Alsa,
please promptly info. -;! us c: the steps you intend to take, and the
time frame um which these Steps ill be acLomplished, to solve the

immediate problem at Cook's Lapling.

Sincerely.

hiRX.HATFIELL)

SCLMCI
3 PACMCD
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

memorandum

%mom Supplemental Funding Request, F1s,eries, Enfo

Assistant Secretary Indian Affairs AEr
Attention: Kenneth Smith. Code IA/00

Today I have received a copy of a letter from the Columbia River

Inter-Tribal Fish Commission concerning a request for supplemental

funding to continue a coordinated fisheriet enforcement program on tip
Columbia River.,, flits is-`a follow-up letter describing the need for this
program as submitted by the Commission and forwarded with our memorandum

to you dated September 26.19E43.

We, again state our support for this prdgram effort to protect fishing
rights of treaty Indian tribes and request an early review for &refit*.
funds.
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ivr Just r.lc-2iieLi r.!4-ir-;t fr;)..r Cali..uii River Inter4rillai Hsu'
i.1n,a f)r sap..}leaunt.11 at $:0..!,./aj to continue ei coordinated

pr).je LI 1.1 trpo Rivar.

ituppa4. continuing CAI) eafircemani; uffnrt protect fishing ri3hts
trait./ ladion 41;1 4.4 .alintain 1i t 4,1.1 order 1rt the WWI&
itdii

if luff tiii drovi .114 j /7' tai i prop,6,11: upon request from your
office.

AtticMienti

1.1:1roc:
Surname
among

'Mai I rum;

'

..1:x6/49
-.

r.

4

(kid) Speaks

. ;

Ar a Diractor
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April 29, 1983

The HonoLsl1e Mark 0. Hatfield, Chairman
Senate Appropriations Committee
Room 9-121 Capitol Building
Washington, MR 30510

Dear Sena*

In situations weber* Indian tribes have management authority over on- reservation,
off -reservation, and migratory fishery resources, effective trial and intertribal fisheries

because the U.S. Fish ant Wildlife Service has drastically reduced tealgielgsarY
management program:null extremely Important. Active tribal ms are

lervices to the tribes. 1We Bureau of Indian, Affairs does not hews the staff, funds
ar inclination to provide these services directly. in most cues, and states do not have
the legal authority to manage tribal fisheries.

The only rerlialning option (and the one most tribes prefer to Ltd is for
the tribes to manage the fisheries themselves. In most cues, due sly linalted
Independent resources; the-tribes need funding from the Federal go m l to perform
the required managemiet. The federal government is obligated to provide the neces-
sary resources under its trust responsibility for the management of tribal resources.
An effective mechanism for the funding of tribal programs exists in the P.L. 93-830
c-intract, but budget must be suffieient to fund tho'contrects on regular basis to
llow for program planning and continuity.

The tribes that have established fishery mint programs have a good
record of accomplishment. Many trat have estab conservation codes, onfoecement
units, tribal courts, fish hatcheries; 'logical monitoring systems, habitat improvement
project., and inter-grwerrimental ms t:: Bement agreements. They are fully qualified
to manage or co-manage fishery re' 'es. Many other tribes are striving to establish
these capabilities, byt are ha npereo the lack of budgeting authority within the
BIA.

The American Fisher-11'm Society, with nearly 7,000 fisheries science members,
has been actively Involved in fisheries science matters for 113 years. Our Society
supports tribal requests for increased line items for fisheries in the MA budget. We
do so on the federally established principle that there exists and unmet need for mange-
mint of tribal fisheries.

The American heries Society position on tribal fisheries matters is based
on the attached resolution adopted at the Society's 110th annual meeting. Our request
for increased BIA support of tribal fisheries proyrms is consistent with that resolution

14 and consistent with the noels of 9the fisheries resotTees in question.

CRS/ymw

attachment
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RESOLUTION - MANAGEMENT OF NATIVE AMERICAN TREATY FIHERIES

WHEREAS several Native American Tribes are currently exercising
on-reservation and off-reservation fishing rights reserved by the tribes under
treaties with the United States; and

'WHEREAS court interpretations of the trep.ties to this date have
stated that treaty-4ight fisheries are wholly or partially indepemient of

'Stare management authorities; and

WHEREAS fisheries of such importance require effective and respon-
sible management belied, on dependable information and a concern for the
fishery resource= Now, therefore., be it

RESOLVED, That the American Fisheries Soeiety, assembled at its
110th Annual Meeting, September 23, 1980, in Louisville, Kentucky, strongly
urges Native American Tribes exercising treaty-protected fishing rights to
monitor, regulate and manage fisheries under their jurisdiction in a manner
so as to enhece the eonsPrvatio-n of the fishery resource= arsi be it further

RESOLVED, That Federal and State fiyheries management agencies
having Native American treaty-protected fisheries within their geographic
'.;)undaries, be strongly urged to enter into en understanding of general
cmcperation with such Tribes in the for of c..o7imunication,.mutual advise-
ment and data exchange so as to Sra mota a sound basis for conserving the
fishery resources.
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IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
QV South. Wignut Box 25

Sqime Aciaitao 83707

February 8, 1984

Mr. Ken Smith, Assistant Secretary
Bureau Of Indian Affairs, Room 4160
Department oT the Interior
"C" Street between 18th 5 19th NW'
Washington DC 20,240

Dear Mr. Smiths

It has heen brought to our attention that funding for the law'
enforcement section of the Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish
Commission is being delayed. This delay is seriously impacting
that unit's ability to properly protect upstream runs of salmon
and steelhead coming through the Columbia River system. This is
of major concern to the State of Idaho inasmuch as many of those
fish, which may be taken illegally in the lower stretch of the
river, ate destined for Idaho waters,

e
-1..-.

We are also Concerned that, if the Inter-Tribal Fish1d4M4Ssill,
does not take an active role'in the:enforcement of t ittiaregiAatione,

1
the state regulatory bodies will have to take up a a- app; CreatAsag
additional strains on the already precarious relatifs' irbicween p
state management apncies and the Indian tribes along the.Fiver.-

4 °. 4

We would very much appreciate your intervention in seein*. at'

ft,inds for the Inter-Tribal Fish CoMmission enforcement operation
are not unnecessarily delayed. Also, if there is anything that
we can do at the state level to expedite those funds, please let
us know.

Thank you very much for your attention.

Sincerely,

y
actor

cc: Senator James A. McClure
Senator Steven D. Symms
Representative George Han:
Representative tarry E. Craig
The Secretary of Agriculture

BEST COPY MIAILABLi22
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1984
A Notes Sent

Inter-tribal
river patrol
funds gone

JEANIE ellteOR
ortalimmeor. 71110appoba

HOOD RIVER Money for an Indi-
an fisheries law enforcement program
on the Columbia River has nin out, and
the agency. 14 officers will lone that
Jobe March 1 unless more financing la
received from the federal governnsent.

A delegation from the Columbia
River Inter-Tribal fish Conti:nes:ion is
going to Washington, D.C., later this
week to lobby for promised financing to
continue the four-tribe commission's

Timothy Wpato, airecutive dine-
tor nf the commiseico, which represents
the Yakima, Warm Springs, Umatilla
and Nu Perm tribes, said the law en-
'forcemeat ,sectito of the commission
wu to have received $500,000 in annual
funding this fiscal year from the Bureau
of Indian Affairs but only got $200,000.
Financing for the commission itself,
which totals 8740,000 annually,. Is a di-
rect congressional appropriation, which
is bow the commission also would like
to see the law enforcement program
financed.

The fisheries law enforcement el-
fort, which Wapato said had been
talked about for more than 15 years
was established in 1981, when 8165,000
was allocated by BIA for acquisition of
office pace and equipment. The follow-
ing year, 885,000 was provided to pay
expenses for the patrol's tribal police-
men. With the $200,000 In funding in
May 1143, 14 employees were hired and
the program went into full swing.

4

Wapato 'ma the advance tarmina-
lion notices- were sent out "only after
great agony, because a program such as
this, you can't turn it on and turn it
off."

Hammer, a BIA official in Washing-
ton, D.C., said no final decision has been
made on the financing. "We're still try -
ing to find funds to cover that project,"
said Sid Mills, director of the BIA office
of trust responsibility.

,Cooperation with law enforcement
agencies on both sides of the 140 -mile
*rata of the Columbia River between
Booneville and McKay dams, which
the later-Tribal Police Patrol look after,
has been good, said Capt. David N. Ro-
gen-

Pialtfug violation are directed to the
tribal courts of the arrested individual,
but Wapeto and Rooms add tike agency
also deters harassment, vandalism and
fish thefts, which have bothered Indian
fishermen in the part.

-Winn Indian fishing seaso* the
patrols operate around the-block.
Their "near presence" on the river acts
as a daturent. Waldo said.

, If the fisheries enforcement pro-
gram Is diaceatinued, he predicted, the
lose will be felt by other law enforce-
ment agendas along the C.olunibia that
have been short on manpower to en-
forte fishing regulations. "Enforcement
is a very integral part of the manage-
ment of the salmon resource," Wapato
said. -

:There have bun Innumerable col
vehatkes," said Wapato, regarding the
delayed funding since last May. On
Thursday and Friday, be -Will accompa-
ny, Nat Pave tribal chairman Allen
Pinklam, Who also chairs the intertrib-
al comminion, and Katheryn Brigham,
a representative of the Umatilla tribe,
back to Wasitington.D.C., In another
effort to lobby for the remainder of this
year's funding.

Mills said that while the program
has been successful, the BIA is pat short
of money.

Funding for the commission comes
inder the trust responsibility accepted
b9 the federal government when it
signed trestles In 1855, accepting 15
nlfion acres of land from the Umatilla.
Yikims, Nez Pace and Warm Springs
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Tuassiay,141i. 14, 19114
Vowasaver, Wash. The COLUMBIAN

Fishing law 'enforcers
face funding loss

PORTLAND (AP) Indiah-run
fisheriei law enfo , program
on thb Columbia Ri extinc-
tiotx unless federal funds 'are restored,
the director of the Columbia River
Inter-Tribal Fish Commission says.

The U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs
told the commission it does not

'Lye the money to continue funding
the 2-year-old program, Tim Wapato
said Monday at a Portland news
conference. -.

However, a bureau official in
Washington, D.C., said Monday no
final decision, had been made on the
f unding.

"What I have said to them is we are
still trying to find funds to cover that
project," said Sid Mills, director of
the bureau's Office of Trust Responsi-
bility.

"It's a good: project we'd like to
see it oontinus,' said.

The program enfd fishing regu-
lation$ on the 140- ile commercial
treaty fishing zone on the Columbia
between Bonneville and McNary
dams.

Last years;, the bureau provided
$100,000 fbr the program, which
employs 15 people and works in
cooperation with local and state law
enforcement agencies, Wapato said.
If the program does not receive the
estimated 9320,000 needed for 1984,
the staff will be laid off .March 1 and
the 24-hour enforcement patrols will
cease, he added.

224

"It mikes no sense," Wapato said.
"The bureau knows the program is
needed. It's absolutely consistent with
federal Indian policy."

Wa to said the commission is
ap for public and congression-
al support to continue the funding.
The commission is the coordinating
agency of four Columbia River treaty
tribes for management of the river's
fish resource.

"Making sure that fishing regula-
tions are observed helps protect the
salmon and steelhead resource. Inter-`
tribal enforcement is also a key to
avoiding the inflammatory incidents
of recent years," Wapato said.

Such incidents mostly comprised
harassment of Indian fishermen by
non-Indians. In the put year there
have been no reports of such harasa-
ment, he added.

Wapato said the commission origi-
nally agreed to accept the funding on
the condition that it would be contin-
ued through 1984. Mills disagreed.

"I'm not aware of that conamitl-
ment," Mills said. "No funds were
ever really earmarked for that pio;
gram. We have just always worke4
and tried to find funds to keep
going.'
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PREPARE'',
STATEMENT OF ALLEN PINKHAM, CHAIRMAN, NEZ PERCE TRIBAL EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE., BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS, UNITED
STATES SENATE, WASHINGTON, D.C., FEBRUARY 21, 1984

Thank you; Mr. Chairman, for providing the opportunity to present
certain concerns of Nez Perce Tribe regarding the FY1985 budget

posals. As a general matter affecting all. Indian programs,
we are concerneb that appropriated program monies are being
withheld from the tribes in order tp cover potential ADP and
other administrative costs. Specifically regarding Nez Peres
program monies, we understand that our fisheries and law and
order proposals are not being funded at this Eime because of a
potential shortfall in administrative costs, even though our
proposals have been placed on a,priority funding list of the BIA
Office of Trust Responsibilities. We understand that the Interior
Department will seek a reprogramming of some $19 million from
programs.to -meet these administrative and computer costs. if
this is allowed to,take place, such urgently needed programs as
ours will not be funded.

.TRIBAL FISHERIES RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

The Northern Idaho Agency review of December 23, 1983 (pages.21-
22), states that the Agency has no one on staff whose primary
area of expertise involves fish and wildlife resources,. This con-
cern is.further strengthened since both the agency and Land Ser-
vices branch functional statements recognize the trust respon-
sibility to protect and improve fish and wildlife resources and
provide technical assistance-to the three tribes on all matters
pertaining to fish and wildlife;... The responsibility of the
fish and wildlife re-source program at Northern Idaho Agency is
of particular significance due to the magnitude of the resources
and the sensitivity of the tribal and non-tribal public with
interest in the resources.

"For example, the anadramous fishery resource of the. Nez Perce
Tribe presently involves the largest remaining natural .production
area in the Columbia River Basin. There is'presently considerable
effort to preserve and/or enhance this fishery and associated
habitat resource. The area involved is also subject to consider-
able development pressure; particularly small hydroelectriEffi7-
velopment.... The Nez Perce Tribe has an established fishery
program and has initiated development of a wildlife program. In
this case it may be appropriate to provide funding assistance to
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a
the tribe in order to.accomplisk Bp% needs, particularly as
these needs,ma involve resource data collection. Su..ort of
the bal programs would prec ude unnecesary dup cat on
effort." (Emphasis added.)

In 1981, the,Nez Perce Tribe established a profcmaionally staffed
Tribal Fisheries Resource Management Program to provide the
technical'assistance needed for the Tribe to properly exercise
our co-management authority over theltiheries resources within
our 1855 ceded lands, This authority, which the Nez Perce Tribe
Shares with the States of 'Idaho, Oregon and Washington, is derived
from historical fact, treaty language and clasp law. The Nez Perce
Tribe views our co- management authority as both a right and a
responsibility.

The ceded lands of the Nez Perce Tribe encompads 13.2 million
acres in northcentral Idaho, northeastern Oregon, and southeastern
Washin4ton. The ceded lands of the Tribe are larger 04 include
more salmon and steelhead habitat_than any other Tribe in the
Northwest. Included in the ceded land$ of the Nez Farce Tribe
are the Salmon, Clearwater, Solway, Lochsa, Payette and Weiser
Rivers in Idaho, the Grande Ron6e, Minam, Lostine, Wallowa, and
Imnaha Rivers in Oregon and the Tucannon, Palouse and Wenaha
Rivers in Washington. In addition, the Snake River courses for
some 220 miles through Nez Pero* ceded lands.

Current runs of salmon to the Snake River system are at ,histori-
cally low levels. The summer chinook salmofi of the Snake River
system are now.beypg studied for potential-classificat.ion as an
endangered species. In recent years, the Nez Perce Tribe has
had to close subsistence tribal fisheries because of the low
escapement_ of spring chinook salmon to Idaho. These,facts illus-
trate that past management and restoration efforts bSr state and
tederal fisheries agencies have not been successful. It is
imperative that the Nez Perce Tribe undertake our own-efforts
restore salmon in the Snake River drainage. The restoration of
these runs to our ceded lands is not simply a matter of supplying
sport and commercial fishing to non-Indians, as is the objective
of state and federal fisheries agencies. If the fight to restore
salmon to the Snake River is lost, our tribal members will lose
not only subsistence and commercial fishing opportimities, we
will also lOse,the religious and ceremonial aspects that the
salmon have brought to Nez Perce country for centuries.

The continued decline of Snake River salmon stocks is a matter,

of "scientific record. Although many factors have contribuCed to
this decline, virtually all can be traced to the activities of

man. Most of the negative impact on Columbia-Snake River anadro-

mous fish stocks that were associated with water development
activities could have been prevented or at least mitigated.
Millions of dollars are being spent annually in the Columbia

River Rqsin to rvhabiritate anadLoyous fish habitat that has
been all-/wfid to become degraded through improper water developrin
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activities and poor land-use practices. The fisheriei habitat
should be adequately protected in the first place rather than
allowed to become degraded and to result in'soaring rehabilitation
costs. 9oly with the proper review and analysis of permit appli-
cations, environmental assessments and environmental impact
statements affecting waterways can this be achieved. The Tribe
has been placed in the unfortunate but necessary position of
objecting to each permit application for low-head hydroelectric
projects, simply because we do not have sufficient technical
data upbn which to base an informed judgment.

The Tribe's Fisheries Department provides technical assistance
for the Tribe, to properly Co-manage the fisheries resources within
the 1855 ceded lands. area. Most of the funding for these efforts
have curie from the Bonneville Power Administration (SPA). Much
additional work is critically needed, but is beyond the scope of
SPA funding guidelines. These areas include adMinistration,
planning, habitat protection (permit review) harvest management,
creel census and clerical services. Funding would not/only
supply the Nez Perce Tribe with the technical ability to responai-
Ply co- manage 4lisheries resources within our 1855 treaty area,
but %:/ouldalso facilitate Tribal-Statdand Tribal-Federal coordin-
ation in the continuing efforts to restore salmon to the Snake
River system.

is our hope that $162,140 will be provided in Y85 appropria-
ns ($134,000 direct costs, $28,140 indirect cdsts) as a line

for the Tribe to fully and responsibly exercise our co-manage-
ment,authority. The direct costs will provide for the full time
services of: 1) the Tribal Fisheries Department Director, whose
major duties will be to administer, develop and implement ttie
activities of the Department while coordinating with State and
Federal fisheries agencies and providing the Tribe with technical
input for management decisions; 2) a fishery biologist for envi-
ronmental/habitat protection through &permit, EA and EIS review;
3) a fishery technician for creel census evaluations to determine
tribal harvest for the setting of fiskling seascns; and 4) clerical'
services and necessary travel.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEZ PERCE LAW AND ORDER CODE

The Nez Perce Law and Order Code was approved by the BIA Northern
Idaho Agency on January 4, 1984, in accordance with a Regional
Solicitor's Memorandum of December 16, 1983, and pursuant to a
Nez Perce Tribal Executive Committee (NPTEC) Resolution of Septa
ber 27-28, 1983. In order to implement the Code, the Nez Perce
Tribe requegts an FY1985 line item appropriation of $305,588.
(A detailed budget projection has been provided to the staff of
the Subcommittee, together with the above-referenced documents.)

Components of the Nez Perce Judicial Services Branch for which
funding is sought are the Nez Perce Court Department (including

4
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one full-time Chief Judge, one partetime Associate Judge, one
part-time Court Adviaor.and one full-time Law and Order.clerk)
and the Nez Perce Law Enforcement Department (including one
Supervisdr/Captaic, one Police Sgt. and four Police officers).
Other costs 'involve necessary travel, equipment and training
expenses.

Funding for implem nation of the Law and Order Code is directly
_tied to our fisheries management responsibilities and to our gen-
eral relations with the non-Indian people within And neighboring
our t'erritor.y. We view thisprogram, along with the fisheriea
program, as our top priority funding items for FY1985.

COMMUNITY HEALTH REPRESENTATIVES

Since 1969, Indian tribes throughout the country have contracted
with IHS either through the Buy Indian Act or 'the Splf-Determina-
tion Act for CHR programs to meet health needs on reservations
while the CHRs have become the backbone of tribal health delivery
systems, attempts have been made since 1981 -to eradicate the CHR
prograM, which has been cut by 21% since that time and which is
proposed for no funding in FY1985.

The Nez Perce Tribe views the CHR program as valuable and cost -
ef,fective. As an example from the Portland Area, we have found
that each CHR makes contact with 75 clients per month. On a
yearly average, this amounts to 900 services perCHR, with an
annual cost of $1,984,920 for t'he entire Northwest,-which trans-
lates into a cost of $18 per CHR service. In most areas, CHRs
are the only providers of home health care, and IHS tells us
there. has been a drastic reduction in number of days spent in
the hospital as a result of the CHR program. CHR programs do
not duplicate IHS services, but respond to needs not addressed
by either INS or other programs. The -CHR program saves signifi-
cant costs of transportation to and from IHS hospitals and
clinics. For any ambulance to drive from Lewiston to Lapwa-i and
return would cost the IHS $125. For the CHR programs, the cost
is 56.57. Many CHRs have been specially trained for up to-.l5
years. The maturity gained from this experience provides a pool
of skilled tribal health workers that is necessary to,effectuate
the delivery of health services in a cross-cultural setting.

It is our recommendation that Congress continue the CHR program,
with considerations for a justifiable cost- of- liAng increase.
For past three years, CHRs have received a cost-of-living increase,
and some CHRs live at a sub-poverty level.

yak
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Mr. ALXXANDER. Maxine Edmo of the Education Committee of
the Shoshone-Bannock Tribe.

STATEMENT OF MAXINE EDMO, CHAIRPERSON, SHOSHONE-BAN-
NOCK EDUCATION commirrEE, FORT HALL INDIAN RESERVA-
TION, FORT HALL, ID, ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM EDMO, EDU-
CATION DIRECTOR, SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBE
Ms. MAXINE EDMO: Thank you.
My name is Maxine Edmo, the, chairperson of the Education

Committee and school board member for the Shoshone-Bannock
Tribe at Fort Hall, ID. To my left is William Edmo, our education
director for the tribe.

I appreciate the opportunity to appelr before you today teseek
your assistance in continuing vital, education programs and serv-
ices to the members of my tribe and other federally recognized
tribes.

Our written statement concerning our feelings on Federal issues
was submitted this morning for the record.

We feel thpt the U.S. Congress has a 'trust responsibility to
Indian Tribes and not just to the land and resources, but to Indian
education also.

We believe that, just as Indian people cannot be separated from
their lands, neither can the trust responsibility be separated be-
tween obligations that rurt with the land and obligations that serve
tribal governments and their members. The two are not severable
into distinct bureaucratic categories. Education, we feel, is an ele-
ment of the trust responsibility, as is resource protection.

We are opposed to the reorganization efforts that are currently
taking place, and we feel that we are opposed due to the reorgani-
zation based on budget cuts. This.has been happening for the last
few years.

In the Northwest we do not have any education staff, BIA educa-
tion staff, at our local agency. I believe tribes feel that, like I said,
education is a part of the trust responsibility. We are opposed to
this reorganization becaulse they are doing these things without
consulting Indian tribes.

Our recommendations are included in our statement.
The other reason that we are concerned about our position on

the boarding schools is this: We feel that the BIA should abandon
its plan to close the boarding schools, specifically the Intermoun-
tain School at Brigham City; UT We ,e feel that there is a need for
special high schools to provide infibvative and compensatory pro-
grams for Indian youth who are unsuccessful in other school set-
tings.

That school has served from 1974 until the present in a superior
fashion. The Indian health Service has assisted with a lot of pro-
grams at that school, and I think that is really the key to effective
.programs.

They did have a solo parent program at one time,--but it was
transferred out of there. I feel that it has been effectively destroyed
because of the transfer.

The reason that we feel so strongly for Intermountain is that
this is the nearest boarding school to our reservation. It is just
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south of us. We are just nortl pf the school. We are located in
southern .Idaho.

The other thing is in the standards section of the proposed regu-
lations, they drew lines on the map stating where our students
should go to school. They told us to stay within the Portland
region. I disagree with that because this boarding school is closest
to our reservation, within the Phoenix area.

The other problem we have is that we have our own contract
school, and the time that it takes to receive the funds to operate
the school is just unbelievable. We still do not have a letter of
credit, and the school is almost over with for this year.

It takes. months to receive the funds, so we are recommending
forward funding. We feel that this will assist in solving some of the
concerns that we have. Indirect costs should be forward funded
also.

The other thing is students are referred to our school from the
public school. They thceive special education funds through the
public school district, but when they are put into our contract
schools, we are not able to count these same students, which we
feel is very unfair. We feel that remedies need to be made so that
we are not discriminated against.

The other concern I wanted to mention is the conference report
concerning the investigative study on contract schools that was,
done by the Congress. We know that we have had problems, but
the 638 law and the Indian Education Act, have been in effect just
for a few years, so we feel strongly that Indians really need to re-
ceive the funds to continue, these programs. We have been at the
job for less than 10 years, as compared to the non-Indian system.

I would like to refer to. the Presidential report on excellence in
education titled, "A Nation at Risk." I believe they, themselves,
stated that their public schools have problems, and they have had
over 100 years to refine their systems.

We feel that there should be a separate line item for school-
board training. This year we have three new school-board mem-
bers, and we have not been able to train them due to the lack of
funds.

I guess in the appropriations report last year it stated that we
were supposed to have regional training, but to this day I have not
seen any training. That is a problem. We feel there needs to be a
specific line item for that purpose for school-board training at the
local level.

The other thing is the attempt to reprogram approximately $6
million in BIA moneys. If this is donemaybe this is one of the
reasons why we haven't received our funds. We are opposed to
what they are doing. We feel that the current programs need to be
maintained at their current level at which they were appropriated.
We urge the Congress to supplement needed moneys in this fiscal
year.

Then, as stated just previously, we have had problems with the
ISEP formula funding. Intermountain School had a real good voca-
tional program. Because vocational education was not included in
the formula, then those programs were effectively destroyed, also,
cut back and crippled. Vocational education programs should be in-
cluded in the ISEP formula.
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Also, early childhood has been excluded. We feel that the BIA
needs to live up to their policies that were drafted when title XI of
561 became law and the .rules and regulations were drafted.

Specifically, I am referring to the Indian education policy sec-
tion, part 22. We r believe strongly in that policy section. We
feel that it shoul implemented. We do not feel that it is being
implemented correctly. Those are good regulations that we agree
with.

The other thing that I see as a problem is the rules and regula-
tions for the construction funds for contract schools. At one time
we were No. 1 on the list, but, due to those rules and regulations,
and what they say about unhoused or housed, their definition, this
is what really did us under. I feel that those rules and regulations
need to be revised and reviewed at again, so that schools such as
ours can be No. 1 on the construction list again.

We live in an area where there is a lot of prejudice. That should
be considered, but is not, under the current rules and regulations.
Thank you for your attention.

I will turn the time over to William Edmo, and he can discuss
other concerns.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM EDMO, EDUCATION DIRECTOR, THE
SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES

Mr. EDMO. I would just like to briefly state a'I'ew problems and
issues, and perhaps just recommend solutions to those problems.

First of all, the Federal trust responsibility seems to be in a gray
area. I think with each new administration they interpret the trust
responsibility a little bit differently. The trust responsibility' needs
to be understood by the present a. I. 1 istration, so that trust re-
sponsibility not only extends to our ds and our natural re-
sources, but to the education of our chile, en, who need a continu-
ous education in order to survive in today world.

We have recently, as a result of the B1A so-called reorganization,
even though it was. not authorized, had to contract for our .higher
education grant program. When we contracted for the program, we
found out that there was no money in there for program adminis-
tration money. So we -had 'to use the scholarship money for pro-
gram administration.

Also, for vocational education, the Bureau of Indian Affairs has
never matched the 1-percent set-aside agreement. I think that the
Congress should recognize these facts and bring the BIA into com-
pliance with these congressional acts.

I believe that JOM money and Public Law 81-74 moneys that go
to the public schools and are used by theseillikols in lieu of taxes,
that the LEA or the tribal governments do not have any input into
the use of those funds. I think they need more involvement.

With Public Law 815 school construction money, I believe those
guidelines should receive a careful look, and some schools that
were disallowed should have at least the chance to appeal those de-
cisions.

With the tribal community college bill, 95-471, we are presently
planning for a community college, but we find that there is no
planning money available. Jest simply to do a feasibility study, we
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have to identify other areas, when I think 95-471 should include
money for planning.

. Under Public Law 92318, the Indian Edudation Act, I th.
simply because Indian peopie have experienced a great deal of
cess with the Indian Education Act, I do not think that they shou
discontinue those progfams. In fact, I think that they should put
money into the Indian Education tact because we have a lot of till-,
ented people who have gone through the title IV fellowships, as an
example, and I think that the Indian tribes have benefited by this
a great deal.

Ali 3o, for title IV, part (c), I believe there is only $2 Million in
there at the present time. We have a model career training pro-
gram under title IV, part (c). This year there will only be a few
projects like this funded for our adult population.

Also, I do not believe that chapter 1, title VII, and other pro-
s that benefit Indian students necessarily overlap. In fact, I

t ink they compliment each other, and each one has a specific pur-
.

pose and goal. 3 k

Thank you ver?.much.
Ms. MAXINE EDMO. I forgot to mention one other thing. Our

tribal schools have not been able to receive Johnson O'Malley
funds for the last-4 believe it was 2 years. We strongly feel that
thoselunds should be restored to the contract schools.

In 1959 -I served on the JOM Task Force, which was a national
task force that was put together under title XI, and we recom-
mended thatBIA schools and contract schools receive the funds.
But the last 2 years we have not received Johnson O'Malley funds,
and we strongly feel that our schools should be allowed to receive
those funds.

That is all I have unless you have any questions.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you.
I have a couple of questions.
You mentioned an early childhood program that you formerly

ran. Was that a program that was funded by the BIA as a pre-
School program?

Ms. MAXINE EDMO. All we have right now is a Head Start Pro-
gram, as funded under the Department of Education. It is the
Indian and migrant-program.

Like I said, in the .policies for the BIA that were developed, we
feel that tribes should receive early childhood funds.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Does the program that you now operate under
Head Start. provide the same level and kinds, of services that the
preschool program did?

Ms. MAXINE EDMO. No, I do not believe so. We have day care
that does not receive any funding at all. It is just parents that get
together and try to operate on their own. They are having a hard
time trying to get the money to run those little programs.

I feel that early childhood is an area that really needs to be
funded for all federally recognized tribes.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Both of you, in different ways, mentio ed the
problem with contract support. We have had a report from the
Bureau, in their budget justification, that in the series of meetings
around the country on the new method for funding indirect costs,
that tribes have generally supported the Bureau's position on the
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= new method of funding for indirect, costs. Has, that been your expe-
rience or have you been invited to any of the* meetings? Do you
suppoit that? ,

Ms. MAXINE EDMO. There was a meeting in Spokane recently,
but was not able to .attend that. runderstand the tribe did take
the position that there was riot enough funding for indirect costs
for tribe's. I believe that our tribe spent-more than what they were
reimbursed. 0

Mr, ALEXANDER. Thank you.
Ms. .MAxI*E EDMO. This creates a probleni fOr tribes.
Mr. Al.xxANDE.a.-A__significazi.t.--one.-22.----
Ms. MAXINE EDMO. Yes.

.

,Mr. ALEXAlsiDER.' Do you have anything to add on that issue?
Ms. MAxtmerEomo. Just for the contract support money, there is

absolutely no contract support money for program administration.
I believe that should be changed.

AZMr. AexAxnEit..Thank you both _very much for your patience
today'.

. Oh, excuse me. Ginny Boylan has a few questiaps for you.
MS. BOYLAN. On page Z of your 'written statement, you mention.

BIA plans to reorganize its Indian education responsibtiii. There
is no indication to us in this budgetthat theTe is any major reorga-
nization underway. Maybe you know something we do not.

Ms. MAxusrE,Eomo. Well, I. know that, due to the budget cuts,
they are alwW3 RIFing people up in the Northwest. Right now we
do not have any BIA educatiOn staff at our agency at Fort Hall. AVe
used to have 'five positions at one time. Right now, we. have-zero.

All of our contract information is mailed to the northern. Idaho
agency, and ffom there, in turn, they mail it to the Portland area.
'office, which relilly creates problems in adminifitration. Sometimes
our contracts get lost for months in thecprocess.

MS. BOYLAN. Is this the-procedure you use for procurement, for
school suPliiips and that sort of thing? ,'

Ms. MAXINE EDMO. This is for our regular 638 contracts in educa-
tion. Due to the line a.,iithority that was established under 561, edu-
catiOn was sepaiefeci from BIA. This is why we are int the problem
that we are.
. We really feel that hearings need to be held, in title XI

of 561.
Ms. BoYLAN. But you do not know of an3) formal reorganiNtion?

It is soL-tvf heing, tone through the budget cuts.
Ms. MAXINE EDMO,'YtiS, through the budgq cuts. ,

Ms. BOYLAN. Another question is, you mentioned your school's
stemding on 'the Bureau's priority list for new school construction.
Were you on that list?

Ms. MAXINE Enmo..We were No. 1"at one time several years ago.
Ms..Boyt.11N: 'When was that?
Ms. MAXINE Po,m0,,That is whet\ Rid Lavis and Forest Gerard

were still in office,' bilk at that, time the' rules and regulations were
changed, and we were taken off of that list, Th ere were funds ear-
marked for ours school. We Were l'4o. 1 on the priority list.

Ms. BovAN. Where 'are your students now hOused? Do they have
a facility?
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MS. MAXINE Emma. Well, we have an old reation building that
we had to move' into because the other
They are in a recreation building now, inThe

Ms. BOYLAN. How many students are there?
Ms. MAXINE EDMO, We have about 65 students.
Ms. BOYLAN. Is this elementary or high school?
Ms. MAxlivis EDMO. Grades 7 through 12. We have a junior high

and we have junior high teachers and higli school teachers.
Ms. BO,iLAN. This is the Fort Hall .Shoshone-Bannock Junior-

Senior High School? , . .
Ms. -MAXINEElMO. Yes.
Ms. BOYLAN. I have seen lists for the last 3 years, and I have

never seen you listed(
Ms. MAxINE Enmo. In 1977, we were No. 1 in the Nation. The

public schools adjacent to our reservationthey just puts bounda-
ry line in the center of the reservation, and students on this side
would go Pocatello and students on the other side wo d go to
Blackfoot. As a result of attending off the reservation sch ls, they
miss all of the extracurricular activitiesat school amuse ey are
bused for up to 1 h9ur a day.

When we put this report together in' 1977, our application was in
and we were ranked No. 1 in the-,Nation. But, the local school
board superintendents, off the reservation, felt that they would lose
Federal money for impact aid and JOM, so, they did not want us to
have ourpwn school. There was a lot of political hassle. As a conse-
quence, *e never did get to have our school. But we were ranked
and our application was the best. We established a need and every-

"thing, but somehow or another, theyI went to work on my Ph.D.,
and I do not know what happened after that.'

Ms. BovtAN. You then went off the committee?
Ms. MAXINE EDMO. It is a very peculiar situation, to say the

least. .

Ms. BOYLAN. When did you 'become a contract school?
Ms. MAXINE EDMO. We have been in existence about 8 ye'ars.
Ms. BOYLAN. So it was like at the same time you became a con-

tract school instead of a Bureau school that you wertaken of the
list.

Did you take over froth the Bureau school?
Ms. MAxINE EDMO. It was a contract school from the beginning.
Ms. BOYLAN. From the very beginning?
Ms. MAXINE Einio. There never was a BIA school.
MS. BOYLAN. And jou did have a priority? I do not understand it.
Mr. EDMO. Yes.
Ms. BOYLAN. We will look into it.
Mr. EDMO. Thank you.
The other thing is, I had a study that I wanted to submit. It was

done by Glen Latham 1 concerning the boarding schools. I forgot to
bring an extra copy, but I will send it in. I really feel that throws a
different light on everything.

Ms. BOYLAN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows. Testimony resumes on p. 238.]

ent.
hazardous.

' Retained in committee
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FORT HALL. IDAHO e3203

STA'TEMEbTT OF POSITIONS ON FEDERAL
INDIAN EDUCATION ISSUES & BUDGET

SROSEONE-BANNOCK TRIBES OF IDAHO

MEMBERS OF TIE COMMITTEE:

Hy name is Maxine Edmo, Chairperson of the Tribe/ Education
Committee and School Board member Shoshone=Bannock Tribes, Fort
Hall, Idaho. We are located in Southeast Idaho with a land blase
of 544,974 acre..

Hr. Chairman and members of the Sub - Committee I appreciate.-
the opportunity to appear before you today to seek yclux assiptance
in continuing vital education programa and services to the members .

of mz Tribe and other federally recognized tribes.

Our Tribes the Shoshone-Bannock is concerned about the
protection of our trust relationship with the Federal Government
(Which emanates from the sovereign status established by our Treaty
of 1868). Basic to this concern is the role of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA) as the agency vested with federal responsibility of
satisfying that trust relationship explicitly.

The mission of the BIA was founded on a government to government
relationship and the trust responsibility to Tribes recognized by the
federal government. By law Indian Tribes are recognized as sovereign
entities, separate and distinct from the states. The present
Administration proposes to diminish Indian education funds by denying
the obligation of the federal government to provide education to
Indians. The current Administrations fiscal policies toward education
intends to change many of the rules of Indian Affairs that have
for the past 200 years. In particular we interpret tke latest Mitts
as yet another threat to Tribal sovereignity by placing tribes on a

subordinate level to the states of America.

.MAJOR FEDERAL ISSUES

By formal resolution the Business Council of the.Shoshone-Bannock
Tribes has endorsed papers addressing Indian Education. These papers
incorporate the following conclusions:
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MAJOR FEDERALISSUES
(continued)

1.- The Shoshone
Bannock- Tribes asserts that the federal government,has an enduring

trust responsibility toward, education as wellas Medical Services and Social ,Servites
to-the-federallyrecognized Tribes. This trust

responsibility.has been Apastedlyaffirmed by treaties, the United
States 'Constitution, the UnitedStates Supreme Court, federal

statutes, 4.xecutive Orders and theUnited States Confess
in numerous publid laws. This trustresponsibility extends ' from our reservation and its naturalresources to our Tribal Members. Through treaties and otherfederal laws the United States also agreed to provide other-- --------.guarantees that the tribes would continue

in perpetuity withsupport from the federal
government.

We believe unequiVocably that just as Indian people cannot beseparated from their lands, neither can the trust responsiblitybe separated between Obligations that iun with the land andobligations that serve tribal governments
and their members.The two are not severable into distinct bureaucratic Categories.

Education. is as essential an element of the trust reponsibilityas is resource protection.
For generations, the United Statenhas funded Indian Education because other resources are notavailable. These agreementS and treaties were made beforestates became states of America. This federal involvementevolved historically from the unique legal and moral duty whichthe United States owes Indian Tribes.

This responsibility existsand must continua.

2. Congress should halt the B14 plans to reorgenize Indian, educationresponsibilities until the Tribal governments have a meaningfulopportunity to be consulted and information
reviewed on a timelybasis on proposed actions in the appropriate legislative and.administrative forums.

The proposed reorganization of BIA Education came out of no where ,with no opportunity for Tribal review and consultation. Wrappedin its budget cutting cover the reorganization has been difficultto monitor and impossible for Tribes to make an impact on.Until an opportunity is provided for Tribes to get meaningfuland timely information
prior to any changes so they can reactconstructively to alternatives, we will continua to opposereorganization based on budget cuts.

3. Congress should require the BIA to justify its budget reductionand reorganization
recommendations by, specifying:

A. The Administrative effects of such changes,B. The programmatic benefits of such -change* for Tribes,C. The level of services
or decreases which Tribal Governmentscan expect after the change,D. Consult with-Tribes prior to any change.
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HAJOR_FEDSRAL ISSUES (continued)

3. (continued)

23V

The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) should abandon its plan to
close Boarding School., specifically Intermountain Inter Tribal
School at Brigham City, Utah. There is a need for a special
high school to provide innovative and compensatory.programs.
for Indian youth who areampuccapatel in other school settings
(public schools). This Warding school has served from 1974
to the present that role in a'superior fashion. Transferring
programs to other sites is impossible (examples Solo Parent
program effectively destroyed). Our concern is for the students
that ere **mated at these achmole The Acing tion of these
ArtudeMts-amak-seosilled-Wiiiiout regard to the c se
Treaty agreements and federal law both require that actions.
on Indian education policies and changes in education programs
have the full approval and endorsement of the Tribes'. Future
funding levels should reflect a continuation for this Boarding-
School.

A. The Sho-Ban School of Fort Hall,,Idaho is very concerned with
.eny budgetary matters; forward funding for BIA education is critical.

The Sho.-Ban School is relatively new being just eight years old.
However, since its conception it has had problems with the BIA
and /or 'the Portland Area Office (BIA) concerning the time
involved to award contracts. Typically school is underway
4 to 6 months before Letters of Credit or contract swards are
made. The Shoshone-Bannock Tribes .have been very patient with
this issue but are requesting remedies. If we did not act in
ood faith and did not start the school until we-had the money
n hand. we could not operate. This is not new.

We are oleo concerned with the Special Education aspect of
Indian Education. Indian students are not successful in the
public school. In the public school system eligible students
are =mud for special education And the public school receives
federel'funde for them. The BIA guidelines for Special. Education
are more stringent and the Contract School are not Allowed to
count the same student.. This is vary unfair for our Tribal
Contract Schools. We are requesting that remedies are made
so that services to our students do not decline.

TRIBAL ctONTRACT SCHOOLS ISSUES

1, In the Conference report dated June 21, 1983 concerning the
Department of Interior and Related Agencies appropriation
bill for 1984, page 47. The Cupmittee requested that an
investigative study be conducted on BIA Contract Schools.
A.number of issues regarding the operation of Contract
School was addressed in the report. The Tribe have contracted.
forour own Tribal School at Fort Hall. The negative observation
cited as example of contract school operations and thus of Tribal
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TRIBAL,CORTRACT SCHOOLS ISSUES (continued)

1. (continued)

responsibility can be recognized and either avoided or addressed
by an adequate budget and careful planning by all people involved.
Though in many instances the Bureau of Indian Affairs may be at
fault, the benefit or loss falls to the Tribes and its oung
people. As stated in previous testimony, we at Fort Hall have
no.Bureauof.Indlan Affairs Education staff personnel located
at Fort Hall. Dui'to budget cilalnd Reduction in Force (R.I.F.)
actions we have to call or mail information to the
Northern Idaho Agency and in turn -mailed from there to the
BIA Portland Area Office.

The Presidential report on Excellence in Education titled
"A Nation At Risk" developed by the Commission on EducatiOn has
clearly indicated that the public school educational system
have not been adequately meeting any Ethnic group's educational
needs, and the report further questions the dedication, quality
and effettivenass of teacheri utilized. in the public school
systems. Ramifications impacting nahrvation educational achieve-
ment is reflected in high'Indian student dropout rates which
continues to perpetuate the problems that. the former Department
of Interior Secretary Watt identified during his press release.

3. Tribes have had to do their beet in trying to undo the damage
that was dons in the public school system to our students.
Givegithe ten years of direct participation in Indian Education
by Tlibel people. Tribes have developed some top. quality education
service delivery based on the.inactment of Public Law 93-638 and
Public Law 95-561, Title X;.. Tribes should not be penalized for
getting involved. The non-Indian system have had aver 100 years
to work and refine their education system with the example as
cited above. W. therefore recommend that COngress fully fund
the contract schools and Bureau of Indian Affairs Boarding
Schools with a separate line item for School Board Training.in
Fiscal Year 1985_ and 1986

We believe that EDUCATION is an equal part of overall Tribal
development. No nation can survive very long without an educated
populace and we view education and training as a key to progress.

It is our understanding that some $5.898 million in Bureau
education program dollars for the current fiscal year will be
internally reprogrammed to accommodate a Bureau-wide ADP system.
This will place a great hardship on all tribal education programs
including that of the Shoshone-Bannock Tribe. If this proposal is
to become a reality, we urge the Congress to supplement critically-
needed monies in this fiscal year to compensate for this loss, and
to maintain the pregrams uninterrupted at their current, planned
leveli.
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CONCLUSION

Other programs just AA important are not listed due to time
and space that deal with trust responsibiWiT of the Federal
Government, the Department of Education programs, etc, Our
concerns are the same for all of these.

Tribes have spent many to and sessions in
planning and developing priorities over tbs ast several years to
provide for growth and development of educational programs. This
apparently has been futile WI the current Administration policy to
block grant federal dollars to states is all right for non-Indian
forms of government. W4 feel that provisions need to be mad. for
Treaty Tribes and the continued, federal responsibility to Tribes.

The only guarantee that Indian Tribes have to receive funds is
he funds are channeled through the Bureau of Indian Affair..
Tribe does not have the private sector industrial bass or other

alternatives to fund programs for development and employment.

Let not our National Government repeat violations of agreements
with the first Americana. Your continued federal support is
essential for Tribal survival in Fiscal Year 1985.

We will request that the record amain open an that we may
submit additional testimony from our Tribes. Thank you.

Respectfully submitted,

SHOTEONE-BANNOCK EDUCATION COMMITTEE

Maxinef Ec mo, Chairperson
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(Subsequent to the hearing the foIFc r, ng materiel was received'
,,gp--the

Representative James V. Hansen
Room.1113
LOngworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

y. 28, 1984

pear Mr. Hansen:

Thank you for your letter of February 1, 1984 in response to .y Indian

Please indulge me as I make a point-by-point response to both your lette
and to other statements that you have made relative to the closure of the
Intermountain Intertribal Indian School.

In your letter, you asked me to join with you in facing reality. That, Nr.
Hansen, is precisely why am determined to pursue this matter so doggedly. The
grim face of reality is what is so compelling, and I ~rill depict for you here
many of its forboding features and expressions.

You are Sosolutely correct when you say that the 81A "plans to phase out
al 17 off-reservation boarding schools." In fact, they have been trying to do so
for years, despite data of their own which speaks against the wisdOm of such a
decision. In 1978, the BIA condutted a study entitled "Off-Reservation
Residential Schools Operated by the Bureau of Indian. Affairs." The study was.
comnrissioned by Ir. Rick Lewis, at that time Deputy Secretary for Programs. The
study team was composed of BIA personnel representing five .BIA Area Office. (1

have a copy of the report in my files.) Here are selected representative
excerpts from the report which pertain to the value of ORBS

"[The] story is that the off-reservation boarding sChoOls
are meeting a very difficult educational challenge and not
getting credit for the good work they are doing." p. 1

"It is a matter of record that the public schools have
failed at least 70% of the students enrolled in our
residential schools." p. 1

You told me in your letter that "The BIA is upgrading its programs at other
ORBS to accommodate) Intermountain students..." '1 wish that was an accurate
statement, but it is not.

I was in Phoenix a short time ago making a presentation to Indian
educators, and we were visited by a high-ranking administrator from the Phoenix
BIA Area who announced that they just had received word that Phoenix Indian
School was to be closed at the end of the next school year. That intention has
since been confirmed, and it is now common knowledge. This might explain why
the original budget of upwards of a million dollars to transfer the vocational
educational program from the Intermountian Indian School in Phoenix is steadily
tieing reduced. It is now down to about $200,000.00, and declining. The school
year is nearly two-thirds gone, and no intended program exists. The bottom line
is, the program is not being transferred as claimed.

last year I completed a very thorough study of the curriculum needs of
Indian students on over a dozen reservations. What was the greatest need of
secondary level students? You g'u' 4 it: vocational and pre-vocational
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training. And it any wonder, wite'unemployment among Indians ranging between
40-85%2 And in this state of affairs, the'single,best school-based vocational
training program in all the B1A is being dismantled. Unbelievable. Absolutely
unbelievable! It is a travesty.

Intermountain Indian School is the only -- I repeat, only! -- BIA school
with a true vocational program. Anywhere else, there exists only practical arts
programs. It's a matter of trade school opportunities vs. woodworking classes.

Another example of the failure to transfer programs is the Solo Parent
Program. Prior to last year, when they "transferred,' the solo parent program
from Intermountian Indian School to Sherman, Intermountain Indian. School had 37
girls enrolled. Fifteen of the eighteen in the senior dills graduateAL__Ibat's
81Lof 4___ver-yh-i-ghr-i-eic-eropu-l-atfon-r--4-he--progran-wU -transferred to Sherman, and
began the school year with thirteen girls. By years' end, there was one girl
left. All of the rest had dropped out. That's a 2.3% completion rate, and a 0%
graduation rate. They are struggling again to make it work, but With little
success.

These programs are being transferred, alright. They are being transferred
into oblivion. the transfer of exemplary programs among the BIA schools is a
myth, and to believe for one single moment that all that'is good for Indian
education at Intermountain will be successfully transferred to other ORBS within
the next three months -- WOWII Mountain moving faith.is kids' stuff by
comparison.

in a talk before the Kaysville Chamber of Commerce, you'made several points
in support of your determination to close Intermountain School. You said that
"Educating students closer to home would save tax payer money." So would
national disarmament, and the dismantling of the military. But money isn't the
only--or major--issue. You fai to recognize that to provide some services,

,

one must have a critical mass of 'ents in order to make programs available.
For example, there are many Indian ch dren with special needs: social and
emotional problems, educational and lea ng problems, and so on. The Levis
Report contains this statement, and I quote. "There are those whose behavioral
problems are too difficult for solutions by th r families or by existing
.community resources, and who can benefit by the more structured environment of a
boarding school without harming other children." Fifty-three percent (53%) of
the Intermoontain'student population is at the school because there is no place
else to go. They are court-referred, are "incorrigible,' have severe social
problems, and there are simply no programs on the reservation or elsewhere in
the RIP system to serve them.

Surely, we want to do everything we can to encourage family togetherness.
It's motherhood, the flag, and apple pie. But as it relates.to the education of
so many fndian children, pie in the sky. The model for success for those
students just isn't there:

Drop out rates - up to 50%. My studies show an average of 33%.

75% of the homes on the reservation are unstable.-

c. 75% of the homes are below the poverty level, with 50% of the students
coming from families with an average annual income of less than one-
half the poverty level.

d. 17% of the parents have no formal education at all, and 33% have an
eighth grade edutati it less.

86-019 0 R4 --16
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e. 75% of the students on the reservation change schools at least once a
year.

f. Unemployment ranging from 40-85%.

g. Alcoholism in the an.

Disproportionately high levels of child abuse and neglect.

As any behavioral scientist worth h/her salt will tell you,_ past
performances is the best predictor of future performance. If you can show me

one solid shred of evidence that the 8IA has ever made.a documented, data-based,
well thought-out, carefully planned, and succii.iful attempt to provide near -
home -based educeUe rograms for t types of children served by
Intermountian, I'll take ur assurance that "...every student would
receive Comparable programs at Sherman and Phoenix." I don't give it an ice
cube's chance in hill. And believe me, that pessimism gives me no sense of
glee.

As I write this letter, I am sitting on the edge of my bunk in the
dormitory of a reservation boarding school. It's a large, modern school,
compared to the two -room school that I first knew here in 1953. Last night I

was surrounded by dozens of eager Navajo children as they helped me recapture
WM of thejanguage I once knew. This morning they crowded around me as I teed

them storieftefore .they had to run to class. They had had a good night's
sleep, a well-balanced breakfast, they s'oeri dressed against the bitter wind
sweeping across the snow-covered playground that lay between the dorm and the

school. I would love to have token all 57 of those kiddies home with me,
because they need a home. I asked the. dorm mother abbut their homes.: 85%
unstable, and generally unfit (slightly higheetoday than-in 1978, as indicated
by the Lavis Report I cited lier). The only hope for any semblance of order
that the vast majority of the iddies ever experience is in the dorm. Without
the dorms, they would be.sfa5pag e. even more hopeless than theene now
before them.

You said "There are new high schools being built to handle the students."

Not so.

For several years, there has been talk about building other, more cost-
efficient, on-reservation high schdols: one to be built on the Papago
Reservation, west of Tucson; one in Wyoming; and one in Nopiland in northern
Arizona. But there's been nothing done with any of them. The one in Hopi is

the one that's been on the drawing board the longest--since the early 70's, and
net a single brick has been set in place to this date. I do work on Papago, and

the building of a school there is a locally held Joke.

You said, "Some people thought we were kidding. We weren't kidding. The

school will close regardless of the last ditch effort to try to save it."

That statement, of course, is in the same class as that old familiar hack:

"My mind is made up. Don't confuse me with the facts."

You said, "Jake Garn, and myself along with Jim Watt and Ken Smith
[Director of the BlA] decided that we'd close the school" (emphasis added). That
is where the whole problem rests! two politicians and two bureaucrats, whose
motives and intentions are arbitrary and without basis, have made the derision,
despite the facts:
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- as% of the representatives of feeder tribes want the school kept open.

- The citizens of the state of Utah want the school kept open.

- The people of Brigham City want the school kept operi.,

- The students of Intermountain Indian-School want, the school kept open.

- And the BIA's own data speaks to the wisdom of keeping the school open,
as supported by this excerpt from the Lavis'Report (which also speaks to
the quality of BIA decision making):

Recognition of Education Information: All too frequently in
fhe BTA, decisions have been made which have either ignored
or discredited education' information regarding off-
reservation residential-schools. Much of the responsibility
for this type of attitude can be placed on educators who
have not bothered to systematically gather the information
or who have themselves ignored it. However, the situation
is changing regarding off-reservation residential schools
and there is now a beginning of a collection of valid
information describing the educational-social needs of
Indian students in off-reservation residential schools;
What is needed now is for ne2ple to change their attituded
toward the past, inaccurate; and incomplete information and
review the current:information with an open, unprejudiced
mind. This one change would be very important to the
assessment of the management of the schools. In recent
times good information has been ignored And discredited for
no apparent reason other than it adn't correlate with and
agree with some strongly held views, most of which were
rooted in conventional wisdom about off-reservation
residential schooTs (emphasis added). -p. 11

I am unaware of any statement that speaks so eloquently in 's
than this one. Read it again, and again, Mr. Hansen.

p t of my thesis

In connection with a study I conducted last year, 1 interviewed several
students at Intermountain Indian school regarding closure. Let' me share these
few comments made by them:

"This is home."

One boy with tears in his eyes
what I'll do, my family doesn'
graduate, maybe I could make i

Another student, "Why, why are

everybody knows it's the best?
do this to us if they knew."

kept saying, "I don't know
t want me -- if I could just
t."

they clog this school when
I don't know why they would

"Here is your family, your people, your culture. It is a
great big family of Indian people helping each other, There
is a It of pain involved in taking this away."

And lastly, a boy Observed, "It's hard for me to think well
of my should country and ,overnment when it does

something like thic. 6." ld I want to be a good
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citizen, or go in the A defend a co try that could do

thit to me."

Can you answer this question?

You are a fine man, Mr. Hansen, I respect you as my Representative in

Congress. I voted for you before and 111 vote for you again. But in this

instance, you are wrong. You are dead wrong; a sad mistake .that is shared by

the entire Utah Congressional deleiiiiOn. I am very sad; 1 in very, very sad-=

yet determined.

In last Sunday's Herald Journal, relative to your joining GLUM, you are

quoted as having said, 'Congress has a long tradition of not acting upon the

wishes of the people unless pressured to do so." In the name of right, reason,

and the wishes and needs of a people who are hurting--who have been hurting for

generations--I continue to dedicate mYself to exerting upon you and the Congress

all the pressure I can to reverse the destructive decision to close

Intermountain Intertribal Indian School.

cc: Senator Jake Garn
Senator Orrin Hatch
Senbtor James McClure

Glom G Louise Whom
1658 Worth 1515 lag. . -
Logs*, UT 54321

Mr. ALEXANDER. Do we have Governor Pedro from the Laguna
Pueblo?

STATEMENT OF VINCENT! PEDRO, SR., GOVERNOR, PUEBLO OF
LAGUNA, NM, ACCOMPANIED BY JERALD' D. SMITH, BUSINESS
MANAGER; TOM DAILEY, COUNCILMAN; AND RON J. SOLIMON,

LEGAL ASSISTANT
Mr. PEDRO. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, ladies ,and gentle-

men.
My name is Vincenti Pedro, Sr. I am the governor of the Pueblo

of Laguna of New Mexico.
I am glad to have this opportunity to appear before you to dis-

cuss the Bureau of Indian Affairs budget and the concerns that we
feel need to be addressed by the Congress with regard to the
budget.

The Pueblo of Laguna is attempting to respond to the state of its
economy. The uranium production operations were ceased at the
Pueblo in the spring of 1982. This caused an unemployment rate of
aboUt 85 percent. That unemployment rate has since diminished
somewhat, but nevertheless the rate is approximately '75 percent of
our local work force.

We have always sought higher education and other training op-
portunities that have been made available to the Pueblo through
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and other programs. However, we
have recently been advised of the intended budget cuts in order to
cover the costs of mistakes made by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in
its efforts to automate their information system;

We. are at a very critical point in our overall economic develop-
ment strategy, and if we find ourselves in a situation where educa-
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tion and training funds are being diminished, this will only set us
back even further. Under our present education department, we
have obtained Bureau funding for adult education, higher educa-
tion, employment assistance, and the Johnson O'Malley, and the
Head Start programs. All of these programs, we feel, are of vital
importance to the overall progress of our Pueblo.

We have seen a steady decrease in education funding over the
past few years, and we would like to encourage your support. It is
our understanding that the Albuquerque area office, Education De-
partment, will be affected in the arnoVif $1.3 million, especially
in the adult education, the Johnson 0' ley, and the Head Start
Programs.

Mr. Chairman, other areas where the Pueblo has experienced
critical shortages in the funding levels are in the areas of law en-
forcement and tribal courts. Specifically,-the actual amount which
has been identified for use by the Laguna agency for law enforce-
ment activities is $279,000. However, the actual need is in the
range of $576,000 for a year. I cannot emphasize the importance of
this type of activity, especially where we have experienced many
jurisdictional conflicts or problems with the State and where the
U.S. attorney's office, along with the FBI, are reluctant to investi-
gate' and prosecute major crimes that occur on Pueblo lands.

Furthermore, in the area of judicial services, we are making sub-
stantial progress in the improvement of osLtribal courts system.
We have complied with many of the reques- tsthade by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, Branch of Judicial Services, with regard to pro-
gram evaluations, but we have not seen the dollars which-are nec-
essary to implement the many changes that have been recommend-
ed by such organizati96 as the National Center for State Courts.

At this time, we need $146,000 additional in order to implement
certain changes which will include the mAjor revision of the law
and order code, as well as the installation of necessary recording
equipment for the purpose of providing transcripts for our court of
appeals.

Since the passage of the Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968, we have
seen an increase in the amount of litigants who are represented by
legal counsel, With such increases of legal representation comes
the need for more sophisticated systems. I respectfully request your
support in these two major areas of concern at 'the Pueblo of
Laguna.

With regard to the Bureau's provision of direct services to the
Pueblo through the Laguna agency, we see a great need for addi-
tional dollars for our roads/maintenance program. 4,We actually
need $210,000 per year in order to maintain the ro that have-
been funded for construction, for improvement by the Highway Im-
provement Act of 1982.

As you know, the Federal Highway Administration will sc ti-
nize the maintenance of the roads which are funded under thi act.
We currently have approximately 400-plus miles of roadway w ich
need to be maintained and a meager budget of only $60,000.

In other areas, we see that the Bureau's budget is either` being
zeroed out or decreased substantially, and the areas which we have
been able to identify as having been targeted for these reductions
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are the 28 U.S.C. 2415 trespass claims, water development funding,
and litigation support in water inventories funding.

We fail to see that the Bureau's job has been completed with
regard to the investigation and settling of many of the claims that
we have identified on the Pueblo of Laguna. The Pueblo is also in-
volved in- two major water suits at this time wherein substantial
funding will be required in order for us to litigate both our, trespass
claim and water quality suit.

In conclusion, let me say that the Pueblo of Laguna is striving
very diligently to achieve what the President seta out in his policy
statement on Indian affairs. However, we cannot continue to make
prbgreas--without increases in levels of raiding in-certainareas.
Our past 30 years of participation in the uranium industry have
left many of our people with inadequate training for the job of high
tech job market which exists in America today.

I thank you very ,
Hailed to introduce my staff support, On my left is Mr. Ron Soli-

mon, our legal assistant; my businesa manager, Jerry Smith; and
councilman, Mr. Tom Dailey.

yoU.
,.' -Mr. AucoNDER. Thank you.

In the two items of litigation that you me tioned, the water suit
and a trespass claim, have you requested at ey fees from the
Bureau in this area?

Mr. SonmoN. Yes; we have.
Mr. ALEXANDER. And are you getting them?
Mr. SOLIMON. Not as of this point. We are still in the initial

Phases of that water trespass suit. Of course, that May evolve, into
a major stream adjuditnation. In that case, then our rights are
slightly different than under the trespass claim situation.

e water quality suit that we have filed is Still in' the processes
of going through the courts. Probably this year we will see some
kind of turn of events there.

Of course, attorney's fees are recoverable under the statute.,
Mr. ALEXANDER. Surely,
I understand, thehand one of the prior Witnesses mentioned

it that' your Pueblo is one of the ones visited by the President's
Task Force on Reservation. Economic Development. What was it ex-
actly that they got to see theie? What great innovative things have
we missed hearing about?

Mr. JERALD SMITH. Laguna itself has been a participant in the
national economy in the area of the uranium industry the past
30 years.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Right;
'Mr. JERALD SMITH. In fact, at one time the uranium o ration

was looked at as being the world's largest uranium min . Since
1982, the Anaconda Minerals Co. has ceased operations out of
Laguna.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Is that .a permanent closure of that mi e now?
Mr. JERALD SMITH. Yes, it is. It has had a major impact on our

industrial development activities. There was a plan in process that
was_ implemented during that period of time, but the closure, of the
uranium mine was brought on with no prior warning and pushed
back a lot of of plans and really made the plans obsolete.
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Right now, we do have some major activities going on One is
looking into areas of Department of Defense contracting. We have

'42,000-square-fpot facility there, and we have a very highly
skilled labor fort ie n regard to electronics, also in the areas of con-
struction and the construction industry. We are looking to develop
that resource base and prothote those types of job situations.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Is there any tie:in on the Defense contracting
with the Small BuSinesa Adrninibtration7

Mr. JERALD SMITH. W6 are right now in` discussions with both the
Small Business, Administration .ancl also with the' Department of
Defense. In. fact, this week we; have meetings with both agencies
with regard td'that mertiorandtmi' of Agreement or understanding
between the two agAlcies. ,.

We ,are finding some difficUlties i,n hovi SBA is going to imple-
thentlhat.

Mr..ALEXANDER. That was my next question.
What kind of difficulties? We have a bill called S. 1151 that di-

rects the. Small Business Administration to treat tribal businesses
as eligible .businesses under the Small Business Administration
without regard to tribal trust assets and income of individual tribal
members, and so on:

Is that the' nature of the problems or are they different problenis
with the SBA now?

Mr. JERALD SMITI-Ik I really,do not know. Again, this is one of the
reasons why we want to meet with the people'back here in the cen-
tral. office.

.One of them is that the communications between the central
office and'the region and districts in regard to how they. implementthis program is--

,Mr. ALEXANDER. This is a little outside of the budget area, but
we would be interested to know what problems you are encounter-
ing with the Small Business Administration. They have assured us
there is no reason for us to cure their problems with a statute since
.they have corrected them all. If you are continuing to havesprob-

Business Administration's attention._
'..letris, we would be delighted to bring them forcefully to the mall:

. .
Mr. JpALD SMITE. Orie of the things that we 'find" in.dealing with

the Small Business Administration is thatAhere are two criteria
that they have established for entry into their program: The 8(a);
program, meeting socially 'disadvantaged, eligibility requirements,'

'and'the other,` the economically disadvantaged criteria.
Mr.. ALEXANDER. Under the statute that we propose, that would

be determined by the unemployMent rate and factors.
Mr. 4RA Lb SM1'111. in,setting up our managerial structures

for: these organizations, we have to shoW: No... ' the tribe
inset that economically disadvantaged requiremel*and No 2,
that the corporate board of directqrs, is established 'foe manage-
ment. of the corporationeach. member of that board of directors
has to be certified as 'economically disadvantaged, as well as the
management team for the operation. So you see the complexity, of
the red tape that .is going to.have to be submitted to SBA for imple-
in ntation of this thing.

Again, we:are lookingiVS gain more information this week from
SBA in regard to how they are going to look at this process.
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Mr. ALEXAMiER. Does this process involve Raytheon? Is this that
deal?

Mr. JERALD Smrrx. It does. We have identified and marketed
dis-

cussions wtiitilthe Department of the Army on, but, again, those
with the eon Corp. a pro3t that we hope to enter into dis-

discussions are very preliminary right now at this point. The Army
is having trouble with their end of the project, and we hope to get
that cleared up soon.

Mr. 'ALEXANDER. We would like to continue this dialog Outside of
the hearing context, and whatever correspondence you have had
with SBA, and the results of the meetings that you have had while
you are in town---we would ,like to be apprised of those, and see if
we can help out.

Thank you for coming. We appreciate your testimony.
Mr. PEDRO. Thank you. %-

Mr. JERALD'SMITH. Thank you.
M4 ALEXANDER. Rough Rock Demonstration School, Rough Rock,

.AZ, Jimmy Begay.
Gentleman, introduce yourselves and proceed as you will.

STATEMENT OF JIMMY C. BEGAY, EXECUTIVE 'DIRECTOR, ROUGH
ROCK DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL, CHINLE, AZ, ACCOMPANIED
Hi EMMETT BIA, SCHOOL BOARD PRESIDENT
Mr. BEGAY. Good afternoon.
My name is Jimmy C. Begay. To my left is Emmett Bia, school

board president at our school. We are here representing Rough
Rock Demonstration School, which is located on the Navajo Reser-
vation in Arizona.

Our school was the first Indian school in the United States, back
in 1966, taken away from the Bureau of Indian Affairs control and
started the self-determination process at that time. From there, we
have a number of schools and other self-determination programs,
638 'programs, that haute started.

First of all, I would like to thank the chairperson of the commit-
tee here for our being here to discuss some concerns and issues.

One of the things I would like to discuss at this time, which you
have also on your handouts, is the indirect cost or the overhead ad-
ministrative costs for contract -sch ls. One, of the problems we
have bc-en having with 'the Bureau f Indian Affairs is the unre-
solved issue on this indirect cost the.last to 9 years, ever since
they started the indirect-cost-rate-meth unding to schools. Pres-
ently, these issues are still unresolved.

Curiently, the Bureau of Indian Affairs is saying they would like
to graNfather in the current rates that schools have and tied,with
the base program. This will be good if there is adequate funding for
resources. We have beep getting 75-percent level funding, last
year's funding level, until all the appropriations money has been
gone through.

Loft year, in fiscal year 1983, we received only 97-percent fund-
ing level to the schools in the Navajo area, while in other areas
across the country, they have received 100-percent funding level.

If there is a contract between the school and the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, and you set your goals and objectives within a con-
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tract for the iven year, in administration as well as in education
programs, and f those goals and objectives are not met because of
lack of funding, late funding to,schools, then we are criticized or
put on critique because we did not meet these goals and objectives
within a given year. I

Also tying in with the indirect cost issue is late funding to
schools under the ISEPAormula. We are strongly recommending
that another method of funding be brought to Indian schools. One
is the forward funding. We are recommending this method of fund-
ing. If it is done, then that year we will have a double funding, and
from there, there will be an advanced funding year to year.

This method of funding, forward funding, will ease a lot of fund-
ing to schools. That way we would receive funding at the beginning
of October of each year, and then we will have the programs in op-
eration 12 months a year, instead of late funding, like this year, we
have not received any funding for our school. Therefore, we have
not given any raises to the teachers. We have not bought textbooks
or any- type of thing. We have just been running on salaries. This is
hard bn schools and also on staff.

We are simply requesting that somehow a forward funding mech-
anism be instituted to contract 'schools as well as .other federally
funded Indian schools. 4,

The next area that I would like to touch base on is the Public
Law 95-561. Within the formula, the student-weighted factor, ever
since it was begun, has been inadequate within the set student
factor units. One of the things that we run into problems with is
transportation. On the reservation we run daily buses for students,
and we average close to 800 miles a day. A high percentage of
these roads are unpaved. With adverse weather conditions, we run
into road problems, muddy roads, a lot of wear and tear on the
buses, and maintaining these buses takes a lot of money; also, with
gasoline and other mechanical problems that we have with buses.

Under these transportation units, we only receive $70,000, while
in actual spending we used over $200,000 for bus drivers, parts, gas-
oline. So we really had to curtail services in this area.

There is no money set aside for food. We spend close to $200,000
for food alone for the students.

We do not have moneys for counseling programs, tying in with
the dormitory operations that we have.

There are areas in the Public Law 95-561 formula that we really
think needs to be revised to include some of these areas.

Auther one is that we have a good program under the vocation-
alikfflucation program, but under the ISEP formula it does not
allow a line item for vocational-education programs.

Probably rectntly you have heard that. the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs will be all3wed to hold back some funds under ISEP for repro-
gramming for their own administrative purposes, With this we
strongly disagree, because all of the moneys that were set aside by
Congress to educate studentsand that is one of the reasons that
we are here today, is that we oppose it strongly, and all the moneys
go to the students.

We barely meet ends with a lot of conditionsthat is, remote
areas, road conditions, even salary increases for teachers and staff.

The $2,035 as originally planned per student would really help.
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If the committee here Would suggest to the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs that they cannot reprogram the ISEP moneys, we would rec-
ommend that.

Next we have the maintenance and facilities improvement and
repair programs. I believe in fiscal year 1982 the Senate Select
Committee, the House Appropriations and Senate Appropriations
Committees, allocated thaw funds for facilities improvement and
repair programs on reservations. As of today, we were told by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs that the .operation and maintenance pro-
grams out of Albuquerque are not slated to start these repair pro-

ams until 1986. This is fiscal year 1982 moneys, and we are wait -
zng at least 2 more years before they get to us.

The dormitories and some of the buildings are in real need of re-
pairs at our school. We have roofs leaking, ceiling leaks. One set of
buildings is settling down. We have a major problem at our school.
We have been trying to get to them and put it on the priority list,
but Oe just received a letter saying that until 1986 we are not
slated for these repairs.

Also, the next issue is one I know your committee is involved
with, the title IV programs, title VII, and we strongly support that
these programs be continued for reauthorization. We strongly be-
lieve, also, that these supplemental programs have done some good
out in the field, especially in the area of the culture and the lan-
gu e of the Navajo people.

We have written materials for these kids, and we will continue
to do so.

What we are saying is we support it, and I believe your commit-
tee will also support it, to continue these programs.

Earlier I mentioned the vocational education program. Your
committee is involved with the 1-percent setaside for Indian pro-
grams under vocational education. The Bureau of Indian Affairs
has not matched the 1-percent setaside. We strongly urge this com-
mittee to tell BIA that they should come up with a 1-percent set-
aside and match it: Therefore, we would have adequate moneys for
the vocational education programs.

Back in 1978, the committees were very instrumental in allocat-
ing these funds to help us build nice vocational education facilities.
We have one of the best equipped buildings on the reservation for
secondary level, and we wish that these programs will be contin-
ued.

Today we have over 69 percent of our student body at the school
taking these courses. These courses are' in trades: Automotive,
welding, drafting, and various business courses. So we surely urge
that you support us in this endeavor.

The other area is the prekindergarten funds. I also would like to
thank this committee for its interest and support in last year's pre-
kindergarten programs at ouf school, which was instrumental in
getting funding for these prekindergartens. They are 3- to 5-year-
olds. Presently, we have 70 of them. In a few years' time we will be
reaching 85 to 90 students. Again, we really believe in early start-
ing for these youngsters. As they progress through academic levels,
we have seen that their attitudes and motivation toward school are
positive, and also their learning, at an early level, is geared to the
schools.
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We were told by the Bureau of Indian Affairs that this will be
the last year that funds will be available for the prekindergarten. I
think the Bureau of Indian Affairs needs to support this level cf
teaching and training for these youngsters.

I have been checking some dollar amounts with the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. If the Bureau of Indian Affairs is going to fund the
prekindergarten level, they will drastically cut the amount of
moneys going to the schools, at least by 70 percent, as I understand
it. So either way, even if it goes to the Bureau of Indian Affairs to
fund these, I think there needs to be adequate funding going to the
social services or put it back to the Bureau for prekindergarten
funding.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement folio :1
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PREPARED STA
ROUGH ROCK

Alk JAMIE C. BELAY, EXECUTIVE DIRBOVOR,
to t. ti ' TION SCHODLimagNIF, ARIZONA 86503

My name is Jimmie C. Bogey and I am repreeenting Rough

Rock Demonstration School which is situated on the Navajo

Indian Reservation in Rough Rock, Arizona.

Mr. Chairman and members ofkthe Subcommittee; I appre-

ciate the opportunity to describe the concerns pertaining to

the needs of our school, which presently is operating under

the aegis of Public Law 03-638.

Rough Rock Demonstration School was the first contract

school, starting in 1966 when education was failing Indian

students. At that time, people started to look for alternative

education and Indian educators felt that one of the best

possible methods wa;tti introduce bilingual and bicultural

program. into regular academic settings, bringing home the.

environment into the classroom so that -students would feel at

cads, learning both side of culture, Since we were the fore-

runner of Indian Education with community involvment, there

have been hundreds of P.L. 93-638 programs springing up all

around the country, We cip say that. our dream did not falter

by the wayside, but again.looking from another perspective, we

4id not foresee that Indian Self - Determination, was going to be

impacted by endless red tape -- guidelines, regulations and

policies which appear to negatively affect the spirit and

intent, not to mention the ability to imp ement and administer

the program of P.L. 93-638 educational op ations for Indian

youth. I guess to' be under the jurisdicti n of the Iureau of

Indian Affairs and trying to be eelf.-determined, one has to

be strongly impacted by federal guidelines, However, instead

ofrimple regulations, we have to contend with a continual,

Lack of responsiveness and continuity at all levels of the
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Bureau of Indian Affairs which expend our critical effort

and dollars simply trying to determine what guidelines are

currently in force and how we can maintain inegrity of

program and administrative accountability in the field when

said guidelines do not reflect our realistic needs or situation

in the field,

At this ti,me, I would like Lo address our current

concerns which we feel Will drastida ly affect Indian Education.

INDIRECT COST:

The American Indian Law Center currently proposed a

15.5%
1

rate however it appears the Bureau of Indian Affairs

is hanging up with a current impetuous to 'grandfather' the

current rate of each contract school Into base prograF. If

this proposal is implemented, both the administration and

school program will suffer severe cutbacks which cannot be

absorbed without drastic consequences to ongoing goals and

objectives of the individual contract schools. Under P.L.

638, one of the purposes is to foster the development of sound

program and administration which is responsive to the specific

goals, objectives; and philosophies of the individual contract'

' school. Obviously, not all administrative costs can be expected.

to hi the same., the salient factors surrounding each program

are unique and demand specific responses. The issue of how

Indirect (administrative) cost will be develdped has never

been resolved since 1975 with a result of, great detriment to

all contract schools. As of this date, Rough Rock Demonstration

School has not yet negotiated any indirect cost for fiscal

year 1984 even though said year began on October 1, 1983. No

organization can meet program objective and goals of their

contract laboring under such a unwieldy process. The current

response to the matter of InAgel Cost simply doe, not augment

a realistic approach to program oi administrative accountability.

FORWARD run

The.Contraot Schools never receive fiscal year monies
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uCin February or March of the ea odes year following the

October of the previous calendar ye which marks the begin-

ning of the fiscal year. Neither has the federal government

approved the budget nor has the amount of the per capita

student allottment been determined, These factors render the

contract 'school's budgeting process a farce with drastic

negative impact on the appropriate utilization'of funds for

children as mandated under the contract. Forward funding

would allow the contract school to receive their Monies in

advance of the beginning of the program year and subsequently

to plan and implement program with the acountability which in

the desire of both the Congress and the Contract School. This

'problem has been in existence since the implementation of

95-581 and we feel becomes more imperative that it be

resolved each year.

RZVISICI( OF P.L. Bs-581:

We 'support the revision of the Weighed Student Factor

to a more realistic and flexible one. At this time, we receive

only 201 per mile for transportation regardless of the fact

that the majority of our roads are unimproved dirt roads;

regardless of the increase of costly petroleum products; and

other necesekry resources. In our isolated area, with the

adherant conditions, 204 per mile, is a joke -. a worry joke on

our children and programs. Ne receive no monies for food,

counseling programs, dormitory budgets are bort-cut and

there is no matching monies provided for the operation of the

contractually mandated vocational educational program. Said

program is supposedly allotted IS set aside monies from the

'Bureau of Indian Affairs. To this date,no such funds have

been made' available. The time i overdue if this valuable

and relevant educational component is to 'be continued for our

children, With other federal funding sources less and less

available to us for this program, we become more and more con-

cerned that the Bureau meet its obligation in this respect.
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OPPOSED TO BUREAU REPROGRAMMING OF

We have found out that approximately 1 on dollars

of critical ISEP funds especially allocated by Congress for the

education of students, is currently being targeted for repro-

gramming by the Bureau to meet its own administrative goals.

We strongly object and request that this critical resource be

funneled beet into the education of children as originally

mandated by Congress and as is desperately needed by program.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has a need to look to,its own house

to find the reason for continued administrative deficits rather

than to appropriate critical ISEP funds to make up for problems

generic to tholi own bureaucracy,

11

SUPPORT FOR UPDATING AND TIMELY ralumplITIom OF OPERATIMAND
MAINTEMANCS'PROGRAMSt

At this time, the operations and malintenanos program is

seriously lagging. Our facilities are in despair, Our school

is currently in need of one million dollars to meet the needs

of updating our facilities as previously evaluated and targeted

by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in 1081, This is critical for

us to meet tho standards necessary to become certified by the

is North Central Accreditation Association. We can meet program

objectives only if oui faCilities are up to code and support

our program as contractually mandated.

SUPPORT CRITICAL ITLE rv, VII PROGRAMS

Our school and school board represent the ongoing goals

and philosophy Of our traditional community in =attaining the

necessity and efficacy of the language and culture programs for

Indian youth., Our Materials Development Program has produced

and continuer to produce critical curriculum supplemental

materials wtich heretofore has been unavailable to our youth.

our teacher training prograM has produced 90% of our elementary

school teachers and is a valuable program for increasing the

competency of our Navajo teachers. We support the ongoing need

for bilingual education from PreSchooi through the 12th

grade. We know what advantages appear in the test results of
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our, children who come to us monolingual in a language not of

the dominant society and having to accomodate themselves to

the dominant language. TheSe critical entitlement programs

for the support of teacher training, materials development,

bicultural and bilingual education must be maintained. The

reality of the current differences between our language and 44

culture and that of the dominant wociety'demand that we meet

the needs of our youth with compassion and an understapding

of how such programs speak to their needs to become educated,

Junctional,' integrated citizens with a positive self-concept

and an ability to idartify and participate in the choices

available to such citizens. We strongly support that Title VII

Indian Education Program be supported and reauthorized for

continued operation.

. 1

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAM!

We have been operating Vocational Education Program for

our YouUsters for the past-four years and students are highlpii

in these selected courses. Over 89% of the Boman-,

der ent body are taking various Vocational Education

cour special thanks to the House and Senate Appropriation

Committees, the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs for

their support in funding add-on dollars to help build a nice

Vocational Education facilities, Gymnasium, and a Library

complex. The Vocational Education building is one of the best

equipped facilities on the Navajo Indian Reservation. Currently.

we are operating 100% level with these courses:. Building Trades,

Automotive, Welding, Drafting, and various Business Courses.

As I mentioned, there is a high interest by students.in taking

these courses. Without monies, these courses can no longer be

continued thus curtailing the services. During the last three

years, the program has been operating on supplemental monies

and said monies have run out through Fiscal Year 1983 and have

been unable to find other sources to continue the program.

The Committees have been setting aside 1% for program

operation and the Bureau'of Indian Affairs is supposed to match

the 1% set aside and they have at the secretarial level reviewed

the matching. We would like to request through your committee

to urge the BIA to matchyour amount set aside to adequately

fund these Indian programs. The Indian School Equ'lization
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Program formula does not address categorically line item for

Vocational Education Programs and even set amount of money were
to be programed, other areas of student services have to be

curtailed.

We strongly urge throUgh your Committee to support that

adequate funding be provided for Vocational Education Programs.

PRI-EINDERGARTBN:

Again, through your Committee's interest in Indian

EduLation, wehave been able to receive funds to operate a

pre-kindergarten program at the local level. Rough Rock

Demonstration School ban bad apre-kindergarten program since

1988-and having students start early has made academic difference

in Lthe latter years. .We have seen a more pOsitive attitude and
_ .

motivational approach to school learning. The academic

achievements show progression and they seem to be more result

oriented. Once again, we are using support, even though the
\

last_funding period is Fiscal Year 1084, tha pre-kindgar.ten

monies be funded again for Fiscal Year 1985 r adequate

funding be allotted to the Bureau so schools \like ours can get

program funding under social Services.

Currently, we have seventy youngsters in the 3 ... 5

year olds in the early childhood program and within * two year

period, projection we will 'enroll around eighty-five students,

The enrollment at this level has been a steady growth and this

demands of us to provide a quality program.

We urge Appropriation Committees to support the youngsters

to have an early start in education by funding them adequately.

I thank you for this opportunity to address these critical

issues. I appeal to your judgement and compassion to assist us in

our efforts to develop a competent institutiom which will be

responsive to the needs of our Indian youth and to the needs of

the dominant ociety as well. In order to fulfill the goals

and philosophies the contract school, we must have regulations

and policies which are mutually supportive and'allow us to be

accountable.

it v

36 -019 17
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Mr. ALEXANDER. On prekindergarten, the Bureau's budget justifi-
cation says that their programs can be picked up by Head Start
and so on and, therefore, they do not need to fund them. Is it your
understanding that your program.could be picked up by Head Start
and provide the same level of services?

Mr. BEGAY. No.
Mr. ALEXANDER. You have one of the oldest prekindergarten pro-

grams. ,I gather it dates from 1966. What has been your experience
as to what that program provides and what difference it makes, if
any, in the future education of these children?

.Mr. BEGAY. We have found out that the interest in school, the
attitudes, and also the motivation toward school has a high impact
on it. There is a positive feeling. There are reports from teachers
that the interest and also the reading level is higher later on
through the years. We have tracked that system, and the dropout
rate throughout the school yeareis lower.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Do you have any hard statistics from your pre-
kindergarten program that we could have for the record?

Mr. BEGAY. Yes.
Mr. ALEXANDER. It is a rather important issue in this. It is a

small budget item, but a critical issue.
Do you wish'to 'add anything?
Mr. BIA. Yes. All I could say is that I would like to thank the

committee.
seAlso, what is stated by Mr. Begay *true. As the president-of

that school, we like to educate our y rigitlers from prekindergar-,/
ten all the way up to 12th grade. Ou needs are great, but we a6.
complish little.

That is why I would like to ask eac one of you to consider,our
requests for funding.

Thank you.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you.

. I appreciate you both being here.
1 was once at your school but it has been a long time.

chance, I certainly will come back.
Mr. BEGAY. You are welcome back.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you for coming today.
Our next witness on the list is Sue Williams, who

counsel for the Association on Indian Affairs, who is a
behalf of the Southwest Indian Youth Development

STATEMENT OF SUSAN M. WILLIAMS, COUNSEL, ASSO
AMERICAN INDIAN AFFAIRS, ON BEHALF OF THE
INDIAN YOUTH DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Ms. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Taylor, Mr. Alexander, and mem-
bers of ale Senate Select Committee.

I will not take a lot of your time.
Mr. ALEXANDER. We will take your full statement for the record.
Ms. WILLIAMS, Great!
I wilj very briefly summarize for you in a matter of a couple

minutes what is here in the record. 6
The proposed Continental Divide High School is a proposed con-

tract under the Indian Self-Determination Education Assistance

get the

the legal
gearing on
iation.

.IATION OF
OUTHWEST
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Act. It has been'pending over at the Bureau for 2 years now. The
Bureau has taken the position that it is a good contract for which
no declination issues have been identified throughout the system.
But the BIA maintains there is no money to fund the contract for
this new school to start.

ReCently, however, the Bureau has offered the Navajo Nation
$150,000 to be used however the nation so desires in regard to prep-
aration of the site for student occupation. The nation has \decided
to spend most of it for architectpral and engineering studies for
this particular site. The Bureau has done its own independe t con-
sulting work, which said for $833,000-or-so you can renovate t is fa-
cility for this program, and it ought to be done-to preserve in-
vestment. In view of the study the BIA offered the $150,000 be
used, as I said, for architectural engineering, and, in addition i
the nation so desires, to look at additional sites on the Navajo
ervation, this one being just adjacent to the reservation, for
ble similar programs.

Now, as you might be aware, this high school arose from the con-
cerns of younger Navajos who noted that 3,600 of their high school
age students out of 12,000 are presently not served by any educa-
tion program, and .thus are not counted in the ISEP Indian school
equalization formula. It was out of this concern that these students
got together and said there needs to be a program which addresses
the really very troubled students. There are some seriously trou-
bled and some less so troubled of that 3,600. The students said:
"Let us put together a program that pulls these kids out of the
-court systems, pulls them off welfare dependency( Let us start
small and with the most troubled."
- They modeled the program after the Navajo clan system to repli,
cate family structures and stability, which they feel has not existed
in most of their lives previously.

We were up here before the Appropriations Committees last
year, and we are up' here again this year. We have testified on the
House side earlier this morning asking for $2.8 million, which in-
cludes what we consider to be the very high Burekni of Indian Af-
fairs estimate for renovation for the Continental Divide High
School facility.

We are pressing forward with the Appropriations Committees.
We now see an opening of some doors over at the Bureau, but felt,
nonetheless, that we ought to bring this to your attention, should
there be anything that your committee could do from the stand-
point of providing additional suppoi=t to the Navajo Nation and the
applicant here in its pursuit of this 638 contract.

I would be happy to answer any questions that may come to
mind. Otherwise, thank you for your time.

Ms. BOYLAN. Good luck.
Ms. WILLIAMS. Thanks
Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you for coming. We will see what we can

do.
The prepared statement follows:
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PREPARE)
STATEMENT 'F SUSAN A. .WILLIAMS, COUNSEL,

ASSOCIATION ON AMERICAN INDIAN AFFAIRS, ON REHALF OF
THE SOUTHWEST INDIAN YOUTH DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

BEFORE THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON INDIAN AFFAIRS, UNITED STATES SENATE,

REGARDING FUNDS FOR CONTINENTIAL DIVIDE HIGH SCHOOL,

February 21, 1984

Mr. Chairman and members of the Interior Subcommittee, on

a behalf of Southwest Indian Youth Development Association (SIYDA),

I. wish to thank yoq, for the opportunity to present this statement

which is submitted in support of a request, joined by the Navajo

Natiqn, for $2.R million in the Fiscal Year 1984 Department of

Interior Supplemental Appropriation to fund a contract under the

Indian Self Determination and Education Assistance Act, P.L.

93-638'('638), for the proposed Continental Divide. High School.

This proposed contract to operate a pilot high school in

NorthermNew Mexico adjacent to the Navajo reservation fdr

troublid Navajo youth was conceived, designed and pursued by

Navajo youth themselves. These youth, many of whom came from

difficult domestic settings, and all of whom have experienced

the tragedy of seeing troubled friends and relatives further

and further alienated and eventually removed from existing

educatioFt programs, were additionally' motivated by their d

covery that 3,600 Navajo youth of high school age of an estimated

total of approximately 12,000 are not in school anywhere and

thus are not counted in the Indian School.Egualization Formula,

As a consequence, together, and based on their own experiences,

they decided to sepk alfontract under '638 for a pilot high

school program especially suited for some of the more troubled

of the 3,600 youth out of school. They selected the site at
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Cont ante.). Divide since it uniquely otfgrs the combination of

existing vocational educe facilities, access to wilderneeW

areas ehTch area vital part of the program, and distance from

,poptiratIon centers Whi hpaS,.i)resent dj.etracting influences.
-\

.The responses to*their proposal -were favorable and Ilrong.

Oix.,humdred referrals .from oalyone-of the fiye Navajo agencies

were..receiyed early in the project' history. The Navajo
4

bat.thiprevious and current admi.hitqrations, has been

enthusiastically supportive.

'The focus on the more troubio0outh was felt ap priete

as these students often are the more serious burdens on their

communities through cOnfliCts with the lAw and through perpetual

fiance on welferv, Moreover, a pilot project proven success

'ful'-with the more troubled youth was felt to belmore easily

adaptable for use with respect ta.less troubled youth
a .

school. To ensure success with these stude

effective start'toward addressing the 4roblems of the 3,600

yoUth, the applicant eery carefully designed the program

(whidh.is,based on a teachi and counseling structure modeled

"upon the Navajo clan.system, and Aich consists of small/ group

dynamic_ and A low studen.t /teacher ratio), has limited attendance'

o 15

icient,funding, fonetart-up of the high School.
'

.

d to fultdfnY, as ibu may well know/ this '638
,

.

application haS'besem venddrkbefore the PIA for two years. In

that'oti 'one '638 dorttract .dec 1 li.riatiN

tied: °Rather, until recently, the BIA consisten has expressed

lined to contract due solely

year

r t year irising to over three'huntired by the

h thei 'addition of modular doi-mitories) and

issue was identi-

nuplc,rt tor4the nchpol, but ha
...,

to a lack-'of lund. the applicant views this positiol anti.the

''I .
6aU,lur tai -equent the pece sary funds from Co'ngress as n-

4'638 and ttre Fndian Fdacation AcX.of:1972:
i ...
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Quite recently;, however, and to response to repeated
.

v jo Netic4 expressions of support, and requests for BIA

proval-and fundingwhe high ilthool, the BIA agreed to make

available to the Navajo Nation $150,000. These funds, to be

llocated however'the Nation wishes, are for architectural

and engineering plannirfg, ith respect to the Continental Divide

site and/or for study of other on the reservation Which

potentially would be-approprate'for similar programs. The

Navajo Nation has indicated that it intends to devote most

grant toward preparation of the Continental Divide site.

Thus, the. BIA expreAsiOns of support for the school have

ripened to financial support which is designed to lead to con-

tract approval when sufficient funds-are obtained. The BIA,

however, has not requested funds for the school from the Con-

gress in the FY, 84 Supplemental Appropriation or FY 85 Budget.

%Accordingly, SIYDA urges that the Congress provide the neces-

sary funding now for this long-awaited and much- needed school.

Further delay with regard to funding means more students will

grow older and thus become ineligihlp for what mlif400 their

only chance for a successful and happy life.

The requested $7.8 million is broken down by line item

ataliched budget. The amount requested includes funds

in the ambunt.of $848,000 which is the BIA consultant's esti-

mate of the cost to renovate the Continental nivide site under

life-safety standards. The Navajo Nation and SIYDA urge that

this request is quite reasonable for a sully operational voca-

tional high school for troubled youth. Irk conclusion, on be-

half of slY0A, I am grateful for any support your Committee

can extend to this vital project and I appreciate your time

this morning.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Bennie Gohoe of the Ramah Navajo School
Board.

STATEMENT OF BENNIE COHOE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, RAMAH
NAVAJO SCHOOL BOARD, INC., RAMAH, NM

Mr. COHOE. Good afternoon.
I would like to thank you, the committee staff, for allowing m to

testify this afternoon, because I did not get a confirmation to
appear before for the oversight hearing. Anyway, I want to thank
you for allowing me to testify this afternoon.

I also had a board member with'me, but he is out for another
appointment this afternoon, so, I will testify.

I have a written statement, and I would like to ask that be made
part of the record.

Mr. ALEXANDER. It will be.
Mr. CoHOE. Later on I will also provide you additional data to

also be made part of the record.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Fine. The record is open for 10 days.
Mr. COHOE. Thank you:
I would like to express my concern in three areas for Ramah

Navajo School Board and Pine Hill School.
. No. 1, we are concerned about facility construction. We are con-

cerned because we are.still trying to seek fuilding for completion of
the Pine Hill School facility. Up to now we have only 60 percent of
our facility completed. Since 1970 ,4 have been back and forth to
Washington. To some success, we were able to get 60 percent of our
construction co ted. But then, again, in the late seventies our
construction was ted because the Bureau was asked to freeze
the Construction, a' , Congress requested a criteria or a priority
system. When it was implemented, Ramah Navajo School Board
just fell right between the cracks of the guidelines that were devel-
oped.

The one thing that happens is that because we have 60 percent
of our facility completed, we could not get any of our students to be
100 percent unhoused. On the other hand, we still have middle
school kids who did not have a facility.

The other thing that happened at that point is that we were suc-
cessful in trying to get our school to be in the other category of
where it was. It should have been completed, but then, again, it
kiever happened.
!' What we are aware of is that since the freeze we were asked to
get into priority rahking. When we `went that way, we submitted

r-' our applications and we never ranked higher than No. 9 in the
rank and priority, because of the 60-percent completion.

Finally, we were put into another group, whichtwas called the
facilities improvement and repair. Another problem came up. They
asked us, is this a tribal facility or is it not a tribal facility? So we
have to go back to the original appropriation languwe where the
late Senatot Joe Montoya said, "OK, it will be a Federal facility
and it will be maintained by the Bureau of Indian Affairs." So that I.
cleared that.

But then they said, "Well, you are not on a Federal inventory."
It took us 2 years. We requested that, and then we finally got it.
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We are finally on the inventory, but then, again, now they are
saying, "Well, we have not fbund time to put you op the computer
system yet." So it has been going on and on.

We have not been funded for completion since 1978. Up to now,
since we appealed one way or another, since we even had some of
our former commissioners, which happens to be Commissioner

Howardhe said that there was an oversight. So he requested a
new survey.

Then from there, since we were not within the jurisdictions that
gave us an additional)takd time. We went back and forth to get
additional money.

But then, again, I think that we are still appealing to Washing-
ton to assist us and also support our effort in trying to get our fa-
cilities completed. At the preLient time we are asking for your fa-
vorable' consideration in suporting the appropriation of at least
$5,466,215 to complete the three critical facilities that are still
needed on the Pine Hill campus, which happens to be a cafeteria,
costing approximately $1.7 million; also a middle school, costing
$906,000; and also, up to now, we do not have any staff housing. So
we are asking for $2.8 million for staff housing, which would butild
40 units.'

We have double checked with the BIA's Schools Facilities Office
in Albuquerque. Those are some of the figures that they made
available to us. .

We would like to seek support to see if we can get additional
money in there, and we would like to request the committee, to
direct the Department of the Interior and the Bureau to review the
construction needed at Pine Hill School campus, and also to in-
clude in its annual budget such funds that are necessary to corn-
lett the school master plan. That school master plan was original-

y funded by the Bureau, and the Bureau has approved that master
plan. At this point it might need some modification to comply with
the latest guidelines on health and safety factors. That master plan
still needs to be completed.

Also, we are asking the committee's support to direct the Depart-
ment of the Interior, in addition to the construction, to place the
Ramah Navajo School Board on the FI&R backlog listing for fiscal
year 1985, with adequate funding to implement the funding, of Inte-
rior's recent comprehensive inventory study of our facilities.

We are also seeking the committee's support in directing the BIA
to provide'an explanation as to why the new school construction
rankint waa applied to Pine Hill School; why the original scope of
the project was not completed; and to take immediate steps to cor-
rect the situation.

No. 2, our concern is facilities operation and maintenance. At the
present time we are having problems of not having enough funds
given to our school to maintain our facilities. As far as we know,
the Bureau has indicated to us they only have 35,000 to 65,000
square foot of facility on their inventory, and that is how they allo-
cate their moneys. In reality, when the inventory was completed by
Interi9r, a contract with a firm out of Minneapolis, MN, the total
squa footage hit!200,000 square feet. There was a difference of
that. Right now wd are only getting $597,000 per year, and it is in-
adequate.
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Also about that, we have been cut in o O&M bud et for the
last 4 years. Up to now we had lost about percent of our staff.
We hate to see the facilities go unmanag rand also we cannot
keep up with the maintenance and repairs sr ce we do not qualify
for She FI&R rponeys. It is hard for us to maintain these facilities.

We are asliOg for the following recommendations: That the com-
mittees support significant increase in appropriation for the facility
operation and maintenance for Ramah Navajo School Board; to,
commemorate the square footage defined in recent Interior Depart-
ment inventory study for the Pine Hill' campus; and in line With
the realistic operations and maintenance costs.

No. 2, that the committee direct the Department of the Interior
to insure the O&M funding foothe Pine Hill Health Center, either
directly or through arrangement with the Indian Health Service.

We have been operating that clinic for 7 years. We have gotten
zero 04M dollars from Indian Health Service, saying that it is not
an Ind do Health Service facility.- They are telling us that it is a
131A,facility. So we are going around and around in that area.as
well.

'zit, our third concern is that we would like to inform yOu as to
what it is like out there as f -i-;' as our school operations tire con-
cerned.cerned. We have been here be ore. We have made known what the
Indian student equalization p ogram has done to our funding in,
our area. Right now the BIA s determining that the funding level-\
for school and then distribur g annual allocation to the school pro?\
gram, which does not pro efor the isolated,, rural setting of some
of our locations where we have to operate our school.

We are under very tight budget. constraints. I think that as the
year goes on, the form letter is revised, and instead of increasing
the dollars to meet the needs, they are decreasing year after year.
So it has been very difficult to cope with that.

Right now we are under another constraint in the area of pupil
transportation. As I understand it, it has been decreased again by
close to $100,000. The difference from fiscal year 198-8 and 1984, we
are losing close to $100,000 in pupil transportation. Eighty percent
of our roads are unpaved, and they become impassable during the
winter weather, so we cannot withstand some of those cuts. Scrwe
will probAbly have to lose some of our bus drivers in that area to
cope with it.

We have also been getting some information that the BIA is
going to do some reprogramming of nearly $20 million of fiscal
-ear 19-84.moneys for automated data processing for a management

'ormation system, which is about '30 percent. of the total dollars
n taken out of education moneys.

Although thore has been some direction44et forth from the House
Interior Appropriations Committee, I think the reprogramming is
already somewhat in place. We recognize that we are losing 3.5
percent of the funding this year out of fiscal-year 1984. We are con-
cerned That is why we are asking for the committee to see if they
ciin check into some of the things that are happening with the
Bureau fa ad i lig for l lucution.

We ask the committee t.o ask the General Accounting ffice to
gate the BIAS reprogramming of funds for ADP, t deter-

ne if and' laws or committee directives have been violated. If
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such reprogramming is, indeed, not the wish of this committee,
then direct the BIA to immediately restore and reprogram the
amount to the educational progrpm at the agency and tribal school
level.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We asked Assistant Secretary Smith about re-
programming this morning. It is our understanding there will be a
recommendation within the next week or 10 days to deal with the
ADP expenses, which proba y involve their requesting, at
least in part, a supplemental. We ar following that area closely,
And we will see what we can do.

Mr. COHOE. OK, because I feel that it has already occurred be-
cause our last fall's contract negotiation reflects some modification
already, so there is a decrease in the amount of dollars that was
actually allocated to our school. So we feel that,that is where the
money went.

Third, we ask that the committee support appropriations for
Indian students equalization formula for fiscal year 1988 at least
equal to fiscal year 1983 plus an amount to reflect actual inflation
for the interim period of time.

We also ask that the committee direct the BIA o immediately
implement a forward funding budgetary process to ure that the
contracts are negotiated and issued in a timely manner, because it
is hard to plan, even for the year, when we have to change our ca-
dence in the middle of the fiscal year, since we do no know wheth-
er the actual negotiated figure is going to be the actual dollar we
will be receiving. Every year we know that there has been a reduc-
tion of funds, and there is no way that we can plan to improve the
educational system, which everybody is asking us to do.

It is hard for us topaintain our standards with the State's ac-
creditation, system. We are approved by the State of New Mexico
nod as well as the North Central Accreditation, of which we are
also a member. When our dollars are being cut, it is hard to even
maintain the standards which we have met in th6 past, so it is very
difficult for us.

Another thing that has been a continual problem is that the
Bureau of Indian Affairs has not been consulting with the.tribe or
the contract school as to how to develop and implement the system..
in regard to the proportionment of dollars when a school student is
transferred to another school or to another BIA or contract school.
When we tYave a student transfer in, we do not have the dollars to
go along with it, so we are actually shortchanging the students. We
haNk! to curtail some of the services for the other students because
the enrollment increases.

We also request the committee to support additional appropria-
tions and direct the Bureau to implement a provision for factoring
early childhood education and the gifted and talented programs
into the student equalization formula.

These are the major concerns that we have.
I would like to thank you for the time I was allowed to testify

'before the committee.
[The prepared statement follows. Testimony resumes on p. 2701
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TESTIMONY

February 21 -22, 4

by
RAMAH NAVAJO SCHOOL BOARD, INC.
Bennie Cohoe, Executive Director

Chavel P. Col.:, President, Board of Trustees
Pine Hill, New Mexico 87321

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Committee, my name is Bennie
Cohoe, Executive Director of the Reath Navajo School Board, Inc. With me today
is Mr. Chavez Coho, School Board President. We appreciate opportunity to
present our concerns to you. I will keep ey statement as as possible and
would like it to be made part of the written record. We ide you with
supportive documents pertaining to the issues raised.

We have three priority areas of concern regarding the FY '85 BIA budget.

I. Completion of Pine Hill School Facilities.

Gentlemen, our campus is only BOX complete. Back in the 1970's, our
construction was tilted in mid-process due .to the Bureau-wide"constrection
freeze. When the New School Construction Priority System was implemented,
it was arbitrarily applied to the Ramah Navajo School Board, even though it
was in pi-tigress and, like other BIA construction projects, should have been
completed. A Bureau decision was made to delete Pine Hill Campus from New
School Construction and Out it on Facilities Improvement' anAhRepair (FI&R)
backlog to complete the construction. Howevseeecenctrect schools were judged
not eligible for FI&R at thatitfme.

The net result is that our middle school students are in lotallY inade-
quate, temporary facilities that lack basic hygienic facilities and are often
unusable during the winter months; we must attempt to feed more than 500 stu-
dents in our Home Economics classroom; seven months out of the year we walk
through mud to get from building to building, and moisture permeation and erosion
are severely damaging our facilities; our stiff are housed in old, inefficient
mobile homes; and the administrative -Staff is scattered about campus in portables,
closets, and other spaces needed for educational programs.

So you can see that we have reason for concern. Even more, our parents
and community members wonder why past promises have been forgotten. Mr. Chairman
and Committee Members, we have followed the requirements of the system, and we
have lost out. We've been the victim of a process of comparing apples and oranges:
we were on the way to constructing an 'Weeecte and befitting educational compldx,
but we got thrown into a formula system dos gned for new start-ups. Our requests
to the BIA for explanations and assistance to remedy the situation go unheeded.
WO realize that other Indian communfties need school facilities, and we respect
'the need for the formula as it applies to new school construction needs, but it
just doesn't make sense to leave a project uncompleted In mid-phase While jumping
to new projects.

We respectfully urge your favorable consideration of the following
recommendations:

1- That the Committee support appropriations of at least $5,466,Z15
in FY '85 to complete construction of three critical facilities.

2"
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priorities on t Pine Hill campus: (a) Cafeterfe, costing
$1,700,215; ddle School, costing $906,000; and (c) Staff
Housing. coating .850,000.

That the Gummi direct the Department of the Interior and the
BIA to. review the construction needs of the Pine Hill Campus and
to include in its annula budgets such funds as are necessary to
complete the campus master plan.

That the Committee direct the Department of the Interior to, in
.addition to the above construction, place the Rauh Navajo School
Board on the FI&R backlog listing for FY '85, with adequate funding
to implement the findings of the Interior's recent comprehensive'
inventory and study of our facilities.

4. That the Committee direct the BIA to provide an explanation as to
why the New School COnstruction reeking was applied to Pine Hill;
why the original scope of the project was not completed as per
Congressional commitment; andte take immediate steps to correct
the situation.

Facilities Qperations and Maintenance.

Mr. ChairMan and Committee Members, our current level of Operations and
Maintenance funding is totally inadequate in relatdon to our needs. Although
the files of various BIA and Interior offices have contained facilities space
data showing from 35,000 to 65.000 total square feet for our facilities, the
recently completed comprehensive inventory and study sponsored-by the Department
of the Interior reveals total square footage approaching 200,000!

To give you more background on our need, utilities costs have skyrocketed
in the past four years, while our 0 & M funding level has'derreased. Half of '
our budget now goes toward paying the utilities bill - and even that outlay falls
short of the actual costs, which we must cover any which way we can. We have had
to lay off nearly half of the O&M staff we had in 1$80, and yet the maintenance
needs are even greater now that they were then. A related problem is that we
get no additional 0 & M monies for our community Clinic nor for other facilities
operated by non-educational programs*- of which we have many. The Clinic was
constructed by the 81A as a support facility to the educational complex and is
presently operated under a PL 93-638 contract with the Indian Health Service
by means of a facility usage agreement with the Bureau. Clinic 0 S M costs are
estimated at $65,000 per year, but there is no 0 & M fdnding to cover them.
Similarly, our Board's non-school programs occupy about 100,000 square feet of
space, and yet there are no 0 & M funds directly tied to those programS and facilities.

We respectfully,recommend the following:

I. That the Committee support significant increases in appropriations for
facilities operations and maintenance for Ramah Navajo School Board,
commensurate with the square footage defined in the recent Interior
Department inventory study of Pine Hill Campus, and in line with
realistic operations and maintenance costs.'

2. That the Committee direct the Department of the Interior to ensure
0 & M funding for the Pine Hill Health Center, either directly or
through arrangement with the Indian Health Service.

273
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III. School Operations.

As we have brought to the your attention in previous hearings, we still

see problems with the Indian Student Equalization Program (ISEP). At this time.

we would like to comment on the ielloiting issues:

A. The Bureau's system for determining funding levels for schools and

then distributing annual allocations is terrible for school programs to work with.

Since final annual allotments are not made until halfway through the school year,

the systeM works against long-range plaRning and program stability. Each year

involves budgetary uncertainty, delays, mid-year changes, and a trend of decreasing

dollars to pit against rising costs.

Moreover, the "count-week" method of certifying student enrellment
gives rise to mercenary competition for "live bodies" between Bureau-funded

educational programs. Student needs are often disregahted in special recruitment
drives, and some schools get caught in the course of the year with transfer enrollb.

ments for which there is no 154f alloption.
--

Additionally, the Bureau's funding cycle is out -of -synch with the

school year. This fact, coupled with the delays and-Uncertainties mentioned
above, causes school administrators to limit staffing and programming for each

school year. And many of us reserve funds to Arry forward to the following fiscal

year, just to ensure that first-quarter cost are covered, until the annual allotment:

comes through.

B. ..We understand that the BIA,is seeking to reprogram nearly $20 mil n

of FY '84 monies for its Automated aa,ta rrocessing,(ADP)/ManagementInformation
System (MIS).. of which more, than an is being taken from educational monies. This

is in spite of last Fall's Mouse Appropriations RepOrt, which expressly

prohibited the Bureau from imposing charges for the system on the tribal/agency

level. Our final allocation fOr ISEP, as recently communicated to us, reflects

the diversion of these dollars, 723this the wish of Congress?

The resulting 3 1 loss' of funds this year, coupled with further cuts
exceeding $1 million being considered for FY '85 Bureau-wide, will have definite

negative effects on our program. We are rapidly losing our ability to maintain

the certification standards set by our accrediting agencies, especially in vocational

and elective course Offerings and in supportive services. Just as critically,

we are severely limited in our ability provide resources for innovation and for

special innovatives to foster excellence. We are further compromised in our efforts

to meet your standards as a Committee of Congress, as well as to meet the cherished

expectations of the parents of our community.

In light of the recent national focus on the quality of American edu7

cation, and considering the special needs of rural Indian populations, we find

it ircredible that funding reductions to Indian school% are even being considered.

The resources being made available fall short of the levei- needed not only to maintain

present minimal programs, but more importantly, to meet the challenge of excellence.

C. We understand that the Bureau plans not to fund preschool programs

In Fy '85. There is no educationally sound basis for this decision. In fact,

as we have presented to this Conmittee before, ample researchexists to support

substantial increases in funding for early childhood education.

We feel that we have one of the finest Indian early childhood programs,

and we nave results to show it. For instance, last year our pre-school students
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bowed an average gain forty-five (45) percentile points on the nationally-
.

normed pre - school inventory tests.. We have afrgued long and lard in defense ofearly childhood educati not.only for our community but for all Indian conmu-nitiev Far from being 'social. Pra,gram to provide babysitting services, well -
eiarely chi ldtx)od eciacatio41 has long-teriri educational a,..2 social effectszost iirarhatW and positive kind. Our future generation deserves the beet.

a*ssible, and our School Maid, for orie, intends to ,orovidevthem with just that.

finally. we do not receive extra ISEP funding for gifted and talented
programming.- So as:,not to neglect the needs of our gifted and talented children,

do proyide, stir* special educational experiences for them, but we squeeze Such
aLtivirQtes Oge or our regular prggrarn budget. As our educational dollars continue

j,nk and our ability to provide everbasic instructonal programs continues
compronised,- we stand to be deprived of this ,highlvalued and needed progranl.

ation', then, to our conceels about sc.pool funding, we respectfully
following 'recommendations:

I. , That tbe Committee. ask the General Accounting Office to investigate
the BIA reprogramming or/funds for ADP, to daitermine if any laws..

Committee directivity have been viblated;

o i
sreprogram-01%j is i-ndeed'noPthe wish pl this Committee; thento direct the BIA' immediately restore the Teloogrammied amounts to

the educat6ional programs at the agency/tribal/school level.
1 ,

Th.:it the Committee support appropriations for 'the Indian ,Studen?
Equalization Program, (ISEP '95 at least equa.1 to the FY
"83 level, plus an r t0 r - actual inflation for the

ening period o

D'Iat theanornittee direct the BIA to imned y
"forward-funding" budgetary prcicess and ensure th
,negotiated and issued -in a timely manner.

5. That the Committee direct the 81A to develop and implement, in
consultation with tribes and contract schools, a budgetary systeM
that provides for program, stability and long-range planninw by

,guaranteeing a stable level of funding, with limitations on funding
reductions, over a three (4), year period.

That the Committee direct the BIA, to develop .and implement, in
consultation with tribes and contract school s.te a systqp whereby a
pYtoportion of dollars follows a student transferring during the
School year to another BIA or contract schbolf

7. That the Committee support additional appr,opriaticas, and direct
the BIA to implement a provision, for factoring Early Childhood
EduCa tiion and rifted & Talentedorogramiriq into the Indian Student

'Equalization Formula (ISEF),

_At
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Mr. Ghatrman ala distihguished Commdttele Members Mr. Chavez Coho,

President of our School Board and an Indian leader not unfamiliar to you,
wishes me to conclude our testimony with the following thoughts:

The Reach Navajo School Board) has been well known for taking the

initiative in designing programiand securing the resources needed to meet
the comprehensive educational 'and social needs of its Indian c*sounity.
Our greatest successes came when this initiative was met with enthusiasm
here in Congress, and when we worked together with you to make a difference
on the Ramah Nbajo Reservation: We started our own school camods and

established a wide range of responsive programs - after decades of in-
fonsistent and minimal services. to our people by outside agencies. In the

past four years, however, our funding has been cut by more than fifty

percent (50%). The cohstruction ofour school camOus was abruptly halted
in mid-props, and our administrators, teachers, and support staff still
do not have! decent housing. I feel certain that it is not the,intent of

Congress to penalize our initiative and success, yet we do feel frustrated

and thwarted. We respectfully urge your most faldrable attention to our
situation and to our recommendations and requests.

-Thank you. 4
-Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you very much.
Ms. Boylan has some questions for you that she would like to ad-

dress.
Ms. BOYLAN. I ,have just two questions, going back toNthe begin-

ning of your statement, Mr. Cohoe, on the Pine HillSchool facility.
No. 1, is this the first time you have brought this to the attention

of the Congress or have you tried every year to do this?
Mr. COHOE. Going back to 1972, the Ramah NavRio School Board

.fir:st came to Washington in 1972 seeking construction funds. Since
then, we were able to get funding three, times, since Congress at
that time indicated that, "We will assist you with your school facil-
ity needs, but we will appropriate dollars yearly, so You will be con-
structing your school in phases." So up to now, we have been
funded for only three phases of construction, whic,11;c'orripleted Q0
percent of our facility.

IL

Since then, we have come back to Congress about three times,
and we have tried and changed with the new format. We went
through the ranking system. 'We went through the application
sy 'tern. which still gave us zero results.

s. lipyr,AN. This is the first I have heard of it. That is why I
asked you tike Cluestion.

No. 2, are you under the Navajo area office?
Mr. COHOE. The Albuquerque area office. Well, they do not have

anything dike $5.5 million in their facilities improvement and
repair, but the Navajo does. The Navajo has quite a bit. I.was just
thinking, if you were under the Navajo, we could have some report
language that would take. care of it, but you are going to, have to
have an add-vn of some kind.

light. Well, the big- Navajos haiTe.a lot of needs:
Ms. BovAN. ()K. Thank you.
M,r. ALExANtwft! Your testimony also indicated that you have
me statistical evidence on the advantage provided by the pre-

sch(x)1 program. We would be interested iawgetting for the record
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any backup inforination or data that you have about the effective-
ness of the preschool program.

Mr. COHOE. Yes, we will.
Mr. ALEXANDER'. OK. I would appreciate it.
Thank you very much for coming today.

. Mr. CoHoE. Thank you.
Mr. ALEXANDER. I have a statement from Gordon Ruff of Nixon,

NV. Without objection, I will place that in the record at this point.
[The prepared statement follows:)

a
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',..-7:4101, '111.0a0*

IP A

OH
P.O. Box 241

Nixon. Nevada 89424
Phone (702) 476-0183

Mr. Onairman And '1.emt-Ira of .

the $enate Ealect Committee;

I an trr. GatUon V. Ruff, Sperintendent of the Pyramid K.F High
School, Nixon, Nevada. I have been directed by Ty Boar -° ',:dUcntion
and Tribal COunil to'appesr before you on behalf of tae children on

ramid Laxe Paiute keservation.

Indian Education has consistently been a focua of the Federal.
Government's Trulf responsibility for Indian nations. Law
93-6:18Indian e:f-Determination and Fducation Assistance Act
explicitly notes the Fe(:),vral tesponsibllity for '_radian education.

addenla

Thera )ire provisions in Congressional legisl..1:Aoil whic":1 refer to
prov!sion of physkcal plant for Contract Trial Schools.
you a`nd your staff are all too well acquainted with the spa,ific
keli3lation, I shall not be redundant. "rime is -oo i7acttact to De
so reaiimptunds as to outline pages of legialatica,
adjiAioated cane law.

The Pytar. d 1,a1,:e High School Board Af Education and tta r'yra:nid l.aka
Paiiite Tr-bal-Coancil has expend,ad thousan0; of do=-ars and over- a

ri ,b.:-11n1 ap;:roval of F.T.
,t1:11cler Oeiiiqn work 7c1r.

:',, ,,,.:11.,-, 6111- able 11,-,-eHsity of ha,!ing.to endure the
rku-rl!irn' -rai.. i- -_-t.-..n -- n2c,haary L'vni:tr'Icic:71 Euncls he

.,,LVIc,c7,,, ,e :9,'i 1'.1 hr±hflnV.:IN us to dire7tly Apl-T,r11 :;) Comzrer;n
tr-,q,,t. ,111T TonstruTtien funds for fiscal year :185. These funds
wrnild -ha -,1...-ared from F.I. & funds for fi4cal year Igg',.

1 tae .-;-re to r,-,Ad hetween the lines of these parn-Tiophs,
I'm4+,1re r, car -1 0-4;tec:ate the r-Ality of shat .s exr arinnced by

-f us w1-1.7) 'andenvor so hard to p'roiicle,Aa
s-L,[tIng and program for our children.

BEST CON AVAiLATLE
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Thanks co Assistant Secretary: Ken Smith: Deputy Assistant
Director Indian Educational Programs: Nancy Garrett; and
Deputy Assistant Secretary, D.O.I. : John Fritz, for getting our
project moving forward.

vic.mpectfully rPciu,,st your support of our request that adequate
F.I. R. funds for 41.985 be set .aside for construction of the
Pyramicl,Lake High Sc'hool remodeling project.

According to the preliMinary estimate submitted to the 'iRIA onr
March 29,1983, the amount at that time was projected at:
52,115,001.90. (see a4denda 02.) By the time we finally get O.C.M.
to award a construction contracthopefully by pecember 1984, I'm
sure t.his will increase by some 20+ percent to' Approximately
2,56,000.00.

Needless to say, if this project had progressed on a proper time
schedule, hundreds of thousands of dollars would have been saved.
We suhnit if school facilities projects were under the 5IA rather
than 0.C.M., this and othei- piojects would not only progress more
rapidly, but would also save taxpayer dollars.

o

Thank you for your courteous attention to our needs.

tOse
\
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See, e.g., Treaty of December 2, 1794, 7 Stat. 47, 48; Act of March

30, 1802, 2 Stat. 139; Treatly of August 13, 1803, 7 Stat. 78, 79;

S. Rep. No. 91-501i 91st 1st Sess. 11 (1969); Alt of:March 3,

1871, 16 .3tat. 544, 566; Act of March 3, 1819, 3 Stat. 516; Act of

4/ 'July 9, 1832, 4 Stat. 564; Act of July 31, 1882, 22 ,Stat. 181; Act

of May 17, 1882, 22 Stet, 68, 85'; General Allotment Act of 1887,

24 Stat. 488; Act of March 3, 1893, 27 Stat. 612, 635rAct of June

10, 1896, 25 U.S.C. & 287 (1963)1 Snyder Act of 1921, 25 U.S.C. & 13

(Cum. Supp. 1978); Citizenship Act' of 1924, 8 U.S.C. & 14$1(a) (2)

(1963); Meriam Report, The Problem of Indian Administration'& 1948;

Indian Reorganization Act, 25 U.S.C. & 461 et se9.; The Johnson

O'Malley Act, 25 U.S.C. && 452 -57; Federally Impacted Areas Act of

20 U.S.C. && 236-41-1 (1963); School Facilities Construction

Act of 1950, 20 U.S.C. && 631-47 (1963); Elementary and Secondary

Education Act of 1465; 79 Stat. 27 (1975); Indian Education Act of

1972, P.L. 92-318, 86 Stat. 334; Part 8 of Title IV, 20 U.S.C. &&

3385-3385b; Part C of Title IV, 20 U.S.C. & 1121 a(1874): Part D of

Title IV, 20 U.S.C. &1221 (1974); Part E of Title IV, 20 .U.S.C.

887c(d) (1974); Indian Self-betermination and Education Assistance.

Act of 1975, 25 U.S.C. Li, 450-458e (Cum. Supp. 1978); '.1-ibally

Controlled Community College AssistAnce Act of 1978, 25 U.S.C. &&

18 et sec'. (Cum. Supp. 1978) Title XI of thetucatiOn Amendments

Act of 1978, 25 U.S.C. & 2001 et seq. (Cum. Supp. 1978).

2 6.0
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ACCENDA 42

School Facilities Staff - Planning

Fiscal Year 1985 FUR Program: Program of
for Pyramid Lake High Sdicul, Phoenix Area

Chief, Facilities Engineering Staff

Enclosed is the Program of Requirements for the Facility Improvement
and Repair Project at. the Sipject location(s). Estimated costs for
the outlined project(s) are:

Estimated Esdmated Estimated Total
JO Construction Blesign Fee G Supervision & for

Cost Contingenci s Contingencies Project

Pyramid Lake High School $ 1,750,001? $ , 122,500 262,500 $2,135,000

An in was cerlducted in August of 1981 to determine-whictV
Bureau and Contract schools on the Bureau's new construction list dbuld
be brought up to all codes and standards by the utilization of the
facilities improvement and repair plogiam"Versus remaining in the New
Construction Plug .

At that .time Pyramid lake High School waS determined to be a likely
school ter utilize Fl&R funding to bring this facility within all codes
and standards for. it's high school occupancy. Because of the low ranking
on the new constructioA list and the Mardi 4, 1982 Metro Mr. Roy
M. Sargipl the School remains in the 5-year Flat planning

In or to expedite design of the FY 1985 FT&R program tlitg following
ROOcedure, agreed to by Facilities Engineering Staff, School Facilities
Staff-Planning & CCM, will be followed:

1. A copy of thick memorandum and enclosure(s) will be sent to the
AWA for review.

2. A-E selection may begin immediately for the projeo .

3. Area review of the POR may be concurrent with the selected A-E's
on-site program validation visit.

4 A-F and Area review (I will be sent to School Facilities
Staff-Planning by the CUR immediately following the A-F and Area
review and validation visit.

2, S1
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ReViow:naterial will b e coo rated by School icacilities Staff-

Planning. Na.sed PCF's, o r s upplementary material, will be
issued by ,Facilities Staff-Planning to Facilities Engiii4V

Staff, and the appropriate Area CDR, for issuance to the selected
A-E for LUsign or negotiation purposes.

The pre-negotiation Conferences and oontract negotiation will be

scheduled by the Branch of Contract Services and Facilities Engineering

Staff. Pre-negotiation conferences will include the Area NR;
tevresentatives of Scilool Facilities Staff-Planningl and appropriaba.

Facilities Engineering Staff (staff. from'Clantract Services and A-F

Servit-4). Teh PDR for each particular project will, be reviewed and
claritled for che negotiation team previous to the actual contract

negoatiations.

Copies of this meMbrandum.and.enclosure, will be provided the Area and OCM

for information and prigiOural put-poses. Questions roncerning this memorandum

or its enclosure shoulcr55 addressed to SehooITacilities Staff-Planning.

gine /s/ Deryl E. Dick

7Paert,Mbntaya, Architect. Noted: lexyl E. Dick, Architect
Chief, School Facilities-Planning .

naclosure

CC: Phoenix Area Director
Attn: Facility ?tanagesent

Feb Montoya, School Facilities

.8

/8/ Walter F. Latta

App : Walter F. Latta, Acting Chief
School Facilities Staff
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PROGRAM OF REQUIREMENTS
PliCIENIX AREA

WESTERN NEVADA AGENCY
PYRAMID LAKE HIGH SCHOOL

ToTAL PROJErT CCST: $1,750,000

FACILITIES IMPROVEMOVI & REPAIR PROGRAM:

Site*Work: 313,000

-Clear & grub
-Provide base course grading/road'.-preparation or access
& parking
Provide rough & fine grading

-Install 17,000 S.F. of sidewalk' paving

Pfovide on-site 4..mter storage tank for fire pro stem
-Install 3,000 + L.F. of security fencing with 3. t-eR

Building 101 - School 4,515 S.F. 549,000

This is a converted office' type building quite outdated mg
utilized as a high school, dining/kitchen hall & adMinis
office

*doesn't necessarily mean denalitioi4-
-Demolish i replan :with a new 11,100 S.F. + classroom building,
which will-correct all existing functional deficj..ancies,

.

comply with current life, safety, & building 'codes & comply
'with specially mandated programs ocmx:ernim environmental
protection, enerops conservation & the handicapped. Include
the following:

a. 5- General purpose classrooms
b. 1-Science/labokatory/prep classrooms
c. 1.-Arts & craft room
d. 1-Teaeber prep area
e. 1-Counselor's offiqz
f. 1-Boy's restioom
g. 1-Girl's restroom
h. Janitor's closet, mechanical & electrical room(s).
i. Fire protection sprinkler system

Building 103 - (yrnas um 10,793 S.F. I $ 613,000

'-Dmolish & replace with a 13,100 S.F. + physical education,
kitchen/dining, activity center which will correct all
cilcistihkfunctional deficiencies, comply with current life,
safety, &'1,Uilding codes & comply with specially mandated
prcxTrams concerning environmental protection, energy
cvnservation & the handicapped. Include the following:

a. 50 ft. X 80 ft. wood floor basketball court with
sha:scatinc] capacity of approximately 300

b. lockerd, showers with toilets for both boys & cjrls
c. !tornqi- rrxn

d. 0 loudrey toom

I
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e: alpeches offioe(s) with shower stall
f. Conditioning & weight room
g. Public toilets for both men & women
h. Food preparation, kitchen & dining area
i. Etre protection sprinkler system

Building 104 - Office 5,744 S.F. $ 215,000

-Remodel & renovate existing unoccupied building which will
.correct all existing functional deficiencies. Comply with
current life, safety, & building codes & comply with specially
mandated programs concerning environmental protection, energy
conservation & the handicapped. Include the following

a. 1-General office/secretarial-reception/storage
b. 1-Administration office
c. 1-Aocokinting/beciness office & vault
d. 1-Bealth/School nurse office
e. Instructional materials center/audio visual/storage
f. Toilet fadilities for both men & women
g. 1- Library /reading area.

h. Janitor's closet & mechanical roan

Building 105 Storage
300 S.F.

.
-Construct a 1,000 S.F. storage addition

Building 106 Shop 1,600 S.F.
-construct a 1,600 S.F. trettal/autartative instructional
shop Mc-111.ton with storage

20,000

40,000

Any further program develioment shall be conducted by the selected architect

in conjunction with the efforts of school's program.

-END CF POR-
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Mr. ALEXANDER. We are in recess until 10 o'clock Thursday
morning.

[Whereupon, at 3:22 p.m., the hearing recessed, to reconvene
Thursday, . February 23, 1984, at 10 a.m.]
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FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET

FEBRUARY 23, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

Washington, 'DC.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:17 a.m., in room

SD-538, Senator John Melcher (acting chairman of the committee)
presidiry4.

Present: Senator Melcher.
Staff present: Paul Alexander, staff director; Max Richtrnan, mi-

nority staff director; Patricia Zell, staff attorney; Jane Wrenn, spe-
cial coUnsel; and Lynn-Toledo, secretary.

Senator MELCHER. The hearing will come to order.
This is the second day of hearings of the Select Committee on

Indian Affairs on the Oversight of the Federal Indian budget for
fiscal year 1985. We will be examining today the President's re-
quest for the Indian Health Service portion of the Federal Budget
and the Indian programs operated by the Department bf Educa-
tion.

It has been my belief, for a great number rof years, that the re-
sponsibility for administering the Federal Government's trust obli-
gation to Indian people resides in all three branches of the Federal
Government; and although we may be on opposite aides of the table
as we proceed with this hearing today, I hope that we can all work
together in the coming months to assure the smooth and efficient
administration of all the .Indian programs that Congress has au-
thorized.

We will begin today with witnesses who are representatives of
the Department of Health and Human Services, and I understand
they are prepared to discuss the President's fiscal year 1985 budget
request for the Indian Health Service. It is my intention to depart
from the usual discussion of specific budget items and to focus
today on the policies that are embodied in the President's budget
request for Indian Health-Service.

Dr. Graham, I am happy to S4e'that you have included in your
panel today a distinguished member of the Fort Peck Tribes from
my home State of Montana. Welcwne, Dr. Steele. It is a real pleas-
sure to see you here today. You are the brightest of the four at the
witness table today.

I mean that both intellectually and from appearances.
Dr. GRAHAM. That makes it easy, She can answer all the ques-

tions.
Senator MET,CHEFi. Now they want to disprove it. You know, that

male macho stuff.
(251)
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All right, let us proceed. I think; Dr. Graham, you are going to
speak for the panel, are you not?

Dr. GRAHAM. Well, all of us will participate at one point yr an-
other, Mr.,Chairman.

Senator MELCHER. Fine. Let us proceed.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT GRAHAM, M.D., ADMINISTRATOR,
HEALTH RESOURCES AND SERVICES ADMINISTRATION; AC-
COMPANIED BY: PR. EVERETT RHOADES, DIRECTOR, INDIAN
HEALTH SERVICE:11R. LOIS STEELE, DIRECTOR, INDIANS INTO
MEDICINE PROGRAM, GRAND FORKS, ND; HOWARD ROACH, AS-
SOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR ADMINISTRATION, INDIAN HEALTH
SERVICE
Dr_ GRAHAM: (';appreciate both the substance and the spirit of

your opening cornments. We have prepared an opening statement
and subMitted it to the committee. I would like to simply have it
put in the record at this point.

Senator MEIA:HSR. It will be made part of the record at the con-
clusion of your oral presentation. Please proc4d as you see fit.

Dr. GRAHAM,I would like to summarize very briefly.
I should introduce, in addition to-Dr. SteetwDr. Everett Rhoades; _

who is on my, immediate left. Dr. Rhoades is the clitector.ypP the
Indian Health Service. Mr. Howard Roach is the assbciate director
for management of the Indian Health Service.

What we have summarized in our statement to you are the ac-
complishinents and the progress that have been made by the
Indian .Health Service in the 30 years of its administration within

. the Department of Health and Human Service/Health, Education
and Welfare. . .

During that, time, substantial strides have been made in improv-
ing the health care of the Indian people and the health status of
'Indian communitis. The President's budget, which you have
before you for consideration, would allow us to continue in the
highest priority of clinical activities.

With- that sir, we would be happy to respond to the questtons
and issues tf6,t you would like to pursue. A 1

[The prepared statement follows :]

PREPARF.D STATEMENT BY DR. RUB )AC GRAHAM, ADMINISTRATOR, HEALTH RESOURCES
AND SERV1C ADMINISTRATIOM, BIAS

Chairman and Members of the Committee. I am Dr. Robert Graham, Admin-
of the Health Resources and Services Administration. With me are Dr. Ev-

erett Rhuud is, Director of the Indian Health Service, and Mr. Howard Roach, Asso-
ciate Administration, Indian Health Service. In addition, at the Crn-

request, Dr Lois Steele, Director of the INMED program at the University
h Dakota, is here with us to resPO,nd to questions about her program, We'are

pleased to be here today to discuss with you and your Committee the Fiscal Year
IlNTI budget request for Indian Health programs.

FY Itt6 marks the thirtieth year since Congress transferve(the responsibility for
Indian health programs from the,,Department of the Interi;r to the Public Health
S*-rvice I

When the transfer took place in 195!), the Division of Indian Health, as, °
st called, was comprised of a Small corps of dedicated health professionals combat-

s and premature deaths in a population of approximately li4,0(0.1-leath
gerv10.".9 were primarily cu rative and the focus of the progr4tm was directed* tacilte
infectious diseases.

Mr
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In FY 1985; the 11-IS will provide comprehensive health services to a population of
approximately 911,000 through a system of 47 hospitals with outpatient depart-
ments. 84 health centers and more than 30$) field health stations staffed by over
10,00 skilled and dedicated women and men and through over 1,500 contracts with
private providers. In addition, tribes now operate four hospitals and over 260 health
clinics through centracts with the IRS. Various health services from outreach and
referral to comprehensive ambulatory care, are provided to. urban' Indians through
37 urban Indian health projects. Today, a primary focus of the IHS comprehensive
heath programs is the provision of preventive health Services delivered through a

-coinNiunity oriented approach.
The goal of elevating the health status of the American Indian and Alaska Native

people to ae level at parity with the rest of the population has remained constant
over, the- past :30 years. The mission is undergoing modification to more accurately
reflect the 'need to prevent premature mortality, to prevent excess morbidity, and to
improVe the quality of Indian life. To fulfill this misaion, the IHS will continue to:
ilf provide and/or assure the availability and 'accessibility of high quality health
services; (2) provide increiOing opportunities' for Indian people to manage and oper-
ate their own health prograinc.and (3)- serve as an advocate 'for Indian ,people in
health related matters. '' ,

.

l'would like to- take this op03rtunity- to recount to you-some of the program ac.
onmPlishments since 1955 which the IHS, Indian people, and the Congress; as part-

. nera, hate. achieved. Since 1955: .

1 130 hospitals with outpatient departments, 30 health clinics,and 58 field health
stations have been constructed to 'provide new or (place inadequate, unsafe and
non-accredited hospitals and clinics and to assure the availability and accessibility
of health services

2 Annual admissions to IHS and contract hospitals have more than doubled; out-
patient visits have increased approximately eight times; and the number of dental
services provided is 1(1 times as great,

3. The infant death ;rate has decreased by 77 percent and the material deartr`rate
by St; percent; the death rate resulting from pneumonia and influenza has decreased
by 7:3 percent; and death from tuberculosis has been reduced by 94 percent and the
incidence of new active tuberculosis has been reduced by 84 percent.

Over the past 15 years, the IRS has wider-gone tremendous change ? caused by a
combination of legislation, budget and program redirection, increased Indian in-
volvement and tribal management, judicial, rulings, and increasing demand for
health 'services. In 1970; the President sent a message On Indian affairs to the Con-
gress which emphasized the need to establish and strengthen the FederaMadian re-
latioeiship. The enactment of the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assist-.

Act t.P L. 93-6381 in 1975 and the Indian _Health Care Improvement Act rp.L.
t. .371 in 197t; represented almoSt a decil.de of effort to establish a-framework

in which India0 people can effectively decide their rote in health programs de-
veloped ito wrve the Indian community. Public Law 93-638 provides the mechanism
and P.L. 941137 provides the authorization for resources to make Indian self-deter-
mination a reality.

In April of 1980, the National Plan for the improvement of health care to Indian ..
people was submitted to Congress which identified the additional resources which
would accomplish the goals defined in P.L, 94-43:7. A major outgrowth of the Na-
tional Plan was the health services priority system which arrayed the tribes into
five levels of resource deficiency.

The Congress responded to this plan by establishing `the equity health care fund
in FY 1981. The intent of the equity health care initiative is to provide priority
funding re those tribes with thp.ipeatest level of resource deficiency We are achiev-
mg the PA`, laaa aia,i1 in lariagifigall,tribeis to Level III,. with no tribe having more
than a 00 percent deficiency

The .authorities and resource's received from P.L. 93-638 and P.L. 94 -437 have
Made possible sonic dramatic improvements in the peat decade. Several examples of
the acoernplistimerita are highlighted below: .

1 The HIS has established and ministers an Indian oriented health manpowerila
program designed to support the. d objective of eliminating health manpower
shortages in all health care areas affecting the IIIS

2 A comprehensive mental health program hns'been developed and substantial
.progresa toward the integration of alcohol treatment within a community-oriented
comprehensive heakh delivery system has been achieved.

3 There is increased access to Medicare and Medicaid benefits for many Indian
people The tarKeted use of these reimbursementa has dramatically aided the MS
flied 1 ities' capability to meet accreditation standards. Currently, -3H of the 47 hospi-

28s
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tabs operated by the IHS and all hospitals operated by the tribes are accredited by
the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals.

4. In addition to the four tribally eperated hospitals and over 250 health clinics,
almost all tribes operate 'pqrtions of health programs such is alcoholism, mental
health, community health aide, contract health care and environmental health serv-
ice programs,.

5. Tribes are also contracting to design and construct health facilities and quar-
ters and essential water and sewer facilities have been provided to 25,700 Indian
homes.

These accomplishments h n achieved during a period of rapid expansion
and growth of the IHS p increase in the level of services, the intensifi-

cation of Indian self-deterrn efforts, the institution of new programs and
overall program growth has p an extreme demand on MI management. Since
1980, two external studies as well as an internal task force, have identified specific
problem-areas cid havesrnade recommendations for improvement. In order to keep
pace with ,ree of this dynamic and growing health delivery system and
in response to these studies, the IHS has initiated review and action on many of the
recommended changes and continues to examine alternatives for more efficient
management.

In FY 1993, and continuing in FY 1984, the HIS intensified a process of ongoing
oversight of ,the INS programs from a clinical end management perspective. Iss a
result of this process, the IHS has implemented actiOrui for improving mahagernetit
capabilities, improving resource allocation methodologies, more efficiently process-
ing claims for payment, improving procurement procedures, and masimising third
party resources.

Specific actions which have been initia`ed include:
1. A test-was conducted to evaluate the proposed resource allocation methodologe.

Upon review of the results of this test, the HIS has determined that 0* methodolo-
gy is sound. In FY 1984, this methodology was utilized to distribute $41.8 million of
program increases (hospitals and health clinics, contract health service and tribal
support funds) to the area/program offices. This resource allocation formula will be
further analyzed and refined to insure a more equitable distribution of resources.

2. The registration data system was implemented on January 1, 1984. The data
from this system will aid the IHS in more accurately identifying the eligible popula-
tion.

3.. The IHS completed' a five year strategic information system plan for manage-
ment information froin%11 levels-of disciplines and programs. Information system
planning supports the request for ADP resources.

4 Area in program office reviews have been restructured d reinstituted to im-
prove mana,gement capability: Three area offices will be re wed during FY 1984.

5, On October 1, 1983, the IHS began collecting reimb meet from Medicare
under the Prospective Payment System us' Di fated Groups. An auto-
mated billing process was initiatedjate in 1983 evelopment will continue
through FY 1984. In FY 1985, theIRS will use the improvements in the billing and

istration system to ibllect approximately $55.4 million from Medicare and Medic-
and $4 million from other third party resources.

6. Contract health service audits have been reinstituted to review and monitor
payments made to private providers. '

7. In FY 1984. the administrative structure of the IHS headquarters hag under-
gone a reorganization designed to adjust this structure to the current requirements
and demands of the program.

Over the past 30 years, the Congress, the Indian people, and the IHS ha shaped
a unique health care delivery system which is responsive to the needs of th '-
can Indian and Alaska Native people. Public Law 94-437, and its Amendments were
seen by the Congress as an effort to overcome existing deficiencies in Indian health
care. The provisions were designed to maintain a health s m for providing high
quality and quantity health services to Indian people through incremental increases
in resources to the INS budget base between 19'78'and 19 4. This act has made it

ible for the Indian people and the IRS to achieve many improvements in the
ealth of the American Indian and Alaska Native people.
For Fiscal Year 1985, the Administration is requesting obligation authority for

the IHS of $809 million for services, which incorporates the IHS administrative re-
forms. This will enable us to maintain the traditional Federal role in delivering
health care to the Indian people. The provision of basic inpatient and outpatient
medical services will continue as the highest IHS priority.

In fiscal year 1984, we anticipate that our initiative to increase collections for
services from insurance and other sources to supplement the appropriations will
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yield approximately $40 Million from Medicare and Medicaid. The proposal in the
President's budget would' result in expanding Medicare and Medicaid collections to
$55.4 million as well $4 million in collections from insurers who cover tidians and
their families.

In addition to the annual appropriations request, increased collections from reim-
bursements will result in increased IHS flexibility to maintain existing health serv-
ices levels despite the increasing cost -of medical care. Such additional support will
strengthen efforts to improve the health status of the Indian people, while assuring
that third-party payers reimburse for covered health services.

With regard to Indian health manpower, the FY 1985 budget includes support of
66 students in the Health Professions Preparatoiy Scholarship program, 350 stu-
dents in the Health Professions Scholarship program, and 50 students in the extern
program.

With regard to Indian self-determination, let me assure you that the IHS will con-
tinue to assist the tribes to assume the responsibilities for health services through
the P.L. 93-6.38 authority.

This concludes my opening statement. We will be glad to answer any questions
you may have.

Senator MELCHER. I would like, first of all, to have the following
materials for. the committee: The 1980 National Plan for the Im-
provement of Health Care to Indian People,' which you referred to
in your testimony; the private sector study on the use of a fiscal
inter,ediary by IHS that is referred to in the IHS BudgetJustifi,
cation Book; and the final report of the IHS Task Force on Reau-
thorization' orthe Indian Health Care Improvement Act.2

I assume that you can submit all 'these materials to use immedi-
ately. Is that correct?

Dr. GRAHAM: I see no difficulty with that, sir.
Senator MEI,CHER. Thank you.
[The material follows. Testimony resumes on p.333.1

' Retamed ill committee, ides
Not received at time of printin

*ft
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The Impetus for this study arosefreni three recent studies that have identified
problem-areas associated with the claims processing system of the Indian Health Service
Contract Health` Services (CHS);

GeneralAcco ting Office (GAM I.,etter Hebert's, November 1982.

,PresidAnt'sFrivate Sector Survey on Cost Contrail Report on Contract
,Health Services' Program of the Indian Health Serste, October 1982.

. Director's Force on Coatraet Health §ervOess Recommendations
for Improve Mang gement or the Contractlie4th Services Program,
February 1982.

Albs
Exhibit I-1 describes the highlights of each study. All three studies included a strong

recommendation that 1118 should use one or more external fiscal agents (PA) to process
CHS claims. The ropceed use of an FA would be simmer to that used in the edi4re
payment system. t lO and the 0 ce Commission Report identified the potential use of
an FA as critical to the soluti of five major problems faced by the Indianglialth
Service (IHS) in managing its claims prdeessing systems

4 Claims processing costs

Payment at unreasonable rates (i.e., payment to providers at rates higher
tf an Medicare/Medicaid reimbursement levels)

Claims processing accuracy

Duplicate payment errors

,Enhancement of third-party resource utilization

These five areas were used as the major study questions that coptitute the heart of this
study.
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EXE1BIT I-1

PREVIOUS TUDY PERSPECTIVES

netal Accfunting.Off1ce (GAO)
Letter Reports'

Outgrowth of prior study on government overpayment duplicate
payment for people eligible for more than onc,Federalprogram,
("dual eligibles ") ,

-

Focus on IHS/CHS'erroneous and dupligate payments
. &aphelia) on potential savings if .IHS aciptidaMedicare Rate

structure
ut;ent HCFA fiscal agents titled as way to eliminate errors.
a pu a edicre a, and reduce rocessing Costa

,November 1982
.

,

,

Presidents Private Sector Survey
on Coiit Control (Grace Commission)
Report on Contregt Health Service

9
Part of overall review of potential costeavings Fede41
hopsital management eystem/fpcns on cost reduction
Assumptics that GAO Was correct' in i'ta identification of IHS erralks
and justification for a Medicare rate structure ;

.

..Use of HCFA fiscal agents urged,.along with IHS autigmation,'to
eliminate errors.and usg Medicare rates . .

Toial, IHS claims processing coats estimated to increase by
approximately 6 percent, however, 1HS/CHS staff to be reduced by
160 FTEs

Program of the Indian Health
Service s

enabler 1982

.

S Director's Talk Force on .

Contract Health Servic0
Recommendations for Improved

Review of total scopivoid;MS/cHS management, including patient
eligibility, service pridrities,resource allocation and procure
went, as well as claims processing

. Assumption that issues raised by GAO were valid : .

FoCus on recommendations of changes in CHS policy and procedures-
. Passible yse of one or more fiscal agents seen As one aspect of
`-,system -wide improvadents f4

Ma. :meat of the Contract health
Services Program .

February 1983
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As part of the FY84 1145 appropriations process, Congress took note of the CHS.
fisoal agent discussion. The House-Senate Conference Committee reqUested study of
CIS ciaima processing in relation to the FA option, prior to any Departmental action.
Subeequently,the Office,of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation
commissioned this study to serve as the basis for the response to Congress.

Appendix A provides an overview and brief 'description (*the 111S Contract Health
Service and its cliims processing system. Appendix 13 provides a description.of our
ipproach and methodology in scidressing the study questions.

2, 9 5
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The study produced following findings concerning the question of shifting the
Contract Health Sery claims proees function of the Indian Health Service Coin'

'external fiscal' agent.
ry

Finding No. 1.

[ `Administrative efficietey improvements In claims processing are

possible and will probely be achieved if.lh currentsautomation plans.
continue to proceed satisfactorily.

-C Finding No. 2

The benefits of a shift of the IHS claims processing function to a tiiitai

agent, as claimedin recent reports b; the GAO and the President's Trivail
Sector Survey on Cost Control (Grace t.ornrplssion), could not be

substantiated.

e

Find ing

-Many.of the projected savings result from assumptions about the

adoption of different health care finaricing policies than currently exist.

h-i-
ok
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Conclusion

A shift in the claims processing ft:fiction to a fiscal agent would produce tittle or no

savings, in expense to the goveroment, could result in increased experts*, and would have
to be substantiated on grounds other than the cost arguments made in the several reports
which suggested such a shift.

It is important to note that the flits automation plans are proceeding and are not in
any way affected by a decision to shtfe1 r retain the claims proceising functions. The
study findings are based on the continuation and effective implementation of that plan..

The study was..cafried out to answer,tivabasie questIonss

1. Claims Processing Costs: Would a fiscal agent yield substantial savings

through greater efficiency? ,
Our study suggests that no substantial savings would result solely-from a shift
to a fiscal agent. Greiter efficiencies are possible and appear to be in process
of being achieved as a direct consequence of the decision to automate the MIS
area and service unit offices.

2. 1.41-easonable Payment Levels: Is a fiscal agent required In order to reduce the
payment levels fo "reasonaple" levels?

,

The claim here is that a fiscali agent handling Niedicare payments would adopt
and use the Medicare fee schedule or equivalent to process and pay H-IS

contract health care claims, thereby saving money 5y virtue of the fact that
Medicare is a lower fee schedule than that employed by MS.

k

Our finding ist the love of payment adopted by IHS for its CHS
reimbursement has no relationship to the use of a fiscal agent. Specifically,

1.

f.
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1
INS can lower payment levels independent of' t14 use of a fiscal agent. IHS is

already negotiating lower fee schedules in many areas than it has had in the
pest, no fiscal agent. Fiscal agents-only pay claims based on fee \...*

schedules previously determined by the benefit program.

a. Accuragy Of Claim's Processing': Would a deal agent produce substantially

fewer errors in processing claims?

Most of the errors cited he GAO report, and later reported upon by the

&race Commission, represe differences of opinion regarding policy rather

than errors. In subtracting from the GAOillsting those items which represent .

such policy differences, our stud? suggests that the actual payment error,rate
of IHS claims processing is 1.4 percent. That rgte is lower than the error rate
considered by HCFA to be acceptable for its Medicare fiscal agents. Our
conclusion, therefore; is that a fiscal' agent would not prods ce demonstrably

r
fewer errors.

4. Duplicate Payments:. Is a fiscal agent required in order to reduce duplicate

payments?

Our study suggests that the conversion to an automated system, currently in

process in many MS field offices, will enable INS to employ the same type of
system for avoidance of duplicate payments as other payor organizations. A
fiscal agent would not provide substantial improvement to the INS capability in

is area.

Third Party Cov#age: Would a fiscal agent yield substantially greater third
party resources?

Our study reveals that IHS already equals current private sector experience
regarding the coordination of benefit:, from other third-party sources and that"

II-3
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IRS use's the same type of 'intern as private sector fiscal aroyats. Only in the
case of a fiscal agent which has access to State Medicaid records would there.
be any potentiakadvantagAT subllance.

A detailed discussion of our findings in each of these areas follows.

CLAIMS PROCESSING,COSTS 4

A. Cost Estimates

The study uncovered a wide range of estiptes for the cost of processing claims k
the MS contract health care system. The range covers the following estimates:

$1 to $2 per claim: One fiscal agent's estimate through a telephone
interview as to what IHS might pay if claims payment were contracted

'out

$1.40 to $.5.00.per claim:. Macre estimate of current IRS cost, &mad on a
time/motion study in three IHS area offices and three IHS service units

$17.53 per claims Grace Commission estimate of cost to IHS under the
Grace proposed system'

$29.70 per. claims HCFA informal estimate of cost to IHS if Medicare
fiscal agents) were used

$50 to $200 per claims' GAO estimate of current INS cost

One of the difficulties encountered in comparing cost estimates is that each of the
estimates includeS potentially a different set of functions. Macro defined 19 functions
that are involved in the processing of Contract Health Care claims. Exhibit 11-1 c*tlines
those functions. In a previous body of work, MS defined a proposed scope of work for a
potential fiscal agent contract. The three sets of functions which in the aggregate make
up the 19 functions In Exhibit II-1, are derived from this scope of work.,The functions 1

through 10 are those functions that 1115 would have to continue to carry out whether or

II-4
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_ not a fiscal agent was engaged. Funcilons 11 through 13 were defined as functions that
. would becari:ied out Jointly by THSland a fiscal agent. The remaining functions,14

through 19 wo-uldtte assigned to the fiscal agent:

'Do obtain ,an lndependenTcast estimate, Macre-carried.out a time and naotiqizstudy
of 1Hpslairnsivrocessing.at-two service unit Bites. The study suggests that Functions If-
19 now cost` HS approximately $1.41) for an automated site and approximately $3.00 for a
manually operhted site. Theie functions constitute the payment portion of 1H.5 claims
processing, i.e., from the point where a CHS provider sends a claim to IHS for payment
'through the printing of the check. These functions are comparable to thos13 included in ,. 1116

the estimates obtained from the fiscal agent, the third party administrator, and from-

liQFA. A detailed descriptien of Macro's 4154 and the derivation of 11-1S costs can be
found in Appendix B. In reviews of the GAO and the Orace C,onimission studies, we were
unable to determine the functional basis of their cost estimates.

1
The fiscal agent estimate obtained by Macro was based on a telephone conversation

between Macro staff and one fiscal agent. Macro described the functions to be included
in the estimate and the fiscal agent representative provided an admitt4dly rough cost
estimate based on his understanding f the IHS process. The'fiscal agent's estimate
represents a "best case" example of hat might occur were the function to be
transferred to a private firm, assuming that IHS would be willing and able to adpot the
"universal claim form." We should be clear, however, that this estimate was obtained in
the course of a single telephone conversation and does not represent an official bid for
11-1S business. Were IHS to carry out a formal study under A-76 guidelines'and let a
formal Request for Quotation, we have no way of knowing the outcome. It is likely that
such bids would be cautious and, therefore, higher In price.

4

The Grace Commission estimate of $17.53 per claim represents a two-part
estimate. The Commission underst2oil that there were functions that could not properly
be contracted out to the private sector. Their estimate is based on a fiscal agent coat of
approximately $6 per claim and approximately $11.53 per claim for IHS costs associated
with those functions that could not be-darried out by a private contractor.
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Although specific functions were undefined, a significant portion of the Once

Commissioi: estimated_savings resulted from a projeeted reduction of 160 Full -Time
Equivalent (FTE) positions in the I} Contract Health Services. Macro could not support
this savings estimate because:

IHS direct care and centrist care programs ere integrated, therefore
many CHS staff p.cfprm non-CHS activities: \ -

IRS would retain many claims processing and related functions;

The 1607TE reduction actually exceeds the total number of 9(
allocated to CHS (131.6 FTE.)

HCFA'I estimate of $20,70 per vlaim for a fiscal agent is aninformal estima based

on ICFA's experience with Medicare fiscal agents and its understariligg of 111S' niqua-

characteristics. HCFA provided Mscro with a costiestimatk per function Nell: notions
11-10. The major cost lectors are is followed

11.

FUNCTION' COST. AS SISKPTION

Review claims .for prior
authorization, approprihteness
of care. and utilization

Review claims far rata

information
3.

Check TPR eligibility /coordinate
TPR reimbursement

Pay claim

Other

$150 . FA will be wins multiple sources and
developing utilimition review profiles
for several locations.

$5.00 FA would set up the reasonable 'charge
mechanist. Additional costs if a Dec
system 1;a required.

Most claims would involve at least one
other payor. Would involve contacting
-all possible payor and tracking
eligibility 'for majority of ItiSiCIIS
patients':

$5.00 Complicated by varied data input
formats snd.docutents from both
vendors and IRS.

$8.20

The complete bieek&it of the HCFA estimate Is found in Appendix D.

3.12
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GAO estimated IBS' coat per claim at $50-$100, In a conversation with the GAOIstudy analyst, we we I GId that the GAO estimate was based on telephone estimates
provided to G.:tO by S employees at IHS Service Units and Headquarters. The functions
included in these estimates were undefined. Macro was unable to validate the GAO..
estimates.

Automation

The effects of IHS automation on, claims processing costs aps highlighted below:

Direct labor cost per claim at automated site;(for payment portion of
functions) was found to be 50 percent less than at Lull sites, based on
a time And motion"study.

Further automation will reduce personnel time required for claims
processing, thereby freeing up clerical time for performing other
functions such as third-party resburce coordination. For example, where
service units and area offices are automated, a 68 percent decrease in
time required to process CBS claims was experienced. This increased
productivity enabled the service unit to defer more bills to third -party'
payors and to increase their overall cost-efficiency.

The capital and operation costs of automation will be incurred regardless
of the fiscal agent decision because IRS is proceeding with automation to
improve overall efficiency. Cost to complete IHS automation, system-
wide, is approximately $800,000.

ly part of the 3800,000 start-up cost and maintenance coots would be
allocated to CHS because automation costs would be spread across the
four or five service unit abet centers which would be using the system
(e.g., pharmacy, CHS, health records, supply, administration). The
percentage of costs allocated to CHS would vary, depending on intensity
of CHS at the service unit, however, 30 percent CHS allocation on
average could be expected.

Increased efficiency could be attained through implemihtion of a more
uniform claims processing system throughout the IHS office network.

ll-f
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PAYMENT LEVEL.

It has been stated in several studies that IHS pays for contract health care at
unreasonable unit cost levels. This study found that IHS can adopt a policy of
reimbursement using Medicare or some other type of "reasonable" payment schedule, and

that the decision is Independent of the fiscal agent option.

Presently, many IHS areas have successfully negotiated discounted rat". For
example, In FY84, some INS area offices established contracts with providers at ratel of"
up to a 35 percent discount. In addition, a legislative proposal to implement a Medicare
rate structure for CHS Inpatient services has been forw7d to the Secretary, OHMS.

Savings realized through use of a lower payment schedule could be significant,
though not without solidownside risks. The*, risks include:

Poasible loss of providers due to resistance to Medicare rates is a.
potential problem which may require legislative relief, such as an IHS
Medicare "tie -on" to prevent providers from refusing IHS contracts and
purchase orders at Medicare rates unless they also forfeited Medicare
provider status. Use of a fiscal agent would no affect this resistance.

Possible liability for IRS patients if 'providers do not accept assignment
and, therefore, attempt to bill the Individual Indian for the difference
between the Medicare rate and the provider's private pay rate, without a
legislative prohibition. A fiscal agent would have no control ayer the
provider's decision as to accepting assignment. '
Possible loss of free service metimes provided to IHS patients near the
end Of the fiscal,year whenIfS funds are lacking.

Implementation of' a Medicare -t4e rate structure is complicated by several
factors. First, there is no single uniform Medicare rate but, rather, Medicare rates that
vary according to region (Medicare Part A) and local/individual usual and customary
profiles (Medicare Part T. Although .a few fiscal agents may have the advantage of prior

experienoe in developing such usual add cwstomary rate pAfiletf, commer cial software is
available which an automated IIIS could use just as effectively-is a fiscal, agent.

11-8
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Second, many CHS services are not included in Medicare rate data (e.g., dental,

pediatric, and obstetric care). Therefore, a Medicare fiscal agent would have no

advantage in determining rate structures for many of the 1HS/CHS diagnoses. In
addition, many ISIS patients are expected to be saw ed in rural or single community

hospitals outside of the Medicare hospital prospective rate or DRO system.

ACCURACY OF CLAIMS PAOCESSING
Ono

In our review of the ISIS claims processing accuracy, we found that the ins
arithmetic and billing or payment error rate of 1.4 percent, based on the GAO sample of
CHS claims, is actually lower than the comparable average error rate of 2.5 percent for
HCF A Meal !agents. Most,of the 'terrors" cited by GAdare based on ISIS actions in
accord with current HHS policies that GAO considered faulty:

1HS payment of Medicare deductible!
ins payment at rates above the Medicare allowance.
lBS payment of the Medicaid spenddown

As in other areas studied by GAO; the:tiecis on to seleact alIsial agent or leave the
function in 111$ is largely irrelevant to the issues under discussion. Fiscal agents do not
establish fiscal policy, but rather follow that policy which the governing agency

establishes: 'Thus, IHS, in consultation with fIlIS policy officials, might choose to change
some of the policies with which GAO disagreed, but such a decision would be separate
from any decision to use a fiscal agent.

GAO states that IIIS makes some erroneous payments because it does not

adequately coordinate benefits, i.e.; ensure that an eligible third-party resource,
reimburses the CHS provider before IIIS pays the claim. The FA option seems to promise
no significant improvement to this type of error; the current health insurance industry

average savings through coordination of benefits of 5 to 6 percent of dollar claim volume
is considerably less than the ISIS savings. Based on extrapolation from CHS partial

S.

1.
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payment data alone, savings resuIting from IHS coordination of benefits currently.
exceeds 20 percent. This estimate is confirmed by data from the MS Pawnee Benefit

Program, where approximately 20 percent of total CHS service costs are reimbursed by
. thir4 party payors.

tit

Two

In claims

DUPLICATE P*ENTS

ti

cate payment problems have been found generally to be a p

.46 Payment of the same claim twice by the same payor
p Payment of the same claim by two or more payors

,

The GAO repdt cited examples of duplicate payments of the second type based on data
from an earlier GAO study on dual eligibles, i.e., people elifible for health benefits from
more than one Federal program.

Our study found theWEIS can -avoid either type of duplidate payment without use of

a fiscal agent. The first t7pe of duplicate payment is easily rectified by implementing an .
automated duplicate payment screen such as the one used at the HIS Oklahoma City Area
Office. Claims are aut matically screened for a match on the following data
elementsuime patient, sa 'diagnosis, same provider, and same data-of service., This
system Is virtually identical to that used by fiscal agents to prevent paying the same bill
twice. To avoid the second type of duplicate payment, MB uses essentially the same
methods that fiscal agents employ: querying the patient and /or provider as to third -
party resource eligibility and reimbursement.

To minimize paying the same claim which another payor has already paid, IHS can,
continue to expand its efforts in areas such as

Patient registration that ipcludes third-party resource information

o Requirement that CHS providers submit an explanation of benefits (EOB)

ll-10



or claim denlil from a third-party payer before IHS authorizes paythent

Automat to that print third -party information a:4 instructions to
providers to rd Party First" on the front of the
authorization orm

All payors face the problem of duplicate payments. The use of a, cal agent dose
not provide any substantial advantage to the automated IBS system.

THIRD PARTY RESOURCES

111S efforts to increageihe use of third-party resources in lieu of CHB resources
appear to be at least as effective (ss comparable efforts in the private sector. Previous

reports that fiscal agents would increase the 'Ilse of third-party resources (TPR) could not
be substantiated. Spent aspects of the findings on TPIl are cussed below.

A. Sources of TPR Information

Both 1115 and .fiscal agents rely on the same sources for third-party resource
information:

Information provided by the patient (e.g., at the time of registration)

Information provided by the providers (e.g., a copy of the Medicare
explanation of benefits)

olf

In order to coordinate benefits for no claims, a fiscal agent would be forced to rely on
rnsto provide most third-party eligibility information. 'A fiscal agent would have an
advantage only in the following situation:

416

Neither IHS nor the provider has information that a particular patient
has a third-party resource; and

The fiscal agent happens also to administer the particular program in
which the patient is enrolled.

.
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B. Access To TPR Eligibility Lists

Proposals to use a fiscal agent imply that typical Medicare fiscal agents have

autOmated-ac o State Medicaid lists. There are, however; only three States with

significant vis ume where the Medicare and Mitc Heald fiscal agents overlap

' (Colorado, Oklahoma, and Utah), as seen In Exhibit 11-2. In other States, Medic fiscal

agents would not have access to State Medicaid data, unitss voluntarily p died by the

State M;Klicald agency. Because this could resurtsiii.gcreased Medicaid coats, States

have little incentive to provide such information,
4

C. Finrollment In Thtrd -Party Programs
I

CHS third-party reimbursements are not likely to increase significantly unlessliatual

enrollment increases in programs such as Medicaid. Fiscal agents do not, as a matter of

course, enroll patients in public and private third-party programs.
,

Our study found consensus that increased enrollment in Medicare will not have

significant Impact. Only 6 percent of .the IHS population has age-related eligibility.
Most eligible people a,re already enrolled and their Medicare coverage is recorded on

their IHS/C NS chart.

Hued on such indices as the unemployment rate among Indians, it is likely that

expanded enrollment in the Medicaid program is possible and would substantially increase

the effective resources available to Indians for health care. However, several barriers to

such expanded enrollment exist. One barrier is the perception that Medicaid is a welfare

program, whereas Indian tribes believe that health care Is a right guaranteed under

treaty. Other barriers exist. For example, Indian trust lands have been viewed by some

States as an asset attrIbutlible to the individual, despite legal rulings o the contrary.

Such a determination affects the ability of individual Indians to qu y for the Medicaid

program based on allowable asset levels.

13-12
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Al""

Arizona

California

Colorado

Idaho

town

Kansa so

Michigan

Minnaanta

Y 304

Nediq004 al.Amint

Comontsr Scienc Corporation

McDonnell Douglas Corporation

CosPdter Sciences Corporation
California Dental Son-vies,
Redwood paalth Foundation

Eluq Cross/Blue Shiald of
Colorado..

EDS-Fadaral

Aetna

1XHI3IT<I.Ir2(1)

Medicare Carrier

and .r.a entity

Aetna Life and Casualty

California Physicians Service
.Occidental Life

Colorado Madical Service
(subsidiary of Blue Cross/
ilneophiald of Colorado.)

Equitable Life Assurance Society

ma Davalopeent Corporation. Blue Shiald of Iowa

EDS-Federal

Norio

Nona

Mississippi . ED9Faderal

Montana Hancock Dike

Nebraska

Nevada

Mexico

rvi

Nona

Blue Shield of Nevada

EDS-Federal

N. Carolina IDS - Federal

North Dakota Yana

Oklahoma lisna

Oregon

, .

South Dakota None,

c

Utah 141 CroSs/Blue Shield of Utah

Washington Cons4tee

Wisconsin

Wyoming

EDS-Pe

None

IRS rinea not yet deal
1

h'these States.

ki

rF
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Slue Shield of Kansas
Blue Shield of Kansan City

Slue Cross/Slue Shield, of Michigan

Travelors Insurance; Blue Cross/
Blum Shield of Minnesota

Travelara'Insurance

Montana Physicians Service

Mutual of Omaha

Aetna Lift and Casualty

Equitable Life Assurance

Prudential Insurance.

Slue Shield of North Dakota

Aetna Life and Casualty
Oklahoma Public Welfare Commission

(the Slate Medicaid agency)

Aetna Life and Casualty

Blue Shield of North Dakota

Slut Shield of Utah

Seattlii, Washington, Physicians
Sarvica

King County Medical Blue Shield
Medical Services Corporation of

Western Washington

Wisconsin Physician's Service

Equitable Life Assurance



D. ..Current IHS/CHS Use 0 T-PR

4

Increased use of third-Party resources in lieu of CHS resources could result in

enhanced services to Indian patients. Recent IBS effirts to promote increased use of

hird-party resources for CHS include:

Automated printou
the front of the

.0 Bata Otis hrri ent o
third-party

a-'

he patient's third-party resource eligibility on
e' order/claim

automated patient registration database, including
eligibility information

Emphasis on promoting enrollment in third party programs for eligible
patients.

r
The precise amount of third-party resources currently used in lieu of CHS dollars is

unknown, however, some indicators include:

At least $23.2 million was reimbursed to providers by third-party payors
for services to CHS patients in FY82, as extrapgjated from IHS/CHS
paitlal payment data

In FY81, IHS denied-CHS resources for services in the amount of
$2,174,925 on the basis of alternate (i.e, third party) resource &venal:tiny

Because many II-IS facilities benefit from third -party resources that reimburse direct

care services, IHS staff at the local level have an added incentive to promote third-party

program enrollment and to record TPR data.

IHS is proceeding with full implementation of an automated system regardless of the
fiscal agent decision. The potential benefits to be realized through automation will
Improve third-party elsource coordination and positively affect other issues. Anticipated

advantages of 1HS automation in relation to TPR enhancement include:

The 69 percent decrease in clerical time required to process CITS claims
in an automated site was used to free up time for gathering third-party
eligibility Information and coordination of benefits

Automated duplicate payment check and other automated edit checks in
relation to potential liability of other payers

11-13
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Increased accessibility*of patient and p viderdata files (e.g., patient
information/

Increased productivity and overall !nanagenfnt capability via timely and
accurate inrorrntion feedback

Examination ohe five study clues

conclusion: a fiscal agent, by itself, not significantly:

1".

aids in each case to the folloviing

Reduce coats
, Reduce unreasonable payments

Improve accuracy
Eliminate duplicate payments.
Increase third-party resourcela

This is not to say that IRS has no room for improvement in these areas. IRS needs to

continue to address theism:es that have been raised, in particular thole related to third-
party resources and coordination of benefits. The salient finding of the study is that a

Cis& agent would not be a panacea in curing the identified 'problems.

311
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APPENDIX A(I)

OVERVIEWS D A HEALTH SERVICE/CONTRACT HEALTH SERVICE

X

* The purpose of the Contract, Health Sorties (CHS) program is to supplement IHS
direct care as part of the comprehensive health service delivery system. As illustrated
in Exhibirik;111Sdireat care and IIIS/CHS progranls are integrated With the exceptiOn
of their .program accounts:

.CHS patients are almost 100 percent direct care patients In most
locations; CHS services are authorized by IHS physigians acilities;

..eq;
Although some staff positions are assigned exclusively to CHS, mo4CCH8
staff are also involved in direct patient care activities, especially at
service unit/facility level;

Automated systems are used for

There are three types of contract care within CH

Tribal contracts ("633" contracts)

CHS and direct care functions.

Contracts in support of direct care (e.g« laboratory services at an 1119

facility)

Traditional contract care (private sector services to individual
11" patients): the focus of pur study

The IHS/CHS system is decentralized through a network of 12 area offices and 82 service
'units (not including those under tribal contracts). The service units administer programs,
in lSCI IHS hospitals and health centers, as well as approximately 200 outpatient clinics.
There are 131.8 17Tra allocated to*CHS; 123.8 of these are in the area offices, service

. units, and facilities where IHS /CHS claims are processed. Eleven of the twelve Area

3 12



Provider bills Medicaid,
Medicari, or private
insurance for eligible
patients

ON! SULTS OARS SYSTEM SPASM PROGRAM AGO9CRTS

G0115 t A-1

. Provider receives 010,-
party reimbursement
directly

VS bills Medicaid and
Medicare for eligible
patian4

. 1148 iramsives Medicaid/
Madics6 reimbursement.

Same Patients, Personnel, Facilities. Automation*

Automated Sits. (Present plus those ecbeduled for automation le'1184)

9 Area Offices
38 Service Units

3 13
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Offices and'approximatelylOpercent of the service units fLre located west of the
'Mississippi . ,

The CHS progremrequires both-medical and admInitativa flacal authorization.

Prior author1an Is reqtdrpi exCePt in,emergeneies, when authorization must be' obtalastwithtn 2 hotrs. The needed service must be unavailable or not readily

accesetee at the IHS facility, and within current medical priorities. In addition, the
patient must be both ,

a

4

4 resident, of the CRS delivery area, and

.

A member of the-tribe(s) in that area or have close socioeconomic ties to

t114; tribeW

Any avallible trnra=party resouroes (e.g., an eligible patient's Medicare benefits).Mtii be
.

used firsts" IHSis "last payoefor CH 111
. .

TYiditi6nal contract care typically accounts' for over 85 per cient of CHS

e xpenditures and approximately 14 percent of the total IHS budget. For example, in

1PY8-2 the total INS obligation was $638,4 million. Expenditures in the IHS/CHS program

were as follol:
FY82 EXPENDITURESIN MILLIONS

7

IHS/CHS 6101.7
Tribal (83S") Contracts, 7.2
Contracts in Support of direct Cara 5.9

M'aditional Contra%t Care: 88.6

As Illustrated in Exhibit A-2, which highlights data on PY81 CHS, traditional

contract care expenditures and claims are concentrated Primarily in inpatient and
outpatient services: 82.9 percent of total dollars and over 95 percent of the 180,000

claims, These CHS expenditures Include full payment as well as partial payment, i.e.,

when the CHS provider receives partial relmtirslmerit from a third-party payer (e.g.,
Medicaid) and 11-IS pays part.

I

a
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. MMUS EXPENDITURES AND CLAIMS

- EXPENDITURES FY81 FOR TRADITIONAL CHS (IN MIL $86.1

1APATIENT $52.8 (61.3%)

TRAVEL $ 3,k7 (043%)

OUTPATIENT $18.6

DENTAL $ 5.3

OTHER $ 5.7

.111.5/CHS CLAIMS FY81 FOR CHS 1 ,000

INPAlliir '63,500 (35.3%)'

TRAVEL IlO00 (0O 6X) .0

1,

(21.6%)

(06.2%)

(06.6V

OUTPATIENT 107,600 (59.4%),

DENTAe 2,300 (01.3%)

OTHER e) 5.600 (03.1%)

--CHS TRAMSACTIONSI 680.000 PER VW'

INCLUDES ALL THREE' KINbS OF CONTRACT CARE

INCIOES MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS IN RELATION TO A SINGLE CLAIMS

OBLIGATING THE FUNDS

PAYING THEr CLAIM

ADJUSTING THE AUTHORIZED AMOUNT

315
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The basic IHS/CHS claints processing tine tions may be summarized as follows'

HIS authorizes CHS based on medical used and eligibility criteria
41/4

IHS issues authorization formipairchase order

Patient receives service from non-IHS provider

a.
Provider completes authorization foem and 'Omits it IHS service unit

as claim

Service unit reviews claim for accuracy and appropriateness; staff

'clicks to see that any potential third-party *purees have been used

ApproA claims go,to Area ()file* where they are further reviewed4or

accuracy

Claims receiving final
Department

royal are processed for by Treasury

A flow chart Illustrating IHS claims processing and related functions, is well as

assumptions as to how these functions might be allocated if IHS used a fiscal agent,

follows as Exhibit A4,

316
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APPENDIX B(1)

METHODOLOGY

Macro's study of 1HS /CHS claims Processing focused on the examination of the fiscal
agent option in relation to the five identified prdblem arzasa

Claims processing coats
Unreasonable cats
Accuracy
Dupllcateisayments
Use of third-party resources

Our approach was designed to identify and review potential solutions to the problems
and emirse how these solutions *readdressed byes* of a 3,'Iseal agent.

Throughout the course of the study, there was frequent communicsti Lweert
contractor staff and the Work Group: Telephone discussions and meetings with ASPE,
MS, technical-consultant to- HRSA, and Macro staffs participation were hold as needed to
provide guidance-On the methodolpgy.

_A, INFORMATION SOURCES

Macro's examination of the IHS/OHS claims processing system as it relates
fiscal agent option focused on three types of information sources' a

o the

Studies and related written data relevant to the five study questions
Interviews with government and private sector representatives
Site visits to IRS area offices and services units

REVIEW OF WRITTEN DATA

Because of. the rigid time constraints of this study, i.e., 1$ weeks, research efforts
concentrated heavily on existing data emanating from HRSA, IRS, GAO, and other
government as well as private sector sources. The major data sources utilized are listed
below. A complete bibliography of written data follows Appendix B.

GAO letter reports on IHS/CHS claims processing, including'

Code 008 Data Form Used by GAO to Tabulakte Erroneous
ra . Payment Amounts

Coda 009 Selected Summary Data

Code 010 Selected Summary Data

Code Oil Selected Data on IBS Contiacts

Code 012 Selected GAO Survey Steps

319
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Code 013

Code 014

Cod

Selected Summary Data on Potentially Erroneous
Claims and Payment Amounts from a Prospective

. Sample of Claims at Selected Service 'Units

Estimated Percent of Erroneous Claims by Type
of Claim

IHS Data of Residual (Partial) Payment Clainis try
Araa/Pragram Office

Possible Distribution of Erroneous Payments

. Coda HCPA Data given to GAO

Code 019 Dup Haste Payments Can Occur When Indiana are
Eligible for More than One Program

Code 020 GAO Discussion Paper

Letters from Medicare iiscatagents regarding the feasibility of
processing IRS /CHS claim

President's Private Sector Sur Vey on Cost Control Report on: Con act .

Health Services of the Indian. Hellth ServiCet Imo PHS-2t 00 or 1,

Director's Task Force on Contract Health Services Indian Health Service,
Report of the DIS Directors Task Force on Contract Health Service!' as
TrInsmitted by the Director, HRSA, February ,1983

Status Reports on CHS Task. Force Implementation Plan, April 1983
through December 1983

Office of Management, Office of Assistant Secretary of Health Services
Administration, Report on the Contract Health Services in the Indian
Health Service, 1982

. 1HS file information, including:

Automation systems plans and implementation reports

Contract health services management Information services
(CHSNIS) implementation reports

General program information

Studies of the CHS program

Program management improvement papers

3 2 0
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Claims processing issues papers on legal and administrative issues

Claims processing issues papers on Meal agent functions, including
specific deacriptions of the proposed scope of work for a fiscal
agent(s)

Heath Care Finance Adminfstration (HCFA.) file information, including;

HCFA clisclasion papers on HIS claims processing

AdMinistrative costs of HCFA .fiscal agents

Error rates of'HCFA fiscal agents

3. INTERVIEWS AND MEETINGS

Personal and telephone interviewsfwith knowledgeable government officials and key
private sector representatives provided an abundance of useful information. When
interviewing people who were not familiar with IHS/CHS claims processing, Macro
provided written and oral descriptive material on CH9 Claims processing needs and
characteristics prior to the interview. For example, fiscal agents were sent detailed
flowcharts depicting IHS/CHS claims processing, as well as background material
describing the unique processing requirements of IHS/CHS. A list of the people
Interviewed and the date of the interview. follows. Further detail describing the type of
information gathered from the interviews can be found in Exhibit B-1.

Veteran's Administration
11/2183 C. Ford Heard, Nancy Darr,

V.A. Procurement for Medicine and Surgery

11/14/83 Mike Lawson, Bob Perrault,
V.A. Medical Administrative Services

Health Care Finance Administration.

11/16/83 John Jansak, Director, OPA
Harold Bailin, Chief, Operations Analysis Branch
Bill Hickman, Director, Division of Operations
Bob Scogna, BUdgets Contractor
Samuel Willman, Program Analyst
Phil Hooks, Procurement Specialist

1/30/84 John Jansak

2/2/84 Harold Bailin

2/8/84 William Zavoina, Program Analyst

2/10/84. William Zavoina, Sam Walman, Mary Anne
Durham, Gary Kavanagh
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GAO

/6/8 1/20/84 Keith Martenson, Evaluator-in-Charge of1HS
Investigation .

APPENDIX 13(4)

Grace Commission

1/34/84
(I

Health Resou

12/5/83

1V14/83.

Mike Wulff, Manager of Purchasing Programa,
Union Texas Petroleum

cm, and Services Administration

Ronald Carlson, Associate Administrator,
OPEWHRSA

Edward Martin, Director, Bureau of Health Care
Delivery and Assistance

IHS Headquarters

11/4/83, 11/15/83,
- 11/38/83; 1/9/84, Branch

1/24/84,,1/31/84,

lames PAlichelit. Chief Contract Stealth Service

11/15/83 Robert on, Chief, Health Care Adminis-
tration.,

11/4/83, 11/15/83: John Hammond, Health Economist, Contric
Health Services Branch .

11/17/83, 1/11/84 Steve Kauffman, Chief, Inpatlen
Division of Reeouree Coordination

HIS Area Offices and Service Unita

11/18/83
11/21/83
11/30/83
12/7/83

12/7/83

1.2/7/83
.12/9/33

12/20/83
12/21/83
1/10/84

Tucson
Phoenix
Albuquerque
Oklahoma City

Pawnee
Service Unit'
Navajo
Gallup Man
Center
USET
Aberdeen
Birnidgi

Medicare Fiscal Agent

1/4/84, 1/10/84

Bill Mason
Cliff Wiggins
James McArthur
Terry Rice, Roy Dr coil
John. Marlowe
Bob James, Di

Ski Gills/an
Nedra Santo

Dr. With
Dan M
Georg' Lefebvre

Kee

Betts; Carl Love
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Third Party Administrator

1/1 0/84,71'0.0/S4 A

Railroad ReV rent Board Fiscal Age It

2/2/84 4
SITE VISITS

Macro Systems staff vlsije4 flees and service units to obtain firsthand
information on the operation Ind of IHS/CHS claims processing and to help
determine, through interviews. wit' , the feasibility of using a fiscal agent to
alleviate problems related to the questions. Because the Macro study analyzes
the relative ability of a fiscalagent to resolve the problems cited as contpared to an
automated IHS system, Macro Installed the Oklahoma City Area Office and the Pawnee
(Okiiihania) Service Unit, where prototype CHSIMIS system is currently in
operation. Other sites visitliAirii:Auded Aberdeen and Bimidgi. The following objectives
were accomplished through these Mite vials:

Observe irlitbatetiiiii area office and service unit in prototype context

Revise model of :ti, THS.claims processing system

Refine ittS interview guide based on feedback from area office and
service unit persel

Collect infiormetic!n about the capabilities of the automated system in
relation to' thetfl'Ve study issues

Collect data noviteciby the automated system

Refine tilpe /m. on study design by specifying activity clusters to be
timed

4. METHODOLOGY 0

Initially. prelimitary ctiprial models for IHS/CHS claims proceSsing were
developed through analysivof existing data and interviews with 1148 central office staff.
These were modified throdth telOphone interviews with CHS claims processing staff at
the following sites:

if Oklahoma City Area Office (automated)
Pawnee Service Unit (automated)
Navajo Area Office (manual)
Gallup Indian Medical Center (manual)
Phoenix Area Office (automated)
111 son Ara Office (automated)
elkfs Service Unit (automated)
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Site visits to the Oklahoma City Area Office and to the Pawnee (Oklahoma) Service

.Unit provided Macro with firsthand observationt oY IHS/CHS automated claims
processing systems. Dining the site visits, functions were refined and divided into
activity clusters which would lend themselves easily to time/motion studies. Comparable
and parallel manual activities for each- fUnction were degeribed and other verified by the
manual' area office and service unit participating in the study.

The following claims processing activities clusters were timed:

At the service units:

Determining tligibility--establish a patient chart and register the
patient

Appropriateness of servicefill out top of referral form, MVO

service, give special instructions for services, and check
alternative resource eligibility

Authorization processtype or key information froth referrals,
generate payment documentsign, mall to providers

-.
Payment processclaims have been completed by the provider and
returned to the service unit. Claims are now checked for actual
services and charges compared to authorized services and chtrges,
utilization of third parties, diagnosis, length of stay, and physician
signature. Claims are assigned diagnostic codes.

At the area offices:

- Mailroom activities/statistieal sampling

w*

Voucher auditingreview of all claims for signature, diagnosis,
date, and price listed. Audit includes checking contract, comparing
to length of stay, checking for authorized-vs. excluded charges

Generating payment tapeautomated sites only. Comparable
activities timed at manual sites.

Data processing hard copy generationautomated sites only.
Comparable activities timed at manual, sites

Reconciliation of hard copy payment document with source
document automated sites only. Comparable activities timed at
manual sites.

Data processing runs magnetic, tape and brings to !Thence
automated sites only. Comparable activities timed at manual sites.

Type 1166 schedule

Certification for payment

File paid vouchers
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BRIEFINGS

An Interim Report summarizing findings in these areas was presented in the
following briefings:

January 30, 19841 Everett Rhoades, M.D., Director, MS
Ronald 'Carlson, Associate
Administrator, OPELTHRSA
Jim Mitchell, Chief, CI Branch of
IHS1.
Senior VHS and OPEL staff

February 3, 1904 John Kelso, Deputy Administrator;
IIRSA

Dr. Rhoades
Jim Mitchell
!Senior IHS and HRSA staff

44" February 13, 1984- Edward Brandt, M.D., Assistant
Secretary fat Health

February 24,1984 .
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Dr. Rhoades
John Kelso
Jim Kitchen
-Senior IHS, HRSA and ASPE staff

." ----IiBb-15;lisithsf-DePtst3t_Assbtant' Secretary for Health Policy
Senior ASPE staff
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Federal Register, Indian Health Contt Health Services, DREW, August 4,
1478.

,Forbush, Wilford, J.Letter to ASPS on FY 1984 Ldgislative Proposal, Undated.

Health Cars FinanFing Administration, Bureau of Program Operations, Office of
Program Administration, Analysis of Intermediaries' and.Carriere
Administrative Costs October - March FY 1983, July 1983.

a"
Health Care Financing Administration, Department of Health and Human Services,
Indian Health Service Use of HCFA Contractors to Process Contract Health
Services Billings, July 1, 1983.

Health Care Financing Administra tion, DHSS, Memoranda on Indian Health
Services Contract Health Services Use of MdfA Contractors, 1982.

Health Care Financing Adminittration, "Indian Health Service Use of HCFA
Contractors to Pioesse Contract Health Service Billings: Cost Estimate,"
Undated.

Health Care Financing Administration, Office of the Administrator, "Note to
Casrolyn4 Davis on the Effect of Section 131 of TETRA on State Copayment
Programs," January 28, 1983.

Hirsch, Donald, 'Draft Bill Report Dealing with Tying IMAMS to Medicare,"
Assistant General IA :nisi, Office of Legislation and Regulations Services,
May 23, 1983.

House of Ropralentatives, "Making Appropriations for'the Daparteent of the
Interior and Related Agencies for the Fisal Year Ending September 30, 1983,"
Conference Report No. 98 -399..

-Indian Health Manual, Part 2, Chapter 3.- Contract Health Services, PHS 110
129 Tab 4, January 27, 1982.

Indian Health Service Area Offices,. Comments on Revisions of the IHS Manual,
.CHS Program, September 1982:.-'

Indian Health Service Area Offices, Memoranda on Contract Health Care Contract
Rates of Reimbursement for 1982.

Indian Health Service Area Officesellemoranda on the St'atus of CHS/MIS,
November.1982 through March 1983.

Indian Health Service Area Office Directors, Memoranda on Co
Public Health Service Report on CHS, July 1982.

ments on the

Indian Health Service, "Briefing on IHS ADP Activities," September 14, 198
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Indian Health Service Computer Printouts, Contract Health Service Transaction,
Fiscal Year 1982 and Contract Health Service Transactions by State, FY82.
Indian Health Sery ce, -Contract Health Care Indian Health Service: \Process
for Determining Reeurce Requirements." Undated.

Indian Health
through FY 1984.,

Indian Health Service Contract Health ervico Fortis, including Patient
Information, Referral Form, CHS claim forma.

Contract Health Services Obligation Amounts for FY 1978

Indian Health Service, Draft 1984 Legislative Pro

Indian Health Service, Indian Health Service -_ADP Fib Year Plan for FY83 -
FY88.

Indian Health Service Memorandum, Authorize Reimbursement for INS Contract
Care Sers.s,ices at Medicare Rates, Undated.

Indian Health Service, Memoranda from Area Offices' Contract Health Services
Branch'on Comments and Analysis of_the,Directors Tasit'Force Report on CBS,
1983.

Indian Health Service Memoranda on FY85 Budget Justification Materials - CHS
Reimbursement Rates, CHS/MIS Stattis, January 1984.

Indian Health,Service Memoranda on Responkes to PHSReport on ContraCt Health
Care.

Indian Health gervice Memorandum regarding the effect,of the CHS/MIS on Area
and Service Unit clerical requirements, November, 1983.'

Indian Health Service, Office of Program Statistics, Indian Health Service
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IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

APPENDIX C(l)

1

-There-ere sever al-1-mplementetion-issues -which-willitive an impeckrix; thipotent
solutions for improving IHS/CITS Maim, processing. Although' a full examination of these
issues is outside the scope of this study, their identification may be helpful to the
Department in its further analysis of lia/CHS claims processing. Some of the
implementation issues will need to be addressed regardless of the decision on the fiscal
agent option; others are closely associated with a partioular,option.

1. IKPLgMENTATION ISSUES ASSOCIATSDiVITItUSZ OP A MCAL AIGENT

a Legislative authorily;

IHS currently tacks legislative authority to contract`directly with a
fisesl agent:

INS lack of this authority hits been Interpreted to preclude use of
FiCPA's contracting authority hued on Economy Act ,requireinents.

General fiscal agent eonsidarationss.

The relative advantage of using one versus many fiscal agents
requires further analysis, particularly regarding grouping of
geogrephiu'areas and administration costs.

Estimated HIS/CHS claims volume of 180,000 per year is less than
one-third of estimates used in previous studies. This may have
extensive implications for procurement, number and type of
interested contractors and oast bids, themselves.

The standard IHS proeurement.process might not yield contracts.
comparable to the beat case estimate.

Various factors affect the ability to use a fiscal agent associated
with (1) HIS patients with no Social Security number or equivalent
unique patient identifier; (2) MS use of its own claims form; (3)
communication links with local units in relation to obligated' funds
status; (4) overall automated system compatibility.

It is not clear whether recant interpretations as to MS eligibility to
receive enrollment information from State Medicaid agencies could
extend to private sector fiscal agents.
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APPENDIX C(2)

Use of HCPA fiscal agents:

Medicare Part A fiscal intermediaries and Part B carriers the.,
fWal agentsl may or may not be interested in IHS business.

Most Medicare fiscal agents would have to make extensive claims
processing modifications due to lack of similarity between INS
contract care and Medicare programee.g., only a very small
percentage of Medicare glaims-Involve-enynocedinationef

- Under IHS use of a Medicare-typerate structure, HCPA fiscal
agents would etill not have established Medicare rates for many
DIS/CHS services, e.g., matertkity oars.

2. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES ASSOCIATEO-WMI HIS RETENTION OP CLAIMS
PitOCMING

Automation impacts

Projected costs of $800,000 to complete automation equipment
purchases are partially depende t on fund' not. yet appropriated.

Automation expertise is not evenly distributed throughout the
IHS/CHS.system; some areal &not currently havine\ta processing
specialists.

Training programs to implement automation systematically and
uniformly throughout WS have not been developed.

°
Software tj implement potential changes, e.g., adoption ora rate-
setting system, has not been identiflett

Pa lent registration;

The IHS patiegt registration system currently being implemented
does not Include a unique patient identification number.

Issues related to registration of all IHS eligible patients,
comparable to enrollment in an insurance program,: remain
unresolved.

Coordination of benefits:

Not yet assessed are recent 1115 efforts to improve coordination of
benefits such as the directive requiring that CHS claims involving
third-party resources must be processed with receipt of an
explanation of benefits or claim denial from the provider.

Reminders to CHS providers to bill any available third-party
resource, now used in some automated sites, could be extended
throughout the system. Exhibit C-I is a sample claim form
illustrating this reminder.
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AYFUNDLX. c(3)

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES INDEPENDENT OF THE FISCAL AGENT DECISION

Risks associated with setting CHS reimbursement rates at levels
. comparable to Medicare or Medics. id,as illustrated in Exhibit C-2, need
to be addressed.

Lack of access to external third -pirty rewards informatice affects
coordination of benefits savings.

Numerouepotential third-party resources In addition to Med learea
Medicaid, and private haelth Insurance, e.g.,accident end casualty
insurance, Crippled Children's, Slack Lung, Veterans
Administration, CHAMPUS, Workmen,' Compensation, eta., are
potentially relevant.

No centralized, database currently exists to check eligibility across
all programs.

There may be considirable State resistapekto sharing Medicaid
enrollment informationin their attempt to prevent additlional cost
shifts to the States.

Tribal concerns:

Attempts to change IHS policies and procedures are sometimes '
perceived as movement toward program termination.

There are concerns that cost of private insurance for Tribal
employeecwill Increase, if used frequently as an alternative to
CHS.

Patient liability concerns may arise in conjunction with:

Providers billing Indian= directly when third-party reimbursement is
delayed.

Consideration of mandate that IHS reimbursement for CHS patients
under a Medicare-type structure be considered payment in full, i.e.,
to ensure that the Indian not be billed for the difference between
IHS reimbursement and the provider's full billirvg rate, comparable
to Medicare Part S assignment.

Eligibility barriers to 'vledicaid enrollment such as Indian trust lands
being counted as a personal asset despite legal rulings to the contrary.
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MIMI? C-2

Unresaoesbla Paymentat Uould a fiscal
event ignifieantly values unreasonable
payment.?

Recoemendationt

elmburso pro-
w! ere based on
Me are rats
at tura

Solutions

Legiolativa action*
Medicare tia -on

- Medicare 11eigoment
Contracts for discounted rates
Automatm4 'Tatou to determine

Vital

Froblemet

Loss providers,'

Indians gat billed

Lose free air.

. There is not one Uniform
Medicare rite

Mo Medicare rates ,
established for several
IRS - needed services

DAC system will not apply
to many of the small rural
or tingle community hospitals
which serve- INS patienta

Currant lekialative proposal sought by MRS partially addressas these concerns.
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CLAIMS PROCESS1NG AND RELATED FUNCTIONS,

I I. Re, IIIVO and Process Update on Obligated Funds
Status

APPENDIX D(1)

'CPA COST ANALYSIS

REQUIREMENTS UNIT COST

Sit Up Accounting System
- keens Actions to Systems

Take Action. Neciasary to Reconcile Differences
- haver* Reconcillatkin Report and Project Funds 1

Avellabillty for Remainder of Fiscal Year $ 1.00

--.T2---Revievrelaimi-fik-Pr tor Authorization
Appropriateness of Care, and UtIllzatkm Review
(Manual Operation)

l). Review A-gregate. Claims
Providers acid Rates411 They Have Rate
Scheeufesi

Screen Claims for Prior Authorization

InforrriatIon on

13. Check TPR TPR
, Reimbursement

IC Pay Claim

336

- Develop UtilizstIon Profile 3.30
- Uak ta1n Utilization Profile
- Update Profile
- Reconcile Identified Probients

- Develop Reasonable Charge System $ 3.00
Design Edit System

- identify Potential TPR S 'nrces
- Establish Eligibility If Necessart
- Coordinate Benefits
- Reconcile Records
- Modify INS Referral System

Reconcile and Manage collection and
Rtd1sbursemtnta of Pun&

- Review DUI
Data Entry

- Computer Usage
EDP System

0.30

$ 100

too



CLAIMS PROCESSING AND RELATED FUNCTIONS

17. Provide Explanation of Benefits to Provider
Patient, and II-IS

A PENDIX D(2)

REQUIREMENTS UNIT COST

- Prepare Separate EOM' use of .S1;eclalized
$ 1.20informational. Requirements I Each Recipient

18. Provide Weekly Reports to !HS on Obligated - Develop Reporting System
Funds - Update and Maintain Reperti System

hiartage-Letter-al-Credit
Contracted Be:Ms)

-` Reconcile Accounting Systems
- Provide Weekly Accounting Reports

l9: Provide Management and Statistical
Reports

Prepared hyi 2/21/84

TOTAL COST
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$ 3.00

$ 2:30

$ 29.70
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Senator MELCHt Iow, first of all, let us get into something that
we seem to have to discuss every year. Once again this year, IHS is
proposing to eliminate programs that provide health care services
to urban Indians. Now, this has been a. several-year effort to zero

- out .the urban programs.
Is this supposed to indicate that this is Government policy, or at

least the policy of this administration, that there is no Federal re-
sponsibility to provide health care for Indians who live in urban
areas?

Dr. GRAHAM. I think the way that I would characterize tte ra-
tionale behind that portion of the budget is that in a time of re-

funds-available ler human-services_programeakiat
the priorities that have been determined for the IHS are to allow
the Service to provide clinical services as a first priority for those
Indians on or near reservations; and that there is a feeling that for
potential Indian individuals or Indian beneficiaries who live in
urban areas; there are other resources, other sources of health care
services, available to them, both public and private, that are not
available to Indian individuals on or near the reservations.

Tlis highest priority is in preservhig the clinical capacity an the
reservation 'and, therefore, the request for no additional support for
the urban programs.

Senator 'WELCHER. That is not a long answer. Congratulations,
doctor, I appreciate that. I have been here 15 years in Congress,
and all of that ex pt two was on the committees that had over-
sight over Indian Health Service. So I, have beep hearing that
answer, and y9auKs the shortest one I have had or those 13 years,
but it is the same answer, during these times of attempting to curb
budget expenditures. So for 13 years, at least, we have been getting
t'During these times."

But my question is broader than that. What is the, policy? Is the
policy going to be that we are going to just give that brief 'answer?
My question is broader. What is the policy, under the trust respon-.
sibility, under the legal obligation of the Federal Government, on
Indian health care for urban Indians? Is it to do nothing and say
that they should seek whatever remedies there, are in other pro-
grams if you need some help? Is that the answer? Ie there a Feder-
al responsibility? That is what r am asking.

Dr. GRAHAM. I suspect the answer that you will have received for
that question might vary depending upon who, within the adminis-
tration, you spoke with and what those individual views might be.

however, in terms of policy, I know of no fairer way to represent
policy than the budget which the President submits to the Con-
gress, and in that budget, the rationale is not that the urban pro-
grams have been ineffective but that simply higher priorities dic-
tate that funds be used for the clinical care of Indians on or near
reservations.

Senator MELCHER. Well, as I said, that has been the same answer
that has been given, and it skirts the issue of whether there is a
responsibility.

Now, I do not think we are going to zero them out. Have we ever
zeroed them out in the last 5 years?

Mr. ALEXANDER. No.
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Senator MELCHER. So we are not going to zero them out,' prob-
ably.

Well, let us go on. We cannot pursue philosophy_ or court cases
all morning, can we? You know, if it were _zeroed out, it might
make a very interesting case to establish in court what the legal
responsibility is, which would then become clear policy. But the
Congress feels there is a policy determination there that should be
made by Congress, and which we have made, and I suspect we will
do the same. We will not alloW it to be zeroed out. We will do the
best we can for urban Indians.

I think a problem does exist. I think, whatever programs there
are, there are_some_that fill tharough_the_cracks-and
that fall through the cracks, and if it were not for some assistance
from IHS, they would not get any assistance at all in health care
matters.

Consistent with. the President's Indian policy statement, your
prepared testimony states that Indian Health Service will continue
to assist the tribes to assume the responsibility for health services
through Public Law 93-638 authority.

Now, you are not requesting any funds at all, none at all, for the
tribal management program, which is a program that is set up spe-
cifically to help tribes develop the capacity to contract IHS pro-
grams. So it seems to me that this is in contradiction to the Presi -.

dent's policy. How do you plan to assist the tribes in achieving self-
determination regarding IHS it there is nothing in there specifical-
ly for that program?

Dr. GRAHAM. There are some details of what the IHS does day to
day in this area that I would like Dr. Rhoades to respond to more
fully.

What I would' say as a general response is that although we are
not requesting any funds specifically for the purposes of tribal
management, the development of that capacity, there is a tremen-
dous amount of technical assistance and support which is carried
out acid can be carried out by IHS staff which will still be present,,,_
as a result of this budget.

Everett, could you go into a little more detail ab9ut what already
is done, aside from tribal managemento assist tile tribes in their
development?

Dr. RHOADES. I do not have anything to add to Dr. Graham's
answer.

Senator MELCHER. Would that be at the area office level or
Where?

Dr. RHOADES. Yes, that might be at the area office. It might be in
the headquarters offige, where we do have a staff that devotes their
time to the specific problems of 638 contracting with tribes. And it
also may take place at the service unit level which is the most
local.

Senator MELCHER. Oh, right on the reservation.
Dr. RIJOADES. Yes, sir.
Senator MELCHER. Has any tribe ever used that sort of help. to

develop contracts for IHS programs?
Dr. RHOADES. Yes, sir.
Senator MELCHER. What is an example?
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Dr. RHOADES. Oh, I do not know that I could give you a specific
example at this mom Reaching back into my own experience on
the tribal council in ioma, we consulted, in preparation for
638 contracting, with I Health Service officials in the local
hospital at Lawton service nit in Oklahoma, as well as ,at the area
office.

Senator MELCHER. We will look at what has been done before,
specifically on that. I really have not been familiar with tribes con-
sulting with IHS, either on the service unit level or at the area
office level or .headquarters.

Dr. RHOADES. We have a group in headquarters called the Divi-
sion of Indian Resource Liaisonthat-specifically -responds_tia_re---

----lqaests7-both-fro-m-th-e-tr-es and from area offices, in questions re-
lating to the 638 process;. They haye actually gone to the field.
They have visited Oklahoma; they have visited Alaska; they have
visited California. Although the numbers of responses that they
can make are somewhat nmited by the staffwe have a small
staffthey are very active in that particular process of 638 con-
tracts.

Senator MELCHER. I want to get into preventive health. Dr.
Graham, you are saying that the primary focus of Indian Health
Service is the provision of preventive health services through com-
munity-oriented appfoaches. But then there is the large reduction
of almost $30 million 'for preventive health care programs. This
seems to be a contradiction again.

I like preventive health. Everybody does. Everybody admits that
those are the best dollars we spend on any health matters. And yet
there is a $30 million reduction in your budget proposal for preven-
tive health. How can that be justified?

Dr. GRAHAM. The primary reduction in this area is through the
proposal that the Community Health Representative Program not
be funded any longer, be zeroed out, and that is approximately a
$26 million reduction.

Again, the rationale behind that is that as an activity which is
not as directly related to clinical activities, the CHR Program
should be discontinued in fiscal year '1985. That is the primary
reason for the reduction in the preventive line.

Senator MELCHER. Doctor, the only rationale that is conceivable
to me for IHS to give lipservice to preventive health and then
asking that Congress eliminate CHR's, the only rationale that I
can think of for that would be-a calculated risk, sort of like a crap-
game. You think you are not going to roll a seven on the next roll
of the dice, so you bet on yourself and assume that Congress is
'going to put the money back in; assume that you will get the same
amount of money that is in your budget plus the amount that Con-
gress will insist be available for CHR as an add-on to your budget.

You cannot want to have preventive health measures on a com-
munity-oriented basis and eliminate community health workers
who are the first line of preventive health care.on the reservation.

Can you respond to that?
Dr. GRAHAM. I can respond, at least in part. Certainly the prior-

ities which we are discussing with you, which programs will be
funded and which programs may not be funded are difficult ones
for us, We recognize the needs of the Indian people, and we recog-
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nize that within times of limited budget availability, inevitably,
one has to make choices. They are not pleasant choices for us.

Whether or not the budget, which has been presented to you on
the part of the President, is a budget which has been crafted with
the hope or4he intent that Congress is going to add money back in,
I would have to say, based upon my conversations with representa-
tives of the Office of Management and Budget, that it is neither
their intent nor hope that those funds be supplemented.

So I do not think that you are facing a conscious stra a
Washington monument strategy, if y' u willin the budget. I think
this ddea_refleet-very-aecurately the * rities_ia-aerie of the IF
activities which are a reflection of the ident's priorities.

Senator MELCHER. Well, let me pose the question a different way,
then. If the Office of Management and I3udget would say to you,
"Doctor, we are going to allow you to have $30 million more tha,n
what you have"I know you have never experienced thatbut let
US Suppose-

Dr. GRAHAM. Not in recent memory.
Senator MELCHER. Not since there has been an Office of Manage-

ment and Budget.
But if they said that, what would you say about CHR's then?

Would that be your first priority?
Dr. GRAHAM. I would have to say that that would be a priority

whiCh I believe. Dr. Rhoades and I would give very serious consider-
ation. I would not want to presume that pktep an appearance as if
by magic of $30 million, it would all go to CHR's or that it would
go to CHR's first. ,I think you recognize in this budget there are a
lot of strong and competing priorities, all of which have very legiti-
mate calls on addition, resources.

Maybe the way Lfshould answer the question is, in terms of
budget formulation, what is presented to you here is a reflection of
difficult and painful choices. It is not a reflection or the judgment
pf,rnyself, Dr. Rhoades, or, to the be of my knowledge, anyone in
f1.6 Department of Health and Human Services that the CHR Pro-
gram, or the Urban Program, or the tribal management programs,
are ineffective, but simply a judgment that in a time of restrained
resources, that our first priority must go to the maintenance of the
clinical capability of the IHS.

So if we had $30 million, I think there would.be another series of
very tough choices. The CHR Program is not one that we are repre-
senting as ineffective.

Senator MELCHER. I think it is fair to say that Congress has as-
sumed that preventive health indeed is very good and that it
begins, in many instances, with the services of CHR's and that the
reason it.is very good is it saves the people from th isery of get'
ting sick. That is number one, but'second, number two, it saves a
lot of money at the very clinics you are talking about and the' very
hospitals we are dealing with.

I think that maybe what is called for here at last is, let have
somebody else look at this and advise us on how significan it ig
and whether indeed Congress is correct in assuming that t is a
very good program, and that it does save money in the g run,
and a great deal of money, and ask for a General Accounting Office
study on the matter of
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I think, of course, we will do that. 'I at least will, and I think
others on the committee will join me in'asking for this General Ac-

unting Office study. Of course, they will be contacting you, Dr.
raham, and going to the field, also. We will insist that they go

right out in the field, too, because they cannot get the answers to
these sorts of problems by just visiting with people in Washington.
This is where you have to go to the field and view some on-site
CUR actions and activities and make a broad assessment of how
important they are and find out whether Congress is correct in
saying that CHR's must be maintained.

I have suspected myself that we have been shortshrift. m. I
do not think we have ever appropriated- -enough money or them
during the past 5, 6, or 7 years, and I think they are how at a point
ofI guess it is all right to use this termexpertise, a point of ef-
fectiveness; to where an assessment of how much good they do
might be a very; very significant amount of money. In other words,
what do we generally put in for CHR's, $25 million? How much? It
was $26 million last year. I think perhaps a good assessthent of
that might reveal that $26 million or $30 million invested now, .$35
million- invested now, may be a total saving of not $25 million or
$30 million; it may build and be able to demonstrate that' it is at
likely having of $50 million a year, that type of use of preventive
health.

So I think it is time to get a good outsi e study of this. Soule-
times these General Accounting Office studi are excellent, sOme-
times they are mediocre, and sometimes they are worthless. gut I
think if we set up the. right criteria for the study, we can get a very
detailed and. valuable study, and it could be completed during the
next 8 to 10 months, perhaps sooner, but I judge that it would take
about that length of time, and we can be better advised whether
Congress is correct that that program is a real saving of money in
the long run, a real worthwhile investment in health care, and
pursue it from that in our dealer next year.

But I am going to assume right now that we are not going to
allow CI-IR's to be zeroed out; we will put in the money.

There are no funds requested in this budget, for hospitals and
clinics. How do you plan to complete construction On those hospi-
tals or clinics that are already under construction? What are you
going to do with them? You cannot just leave them standing there.
What plans do you have? For one under construction, are you
going to finish it or not? Or for one under renovation or modifica-
tion and you have the contract out, are you going to finish it or
not?

Dr. GRAHAM. Dr. Rhoades has a fairly detailed table on this. I
would like him to respond to it. It turns out that of the wimber of
hospitals and clinics we have under construction, all f them are
funded a little different) . I think there would be relatively few in-
tances where we wou have an incompletion beta of this re-

quest.
Senator MELCHER. There will be some incompletions?
Dr. GRAHAM. I believe there are at least two, as I recall, Kane-

kanak and Crownpoint. The others that are presently 'under con-
struction or renovation because of prior funding in either fiscal
year 1984 or -previous yedrs would be able to be completed even

al
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though we are not requesting any funds in fiscal year '1985. But
Kanakanak and Crownpoint we would not be able to complete.

Senator MELpI ER. You say there are one or two that will not be
completed that Would have been otherwise. Where are those two?

Dr. GRAHAM. Kanakanak, Alaska, and Crownpoint, NM.
Senator MELCHER. Do' you have a detailed listing of the various

clinics and hospitals nov/ Under- constructi r renovation?
Dr. RHOADES. Yes,' sir.
Senator MELCHER. Could you stibmit it for us? ,.

Dr.' RttownEg. Yes sir.
Senator.Moximr. Then we Will examine it along with you.
[Subsequent to 4,he hearing .the following information was sup-

plied for the record:]

INS FACILITIES iN CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

on twat of eollarC

Roth rafiabit kidittaai

Castr41 Design Comte

Hospitals:

Crownpoint, NM..... Replace 875 1,976 . 0 9,064 Design complete May 1984.
Sacaton, Al do 830 361 0 # 17,346 IVE Contract approval April 1984.
Rosebud, SD .do

'48
932 316 0 9,140 Public Law 93-638 Contract

signed April 1984.
Kanakanak, AK Modernize 1,259 9,665 0 5,490 Design complete June 1984.
Pine Ridge SD Replace.,......... 1,360 0 0 23,580 Gathering 1983 workloads so

pregfain ifItOrTTPtial document

can be revised.
Anchorage, Alt .do 2,900 0 3,240 103,160 Awaiting PM approval.
Browning. MT........ Modernize 610 15,355 0 0 Construction 5 percent complete.
Sells, Al Minor Renal dialysis dint design

modemiza- complete March 1984.
Han.

Clinics.

Anadarko, GK. New Completed March 1984...... . . ................. ..
Tsaile; Al . . dc Approximate, 90 percent complete.
Huerfano, NM do . Approximate, 85 percent complete.
Fort Tivmpson, .do 200 2,800 PT being revised (minimum

SD. staffing level).,
.Kyle, SD Replace 200 0 2,560 PID being revised (minimum

staffing level).
Wagner, SD do 360 -5,040 Issue of retaining inpatient not

resolved. .

Wolf Point,,/E .. 200 3,525 111) being revised (minimum
staffing level).

Senator MELCHER. What plans do you have for hospitals where
the p4inning and design funds have been rele nd they have
already spent the money? We have gone through is so often. You
get started on something and, then let it roost without any followup
money, and you have to almost start over again if you let it go a
couple of years.

Dr. RHOADES. We do not believe that there are any in the present
fiscal year, Mr..Melcher.

Senator MELCHER. But, 'if there were, they would be on your list
there?

Dr. RHOAE.S. Yes, sir.

3 43
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Senator -MELemr.a. We will examine that with you.
ow about the INMED Program, the five masters in public

health programs, and the health professions recruitment program?
Agailt.do you expect us t9Add some money on and argue that you
are just ignoring something we have to do?

Dr. GRAHAM. I think, with Dr. Steele being 'here, she certainly is
in a better position than I to talk about the accomplishments of the
INMED Program to date.

The budget proposal again is a reflection of the priorities that
you. and I discussed a few moments ago. We are not suggesting that
the INMED Program has not been effective. In reaching a set of
priorities that we felt would provide the m nance of the clini-
cal care services to those individuals on or reservations, the
priority for the INMED Program did not requi that it be contin-
ued in funding.

Senator MELCHER. What do you say, Dr. Sfeefe?
Dr. STEELE INMED is my top priority. That has been my life for

40 'ears.
nator MELCHER. Good for you.

These Indian students in the INMED Program, they stick with it,
do they not, just as good as they would if they were non-Indians in
other med schools?

Dr.'STEELE, The dropout rate, according to the AAMC, for Indian
students nationally is about 12 percent. Now, there are some more
recent studies MacDougal has done, but I could not get hold of
those. But it has been about 12 percent nationally for. Indian stu-
dents. It is only about 1 percent for nonminority students and from
5 to 6 percent for Chicanos and black students.

Our dropout rate- over a 10-year span was about 5 percent. Since
March 1980, we have not lost one student.

Senator MELCHER. Since 1980?
Dr. STEELE. Since 1980. We had one student transfer from medi-

cal to clinical psychology, Ph.D. Program, but as far as a dropout
in the medical school, we have not lost one since March 4, 1980. We
had one transfer.

Senator MELCHER. That is pretty good. Congratulations.
Dr. STEELE. Thank you. I do not know what is happening this se-

mester, but that is where we have been.
Senator MEICHER. One of your student§ is my nephew.
Dr. STEELE. Louie Gilbert?
Senator MELCHER. I am not going to you.
Dr. STEELE. Oh; I was hoping it WM': Louie. Gilbert. He scored in

the 95th percentile on the national boards, and he is a Montana
student.vSenator MELCIIF,R. Well, he is not from Montana. I am not going
to tell you what his name is or where he is from.

He is doing very well so far, and I want to keep him doing very
well, and he can remain a mystery to you, Dr. Steele.

But it goes without saying we are proud of him, and we hope he
remains successful in staying in the program and indeed does re-
ceive his medical degree as a graduate.

I have a lot of questions that I- am going to submit on various
matters that are in the IHS budget. We would like to have just a
normal, logical time to get back with answers.
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Now, we asked some questions on the construction of water and
sanitation systems in last year's budget oversight hearing and we
just got the answers today. You know, that is a whole year. That
sort of ,handicaps us. Now, there is no reason for that, doctor.

You know, this is a process we are going through. We have got to
have a budget report available for the Budget Committee within
less than a month, 3 syseeks, March 15-1 believe that 'is about 3
weeks or less. Now, we would like to have these answers in 10
days.

Dr. GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman, we will do everything that we can
to prepare those answers and get the necessary clearances and get
them to the committee in as expedited a fashion as we can manage.

Senator MKLCHER. We are just going to have to have them, be-
cause if we are going to make the budget process a meaningful.
process in Congress, we are going to have to give meaningful rec-
ommendations to the Budget Committee. We are just .going to have
to have them, doctor.

[The questions and answers follow. Testimony resumes orr p. 357.J
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Puestions 12 through 23 were mdimitted to the Department of
Health and Human Services following the February 24, 1983 Caiwittee
oversight hearing on the Indian health Service fiscal year 1984

budget. Department responses CO the Committee's questions were
received by, the vorrittee on February 23, 1984. I

12. Question: What is the Department's estimate of the total unmet need for
water-and sewage facilities for both 111A- and HUD-constructed 'Indian housing
units? How many Indian coamunities does the projected unmet need referred to

above represent?

Answer: Based upon current project construction plans for FY 1985, it is
estimatal that 1,000 BIA new/renovated homes and 1,900 tribal/other
new/renovated homes and existing homes on or adjacent to the housing site, will
be be in need of sanitation facilities at a cost of $23 million. It is also

estimated that there will be a need. to provide sanitation facilities to 3,500
HUD sponsored Indian housing units in FY 1984 and an additional 3,000 TRIO
sponsored Indian housing units' In FY 1985 at a total cost of approximately $62

mUalion. The HUD has indicated that they have Set aside budget authority for
offsite,sanitation facilities to all HUD sponsored homes allocated through FY
1983 west of which will bee.constructed in FY 1984 and FY 1985. It is our

understanding that HUD has received an al4ication for 2,800 Indian housing units
in FY 1984 and an anticipated 2,500 Indiin housing units in FY 1985.

Even though funds have been allocated'for the new housing construction, actual
locations have not been determined; therefore, the number of communities
represented by the 7;500 HUD and BIA units is unknown at this time. 'These homes
woe spread throughout Indian comauni ties.

13. Question'. 'What accomplishments has the India Health Service realized in

meeting h need for water and sanitation facilit s for Indian housing units?

e Since the inciptien'of the Sanit Facilities program with
the ssage of the Indian Sanitation Facilities t in 1959, the IHS
appropriation has funded sanitation facilities to over 140,000 new and existing

India and Alaska Native homes. The IHS has alSo.funded, in whole or in part,
the establishment of 300 Indian-owned operation and maintenance organizations.'
Since 1959 new sanitation facilities have been an important element of the INS
preventive health effort to reduce the gastroenteric death rate and the infant
mortality rate of the Indian population.

14. Question; What is the impact upon the Indian Healtn.Service's goal of
the of American Indians and Alaska Natives to the

ighest possible level if provision of water and sewage facilities to Indian

housing units cannot he realized?

Answer: Safe and sanitary water supply, sewage disposal and housing are
critical factors in the overall physical and mental health and well-being of all
Americans, significantly influencing the incidence of infectious and
non infectious diSeases, dental health and injury control. Poor housing and
cnvircInglent are increasingly implicated in alcoholism and other mental health
ohlems associated with self-image, poverty, and family difficulties. Because

ral environments and their modest resources, there. are less than
acillties available to some Indian commiintties. A variety of Federal

.pragram,: emists.which permits tribes to address housing or sanitation needs,
such as /11ID's CUBG.

Of.
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IS. Question: 1.)ues the Indian Health Service consider the provision er
and sanitation facilities to Indian housing an integral part of India
Sevices preventive health effort? 4

i

Answer: Adequate water and sanitation facilities have long been
recognized by public health officials as important for all individuals. The
Indian Health Service views the provision of'adequate facilities as an importa.
component in any preventive health prOgrar9. Studies have shown that hearth--

velment is related to incorporation of sanitation facilities into the
ve health component of a comprehensive health program. .

16. Question: Has the IndiareHealtn :-,ervice analyzed the cost of constructing
sanitation facilities and how that cost may' compare to the cost of treating
diseases that have been folind to result from the absence of proper sanitation
facilities? Is it more expense to treat the resulting diseases than it is to
construct water and sewage facilities to-pkevent such diseases?

Answer: The Indian. Health Service has not analyzed the cost of
constructing sanitation facilitieS compared to the costs of treating diseases
resulting from improper sanitation facilities. he are considering initiating
such a study.

N
17, Question: Does the Indian Health Service have a coomitoent from the
Department of how sing andUrban Development for the transfer of funds to the
Indian Health Sdtvice for the construction of sanitation facilities? In what
amcant and when was the commitment made?

Answer: The HUD does not transfer funds directly to the IHS. The BM
does provide funds to Indian housing authorities in amounts sufficient to
finance its necessary lqacipr and sewer Improvement. On July 10, 1982 the
Department of HousingAirtrban Development (HUD) agreed to this administrativck
mechanism to provide the funding to the tribal housing authorities who are free

,to contract with the IHS to build the off-site water and sewer facilities for
3,409 HUD assisted housing units identified In FY 1982. Futthermore, the HUD
agreed to extend the interim transfer n.,-_,chanism throUgh FY 1983. Through January
1984, tribal housing authorities have transferred $11.5 million of the
$58,000,000 in FY 1982 and FY 1983 contract authority 4:4at-1ilID set aside to
provide otf-situ sanitation facilties.

4

Ski
18'. Question: Has the Indian He th Service actually received any funds from
the Department of Housing and Drb' veloonent to Construct water and sewage
facilities for non:H1.11) assisted home. How much has been received?

Answer: The' Indian Health Service has not received any funds directly
from the DepartHlent of Hausin and Urban Development's public and Indian housing
program to construct water and sewage facilities for non-HUD assisted homes. .

Ihe RID does prov TW; funds to Indian tribes which could be used to provide
sanitation facili onIAJD financed homes.

34 7
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19. Question: r Vat HUI) funds are transferred to the Indian Health
Service for sinita pn facilities construction, will those funds be subject to -

the Davis-Bacon Act. If so, what effect will the appli ation of the Duvislidacon
Act have on the costs of construction?

Ailswer: As noted above, HUD does not transfer dietctly to IHS. The
Ind-ian Health Service has been advised by IfUll to proceed on the basis of payment
of congressionally-mandated Davis-Bacon wage rates except in cases where HUD has
found that it is not appropriate to use Davis-Bacon wage rates, and other

.prevailing wage rates should be used instead. because all wage rates have not
been'set, the actual cost increase is as,yeriidetermined.

20, Question: Has,the Department of Housing and Urban Development placed any
restrictions or special conditions upon the transfer of funds,to Indian Health
Service for the construction of sanitation facilities?

Answer: Again, FLIP does not transfer funds directly to IBS. Yes, there
are two potential res ons .the appliCation of Davis-Bacon wage rates and
the payment of interest on funds transferred to thes1H6 trail the IHAs in
accordance with tilD contract authority procedures. The former is discussed
above. Regarding interest payments, regulations covering all HUD financed
construction are applicable to the IRS. Mille this poses no problem in most
cas. s, it may pose a ' problem in Alaska where 111S must order the material for the
water and sewage facilities well in advance of construction. Staff of 11.5 and
1CD arc working together to explore solutions to these potential problems.

d21. Question: If the Indian HAilth Service has not received the full amount of
funding that was proposed to be transferred from the Department of Housing and
Urban Development, what factors are responsible_for the delay?

Answer: Again, no 'funds are transferred directly from HUD to IHS,
lidwever, delays in IRS receiving funds from Indian housing authorities are a
:result of several factors, including:

1) The application of Nib aivis-Bacoil wage rates...Delays have been
experienced because ;he HUD/Dept. of Labor survey of wagejates is
taking longer than anticipated;

General delays affecting the overall progress of the development
project resulting freer planning and design problems confronted by the
IEIA's;

3) Ple process by 4htch 40 must amend the tract authority reserved for
each housing, project, which requires the using authority to sell
note,. or to get a direct advance from HUD hrough the Treasury
Department and then transfer the funds to the INS for. construction of
the water and sewer facilities.

22. l!tiestion: Mat is the Department's position with regard to any future
resPonsihtlities of the Indian 1Valth Service for the construction of sanitation
facilities for Indian housing?
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.Answer:, The Departmentst. position is that the agency funding the basic
housing construction or renovation should also finance the provision of
sanitation' facilities. The IHS has a proven record oreffeetively administering
the construction of sanitation facilities and believes that IRS expertise is
available to be utilized as necessary in the planning and construction of
sanitation facilities. Local Indian authorities may contract with the INS
should they wish to purchase these services. In addition, the Department.
recognizes the need fur the INS to maintain the capability to respond to
sanitation- related public health needs for existing homes in Indian'communities,

which may be unrelated to new housing construction.

23- Question: Does the Department of housing and Urban Development intend to
charge interest on the funds transferred' tp Indian Health Service fur the
construction of sanitation facilities for Thdian housing units?

-
Answer: , Nofunds are trnsierred to the IRS directly. Any interest

expense resulting frow,HUUproject"linancing is proVided through HUD
appropriations. Sufficient budget art contract authority Is obligated to MA's
for interest expenNes.
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Senate Select Commute on I n A

Question: The Committtee believes that many of the preventive health

accomplishments cited in the Department's ed testimony cat be

directly attributed to the success of the ity Health

Representatives program. It is the Commit undierstanding that

Community Health Representatives provide d t patient care as well as

commenity health education.

Is) If the Department 1 targeting toward diredt,patient care,

and the focus in IS preventive he 1 h is community-oriented, why is

the Department once again proposi to eliminate the very successful

Community Health Representative and the funding for 'the

Indian people that are helping t Department to realize its stated

goals?

CC] How does the elimination of the Community Health Representative

program further the President's policy of Indian self-determination/

Answer:

(a) HuOgetery constraints over the
1p

ast three years have forced the

Department to make priority decisions and emphasize funding of INS'

.primary n: the provision of direct clinical care on or near

Indian reserions. While'the Community Health Representatives

program provides valuable community eeueation and referral

functions, this program does not place direct Clinical care as its

higheSt. priority.

(b) the President's policy of Indian self-determination is not related

to the elimination of the Community Health Representative program.

Rather it is a Guestinn of priorities to provide resources for the

provision of direct clinical cave within budgetary constraints.

a.



2. Quetion: Again this year,

Construction of hoSpitals end c1191cs.

funds rre steel for the

[s] he coes the Department plan to complete construction on those

hospital6 or clinics that are already under' construction?

(0) Is it the intention of the Department to leave these hospitals and

nics that are al construction uncompleted?

(c) *hat plans does the Department have for hospitals

sod design funds have been released and expended?

lb

Ed] Is there a specific Administration policy concerning the

construction of 1HS hospitals and clinics?

Answer:

log

(a) The Depar meOt would complete the contraction projects that are

currentlOully funded and hold in abeyance further construction on

those D oJccts that are partially funded until the President's

Budge' priorities permit additional Federal' construction activity.

(0) Department's intention to leave any facility

uncompleted oncepconstruction has started, busome projects may be

/partially completed or deferred to comply with the President's focus

ontroiling Federal expenditures.

f

,(c) Construction would be delayed until onstruCtion funds become

available.

(d) It Is the Department's pOlicy to make health care accessible to

Irwin people. The construction of health cere facilities is one

mrttuff of makIN health care accessible. It is the p

Administration this accessibility thrOuQh the

the
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replacement of old obsolete facilities and, where indicated by need

and in the absence of other health Care providers, to construct new

health care facilities. This policy is maintained by mechanisms

neveloped,to justify and prioritize the need for health care

facilities based on the availability of resources.

3 Question; The Indian Health Service budget request fails to request

funds for the Health Professions Recruitment program, the Indians into

medicine program, and,the fi've Masters in Public Health programs.

How does the Department intend to increase the number of trained

Indian health professionals available for service in the Indian

Health Service in-tte absence of such progrsms?

[bl What is the Department doing to assure that Indian people are

recruited for service in health professions this year and in filcal

year 1985?

ci Are there a' sufficient number of. Indian people graduating from

health 7rofessional schools in fiscal years 1984 and 1985 to fill

all vacant positions in the Indian Health Service?-

I.

Answer:

Funding for the majority of the students participating in these

prbgrams will contnue. It is the administrative cost of these

programs which support the counselors and project director that

would be eliminated.

(p) The IrS has a scholarship coordinator in each Area /Program Office

who is responsible for recruiting students into the scholarship

program. These coordinators visit high schools' on and off

reservations and conduct health fairs for the purpose of attracting

stuoents into the health professions; This is in ,addition to

ongoing recruitment efforts for health vacancies in IFS which

emphasizes recruitment of qualified Indians.

Cc? two.

X52
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4. Question: The Indian Health Service Budget Justification states that

63 students *ill not be funded to continue in the Indian Health ManpOwer

program.

Are any of these 63 students-currently receiving sCholarShip

assistance participating In the Indians into Medicine program?

Ans4er:

The reduction in scholarships will be based on idnividual performance.

It is not possible at this time to identify which Students will not be

funded or if.any of these students will beJn 'MED.

5. Are there sufficient funds to carry existing students through the end of

medical school?

Answer:

The appropriation is for ono year end'is sufficient to carry the existing
students through the and of the academic year: The ScholarthiP program will
,requite an annual appropriation in order to.continue all of the current
students until completion of medical school:.

6. Question: What'is the impact of buy-out provisions and the

availability of low interest loans for that purpose on Indian Health

Service manpower needs?

a, 0

Answer: With triple payback provisions for National Health Service Corps

(NHSC) scholarship recipients receiving scholarship funding beginning the

school year 1978-79, the number of buy-outs has dropped drastically to

less than 10 percent of tnose assignee to IHS.

7. question: It is the Committee's understanding that because of Federal

augmentation restrictions, the services of National Health.Service Cops

physicians will now be charged to the Indian Health Service account.

Is the Department requesting an increase in the Indian Health

Service budget to assure the.continued sere

Service Corps phipiclons in the Indian Hea

353
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EC3 In the absence of a requested increase in the Indian Health Service ,

gadget, how an National Health, Service Corps physicians will the

Indian Health Service losel

What are the De t nt'4 plans for assuring that there is

sufficient funding for tribally-operated clinics to continue the

services of National Health rvice Corps physicians?

(d) Approximately how long 4/11 it be before is available to

tribally - operated cl'ini'cs to eg-r*Ainue the ervices of National

Health Service Corps oh;sicians?

Answer:

(a) Hai of the National Health Service Corps physicians are assigred to

Urban ProjeCts'which are not scheduled to receive any fund* in the

FY 85 budget year'. Those National Heal H75enKice Corps physicians

assigned to tribally-operated facilit s may or may not receive

additional funding based upon the equity distributioh.. Those

4ationel Health Service Corps physicians assigned to Indian Health

Service direct-care facilities will not be affected Since they are

..presently induced in the D-5 funding and staffing.

.

(b) In Indian Health Service direct -care facilities there 411 be no

loss of National Health Service Corps physicians. In the urban

Projects and the tribally-operated facilities, a number has not been

determined since final review of workload and other sources of ,

funding for staffing has not been completed. Up to 25 physicians

could be lost to the Indian Health Service urban projects and

tribally - funded protects if other funding (IRS or other) is not w

'available, or other programs within these projects could be reduced

e decided that maintaining the present level of physician

staffing was a higher priority.

(c) A review of the tribally-operated clinics is being done to determine

workload and'other funding sources that may be available. In

further appliction of equity funds, distribution of tribal project

354



us ments will be applied due to the tekminatien of National

Health SerVice Copps physicians. This may or may, not resul

increase of funds available to tribally-operated clinics

decision to maintain its current physician staffing leve

See (c) above.

8. Question! Please provide the Committee ari explanation of Se

Department's proposed initiative to open Indian Health Service hosp als

to non-Indlans:

Answer: The Department has under consideration a proposal tth permit

remote facilities of the Indian hallth Service to serve non-beneficiaries

under certain conditions but no legislation-to that effect has been

submitted he Congress.

9. Question: what is the impact of Reform 88 on the Full-Time Equivalent-

positions in the Indian Health Service?.

Answer: In line with the management reduction initiative of Reform 68, 2,

direct operations activity will be reduced approximately $34,000 or 9

full-time equivalent, positions. Patient care positions are not affected.

10. Question. The Department has requested no funds for the construction

of water and sanitation systems.

[al what funds are currently avallable,to the Indian h Service to

conduct preliminary engineering tests?

(b] what obsAvles exist to the transfer of funds from the Department of-

musing and Urban Development to the Indian 1-ealth Service for the

construction of water and sanitation systems?
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Answer:

A small portion of tne FY 1984 sanitation facilities appropriation

will be utilized, as necessary, to provide the preliminary

engineering and site evaluations for non7HUO new and renovated

Indian housing units scheduled for construction in FY 1985. The HUD

Headquarters staff has recently determined that the HUD housing

regulations will permit the tribal housing authorities to provide

the full amount of the reqdired advance fundingto IHS for thef
preliminary engineering activities associated with the HUD sponsored'

Indian housinp units,

(b) There continue to be a number of obstacles, to the transfer of funds

from Hun to IHS1 (1) the inability of the tribal housing

authorities to transfer funds to the IHS until the' annual

contribUticn contract (ACC) of the housing project is approved by

Hun, (2) the timeliness of the note sales, (3) the time needed tO

obtain Department of Labor wage rates, and (4) the delayed

Processing of required paOrwork and agreements until the Hun.

approval of the ACC. Factors influencing the delays have been

recognized by HUU and IHS, and the two organizations are cooperating

to make the appropriate changes to expedite the process.

11. Has the Department conducted a study of unmet needs for maintenance and

repair7

(a] Please provide a copy of such study to the Committee..

[b] If no s h study has been conducted, upon what ware figures on page

Al of the Indian Health Service budget Justification based?

Answer:

(a) No such study has been prepared.

(5) The Backlog of Essential Maintenance and Repair (6EMAR) Sufrinary

Contained in the FY 1985 budget justification is a oonsolidation of

estimates derived from indepth inspections performed by engineers of
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DepartmentARegional Offices:of Facilities Engineering and

'Construction, IHS Area Facilities ManagerS, earimercial

organizations, the Jcint Commissiori 011 Accreditation of Hospitals,
.

etc . I nspect 10n 're. perfO neti on an annual cycle with quarterly

updating. of .BENII-a. re f ledt ing. estimates for facilities, gInspected

during the previoti- quarter. BEHAR does .nOt include routine

sv,intenance and repair.

12. ,what is the annual incrrnent of maintenance and. Jr baqkIog created.

each year/

will t
;

8.7 million the Departnient has' requested for fiscal year

5, put the Indian Health Service farther ahead or behind the

. .;

BE,HAR cleficateneies, fed an average annual

liott per: year as inCifq-ated below:

974.

1991 5 2

1982i « 9;252,151 64,804 ,813

1983 7r2d9;14p

IIlldnTYt14

67,019,561'
*

$7.3 million average

increase a S4.1 m'rflion Pecreasg ,ip pEMAR)

unds provided,

snow a decl1Qe by the end of this- fiscal yeu tkis recticIng

annual Increase rnerF nedadOve to an,- estimated $473 million.

NA"

quest gshOu dpraFide U, million For
,41,

i*.increase in EHAR duri 1985'df $2.3 mUllion.
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In fiscal y ar J984 additional was appropria

urbvi Indian health budget .activitY

Please

the u

has for

whether those funds have been allocated to

ograms, and if they hiwa not, what-plans- the Department

distribution' such funds:

Dees the Department plan to request a recission or deferral of the

additional funds appsoprihted'to the Urban-Indian Health budget

activity?

(a) A distribution was made on March 20.

(b) or 71d.re is needed since the Department .e pectsto obligate the

funds.

14.' To what spec c.prograMs will fetal alcohol syndrome funds

be allocated in fiscal year 1984?

ANSWER: Of the $3100,000 dollars appropriated by Congress for fetal

Alcohol syndronme '(FAS) research/prevention in Fiscal Year (FY) -1984,

5,000 dollars will go to the University of Washington to continue their

long term follow-up FAS research pfaject. Another $75,000 dollars will

be utilized to puechase technical assistance for all IHS Areas to

maintain the prevention education effort that was Initiated by the FY

1983 FAS contract with the All Indian Pueblo Council. The remaining

$150,000 dollars will be made available to 4ach fl Area allowing

Individual efforts for FAS research, prevention, and services.

IS. Question: If Medicare and Medicaid collections projected for

year 1985 are not -forthcoming, how-does the Department plan to fund

mandatory increasakkin the Indian Health Service budget?
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Answer: Any snort fall in the projecteo Medicos ar Medicaid Collections

will have to be absorbed within the goes appropriated for fiscal

year 1985. This would be accarplis 'by lopsihg Positions curtailing

travel, supplies, and equipment and -reducing training.

16. Question: -, Please- provide the Committeewith data that indicates how

medicaid and Medicare nits collected by the Indian walth Service-were

expended in fistll year 1983.,

Answer: As of Septeatter 30, 1983, all IFS hospitals were certified

by the Health Care Finarcing Admiqistration (I-CFA) as providers under

Medicare.

Significant- progress has been made in the numbers of Joint 'Commission on

Accreditation of-moSpitals (JCAH) accredited hOspitals in the IhS. As of

the date of this report, the ItI4 has 39 of the 48 hospitals accredited.

This is a major increase from 24 hospitals that were accredited at the

time of the passage of P.L. 94-437, This increase has been due in large

measure to the use of the ?Medicare and Medicaid collections to correct

deficiencies that had been cited by the .JCAN or the CFA surveyors:

use of Funds Durincliv 1983

The lowing table shows the use of the medicare/Medicaid collections

during FY 1983 In the major categories of Personnel, maintenance and

Repair

AREA

(4,5f4) and Egetpinent.

ItiS AcTuAL. uSE C1F m/M FUNC.)5
FY 83

FEDERAL PER5ANEL EQUIPNT
PERSoNek, COST COST

WA
REPAIRS TOTAL

Ativrcit, en 50 038,7 95 644, 063 1 , 98, 097 3,281,95'5 1

4 lq,.1,4 il 2,373,1 55 69,129 231,236 3,303,520
All-aaqkissuloa 61 1,277,464 }51,416 1,634,880
Bemidji 15 249,789 865,382 1,114,671
Billings 27 404,306 190,970 528, 049 . 1,123,375
Nava in 129 2,526,612 127,860 2,020,116 4,678,588
0Tht 1 ancwn8 134 2,266,103 75,307 11,199 2,352, 609
Ftlornix 50 147, 392 120, 750 268,142
Tucson 4 55,760 56,501 112,260
Nashvi 1 ln 0 291,926 73,207 365,128
P9rt lane 0 550,1 al 169311 17,412 736,833

TOTAL 507 1G,e133,5 51 7,541,139 5,597,291 18,971,981
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11. Question: Many Indian tribes have been unfairly foreclosed from

receiving funding unoer Title VI of the Older Americans Act because of

the decision of the Administration on Aging to allow a one-time only

application process. Senator Melcher believes that the aoministra4ive

decision to arbitrarily ell1/44eopt, access of some eligible tribes to

these funds for several years is in clear violation of Congressional

intent.

Senator Melchet is pleased to see that the Department has requested an

increase of almost $2 million to fund Title VI programs for Indian tribes

in the fiscal year 1985 budget.

[a] If Congress appropriates the requested increase, how does the
Department propose to allow. equal access to such funding by all

eligible tribes?

(n) Please outline specifically, the proposed time frame and process for
grant applications,. approval and distribution of Title VI funds.

SWERI o Appropriations have not significantly increased
17 a since Fiscal Year 1980, in fact they were reduced

from a £6,000,000 leVel to $5.735,000 level for
Fiscal Years 1982, 1983 and 1984. Therefore, in
order to protect older Indj.an currently being
served under VI, and as inalcated in the
iTaisie to the 1980 Title VI regulations, AoA
continues to give 'first priority to those
applicants thith44 successfully performed under
previous Title VI grants.

ANSWER:

l'fhl

o The Department plans to invite app ations from-
.eligible Tribes that are not currently funded

th the understanding that funding for these
ibex will be limited to (1),the amount of

funds remaining, if any, in the PY 1984
appropriation after the funding for continuation
of currently approved project', and (2) the
amount of any additional funds appropriated in FY
;9E35 over the PY 1984 level of $5,735,000.

Applications for Fiscal Year 1984 funds, for which
$5,735,000 has been appropriated, will be accepted from
currant grantees and new applicants until Suns 29,
1984. Applications for these funds will be approved
and funds will be awarded to uccessful applicants by
SepteMber 30, 1994. Application kits will be sent to
the P3 current grantees, and Tribes not currently
funded may obtain kits. from AoA. Successful
applications from new Tribes which are not awarded from
Fiscal Year 1984 funds will be awarded from additional
funds available in Fiscal Year 1985 funds, and will be
announced when the additional funds are available.
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stidn: Senator Melcher believes that it is still unfair to leave

r t are now eligible without access to Title VI funds in fiscal

year 1981. Many tribal elders are impoverished and in desperate need of

nutrition and other services that could be prpvided under Title VI.

Senator melcher has written to Secretary Heckler asking that the

application process for 1984 be opened to additional tribes.

If the 1984 budget will not cover additional anticipated applications

and awards without severe cutbacks to those tribes already receiving

grants, does the Department plan to repuest a supplemental

appropriation to allow all eligible
tribes equal access to Title VI

monies?

ANSWER
.18

This epplitation process is open to addAtionaI Tribes to

the extent that funds remain after apptoved applicants

from current grantees have been funded. However., the

Departeent does not plan to request a upRlemental

Title VI apprOpriation for Fiscal Year 1984. The

President's Fiscal Year 1985 request includes

87,500,00D for Title VI programs which, if signed into

law, will allow the
Department to fund approximately 27

new Tribes.

19. stionr if the Department
should be funded under a Continuing

Resolution for fiscal year 1985 at current levels, will the Department

request a supplemental
appropriation for Title VI?

AMSW/1,1 The Deportment do's not anticipate that it will request

19
supplemental Title VI Approprieton if the Congress

passe' ContinuingAssoIution for
Fiscal Year 1165.

D. Question:
Consistent with the President's Indian Policy Statement,

the prepared testimony of the Department states that the Indian Health

Service will continue to assist the tribes to assume the responsibilities

for health services through Public Law 93-638 authority.

Since the Department is
requesting no funds forthe Tribal managerept

program -- a program that is set up specifically to help tribes

develop the capacity contract Indian Health Service programs --

kher* does the Repartee plan to assist tribes in achieving Indian

self-determination?

Answer:

Although no funds were requested for tribal management support for

FY 1985, technical
assistance is aailable through IHS. The IFS has

staff at the headquarters and area office levels who have provided

technical assistance to the tribeS In the past and will continue to do so

whenever a tribe requests assistance.
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Senator MELCHER. That does not mean I am quite through with
a1I y questions. There are about 20 questions in here, and they
are not questions that are vague; they are questions I think you
can answer quickly.

Here is one I want answered today. If the medicare and medicaid
collections projected for fizocasljear 1985 are not forthcoming, which
is part of your budget pr , how does IHS propose to fund man-
datory increases?

Dr. GRAHAM. What I have said in the past is that to the extent,
in any fiscal year, there is a shortfall in our medicare and medicaid
collections that puts the Indian Health Service in a position that it
cannot reach the objectives which were specified in the President's
budget. I will request of the Department a supplemental appropria-
tion.

Senator MELCHER. You will?
Dr. GRAHAM. Yes.
Senator MFICHE.R. Well, these collections, medicaid and medi-

care, are going to be used only for the purpose of obtaining and
maintaining accreditation of IHS hospitals and clinics by the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals. Now, that is mandated
by law.

Can you provide the committee with data that indicates how
medicaid and medicare collections were expended last fiscal year?

Dr. GRAHAM. No problem.
Senator MELCHER. Thank you.
[Subsequent to the hearing the following information was sup-

plied for the record-.1

IHS ACTUAL USE DF M/M FUNDS: FISCAL YEAR 1983

riderol
pommel Poo** cost Evikomot cal 144A Nan Told

keg dere 50 $838,195 $644,063 $1,199,097 $3,281,955

Alaska 2,373,155 699,129 231,236 3,303,520
Albuquerque .., X81 1,277,464 357,416 ,

1

1,534,880

Bemidji . 249,289 865,382 1,114,671

Billings 21 404,306 190,910 528,099 1,123,375

NaV3K) 129 2,526,612 127,860 2,024,116 4,678,5

Oklahoma 134 2,266,103 75,301 ' 11,199 2,352,609
Phoenix 50 141,392 120,150 268,142

Tucson 4 55,160 56,500 112,260

kaslholle 0 291,926 13,202 365,128

Portland 0 550,141 169,311 11,412 736,853

Total 507 10.833,551 2,541,139 5.591,291 18,9/1,981

Senator MUCHE:R. On page 411 of the budget justification, it is
statedI wilt let you get that page. :

Dr. GRAHAM. Relieve me, sir, I have it marked.
Senator MELCHER. Goocj! "Of the $55.4 million anticipated to be

collected .in fiscal year 1985 of medicare and medicaid, $15.4 million
in estimated collections will be diverted to fund continued provi-
sion of current services."

How, can. you do that, since it. seems like, under the Indian
Health Care Improvement Act, yOu are mandated by law to use
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those funds for maintaining accreditation of IHS hospitals and clin-
ics?

Dr. GRAHAM. We agree with your interpretation of the law. The
reason that I indicated that I waa familiar with that page is this
issue came up Tuesday morning in our appearance before the
House Oversight Committee and later conversations that we have
had within the Des: r el ent and with OMB. There are, in the Presi-.
dent's budget which has t submitted to you, inconsistent-por-
tions. PuiWc Law 94-437 says hat any such receipts shall be allo-
cated to JCAH accreditation rposes. The language w ch we are
proposing to you in this bu et does not supersede that. There is
no point of order language. ere is no language that would set
aside, as we requested -last rear, $10 million. That is not in our lan-

truguage
this year. Therefore, I must assume that 437 provisions will

old sway, and we are not proposing anything to you that would
amend that.

Therefore, ,the tables which are dtplayed on page 46 and a
couple of other pages in the budget are inconsistent with law.

What I will be doing within the Department is submitting
amended budgetary tables to come into conformance with the stat-
utory language.

I have had a conversation with officials of the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget about the questions that arose Tuesday morning.
They have told me, at least verbally, that there was no intent'on
their Part in budget preparation to make a major' change in policy
and to begin siphoning off, if you will., funds from medicare and
medicaid collections into the general purposes of the IHS.

Now, obviously, any changed pages that we are proposing to the
President's budget will have to be reviewed and cleared by OMB,
and if there are any differences of opinion, we will have to sort
them out. But that is my understanding of what has happened in
this budget. I regret that there appear to be inconsistencies, and we .

will move on our part to submit appropriate tables consistent with
the statutory provisions. -

Senator MELCHER. Well, in the appropriation process, then, since
this $15.4 million will not be available from the collections of medi- .

care and medicaid, you will adjust, then, your request to\ the Ap-
propriations Committee?

Dr. GRAHAM. That is something that I will have to work out with
Dr. Rhoades and his staff in terms of the detailed supporting tables
for the rest of the appropriation. The bottom-line request of the
President for resources available to the IHS does not change.

These hospitals that we are trying to support in their accredita-
status are going to be operated by the IHS, whether out of

medicare and medicaid revenues or whether out of IHS revenues,
I do not anticipate at this time tlm,t it will be necessary to

change any of the summation figurAc5f the President's budget to
get this straightened out. It may be necessary to change some
tables and some subtables.

Senator MELCHER, Well, one wtly of looking at it is, you may
have ri $15,1 million shortfall.

Dr. GRAHAM. We discussed that briefly last night. As I say, thils
far my view is that since IHS is going to operate these hospitals,
and we are requesting, underVhe hospitals and clinics line of the
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President's budget, an increase of some $30 million; that we may
have a series of puts and takes, if you will, and it does not involve
the-whole $15.4 million.

If you go back to our table which I think is on page 21, a number
of those purposes summarized on that table are very consistent
with the JCAH purposes. In other words, we do not have a $15.4
million problem; we may have something like about a $5 or $6 mil-
lion problem. We 'have not done that subtotal yet. A

I do not want to presume what we are going to run into as we
try to. sort out what is ari inconsistency in the budggit. At the
present time, though, I have no reason to think that we will also be
having to submit a budget amendment.'
--Senator MELCHER. Well, then, along that very line, I want to

pursue my last series of questions, which involves whether or not
the money expended during the past 2, years for transportation
from One of the reservations has teen wisely spent.

It involves the Fort Peck tribes. It-involves transportation costs
by air from Wolf Point. or Poplar to Billings, MT. It was brought to
my attention by a hospital administrator at Sidney, MTI believe
it is some 75 miles from Poplaris that about correct, Dr. Steele?

Dr. STEELE. That is abOut right.
Senator MELcmat. He .was invited to bid on Indian patient care,

and did so, and then found that there were no patients taken from
Wolf Point or Poplar to Sidney, to the hospital he manages, but he
did find that for some reason there were a lot of patients. taken by
air to Billings.

He said to, rti , "You know, it is no secret; we are not going to
perform open- surgery, probably, in Sidney, and people would
prefer to have if ne in Billings, but we probably do as good a job
as whatever hospital they use in Billings on a Iot of other things
fractures, other types of care."

/ He did not give me any figtires, but I lave asked for figt4res, and
I understand there were 140 or MO instances during 1982 and 1983,
where there was charter aircraft involved from Wolf Point or
Poplar to Billings.

Now; knowing the population of the reservation and knowing the
availability of clinical care at Poplar, and hospital care at Wolf
Point, and knowing the proximity of Sidney, MT, to these two com-
munities, it seems rather odd to me that there are that many pa-

, tients. that were transported by air at a substantial cost to Bil,ings.
We have not gotten' all that data, have we? Is Dr. Copp here?

Yes, he is. Would you come up to the witness table? Just pull up a
chair, doctor. There is one over here by Dr. Steele.

Doctor, you have been designated, I believe, by the area office to
; provide .his information.

STATEMENT OF DR. DANA COPP, BILLINGS AREA INDIAN
HEALTH SERVICE

Dr. CoOP. Yes, sir, we have requested that infetnation, the pare
ticular details of the service unit director, and he is in the procesS
of assembling that information for us right now.

Senator MELCHER. What does it cost for an air charter for a pa-
tient from Wolf Point to Billings?
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Dr. COPP. I am not certain what a single air charter trip does
cost down to Billings from Poplar.

Senator MELCHER. Do you know what it by ambulance for a
patient from Poplar to Sidney?

Dr. COPP. No; but it would be considerably leas.
Senator MELCHER. A fraction, a small fraction, would it not?
Dr. COPP. Oh, a relatively small fraction, yes.
Senator MELCHER, The time consumed from either Wolf Point or

Poplar to Sidney would be less, would it not, than by air between
Wolf Point or Poplyx_to Billings?

Dr. COPP. Yes, litt le less, althou*h by air, of course, the speeds
are greater and the trip to Billings is not that much. longer by air
than it would be by ground transport to Sidney or Williston or anyof the local referral hospitals.

Senator MELCHER. It Opuld probably be more comfortable, too,
would it not?

Dr. COPP. Possibly.
Senator MELCHER. Well, when you assemble that information,

list the air charter.service and let us see if there is a pattern there.
Dr. COPP. I would like to reassure'you that I share your concern

in the question, and I am glad it has come up.
Senator MELCHER. I just really do not know'how this all happens

over a period of 2 years. You know, first of all, the Indian popula-tion on the Fort Peck Reservation, is not huge. What is it, Dr.
Steele?

Dr. COPP. About 5,000?
Senator MELCHER. That tells us how many patients would be

likely to need hospital attention in Billings ot any hospital, wheth-
er it is Sidney, Williston, Billings, or what have you, as compared

410a what is available there at Poplar and Wolf Point.
It tells us that, and 140 to 160 trips over a 2-year period seems to

me to be a huge figure. I do not think you could go to any commu-nity and lo:ok at the same relative number of non-Indian patients
and find that that community, by air, put that many patients in
Billings. It just really mystifies me how we can continually talk
about making sure that our first priority is taking care of the pa-
tient, and then find what appears to be an absolutely huge amount
just in transportation costs that are paid for by IHS. There must
have been better ways of utilizing it.

I want to get back to this other point. It is indeed true, is it not,
that the costs in Billings hospitals, either one of them, are going to
bejiignificantly more per patient day for use of the operating room
than if were 4t Sidney, Williston, Wolf Point, or what have you?Is that not true?

Dr. Copp. The per diem rates are higher in Billings, but also we
fun into another factor. The average cost of a hospital admission or
discharge in Billings is considerably higher, but also because the
more serious cases.are referred to Billings.

Senator MELCHER. Yes, we understand that.
Dr. COPP. You tend to get into longer stays there.
Senator MELt;HER. We understand that. What puzzles me from

outset 'is that there could be that many cases that would be
rned to require that type of attention in a hospital in Billings

for a rather serous. condition; not that we have any problem alt all
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in saying that if the patient really needs more than is available at
one of these other hospitals, indeed we do want him to be in Bil-
lings, but I just cannot see how that many-140 to 160 trips over a
2-year periodfit into that category.

I would just like to use one other comparison point, and that is
Fort Belknap. We found that there were four or five patients
during that same 2-:year period that needed tO be...en by air to
Billings or to Great Falls. I guess they would notbetaken by air to
Great Falls, perhaps. I do not know; it is a little closer., I think it is.
about 150 miles from Fort Belknap to Great Falls. But, at any rate,
we tried to be objective about this and we wanted some cornpari-
son, so we looked at Fort Belknap,

Dr. COPP. Senator, there are,lots of factors to be considered in
the process, and I am anxious to see the' results of this analysis,
too.

It is difficult to compare individual sites such as Fort Belknap
and Fort Peck.

Senator MELCHER. Yes, I agree. I think it is very difficult,
Dr. Core. Fort Belknap does have closer access to more sophisti-

cated hospitalization programs.
Senator MELCHER. Wh e get your analysis? ",

Dr. COPP. As quickly e can get it, together. I think, we are,
talking about weeks.

Senator MELCHE o or three weeks?
Dr. COPP. Yes, sir.
Senator MELCHER. We will be talking to you again on February

29. That is only a week away. I do not think you are going to have
that analysis completed by then, but we wish it were. We will see
how you progress; you had better be prepared with something on
the 29th so we have a better grasp of that, because it does fit in
exactly with what we are talking about.

As I understand it, because of this $15.4 million that willnot be
available for patient carethat will have to go. for the accredita-
tion programyou are really going to be in the process already of
trying to figure out whether or not the overall budget is sufficient
in dollars:

If it `is not sufficient, are there some places where we have been
spending money that was not justified, and will it be reduced in the
future? I would think that this may be one of them.

Is it fair to say that if there are 80 patients transported from
Fort' Peck to Billings, we may be talking abolit a $40,000 per year
-expenditure, just from that one reM,rvation, in 1 year's time, that
maybe was not justified?

Dr. Copp. I very seriously doubt, just for transportation expenses,
that we would be talking about that much money, but in terms of
additional hospital costs and everything accumulated, we may be
talking that much. tam not sure. That will be part of the analysis.

Senator MELCHER. I am very interested in this because I would
assume that we aLe talking about something like $600 in transpor-
tation' costs by ail between the Fort Peck Reservation and Billings.

Dr: Copp. As I indicated earlier, I share your interest in this
question. We want to get to this and resolve it.
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Senator MRLCHRR. I think that is all we have on the matter. The
rest of the questions I will submit, as I said earlier, for later an-
swering within the 10-day period, Dr. Graham.

Dr. GRAHAM. We will do everything that we can, Mr. Chairman.
Senator ME.LCHRS, Thank you, very much.
Our next panel syill be Department of Education witnesses: Dr.

Lawrence Davenport, Assistant Secretary for Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education; Dr. Robert Worthington, Assistant Secretary for
Vocational and Adult Education. I am not sure whom you are ac-
companied by except Raskin Kahn, Director, Office of Indian Edu-
cation. Oh, yes, Sally Christensen, Director of Budget, Department
of Education.

Please proceed. How are we handling this, Dr. Davenport?
Dr. DAVENPORT. I would like to read a prepared statement, Mr.

Chairman.
Senator MELCHER. Fine, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. LAWRENCE DAVENPORT, ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION, DE-
PARTMENT OF EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIE BY DR. ROBERT
WORTHINGTON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY R VOCATIONAL
AND ADULT EDUCATION; SALLY CHRISTEN N, DIRECTOR OF
BUDGET SERVICES; AND HAKIM KHAN, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
INDIAN EDUCATION

Dr. DAVEIsi.PORT. We appreciate this opportunity to appear before
you to discuss the fiscal year 1985 budget request for several De-
partznent of Education programs that serve Indians.

We are requesting $68,780,000 for Indian Education Act pro-
grams for fiscal year 1985, the same level as appropriated in 1984.
No major changes in program . strategy or funding distribution
among the program components are proposed.

Since the authorizing legislation for this act expires September
30, 1984, the administration is submitting a legislative proposal
along with this budget request to extend the program through
fiscal year 1985.

Part A is by far the largest component of the Indian Education
Act, reaching the majority of the Nation's Indian students in ele-
mentary and secondary schools. .

The budget request in 1985 for part A programs is $51,350,000 an
increw of $450,000 over the amount appropriated for 1984. From
this request, $46,850,000 is targeted for formula grants to public

. school districts where! more than 80 percent of all Indian children
are educated.

Within broad 'guidelines, these districts may spend their grant
moneys for whatever activities they feel will best serve the educa-
tional needs of the Indian children enrolled in their schools.
Awards will be made to an estimated 1,264 school districts, an in-
crease of 64 over 1984. About 314,000 students in these districts
will be eligible for services in 1985, an increase of approximately
3,000' over 1984. The average expenditure per student is expected to
be $149

In addition to the formula program, $4.5 million of part A funds
are set aside to support discretionary grants to Indian-controlled
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schools located on or near reservations. These awards are for
projects generally of a supplemental, enrichment nature and in-
clude such activities as remedial' instruction, career awareness, in-
struction in tribal heritage, or programs for the gifted `Ii it is
estimated that the Department of Education will award 30 grants
to Indian-controlled schools serving about 6,400 students.

This budget also rediests $12 million for the six programs that
comprise part B of the Indian Education Act Two 'of these pro-
grams are designed to increase educational opportunities, improve
educational quality, and encourage planning and developmental ef-
forts that can result in improved cuniculuip_ and other programs
for Indian children.

. .Three programs are designed to help people enter profes-
sional careers, in education as well as critical fields. Thet
sixth program supports resource and evaluation centers that are
working to upgrade the quality of all our Indian education pro-
grams.

Each of these part B programs will be continued at its 1984 level.
This will allow us to fund Eui estimated 68 discretionary projects,
200 fellowships, and five resource and evaluation centers.

Under part C of the act, $3 million is requested to support basic
education programs. for Indian adults. This program seeks to find
and serve traditionally hard to reach Indians, both those in remote
areas on reservations and those in isolated pockets of poverty
within our cities t'

Through part C programs, Indian adults of all ages have the op-
rtunity to learn to read anci write, improve their basic' skills,
ome better informed consumers,. earn high school equivalency

certificates, and generally enhance their employability and quality
of life.

No ,major changes in part C program strategy or funding distri-
bution are proposed in 1985. These funds will -enable us to award
an estimated 23 discretionary grants serving approximately 7,200
adults, who will participate on a part- or full-time basis, depending
on their needs and the nature of the projects.

For fiscal year 1985, $2.2 million is requested to cover adminis-
trative costs of the Indian Education Programs Office. This is
$500.000 less than in 1984, since the 1984 appropriation included a
one-time earmarking of $500,000 for a congressionally mandated
study of Indian-controlled schools.

For the National Advisory Council on Indian Education, $230,000
is requested, an increase of $50,000 over the amount appropriated
in 1984. The Couiicil will hold field hearings on the reauthorization
of the Indian Education Act in addition to fulfilling its statutory
responsibilities of overseeing all departmental programs designed
to serve Indian students and adults.

Under the 1985 budget request for section 3 of the Impact Aid
Program, a total of 640 districts are expected to receive funds for
the education of more than 100,000 children residing on Indian
lands. The estimated total for these payments for 1985 is almost
$190 million.

For purposes of Impact Aid payments, all children residing on
Indian lands are defined as "a' children. The budget request pro-
poses payments at 100 percent of entitlement to districts heavily
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impacted by "a" children. Of the proximately_ 330 heavilY im-
pacted districts, abo t 245 serve chi n residing on Indian lands.
Another 400 less' im cted districts receive Impact Aid pay-ments of about 65 pe nt of entitlemen behalf of children
reside on Indian Ian

The 1985 budget request does not include payments for "b"
dren because Congres has ended the authorization for these
ments effective in -1984. These children do not represent a genuineburden to their school districts because their parents and/or their
parents' employers contribute to the local tax base which supportsthe public school system,

Districts which serve children who reside on Indian lands andalso enroll "b'children will receive approximately. $3 million on
. behalf of "b" children in 1984. The amounts of these payments to

individual districts generally represent very small portions of the
districts' total Impact Aid payments.

No funds are requested in 1985, for Impact Aid construction Pro-grams because of the high level of the appropriations for these ac-tivities in 1983 and 1984. A total of $100 million, well over the au-thorized level of $20 million per year, was appropriated and will be
obligated for projects for those 2 years.

Grants for construction of school facilities by LEA's serving chil-dren on Indian lands' comprised $42 million of the. $100 milliontotal. The additional funds that were made available by the 1983
supplemental jobs bill have allowed us to initiate projects in 1983and . 1984 that were previously scheduled for funding in 1986 and1987. As a result, we propose to postpone further Federal funding
of these construction grants.

The vocational education programs include a set-aside for grantsto Indian tribes and tribal organizations. These grants afford
Indian communities the opportunity to plan, conduct, and adminis-
ter vocational education programs to meet their particular needs.
Grantees are encouraged to coordinate their vocational education
programs with tribal economic development plane.

Over the past 7 years, the program has reached apprdximate
11,000 members of 51 eligible tribes and tribal organizations n
some 20 StateS. Funded projects have included training in a widerange of fields: Construction trades, agricultural occupations, busi-
ness and office skills, small business management, computer oper-ations, auto mechanics, operation of heavy equipment, boat build-ing, and fisheries management. Emphasis is given to achieving
high job placement rates for program partidipares.

le 1985 request for this activity is $6,700,000, approximatelythe same' as the 1984 appropriation. The 1984 funds will support
the continuation of 30 prpjects. In 1985, 28 of these programs will
be continued, which will allow the funding of about 2 new projectsthrough a national competition.

My colleagues and I will be happy to respond to any questions
you may have.

e

Mr. ALEXANDER {acting chairman]. Thank you.
You may have noticed that the acting chairman, John elcher,had to leave. e has asked me to keep the hearing going ntil 'hecan return hat we can get your testimony.
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The committee is pleased this year to see that you'are requesting
moneys for the title IV program. I would like to just acknowledge

and another area of change that we have, seen in the budgets
he years.

e understand that you have $100,900 in the budget for the
nd phase of an evaluation of the part ,C program. Exactly what

evaluation are we talking about and when will that

M CHRISTENSEN. Actually, we have $500,000 in the 1984 budget
for the study of Indian- controlled, schools. Is that the one to which
you are referring?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Adult education, part C. The evaluation of part
C, adult education.

Mr. KHAN. As you know, the adult education program has been
very effective, and it has provided encouragement to Indian adults
and given them skills so that theyrcan make bet life for them-
selves and their families. We felt that in our own experi-
ences and impressions about the program, it would be profitable to
have an assessment, an evaluation professionally done, so that we
can prepare certain recommendations about possible ways to im-
prove the part C program.

As you would note in our opening statement, the Department
will be looking carefully into the quality of services and the effec-
tivenesstiveness of the programs so that when it comes time for reauthor-1F
ization, an evaluation would prove very valuable in helping us pre-
pare our recommendations.

Mrt ALEXANDER. Who is going to be doing this evaluation?
Mr. KHAN. So far the decision has not been made as to who

would be conducting that study. ,,

Mr. ALEXANDER. Do you have a planned starting date for the
evaluation?

Mr. KHAN. We have a plan in our own minds and we have put-
down some outlines of that effort, bill we have not officially sub-
fnitted it.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Is this going to beput out for bid?
Dr. DAVENPORT. That decision is still to be made.
Mr. ALEXANDER. When you have a plan as to how you are going

to proceed with that evaluation, we would appreciate-receiving that
in writing.

Mr. KHAN. We will be glad to.
Mr. ALEXANDER. In a briefing that we had from your agency, and

also in your budget justification, it states that /you are going to be
submitting legislation to extend the title IV program_ I am again
wondering when we would receive such legislation, because we are
also interested and probably will have our own bill.

Ms. CHRISTENSEN, That has already been transmitted, Sometime
in the past few days.

Mr. ALEXANDER. To OMB?
Ms. CHRISTENSEN. No, to the Congress, to the Speaker of the

House and the President of the Senate.
Mr. ALEXANDER. We have not seen it. Do you know where it was

referred? Was it put in on the Senate side?
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'Ms. CkiiiisytNaF§. I will ;iffiaCk on that and get ,copies..to you-
ay, 'It my undeiStanding that ihe`Sec,re : i : it, andsrid

it uP._ . .4". -, 6
t.

NM:r. 4,,LEPADia; We rilAs the 'authorizing cemmittOir and we have
not.ieett- it. 4, : t. , ,

. r -

Ms: e.,'HFCISTENSE.10..A.nci,yo leave not receive it?

While ve, on the subject of e aluatiOns, we are als& curiouS
.

hy .the,' Department.; in '.its con in ing.contracting '04 ;of 'evalua.'
'tioti studies of title IV, neVer_.contra ts with the center to perform

.studies untlerr the ferring to the
v'alhatictri;Ori rti-.thatjou have. Ae up under. title N. The

co cts, we note, seem to go'. to _secondaty Otirce. type en-
writ-his rather thati.'the'cerittIrs.,Ifi there any particular reason' wily;

the centers,seem ex4luded from that? ., ,
Mr. K1 N. The ratitiiialO establish*the. resource 'and 'evalua-

tionsenters wIta that re Wanted centers tosmovidejechnIcal
ance grantees,' espebially the LEA:4.,Thpse cefitork.are not
designed.atid are not .fiindod:.according to the contract, *o Carry out
research tar evaluation stiidieS. The resource and eralliation tenthrs ')
aro, re to prbvi assistance; improve the'-quality :of

UcAtiori,.'help-the ve the disign, of their rili*cts.'
is a totally'di e activity fro research or valuation,
en e', evaluate a pro am, - in

he `cbutraOS are.s,uperyi by the o Planning,.,
al.,V ciatiort..- The _function: of-the centers is really not e

nor to -do ,restaitCh.' Thilirfunction4 to.'provide-pro frinninatic
nical assistance to the giiihtees-so they -can improv6 the quality..
education.

.

, 'might add. that our -gip*r4nce with the ceilters has been hat.
.theyAave been ve'y taective, and we have certain indieatbrs :that
%the. .#rg meeting the tasitthat they Weredesigned to .do..

Ms. CIlitiSTENSEN..-'12-woUld . also- add that all,' evaluations .that
the bepartment conducts,.We try, to make a- point to prOvide the
roost!olojectiire evaluationsi podsible and not'have.the program office:.
Or an advocacy' group perform-the evaluation. It Should- be done by
s,t,meone from the outside

pert`._
-armnot in any way .connected with.

the program,.
AitxAN-pere. You tiave 'published new regulations, pro

-' hgttlations, on Javary 23 for' title W. t understand that the coin-
ment period:1%s another' month '0 :run, exactly a month to. rurC,

'.,Whatt'is, the nature of the comments yoNhave.received.to date' on ',
,thosel2rOpose(f regulations?'- .

Mr 1,3,ctiAN.0The regtilatfons Wefe pubfished on 'January 23
14.60 Opt for cominentsto,be-stibinitted sand that is the require,-
mentin programs When. We publish. a Nottee.of pidpotied Rule

:m4kilig..:; . s

.Mr.,ALE4Niiits.,1-tave ' you received any.comments?-,
Mr. Kurt. We have lieen, receiving 'coinnients from the LtA's,

--Aand from the.:Stategi. I'''-inigfitss- say that the-first comment
J,eivpd s'as from 'Senator Stevens' office. The, net dayl,on the 24th,
ther w Corinne,titS froni, his,'offic... So, we A ;getting resp,onseli
to them. >

a.
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Mr. 41.ExANDER..is it your view that itt the 60-day time period
that you mentioned, the Indian educators around the country will
have sufficient time to comment on the proposed rules and regula-
tions, and ate the same time to put in the quality proposals that are
due on March 16 to youe office?

Dr. DAVENPORT. It is our opinion that they will haveisufficient
time to do so.

Mr. ALANDER. If it turns out that y91.1 get commenth that that
is not, in net, the finding of the Indian educators, can you extend

'the time period for comments on the regs?
Dr. DAVENPORT. It is not our plan to do so at the present time.

The comments that are coming in, as I think you are. probably
aware, are basically supportive, of the regulatorY changes.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Are the comment's that you are receiving from
Indian educators generallY,supportive of the changes in the regula-
tions, particularly UV change. in terms of the parent advisory com-
mittees and their coition?

-1-1 Mr. KHAN. We have received'several comments dealing with the
parent committees.'sIf I may explain the rationale for the=deregula-
tion: Thy Secjetary believes that we should have minimum use of
nonstatutory'leqiiirements. In other words, what sxe haVe done is
to follow the statute. Basically, the regulations that we have pro-
posed are true to the legislation. However, 'in certain circum-
stancest the Secretary may determine that using nonitatutory re-
quirements could help the efficiency and effectiveness of the pro-
gram. For example, we have an Indian-controlled schools set aside.
If you loot at the jaw, you will see, that there is no requirement
that these schools be established and operated by Indian people:
We discussed this matter and we felt' concerned. We studied the
Senate committee report of ,1971, and we noted that the 'committee,
felt very stronglyin fact, it was a unanimckuS opinion--7-that these
schools must he established, and operated by InplitIn people. So we
did put that, in our proposed` regulations, thoilkh it was nohstatu-
tory. .

I think that if One were to study it carefully, he or she would
note that we" have not added any burden or required any increased
offort on the 'part of the LEA's to complete their applications. But,
if we have strong comments, the. Assistant Secretary will review
them.. .He. is -very interested_ in the regulations we are proposing...,
'When we. met the comments, we will look at them very seriously.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Could you, tell me what the current level of em-
ployment of ;Indians is-in the Office of Indian Educaticih?

Dr', DAVENPORT. Well, let us start hack a few years. It will be
helpful to people in reviewing the current level,

Mr. ALEXANDER. I was going to go fronicurrent level back.
Dr. DAVENPORT. From December 1977 through January 1981, the

number.of Indian part-time and full-time staff was reduced from 32
N) 10. ,Irran 191 through 14982, five 'additional Indian staff mem-
hers lell..the Indian education program to take positions, with the
Bureau (,11: Indian Mains and other dffices in the Education Deparl-
nitrit..:

FroM 19A2 through 1984, one 'education specialist went. to the
Office or,1,4ilingual Pducation to Accept a promotion, and another
tdtkcation 'specialist went to chapter 1 in °ESE. in 'order tb retain
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his grade. Presently there are three Indian staff members who are
assigned to IEP and who have retained their grades.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Out of a total staff currently of?
Dr. DAVENPORT. Fifty people.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Is that a concern to the Department, that the

proportion of Indian educators within the Department is currently
at a fairly low level?

Dr. DAVENPORT. I am not sure that I understand the question. As
you know, the civil service rules under which the Department oper-
ates treat every professional the same, so I am not quite sure how
to respond to your questien. Everyone who is a qualified civil serv-
ant in the Federal Government gets the same protection under the
civil service laws as any other- -

Mr. ALEXANDER. I understand all departments'also are required
to have affirmative action plans and to do a self-analysis and estab-
lish goals and-timetables. For the Office of Indian Education, is it
your view that you have reached your appropriate goals for Indian
employment?

Dr. DAVENPORT. YoU have to look at that in terms of departmen-
tal oals.

ALEXANDER. I believe it is broken down by unit under the
law.

Dr, FNPORT. I do not have that in front of me, but that is

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you.
Dr. DAVENPORT. We have to understand that as we read- -through

that whole list, you find that 'Indian professionals, like othe ro-
fessionals, take promotions and leave and take other assignor ts.
That will continue to happen throughout the Department as p e

. are able to find other opportunities for advancement, both inside
and outside of the Dspartinent. We just have to recognize that in
America, people al4ys move toward advancement, and we should
applaud it. There is no Indian preference in the Civil Service Act
related to the Indian education program.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Do you think there should be? I mean, we are
the authorizing committee here. There is one for the Bureau of
Indian Affairs generally. There is at least -a legal argument-to be
made that it should be for any programs involving Indians, and
you are the Assistant Secretary. I was just wondering What your
professional view would be.

Dr. DAVENPORT. Well, there is no likislation to that effect at the
present.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Well, given the experience in obtaining Indian
employees in the Department, do you think we should consider a
legislative proposal to add Indian preference to progra-ms in your
Department?

Dr, DAvirvi,oit.r. TAat, is up to the Congress. I would not voice an
opinion, one way or another, on that.

Mr. ALEXANDER. One further question in this areaactually two.
One always seem to end up as two.

I am very aware that the administration iA a strong supporter of
recruitment as a major technique in affirmative action.

Could yoU, for the record, submit to us what your recruitment ef-
forts have been in the Office of Indian. Education to obtain more

what I am trying to speak to.
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Indian employees, if you do not have that at your fingertips now? I
would appreciate that.

Dr. DAVENPORT. We can speak to that now. As you know, the De-,
partment, across the board, with some few exceptions, has not been
in a hiring mode. Over the last 2 years in OESE, we have not been
ihiring,exceRt for clerical and support personnel., We have not hired
professionalsi during this period.

Mr. ALEXANDER. You, I gather, are going to hire a director for
the Office of Indian Edcuation. Is Plat correct?

Dr. DAVENPORT. Yes, sir.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Will you be looking outside of the Department,

or are you constrained under your RIF standards to look within?
Dr. DAVENPORT. No, it is a national search. People who feel they

are qualified will be identified for the position through the search:7'V
The applications will be reviewed to ensure that. applicants meet
qualification requirements. Those applicants found to be qualified
will be placed on a list which the National Advisory Council on

-Indian Education, NACIE, will review. NACIE, as part of its
review, will interview the candidates and, recommend to me the
candidates they find most highly qualified. I will then interview
the candidates and the final selection will be made by the Secre--
terry.

Mr. ALEXANDER,. Where are we in thp process now? How Close
are you to appointing someone?

Dr:- DAVENPORT. The first three steps have been completed. Tile
national search has provided a number of applicants, and they
have been reviewed by a committee.

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is a committee within the Department?
Dr. DAVENPORT. Yes, for SES qualifications.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Right.
Dr. DAVENPORT. The National Advisory Council on Indian Educa-

tion has completed its reviews and has made their recommenda-
tions. I have interviewed the candidates. So we should be ready to
make a selection in the near future.

Mr. ALEXANDER. In your process, was there a consultation with
Indian tribes or organizations or outreach to those organizations in
the process?

`Dr. DAVENPORT. The National Advisory Council sent announce-
ments of this position across the country and to many of the na-
tional associations. There was a tremendous attempt to notify all
potentially interested persons that the position was available, The
National AcMsory Council and their chairman, Tom Sawyer, did
an outstanding job.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The attachments to your prepared statement
will be included in the record at this point.

[The attachments follow:[

3
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liographical Sketch

AULT 11. CSAISTUSEN

t 'Director. ludlat Servic., U.S. Departmant
of Education

Other Positkons

.Mn. 1981-Oct. 1981 t Acting Aaaistent Secretary for Planning,
tudget and %valuation. U.S. Department of
Education

1910-1981 t Deputy assiatant Secretary, Iudget Systeum
and Service.; U.S. Department of Education

1974 -1980

1972-1974

,1968-19/2

1966-1464

1965-1966

1962-1965

1951-1962

Education

dm.

t Chief, ludgat Xaview Stanch; Division of
Planning and Eudgeting; U.S. Office of
pucation (Part-time)

to Consultant to Rules and Insulations Task
force; U.S. Office of Education (Part-time)

t Deputy Director. ludgat and Manpower
Division; U.S. Office of Education

s Chief, Sighs{ Education 'ranch, ludget and
Manpower Div-talon; U.S. Office of Education.

t Chief, Elementary, Secondary, and Hither
Education Iranch,.tudget and Manpower
Division; U.S. titles Of Education

budget Analy.t, &Wert Management Section;
.V.S. Office of Education

t Program Usistant to Deputy.Commissiondr
of Education; U.S. Office of Education

Dunhartnn College of Soly Cross,
Washington. D.C.

Additional courses at American University
and Dail/strait! of Virginia

and AM !resident's Distinguished Executive Award.
1982

Iouu Award for Senior Exacutivs Savviest.
1981

Special Citation' from U.S. Sarretaripa of
Education, 1980 and 1981, and U.S. commis-
stoner of Education, 1972 and 1980
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Cash awards 1975, 1979,, and 1981

Quality increases, 1968 and 1976

DHEW Superior Service Award, 196

.Four -year Scholastic. Scholarship to

Dunbarton College

Valedictorian of High School Class

Community Affiliations: President, Reed Elementary School PTA,
Arlington, VA 1979-80 (SerVed on.ComMittes
appointed by Superintendent to select new
school principal;. conducted successful
campaign with School Board to keep Reed
School open)

Memberships

Publications

Member of Advisory Council onVolunteer
Programs to Arlington County School Board,
VA, 1977-1980 (Chairman in 1978)

School loarli Representative, Reed lementary
School PTA, Arlington, VA 1977-79

Volunteer 'rancher Assistant (part-time).
working with groups of 2-24'studente in
first and second grade reading, mathematics,'
and expository writing; Reed Elementary
School, Arlington, VA,..J973-7q.

U.S. Budget Officers Conference

National Congress of Parents and Teachers

Arlington Caunty (V(Virginia) Committee of
100

Strengthening Developing Institutions;
Tit4e III of the Higher Education Act o'f'
1965; Annual Report of Advisory Council
on Developing Institutions (for each of
calendar years 1973 tOrough 1978).

Listed in Who's Who in. American Politics
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U.S. Department of Educat

Biographical Sketch

NAM :

POSITION

BIRTHPLACE
AND DATE :

EDUCATION :

EXPERIENCE :

PRESENT :

Hakim I. Khan

Acting Dirgetor of Indian Education PtogIs:ms

Aonla; Uttar Pradesh, India; January14, 1926

Lucknow University, India, 1945 LLB
Luckmow University, India, 1947 M.A.

Teachers Condign. Columbia University, New York, 1950 M.A.
Post Graduat,e,ResaArch, Social Ppycholoir-2 Columbia
University,-New York

Acting Director for Indian Education Programs

1982 : Deputy Director for Indian Education Pre:grams
1981 Special Assistant for Indian Education PrOgrame
If79-1461 ulrecror, Division oa Discretionary Programs,

Office of Indian Ethication
1975-1978 : Director, Division of Local Educational Agencies;

Office of Indian EdUcation
4It973-1975 Chief, Adult and Post Secondary Branch, Office

of Indian Education s
P

1969-1972 : Senior Specialist for South Asia, Middle East, and
North Africa, Institute for International Studies

,U.S. Office of Education
1966-1969 'Specialist in International Education Research,

Bureau of Research, U.S. Office.of Education
1955-1965 : Information Specialist, Voice of America, U.S.

Information Agency
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Biographical Sketch

LewTs0e F. Davenport

Assistant Secretary fovElementsty and Secondary Educltion

Lansing,' chi n, October 13, 1944

Maci,higan tote University, 1966, B.A.
Miechigap State University, 1968, M.A. ,

IMO* Fairaeish DiCkinson University, 1975, Ed.D.

Assittant'Secretary for Elemptery and Secondary Education

1981-1982 Associate Mrtecorfor Domestic and Anti-Poverty
ACTION

a e . .

Provost, San Diego Community College District
President, San Diego Commudity Collage Educations
Complex t , .

r

1972-1974 Vice President for Development, 'Tuskagei Institut
1972-1972 Aisiatant4Daan for Scial,ProjecTs, the Universi

Michigan-Flint
396971972 : Director of Spacial Projects, the University of Ml
1968-1969 : .Assistant Director of Student Activities, Laning

, College

1979-1981

1974-1979

Operations,
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Community
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ROBERT M. WORTHINGTON, PH. D.
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR

VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH

Dr. Robert M. Worthington is currently serving as Assistant Secretaey
for Vocational and Adult Education in the U.S. Department of Education.
He was nominated for this position by President Reagan in April 1981
.and confirmed by the U. S. Sericite.

Prior to his appointment as Assistant Secretary, Dr. Worthington served
as Associate ComMistioner. of Higher-Education in the Utah System of
Higher Education, adminiSteriny T-tcAniical and Community Colleget,
1/Notional Education, Capital Facilities and CaMpus Planning for the
statewide system. He.ilso served on the Governor's Manpower Planning
Council and -the Utah State Advisory Council on Science and Technology.
In addition to these duties, he served as Acting President of the
College of Eastern Utah from February to September 1980.

'I. Dr. Worthington waS Chairman and Senior Research, Associate of Career
lopment Associates,- Inc. of Princeton, NewAlersey. He served as

Associate U.S. Commissioner of Education and Virector of the Bureau of
Adult, Vocational and Technical Education. He was Assistant State
CommisSmilener-of Education and State Director of Vocational, Technical
and Adult Education in the State of New Jersey. the Minnesota State

---Pepart,Rent et -Education, veterans' training
and industrial educAtion. He was Professor and Chairman of the
Department of Indu trial Education and Technology at Trenton State

-.College and Visiting Professor of Education at Rutgers University,
Boston University and other institutions of higher education.

Author of three -books and numerous articles in professional and
technical als, he served as an editorial board member of the
Education.t7igest, He served as a member of the President's National
Advisory Council on Vocational Education and on the Executive Committee
if the President's Committee for Employment of the Handicapped. He was
Co-chairman of the National Task ForCe 414 Career EducatfOn of the
American Foundation for the Blind.

Dr, Wort gton is active in international educational affairs. He has
A44represen ed the United States at World Conferences in Geneva, Paris and

Hamburg, He also headed the U.S. delegation to the UNESCO World
ClQn,ferenecs on Adult Education and Lifelong Learning in Tokyo and was
the Unitt-d'5tmtes delegate to the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Oe.;,elopment, -9r. Worthington chaired the National Task Force on
EducationLand Trlaining for Minority Business Enterprise which reported
to the United States Secretaries of Commerce and HEW.
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0e received thiDflacifelor of Science degree from Eastern Kentucky

tme Master of Arts and Doctor of Philosophy degrees froM
Che !inive7rsIty oiMinnesota, In 1975, the Regents of the University of
einnesota%nresentild to Dr. Worthington the Outstanding Achievement
Awir,1of the ;inivvsity. He has received the Honorary Doctor of Humane
tPt s Leqree irom'Lincoln University and the Honorary Doctor of Laws
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- Mr. ALEXANDER. We are going to turn to vocational education for
a while. In the vocational education area, during the last funding
process, how many applicto.ns wire received and how.many were
funded?
' Dr. WORTHINGTON. We had 87 applications, 80 of which were eli-
gible for competition, 30 of which were funded.

Mr. ALEXANDER. How does'that compare with prior cycles in
terms of application flow and numbers funded?

Dr. WORTHINGTON. It runs approximately the same level. We
would be happy to provide for the record an analysis for the full 9-
year cycle if you would like to see that.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Fine. We would appreciate that.
Dr. WORTHINGTON. I would be happy to do that.
[Subsequent to the hearing the following information was re-

ceived for the record:]
The following table summarizes Uppropriations, the number of continuation, ne7lk

and total projects, and the number of competitive applications received, by appro-Orintion year.

A4X4cfcator Yex
197T -

$5,218,476 0 20 20 .., "-- 78
1918 5,4.37,777 19 11' 30 40
1979: 5,929,888 29 3 32 31
1930 6,929,755 26 -34 58
1981 6,38%,230 0 26 0

.1982 5,936,134 22 0 22 0
1983 6.645,484 0 30 30 80
1984 6,733,624 30 0 30 0
1985 16,100,000 28 '2 '30 . `(9)

Total 55.117,968 163 91 254 281

htremerci
urwm.wn

Mr. ALEXANDER. One of the areas that Assistant Secretary Ken
Smith of the Department of the. Interior spoke about on Tuesday
was the initiatives for small tribes, and we were wondering, under
this program, how many small tribes received vocational education
grants?

Dr. WORTHINGTON. As to the number of small tribes, I could not
say off the top of my head at this time. I do have a complete list of
those that were funded of the 30. I should point out that under the
State vocational education programs, some 140,000 Indians are
reached. I do not have an analysis of the tribes, but under the dis-
&yet ionary grant--

Mr. ALEXANDER. We .would appreciate getting that list. from you.
Dr. WORTHINGTON. I' would be happy to do that. I do have a list

with me that I could read,jnto the record, but it would be time,con-
suming. and I am not sure which are small and which are large.

[.tibsegLient to the hearing the following itiformation was re-
ceived for the recordil
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"SMALL" TRIBES PARTICIPATING IN THX INDIAN VOCATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAM.

the definition of "small" tribe would be difficult to furnish, we believe, by
any Measure or standard, the following could be considered small tribes:,

Vegas Painte--Nevada.
inn Nebraska.

3. Omaha Nebraska.
4. Sac & FoxOklahoma.
5. Sac & FoxIowa.
In additien to the small tribes, th allowing groups of ne or more small tribes or

have participated:
River Project

ills Project c igan.
. Owe ValleyCalifornia.

.4. Cook In NativesAlaska.
5. Mauneluct sake.
6. Reno/Spar = Indian ColonyNevada.

Mr. ALEXA ER. I will give you the rationale behind the ques-
tions. It has been our experience in other areas that small tribes
have unique problems of having the technical expertise, staff, et
cetera, to be able to put together applications that are sufficient to
be competitive, and that those tribes in other areas have required
additional resourcestechnical, sometimes financial, and so onso
we are curious-. to see how small tribes work out under your proc-
ess. Is there any technical assistance provided py your operation to
small tribes?

Dr. WORTHINGTON. We have established this year, through the
National Center for Research in Vocational Education, a project
entitled "Program Management Competencies for Indian Vocation,
al Education Proeams." We think that management training for
Indian Project directors will have a significant effect. It will help
considerably in providing technical assistance. The project has been
funded as a part of the contract with the National Center for Re-
search in VocationalNEducation at the Ohio State University and it
should provide quite a bit of help.

We have found that not only the Indian tribes, but 'many rural
school districts have similar problems. I Chair the Department's
Committee on Rural Education.

Mr. ALEXANDER. They are somewhat analogous.
Dr. WORTHINGTON. They lack skills in writing proposals. But as

ybu know, there are more than 370 tribes eligible for this, We had
only 87 applications. It is entirely possible many of them 'did not
have the expertise to respond to the announcement.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We know, as I am sure you are all too aware,
that the BIA never matches its 1 percent and receives an exemp-
tion for that every year. Has the Departmettsince this is a
rather 'unique problemever requested from:the Bureau its reason-
ing as to why they failed to request the 1 percent match for your
program?

Dr. WORTHINGTON. Yes. I might say that shortly of my confir-
mation by the Senate, I sent a letter to the Secretary or the Interi-
or through Secretary Bell requesting that information. We were
told that the Department of the Interior did not plan to request the
1 percent matching.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Did you' ever get a response in writing that gave
you a substantive explanation as to why the Department of the.In-
terior would not request the 1 percent?
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Dr. WORTHINGTON. No; we did not, I discussed it verbally with
my counterpart, but we did not receive

Mr. ALEXANDER. You had oral conversations?
Dr. WORTHINGTON. Yes.
IVfrA.I.F.xANDER, Could we get a copy of your inquiry letter to the

interior Department for the record?
Dr. WORTHINGTON. Yes, we would be happy to do that.
Mr. ALEXANDElk We would like to continue to pursue that issue

with your counterparts at Interior.
[Subsequent to the hearing the following correspondence was re-

ceived for the record:]
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October 5, 1581

The Honorable ;tunes Tett
Secretary of Interior
rashington, D.C. 20012

Der Mr. Seriettaryt

As rag ,kwo; we both share legislative responsibility to provide Vocational
frha.-atIon Ind training !undo to native Amerkans. VocatIonel Education

° *P. L P-1112 requires a aperlal Ai set-aside for federally
recognised tribes fox vocational education activities. In addition, kilslation
P. L. 91-40 direct,' the fkettast of Ireton Affairs (PIA) to ma nd+ theta
vorailoral monis* fee expanded vocational education activities and
services for Indiana. ,

. The reperlmOnt of Education has over the 'wart met the statufory obligation;
howevor

'
the Parfet, of Indian Affairs within the Department of interior has

obtained waivers from this ieghlathre Isinitirsmettert tikinviiscal years 1if7S-

(-

This 'administration has placed great emphasis on *commie revitalization"
through Ohs ant? training. I %elleve that the opportunity So provide vocational
edocstIon and training is one of the hest methods to reduce the MO
unemployment and Increase tribal economic revitaVration.

have found that even though the program fundlny is *wry modest, Sew than
seven million, results have been quite proftnext. Involvement by the
neF....trnent of Interior would subqtantlally increase that COrnrnitrotnt
prOvHing ever greater purees'.

tl'at I or Ix ap-Alrit tranacends our respective net.' t.'nts and provides that
strong le ulership ow programa need at this time.

r-

I appreciate your help In resolving this challenge.

Sincerely,

. M. Pell_
Lft

A

rstf.itirl,rA
IAPy r_sF tAL FT

rtr_

m. 56n. Rt7
A E (2)

3
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DEPARTNIENT OF PILALTN AND NDMAN 54.1VICES

SEP 15 1981
Kenneth L. Smith
Awastant Secretary for bdiare Affair*

Assistant Secretary
for Vocationalsoje Adult Eduention

Bureau of kullan Affairs Watch with I% Fun& for Indian Vocational
&location

Vocational rehreation legislation r.i.. $4-4$3 requires a emeriti lit setadde
for federally recognised tribes for vocational oducetkel activities. In
itedition, legislation T.4 t$-40 directs the Eturidu of Indian Affair, (BIA) to
match there vooational monies for acceded voestional education program
activities and aerology for Sedans

The Office of Ifocatiegad tied Mutt EA/elation (MAE/ has over the years
met the rtatotory obligation, however the Bureau of Indian Affairs within
the Department of the ttterior has obtained waiver* from this Initiative
requirement during flee& years 11170-1114

The purpose of this communication it to solicit low help lc obtaintng the
match obligetion mandated In P.L. Ir3-40. The ufEteet vocetional education
needs are clearly documented not only through high textmployment
statistics but also by the Indian nations themtalvm.

TMa administration has placed great emphasis co economic revitalization
through labs and training. Many outlined proposals fre...betivesecl
participttion in vocatione education and training. by Indian nations
unfunded clue to the decision by the Bureau of Veen Affairs nOt to meet its
statutory .obilgations foe Vocational Education for federnffr Recognized
Tribes.

I appreciate your help and leederthfp in providing (panty Indian prom.,
and trust that you will give priority corwiderstion to the matching
provisions for bulian vocational education programs.

Thant you.

rr p Wceznita,

Robert M. Sif,ort hingion

Sfs!RBrARI.St00:dihrP/11/S1
SPS (W 14F
OVAF (?)

36 914 0 A4

.,11,.kst

.1 1,1, IM a; IV

S
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Mr. ALEXANDER. We understand tha.t the funding cycle is a 3
year.one and that you, in fact, get an increasing number a applica-
tions every, year. Should we, or should you, examine this funding
cyb.le and perhaps make changes in it to determine if theire should
be perhaps a greater equity in the distribution of funds? .

Dr. WORTHINGTON. Well, it happened this year Ehat all of the
.funded projects tvere terminating, so this year there was a larger.
nitin of projects that could enter into the program. Among the
30 we have funded,`there will only be about two, as Dr.
Dav= mentioned in his testimony; that will terminate and
open competitive funding next year.

Most of the projects range from a 2- to 3-year cycle, and they are
funded on that basis. It would open up more, obviously, if we had 'a
shorter cycle, but it seems to be most efficient to do it in that
manner.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Well, to give you a' little background as to the
reason for our question, our chairman is Mark Andrews of North
Dakota, for whom- I personally work. United Tribes lost Their fund-
ing this year. That is of concern to us. Mr. Melc our, ranking
minority member, is. also concerned with Fort ap's ,loss of
fundin . So you got us on both sides of the aisle..

Dr. ORTHINGTON. Of course, as you know, the criteria for the
evaluation of applications is published and distributed very widely
and are widely known. The panel readers who review, the proposals
using these criteria are highly competent individuals selected very
carefully by the Department and giveq thorough instructions.

A statistical ansiAlysis is applied to their scoring so that the indi-
vidual bias of team member would be statistically eliminated.
We think we do a very 'fair job of analyzing these proposals. I do
not recall exactly the rank order of the projects to which you re-
ferred. I do know that the project of the United Tribes ranked 39th
out of the .87 applications. The cutoff point for funding was at 30. It
is very unfortunate that ,United Tribes missed by only nine other
tribal applications between theirs and the last one funded. We are
very sorry about that.

We did, in analyzing other sources of Government funding, dis-
cover that a -rather substantial amount has been provi* to the
tribes you mentioned through the 'Ins Training Partnership Act.
We.hope that those funds will-help to get them through this year.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you. Let us move to Impact Aid. We note
again that it was mentioned in your prepared testimony that you
have not requested any money for the c ction component of
Impact Aid for fiscal year 1985.

You stated in your prepared testimony that $190 milli had
been provided. Can you give''me the basis of the $100 million. We
saw 2() million appropriated last year rather than the $10 mi ion'
that you requested. Where is the other $80 million? Is th ry-
over funds?

Ms. CHRISTENSEN. No; it is not carryover funds. We had a jobs
bill enacted.

Mr. ALEXANDER. So this is the jobs bill's funds that you are
counting?
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Ms. CHRISTENSEN. Jobs bill money, that was enacted 1983,
which added an extra $60 million to the $20 million that we aP
ready had appropriated in 1983.

Mr. ALEXANDER. $10 million requelted and. $20 million appropri-.
ated, right?

Ms. CHRISTENSEN. And then we had $20 million appropriated
again in 1984, which gave us $100 million total, which peat ly ac-
celerated Congress' plan in authorizing $20 million peryear, so
that is the 'rationale for--

'Mr. ALEXANDER. In your 1984 budget request, you indicated that
your. need level was $241 million. What is that this year? Has that
gone up at all? `-

Ms. CHRISTENSiN. The backlog now fizOndian projects is about
$195 million. Now, we do pot know the extent to which many of
those projects have already been funded because mthly of them
have been in the pipeline or were initially requested maybe 10 to
15 years ago. Some of them, may have been funded by local reve-
nues. Some of them. may have been involved in consolidated school
districts.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Do you mean by State and local revenues- or
tribal revenues?

Ms. CHRISTENSEN. Yes, either.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Well, if there is $195 million unmet need, I am

not quite sure.how you justify a zero request in this budget.
Ms. CHRISTENSEN. What I am saying is that $195 million is prob-

ably grossly overstated. We do not go out and look at the individual'
projects and provide technical assistance until they reach a point
that they, are eligible for funding- with the money that we have
available.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Well, how do you then establish your constfuc-
tion priorities?

Ms. CHRISTENSEN. The prioritiel are set on a variety of different
criteria. As the projects come in, they are looked at in terms of
need, in terms of number of children, and in terms of the suitabil-
ity of the building. There aye a variety of other criteria that are
looked at, and the projects.are then put in priority order.

Mr. ALEXANDER, What I do not understand from your answer is
that if you do not know what state or condition this universe of
$195 million is actually in, whether it has in fact been met by some
other resources or in fact has gotten worse or perhaps is bigger
either end' of the spectrum is possibleif you do not know those
things, I do not understand how any priorities can be meaningful
when you allocate whatever funds you do get. .

Dr. DAVENPORT. By statute, the first priority is unhoused chil-
creri. In following the statutes, you begin with unhoused children
and work backward.

Mr. ALEXANDER. How many schools in Indian country, have ap-
plied for 815 moneys in the last 3 years?

Dr. DAVENPORT. We can provide you that. for the record.
Mr. ALEXANDER. I have some other questions of that nature.
[Subsequent to 'the hearing the following information was re-

ceived for the record:] 1
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U. 3. DI:PAM= C. EDUCATION
Office of Elementary and Secoada4 Lineation

Division of Lipact Aid - D¢bnc1 Construction Irina%

NesNINSton, C. 20202-6272

ORDER 07 PRIORITY rim= AND EMT MA= rummy NEI=

Lim 611.815 - Sections Ve(a1 .04 1+(b)
(Chil4rein residing on Indian Lands)

)
App 1 i

Ihnober Applicant

IC) 83-0-1301 Fort 'fates Ihcblic S.D. A
fi

)JA 78-c-602 .$411pinit S.D. 049

AZ a2LC -404 Mini* S.D. #21 (Waiver

Window Rock Elementary. S.D. OS

AZ 7t-C-1001 Caned° Elementaiy S.D. #19

AZ 74-C-517 Indian Oliek's S.D.

AX 75-C.5002 Craig City S.D.

MN 75-c-403 I.S.D. 6107,-Nett Lake'

SD 84-C-5014 Dupree S7D., 064

MT 82-C-1801 Marls. H.S. Dist: #12

SD 81-C-507 Wbits River S.D. #47-1

8m 81 -C -1801 woubaki\I.s.M.

'A

AZ 80-0-7102 Tuba City Unified S.D.,#15

W4 T7 -C -411 Tulardba Municipal S.D. #14

im 78-C4302 magdelem Municipal S.t.,#12

CSC 80-c-2891 Nortg Rock Creek D-10 S.D.

AX 76-C-1102 Mydaburg Public Scboole

1Q4 79 -.-402 .Gallup-McKinley Co. S.D. (Waivir)

AZ 71-C -805 Union E.S.D. #62'

131-j-2901 Zuni Public S.D.

401 76-C-4 Espanola Municipal S,D.
(San Juan Waiver Area)

BEST COPY M

FT 1984

n71141AlLtrlirntiii Initial_ Eft.

$ 3,000,oco

5,too,000

21,000,000

15,232,E

6,890,000

5,748,749

a,850,)00

.1,426,000

_1,296,000

3,3i5,000

1,500,

4,691,600

3,500,00o

3,000,000

5oo,000

155,000

6,685,868

14,550,000

117%000

2,500

128.2

117.4

113.0

88.5

82.4

80.3

79.2.

78.9

77.71

77.6

74.2

71.4

.68.9

64.1

62.2

62.2

61.6

6o.6

59,6 882,000



Sections 14(a)4/(0)

Application

)C 79-C4.3

Am 774.-512

OK 754-5=

SD T4 -C -3001

ml 7E14-8

MT 76.&14.

AM 77-C-406

MT 76-C -3001

Kr 75-0-410

&K 75-0-5003

ID 81-c-501

AZ 73k7.14

sb 714-502

AZ 81-0-1102

oK 764-437

Az 77-C-28

OK 73-C-3631

UT 78=0-401

RV 19-C-401

,CA 80.0.9001.

WA 71-0-25

OK 75-c-601 ,Ltitia ix. S.D.

ID 77-C-1202 Western Banansh S.D. 442

383

19E (Damt'd) .

Applicant

S.D. #6, Ur Dear

Jaw Swifts MUnidipal S.D.

Oaka Missioa S.D.

West River I.S.D. 018 (Waiwar)

E.S.D. 01-2, Harlan

E.S.D. #9, Swarming

Grants Municipal. S.D. #3 (Waiver)

4
S.S.D. #28, St. Ignatius

S.S.D. #174, Hardin

Dillinglaa City S.D.

Lapasi S.D. 0341

Northam Yuma Co.'U.H.S.D:

East Charles Mix S.D. #102

Rice S.D. 420

Salina S.D. a

Puerco U.S.D. #i8,

Pleasant Grover I.S.D. #5

Uintab S.D., Vernal

I.S.D. #22, Kirtland

South York Union S.D. 1

Clallaa County S.D.

KT 82 -C -7

IV 77-C-407

2,

Priority . knalchot'm
'Tau _Elm inttial pa.

59.0 $10,430,130

56,0. 1,600,000

55.7 %. 200,000,

55.6 400,000

54.0 900,000

53.5 7,7,53,480

2,832,500

52.1 1,139,377

51.41% 1,680,000

50.8 2.500,00a

1.7,2*a 1,600,000

45.9 415,600

45.8 1,000,000

b5.6 2,500,000

42.9 350,000

40.94 10,000,000

3.4 109,358

37.0 916,000

35.7 10,000,000

34.6 650,000

32.2 667,705

30.3 130,000

029.8 93,000

29.2 1,585,800Rodan S.D. #30.

' Bornalillo Sd. of Dd. 27.1

388
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Sections 14(a)/(b) - FY 40" Omet'd)

Application
PumbIFY

R-75-C-4i2

SD 76026001

14 76--C-603

AS 78-c-1802

MT 76-c-7

CK 76-C-1103

Nx 75.0.5001

RA.77-0-32

SD 81-c-2901

Pt 76-1.911

MI 75-0.5001

lic 79.c.-9001

!A 69-C-1701

WA 71.c4.4

OR 76-C-13

12 77-0-901

CR 75-C-9

CA 71-C,619

CK 76-C-5001

I 83-C-5

. AZ 72-C-414

1.75-r,602

CM 77-C-402

ADDIS cant

Bloomfield Whalcipel S.D.

Ifman Co. S.D: 012

Lot Lunar Coss. S.D.

U.S.D. #3, *vett*

L.S. #30, Inman

t

I.S.D. #1n, iiaubun

Orange} C.D.

Winner S.D. #59-2

Checotah I.S.D. #19

RiverAballe S.D.

Graham 0o. Sc o& Board

C.S.D., South Tama Count/

Wapato S.D. #207

Jeffers,*

Laveen S,D,

Pojoaque VaLley I.S.D.

Bishop Union S.D.

Falls S.D. #3.1

Blackfoot S.D. #55

Tuba City C.S.D.

Tao} RUnicipel S.D. #1
* -

Oallup-Mctinley Co. S.D.
(Ts* Bonito Waiver Area)

CA 82-C-516 Alpine Uhion S.D.

OK 76-c-6003 _Broken Bov S.D.

BEST COPY MARA Le9

3.

Priority Appliant's
Tent. .1123! Initial Lit

26.2 $. 872,000

22.6: 950,000

22.2 175,000

22.0 3,711,500

3,300,0QP
,

19.7, 365,750

18.1 30,060

17:0 412;500

16,8 980,0co.4

16,2 300,000

15.9 250;000

15.0 5,750,000

13.8 219,800

13.5 456,750

13.1 ita,000

12.1 ,

11.0

9.8

8.0

6.6

2.7

12.2 2,000,000

634,653

12.0 102.890;-,

260,00q

2,377,000-

10.8 1,638,75b

1,038.309

S

1.660,000

w1,667,000

420,000

411r.



Nectioas 14(.)/(b) - TT 1 (Cost's)

Application
Number Applicant

4.

Priority Applicant's
Tent. rirp Initial Eat.

'

ixtntrikroxrry onmEs or ;5110 PRIORITY APPIAATIONS () denotes NUbmriority

AX 78-C4001

AX 78-C-6001

AX 78-C*6001

WA 75-c-167

North Slope Borough S.D.
(Atkasook Waiver Area) (100.0) $ 3,150,000

N. Slope Borough S.D.
(Xaktovik Waiv#1,Area) (100.0) 183,575

North Slope Borough S.D.
(Wainwright Waiver Area) (100.0) 181,575

LaConnor S.D. #311 ( 525,000

WY 69-C:403 Mill Creek S.D. ii4

WA t6-7-1902 Mt. Adami'S.D. 009

NV 69-C =701 Elko County S.D.

WA 77-c.25 Caps Flattery S.D. 040I

NM 75 -C513 Cuba I.S.D.

SD 76-C...7_01 McLaughlin I.S.D. 121

MD 74-C-503 r New Town S.D. 01 -

WA..,12-C-3001 Wilbur S.D. 0200

AZ A-C*604 Gila Bend U.S.D.

MT 73.0..3002 H.S.D. #28, S. Ignatius

MI 73-C-12001 Witersaset 'Dn. S.D.

AX 76-C-1601 fakutat City S.D.

CA 79-C-1301 Eastern Sierra U.S.A.

WA 70-c-56 Marysville S,D.

CA 71 -C-30 Saki Pasqua]. Vallay U.S.D.

NV 69 -c-404 Humboldt Co. S.D.

42,000

450,000

( 43.7) 107,000

(29.9) 1,181,380

( 28) . 1,000,000

( 25.8) 223,630

( 2R.4) 163,761

re15.47 1,526,400

( 14.5) 750,000

( 13.8) 592,240

( 13.6) 122,500

( 7.7) 1,250,000

( 3.7) Ap500,000

( 2.0) 266,900

o.6) 200,000

( 0.1) 231,000

4, Applicant also tentatively eligible and li Sections 5 and
14(c) priorities.

Applicant also tentatively eligible and listed by Section 14(o).
priority.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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I

C)

Pa. al-8: priority lists - 7Y 1984

The following applications, filed for 77 1984 funding considerations, have been either
(1) dateraintd to be tentatively ineligible; or (2) identified as lacking sufficient
information on which tabus a tentative geomeeing.

AZ 83-C-404 Chinle Public N.D. 1024

CA 83-C-32 Talibrook thion S.D.

CA 4101C.:406 Morongo Unified S.D.

ri 83..c.3301 Idmonaton County Bd. of id.

83-c-6oe Vernon Pariah School 4d.

1.4 83-C-33101 Sabine Parish School Id.

XL 83-0-201 Brunswick School Committee

MI 63-0-641 Winter harbor School #pt:

MI 83 -N604 Winn Arse Com. 54.

84 -C -3347 Iron Mountain Public School.

MO 83-C-33C1 -Eminence B-I Schools

Ng 83-C-801 Pagillion S.D.

83 rC-6C3 !, Clark Cowilty S,D.e

North Kanover Township S.D.

IT 83-C-9 Pemberton Township S.D.

lU 84-C-3301

IN 83-C-402 Gallup.M OXinley Bd. of

- NY 83-C-804 Highland Tally -Ft. Montgomery S.D.

gY.84-C-3301 itiddi. Island C.S.D.

NC 83-C-4 Cumberland Co. Bd. of Ed.

West N.Y. Id, of id,'
.

Coe

ID 844-501. Orand Yorke Public S.D. #1

TX 83-C-3301 Samahire-Fannett I.S.D.

TA 84-c75 York County School 3d4

VA 83-C72901 lath Co. School Board

MA 83,r-1 Nottbititsap S.D.

WA 83-C-4 Clover Park S.D. #400

391
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Ag,

SCHOOL CONSTRUCSION PkOJECTg FOR WHICH FUNDS AKH'TFNTA11VELY RESERVED UNDER
PlIBLIC LA14'61-815, AS AnENDED, SUBJECT TV FINAL ACTION ON APPLICATIONS-

.

lections 14(a) and 14(b) 1983 Rerular Fundf

Project
Number Applicant

Cedar Putiiic School District '25

'Reams Canyon, Arizona

ME-81-0-2903 Indian Island School Committee
Calais, Maine

Amount Tentatively
Reserved

$ 600,000.00

.1,491,600.00

0-81-C-6 di i Eight Mile School District #6 710,000.00

Trenton, North Dakota

' NH-HO-C-402 McKinley Board o
ew Mexico

TOTAL

4,000,000.00

6,801,600f00

SCHOOL CONTROCFION PROJECTS FOR WHICH FUNDS ,IRE TENTATIVPLY RESERVED UNDER
PUBLIC 1A4 31-815, AS AM:NDED, SUBJECT TO FINAL ACTION ON APPLICATIONS

. Project.

_

AZ,HL-C-290I

Settions I4(a) and 14(b) 1983 Job

Applicant

'Ciinado High School Dist i

Gonad°, Arizona

uncle

Amount Tentatively
Reserve0

$ 000,obo.0

Window Bock High School District 09 12,000,000.00
Port Defiance. Arizona '

TOTAL ,22,000,000.00

392
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Mr. 4ALEXANDER. Thank you for your appearances today. We'will
take your full a ternent for the record, and I assume we will see
you on title IV reauthorization sometime this session.

Dr. DA.YENPORT. Thank your
Mr. kLEXANDER. Thank you.
We are going to take a 5-minute recess, and then we contin-u

*th-thetoutside witnesses.
ext, we would like to hear 'rd ib Dr. 'Robert Sw ana Ms.

Karen Fenton.

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT 1: SWAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
FORT BELKNAP TRIBAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

Dr. SWAN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
Mr.. ALEXANDER. Would You please identify yourself' for .the

record..
.

Dr. SWAN. My name is Robert Swan, executive director of the
Fort Bell, nap.Tribal Education Department, Fort Belknap Commu-
nity Council, Harlem, MT.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Welcome.
'Dr. SWAN.. I am respectfully requesting the Senate 'Select Com-

mittee to allow me to submit written testimony today on four
areas: Publi6 Law 92-318, as amended, Indian gducaticai Act, title
IV; Public Law 94-487, as amended by Public Law 95-40, the Voca-
tional Education Act, the 1 percent set -aside for Indian v,pcational
education; Public 95-471, Tribally Contrczlled Comtnunity College
Assistance Act of 1978; and Public Law 89;329, the Talent Search
Program.

Infmy oral,testimmiy today, I would like to limit my time to part
C ortitle IV of Public Law 92-318.

Fort lknap has been fortunate to have operated a title IV part
C project since 1977. Under this authorization, the Fort Belknap
Adult. Education project has provided services to Over 1 500 Indian
adults; 30 Indian adults have received. ABE servicati", 180 Indian
adults 'have completed their high school equivalent diploma, the
GED; 700 Indian adults received services through first aid classes,
education training, 'cultural 'enrichment classes, and so forth; 960
Indian adults received. services in job placement, counseling, life
coping skills, and consumer education;. 290 Indian ,ranchers and
farmers received training in beef and crop production, artificial in-
semination, ranch management, and,s45 forth.

Similar Indian adult education projects have as impressive
records -as the Fort Belknap- Reservation and in some cases' are
even more impressive than'our record. _-

Fort Belknap is currently operating a. computer-aided instruc-
tional demonstration project'under part C, which will demonstratethe in uction and utility.of computer-assisted instruction in
adult ucation. This project anticipates the impact the use of
computers in education and is striving to determine how it can best
be used to advance education for Indian people.

The Indian Education Act addresses the special educational and
cultural. related academic needi of .Indian children and odults.
While significant -gains were achieved in the seventies and. early
eighties, the American Indian and Alaskji.n Native continue to be

39
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the most economically and educationally disadvantajed group in
this country.

The U.S. Congress has recogilized that by improving education in
recognition of the special relationship and trust responsibility ex-
isting between Indian tribes and the Federal Government, title IV
the Indian Education-Act of 1972, most continue in the future.

At this time I would like to make a recommendation for an
crease in the appropriations for 'title IV, part C. We are formal
recommending to this committee that part C funding be incre
from the present level of $3 'million to $6 million, or an increase of
$3 million.

Mr. Chairman, Indian people do not want to retAn to the 1930's.
Okir success and achievements in the 1970's and 1980's are attrib-
uted largely, to the Indian Education Act of 1972. We have come a
long way in the past 12 years. We are dependent upon the Con-
gress of the United States to guarantee our right to self- determina-
tion arid an adequate education.

would like to thank you very much, fOr allowing me to submit
my written testimony as weljets oral testimony this morning, and I
would be glad to answer any questions that ,you m'aY have in
regard to title IV.

[The prepaied statement follows. Testimony resumes on p. 403.]
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eons in building up a succeeeful project, sine as Odi ii. lea want to look forward

to succesuful years in vocational edecatice. lath ycxm sereort end

we raii le able to do this.

u.' TRIO Program:

6*,

The T.R.I.O. programs hew be4n in existence mince thIpt late 1960's. The

programa were initially introduced Oy concerned Senators and Congressmen who

felt that if they educated the, under ptiviledged youth, the cost of social

Ilrograms would go do m. The pictograms are Serial Services, Upward

Bounu arxiTelent Search. They axe oleo involved with the office of tie National

Council of edecational Opportunity Association mow, This office has been in

exiatence since June, .1961. The weak was originally set up to develop career

internanip -progress in oonjunctianwith Upward Bound programs. It also servee

as liaison with the Osogrees and with the Administration. The Career Internship

project was funded by the Depertemet of Labor for 3 pears and is now rupported

through fund raisece from each of the TRDD projects around the nation.

Currently there are Special Servioes, 2 Talent &earth Projects and 2

Upward eound_ projects in pentane. Spegial services will provide services to

1,375 students, Upward Bound will provide services to 115 students and the

Talent Search Projects will provide services to 1,350 students in pcoject year

190-64. 'The projects have been providing tutorial 'services, guidance and

cou,selIng, career uevelopment, etc., tolheietuuents since 1967 when the first

special services project' was funded at the University of entana.

brie uorti, Central Dleauana Talent Beard) Project has Leen in existence since

1960:- li,riny thin Lme, the project .1,as providers cervices to 1,540 youths

.etweeri the ayes of 14 to 27 years in the With Central bontana Talent Search

;A
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Project. The pcod has teen steauly growing since the beginning of the

project. air npllicro have Leen rai41% ctoaaiy for the past years.

for

The neeti tar the project is awarent it u look at the ratiet,yer sttaien

counselor in our' tri-dounty Arad. e are about la5 'students to 1

counsel:U. The drop-out rate at the beginni6g of our moject.was around 27% fOr

all schools and has decremied steadly.to about 10% overthe throe year period.

The. number of low inomae families has gone gp in each arse as the, recession has

ceused less of jobs and there is still no work to be found. Therefore, the need

to have. more educational-services provided to then Igo: inclose students still_

exists.

The Talent Search Project provides counseling and guidance service,to all

low income stisionte fez. career, personal and academic areas. We also provide

services to Jk. High, nigh School and post-secondary institutions. We aid

students in ougpleting all form to enter a pr;et-seccndary school.

The hpiTSP has played a very active part in getting our low incluse youth

tack into secondary saboole awd/or Post-secondary institutions. Most afoot

clients do not know the first step on hod to apply for post-secondary schools:

They do not know what types of financial aid are available, how teapply for

housing and various other typos of paper work. of the students do not have

a career goal even know the optima they wave for a career. This type of

service is raviciou by the Talent, Seardt Project. If the service was taken

away, 4 e low inortae students woula lose thebernfit of the project and the

benefit at getting a college eacatien.

Deceuse the relent Search Project has becotae so critical. to continued

SUcce :ofk.the loa.lacouvrIent, wiiare requesting that funding be continued

or infroasee to serve those et our still unable to reach because of lack of
-we

IS-019 0- 84 26
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P.L. 95 - i Y ntrolieu Cat
lbl A094? Assistance Act or 19781

Mu Fort. Eelknap coutunity Couuzil began Of the Dull Knife

Memorial 'College - ;Fort Belknap CarFus in 1902. been (=fleeting with

the main tzupis .1locatK et lane Deer, Piontana tor..oredite and 'services. Just

recently We caipleted our 95-471 feasibility study and have been ratified that

we will become the 21st. Indian oantrolled,ocaranity college and will be known ari

the Fort Belknap College as of the 1984-85 school year.

4
Because we are just beginning as a coaraunityoallege-,:we are faced with over-'-

belming ilagemrat, organizational, and expenditure proi.tlemsi _14e ird to

reraive funuing under 95-471 or we may not be callable of providing and

maintaining a critically neejieduervice in this aturaunity. You must realize

that cn ,CKIL 'reservation, like many* throughout this country, 4t he tribal

govainmenf has limited 9r no finailicial resources for (establishing caminity

colleges.
U

The DIA is 'Currently funding Indian students at the rate of $2,535. per

atraent. This amotnt is gbing to be reduced tz,r another $60.00 to $24,460. per

PEE. The $60,00 cut iu to help pay for the ai> mated data' processing system the

bureau cwt .tirc3oelveo into. Mat. this weans is a cut of &352.00 per FTE bar/ we

peen TuoJeci at the original iovel of S21812. Acobrding to my calculationve4x3i

cat of $352.00 per otteent for Fort Bellsap'woulu :Dean a it of approximately

$25,000. anEtrIt is based ah awroxinately 70 PM times $352.00 and
441. reprerkntr, over of the port -time faculty salarie.L.

Coritrullet. CUCtounity CO'llegen can not withstanu buch a Louget

).

abir-



deficiency. Here are some of the reasons that we can gave to dimcnstrate the
4

fiscal olts we Lacs.,

1. As you know this pust winter, even though it
was short, it waa severe. Keating hills were
aitronceical. Nat to mention that the cold
weather broke -many midvelimi,dastroying smne
facilities in .scem of the colleges in North and
4Puth rakota, and nontIons,

2. Maintenance of the building neceamarilysere
raised- became of the broken pipes and the clean
4' job that followed.

3. Transportation in any of the areas where these
Tribally Centrolled Colleges are, rises,- it does
not decrease.

4. In mane oases, ame of the Tribally Controlled
Colleges will actually have to let faculty go
because of this budget deficiency.

1

5. -TWo collegesi are yia for accreditation this
Spring. Those include Standing Rock and
SalishnootAmal. They would not be able to absorb
this budget deficiency. In fact, Sslishignotsnai
said that the reserve that they had built up would
be wiped out.

6. Community colleges are looking at cutting
faculty, granting net* raises, cutting contracts
from 12 to 10 months. This has to impact our
ability to attract gualifiedoollegsstalf.

7. Many colleges- are operating with skeleton
crews and utilizing substandard facilities in
order to keep their doors open.

1

All the tribally controlled comndnity colleges are concexnad about these

budget deficiencies lecause they cannot Lotintain goality.edacstion when they are

iciable offer their faculty any Lind of salary. We are also faces with

inflation, naintenance, rising heating coot!, transportation, rising costs of
e

ucelonal supplic increasing insurance one other related costs which

1..zsitinue to rise.

Ile ore request inL, that this cootaittee teCOM.lend en increase in the, fault%

402
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1

rate ixsa. F'1 to the $4,000. level as auth izeu uy

IX ale aetelialikeu to continue ,prov1Lu the °war turd k Inulani4' to

receive a viatils pmt-secomery mucation. It ikas bcen denicu too loncj anu we

are too close to learning the real benefits of this process for our people-.

P.L. 92-318 As Amended, the Indian Education Act
of 1972 (IPA) Title ry
fMaisz2=

Mere has besnscce-acconplianed in the field of Indian Education aMtIndian

Self-Eetermination through the Indian Education Act than throur any federal

legislation in the history of the United States. In just twelve (12) Were 9t

active participation and input by Indian parents and Iridien MCators, there

have -been uziny addeveraents in education on which we till can look on with pride.

Programs

legislation, accompanying apprapziatiorns, anti acklinistration of

lag pada it possible foc.Indian people to beg n.plarning and operating

their awn esti-oath:ma program, set eckicational goals and lxioraities, and convince

to beet their in unique erbeational needs which historically have been

neglected and misinterpreted by the federal. government and others.

Tne establisiewait of the Presidentially awainted 'National Adv

ae Indian Education" through the (IEA) has ExcvicAod the Presisent ah0 eNzress

wits, acxurate anti consico information on the nature of. Indian EamIticri; its

Rceucl anu progress Laing made ttuoucjhout tine nation. It hos serves as

uvIl ah to retie tram weion to acioress criticaijndlan 1;ducilticn issues anu

cuiicernb . In the at its rdetaLerS have representeu a true cross representation

0/ the IVokikkan Ic c.ian anc /gIN vuicxtc the uumerna or thew psovle rather

th or k(!. Last Indian autneritieu au has been 00114: in the past.

CooL,ILu, :Lou toe people of this patutr in :roll upon the India:. F.6ucation

4 r? 3
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Act as a 1:111C example' ui the Leh Lit; prucaisL, and a ihnaninyilil expenditure for

rcNil sere s

2.

Undel. this section of Title IV the Indian tribes, clans, er9aniscatidhs,

schools and cccranitir have the orcortam i for the first tiwe "ever" to
.

.
Determine to a eiglifteant extent the de and istalementation of progra

---.

o
4- oesisned to fleet the °Unicue Cultural and v.:notational Moots" of their own .'4 r

peopleb.
_.

. *

tehy Lenefite have come about through Tills IV, Pert "A", which allows for

Indian involvement- in the edicption Errcess. In NOhtana these ts are
Is

e °
berxxistrateu by the toot that; The are Incdan controlled rebook and school

boards, tribal ochooln or contraot schoa1s exiot on many reservations.

The are wore Iticlian children completing high school and going on to

poet'-seccridary institutions. In 1903, the estimated number of Indian students

in higher education is over 34000. Thin is an increase of 100% in 10 years.

Tbday Indian parents are inforwed and participate in the Wool eoucation

system. ThU is a critical. facet of education in liontana aince our school

aysteLo are locally controlled. Parental involvement an Title IV Indian Parent

Acwidoi} WiTattcou, at first rceistec by non-Indians, ltax evolved into a trolls

cultsrLd bric6e of urcerutanuilv, and ccnoern.

Luiturt.i values or intliam rapidly ueculuinc tr.e most effective

iesUicre in,vur ci,wi syster.1.;.

:trackers who not: utioerstan,,

wivalut.

d-) (21014Un 1.1102 Liy the Oter;SeCi
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IL_ rt "B", Title IV, there nac, been a- trenwitidaus4 growth in the

tt'jijj assiutance, teacher $nie, ecucational services, an development of

tbiturally relevant curriculum for Indian setcols. Many of thane iccgrams have

tillen the professional- and teetnical gap-existiny when Indian people entered

uon tte enUcatiail scene.

-/

Fort Belknap operated (2P Title IV, Part 611" Projects cluing 1477-1983 under

which canny nexvices were pfovioed incluciinyr counseling, 'parent cceelittee,

trairlig, curriculum -development, technical assistance to schools, and geroarch

into Indian r4ucaticn issues. Under these projects the Education Department wan

isolV U, zek.vitl and transexibe a very extensive arxmaft;of historical and cultural

inform4ticv. 4iiiny of this information would not be paSsod on to future

generaticns it it had not been recorder in a tiraely manner.

3. Part 'C" Adult Education
efIlle**********Ikeei******1111

Fort Belknap has been fortunate to have operated aiTitle IV, Part 'C"

Project since 1977. Under this authorization the Fort Belknap Adult Education

Project has erovideu cervices to over 1500 Indian adults, 350 Indian ackilts have

received cult Oasic ecucatien services, Indian audits haVe cocipleteo their

i.(i1001 oc;uivcienry rilcZn (GEL)), 700 Indian ucialtE4 received servicei,

i rUt-aiu classes, oduenticei traininy, cultural enriithment clabl;en,

e Lc. , 0 Indian :,oul CF. recv iv et. eer v if.en in ie., . placement , eouiae1inr, Iiie

eonsurfer ec.ucatic.h, 2110 Inwah r(alers tabu iaLraerL

'rot, ptookicLio4), vandi t.Laua,...pment,

it cLi eject s !pave as ir,ilossive recorus on
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are even Here

Corr bei,J1,a,. oper,.Lir, ;107rafillter hick% Ira.tru ILtre.tical

u:),-ct, unkoet tSrt "C a

oalpOtti; aasietei Instruction in adult edUcation. This project anticipates the

will oeiaonstrate t ihirouactiavanu utt y cc

lutioct and UDC mcputer in aducation.and is stiivin9 co deterwind new it .

can beat be Java t6 sc.vance education for Indian people.

The Inwur, asucatioll -Act ,adrIreases the speoial educational and culturally

rislateo acaciaLLic ileua..1 of Lndian children and adults. lAiile significant gains

were acilievej la the 1970.1s and early 1980'14 the American Indian and Alaskaak

the most economically andiaducationally disadvantaged

grow in tu.is coon y. It is still the case that:.

Hat:lye contillue,

STULEMS attend and oenviete school,
well as enter and complete nigher edueatial, a
rated fax below their majority counterparts;

RATES for Indian adults and
pOverty rates for Indian families,- greatly exceed
rates for the majority population; and,

HOUSLTILLD MOMS are aigiificantly lower for
Indian families than for non-Indian families.

The GoncjEcss 1,as recoylizeb that by i,, raving the eoocatimal ID

RiktiZaTICU OF ;111: sPF,CIAL PLIATUALUIIP A141.) TRUS7 IIESEICA=Dlira r Is I1

Lad)..1: CrNEL1141112V, TITIX IV, TLE laic:nor
1(172, FLIATE.

1 tllis tc, I vfOUlu 1iic to tuns tor an inGrec.xle

,41A-.A/lAtioni, roc '.'ILIA. IV alL;.eu Lyon U,e crecent au.anir;tratiom:

al trust responsibility to

or CI,IL L:oLaILLIr U u utd. 11,LA-ci.L.eu euUCOtiGiied DeCuD of_

L (NUL( LO IL)101:1.1,
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Inuia;1.

Itu.1 tor7.1441iy teca.f:en incj that:

a) Bart 'B" fundany be increased fr4om
$12,000,000. to $17,000,000. or an inorsaae,of
$5,009,000.

,M1.1=1.10.11.11.

ew
b) Part "IC!" funding he increased from $3,000,000H.,
to $6,000;000. or an increase of $3,000,000.

Ir. Chairman and other, diatinguished Mentors of the.Ctormittee, Indian people

do. not want toilet= to the 1930's. Our amens and achievemente in the 1970's

ana 1900's are attributed largely to the Indian Education Act of 1972. We have

came a long way in the past twelve years.

tSite are pendent upon the .0angress of the United States to guarantee our

right to se determination and an adequate education. We have presented our

case with accuracy and trust your judgment to insure our future an a people.

Thank you very much for allowing me to submit this testimony to this very

distinguished committee of the U.S. Senate.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Ms. Fenton, would you like to summarize your
statement? Then we will,have some questions.

STATEMENT OF KAREN CORNELIUS-FENTON* DIRECTOR, NATIVE
AMERICAS GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM, MONTANA
STATE UNIVERSITY
Ms. CORNELIUS-FENTON. Thank you very much.

y name is Karen Cornelius-Fenton. I am currently the director
of the Native 'American Graduate Fellowship at Montana State
University. I am also president of the Mont.sk,na Indian Education
Association and first vice president of the National Indian Educa-
tion Association.

I, too, have numerous areas concern within my testimony but
would like to limit my discussion today to the areas of title IV,
B and, most specially, the EPD program, although I would
to just briefly summarize a few of the things that have been hap-
pening in part B over the years.

In Montana we have had a number of very successful part B pro-
grams. At a time when I was tribal education director for the Flat-
head Tribe, I remember that through that--part Band through
numerous other funding areas, we were able to start our Tribal Al-
ternative School..this was only one of the innovative kinds of pro-
grams, and has since become a tribal contract school and is pro-
gressing very satisfactorily.

There has been tremendous growth in technical assistance,
teaching, teacher training, education curriculum, and I think the
key thing is the- development of relevant curriculum in both our
public schools and private schools that have come through the part
B program.

One type of service, I think, that is very important, in t6ose
areas, is the parent advisory committee training. It has given. an
opportunity for our parents to become more involved in the educa-
tion pf their children.

We have also had numerous types of innovative counseling pro-
grams, and again the curriculum development. Some of the pro-
grams have, developed cultural components that have assisted, I
think, in decreasing our dropout rate and making our students
more aware of who they are, gaining a better self-image and much
more self-respect.

In the areas of EPD programs, the educational personnel devel-
opment programs, there are three different kinds of programs: the
individual fellowships, the "1005(d)" programs, which are the grad-
uate-level programs out of higher institutions; and the "422" which
are basically the teacher training.

In the'State of Montana, we currently have three different pro-
, grams that' are funded within the EPD. Two of them are under

"422". The Blackfeet Tribe, through Blackfeet Community College,
has a teacher training program and has graduatedI cannot give
you the specific number, but they have graduated a number of stu-
dents who have stayed Within basically the confines of the Black-,
feet Reservation to become teachers within the public schools and
in the tribal college.
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The Montana United Scholarships Program, an Indian-organized
program in the city of great Falls and in conjunction with the Col-
lege of Great Falls, which is a private college in Great Falls, also
has had numerous graduates from their program. They, too, have
terminated. Many of them are in the Great Falls school system and
have been extremely important in again helping with the decrease
in.dropouts. Great Falls has had one of the highest dropout rates of
Indian students in the State of yontana.

Through the assistance of tize kinds of teachers and through
the program that they have been involved with, I think they have
become very key role models as- well as working through the Indian
education program.

The program at Montana State University-has, since its incep-
tion in the fall of 1976, graduated some 50 students, all who have
gone into Indian programs with the exception of 1 who is teaching
in a nonreservation school. The remainder of them are ranging
anywhere from academic deans of tribal colleges to deans of stu-
dent services programs. A couple of them are tribal college pi?esi-
dents. They range from bilingual teachers right on through, like I
said; the community college presidents. One of them at one time
was the division chief for student support services in Washington,
DC, for the Bureau of Indian Affairs. She has since left and is
working as a consultant for the National -Indian School Boards As-
sociation.

We currently, at this program, are not a title IV funded pro-
gram. As of December 31, we lost all title IV funding. We were one
of those programs who---{mr grant was up in. December of 1982
excuse me. Actually, it was up August 3, 1983. We were able to get
a no-cost budget extension through January 31, 1983, for direct stu-
dent costs; the university picked up my salary. tThe university has
since pitked up the whole program with the idea that it is an im-
portant enough program that the students should not be dropped
midway through masters and doctoral programs.

I think that the president of our college, Dr. William Tiet,z, de-
serves a great deal of credit for his commitment to Indian tribes
which he has proclaimed over and over. He is the first president, I
think, who probably ever went out and visited Indian reservations
and said, "What can we do for you? As a land-grant college, you
are a part of our constituency.") He has worked toward th . He
says that he wants to continue the program. We are, of urse,
working on a new grant now that we have had the opportun. y.

Funding from the university probably cannot continue. Montana
State University is like any other university; it is up against nu-
merous financial odds. This past year we had numerous calls from
people, particularly from the Northwest regarding the program. In
the past, the program has been directed pretty much to Montana
students; nearly all of our students that have graduated from Mon-
tana State have returned to programs within Montana.

We nowhere have hit what we need, though. We have currently
three Indian' superintendents in the State of Montana public
schools. We need far more than that.,Without this kind of program,
we are going to be faced with a situation of being at a standstill in
the kinds of programs that we can offer. ,
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I think the other thing' with the graduate ,fellowship program
that has been happening and is happening more and more as the
earsactually monthsgo by, is the cooperation between the f131-
owship program at Montana State, and the trial Community col-

leges in Montana. We now have -.six, with a seventh 'satellite pro
gram. We have been working -very closely with two of the tribal
colleges, in particular, to develop cooperative programs and an af-
filiation with one of them;

We hope to sit down'Avith all Of these different people to develina
course syllabi that will -be comparable so that the transition from
the community college to the 4-year programs will be very smooth-
,ly made. .

We also now have another program that is go to tie in very
closely with the community colleges, and that is an -funded mi-
nority.biomedical research progratn.

All of these different areas, I think, are programs that are what
vPe need in Montana, what we need nationwide. We look at the
Penn State Program and the number of people who have come out
of that, who have gone back. to key positions in Indian country.
These people are not only in key positions but they again are
fine role models for Indian youth, and I point out a couple of th
people, Dr. Swan being one of them; Dr.. Gerald dipp, who is a
graduate of Penn State is a prime model for 'Indian youth at Has-
kell 'and nationwide. Dr. Swan *a gradUate of the University gf
South Dakota Fellowship Program, which is no longer funded;
'either.

We are losing some of the key programs. I think that the impli-
cations of the loss of these graduate Oograms we may not f 1 im-
-mediatelyediately because we haF

I
e a few good people out there, but t im-

plications in the next year or tvyo and then down the roa are
going to be drastic. I think that without _these kinds 'of programs,
we are going to go back to'where we= --Tike Bob said, we do not
want to go back to the 1930's; we want to continue to progress.

We are pursuing a supplemental in the areas of 13 and C. Bob
mentioned the C. We are pursuing a supplemental for B, specifical-
ly EPD and educational services. ,-/ N% ,

We have a supporting resolution. I coo not have that with me, but
there is a supporting resolution that was paised at the San Jose
convention for the National Indian Education Association iii line
with that, also.

So, s these are some of the key areas where we are looking at
funding. We fee that the funding needs to be restored to the 1982.
level. We are requesting that part B funding b'e increased from $12
million to $17 million, which is an increase of $5 million, specifical-
ly in the area of EPD and educational services.

There are numerous other areas that I could expound on; but.I
would like to leave it open to questions. I thank you for theorlpor-
tunity of making my statement. I have, as I said, my written state-
ment that I have submitted. Thank you very much. ,

Mr. ALEXANDER.,YOU are welcome, and your written statem
will appear in full in the record.

[The prepared statement follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MEN CORMILIDS-FESMON,

PRESIDENT, ADSTAMAINDIAM EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
and

DIRECTO*, WIVE AMERICAM GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
MONRouiA STATE UNIVERSITY, 110tEMAN, MOWFANA

Mr. Chairman and Members.of the COmmittea. Thank you for-the privilege of ap-
pearing before you today. My nape is Karen Cernalins,Finton(Flathead/Onaida).

6' I am currently employed at Montana State University, lesaman, ontana, 'as Director

of the Mativa American Gresitiate Fellowship Program in'iducation.- I am also the
President of the Montana Indian Education Association,. Montana Indian Education
Asaociation(MILA) is, an association comprised of Indian adaimistrators: teachers,
counselors, parents, otodamts, and other concerned people. The major objective
of our association is the advocacy for and imiirovenent of educational opportu-
nities for this American Indian pawls of Montana, not only within the State of
Montana, but nationally of call. Inoidantally, at the present time, I am also
sirving as ChM First gice-Praiident of thi National Indian Education Association.
today, however, I am raPrasanning only the Montana Indian Education*asbciatical
and the Native American Graduate rsliosubio Program' of Montana Stati University.

t

As parent and an educator, I am extremely concerned with the direction in which
jidian education appears to be headed; our current administ ion continual; to

question the federal role in *donation as it pertains to an Indian education
and ham openly .stated that the education of Aftarican Indians is not a trust ra-

sponsibility. Now,-Zhen, as the leaders of a country that once belonapd to the
Indian', can they overlook the fact that virtually eviry treaty enter W into
between the United States government and the tab,s contained provisions for
educational services,' in addition, a aeries of executive orders and oongressional
acts have sequentially portrayed, the oomaitmsut of this great country to, educate

its Indian populatioi. Thesis date hook to the 1700's whene for example, in 1775,
Continental Congress approved MO to educate Indiana at Dartituth 4011age;

to 1874 rhos Carlisle mnatin adapol.was established) to 1921, when the !Aside: Act

-.. authorised program services -to Indiana through the Bureau of Tmdisa Affairs: 1934
-saw the passage of the Johnsen O'Malley Ant authOriaing education, medical and
agricultural assistance for /Miami; in 1950 the federal government recognised
their responmibility to provide financial assistance to publio'schools educating
Indian children whoa; parents reside on tax-exapt., faders' property through the
Impact Aid/Public School COnatruntion Act; to 1960 when Provident Dwight D. Eisen-
hower klutz-act/ad the Secrets* of Interior to accelerate effort, in orovilting
educatidn, for all Indian children; in the early '70'i, President ;Mixon announced r
an era of Indian control ova: decisions affecting that particular constituency
and that-lncludisd education] in 1972, through the passage of Title IV, the Indian
Education Act, the spacial educational and culturally relevant academic need, of
Indian children and adults Ware addreased; in 1975, the Indian; Salf-Determinatinse

'and Education Assistance Act'grantad tribes the right to contract for programa
previoesly administered by the bureau of Indian Affairs.° this brief chronology
by no maans'contains all acttons relative' to Indian (education but does highlight
this country's efforts to meat the educational needs of itp' Indian pawl's.

Having had the opportunity to serve as the Air for of the Human RejOUXOWS Develop -
sent Program for the confederated Wish and Oltdnaj, Tribes of the Flathead Re-
'ssrvation of Montana from 1973 to 1990, I experienced the positive impact which
tribal contracting can have for it' tribal members. Our initial contract was a
"Buy Indian" contraEt and included all emplOyaent assistance services and higher
education scholarships administration. Incidentally, we ware the first tribe in
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the Billiaom Area to contract our employment assistance and education services.
Following the passage of the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance
Act in 1975, we began to contract under the auspice of that Act and did then

--N include the edministration of Johnson O'Malley prOgrame. Tribal contracting
beneficial to those tribes opting to do so as it does allow for Indian

input, including determieing priorities, as well as the development of guidelines
arid policies most relevant to a particular tribe.f"

Last year we were here prilarily to oppose the Administration's proposal to re-
scind $16 million of the FT '03 Title IV budget and the proposed $1 million "phase
out and termination' budget request for PT H. Fortunately fdr the Indiin people

this country, Cowrie onderstenda and is such more committed and responsive
o the needs of Indian people than is the President and his staff. Is sure that
there many Indian people who wars very surprised to see that the administration
saw fit to propose beidget campaxable to last fiscal year - $69,780,000; we
would be fooling ourselver,if we believe that the administration haolwrocos mars
aesponsiv toozur need. - we realise that it is an election year: WI also realise
that the President is aware of the responsiveness of Congress to the educational
needs of the American India people; I think that was made very obvious last year
when Congress did not approve his proposed budget - or leek of.

When the Nigher education hat of 1972 with the inclugion of the Kennedy Amendments -
Title IV, Indian education - was signed into law on Tune 23, 1972, we saw the
beginning of new era in the education of Indian people. The progress made in
Indian education during Cthe past eleven and one-half years is plionomenalp the '70's
were truly decade of change for the American Indian people - not only educationally
but culturally, economically and politically. Title IV has given Indian people the
oppootnqAty to establish priorities end to plan relevant education programs which
enhance and/or meet their diverse educational nets. stress diverse because in
Montana alone we have seven reservations encompassing ten 4sibal affiliations not
including'the "landless' or Little Shell Sand of Indianal nationally, there era
twnrhundred plus o all with distinct, unique, and vary &worse needs.

I believe that Montana is still the only State in the nation that trough it's
otata Constitution recognises it's Ind tuancy(Article X, Section 2)t

"The State recognises the dist quo cultural heritage
of the American Indians and is in its educational goals
to the preservation of their (=altos integrity.'

State and national recognition of needs of Indians is a step in the right direction.
Abolishment of relevent,,successful program. is hardly the avenue to the enhance-

went of recognised success. Though the Indian Education Act addresses the special
educational and culturally related academic needs of Indian children did adults,
and though we are seeing significant gains being achieved, the Aserican'Indian and
1414E44 Native populations continue to be the most economically and educationally
deprived egmmnt of this country's population. It is still the case that

- Indian students attend and complete hig) school, ex well as enter
and complete post-secondary education at rates far below their
majority counterparts;

- uneeployment rates for Indian adults and poverty rats. for Indian
families, greatly escewd-rates for the majority population; and

- household incomes are significantly lower for Indian families than
for non-Indian families.

Congress, in its' responsiveness to the above, has recognisad'that this cycle of

, NO
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poverty and dependency can be broken by the improvement and proviSinn of educational
opportunities for Indian peoples however, these opportunite mast be such that
Indian people can determine their own priorities end most relevant needs.

AA we approach re-authoriation for Title IV, numerous questions are bound to arise;
one is undoubtedly going to be that of duplication of programs. For years we have
heard the same story - that Title IV is a duplication of JO'M and/or Impact Aid.
we are always told that "Indians living on or near reservations are adequately
served by the Bureeu of Indian Affairs, and that Title IV duplicates SOH or Impact

Aid programa. The aureau has often responded that it cannot possibly take over
these supplemental programa and that they do not duplicate.- Another argument often
used by the administration for rationale for elimination of Title IV is that persons
not in MIA service populations, not 'on or near" areas, can't die served because they
aren't residents. How can residency dictate who is or is not Indian.. How quickly
the government forgets those tribal lands, service* and tribal members who were
terminated by,fhem,'or how tha government in the 1950's saw fit to relocate masses
of Indian people to train them, only to leave them to their own'resources when
training,wes.terminated , whether through successful completion of training program
or through dropping out of their training program. Am I, who is nearly A fullblood,
not an Indian because I live in Bowmen, Montana, which is basically isolated from
the seven reservations of Montana; and beceues I go to work for Univer-
sity with large Indianenrollment in hope. of help Indian people to gain an
education that will enhance their opportunitime-for decent jobs? This rationais
is not only a show of ignorance but one of insensitivity!

At the present timei 42 Montana public schools are receiving approximately $2.5 million
of Title IV-A funding to provide supplemintal educational -services to 11,000
'eligible Indian students., In addition, Montana Indian tribes Ana organisations,
receive a substantial amount of money under Title IV, Parts 13 and C1 unfortunately,
this past year has seen the demise of two very, important programs- because of the

fundingcutbacks. The Tort Balkoep Reservation, through its' Part C,,Adult Educa-
tion program assisted nearly 200 Indian adults to receive their GED's. A number
of these greduates went on to college; joined the military service, or ware able
to find gainful employment. That pi-6gram, like so many others, has lost its'
funding; a very important and viable program is lost yet had only begun to make an
impact on that particular reservation. It.sommhow 'Ma so semigloss that our
Indian people suffer loss of funding for necessary programs to assist in the eli-
mination of poverty, unemployment, etc.; yet, we send millions upon millions ogs
dollars to El Salvador and other foreign countries for basically the same rowsbrim.
Let's take care of the hose front firet,

Montana once had three programs funded under Part I - sections 1005(d) and 4221

Education Personnel Development. I may "once had' because as of December 31, 1983,
The Waive American Graduate Fellowship Program in Education lost its' funding; we
actually were funded through the end-of ugunt but were able to obtain a no-cost

budget extension through December. It

i

truly fortunate for us and the whole of
Indian country in Montana that Montana State Uni)Persity President William +fists
is a man who when he first CIAO to Montana in the mid-70's made a commitment to

Indian people. When it became apparent last January that there would be no new
funding for Eon 1005 grants, he assured um that somehow the dollars would be found
to continue students currently in their graduate programs. In May, he reaffirmed
that commitment to the Montana Inter-Tribal Policy Board at their meeting held on
our campus at his invitation. Me currently are carrying six students in varying
stages of theit'master's and doctoral programa with all the fame financial and

counseling support as allowed by the Title IV EPD grant -. However, because of the
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financial status of the'Univarsity, it is doobtful .that we can receive funding
beyond the 'spring quarter, summer at the very most. The Fellowship Program
since its' inception in the fall of 1976 has graduated some fifty Indian students
with graduate degrees in varying areas of education. To date all but one of thou
students are working with Indian people in jobs varying from tribal community
collage president, cadeAlc (loan, dean of student sorvices, superintendent of
a public 'whoa; Asistanat superintendent of public school, to new only a few.
The two teacher training programs funded under section 422 Of the Lducation
Personnel Devolopeont, Part 9, are also very vital to the teacher education of
Indian people in Montana and also playa very integral part of the development
e4 qualified Indian people in our school systeaa. The ace sea
the llsckfeet.Reservation and administered by the Blackfoot Community Coiloga,
the other is administered by a Groat Falls -based Indian organisation in conjunc-
tion with Sha,College of Great Palls.

As I stated earlier, Montana has even reservations serving ten distinct tribal
groupi. All of the seven remarvations nqw have tribally controlled community
college or a satellite program, of of the other colleges, thugs tribal colleges
are in varying stag.. of developabent, three have candidacy status and will be ra-
viewad for full accreditation in this coming year. The three tin) programs 'afore-

mentioned - the Native AmericanGraduata Program At MST! and the two teacher training
programa -, play- a Major role in supplying qualified personnel to the 'tribal collages.
particularly the graduate progrime. In the last two years, the majority of the
mAGFpr participant, have pursued M.Ed.' or 0.15:1.:s in Adult and Higher Education,
thus meking.the Montana State University program a major feeder institution to
titans tribal colleges- Montana, with its large Indian .population, is in dire need
of qualified professional Indian educators and the Fellowship program is one of the
greatest contributors to that fulfillment of need. The support for this program
is overwhelming - from all reservations, formai students, tribal colleges, as well
as MSU faculty; moot particularly the administration. ule pave most recently begun

to work with two offthe Tribal collages, at their request, to develop moorse syllabi
comparable to eSU's fo that transferability o. credits can be aaooth Process, thus
allowing for en easier transition fox,thosa.stUdAt4,campleting work at the tribal
college And desiring to continue at a toq.te40#11tetion.

.

The ex/Lapis, cited of the implication of)104:0f funding under Title 111,for the
State of Montana are only a small sampling.'it,ie intatating to note that the
total budget for the Great Falls Public 80,64myateeiii ih 'mosso of $46,800,00,
yet our total budget for Part A it not such jeute-.thaurt araChools nationwidip!

1

At mooting held last Friday, Febkuary 17, 19W4Otha Montana Indian Education Assoc.
heated educators from across the state to discuss and make recreemehdations relevant
to U. PY '85 aducaticv, budgets which will affect us in, Montana. Following that
mooting, the Board of Director, of the MBA, at an officially called meeting, adopted

all recommendations. I have attached for your perusal and hopefully careful con-

sideration, our recommendations. .f
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ADDIMOLIN TO TESTOIONY

C4P

MAIN CORNIMazus-norres,
PRESIDENT, KIM

The Montana Indian Education Association makes the following recommendations,
TITLE XVI

1. That Title IV be funded at no lass than thi:PY '81 live

2. In ordir to-cover coat of liVing_inoxmLsOi. wa recommend at_lcurts. 12A incrsais
over the preceding years appropriation.

3. That xsauthori of,Publ1c Law 91-318 be for a minimum of4fiwa years.

4. That reautressisation field hearing be held in strategic places around the
country, and that the ,Vtate of Montana be the site of one of those hearing.
It it our strong opiniin that the "grassroots" people need to be heard,
people that do not always have the oppOstUnity to travel to WashingtOn-D.C.

That direct funding frepa ma Washington D.C. based CIEP/DC to school districts'
continue.

6. That consideration be given to funding of Title IV student taPa comparable per
pupil ratio to programs much as Chapter I.(10 Chapter I student reedits's $1008
per capita, Title IV mtodient, $150 per capita)

7. That malt4-year grants to IAA's be reauthoriasd.

Recommend that the Title IV - Part A, law be
schools be eligible for establishment manias
grants are up.

ceded to allow local Indian
er their thEse year enrichment

9. That money be appropriated for Title 11, Part A dmIonstration grants for local
Indian schools.

10. That Congress support the supplemental ragtalist for 1.8 million for TY.84 and
mass figure for PY'85 to bring Part WWII funding level back tO the EY'81
This would include both sections - 1005id) and 422.

11. Support a 2 million dollar supplemental for FY '84 and FY'85 for Part C, Pilot,
Planning and Demonstration.

13. Part s- Educational Services was funded at $4 million, currently f3. 5i therefore,
there is a need for .5millicn dollar suFklemental.

13. Part C Educational SarelO010 was funded for $3.9 million now at $1.21 therefore
recommendingaupplamental Of 2.7 sallion for educational morvices. It is our
opinion that there are sufficient PPD(Pilot, Planning and Demonstration), that
we now nerd more sarvios to the people.

14. Montana strongly recommends that the 02.3 million appropriated for thi five

naiource and Evaluation Centers be put back into II and C categories, specifi-
cally Ei'n and Educational Services, and that projects be allowed to hire Training
an4Tactnical Assistance as deemed relevant apa necessary.' It is our belief
that our PAC's and project people have rissch44 a level of rapphistication $nd
have outgrown the need for the services (or lack of servicA) received from
the cintars. It is our baliaf that each individual projecekcan battar dater-.
mins the types of expertise necessary.
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VIGOR EDUCATION(BIA)
Sdkuse it is difficult to impact higher eduCation because it is all based oniZS,

-recommend that maintalnance of =mint lvela continuo.

TRIBALLY CONTROLLED COLLEGES
because the FTE count has increased substantially over the past few years, it ii
the reocamendation of the KIEA that the Si/I-be funded at the 44000 per FTE as
legislated by law' with a mlnisum request of back to tha $2812 FY.S4 lev41.
Also, that the n'85 budget include funding for the endowment and conetruction as
authorised by Lew.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
For FY.84 , we recommend that the RIA match the $6.4 match as'eupplemental bill
and that. the MIA be made to meet the statutory law for latching since the in-
ception of the one percent at aside went into effect; this has meant that over
41, year. volational Mducational programa for Xodleo410000 have 'offered about

400,000 loos.

a 21 set-aside as recommended by Senate Language Which would increase
og level to 12.8 million dollars.

STUDENT rimAkiam. AID
Recommend that 8200 be funded at FY 84 level,(The current proposed budget proposes
that all but is replaced by workatudy)

Ascommend that the $300, 000,000 increase in work/study be placed into

88-019
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Mr. Ai XANDER. I assume you were both here during the brief
discussion with the administration witnesses about the title IV
rules and regulations that were published, pro rules and regu-
lations, published on January 23.

Dr. Swan, what are your views of those gulatio and what
effect would they have if they were implemented as d

Dr. SWAN. I think it is very unfair to place these pon Indian
parent committees, educators, et cetera, at this point timethe
regs were published on January 23 with a comine period ending
March 23.

We are also faced with having to write our proposals under A, B,
and.C, which are due March 16. Now, they keep telling us we have
to submit quality proposals, and I think we do write quality propos-
als. However, it takes 100 percent of your time if are a grants -
man, to write these proposals, and I wear many hats at Fort Bel-
knap, and one is the grantsmen.

I do not have time to look at the proposed rules and regs and
give you an objective view of those 'rules .and rags except for a
couple of areas. One is the parent committees' I have not
had a chance to study them. Some of my colleagues say there are
some big 'problems with the makeup of the parent committees.

No. 2 is in the area of priority points.' In the past rules and regu-
lations, priority; points were given to the Indian tribes and o
zations on all the part B and C money, which would include educa-
tional services, the EPD's and PPD's. However, this year under
part C, educational services, there are no priority points given to
the Indian tribes and organizations.

The effect of this 'will be to allowra State education agency or a
local education agency to compete with the Indian tribe or organi-
zation. As you know, those people are much more sophisticated in
writing skills than the average Indian parent committee or Indian
tribe.

And so I think there are problems with the rules and rags, but I
do not have sufficient time to react. I would like to ommend to

ribd or reques 'the Depart-
another 60 days, up until

this committee that you, extend
ment of Education to extend that
May 23.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Ms. Fenton, do you have any comments ?'
Ms. CORNELIUS-FENTON. I agree with Bob on the extension. I

think it is very important. For one thing, I think that in order for
our parent committees to have an opportunity to respond, it may
take people like Dr. Swan, who is out in the field, to be able to sit
down and explain some of those things that need to be changed,
explain some of the things that are in the rules and rags. Within
the seven reservations in Montana, we have a very diverse kind of
population, and I think it is important that the key educational ad-
ministrators on the reservations have that opportunity to get out
to meet with the parent committees.

Without that 60-day extension, that is absolutely virtually impos-
sible because they will be working, as we all will be, trying to get
our proposals in by the 16th.

So I concur with the 60-day extension, and I think it is very im-
portant.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you.
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You mentioned part B and C grants. We understand .that there
are multiple part B and C grants to the-same geographical or serv-
ice areas. What is your view of these multiple grants? Also, how do
you feel that B and C funds should be distributed to tribes and or-
ganizations on an equitable basis?

Dr. SwAll. Well,. If you take a look at the slateand I do not
have the latest slate front of meand take a look at the mul-
tiyear grants, in addition to the ones which were funded this year,
you will find that in some areas there are a large number of B and
C grants going into small pocket areas.

I think, to be fair, the committee must take a look at equitable
geographical distribution of part B and C funds throughout the
country. As reported earlier in testimony this morning, what does
the small tribe have to place sophisticated proposal writ-
ers? There is nothing saying t n wit is hypothetically possi-
ble the one Indian tribe or one I i v organization could write
grants under B and C and submit a number of grants and wind up
with all the grants. This has got to, be corrected in the future
where there is equitable geographical distribution of B and C funds
throughout Indian country.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Ms. Fenton?
Ms. CoaNsuus-Forrort. I think the other thing as far as equita-

ble grants may have to do with readers, .and I think there needs to
be an equitable distribution of readers from the various geographic
areas so that we can have more objective viewpoints, more objec-
tive thoughts toward each of the proposals.

I agree with Bob in that there does need to be more equitable
distribution of grants. We see areas where there may be five and
six grants. Then we see areas where grants are essentially needed
and are without. I see a number of areas within the State of Mon-
tana right now that have lost some very key grants and tlils is
going to affect their programs drastically.

So I guess my thoughts are both equitable distribution but also
in choosing readers that there be equitable geographic distribution
of readers, and people who are knowledgeable of the various parts
for which they may be reading.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you.
In the critical professional areas, Ms. Fenton, which you identi-

fied in 1972 and 1978, do you think we are at a point where we
need to reassess those and perhaps expand the fellowship into de-
veloping careers like high. technology and perhaps other areas?

Dr, SWAN. I definitely believe that the critical areas must be
studied. There should be some type of assessr4mt made by Indian
education programs directly with the Indian tribes and organiza-
tions saying what are your critical areas. For .one tribe, a critical
area may not be critical to another tribe. It should be based upon
local needs.

For example, at Fort Belknap we need foresters; we need people
in computer technology. There are other hig:h-technol fields
that are beginning to open up for Indians, and we shoul look at
training Indians in those areas. We have been training people in
the five so-called critical areas since 1972. Some of these areas are
not becoming so critical any more. I feel we have got to look at
areas that are critical to individual Indian tribes.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you.
I will just mention, for your information, that in our hearing on

Tuesday with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, which has some educa-
tional function, that we were pleased to see the developing num-
bers of lawyers, doctors, and educators that had been statistically
shown over the last 5 or 10 years. But the committee was quite con-
cerned that professions like master's of busineSs administration,
engineers, foresters, did not dhow any sort of growth whatsoever.
That is a concern of ours, too.

We appreciate your comments and your coming a long distan
today.,Thank_you for testifying.

Dr. SWAN. Thank you.
Mr. ALEXANDER. David Gip and Melvin White Eagle.
Welcome. I would like to convey Senator Andrews' greetings to

you both today.
Mr. Gipp. Thank u ye much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ALEXANDER. as you will. Please identify yourself for

the record.

STATEMENT OF DAVID GIPP, PRESIDE*, UNITED TRIBES EDU-
CATIONAL TECHNICAL CENTER,.BISMARCK, ND, ACCOMPANIE
BY MELVIN WHITE EAGLE, CHAIRMAN, UNITED TRIBES EDU
CATIONAL TECHNICAL CENTER BOARD OF DIRECTORS,
MEMBER, STANDING ROCK SIOUN1 TRIBAL COUNCIL, FOR
YATES, ND

Mt. GIPP. Thank you, Mr. Chairmani
I am David Gipp, president of United Tribes Educational Tee

cal Center. Accompanying me. is Mr ;/ Melvin White Eagle, who is
the chairman of the board of United/Tribes Educational Techni
Center.

We would like to thank you for the opportunity to submit
testimony. At this time, we would like to enter our full wri ten
statement for the record.

Mr. ALEXANDER. It will appear that way.
Mr. G1PP. We will summarize our statement at this point.
What we would like to do is, I will provide the summary Mr.

White Eagle will provide the basic recommendations, if that is ac-
ceptable.

Mr. ALEXANDER. All right. It sounds good.
Mr. Gin'. I will not go into too much detail about th united

tribes except to say that it is now operating for the past 15 ears as
the only intertribally owned and founded vocational Indi techni-
cal school, and it is owned by the five tribes who are ted in
whole or in part in North and South Dakota. Those in lude the
Three Affiliated Tribes of Fort Berthold, and Devils e Sioux of
Fort Totten, the Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa, t Standing
Rock Sioux, and the Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux, the 1 r two of
which are located in North and South Dakota.

For the past 5 years, the United tribes Education/al Technical
Center has been a recipient under the 1-percent set-as,ide for Indian
vocational educational programs. More to the point, ,bur testimony
deals with the discretionary' programs that are offred under the
Vocational Education Act of 1963 as amended 19, the Education
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Amendments of 1976, and more specifically title I, part A, section
103, that establishes the tribal set-aside for Indian vocational edu-
cation.

The Project DISCOVER Program is the acronym, and that is,
more specifically, a design for Indian students through cooperative
opportunities in vocational education and research. It has been in
operation since 1978. There halle been four community colleges lo-

on four of the North Dakota reservations which have been
participating in this consortium for the past 5 years, offering up to
21 different vocational education courses throughout this past time.

Our plan for the fall, of 1984 was to add the Sissetbn-Wahpeton
Sioux Community College to this consortium so that a total of six
postsecondary institutions would ave been participating.

Some of those areas that we p vide training include such areas
as building trades, nursing, child care, farm and ranch, secretarial,
criminal justice, human services; small business management, and
midmanagement areas, to name a few. New skills have been devel-
oiled and have enabled many of our Indian people to obtain jobs,

ereby contributing to their own self-sufficiency and the economic
well-being of their families and of the reservations where they
reside.

Traditionally, however, vocational education opportunities for
Indian people have been extremely limited. Indian people often
have had to travel great distances from thier home communities to
receive any type of training. Traditionally, the Federal and State
vocational education moneys have not been available to Indian
communities. Receipt of State money has in part been dependent
upon the inclusion of projected programs in State plans. However,
too often few States have included Indian reservations in their
State plans, and in effect, this has prohibited reservations from re-
ceistmg any type of State or Federal passthrough money.

Therefore, Congress partially addressed the needs of Indian com-
munities with the passage of a set-aside in 1976. The 1-percent set-
aside program represents that first attempt. As originally mandat-
ed, the Department of Education dollars were to belhokatched by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. For the past 5 years, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs has successfully obtained congressional waivers to
avoid the matching requirement. In effect, this has reduced by one-
half the dollars available to Indian tribes and organizations and se-
verely limited the number of tribes that can be funded each year.

For Project DISCOVER, the limitation of funds will be very dras-.
tic and have immediate consequences. Beginning in September
1984, this consortium will not be funded by the set-aside, since we
lost out through the discretionary process. The impact that it will
have on just North Dakota tribes alone includes the fact that at
least 4 of our 12 vocations at United Tribes will be lost. Fort Berth-
old will lose, up to four of their training programs, which repre-
sents at this time their entire vocational education effort.

Turtle Mounttn College will lose five programs alone. Little
Hoop Community College at the Devils Lake Sioux will have a loss
of their four training programs, a loss of 60 percent of their total
funding, and a loss of six full-time and two part-time positions
there.
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Standing Rock Commun y College, another participant, will lose
four training programs themselves; and the Sisseton-Wahpeton
Community College which would have joined. us this fall of 1984,
simply will not be able to implement anything.

'In all, we will lose a total of 24 different vocational programs
that will affect this area, Mr. Chairman. The absence of funding
will virtually eliminate the establishment of any linkages between
vocational education and tribal economic plans.

It will certainly not only cause reduction in the size of opportun-
ites that are available locally but will also constrict any of the op-
portunities that are available individually and in terms of what the
tribes may have planned for business and economic development
locally.

At this point, Mr. Chairman, we believe that programs like
Project. DISCOVER must continue and that they have a significant
impact upon each of our reservation economies, and that it it some-
thing that the Department of Education and the Bureau of Indian
Affairs ought to consider very seriously as they look at the issue of
self-stifficiency and tribal economies themselves.

I want at this point, then, to introduce our recommendations,
which I would ask Mr. White Eagle to present.

Mr. WHITE EAGLE. My name is Melvin White Eagle. I am a tribal
councilman for the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and the chairman of
the board of directors for United Tribes Educational Technical
Center.

We have some recommendations I would like to read, into the'
record. No. 1: In light of the successes of Indian set-aside programs
like Project Discover over the last 5 years, we recommend to the
Federal Government that a set-aside for Indian tribes be included
in the reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act at a level of
not less than 2 percent, particularly if the Bureau of Indian Affairs
continues to avoid providing the matching funds for the set-aside.

No. 2: Unless the Department of Interior's Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs can demonstrate commitment and accountability in adminis-
tering the set-aside program and can clearly illustrate a definite
vocational education policy, we recommend that the Department of
Education continue to be the administrative agency for the set-
aside program and funds.

No. 3: We strongly recommend that the integirty and identity of
the -Indian set-aside be maintaied upon reauthorization, and that
such funds be tvade directly available from the Federal Govern-
ment to tribes and tribally approved organizations in accord with
the existing rules of Public Law 93-638, the Indian Self-Determina-
tion and Education Assistance Act.

At this time I would like to have Mr. Gipp make other com-
ments.

Mr. GIPP. Mr. Chairman, in addition to the fact that we have
noted in recommendation No. 1 that the set-aside be not less than 2
percentin other words, expanded by 1 ...additional percentand
the fact that partially as a result of the fact that the Bureau of
Indian Affairs has avoided providing the match, we believe, never-
theless, that the Bureau of Indian Affairs does have a responsibil-
ity, particularly since this set-aside is augmented through the aus-
pices of Public Law 93-638, the self-determination law.
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We believe that some strong language needs to be provided rela-
tive to the Bigkau of Indian Affairs and indicate that the Bureau
of Indian Affairs shall transfer to the Secretary of Education the
amount of matching funds required by section 103 of the Vocation-
al Education Act as amended, and to support vocational education
programs for Indians authorized' by that section.

In other words, what we are really saying is that the Assistant
Secretary and the Secretary of Interior ought to be directed to pro-
vide that match very clearly; and that it ought to be iransfqpred
over to the Department of Education. That is one of the problems
we have with the existing language, aside from the fact of discuss-
ing the percentage itself.

Mr. Winn EAGLE. In addition to the pr'ecedingrrecommenda-
tions, United Tribes Feucational Technical Center would like seri-
ous consideration givoh to one final recommendation. This is the
issue of supplemental appropriations for the 1984-85 grant period.

Beginning September 1, 1984, the Department of Education
fund 30 Indian vocational projects. A total of 80 potential gran
applied for the funds available. The applications being funded rep-
resent the entire $6.2 million available for the 1-percent set-aside.

"11 In addition, less than 60 of the 246 Federally recognized tribes
have received grants under the set-aside to date. The fact that the
available resources can fund only 30 of the 80 applications in thee
upcoming year clearly demonstrates the size of the unmet need ex-
isting in Indian vocational education.

Not only will highly successful programs like Project Discover
cease to exist; but equally important is the fact that many tribes
continue to be denied the opportunity to develop vocational educa-
tion that is appropriate to the tribal needs.

As originally legislated by Congress, in the upcoming year alone,
there should be an additional $6.2 million available for programs.
This would mean that an additional 20 to 30 projects could be
funded.

The last recommendation of which we request consideration is,
in light of the established unmet need for Indian vocational educa-
tion dollars, we request that the Federal Government seriously con-
sider a supplemental appropriation for the 1984-85 grant year and
that this supplemental appropriation should be equal to that $6.2
million to be expended by,the Department of Education.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows:]
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PREPARES) ST Allimatr OF 1 Inn TRIBFS FArAT OVAL TRIM CAL
(INTER , SUN T111) BY DAVID GI.PP, PRESIDENT

Kr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to aubfait this testimony for
the record regarding the One Parcant Eat-aside for Indian vocational education..
Nora spec if ic,211y, this Diabretionary Prcfgram for Indian Tribes and Organiza-
tion was authorized by the Vocational Education Act of 1963, as amended by
the Education Miendmerrt of 1976, Title 1, Fart A, Eviction 103 (a)(11)(111).

IWTRODUCTION

United Tribes Educationallechnical Canter ( UTETC) is a uniqUe inter - tribal
vocational technical school-. Located on a 105 aria caiaus throe stiles south
of limarck, North Dakota, UTETC is a state chartered non- profit corporation
owad end operated by the five resarvations located in whole or in part in North
Dakota. These include Fort lartbold, Fort 'Totten, Wrtla Monhtain, Standing
sock and Sisseton-Wahpaton. Control of the corporation is veined in 'Board

of Directors comprisad of two ambers from each tribal council.
Originally established in 19-69, UTETC has been in continuous oparatiou for

the last fifteen yak's. The last fOurtion 'sate hive been under Indian manage-
ment. The student population of UTETC is draw from 40 Indian tribes throughout,
the country. A majority of UTETC's atudents Neva mayor spent sore than'on year
away from their reservation. Many tudentif have histories of c!U -onic uomploy-:
ant due to a limited job market on the reservation. Theca, students are further
handicapped by educational dsficiOncies which are well below the national average.
UTETC, therefore, has for -the last' 1.5 years providad an educational anyiritnment
designed to f it the needs of the divas* tribal clientele.

Organized as the first tribally controlled rsisidential,.voCatismal wheal in
the nation, UTETC presently operates under the auspices .L.*:638, the

. Indian Self- Determination and Education Assistance Act.. Over the y s, tITTC
has developed training program that not only provide. the vocational b

related skills, but also the various individual end family skills the stud
need to responsibly function in our society.

ZACICCROUND

For the past five years, UTETC has been the recipient of One Percent'
Set-aside grant focOsing on vocational and tecteical training for Indian adult.,
In addition to the UTETC program, 'this grant also 'fund' vocational programs
at four tribally controlled, Community collages located in Worth Dakota. This

consortium is known as Project DISCOVER (Design for Indian Students through
Cooperative Opportunities in Vocational Education and Research).

In 1978, Project DISCOVER woo initiated by .four North Dakota Indian

."k
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educatians stitUtions. These schools were: IITITC at 'Janacek, North
Dm kota; Fort Berthold Ccomunity Collet' a (;711CC) at lies, Town, Forth Dakota .

--serviog the need-a oZ the Throe Affiliated TribaeCIUrtle !ennui's Compunity
College (USCG) at Delcourt, North Dakotaserving the needivof the tittle Moun-
tain Rand of Chippewse; and 'Little loop Community CO1.11egs,(IROC)--earvissg.:.

the Div lie Lake, Siena. In 19111, Standing, lock College the consOrtiux.

A ixth aclapol, iasaton-lialipton Onemunity College bd planned to join. the
admirer Liam in the fell of 1984.

Prior to Project DISCOVER,' there were no vac atiosal education prosiest,
available on any of the five North Dakota Indian. reservations. A limited umber
of vocations were available at the lksited Tribes IducationesOectusical Unto!
in Ilemarck, North Dakota. When work project* were located. on or sear the .
reservation, the local Indian labor force could not walify for omplo3metst be-t
cauee they were unskilled.

Since its inception, Project 'DISCOVER has provided-6 and is currently, 'providing,
viseational training is areas important to the OcOWMIFIC dO4110pOlitt of the reser-

. vat ices. Pine importantly, the program offered by AISCOVER" are those with
,ansitablished labor market for gradates. . a

Project DISCOVER currently provides 21 yikational program's at the five
site.. in the five years of 'DISCOVER, 1603 students have participated. in, DISCOVER

programs as full or part-time students. !be these,. 387 student. graduated from
complete vocational programs with 276 obtaining job.4acanants in the field

of their training. In addition, 69 students obtained jobs without completing .their
training. Al a direct remat'of pait-ties classes, 15 students reCeivad prompt ions
In existing jobs. il

The programs available through Project DISCOVER include .tradei,
nursing, child care, fare and ranch, secretarial, printing, criminal

human services, small busisses eanagenent and mid-management. Throughout

the four years, Project DISCOVER has worked closely with the North Dakota
Stets Board for Vocational Education to emigre that all. theprograme eget state
standards. Project DISCOVER has also developed new or modified *Sitting cur-
riculum to meat the needs of Indian people.

-Theevailakility of vocational education at the ive schools hs meant that
people who were :previously unable to obtain training due to socio-economic cir-
cumstance are now able to develp marketable skills. Those new skills hays
enabled Indian, pro p1 Ft to obtain jobs, thereby contributing to the self-sufficiency
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end scossasic '&S41.'40104 Oit their. families and. tke room-v..tie?' where they reside.
Ia sueogary,;the One ParcAst let-aside program in Borth. Daunts has clearlydada positive impact ea the Indian population. Tlid amber schools have claw- lydemonstrated thise,the Indian educatioual institutions can staccasfully provide ..-appropriate 4octional education. More importantly; the school have by this con-;

sortiue demonstrated that...independent etbools can effectively work in a cooperait:re
arrangement to mast the needs of their people.

STATE/an OF PROILEN
Tra(liti tcaTFition opportunities for irn iaq pitopta-bere-taittest ed:' Indian people often had to tray's' grist distance, from their;Noes communities to reettive training,. Ittim coupled with the coat faCtor 'meant ^11_that only an insienificant masbeirOf 'Indians could afford to receive training.

addlition to the cottt'fectot, =soy Indianseaperfenced personal erisisai' in beishay from their families end attempting to dial with non- Indian society thatsae foreign and at tine, frighteniag to then.
The difficulties in Offering 4cationa1 education programs locally 'have beeticompounded by lack of funding. Trb It tonally, be federal And state vocationit'l'

education money wee not available^ to Inc4art, $misounitlem. 'Receipt of scats money
heal, in part. basil deRerdent upon the inclusion of projected progress in theplan. To date, very few 1 tik elm have included Indian reservation/1in the stetplank. In,affect, thiebal prohibited' reservations fro& receiving state money'.

C.ocarsaa addressed the needs of the Indian 'cosmunitiee 'with the passage .'of P.L. 91-482, the fklucationLimenimants of 1976. Title 1, Part A, Section"
103 (a)(1)(iii) of this act specifically provided an Indian Sat-aside for vocationaleducation. The One Percent Set-asid pro-gran 'represents the fitikt et wept to1-11ring vo.catioc;a1 education to Indian. rattler pan 'brOging. Indiana to vocationalifiltotrAen

. As artg-inally,maritlited, the Ikpartasnt, of ZducatIon dollars were to Its
' stateiiUnd':by.the Sureau at Indian Affair'', For Alta past five years, the Ili halesuccessfully obtained Congressional Waivers to avoid the sarching requirement.act, this has reduced by one,' half the dollars evailable'to Indian Tribes and

station); and severely limited the mass cif ',tribes that can be funded each

,? For As Project 111SCOV P.R consoitium, thX1 limitation of funds viii have33..ser4 drastic and tow Ate consiquences. liegiiining in September, 19/4 thisa

,
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cosaoa4Sum will mot ho feuded by the Sat- as

It is vary obvious wh me:mining tgikumemploymeat rates of the five reser-.

vationo, that ao tribal wasourcas mist to.fusd these proarais In absamcs

:h oral aid. Unapployment rams? from approaimately50% at StaodioS tacit to

over 102 .1 Sissetaa-Wahpeton. Clearly, the, unemployment rata as reservation

sis substsntially above tha state and national aversass. ,The ased'idi Project

tuscom is vary critical lewd against the mnamplOment of the.

ressaliations. Without as runity,to davelop the shills maimed to obtain ma-.

ploymant, tbe future for the Sorth.Dahots reservation will :maim dim. IS

comet obtain eniThoThrijmelverie--043.1.-..resaitLairossti for the

government of runtime to sul4idAso thm rteervatioas economies. 10!

Convecaoly0f training programs lika DISCOVER are provided, there is an

opportunity for Indians to gain amplomasit.' Thome who becoasamployed nod

not be providod publio asaiataaco:: They Will also be able to contribute directly

to the reaarvatioa monomism. relit sore importantly, thsse Indian pangs will' 4i,.

realise the value of aducatike fOr thimaalves and their Old-Urea, -.
Beginnlog with the fall of 1984, the six school. applying through the DISCO 2R.

consortium fora the following ispact Au. to non-funding:

i. United Tribes idocalionsl TeamiCal Center - A reduction from twiive
to sight TOcationsei four of the currant programs a a funded by DISCOVER
and a loss Of seven staff positions:

2. Fort Berthold Community Collage - A loos of four training programs
which represents the ant- ire vocational aducastion program mad a loss of
seven staff positions including four instructors.

3. lbrtle 'Mountain Coesuhity Collage - A loss of the fiva programa which
comprise the vocational education department sod a loss of IWOU Bier,
positions including five instructors.

4. Little Hoop Community Collis, - A lois of four training programs which
represents tha,entiro vocational education program; loss of 601 of

Little Hoop's total funding; and a Loss of six fill tins ond 2 part ciao:
staff positions.

Standing Rock Community College A loss of four training programs
which rsducas the vocational programs at Standing Rock to two programs
and a loam df *even staff positions including 4i.nstructors.

6. Sisseton-Wshpeton Community Collage - Cue to a lack of funding,
mchool will not be able to initiate its thren.propossd vocational education
yroarans. -4111

la ill, the six whools will loss' 24 vocational programs. A reduction of this

sire will virtually mliwinstw the vocational ideation efforts on the reservation.
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Additionally, this will 1411n -tilt ialstimmiaa of 00 Indian pooplo rill In
sn opportualty to -tacitly. vocational education each year.

Tha Imaanc of funding will virtually alboinsta the astablialment of any
llokaga betmoien vocational, eduction and tribal economic plane. This say mean
that the subsequent shortage of trained individuals will seriously impede the
auccsa of tribal economic plan..

sated,

While baited Tithes is fully accredited by Borth Central Association of Colleges
and Schools, the other five-schools are currently soaking accreditation from Borth
Control. A reduction of Vito will, not (oily savarsly reduce the vocational
opportunitia. Iva iirble,----Imt-a.loao-witillieadof Init impact on thoirciFifitstismar
affort of the college..

believe that Project DISCOVER has dasonstratad groat success in providing
vocotional education appropriate to the individual tribal nude. Wa are also con-

1viocad that the lack of funding will create a climate on the resorvatioas in which
rthe future of meaningful vocational, is in doub4 Tha vocational 'adonation

provided through Project DISCOVU boo.aad can continue to sake a ignificarst
impact on our reservation economies, unemployment lova a and on Indian poopla.
Couversaly, if the vocational education program are allowed .to die, the impact'
on the rasarvattoo. will be obvious- and irradiate.

illiC01OfE1IDATIONS

1. In light of the successes of Indian Sot-aside programs like Project DISCQVU,
over the lamt five yaars, recomsend-to the Federal govorament that a
Set-slide for Indian Tribes he includad is the rilliuthorissition of the Vocational
Education Act at a level of not less than 2%, particularly if the Bureau of
Indian, Affairs (BIA) continuo to avoid providing the matching funds for the
Set - aside.

2. the Department of :Interior's Bureau of Indian Affairs can demonstrate
,commitmant and accountability in adainistering the Sat-aside prog'ram and
can clearly illutrate maaf /nits vocational oducatioo policy.wit recommend
that that Impartment of Education continua to be the administrative agency
for the - Sat -aside program sod fund..

1. We strongly recommend that the integrity and Milky of the Indian Sat-aside
be maintained upon raauthorixation, and that such fund be emit directly
available from the Federal government to Ttibe and tribally approved organisations
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L accord with the misting rulel,l of 1.1. 83-63S-, the Indian Sel.f-Datarmisation
and Education Asaistanc Act

RECONKENI3AVON FOA SUPPIZNENTAL APPROPRIATION

la addition to the priCading recommendations, Tribes Educational
Tectuical Canter would1ike serloWsconsideration given to one fidal recommendation..
Thio la *be inane of a auPPlasall Ippropflatial !I:4 that 14116-85 grant period.

laginaing Saptmsbar 1, .1984, *the'Departeamt of Lineation will fund thirty .

(30) Indian vocational projects. A total of SO potential grants*. applied.for the
funds available. lications being funded represent the attire 6.2 million
dollars available for the One acTdraTots, less than 60 of the
246 federally. recognised .tribes have received grant under t Set-Aside to date.

The fact that the available ramource can fCnid only thirty of eighty applica-
tions in the upcoming yaps clasfly deasoltetratra the airs of the unmet need amist-
tug in indiao vocational education. Not only will highly successful programs like
Projaci DISCOVER class* to axis:, but equally important is the fact "Out many
tribal, continue to be deniecl' the opportunity to devalop vocational education that

appropriate to their tribal nasda,
As originally lasialited by Congress, in the upcoming year *lona, thra should

be an additional $6.2 million available for program. This would moan that an
additional 20 to 30 projects could be funded.

Tbarefbre, wa request consideration for the fioving recoamandations
4. In light' of the esatablishaditustat nead for Indian vocational education

dollar., we raquaat that the Federal govarnment seriously consider a
monism/int.' appropriation for the 1914-S3 grant year and that this oup,-

placental appropriation ahould be equal to the $6.2 million to be /Agendad
by the Departeant of Education.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank yo gentlemen.
Just so that I am clear abo your statement with respect to the

Bureau of Indian Affairs' 1 percent, if it came down,to
two legislative optionsone, mandate that the Bureau of Indian
Affairs produce their 1 percent; other, require the 2 percent to
come out of the Education Depattm nt's budgetdo you have a
preference?

.Mr. GIPP. I suppose either would be ptable.
I think there is one thing I do to c though, and that

is that the mandate is there al an the w.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Right.

EA that the_DepArtmen. -been-doingis
getting the waiver. The problem is that the language does not, as
we understand it, appear in the appropriations 1 of the In-
terior bill, and so something needs to be exp there, because
the other language appears, as we understand, in the Education

tent's appropriations bill.
what we have here is something over in the Education appro-

riations bill and nothing, really, to cover the Interior people over
ere. So I think that is one reason why they have it so easy in

terms of getting off' the hook on- this matter. So that is where the
appropriations bill under Interior needs to be looked at.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Is there a policy reason for requiring the
Bureau of Indian Affairs to continue to be involved in the vocation-
al education bugness, rather than sort of allowing the Department
of Education to deal in this area?

Mr. GIPP. Well, when those of us who worked on this and testi-
fied and provided information and data back in 1975 and 1976 for
the set-aside, one of the concepts was that there would be a joint
effort between the two departments in this areaparticularly since
the Bureau .of Indian Affairs plays such a strong role in Indian
education aS well as tribal economic development. That was one ra-
tionale that we had in those days, and we thought it would be a
very fitting glove, but apparently it has not.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Well, as I am sure you know, in President Rea-
gao's Indian policy statement of January of last year, economic de-
velopment and economic self-sufficiency are key goals for the Presi-
dent in his nation-to-nation policy.

In your view, where should vocational education fit within this
policy?

Mr. GIPP. Well, particularly as it relates td American Indians
and more specifically some of the thi we have heard from cer-
tainly the President's statement andAssistant Secretary Smith's
statement; that is, both in terms of the tribal seconomies, tribal eco-
nomic development, business development, and so forth; we think
that vocational education is a very critical part' of that effort and
that it is not at this point being fully accounted for nor recognized
by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, simply by the examples we give
today.

If you are going to have business development, small or tribal,
individual or otherwise, on reservations, you have got to have the
trained human resources. While we need the college-degreed

bepeople, we also need -the people who are going to the techni-
cians, wjo are going to be the persons who operate the grocery
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stores of whatever it be, the small business itself, and that is
something that the v tional education area can 'provide for our
tribal leadership, our tribal populations.

I would think that the Bureau of Tndian Affairs ought to take .a
very serious look at this area It certainly involves the human re-
sotirots potential.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you very much for your, testimony today.
As know, our committee is fully cognizant of the excellent
wor that your organization does, and where we can, we have been
able to support it. Thank you.

Mr. Gm. Thank you very much.
are vas me.

Although the next group of witnesses is not ,listed as a panel, I
am going to bring them up at the seine time. Elizabeth Demaray
from the INMED. Program-1h she here? Yes." .1oAnn Kaufratin, ac-
companied by Pam..lron anci, Sue Crystal; and Consuelo Guillory, is
she here? I undersbnd she has stepped out. We will wait.

Let us start with Ms. Demaray. Before you begin, I would like'tosat Senator Andrews is a very strong proponent of the
Program. We have been impressed with the results it pro-

duces. At a field hearing in North Dakota last year, we had testi-
mony from a number of students, and they just make the best case
ever themselves for the really fabulous program that you run. We
are going to do everything we can to make sure that program
keeps going.

Ms. DestAiay. Thank you.

.STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH YELLOW BIRD DEMARAY, ASSIST-
ANT DIRECTOR., INDIANS INTO MEDICINE PROGRAM [ INMED]

Ms. DEMARAY. Thank you for this opportunity to appear here. As
you know, my name is Elizabeth Yellow Bird Demaray. I am the
assistant director of the INMED Program, Indians into Medicine,
at the University of North Dakota at Grand Forks:

As you know, INMED has again been zeroed out in the IHS
budget. I am here to request that INMED be continued as a line
item within the IHS budget for fiscal year 1985. Our request is to
include regular 'program and summer program support at $250,000
and moneys for 63 scholarships.

INMED has been in existence for 10 years, and I would like to
just briefly mention some of our major accomplishments right now.

INMED has assisted a total of 41 Indian heiilth professionals
educationally, including 33 physicians, one 'dentist, one master's of
public health, two bachelor-degreed registered nurses, one physical
therapist, one medical technician, and two health educators.

INMED is , currently offering complete financial, academic, and
personal support services to 30 preprofessional students and 22 pro-
fessional students.

A major part of INMED is our all-Indian advisory board; which
is comprised of a tribal appoi tee from each of the 23 tribes
INMED serves. This board has p vided directions, policies, and

, priorities to the INMED Program ntinuously since 1974.
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Another exciting part of the INMED Program is our summer in-
stitute for high school students and college students, and this has
been in operation stp.ce 1978, also.

Another thing *Eat INMED has been doing is our publications.
We have published a coloring book, paper doll book, two volumes of
physician phies, a health career game, a recruitment comic
book, d we also have many audiovisual materials that we have
produced.

We have also produced 18 workshops with an emphasis on health
issues, including alcoholism, tuberculosis, traditional medicine,health career education,diabeteshealth-manpower training,and-hypertensioh:

I have many more' accomplishments, but what. I will do is stop
here now, and thank you very much for your support.

[The prepared staioifient follows. Testimony resumes on

e
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' HEARING DATE,

w1.111ESS

010 SCHOOL CV meocarr
101 It MAMMA ROAD

. GRAND FORKS. 143 SAM
MI I 7774037

1.5178-40olir-Mark--Awrisama,

United States Senate
'Chairman, Senate Select Comedttei
on ,Indian Affair*

Indiana into Medicine
School of Medicine
'University of North Dakota, Grand orks

Rabruary 23, 1984

Elisabath Yellow Bird nemaray, Aseistant Director
Indian* Into Medicine Program (INKED)
thiversity of North Dakota School of Medicine
501 North Columbia Road
Grand forks, North Dakota 58201

we are here in behalf of INKED and Rte tribally appointed Advieory
BpArA representing 100,000 Indians from the 5-state area'of North
Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, Nebraska, and Montana but serving
Indian peoples nationally to request -continuation of 1NMED and the
Health Manpower Scholarship Program as a line !tom within the Indian
Health Service budget for fiscal year 1985. Our request is to include'
regular program and summer program support At 5250,000 and monies for
8/ scholarehips. INNED is requesting to remain an economical And .

viable 'mans by Itch the special government-to-government relationship
and the trust rssponxibilitiea of the Federal GoVernmant to provide
adequate health care to the Indian nations can be fulfilled.

34-619 0--84----23
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Yellow Brrrd Demaray. I am the Assistant Director of the

STATEMENT

u for the opportunity to appear before you. My name is Elizabeth

Nadi

Into

Program at the university of North Dakota School of Medicine in

t7u Forks. I Am here in'tehalf of map and.its tribally-appointed

visory Board to request your consideration for the Program's continuation

s 4lineritem within the Indian Health Service budget for Fiscal Year 1985.

Our request is. for $250,000 to be administered through Title I, Section 102

of the Indian Health Care Improvement Att. The $250,000 level of funding

for 'administration and student support is ecessaxy to Maintain the program's

recruitment and retention services and, summer enrichment programs for Indian

high school and C61lege students...

INKED has recently become aware that 63 scholarships have been deleted

front the INS budie!--. Thisis.quite a coincidence since INMED as bi this,

last semester has 52 regular schclarah4s and 10 Summer College icholarships.

INKED is c erred that this may be the INKED student scholarships,

The ns d for more Indian health professionals is still clearly widen

At the San Belect Committee on Indian Affairs hearing in Grand Forks,

North aakot

stated that he Aberdeen Area only has half the staff necessary to meet the

Indian health

une'2,- 1983, THE Aberdeen Area Director, Eleanbre.Robertson

are needs. Th4 Billings Area INS is also chroniCally under-

staffed. INKED seeks to provide health professionals who, because of their

cultural backgrounds, will continue to serve Indian people beyond the service

payback period stipulated in their Settion 104 acholmrship contracts.

In addition to 34 physicians INKED has graduated a dentist, a master

of public health, a medical technologist, a physical therapist, and two
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registered nurses. In addition to its graduates INMED is presently offering

direct support to 22 medical students, 24 undergraduate or spacial graduate

students and indirect support (all but financial) to another 24 students.

_-
It is difficult to imagine how the effectiveness of the INMED Program in

providing Indian health professionals to the 4ndianpeople can he
if

denied,

In addition to providing Indian health profession/11s, the INmeb program

ha@ also been instrumental in the implementation of,tefivereity of North

Dakota School of Medicine programs at Indian reservations.

The Special relationship between the Federal Government and the Indian

tribes, and the ,"trust". responsibilities that the courts anCossgress have

pledged, provides for health services:for Indian people that are equal with

the non-Indian population. Hcmover, to those who engage in the study of,

social ation in this society, it is apparent that there is alarge

and growing underclass of all American citizens, without adequate health care

or th6 rose 'es to attend medical school. Nowwhere within that class are

these care neecia greater than the Indian people'. Yet, 1NMED,,a.Program

nstrably affective in hddressilig th e needs, has never in its tan

r history boon in a position where it did not have to struggle for its

riSCal SUr

cont- innoO:ity i

The current administration and its policy administrators

P their Support for INMED yet also continue to omit. INMED

And Indian hr;Alth educe

like those when so much money

budget requests. it is times

ilable for the means toward human destruc-

Lion that tend to magnify the importance oi#muney for human health and well

,Ldally when Lltat money means allowing the Indian people to gain

control of their wn health care problems and work toegcthcr toward their

solution.
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INKED has been able to continue thus far as a sucicassful, self-contained

Indian medical education program only withthe strong' and vociferous support

of the Indian people and our elected representatives in Congress. Tha direct

f the INKED Program may tend to have liVtle visibility in higher

bureaucratid.echalons, however it.seers that the closer one gets to the

problem of lack of adequate health cart

the INKED Program heOOmes-

the more energetic the suppdrt for

.It is with the continuing comnittment of the Indian people, the Univez-

rity of North Dakota, and our friends in Congress, that INNER will continue'

its eftiforts i improving the quality of health care for the Indisi people.

BEST
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D 2 sisted a total of 41 Indian health professionals educa-.
tienally, eciudirig 33 physicians, one'dentisti one M.P.H., two Bachelor
degree registered nursea, one physical therapist, one medical techniciar,.
and two health educatOrs.

IN*210 is currently offering Complete financial, atidemic, and personal
support services to 30 pre-professional students and 22 profasaiOnal
students. .

193 1 n pre-professional aeadesaic euricula eince 1
I .

haa organized and implemented a Summer Institute for high school
'and college student, each year since 1973. Over 200 ceivlete applications.
have been reCitived annually for the 20 to SO available positions: To date
thetesel enrollment, in Summer ,Institate,is 443,

governed by an All-Indian Advisory Board whigh is comprised of
tribal:apedintee from each of the 21 tribes in IN:(ED'S serVice area (North
Veketae Seuth Dakota, Nebraska, Montana, and Wyoming), plus several charter
memleerg. This Board has provided directioba, policies, and priorities to.
the IEn Program continuously since 1974. This Advisory board is IMIM6'z
linkage to the washes, needs, and reboureas of the 100,000 /ndian people
in the IRD earvice areas

110,1ED"maintains an annual retention rate of Set for the pre-professional
,students and Yt or professional students. Tfle Rational drop-nut rate.
for Indian medical students if -estimated. . to be 12% or HO% retention rata,
while the Indian College student-retention rate is about 50. ,/NMED
staff has provided over 900 hours of tuteing and 3500 hours of academic,
f:nancial, and pereonal counseling yearly as part of INMED's extensive
student supsupport a;tem.

I1:13 tlArs,hoae, written communiteation4 and personal visits to
ma%e ov^r cntaeLS annually with Indian students, parents, tribal .

and' others.. These contacts, buth-on. and of the
22 r?.5ec.,,,tien,.-in program,service area, are aimed at increasing the
interc, awl.rQnosR, and Motivation of Indians toward the health pxofessions;
end x-_,Lainn,j pa:-..icipating students.

Since 1973, han produced nueerous Indian health career oriented
puiilioation.1;, including a colorbook, raper doll, book, 2 volumes of
physicians biograrhies, health career game, and a' recruitment comic book.
'ne'program has also-produced audio-vi4Ual materials, including Program

. present,Itionl, teachinn video tapes on genetic counseling nwl photo
'acem'alitis, a health earner education pot show, ad a viacq'tape
entitled the "pod Medicine Road", t at'combines some Indian medical philo-
uophy with motivational A

/MED hae pro id thirteen workjtepu with an emphasis on health issues,
i.e., alcole)li-,m, tubercu)n:Ao, reditional medicine,. health career edu-
cation, IyVa.etorlsiOn; Or the
Indian people.

*currently enrolded in medical School.
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4rD's foreal linkages at the'Deivers of f-Oorth Da!sota have expanded to
include working with the Modical Technology Department, College of Ntirsing
and the Physical Therapy Department.' IN ED is also involved in deveIbping
programs to aensitize the nureing staff and students to the culture and
needs unique tolndian people.

INMVD staff and stodonts have participated in thethinplapning and implementation
of'all Indian social and cultural activities on the. University of port
Dakota campus annually.

.

The University of 3ani1ba, Winnipeg School of nedicine, and the Coordinator
of Native Health Care eloxrtent for Healthillelfare, canada, have visited
the Prcgramend used IN:. ihe are deve
A Miter of-Chomod-Nal1 Uity at the University Castle, New
South Wales, Australia, was a to atudy 1NMED gain informationto
develop a similar program for Australian ?l;origincs at his University.

asuitod the MD Schaal of Aadicine and Indian ftealth SerViCikin
develo9ing educational and, clinical programs.on IiiIiiED Service area rue

I:!ZD ait:nd req

.as well au nut.lon.L...,
n the roaeerch 04 heal on the local,.

Si!: la 'Ier of the Tti ri D newsletter; Servent Staff rum, are
dtutrihut!2d to arp.roximately 500 individuals and organi.ze cins 'interested
in Indliln healtS care and education.

in InA or-,e gri.-.dc,_.ting Ill:Ir:n physician scored LA tha 9St on National tediCal

Co:anined with hie 9!!, on Bearr3b I, thi:1 'Student was in the 97%
.. Cur graduating rhy ane. Phis utudent else received (in 1983) -

the K,,1,:e3; award tor outstan ng academic achieyomentnationallY by
a -minority medical- rturt,:,nt. , '

II3nED placed t"

; .

pecio,1 gradi:ates with the National Institutes Health
pro,iram for swsmar °1483. One special graduate was

ci to t/A2 National Institute of health Carc.knogenicResearch Laboratory

Juno 1, 1`

Ile tnan
Counneler/Peearch local t

(Pevl,;oa 9/1,W3.0-

Nanc. Linthiren
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Mr.4tixxANDxa. Consuelo Guillory? Do I have your last name
correct?

Ms. GU1LLORY. Yes, amazingly.
Mr. ALExANoxitiPor me, it is absolutely amazing.
Ms. Gt.nwoRY. Usually it is Gilroy, or I just do not even bother

explaining any more.
' Mr. ALEXANDER. If you will summarize your statement, we will

eertainIttake your full statement for the record.
Ms. GUILLORY. All right.

STATEMENT OF CONSUELO GUILLORY, SECRETARY-TREASURER,,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY HEALTH REPRE-
SENTATIVES

Ms. GU1LLORY. I am the re ntative from the Portland area on
the National Afoociition o Comm y Health Representatives,
and I think you are well aware of the programall the pluses
that we have done and are continuing to do.

One thing I would like to expound on at this time is that origi-
nallyi qualifications for employment as a CHR were a ,driver's li-
cense and ability to translate the needs of the communities in
regard to health care and Indian health service. but Since that
timeand we have been in existence 15 years nowwe are becom-
ing specialized o h people. We are attaining education and,
through S of California, CHIVE; are certified by the State as
home healt

For the N CHR s, they do attend their Navajo Community
College, and they do have to attain certain levels to: et a pay in-
crease or a promotion.

Out in the Northwest, where I am from, we are attendingthere
have been probably about 10 to 15 graduates of the community
health advocate program. In that program, you go to school for a
year. 3 days a month, and 8 hours a week you work in a clinical
setting. Upon completion of that, you do get your certificate as a
community health advocate, and you take some additional courses,
and you can get an associate of applied science degree.

So vie are past the point of just being taxicab drivers, and we are
in the homes, educating and working to the point where, if our pro-
gram is eliminated, a small problem could be compounded and
things could get worse. The unemployment rate is so high on reser-
vations, which I am sure you are well aware: They would not get to
the clinic, and without us, we wotild probably eventually be taking
them to the hospitOl.

But yet, time and ,time again we are told we are not cost effec-
tive. I went and got some notes here from Senator Melchor, where
he had stated something about possibly someone outside of Indian
Health Service evaluating the program. We would more than wel-
come thitt to finally prove what we have been

Mr. ALEXANDER. You took my question away.
Ms. GUILLORY. And I do have a small statistic here that for an .

average cost per CHR of $15,000, but that includes salary, fringe
benefits, travel, and training, and that is not very .much money.
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Our Portland area coordinator compiled statistics that the cost of
individual services per individual was $17. We would welcome more
input to proving that we are cost effective.

So with thatyou knew, I could go on and on, but I knoyi you
have heard it, and we just wish to continue on, and that hopefully'
we could have an increase. I mean, we have people that are 'work-
ing at $7,000 a year. I have two pedple in my program that are
working at $$;500 per year and are heads of households.

Thank you.
Mr. AuxANDES.' You are welcome.
You heard what the acting chairman said about your program,.

and I can assure you that the support for your program is broad in'
our committee. We will do what we can to help the program. As
you are probably aware, in the reauthorization legislation that the
committee is considering, we address the problems of the CHR's.
We consider them a very valuable program and profession for
health services.

I am glad you came today:Thank you.
Ms. GU1LLORY. Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows:1

PREWAR= STATEMENT Of CONSUELO GUILLORY, SECRETAIIY-TREASITSZAL NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION Or Cmaniniurri HEALTH RIPMENTIATIVIS

Mr. Chairman, mF name is Consuelo Mallory. I am a member of the Nea Perce
Tribe from the Statenf Idaho. I appreciate your concern and the opportunity provid-
ed for this statement to be presented

Today, I am speaking on behalf of the National Association of Community Health
Repreeentatives, which resents the interstate and promotes those crimmon con- .,

terns of Community Healt Re ntetives.
Whe National Association of expresses its stro opposition to the Adminis-

tration's proposal to eliminate the approximately p throughout the
country which rovidee.vital and necessary health care se cesto Indian families
and children. We are grateful to Congress for its continuing support and for its di-

th Service to establish information which will demonstraterection to Indian H
the cost benefit and medical efficacy of the program: -Your direction has provided
the needed opportunity for CHR Program personnel to participate in the develop-
ment of measuring its efforts.

is qualitatively different than that initiated
liahed, its main ob cflve was to help Indian

by Indian Health Service. The efforts

The CHR Program as it exists
in 1968. When the m -was eats
people use the heal re services pro
were targeted on Maternal and Child Health care and infectious diseases. The sue-

, cese of these efforts is exemplified in 90 percent Immunization rates across the coun-
"\ try and a lower than average national infant mortality rate among the Navajo. The
pervasive horror of tuberculosis among Indians is gone. Indian people no lonw
have to look forward to bewildering separations of their families as a result of this
disease. The crisis and prevention efforts, such as, community education and public
health care services provided by CHRs have lead directly to -raising the health
statue of the Indian people.

In its early days, the qualifications for employment as a CHR were a drivers li-
cense and the ability to trans! the needs of the communities to the health care
service resources, including In Health Service: This vital focus has been main-

, tamed but.the objectives have n enlarged necessitating the requirements of so-
histicated skills and knowledge. A few examples are: The Mire in the State of .

ifornia are certified as State Home Health Aides. This fication requires as-
surance that the health worker has attained a c le skills and know!
The increases and promotions of the N s are dependent on the 1

completion of an accredited course of study that spans 'a three-year period and in
the Northwest, a grpwing number of CHR's are completing the Community Health
Advocate Program, where, upon completion of one year's study from a community
college, can earn an Associate of Applied Science degree and the skills necessary to
work in our community. These training opportunities not only prepare the CHR's to

456.
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work but have served as the stimulus to encourage a number to pursue
careers as a 'profeseion.

k of the affi'a in the areas of health care and social- services makes a
eficlal contribution to the overall efforts of the people to maintain a co ,, unity

that is safe and healthy for its members. We guarantee you that the in we
are all making in this effort is a %vise expenditure of our resources.

We thank you for the opportunity to participate in the Evaluation and Resource
Allocation Process Development Pivject. e are able to sit down with Indian Health
Service personnel to examine' the building blocks of. our programs and restructure
them when needed. AU CHR Programs will take the first step into the new process
beginning Fiscal Year 1985. We believe this CHR Project effort is a graphic example
of the most cant quality of our program; the translation of health care service
needs to heal care agencies to insure dud the health status of American Indians
and Alaska Natives is raised.

Along with the day to day services provided* our we are required to
to crisis situations and cases of seriotur ch c . Emergency life

saving skills have become tools of the CHB. There are CHR's wh have been trained
to operate dialysis machines to sustain life. The efforts of CHR's in these in-
stances reduces the drain on already strained resources. In these efforts, it is not
unusual for the CHR to call upon the knowledge of the custcanary or traditional
healing practices. Part of our responsibility is to acquire a knowl,dge °film/ reme-
dies. Unlike Western thought these remedies are not purely clinical, but involve a
melding! of 'community resources, medical, social and- spiritual. These integrative
characteristic' of CUR Programs make it difficult for some to say readily that the

a work is being done.
CHR's are accused of being taxi drivers and not possessing the skills or knowledge

to do their work. It is proposed that if this resource, the CHR Program, was not
present, that everything would take care of itself. This simply is not the case. Un-
employment on reservations is 60%_plus and if the 'CUR Nogram is eliminated,
costs will escalate for Indiah'Health Service because OUT people will not have access
to transportation and a "small" health problem will compound without intervention

the CHR to educate, evaluate the situation and get them to the clinic, rather
the hospital.

Indian Health Service receives money to finance each CHR position at an average- of $15,000 per CHR: This amount must Cover everything associated with the
tion, i.e., salary, travel, fringe benefits and training. A recent examination of
services deliveVed by the Northwest programs reveals that the cost of "individual"
services is $17.00. More often than riot, these Services are provided in the hoMe.

We can assure you that the Vvork we are doing makes a difference in the health
care of our people and we look forward, to coming before you to affirm this position
at next year's apikropriation hearings.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Ms. Kauffman, do you have.a prepared state -i
you would like to summarize?

STATEMENT OF JO ANN KAUFFMAN, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
INDIAN HEALTH CARE ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY
PAMELA IRON, DIRECTOR, INDIAN HEALTH CARE RESOURCE
CENTER, AND ERMA MUNDY, DIRECTOR, INDIAN COMMUNITY
HEALTH SERVICE V

Ms. KAUFFMAN. We have a 'prepared statement that has been
submitted, and j would just like to make a couple of comments.

First of all, I 'would like to say that the American Indian Health
Care Association, which represents the 37 urban Indian programs,
is very much aware of the impact that the administration's budget
for fiscal year 1985 is going to have on the health status of Indian
people in reservation, rural, and urban areas, and we support the
testimony of the National Indian Health Board and Ms. Guillory's
statements.

The cutbacks that would occur in CHR's tribal manigement
would impact urban Indian health, just as the cutback in urban
Indian health would impact reservation capabilities to provid9
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health care, because the fact of the matter is that Indian people
are Indian people regardless of where they happen to be residing at
any particular. point in time; and Indian people are a very mobile
population. Our population is oftentimes the same population that
is served in the reservation areas at some point in time.

would like to just summarize that the American Indian Health
Care Association is recommending. an appropriations level of $12
million for fiscal year 1985. The justification for the amount is
based on the Health Care Financing Administration's inflation in-.
dicators. .

I would like to ask Pam Iron to give you a description of that
justification for the request.

I would also like to thank the Senate Select Committee on Indian
Affairs for its 'support for urban Indian health and Indian health
care generally over the past many years. We need your support
again for fiscal year 1985.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Pam.
Ms. IRON. Yes. I am Pamela Iron, and I am chairman of the

American Indian Health: Care Task Force and also the director of
the Indian Health Care Resource Center in aTulsa, OK.

The appropriations level for urban Indian health care has not
'kept pace with the increase in health care costs. As Jo Ann men-
tioned, according to the data available from the Health Care Fi-
nancing Administration, which they calculate using a national
health expenditure index, there has been an increase in the annual
percentage rate of health care oast since 1965 of 12.8 percent.

If these actual increases had been reflected in the; appropriation
levels for urban Indian health care, the appropriation level would
be at $16,617,972. There has been a loss in buying power of about.
$18 million. As a result, this has significantly affected the health
status of the American Indian population in the urban areas.

Despite the limitations on funding, there also has been a dramat-
ic increase in patient population. The $12 million that we are
asking for in the budget this year would allow '$1.3 million to 'up-
grade the health care activity level in existing programs based on
this increased demand. Also, the $12 million represents an addi-
tional $1,125,000 based on the' 12.8 percent average qnimal in-
creases in National Health Expenditures and $250,000 foe needs as-
sessments in cities where there' are substantial Indian pctpula-
tionsno existing programsWith unpiet Health Care needs.

The last portion of this is $300,000 to conduct a women's health
promotion initiative which we feel is very necessary in our pro-
gram.

Two other things that I would like to 'comment on are the myth
of the alternate resources. In fact, Mr. Alexander, we are one of
those alternate resources that the 'administration talks about that
other people, other community prograths, refer Indian people to.
This alternate resource is really extremely limited. Unlike tribes
and tribal organizations, urban Indian .organizations are not eligi-
ble for direct funding under the Federal block grant program.

Also, the changes m the State medicare and medicaid policies via
the stricter regulations that have been made, the ceilings on reim-
bursements, really limit Indian participation in these programs.
All of these have resulted in about a 30 to 40, percent decrease in

458.
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medicaid revenue which about six or seven of the larger programs
have lost this last year.

In many metropolitan systems, the people .,refuse to provide
health care to Indian patients because they believe that this is a
Federal responsibility,

As we heard the administration testify this morning, they skirt-
ed z issue of Federal responsibility to tribal -members living in
urban : ng that it was a low priority. But indeed, we know
that in the ian Health Care Improvement Act, which Congress
passed 7 y ago, 1976, in the very ing of this piece of leg-
islation, it tee that it is the Fede vernment's res i nsibility
to provide health care to Indians. This includes urban In .

The metfibers of the association take this commitment seriously
and believe that the continuation of this prograM is absolutely crit-
ical.

The other thing that I would Ike to comment on is that in the
Title V Section of the Indian Health Care Improvment Act. There
is a section 507. This is a report to Congress through the Indian
health Service with the input of urban organizations. The service is
to submit to Congress an assessment and evaluation for further
recommendations on legislative activities.

I. would like to ask this committee if they Would request this doc-
ument that Indian Health Services recommends to HRSA. I am
recommending that the committee have access to the report that
contains the Indian input because many times these reports get cri-
tiqued and the Indian' philosophy and cultural, appropriateness. isdeleted:

Mr. AtMEANDICR. Fine. No problem.
Ms. IRON. Thank you very much.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Jo Ann, were you finished?
Ms. KAUFFMAN. Would you like to make a statement first?
Ms. MUNDAY. My name is Erma Mundy. I am director of Indian

Community vHealth Service in Phoenix, AZ, which is a title V-
funded program.

I have some brief comments to add to those of Ms. Kauffman and
Ms. Iron.

In Phoenix, our program is community \helth nursing and home
health. care. I think that you know that all o the title V pvgrams
have been very cost effective, and we provide good health caie serv-
ices at a small cost.

I would just like the committee to know that with our home
hea care program, I did a cost-benefit analysis of 30 cases who
receiv home health care, and skilled nursing services in their
own ho After the cost of our service, we estimate that $85,000
was saved ospitahzAtion costs.

Another program OA we provide is commupity health nursing.
That is best described as health promotion and disease prevention,
One service we provide is followup to postpartum mothers and,
newborn infants.

There is also a large problem with prenatal cases, because many
of the mothers do not get the prenatal care they need and are at
very high risk. We would like to serve these mothers more fully if
we had the stsiff and the money to do that.
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tional services. As 1. Iron
think all of the title V programs
dressed, and that is an example of one

,Mr. ALLIANDZ11. Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows:1
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rEsimr, MERMAN

-its. Cheirian and Committee I am JoAnngauifman,

Presides of the American Indian Hmaith Car. Association. On behalf

of the 37 urban Indian health progrca, I would'Iiki to 'uprose our_deep

grat4tude and appreciation for your continued support wrist been icy

to-the survival of these programs. I also want to thankTyeufor the

of<1:3Znity to, ppear'before this committee to pant on the impact of the' '

proposed FY1985 budget upon the access to end provision of health Services

for the urban Indian populations of this country, Iheser American Indian

people areionrrantly curved by 37 programa in 19statei.

for the third-yair in a roe, we appear before you. a ad-withthe

administration'a proposal to eliminate the urban lndain Health Programs

funded under the of Titlej of the Indian Health Care

Improveeent Act. pespits the fact that the 37 urbanUndien Health programs

have demonstrated outstanding soccees in improving the owe be statue

of their client pePuletion; w austfight'tooth and nail *sexy year at to

survive. There ars so many areas of health care delivery that cry out for

oui full attention. We ten Only look forward to Otme'ehenthe urban

Indian health programa will be granted the recognitiontheY deserve at
. \

important part of the Indian Health Service heelth vars delivery network.

According to the.1980 dime's's, over SOX of the Aearican Indian
.

population now resides in urban communitiee anivai the nation. 'A large'

percentage of that population,,-mes moved to urban areas as a result of the
,

massive relocation program undertaken by the Federal Government during the

Mt 19501s. This Indian population maintainastrong tics with their reservations

and the vast majority continua to be tribal membere. No Act ofongrca and

flu 'court decision hal ever determined that their status as Indiene terminatei

once they cross the reservation border. In'faf&, Mr. Chairman,

the Federal Government haaa responsibility to provide

health care' to Indiana, including urban Indian., in the Indian Health Care

Improvepent Act. The members of the Association take this commitment

seriously and believe that the continuation of these programs is absolutely

a
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APPROPRIATIONS vs. HEALTH CARE CO 7S A UNMET' NEED

The appropriation level for urban Indian Health prvgraaa has

not 'kept pace with

available from the

the increase in health care coat. According to data

Health Care Financing Administration. National Health

Expenditures have inoreased at an'annual percentage rats 2.8% since

19651 Since 1978, the annual increases have beep as fol we:

19 78 11.92

1979. 13.5%

1980 15.8%

1981 15.1i

1982 12.5%

these actual tnereaseahad been reflected in the. a r riat

levels for. urban Indian Health Programa, npriation levels would have risen

as fallow

APPRUPEtI fI0,i LEVEL

.197 .858 0

1979 ,ó,p5tymo- + 7,671#.102

7.674,1021 + 8,710,14'.

8,710.106, 10,086,302

10,086,304 :+ 15,1 11,609,334

,609.334 + 12.52,.v a 13.060.5QI

1984 13.060,501 12.8% 14.732,245

(est,)

As a result of this Shortfall in

INCREAS IN NATIONAL ACTUAL
+.HEALTH EXPENDITURES- APPROPRIATIONS SHORTPALII

' 404,102

710,106

1.18002

£,160 \000 3,449,134

0,06 4160,801

9,000.000 5,732,245

p iations over the lait

six years,. the urban Indienhealth programa have actually incurred a total

loss in buying power oe$18.5 million. It ie not surprising when we review

these statistics that the health st!atus of American Indian people falls

significantly below that of the general population.

Using the average annual increase of 12.82 in health expenditures,

sthe 1985 appropriation level should be $16,617,972.

Despite the limitations an funding the need.for health services

has increased dramatically. In Dallas, for example, the patient popUlation

ball increased by 155.9% since 1979 while the actual dollars have only

acted by
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' The fallowing chart shove a breakdown of t

YEAR

80

1981

1982

1983

TCTAL:

The Dallas

SERVICE GROWTH

754%

69.=

5.02

36.72

185.9%

indteases

1H$ DOLLARS

10.1%

11.12

2.02

Indian community hire a Unamplh mem ate 45.62

and 532 of that population is at or below the proverty level. The majority

of this population has no'insurance and many hospital' in lam area

1 uut-admitthem-without proof of- ability to pay.

y aaxiaixing Personnel houre;tutting down on act 1 clinic
s

hours, e °grams have managed toaccommodatethe inertia demand.

HoweVer, there ie only so much that can bi done with limited- esourcas..

Many..projects have turned away pltients because they simply d not have the

rtatiitrcaa to treat .them.

MIDGET REgU T

As all Americans, we era cognizant of th

ver, American Indian people have been the victims of sxt

health care end we4' therefore, recommend that Congress appr

$12 million for FY 1985.

The $12million would permit the lows:

I. $1.3 million to permit an upgrading of heal

activity lavuls in existing programa based on an increaaing

demand for cervices which currently cannot be ma

2. 525 million to conduct needs assessment and feasibility

studies,in 5 7 urban communities that have substantial

Indian populations with,unmat health care needs.

3. A 12.8X increase -(over 184'appropriation level) for

current prgraM operations, -based on average annual increases

in National Health Expenditures.

4. million to conduct a wonen'S health promotion initial ve

in urban areas, (Discussed in more detail later).

One of the myths that continues to persist is that-alternate

ex e available to provide health care to the urban Indian population.

The'urban7programa have been able to document that these so-called

h care

.ke
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'alternate reaourcee7 arM aitr en.ly iflited. uharetbay exist at all.

1. Unl trie, and tribal
ra"et*

-,,ione, urban

Isaiian organisations are not for direct funding

under the federal block grant:00gram.-

2. changes in statelledicaid/Madicare policies vie stricter )

eligibility criteriesdemand for co7payment, deductibles that

must be mat'before care iaratimbureed, and ceilings on . i7

-reimbursement severely limit Indian participation. As a \_,.....----N.......

result of these acne of the larger prolects will

sustain a 302 t -' tease in Medicaid revarmat

3. Many metropo Was. to provide health care to
. .,

Indian patienta, 444 they area federal responsibility.

There are many, true toricawhiCh point up the with : "`!"-4,..

alternite resources. 1p Mianeepoliefor example,.ma tadien woman tame

to the margencyruom of the University-of Minnesota Hoeiital-hemorthagipv

badly. following the birth of her child'. The eeergenWt400 =Ace Called

: . the American Indian Health Care Associatinn office in:St.-4441AD find out

if the Assuciation could Sew Mu. treatment.. The AeroestAtioprovitea'ne
health tare and refontei':,the narsetlklhe tadisagaalrit Beard :of Mienaapolie.

The nurse-caliad,the Health board Uhith sent iromeone to pick up the bleeding

uoman and transport her to the urban clinic where sha..fina14 recalved

treatment. IHS has a contract with the University Of :Minnesota for 100 T.

reimbursement of coats when they treat an Indian referred by Aberdeen Ills,

So they turned away this critical case-, Without the Indian Health Board of

Minneapolis, this woman could have died for lack of treatment.

The Oklahoma City project has particular probleme becaus4 of. a

lack of available hoepital space for their OB patient. One Indian

in the final stages of 'labor was turned away from two heapitelole. Stye delivered

her baby in the car ontle freeway trying to nee it to the closest IHS

'facility some 50 miles away. Another woman had baby at the Oklahoma

City urban health p'rogram because she could not gain admittance. With

incidents like this it is not surprising that the infant martaility rate

for Indian-babies in the area doubled from 1979 - 1981 to.25 in every I,

live births. This is well over double the national average.
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Despite, these burtor etorIes,'it le important to note

he .37 ttrban'health prOjecteltava madegreaketrides in networking

isting health Carediliverysystems. The PrOjecte'thet proVide

inf rmation and referral work extensively with both pub and.priviti

health care providers. Those projects that provide dins health care

services have become full partners in the. community heal care network.

In Seattle.'for example, the Seattle Indian Health Board has :the largest-,

patient lead of any community clinic; ThoOter:health carp providere,

have stated that there iseepoesible way:to absorb She urban Indian

population thould.theSeattle Indian Health Saud be eliminated.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

There are a number of, urban areas with. significant Indian

populations that have requested assistance to explore the feasibility of

developing haalth4rojects. Thai antes include Flegataff, Arizona,

orth'Da1Cota, .Cleveland, Ohio And taiga. Idaho. We propose_

utilize $250,000'to do needs assesementa todeter*ine what kinds- of

'Aservicee there-Ind/WI populations, need and how best to serve that Tbia

enemas would allow for S c.7 mach etudteedipinding on %kirk Lthet11A4 all

been done in these areas.

is

WOMEN'S HEALTH INITIATIVE

The problem* n#tedpreviously concerning Ahatetricearvices

highlights a major Prot,* in urban Indira health cars -- the health statue

of woman.. Overall,the projects have been very aucdeuseful in providing

effective pre-metal tare ;hereby lowering the infant mortality rats. The

utilitatipp of community hospitali for delivery continues to be &major

problem. lit has become extremely difficult to find OB doctors-willing to

deliver these babies. The seaggering,unamployment leveler among the. urban

Indian population -has compounded_many problems and the clinics are seeing

.higher numbers of battered womettend abused children than aver befdre.

The rata of teenage pregnancies growinges dollars available for family

planning decrease: More and more woman are requesting mental health

'services. The members of the Association believe that the problem of our

female client population must be examined andeysteits developed to address

these problems. Programs then, can be replicated in other Indian health

projects.



'Our. ability the health status of the Indian population

is dependent upon-lieW effective we are with the health needs of'women and

their:Children. We would likeitOundertake a multi-year special initiative
V

to attack this problem in an effattivs manner.. Initial funding would provide.-

for study of the various Issues' involved and the development of program

models to be implemented on a test basis in 2 or 3 projehts. Every effort,

would be made to establleh linkages with father DHHS programs dealingwith.7

women's healthlissues and utilize existing information wherever possible. ,

orte to improve the health status of our patiente have been

met` by Administrative obstacles. kmatyearidgrase recognilid the need to

increase Title V oppropriationsel'a meant to keep pace with thescalating

cost of health care and provided a $l million increase. To date0bmt

increase to meet tne+,4eads recogniztjs4067TeSS, has not. been Reseed

along to service ptogratteby the Indian:Health Service.

Chairman; Indian and AI ekan Native people have always bean a

mobile po ation. Indians residing in urban areas' maintain strong ties

with their tribes and mirror the same low health statue of their reservation

sous jam To ignore the urban Indian population is to abandon national

goeleatablished in the Indian Health Care Improvement Act, of providing

the highest possible health status to Indians...." , The American Indian

Health Care Association and the 37 health progress it represents haVe

struggled fot the lest:threeyears.to survive and maintain existing services;

We ask for your renewed commitment to this national goal through full

funding for the urban Indian health Program.

Thank you.
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Mr: AW(ANDER. Ks. Kauffman, you indicated in.in. your statement-
that cutting the urban Indian programs would have a very nega-,
tiva.impact on reservation health systems: Could you expand-on

"that for, the record as to what exactly that means and 'Oat the;,',,
components of that are?

. Ms, KAUFFMAN. Before theedevelopitent of tiny urban Indian.
.. health care programs that are Currently providing direct health
services, Indian people did, to a much larger degree, and still do
today, return hometo reservations for major medical problems.

I think that the migration of Indian people to urban areas and
.back tia reservations is an ongoing phenomenon: A lot of times the
motivation is related II the need for medical care. A lot of times,.
-the thotivation_is the, need for better employment, and a lot of
times it surrounds a family crisis with implications for mentAl
health in.addition to medical care,

I thitrik that the oveDview of health care for Indian people needs .

'1E1 into consideration the fact that Indian people move, and
Ind%ri people igt) to the pities, and Indian people return to the res-
ervations, and just becitme they are in one part of the country does
not mean they, are any less Indian, and it does not mean that the
Federal' Government has any less nAponeibility to provide health
care to those people.

If we' eliminate,orie portion, it is going.to4)avilm impact on the
rest of the system;beca the, urban Indiarftealth program is an.-A

integral part of the ove Indian Hea#h rvice Systems.
r. ALYEAANDgR. What comments wOur you have, if any, on Dr.

Graham's-answer to Senator Melcher t Morning that, as I un-
derstood 'it,. it was not an issue of policy .to exclude urban Indians
from medical' services but. a fiscaol constraint.. I think that is what
he Said:

Ms. KAUF?MAN. I -think that the fact at the urban Indian
health pirogram utilizes only $9 million, less- than 1 percent of the
Indian Health Service budget,to serve the urban population; which
ha ben estimated to be about 50 percent of the Indian population
in the United States, is an indication of priority.

I think' that eliminating the program is an indic,ation of policy;
-that, in ,factl. they are expressing their policy that there is no Fed, .

eras responsibility, and I think that is not. true. There has never
been any statement from Congress nor any court' decision that has-
said that that' Federal responsibility to provide health care termi-
sates when you leave the reservation:
kl I think that urban Indian health programs are offering a chan-1,,,
nel through; which the Federal Government, can meet that respon-
sibility and meet it in a very cost-effective way. '

.Margaret 'Heckler 'came out with a statement 2 days ago in the
Washington Post that listed the health care eipenditures national-
ly for every man, woman, and child in the United States,. which
was $1,635 a year. If you took. the $9 million that Was appropriated
last year for ur4an Indian health and divided the .urb$n Indian
populatioq into' that, that comes out tb Slightly less than $1811
year.

think that the urban Indian health' pi.94-ranis have been work-
ing very, hard and have been able na match every IHS clonar with.
another local doHar in order to maximize the limited resources,
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and I think that by eliminating urban Indian health, it is not a
statement of priority but in fact a statement that the a.drainistra,
tion feels there is no responsibility. -

Mr. rEANDER. Did you wish to add anything?
Ms. I ON.1 would just like to make a comment about the funds.

In the very beginning of urbafi Indian hkelth care these were not
ever Indian Health Service dollars and were not ever diverted from
any other part of the Indian Health Service, budget. This was addi-
tional dollars that Congress provided.

So the administrator's point in fact is not made as far as prior-
ities. This money, if it were not there, the $9 million, would not go
into, for example, the CHR prqgram or anything else. It was never
included or taken away from any, other part of the budget, so that
disclaims the prioritrpremise of his statement.

Mr. ALEXANPER. Thank you. I appreciate you all coming today to
test*.

WN will be centinuini on this vein next Wedneiday on the reau-
thorizatiOn of the act. It is nice to see you all.

Our final panel this afternoon is a representative from the Na-
il. tional Congress of American IndiansI believe that is Diane

Kelleyand a representative front the National Indian Health
Board. Is Donald LaPointe here? Do we have someone from the Na-
tional Tribal Chairmen's Association? No, we do not,.so we will
start with you two.

Your full stetements, which we have already received, will
appear in the record. We would appreciate it' if you would summa-
fize your statements for us.

STATEMENT Of DONALD LaPOIN'TE, SECRETARY, NATIONAL
INDIAN H'EALT'H BOARD

Mr. LAPQINTE Mr. Chairinan on behalf of the National Indian
Health Board and the National Congress of American Indians, we
want to express our, thankg for allowing us to be here before this
committee and to express our concerns over the administration's
proposal for the fiscal year 1985 budget in regafd to Indian Health
Service.

Ourtestimony will cover third party reimbursements. We would
like to stress our concern in this particular area in that the admi
istration is asking, for $65 'million in medicare and medicaid, and
far this last year they collected only $25 million in third party pay-
ments, and this year, according to some research, it shows that
they collected only $8 million. When you multiply that times the
:four quarters, it is going to come to $32 million, so ttere is going to
be -a shortcoMing in thiLarea.

Our testimony also, covers clinical services and ,emergency inedi-
cal services. We are coricerned about the community- health repre-
sentatives, and that that program be 'continued, as *elf as the
Indian health manpower -and Indians Intq Medicine Progrs.

We also feel that the. scholarship program h9uld'be reinstated
under the health manpower programs. We are 'concerned over
urban -Indian healthcare. Ms. Iron just mentioned that they
needed some $,12 fnillion. They ,probably could do with $16.milliori.
in the program and still not have enough to 9perate that.
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We. are concerned over the level of funding for contract health
care. The proposed budget calls for $157 million. This program will
lose worse due to inflation. If funded at $165 million, the program
will lose $1,700,000 in fiscal.year 1985, or a decrease of an average
daily patient load of 89.

We are concerned about preventative health and public health
nursing and the construction of hospital facilities and sanitation fa-
cilities.

The prepared statement followl0
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PREPARED STATWENT OF WALD LAPOINIT., SECRETARY, NATIMAL
IFPI*H1141.111 HOARD

On behalf of the membeiship of the National Indian Health Hoard
and the National Congress of American Indians, I wish to express
my appreciation to the Committee for this opportunity to present4
Our concerns with the Administration's proposed 6IY 1985 budget

c for the Indian Health Service.

Our testimony,will. &Mrs,* whatwe fell are several fUndamental
weaknesses with the Administration's proposal. First, however,
we wish to express our concern with the overall trend of health
care for Indian people in recent years. Each year from 1979
through 1983 (the last year-,complete figures were available), in
-spite of apparent increase*, 'INS appropriations actually
decreased and the Agency's capability to4SpliverAggplity-health
care has declined substantially. This informatialis according
to figures supplied by the Health Services and Resource
Administration or the PY 904 budget hearings, ehich take into
account health care cost inflation and adjust dollar amounts to
remain in constant 1974 dollars.

The FT 1985 budget submission proves no exception to this
disappointing trend. While health care costs continue to
escalate (a health care inflation rate of 10-15 Per cent is
projected for this year), the Administration is suggesting an IBS
Stealth iltiVi0411.11 budget_ totalling-ovor $35 -million less than- in PT
1984.

Third -2aLtS Ea/ahutatunta

An'alareing aspect of the President' budget is that it counts
upon some $65 million in-Medicare, 'Medicaid, end other third
-party reimbursements. We understand that at best IBS expecte to
collect.$30 -$32 million in third party reimbursements in FT 1984,
not $48 million as the Administration estimates in its
justification. Expectations that this amount could be increased
by $30 -$35 million next year are clearly unrealistic.

As the Administration's budget justification explains, last
October IHS began collecting reimbursements from Medicare under
the Prospective Payment System. 'There is not sufficient data to
fully mess the impact and effect of this new, methodologY.
daxsTaLL Iraan ,initial slat/La-it would nous that thane may ha as
such as a tax patimat zaduatiazi j the aallaatisuu6211auudumLia
addsaa. states the justification_ .

it is also a pain time to look to increased Medicaid collections.
Again, citing the Administration's own justification; 'It is
assumed that the states will be doing as such as possible to
reduce the costs of their individual Medicaid ptograss...This
will affect the amount of collections that IRS can recover from
the varioua state programs.'

Asides from these issues, much a proposal to offset appropriations
with Medicare and Medicaid re imbur smedts reflects a
disregard for the original intent of these funds. As specified in
the authorization for these collections, these reimbursements are
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dedicated to maintaining the quality of IBS facilities and
services at accreditable levels. If the proposed offset were
implemented, an immediate reduction in services would result.
Consequently, facilities accreditation, and thus the future
receipt of these funds, would he jeopardised.

The budget again thiyear as last assume collections from third
parties, insurance companies in particulai. The policy of not
seeking reimbursements from other third party payors has been
tied to a fundesental tenet of Indian health services policy'
that health care is offered to Indian people as part of the
Federal government's trust responsibilities. It would require
major legislation to changs the traditional arrangesent of
service availability to all eligible Indians. Nonetheless,
during in .1004, the IHS began billing for' services provided in
IBS facilities to Indian patients who have private insurance. At
present, reports IHS, it is unclear whether insurance companies
wild . pay any of the claims submitted." .

e
Clinic vices

o

Asmuming a health care inflation rate in the 10 to 15 per cent
range this year, a $50-$75 million Increase in clinical services
is necessary for IBS to simply provide an equivalent level of
health services next yeas. In this category, the Administration
is suggesting an increase of only $19.5 sillion.

To make matters worse, the Administration' clinical services
budget depend. heavily on projected third party reimbursements,
Nearly $05.million in projectgd reimburtemehts is mused for
use in the hospitals and clinics lint/Item alone. Rased on an
inadequate/OVraIl IBS budget request and the inaccurate
assumptions pertaining to reimbursements described above,'ws
believe there would be signiffbant redactions in health serviette.
to Indian people under this request. Our concern is grave that
progress being made this44-ar with the aid ofe congressional
"add-on" would be jeopardised, returning Indian hes1th care to
its status of a year ago. At that ties, IHS suffered critical
staffing shortages, uurchased and/or unavailable equipment, and

teft,, dangerously low supply levels.

urge'the Committee to'continue its efforts to address the
mendous unmet health care needs of Indian people and to
ill the intent of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act- byp

providing the resources necessasry to deliver quality care to al
native Americans.

.

leaLgencg Medleal dsrv1cea

The need for an ffct iv* emrgncy mdical 'rmspons and
transport service is especially setae within the Indian Health
program due to the high incidence of trauma and other emergent
situati s and the isolated wilderness and rural settings within
which to program is carried out.
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Tribal governments and national Indian olg&nisations including
our own have consistently gitun the higbest priority to
improvement of emergency medical care as it is our firm belief
that relatively small investment'of fUnds in this area could
result in bottr reduction in the severity of morbidity for
certain accident victims and the severely ill as well a* the
saving of many Haim that would otherwise be lost.

The unmet need at this time for an effective ENS program remains
at $10 million, We appeal to you to favorably consider
appropriation and/or identification of $10 million, reourring and
$1 million non-recurring funding for the emergency medical
Services program.

p

immunity gm= RursaintAtImmi

The Community Health Representatives continue to be an integral
part of the tribal health care delivery system. The
Administration is, for the fourth year in a row, eekin
elimination of the program, as part of an effort to focus IH
budgetary,resources on maintaining key inpatient and outpatient
medical care resources." At the same time, the IBS medical
community has insisted that tSe program is irreplaceable in their
own efforts.' Last year, IBS' National Council of Clinical
Director's (composed of all IBS physicians) made a plea to the
director of 169 that clomure of the Community Health
Representative Program would have a severe negative impact on our
ability to provide a comprehensive health program for the Indian
people.

They cited the following ways in which the Ms' work complements
the Indian. Health Servals progkams CHAS work at the hose level
with Indian people and provide direct health care; CHRs provide
'culturally-oriented health education and strongly supplement IBS'
preventative health programs; CHR assist health providers in
gaining access to patients in remote locations and facilitate
accessibility of Indian Health Service facilities to the Indian
patient.

to allocating CHR unds in Fiscal Year 1984, the appropriation*
committees demanded continUed revifw and evaluation of the
program., Currently under development area guidelines on scope
of work for contracts defining specific health care delivery
areas, functions and settings; a methodology for measureigpt of
CUR project effectiven'ss (in teris'of cost and quality of Wealth
care activities delivered), and a revised resource allocation
process. If accepted by IHS management, staff estimate that all
of the above could be ready for implementation at the start of
Fiscal Year 1985. To address past criticism thatthe CHRprogram
has not been fully accountable, ve join the National Association
of Community Health Representatives in asking that IRS be
mandated to develop and employ a uniform mandatory reporting
,aystem 424.11 tribal CHR programs.

The CUR program is operating with total 'appropriations of $30

3



million for. FT 1984.
program's lint item and
the 'emergency medical S
Aitected from INS' hospit
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million was included within the
additional $4 million, whinb finances
ices portion of CUR activ-itiesowas
-and clinics budget.

we urge continued funds g of. the 'CUR program of at least the
current $30 million love and indeed encourage' the Committee to
consider the Nations Associatidn of Community Health
Representatives' request of en increase to $36.3 million whi
would allow a modest cost of living increase fortheee dedicated.
.community health workers fqr the -first time in five years. ww,
also support the-CBR Association in its request for additional.
funds to provide training specific to tribal needs. For the past
several years, inadequatnfunding has prevented aills desiring to
ppgrade their skills- (beyond basic training) fro' dpingAlo.

Indian Health Mum=

Jr 118 continues to suffer from,* critical shortage of health
professional -er and. ie therefore oppose the Administration's
proposed reduction in the Indian Health Manpower program. The
INS budget justification providemno siplanation of why the,
program is being phasSir,Out, nor does it offer information as to
available' alternative Sources of scholarship assistance.,

Under the Indian iftalth Nanpoldi scholarship progress, we have
seen significant improvements in the number of Indian health
professionals serving'oter people. We believe this program is the
most reliable source of future Indian health professionals -arid
the best way to protect against manpoier shortage, in the years
to cone. Me therefore ask this Committee to' restore the $1.4
million in fundin§ the Administration has proposed to eliminate
in rr 1985 so that new scholarships will be available for Indian
Student. under section', 103 and 104 of Title I of the Indian
Health Care Isprovesent Act" ,

Me also urge the Committee to continue the section 102..
`recruitment progrtis, particularly the Indians. Into Medicine
and Mastei of PphlIc.Health progress.

Appropriations of $240,000 and $250,000 for the MPH and MED
programs, respectively,, would allow continued proviaion of their
valuable services at roughly the same level next year.,

IxihialiamAsimat

Since nearly all tribes who wish to manage part or all of IBS
operated health progress peed preparatory development of their
management capacity, P.L. 93-638; primarily, under section 104(b)
grants, provides the legal authority, Ind tribal management funds
provide the resources to support such activities.

There has been no increase in this activity for three years,
while the need for lopment, training, and improvement of
management systems illroncert with increasing levels of tribal
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.11;

N.

contracting have not dill:limbed.'

We oppose the recommended elimination d the tribal management
--:program. We would instead ask that the 82.1; sillion provided in

FT 1984 be expanded to $8 million in order to realistically
finance new initiatives and their indirect costs. (There is also
a need for continued finanding of indirect costs. Currently no
such funding exists.)

unites. Indian Elm=

As reflected by the 1980 Census, approximately 50 per .cent of the
Aaarican Andlen population reside in-off-teservation:areas. In
establispeng Title V of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act,
Congress recognised that urban Indians experience a
disproportionate problem of access to health services and that

liwtheir health- mode were not being set' by other resources.

.Some 37.programs are funded. under the urbanindian health
activity, the majority of which.provide direct health services.
The FT 1985 budget reqUest proposes elimination of the urban
health proses under the assumption that non-reservation'Indians
will be eligible for services funded with alternative resources,
such as bloc* grants to states and other state and local funding
for health lervicen. _As testimony last year by urban Indian
health dimettore.drWArly demonstrated, this bee not been the
case.

In its justification for next year' budget, the Adat _citation
states that The overriding Conmitment....is the continued
provision of high quality health caret* American Indians and
Alaska Natives in the cost cost - effective manner.' The urban
health program's use of its $9 million appropriation (along with
mbet other resources have been secured) to.serve an estimated
300,000 population makes it one of the most cost-affective.health
care delivery mechanisms within IRS. .e'

Included 'in the $9 million appropriation for urben Indian health
this year was a $1 million-increase from the Ft 1983 level of
funding.. To data, IBS has not passed this increase along to the
urban progress nor provided an esianation for its failure to do
so. We join the American indian,Heelth,Care Association in

, demanding that then. funds be Annediately released. We further
support their requests, fors adoption' by IBS of 'a common

.reporting ipotesi for the urban projects in order that a health
informationbase may be built for this ;population; and
establishment of an Office.Of Urban Indian Health within IH8
headquarters.

We support the urban Iddiln 44alth ptojects
kioeillion'to allow program continuation in

filuairauctian

ricalitiliCanAtSuctign

41

in their rir,IueIt for
FY 1985.
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Me areAseply concerned about this Adulniktration's continued
disregaid for the planning, construction and maintenance of.
Indian health facilities. In addition to its failure once again
to request 188 construction funds in PT 1985 the Administration
is proposing to transfer the 'Indian Health FaCilities' program
to the.",Sealth Solving.' budget. We believe that such a move
would cause the 188 construction program to ions its separate,
identity, and could make futon* IBS construction appropriations
more vulnerable tottlo Administration's manipulationsuch as.
unwarranted delayS.in the rolease.of funds and 'reprogramming'
requests- -"that we brit witnessed in rodent Years. We oppose:the'
trsnsfor snd,request that this committee support continuation of,
a soparati.tmAget authority for 188 construction act4vitios.

At the behest of Congrasi, IRS-ha developed a-construction
priority -Nyetm for Hospitals, Outpatient vlinics- and
modernisation/repair that ranks facilities according to the unmet
health needs of the Indian population. This ranking bas provided
Congress with an objective, rational approach to the construction
oUbealthi,facilitiee on Indian rervations.' We deeply
appreciate this Committee's past efforts to adherohto the
,priority ranking system:And we respectfully request that funding
be allocated in senor once with this list in FT 1985 for.the

.

following projects!. 4 P

sOtals - For bona II construction and equipment for the
.Adsltals it Crownpoint. 11.M, 09,054,0001 and lanakanakl Al
(55, 000)1 for !Mosel construction and purchase and long-lead
equipmont for boSOitals'at Rosebud, B.D. ($9,740,000) and Pins
Ridges M.D. (613,214400)1 for construction and equipment for the
hospital at3acaton, Aria.. 4$17,5,00M/ and for final planning

' the hospital' at Anchorage, Alt 03:440,000).

V. Modernisation and Repair - For iimcellansous altornations and
appair at 'sifting IRS facilities ($12,734,000); for apecial
concerns ($6,832,000), and for establishment of a general repair
and improvement fund ($1 million).

c. Outpatient Facilities - For construction of clinics at Kyle.
8.D. ($3,760,000), Ft. Thompson,. B.D. (02,960,000), Wolf Point,
MAI ($4,030,000), and Wagner, S.D.: and planning and design of
clinics at Parker, Aris. ($200,080) and St. Regis, N.Y.

d. Personnel ouartera- rtmconetruction of personnel quarters at
Crownpoint, S.M., lanakanak, AI, luerfanol.W.M., Kyle, 8.13.,, Ft.
Thompson, S.D., Wagner,. CD., and Wolf Point, Mt.:, a total of
$11,565,000.

BAgatAtiannCilailli
Much of the improvement in Indi
years is a direct:result of the
provides water supply, sewage d
for Indian homes and communi

4'7 5

b care over the past 20 1
anitation program which
and solid waste,disposal

ite this program's success
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niarly 22,000 Indian homes lack adequate water and sewage
faCil ties and Indian fasiliesp'as a result, are exposed tou

4r
nit and environmental health haiards. In order to begin'

address ng this tremendous unmet need, which totals $489 million-.
we ask that a minimum of $30' million be provided in FT 19$5 ,for
sanitation facilities in existing Indian homes and facilities.
In addition we anticipate that approximately 3,000 nix non-BUD .

Indian homes will needwater and sewer hookups in ry 1985, and we
.

estimate that approximately $24 million will be seeded to provide
these facilities. Finally, we wish to express our concerml,with
the existing inter-agency agreement between RID and I00 for the
funding of sanitation facilities in new BUD.hoses built on Indian
reservations. The arrangement, which provides for the transfer of
sanitation funds from BUD to 185, is cumbersome and
inappropriate. We ask that the committee continue to monitor
this situation in order to insure that these monies are indeed
transferred, and thatnew HUD Indian homes are properly provided
with water and Weyer facilities.

'

This completes the testimony submitted by theilkionel Indian
.

. . ,

Health Hoard and the National Congress of American Indiana. We
greatly appreciatethis opportunity and stand reody_to assist
this committee in any possible ifi iSplementing the
recommendations made in our testimony. -

A

4 '7 6
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STATEMENT OF DIANE KELLEY, RECORDING SECRETARY,
NATIONAL CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIAN*4'7i

Ms. Kimixv. Mr. Chairman and honOrable members of this com-
mittee, my name is Diane Kelley, and I am the recording secretary
for, the National Congress of American Indians, which represents
121 member tribes having over 400,000.Indian citizens.

On be of the NationaLCongreas of American Indians,4 wish
to exp y appreciation to this committee for the opportunity to
a today and comment on the impact of the fiscal year 1985

ureau ot Indian Affairs and-Indiiui Health Service budget:
I Would like to address several areas in the Indian Health Serv-

ice budget. The total ftScal year 1985 Indian Health Sefvice bpt
projects a total spending level of $742 million, $89 million' lass than
the fiscal year 1984 appropriation.

Some of the major cuts involve elimination of the following
grams: Urban Indian health care. The 37 urban Indian health
grams are proposed for entire elimination. The reasoning foi-
-cut is that alternative health care sources for nonreservation trtdi-
ans will be available under other Federal and State programs.

However, we know from documented testimony from previous
hearings that this is unfortunately not alWays the case. When Con-
gress established title V oft the Indian Health Care Improvemen

, Act, providing for health services to urban Indians, it was based on
the fact that Indian people living off the reservation/colonieS were
not having their health care needs met by other sources. MAI
supports continued funding of $12 million for urban Indian health
programs in fiscal year 1985.

Another cut would be in the area of community health4
sentatives. The Community Health Representatives Progr*
mitnaged by American. Indians and Alaska Native tribes through
contractual agreements with IHS and, hopefully, will continue to
be a successful program. CHR's provide community-oriented health
services for Indian people who at times would otherwise not haVe
access to health care because of remote locations, inability to travel
to IHS facilities, and other factors contributing to the inacceesibir--'
ity to proper health delivery services.

By eliminating this program, we are imposing a serious negati$'e
impact on an otherwise effective tribal prOgram. NCAI continues to
encourage support of the CHR program and funding of at least they
current PO million level..

In facilities construction, the Indian Health Services health de-
livery system includes operation and maintenance of 47 hospitals,
84 health centers, over 300 health stations, warehouses, mainte-
nance shops, et cetera.

In fiscal year 1984, $10 Inillion will be utilized for correction of
backlog of maintenance and repair deficiencies. The administration
has proposed not to appropriate fading for the construction. "or
modernization and repair of Indian health facilities in riscallrear
1985.

NCAI. supports and requests that funding be allocated according
to the priority ranking system developed by:114S for the following
projects: Hospitals: For phase H construction and equipment for
hospitals at Crownpoint, NM; Kanakanak, AK, $5,490,000; phase. I
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construction and purchase and long-lead uipment for hospitals at
RoSebud, SD, $9,740,000; and Pine $13,214,000; for con-
struction and equipment for the pital at Sacaton,1 AZ,
$17,590,000; and for final plcnning of the hospital at Anchorage,
AK, $3,290,000.

Another area is modernization and repair for miscellaneous al-
terations, outpatient facilities, for construction of clinics, and per-

m\ nel quarters, for construction of persoruiel quarters in these
h itals that I 'mentioned. The remaining recommendations and
arno are included in the written testimony.

Turning to third, party reimbursements, we aie concerned with
the amount of money that' II-1S is anticipating collecting from thi
party reimbursements. This includes medicare and medicaid. As;.
the administration estimates, it is not realistic that these amounts;
will be collected. The fiscal year 1985 requeit also proposes to cover
a portion of the mandatory cost increases.

Indian health manpower provides resources for training of -
health ,professionals and deals wtih problems of manpower short-
ages without continuing provisions for appropriations to support
these_programs.

the net decrease of $1,368,000, 63 "students. will not receive
linds to continue in the Indian health manpower program. This
decrease also eliminates support for the Indians Into Medicare Pro-
.gram and the Master'S in Public Health Programs.

NCAI oppoies any reduction' in this needed area. We request that
this program be funded at $1.4 million for Continuation of sections
103 and 104 of title I of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act
to provide scholarships for Indian students. We request appropria-
tions of $240,000 and $250,000 for funding of the Indian Health
Manpower and Indians Into Medicine Progrtims allowing for con-
tinued provision of these services at the same fiscal year 1984 level.

The IHS sanitation program,. providing much needed improve-
ment of health conditions in an -oftentime hazardous environments
has been decreased by $2,521,000 and the administration is propos-
ing to offset the program by reimbursements from third-

'sources. We are recommending that the sanitation program by
be funded at a minimum of $30 million in fiscal year 1985 to pro-
vide for existing homes and facilities.

This concludes my presentation on the health area. I would now
like to address NCAI's concerns ;in educgtion, unless you have
something to add.

Ar. LAPOINTE. No, let us proCeed'on the Bureau of Indian Affairs
portion:-

Ms. KELLEY. All right.
This concerns forward funding. All other education programs are

forward funded except those in the 'LTA. Department of Interior.
This places tribal education programs and tribal contract schools at
an undue diiadvantage in planning their programs. USDI/BIA edu-
cation programs need to be forward funded.

Funding for tribally controlled colleges as authorized by Public
Law 95-471 and Public Law 98-192 is another area of concern. Sev-,
enteen NCAI member tribes have tribal community or reservation
colleges.
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NCAI supports the redefinition the current funding formula
which assesses Federal support to these colleges on an Indian s
dent count rather than-by the existing full-time equivalency forum-
la. '

The tribal colleges are funded in the current fiscal year 1984 at
. $2,535 per full-time equivalent. NCAI supports a supplemental ap-

propriation for fiscal year 1984 of $1.1 million to compensate for
the current underfunduig, a result of inaccurate enrollment projec-
tions last year. ,

. The tribal colleges themselves project 'a fiscal year 19851enroll-
meet of 2,800, some 400 over departmental projections. Based on
this primary source projection, we urge an appropriation of $9.3
million for fiscal year 1985 under title I. .

Two of ;ICAI member tribes' colleges received fulI 4-year accredi-
tation s tus in the past year, and two more will be up for consider-
ation this spring. These colleges are making an immeasurable con-
tribution-. toward self-sufficiency and improving the quality' of life

. for their tribal citizens of many ages.
The next area I will address will be vocational education. Kielty-

siX NCAI member tribes applied for Critically needed monliAis for
vocational training programs. Less than one-quarter of the tribal
applications were fanged Unger the I percent set-aside for Indian
tribes of

This current funding situation' is. sorely Midemiate. Excluding a'
small number of more fortunate tribes, unemployment .among
NCAI member tribes ranges from 36 percent to 78, percent.
quate vocational education programs would address situation.

The Department of the Interior has been statutorily date4
since 1978 to match that 71 percent Indian , set4taide; e rovided
through the U.S. Department of Education, The US,' Department. \
of the Interior has continually received an apprppriktions waiver .1
enabling it to ignore this statutory mandate. NCAI urges the mem-

-bers of this committee to consider seriously this need. It would help
to meet a critical national need.

In addition,' while Indians are approximately 1 'percent of the na-
tional popuration, the correlating 1,-percenf Set-aside does not amp-

. rately reflect a recognition of the g ter vocational education
training needs on Indian reservations.

The national tribal need and ac accompanying unemployment sta-
tistics, in, many cases eight times hig et than the. Nation's total
unemployment average, justifies a 'substantially 'higher set-aside.
NCAI urges at least a .2-percent set-aside in vocational education
for the Indian tribes.

Postsecondary edUcation is one of the most reliable improvement
vehicles for tribes in their efforts to reach goals of self-sufficiency
and improving the quality of life for their Indian citizens.

Following are some co essionally determined., crit
NCAI recognizes and reaffirms the ;nation .need f

profeSsitinals in law, m e, business:adminis
and -foreStry. But we f hat the 1,980's. hay4 bkoug t:,tia& into a ,
new era that must rec ize and encompasS,',additional critical
need disciplines. Amongthese are the hgh'. ni;Iagy professions.

and science .professiOns were;, "aged by the House of
Representatives last year aa.a ,crit''. and NCAI agrees that

4.79
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more focus must be placed on bringing more Indians into these, as
:;well as other professions, as determined by the tribes to meet their
changing professional needs at the tribal level.

NCAI believes that the intent and spirit of federally supported
postsecondary assistance to Indian individuals is to make an
impact on improving the quality, for as. many Indians as ,possible.

Accordingly, we urge that more assurances must be tied to theie
individual packages of -fitiancial 'assistance to ensure,thfit these in-
dividuals give a return on the Federal financial investment by
making some return in services tO their Indian people.

The need for these trained ;professionals on reservations, in
Indian communities, in Federal 'programs serving Indians, and in
the national Indian arena is far too great for the national Indian
community to sufferthe loss. of these highly trained Indian individ-
uals to mainstream society.

f ktiptilatioris are wit tied to 4propriations to USDI.and USD&
Indian post-Secondary assistance, then in. 'many instances these dol-
_lars may as well have been targeted to direct mainstream educa-
tion fellowships. It is far too often mainstream Americans receive.
the final benefits. lb,

There is a demonstrated national_ recognition- of -the increasing
demand for post-graduate training. USDI strives to meet this need
through. its special higber kitfcaticm- grant program. American..
Indian Scholarships, inc:ithe USDI Contra-L.4411g agency for this pro-
itram, has sObstantiatedan unmet need for some 300 Indian gradii-
ate study applicants,. at a total of $2.5 million. Through whatever
vehicle Indian graduate students' needs are addressed, the Nation's
increased demands for post graduate educated professionals affect
Indians equally.

While USDI has not yet officially presented their automatic data
rocessing System plan to this committee, we understand the inter-

nal departmental plan reprograms some $19 million in tribal serv-
ices, $5.898 million of which comes from direct ethiCation service4
in fiscal' year 1984. Should this proposal becoine reality, NCAI
urges this committee to restore: the -full loss by supWemental appro-
priatiori for. the current fiscal year.

Indian school, equalization prOgrams and Johnson O'Malley
should" be restored tort least the fiscal year 1981 level.

One of :NCAI's Most critical. concerns is the need Tor' the Senate
to act expeditiously on the. Comprehensive Education 'amendments
this year Indian education must not be treated as a partisan issue.

Theepared statement follows. Testimony resumes on p. 489.1
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PRLTARFT STATE4ENZ OF THE NATIONAL (XNCRPSS OF AMERICAN INDIANS,
BY JOE ,OF LA CRII7,' ST)RA.R7ITI)-BY'DIANF TLLEY, FT.41)RPINC, SECRETARY

. Chaianan and Honorable members of this Committee, my name is Joe De

La Cruz and I am President of ,he National Congress of haericanIndiiiss (WMAI)

.

which represents 121 member Tribes having over 400,000 Indian citizens. On

babel

FAY

National Congress of American Indians (NCAl), I wish to express

to this =mitts* for the opportunity bo *Pear today and

comment on the impact of the FY 85 Buredu of Indian Affairs and Indian Health

S:rvice buiget and share WOW of our concerns with the area affecting the

health care of heerican Indians and Alaska Natives.

I weld like to address several areas in the Indian Health §ervice

Budget. The total FY 85 Dalian Health Service budget projects a total
0

spending level of $7i $89 million lees than the FY 84 accoopr\

ations. Some of the major cute involve dliaination of the following

programs
4

Urban Indian Health Cares

The 37 [khan Health Programs are proposed for entire:41ieination. The

reasoning for this cut is that alternative health care souroes for

monzresarvation Indians will be available under other Federal and State.

program. ,Howeyer, we know from documented testimony fro M previous hearings

that this isonfortunately not always the came, When Con4rese established

Title V of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act, providing for health

services to utban Indians, it was based on the fact that Indian people living

off the reservation/colonies were not havir;:s their health core need met by

other sources. NCA1 supports continued funding of $12 million for urban

Indian Health programs in FY 85.

Commity Health Representatives:

The Community Health Representatives program, managed by American Indian

and Alaska Native tribes through contractual agreementa with IBS is and

C
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hopefully will'oontinue to be a successful 'prograef. CW' provide °comity

oriented hea10 services for Indian people vino at times would otherwtee not

acoese to health are because of remote locations, inability to travel.

to IRS facilities and other factoce-contributing to the inaccedeibility to

proper health delivery services. Hy elaiinating this program, ws ere-

impeding serious raged?, *sett an an othmnefee effective tribal prcqram.

NCAI continues to encourage support of the.CHR pro4rem and funding of at

least the current $39 Lillian level. We fully mwort elermoommendetione a

the National Association of Oommunity
4
Health ampteamativies minat of an

"increase to $36:3 million allowing for a cost of living...11=81es for

Community Health %presentative* performing thmseyeeponeittllittee in our

tribal oNeeunities.

Facilities Constructiont

The Indian Bealth'Servicee health delivery system th l tion

and maintenance of.47 hospitals, 84 health centwrs,over 300 health stations, .

warehouses, maintenance *hope etc. In FY 84 $10 million will be utilized for

correction of backlog of maintenance and repair deficiencies. ma AdMinis-

eratitin has proposed not to appropriate fending for the construction or

modernization and repair of Indian Health focilities'in !Y 85, ICAI &worts

and requests that funding be allocated according to the priority ranking

system developed by I.R.S. for the following pro)ects:

a) Hospitals For phas II construction 4pd equipment for-hspitals at.

crownpoint, New %rib., ($9,064,04 Kanaiainek, Alaska ($5,490,000);

Phase 1,construction and purchase and long-lead equipment for
geb

hospitals at Rosebud, South Dakota (9,740,000) and Pine Ridge, South

Dakota ($13,214,000); for oonetruction,and equipment for the

hospital at,..Sacaton, Arizona ($17,590,000) and for final planning of

the hospital at Anchorage, Alaska $3,280,000.

"Au
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Modernisation and Repair for miiicellansous alternations and repairs

at existing I.H.S facilities ($2,734,000); for sP6cial =clowns

( $4,832,000); and. for establimOmmit of general repair and improve-

ment:fUnd (Si million) .

dutistient Facilities - for construction of clinics at Kyle, South.

Dakota ($3,760,00); Fort Thompson, South Dakota A6,960,800); Wolf

PoirtiftSbntana ($4, 030,0'00) ,and Mapper, SouthiDakmaa; and planning'

and design of clinics at Parker, ;Wilma ($100,000) and St. Regis,

New York.

Ud) Parsonnel Quarter* for oonatruction of personnel osmium, at

Crown pint, New Matico; Kanakanak, Alaska; HUsrfano, New Mexico;

Kyle, South Dakota; Jet, Thompson, South Dakota; Wagner, Smith

Dakota; and Wblf Point, Montana; for a total of $11,566,000.

Third Party Reimbursements:

We are oonoarned with the amount of money that I.H.S. is anticipating
I

collecting from third party reimbursseents ($4 million) and ($55.4,ailkionr

from Medicare and WSdicaid. )1a the Adainistration MitiMStOil, it is not

realistic that these amounts will be collected., The FY-85 request also

proposes to cover a portion of the sandarry atilt increases, from collection

of reisburisawn The FY. 85 request includes a decrease of $4,668,000 for

the hospital and health clinic program, also affecting the quality of health

care provided.

Indian Health lower:

Indian Health Wsppower provides rinecurcee for training of health

professionals and alleviates problems cif manpower Shortages without

continuing provisions for appropriations to, support these p agram* , thus

career profestionn are faced %Atka Shortage in continuing education. , With

r
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the net decrease of $1,368,000: 63 students will not receive funds to

continue in the Indian Health Manpower program. This decrease also

eliminates support tor the Indians into medicinCINMED) program and the

Masters in Public Health program. NMI apposes any reduction in this needed

area. me request tilt this program be funded at $1.4 million 6mr-

Continuation of Section' 103 and 104 of Title I of the Indian Health Cars

Improvement Act to provide scholarshipsfor Indian Students. Martigueet

appropriations of 8240,000 sa$250,000 fo1 r funding of the Indian Health

11Wnpower and Indians into Medicine program allowing for oontinsed,proviaon of

those services at the. same FT 84 level.

Sanitation;
0

. The I.H.S Sanitation program providing much needed impromeent of health

conditions in an Oftentime hazardous environment has been decreased by

402,521,a10 and prOposed taoffsA the progree bireimbursaments from:third-
.

party sources. WI are recoemending tht the sanitation program by I.R.S. be

funded at a minimum of 830 million in FY 85 to provide for existing homes and

facilities.

I would mar like to ponoerna in Ed9cation.

Forward Finding:

All other Enucationclrograse are forward funded except thew, in U.S.

Department of Interior: This places tribal Education programs and Libel

contract schools at undue disadvantage in planning their programs. U5DI/HIA

education programs need to be forward funded.
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Funding for Tribally- 034s 11*d Celle-gee as Authorized by P.L. 95-471 and

98-1924 Seventeen Nell ember tribes have tribi community on

reservation colleges.

NCA1 supports the redefinition of the current funding formula which

melees federal sport to these pillages cn an Indian Student Count (ICS),

rather than by the milting full time equivalency (PT) foresia.

The Tribal Colleges are funded in tits current fietmil year %Ca $2,535

per FTC. 4 a
NOM supports a eippleeental appropriation for FY '84 of $1.1 _million b

compensate for the current unierfunding, a result of inaccurate inr011eent

projections LastYser.
4

The Tribal Colleges domemelvee project an FY '85 enrollment of 2,800-

2 968 FTE's, sole 400 over, deparbinntal Projecticro. Bossed-an this primary

source projection, we prge an appropriation of $!.3 *Mod for FY '85 under

Title I.

Two of maa amber Tribes' collages 'received full tour'year accredit-

s ion status in the past year (Sinte Gleska and Oglala Lakota)1 and b more

will be pp Sor.obnaideration this mpring (Standing Rock and Salish Kootenai).

These colleges are sinking an issimasureable contribution .toward self-

sufficiency and improving and quality of.lifs ear-their tribal citizens of

many ages.

They must rot be thwarted in their'services,and progress by crippling

.fiscal constraints.

Vocational Education as authorized hy P.L. 94-487 and P.L. 95-40:

Eighty-six WAS member Tribes applied for critically needed monies 5or

vocational training programs: less than one - quarter of the tribal applicants

were funded under the 1% set-aside for Indian Tribes of $6 milli
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Itis current funding aitualln is sorely inadequate. EXcluding

a small number of .more fortunate Tribes, unemployment among NCAI member

Tribes ranges frus 354 to 78i. Adequate vocational education progrecial woad

ed-Xress this situation.

The Department of Interior has been statutorily mandated since 1978 to

match that 14 Indian set-aside provided through the U.S. Department of

Education.

The U,S.,Departeent of Interior has continually received an appropriations

waiver enabling it to ignore' this statutory mandato, Ries the peat five Yeats

we estimate this Lose to Wian."fribes at smut, S35 million..

NCAI urges the members of this committee tb seriously conside this.needt

It would help meet a critical national need.
1

In addition, while Indiana are approeim!tely 11 of the national population,

the correlating .1% set-aside does not accurately reflect a recognition of the

greater vooatic4sal education training needs on Indian reservations. The

national tribal need and accompanying anmeployment statistics, in many

eight times higher than .the notion's total misiployment average, justifies

substantially higher set - abide. NCAI urges at least a 21 set-aside in voca-

tieeel education for Indian tribes.

. Post - secondary education is one of the,most reliable and proven vehicles

for Tribes in their efforts to reach goals of self-sufficiency and iisproving-tbe

qqpillity of life for their Indian citizens.

4
1) Congressionally determined critical disciplines:

NCAI recognizes and reaffirms the national need for Indian professionals in

Law, medicine, Business Administration, Engineering and Forestry.

But we 66e1 that the 1980's has brought as inb' a new era that-must

recognize and enoappess-additional critical need,disc ines. Among these are\l
. .
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the 4i4h technology professions. Meth and Selence-profeestions were acknowledged

by the House of Representatives last year as a critical need, and WAS agrees

that more focus most be plaomd a bringing more Indians into these .as well as

other professions as determined by the tribes Oa meet their Changing professional

needs at the tribal level.
lao

2) hrikl believes tht the intent and spirit, Of federally-supported

post - secondary assistancendian individuals is to make an impact an irctinv-

ing the 'quality tor es many Indians se possible.

Accordingly, we urge that more assurance's must be tied to those indrbidual

pas) gee ot financial assistnce to ensure that these individualigdve a return an

the tederal.financial investment by reeking some return in_service to Ihdiari

people. The need for these trained professionals on reservatioral, in Indian

communities, in federal programs serving-Indiana, and in the national Indian

arena is far too great for the national Indian °immunity to suffer the lois of

these highlytriOned.Indian individuals to =inn:read society.

If stipulations*arei3Ot 40, to appropriations bo USDI and'USBE Indian post-
..

secondary assistance- than be many instances these dollirs7may-as well h06 been

targeted.' to direct mainstream education beilowshipe. It is.far too often main-
.

stream American receive' the final benefits.

'3) There is national recognition of the biomes

post-graduate training.

USDI strives to -met this need thrOUgh its special higher 'Eduction grant

program. American Indian Scholarships, Inc., the USDI contracting agent for this

Program, has sUbetantiafed an 'unmet need for some 300 Indian graduate study

applicants, at a total of $2.5 million. Through whatever vehicle Indian graduate
ft

students' needs are addreased, the nation's increased derfands for post aduate

educated ptofesalanais affects Indiana eg1411Y.

a
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, The demonstrated need for iY 'as is s . ur:9414 sasissis

aPpropriation.tcward meeting that heel.

While USDI has rot yet officially presented their Automatic Data Processing

-(ADP) syltem plan to this Committee we understmlii the .imternal Depprteintel plan

reprogram' some $19 million An tribal services $5.8$ of uhich caw fboedirect

Educationeervicee in Pi '84. Should this prepadial booms reality ?CAI urges

this Committee to restore the fall loss by auppIemental apPrcpriation for the

durrent fiscal yTair.

Indian 8chool Ewalt Gms .34inakii O'Malley should be restored

to at :least their FY '81
.

y

Cneof most idal caverns is the need forithe Senate to act

expeditiously 'an the Comprehensive Education imandeents this year. Indien

Education 'lust not be treated aa apartisian issue

488,
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we skic.AN OUR QUESTIONS, I WOULD LIKE TO ASK THAT YOU SUBMIT THE

FDLiCIWTWOATERIALS TO THE COMMITTEE:,

THE 1980 NATIONAL PLAN FONI THE IMPROVEMENT lIF HEALTH CARE TO II'

(ta which you refer in your tegtizionY)

A
"THE PRIVATE SE7POR STUDY ON 1HE USE OF A FISCAL INTERMNDIAEY BY

(refeired to in the THS Budget JustificAtoil Book)

- THE FLNAI REPORT OF THE IHS TASK FORCE ON THE REAUTHONIMAINON OF 1VE
INDIAN ITALIE( CARE- IMPBOVEFIENT ACE

URBAN INDIAN HEALTH CAFE PROGRAMS.

410/1. CNCE PLAIN, nis IS PRIROSING THAT PROVIDE HEALTH
CARE SERVICES TO URBAN- INDIANS.

4.: axs THIS coNrImakc EFFORT TO "ZERO cur THE URBAN PRXRAMS wacr
k

AN ADM1NISINATIC1N POLICY THAT THERE IS NO FEDERAL RESVONSIBILI1Y To

paymc REALM CARE E URBAN INDIANS?

- WHAT 1S THE ADMINISTRATION'S POLICY ON HENDIH CARE FOR URBAN INDIANS?

SF22--DETERMINATION TRIBAL 11PCJW4

.0,2. CONSISTENT WITH THE PRESIDENT'S INDIAN POLICY STATEMENT, YOUR PREPARIED
TESPIKNY sTivms THAT IHS WILL (=MOE 110 ASSIST THE TRIBES 10 ASSUME
THE RESPONSIBILITIES FOR HEATIV SERVICW IliROUGH P.L. 93-838 AUTHORITY.

ifr-.SINCE Viii ARE REQUESTING NV FUNDS FOR IHS TRIBAL PROGRAM --

A PROGRAM THAT IS SET UP SPECIFICALLY 10 HELP 19IBES DEVEIJOP THE

CAPACITY TO CONTRACT IHS PROGRAMS HOW DO YOU FLAN10 ASSIST 1HE

TRIBES IN ACHIEVING SELF-DETERMINATION?

PREVENTIVE HEALTH .

IN IYI4 PREPARED STATEMENT YOU INDICATE THAT APRIMARY FOCUS OF
;HS IS THE PROVISION OF gREVENTFVE HEALTH SERVICES 1HRLUGH A CUMMUNITY-
ORIENTE-15APPROACH.

IF PREVENTIVE HEALTH IS TOUR PRIMARY FOCUS, 110I DO Viii .JUSTIFY THE

LARGE REDOZPIONS ($29.86 MILLION) YOU ARE SUCUE.STINC FOR PREVENTIVE

MAIM PRA:RAMS?

'Anticipated Answer: Refocusing resourCes toward direct iiti are]

r
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PREVENTIVE HEALTH - COMMUNITY HEALTH ItEN*.SENTArTVES (CHO%)

4. 1 FEEL THAT mANY CF ME PREVENTIVE HEALTH 11COCMPLISMENTS CITED IN.YOUR
STATEMENT CAN BE DIRECTLY A1TRIBU1ED TO THE SUCLESs OF THE CHR PROGRAM.

UNDERRTANDING THAT THE CHRs PROA216e7DIRBcr pATIENT CARE AS WELL'PT IS

AS WITT HEALTH EDUCATION.
a% 4

- IF YOU ARE:1ARRETING Rk..SLAIRCES TOWARD DIRECT PATIENT CARE, AND YOUR

FOCUS IN PREVENTIVE HEAL H; IS COMMUNITY-ORIENTED, WHY ARE YOU ONCE

AGAIN PROPCSING TO ELIMINATE THIS SUCOXSPIIL PROGRAM AND THE FUNDING

FOR THE INDIAN mom `SHAT ARE HELPING YOU 1V REALIZE YuuR STATED GOALS?

HoifiCES THE Ea.amninTrakr CF THE CHR PROGRAM FURDWER THE PRESIDENT'S

POLICY OF INDIAN SELF-DETEIVELNANIM

HOSPITAL AND CLINIC CONSTRICTION

*5- AGAI6 THIS YEAR, THERE ARE NO FUNDS RDWESTED FOR THE CONSTVDC1TCN OF
HOSPITALS AND CLINICS.

HOW DO YOU PLAN TO COMPLETE CONSTRUCTION ON THOSE HOSPITALS AN/OP

CLINICS THAT ARENALREADY LREE14STRErc.T.IOPZOU INT5ND LEAVE

THEM STANDING INDU'INITET.Y?

wHAT PLANS Do YOU HAVE FOR 140SPITALS FOR WHICH PLANNING AND DESIGN

FUNDS HAVE BEEN RELEASED AND EXPENDED?

- IS THERE AN AomINISTRATTOkPOLICYCONCERNTNG THE ClIASTRUCTICN OF

IHS HOSPITALS AM) CLINICS?

INDIAN HEALTH KINPCWIER

4

*6(ITNE IHs BUDGET REQUWT FAILS To REQUEST- FUNDS FOR THE HEALTH PRCFE§STONS
VCRLITMENT pRoGRAM, THE ENMED PROGRAM, AND THE 5 MASTERs IN PUBLIC HEALTH
PROGRAS.

411L How ILES IHS INTEND TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF TRAINED INDIAN HEAL1H

IROFESSIoNALS AVAILABLE FOR SERVICE IN THE INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE IN

THE ABSENCE uF SUCH PROGRAMS?

ik-.wHAT ARE YOU DOING To ASSURE THAT INDIAN PEOPLE ARE.RECRUI1ED FOR

SFAVICE IN HEALTH PROFESSIONS NIS YEAR AND IN FISCAL. YEAR 1985!

ARE THERE A SUFFICIENT NUMBER OF INDIAN pRoeLe GRAOUATLNG FRoM REALM

PROFESSIGNAL sclicxx,s TN FISCAL YEARS 1984 ANL 1985 TO FILL ALL WALANT

POsITICNs IN iHS?
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IAN HEALTH MANPOWER

j. THE LHS HUD GET JUSTIFICATION SCATS 141' 63 ST DENTS WILL NOT SE FUNDED
TIO co_VrmuE IN THE INDIAN HEALTH MANPOWER PROGRAM.

- ARE ANY UE-TH&CE 63 squilavis CoRRENTEY,RNCE4VING SCHOLARSHIP ASSISIANLM

PARTICIPATING IN THE ENMED PROGRAM?

rar
ARE THERE SUFFICIRIT FUNDS TO' CARRY LxisTING STUDENT THRUXA1-1 THE END '

4

PF MEUICAL SU-40.)1,7 NuT, WHY 14017

400. DH. WHAT IS THE SENTEVTION.RATE OF =IAN STUDENTS ILIHEI,INMED

PROGRAM AS ccrIPARED 'no manix, &Hams NATiel \ALLY?

*ID. WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF BUY-CUT PROVISIONS AND THE AVA.LARILLITY CF
;

INTEREST LOANS,FOok THAT PURPOSKCN IRS MANPOWER NEYES?

DR. STEELE, IN YOUR EXPERIENCE, ARE THERE ANY 1PRTICOVAR-PRORLEhiS

AsSOcIATED W1I 4 PRWIDING LOW INTEREST LOANS TO DOCTORS 14i0 BUY-OUP

OF SERVICE PAYRALIC ceLIGIiTIC$b THE OagaTIONTHAT THEY WILL SERVE

MEDICAJAY-iINDEASERVED AREAS?

12. I UNDERSTAND THAT BECAUSE-4' FEDERAL AUGMENINTICN LAWS, ThE SERVILIS

OF NATIONAL' HEALTH SERVICE MRPS PHYSICIANS will NOW 84AREZD TO

THE I}iS AUCOUNT.

- IS LH$ REOUESTING AN INCREASE TD'A4SURE THE CONTINUED SERVICES OF

NATIONAL HEAUASERVICE C0RPS PHYSICIANS?

WI1 AN INCREASE IN.THE IHS BUDGET, HCW MANY NHSC DOCIORS WILL

THE INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE LOSE?

opENING cF WS HOSPITALS TV NON-INDIAN. PATIENTS

p.

I3.' WUCIU yOU PLEASE EKPLA1N 'I DEPARTMEZIT'S PR 1S) INITIATIVE TO

OVEN IRS HOSPITALS TO NON-INDIANS?

41
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REFOFN88.

;A. WHAT IS THE IMPACT OF REFORM 88 ON THE FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT POSITiONS

fl THE 1NDLAN HEALTH SERVICE?

SANITATIQN CONSTKVTION

'11615. YCU.HAVE REQUESTM ND FOR 24iE CCISISITSJOION OF WATER SANITATION
SYSTEMS.

it,APPRALMATLI,Y H04 MANY H( ARE CURI.ENTLY iACKING WATER AgD SAN1TAiICN

FACILITIES? [AntiCipted Answet:. 50011

167 HOW MANY HUD HOMES vittiNzao LE ED BY THE EOD OF FISCAL YEAR 1985
1.'

FOR WHICH nis CURRENTIX HAS NO FUNDS TO CONSITUCT wiATER'%SANITATICN

SYSTEMS? [Anticipated Answer: 8100]

IF- HOW MANY HIA, TRIBAL & OITER }COES WILL BE COAPIEIED BY THE END CF

FISCAL YW 1485.ARWHICH IHS CURRENTLY 'HAS NO FUNDS TO CONSTRUCT

WATER i SANUTAIION SYSTEMS? [Anticipated Answer: 2900]

4- WHAT OATACI4S ARE THERE TO INE TRANSFER .OF HUD FUNDS TO L'S FOR THE

OLANSTRIA:TILN OF WATER i SANITATION SYSIEMS?

f..- WHAT FUNDS DOES IHS HAVE TO CONDUCT PREI-1MLNAIti EINGINkERING

[Anticipates} Answer: None]

AND REPAIR

16. HAS IHS LG;ZIKTED A STUDY OF UNMET NEEDS FOR MAINIFENA14-'i REPAIR?

-'IF YES, PLEASE PROVIDE A COPY 6IF IHE STUDY TO THE COM1TEE.

IF NO, UPON WHAT.WERE INE PSOUNES ON PAGE 44 OF THE BUDGE' JUST FICATILN

BASED?

17. WHAT IS THE. ANNUAL IACRtiviEINT OF wuwawasicE i HEPAIR BACKLOG CREATED

EACH YEAR?

WILL THE $8.7 MILLdCN YOU HAVE RDQUa3TiiI: FOR F!SCAL YEAR 1985 PUT

IHs FARTHER AHEAD ORHEHLND THE ANNUAL DAZREMENT?
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MEDICARE 4 MEDICAID COLIECTICNS
1

.

4 18. IF /HE TlEDLCARE i tEDICAID CCLIZOT.IONS PWATELTRD FOR FISCAL YEitR 1985

ASE NOT FORUNCOMPENG, HOW DOES.IHS PROPOSE TO FUND MAN DAM INCREASES?

PLEASE EXIMAJN111E,f4OVOMENT pN PAS 46 CIETHE-OLIDGET JUSTIFICATION

WHICH stams,.-cv TH4 $55.4 MILLION ANSICIPATEND HE caLuorzo IN
1 Ai

EISGL YEAR 1985, $15.4 1.1414.14NJN FSTIPiATE/0 a.-41Ecridtis WILL BE

DIVERTED TO Ft carrnsum PROVISION OF CURRENT SERVICES." .

(Medicaid 4 Medicare usielectior;s are to be used only foli6thei purpose
of attaining and maintaining accreditation-of INS baspkalks i clinics
By the Joint'aimAnission on Accreditation of Hcspitals -- a statutory
mandate of the Indian Health Care Ilaproverrent Act] '

is
PLEASE PWATIDE THE ca.WU'ial.irwmusi DATA THAT INDICATES BOW mac.=

MEDICARE COLLECTIONS WERE EAPErEIED IN FISCAL YEAR 1983.

IAN RFAL.TH MANAMER

(T0 Acccrpany Naticmal Health Service Ct16s questions]

APPROXIMATELY ICE ICI C WILL' IT TARE IRS ASSURE. THAT THERE IS SUFFICIENT

-,eUNDING FOR TRIBALLY-OPERATED CLINICS TO GCNTLNUE THE SERVICES CF NATIONAL

HEALTH CE "CORPS PHYSICIANS?

URBAN HEALTH

IN FISCAL YEAR 1984, AN ADItTICNAL MILLIQN WAS APPFOPRIALED TO THE

URBAN HEALTH BULCP71 ACTIVITY. CAN you TELL Th'E Lli4,41T1Er; NIFTIER THAT

MoNEY.HAs aEEN ALLOCATED TO THE URBAN PROGRAMS, AND IF IT HAS NCT,

WHAT PLANS IRS HAS FOR ITS VISTRIBUTICK?

- DOES THE DEPARTMENT PLAN TO REQUEST 1:RECIS5ION OR DLTERRAL OF 1HOSE

433
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Mr. ALEXANDER.. Are these the amendments that are.being con-
sidered on the House side? ..

Ms. KEI.LEY. GHT. *

Mr. ALIpLANDE We have been joined by Mr. Tony Secatero.
Your colleague, Mr LaPointe, has summarized some of the trgani-
zation's concerns. Id you like to add anything'at this time?

STATEMENT OF TONY SECATERO, RRESIDENT,.CANONCITO BAND
OF NAVX.I0S, FOR THE NATIONAL INDIAN HEALTH BOARD, AL;
BUQUERQUE, NM .....--" 1

.

Mr. SEcATExo.First of all, my name,* 'Irony Secatero, and I am
president of the Canoncito Band of Navajos.

With the joint testimony-oftthe National Congress of American
Indians and the National Indian tlealth/Boad, we appreciate the
op rtunity to express our concelms befoie this:committee.

extreme concerns are in specific areas of the Indian Health
Service mid the adrqinistratiods proposals as far as the budget for
1985 is concerned.

We are concel-ned about the clinical services, the third y re-
imbursement, manpower program, the emergency medicallVervice
program,* the tribal management programs, facility construction
and sanitation faCilities, and most of all, probably, the community
health representatives program.

Therg are a wide range of services that are des ately need
Indian community, and vOe represent over 450 ndian tribes, and
also urban Indians. Fifty-one percent of them are residing in the
urban areas.

I think the committee is pretty well familiar with the past testi-
monials and some testimonies that were. provided by individual
tribes with specific needs. .

JAre have our testimony which pretty well outlines the specific
areas and justifications and dollar amounts that are requested in
addition to the level of funding in the previous year. I know there
are several areas that have, Teen zeroed out, but we are requeiting
this committee to reinstate those areas because of extreme concern,
and we do have justification that thOse services are being rendered
in each of the urban and reservation areas.

I, myself, am a real Indian. I live on a reservation, so I know the
system. We would appreciate the committee's doing whatever it
can to support our position.

Thank you. /
[The prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THY NATIONAL INDIAN HEALTH BOARD, INC., SUBMrrIIIII BY
(it 'TONY SICCATZRO, PRISIDRNT, CANONCITO BAND OF NAVAJOS

chl behalf of the rhembership of the National Indian Health Board and the Na-
tional Congress of American Indians, I wish to express my appreciation to the Com-
mittee for this opportunity to present our concerns with the Administration's pro-
posed FY 1985 budget for the Indian Health Service.

Our testimony will address what we feel are several fundamental weaknesses
with the Administration's proposal. First, however, we wish to express our concern
with the overall trend of health care for Indian people ln recent years. Each year
from 1979 through 19813 (the last year complete figures were available), in spite of
apparent increases, IHS appropriations actually decreased and the agency's capabil-
ity to deliver quality health care has declined substantially. This information is ac-
cording to figures supplied by the Health Services and Resources Administration for
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the FY 1984 budget hearings, which take into account health care cost inflation and
'tun dollar amounts to remain in constant 1974 dollars. -

e FY 1985 budget submission proves no-exception to this disappointing trend.
ile health cars costs continue to escalate (a health care inflation rate of 10-15

percent is projected for this year), the administration is s an 1HS Health
Services budget totalling over $35 million less than in FY 19 .

THIRD PARTY REIMBURSEMENTS

An alarming aspect of the President's budget is that it counts upon some $65 mil-
lion in Medicare, Medicaid, and other third party reimbursements. We understand
that at best IHS expects to collect $30-$32 million in third party reimbursements in
FY 1984, not $48 million as the Administration estimates in its justification. Expec -'
tations that this amount could be increased by $30-$35 million next year are clearly
unrealistic. .;

AS the Administration's budget justification explains, last October HIS begein col-
lecting reimbursements from Medicare under the Prospective Payment System.
"There is not sufficient data to fully assess the impact and effect of this new meth-
odology. However, from initial data, It would appear that there may be as much as a
ten per cent reduction in the collections," (emphasis added), states the justification.

It is also a poor time to look to increased Medicaid collections. Again, citing the
Administration's ownjustification: "It is assumed that the states will be doing
much as possible to reduce the costs of their individual Medicaid programs .. This
will affect the amount of collections. that IHS can recover from the various state
programs,"

Aside from these issues, such a proposal to offset appropriations with Medicare
and Medicaid reimbursements reflects a disregard for the original intent of these
funds. As specified in the authorization for these collections, these reimbursements
are dedicated to maintaieing the quality of IHS facilities and services at- accredita-
ble levels. If the proposed offset were implemented, an immediate reduction in serv-
ices would result. Consequently, facilities accreditation, and thus the ftiture receipt
of these funds, would be jeopardized.

The budget again this year as last assumes collections from third parties, insur-
ance companies in particular. The policy of not seeking reimbursements from other
third party payors has been tied to a fundamental tenet of Indian health services
policy,: that health care is offered to Indian people as part of the Federal govern-
ment's trust responsibilities. It would require major legislation to change the tradi-'
tional arrangement of service availability to all eligible Indians. Nonetheless, during
FY 1984, the IHS began billing for services provided in IHS facilities to Indian pa-
tients who have private insurance. At present: reports IHS, "it is unclear whether
insurance companies will pay any of the clalins submitted."

CLINICAL SERVICES

Assuming a health care inflation rate in the 10 to 15 per cent range this year, a
$50-$75 million increase in clinical services is necessary for IHS to simply provide
an equivalent level of health services next year. In this category, the Administra-
tion is suggesting an increase of only $19.5 million,

To make matters worse, the Administration's/clinical Services budget depends
heavily on projected third party reimbursements. Nearly $65 million in projected re-
ijnbursements is assumed for use in the hospitals and clinics line item alone. Based
on an inadequate overall IHS budget request and the inaccurate assumptions per-
taining to reimbursements described above, we believe there would be significant re-
ductions in health services to Indian people under this request. Our concern is grave
in that progress bring made this year with the aid of a congressional "add-on"
would he jeopardized, returning Indian health care to its status of q year ago. At
that time. II-IS suffered critical staffing shortages, unpurchased and/or unavailable
equipment, and dangerously low supply levels.

We urge the Committee to continue its efforts to address the tremendous unmet
health care needs of Indian people and to fulfill the intent of tht--Indian Health
Care Improvement Act by providing the resources necessary to deliver quality care
to all Native Americans.

EMERGENCy__MillICAL SERVICES
_

The need for an effective emergency medical response and transport service is es-
pecially acute within the Indian Health program due to the high incidence of
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trauma and other emergent situations and the isolated wilderness and rural set-
tings within which the program is carried out.

Tribal governments and national Indian organizations including our own have
consistently given the' highest priority to improvement of emergency medical care as
it is our firm belief that a relatively small inv ent of funds in this area could
result in both a reduction in the severity of morb ity for certain accident victims
and the severely ill as well as the saving of ma Ives that would otherwise be lost.

The unmet need at this time for an effect' e EMS program remains at $10 mil-
lion. We appeal to you to favorhbly consider appropriation and/or identification of
$10 million recurring and $1 million non-recurrhy funding for the emergency medi-
cal services program.

COMMUNITY HEALTH REPRESENTATIVES

The Community Health Representatives continue to be an integral part of the
tribal health care delivery system. The Administration is, for the fourth year,in a
row, seeking elimination of the program, as part of an efforete focus IHS budgetary
resources on "maintaining key inpatient and outpatient Medical care resources." At
the same time, the IHS medical community has insisted that the program is irre-
placeable in their own efforts. Last year, IHS' National Council of Clinical Directors
(composed of all IHS physicians) made a plea to the director of IHS that "closure of
the Community Health Representative Program would have a severe negative
impact on our ability to provide a comprehensive health program for the Indian

fOrople."
'They cited the following ways in which the CHRs' work complements tlp Indian

Health Service program: CHRs work at the home level with Indian people and pro-
vide direct health care; CHRs provide. cillturally-oriented health education and
strongly supplement IHS' preventative health programs; CIFIRs assist health provid-
ers in gaining access to patients in remote locations and facilitate accessibility of.
Indian Health Service facilities,to the Indian patient.

In allocating CHR funds in Fiscal Year 1984, the appropriations committees de-
manded continued review and-evaluation of the program. Currently under develop-
ment are: guidelines on scope of work for contracts defining specific health care de-
livery area's, functions and settings; a methodology for measurement of OR project
effectiveness (in terms of ayst and quality of health care activities delivAred), and a
revised resource allocation process. If accepted by,IHS management, staff estimate
that all of the above could be ready 9,5r implementation at the start of Fiscal Year
1985. To address past criticism that the CHR prOgram has not been fully accounta-
ble, we join the National Association of Community Health Representatives in
asking thatdHS be mandated to develop and employ a uniform mandatory reporting
system for all tribal CHR programs.

The CHR krogram is °iterating with total appropriations of $30 million for FY
1984. $26 million was included within the program's line item and an additional $4
million, which finances the Emergency. Medical Services portion of CHR activities,
was directed from IHS' hospital and clinics budget.

We urge continued funding of the CHRsprogram of at least the current $20 mil-
lion level end indeed encourage the Committee to consider the National Association
of ('ommunitt Health Represenlotive' request of an increase to $36.3 million which
would allow a modest cost of liiin"nciease, for these dedicated community h'ealth
workers for the first time in five years. We also support the CHR Association in its
request for additional funds to provide training specific to tribal needs. For the past
several years. inadequate funding has prevented CHRs desiring to upgrade their
skills tbeyond basic training) from doing so.

INDIAN HEALTH MANPOWER

MS continues to suffer from a critical shortage of health professionals, and we
therefore oppose the Administration's proposed reduction in the Indian Health
Manpower program. The IHS budget justification provides rio explanation -of why
ahe'program is being phased out, nor does it offer information as to available alter-
native sources of scholarship assistance.

Under the Indian Health Manpower scholarship program, we have seen signifi-
cant improvements in the number of Indian health professionals serving our people.
We believe this program is the most reliable source of future Indian,. health profes-
sionals and the best way to protect against manpower shortageii in the years to
come. We therefore flak this Committee to restore the $1.4 million in funding the
Administration has proposed to eliminate in FY 1985 so that new scholarships will
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be availably, for Indian students under sections 103 and 104 of Title /of the Indian
Health Cafe Improvement Act.

We also urge the Committee to continue the section 102 recruitment programs,
particularly the Indians Into Medicine and Master of Public Health programs.

Appropriations of $240,000 and $250,000 for the MPH and INMED programs, re-
spectively, would allow continued provision of their valuable services at roughly the
same level next year.,

TRIBAL MANAOLMRNT .
Since nearly all toes who wish to manage part or all of IHS operated health

programs need preparatory development of their management capacity, P.L.'93 -638,
primarily under section 104(b) .grants, provides the legal authority, and tribal man-
agement funds provide the resources to support such activities.

There has bVsen no increase in this activity for three years, while the need for de-
velopment, training, and improvement of management systems in concert with in-
creasing levels of tribal contracting have not diminished.

We oppose the recommended elimination of the tribal management program. We
would instead ask that the $2.6 million provided in FY 1984 be expanded to $8 mil-
lion in order to realistically finance new initiatives and their indirect costa. (There
is also a need for continued fina)icing of indirect costs. Currently no such funding'
exists.)

URBAN INDIAN HEALTH

As reflected by the 1980 Census roximately 50 per cent of the American
Indian population reside in off- rvati n areas. In establishing Title V of the
Indian Health Care Improvement Act, Congress recognised that urban Ikdians expe-
rience a disproportionate problem of access to health services and that their health
needs were not being met by other resources.

Some 37 programs are funded under the urban Indian health activity, the majori-
ty of which provide-direct health services. The FY 1985 budget request proposes
elimination of the urban health paogram under the assumption that non-reservation
Indians will be eligible for services funded with alternative resources, such as block
grants to states and other state and local funding for health services. As testimony
last year by urban Indian health directors clearly demonstrated,. this has not been
the case.

In its justification for next year4t budget, the glministration states that "The
overriding commitment . . is the co'ntiaued provision of high quality health care to
American Indians and Alaska Natives in the most cost- effective manner." The
urban health program's use of its $9 million appropriation (along with what other
resources, have been secured) to serve an estimated 300,000 population makes it one
of the most cost-effective health care delivery mechanisms within IHS.

Included in the $9 million. appropriation for urban Indian health this year was a
$1 million increase from the FY 1983 level of funding To date, IHS has not passed
this increase along to the urban programs nor provided an explanation' for its fail-
ure to do so. We join the American Indian Health Care Association in demanding
that these funds be immediately released. We further support their'requests for:
adoption by IHS of a common reporting system for the urban projects in order that
a health information base may he built for this population; and establishment of an
Office of Urban Indian Health within IHS headquarters.

We support the urban Indian health projects in their request for $12 million to
allow program continuation in FY 198.5.

CONSTRUCTION

Facilities c in.- We are deeply concerned about this Administration's con-
tinued disregard for the planning, construction and maintenance of Indian health
fticilities. In addition to its failure once again to request IHS construction funds in
FX 1985 the Administration is proposing to transfer the "Indian Health Facilities"
program to the "Health Services" budget. We believe that such a move would cause
the IHS construction program to lose its sephrate identity, and could make future
IHS construction appropriations more vulnerable to the Administration's manipula-
tion- -such as unwarranted delays in the release of funds and "reprogramming' re-
queststhat we have witnessed in recent years. We oppose the transfer and request
that this committee support continuation of a separate budget authority for IHS
construction activities.
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At the behest of Congress, IHS has developed a construction priority system for
hospitals, outpatient clinics and modernization/repair that ranks facilities according
to the unmet health need of the Indian population, This ranking has provided Can-
ress an objective, rational approach to the construction of health facilities on

Indian reservations. We deeply appreciate this committee's past efforts to adhere to
the priority ranking system and we respectfully request that funding be allocated in
accordance with this list in FY 1985 for tRe following projects:

(a) Hospitals.For Phase II construction and .equipment for the hospitals at
Crownpoint, N.M. ($9,064,000) and Kanakanak)a ($5,490,000); for Phase I con -'
struction and pchoe and long-lead equipme far hospitals at Rosebud, S.D.
($9.740,000) and Pine*Ridke, S.D. ($13,214,000); for nstruction and equipment for
the hospital at Sacaton, Ariz. ($17,590,000); and for final planning of the hospital at
Anchorage, Als ($3,240,000).

(b.) Modernization and-Re it For miscellaneous alterations and repairs at exist-
ing IHS facilities ($12,734, ii); for'special concerns ($4,832,0001; and for establish-
ment of a general repair and improvement fund ($1 million).

lc.) Outpatient Facilitiesfor construction of clinics at Kyle, S.D. ($3,760,000), Ft.
Thompson, S',D. ($2,960,000), Wolf Point, Mt. ($4,030,000), and Wagner, S.D.; and
piannurk,and design of clinics at Parker, Ariz. ($200,000) and St, Regis, N.Y.

(d.) Perisonnel QuartersFor construction of personnel quarters at Crownpoint,
N.M., Kanakanak, AK, Huerfano, N.M., Kyle, S.D., Ft. Thompson,, S.D., Wagner,
S.D.. and Wolf Point, Mt, a total of $11,566,000.

Sanitation facilities.Much of the im rovement in Indian health care over the
past years is a direct result of the I sanitation program which provides water
supply,y sewage disposal, and solid waste dis for Indian homes and communities.
Despite this program's success nearly 22, Indian homes lack adequate water and
sewage facilities and Indian families, as a result, are exposed to sanitary and envi-
ronmental health hazards. In order to begin addressing this tremendous unmet
need, which totals $489 million we ask that a minimum of $30 million be provided
in FY 1985 for sanitation facilities in existing Indian homes and facilities. In addi-
tion we anticipate that approximately 3,000 new non-HUD Indian homes will need
water and sewer hookups iri FY 1985, and we estimate that approximately $24 mil-
lion will be needed to provide these facilities. Finally, we wish to express our con-
cern with the existing interagency agreement between HUD and IHS for the fund-
ing of sanitation facilities in new HUD homes built on Indian reservations. The ar-
rangement, which provides for the transfer of sanitation funds from HUD to HIS, is
cumbersome and inappropriate. We askahat the committee continue to monitor this
situation in order to insure that these monies are indeed transferred and that- new
HUD Indian homes are properly provided with water and sewer facilities.

This completes the testimony submitted by the Nationil Indian Health Board and
the National Congress of American Indians. We greatly appreciate this opportunity
and stand ready to assist this committee in any way possible to implement the rec-
ommendations made in our testimony.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Your full statement will appear in the record as
if given.

I understand that your organizations, will be testifying next
Wednesday on the reauthorization of the Indian Health Care Im-
provement Act, and we will get into the legislative proposals at
that time and have an opportunity to discuss this more.

We have been joined by the distinguished executive director of
the National Tribal Chairmen's Association, Mr. Elmer Savilla.
Elmer, would you like to summarize your statement for the record,
please?

STATEMENT OF ELMER SAVILLA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.,
. NATIONAL TRIBAL CHAIRMEN'S ASSOCIATION

Mr. SAVILLA. I have to apologize for my late appearance. I did
not have the hearing on my schedule and was doing something
else.

But I do apologize, and we would want to submit our written
statement for the record later in the day to your offices.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Fine.
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Mr: SAVILLA. I would summarize my statement by saying that
the Indian Health Service budget for fiscal year 1985 is one that we
do not think we can live with as it is. The portions that the tribes
have worked on for several years to build up programs, such as the
community health representative program, deserve much better
treatment than they are getting.

We think that there is an inordinate amount of time taken from
. the time of appropriations approval up until the time the alloca-

tions get out to the area offices, creating a tremendous problem to
the local service units and the tribes in the operation of theifpro-
grams.

On top of that, the contract support funds that the tribes get to
operate their contracts are further damaging their operational abil-
ity because of that failure to get the program accounts out.

. We have complained in the past 2 years to your office and to the
Indian Health Service about the need for administrative improve-
ments, mostly to no avail, so we would like to suggest to this com-
mittee that in the very near future we could be able to talk either
through the hearing process or more directly to the office on ways
to imprcZve that delivery of services, because that is what it is all
aboutdelivery of services.

We have seen a, recent announcement of reorganization. We
think this is a musical chairs operation which uses up time and
money, mostly money, and as that is part of the budget amount
that is being spent fo this, we think that the tribes need to be, as
we have insisted all ong, directly involved in that r-64anization.

The bottom line, o course, what suffers, is the amot that is
left over for progra because we have seen, especially in this past
year, shortages that developed midyear,. By last July there were
shortages in many jrograms which were caused not becausegf in-
sufficient appropriation but because the 'money was used some-
where else.

I will bring to yortir attention the health equity fund which was
seriously mismanaged. Tribes geared up for a certain amount of
money based on a healthy equity fund distribution which never
came about. There were terrible administrative mixups there.

So to this hearing, that is what I would recommendthat there
be a more direct look at the problems. Organizations such as the
National Indian Health Board were testifying that they have more
a feel of the pulse of the program problems, whereas the upper ad-
ministrative matters, I think, have not gotten enough attention
from the whole range of people that are involved in health care,

,ourselves included, and we think it is time that all of us take care
of that inequity.

Thank you.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you.
The National Tribal Chairmen's Association- is' also oan invited

witness to the hearing next Wednesday, the 29th of February, on
the reauthorization of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act.

We expect that we will get into some of these issues next week in
quite a bit of detail. We look forward to seeing you all then. -

We are adjourned,
[Whereupon, at 1:35 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.
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ADDMONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED

.

STATEMENT ON BEHALF, OF

THE BRISTOL -BAY AREA HEALTH CORPORATION

BY

CLARY-, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

BEFORE

THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERIOR i RELATED AGENCIES

OF

THE HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS COt3MITTEE

February 21, 1984

Mr. Chairman, my name is Robert Clark. I a+ Executive

Director the Bristol Bay_Area Health Corporation which operates

the hospital at Kanakanak, Alaska, under contract with the Indian

Health Service pursuant to Public Law 93-638. As your Committee'

has recognized, there,is an urgent need for a new.hospital at

Kanakanak. We appreciate your successful effort to include

59,665,000 for the first phase of the new Kanakanak hospital in

the Fiscal Year 1984 appropriation which was enacted on November

4, 1983. We are hopeful that the first phase of-the project will

be under construction in the near future.

Last May the Indian Health Service estimated the total cost

of the project at $17,041,000. On behalf of the Bristol Bay Area

Health Corporation, we request that you include the additional

funds needed for the completion of the.hospital in F.Y. 1985.. We

und,rstand that the balance of the project cost ($7,376,000) may

fv,juirp adlur;tment for cost increases due to the postponement of

ion frf the second phase to F.Y. 1985.

Wv ai!_, request that you review. mith the Indian Health Ser-

vice the requirements for staff housing and ensure that sufficient

finds for this purpose arr included in the appropriation for Y.Y.

198'3. We understand that the 1HS estimate of this cost is $5.54

million. 4
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There are a number`of other aspects in the Indian Health

Serv,i' c budget which are of vital concern to the Alaska Nativ<i,

of AYe Bristol Bay Region. The reduction in the *proprition

for Maintenance and Repair of-INS facilities to $9.5 million is

unjustified in view of the bAr(log of $65.6 million. The pro-

posed abolition of the Commd4y Health Representative program will

drastically curtail our ability to provide preventive tealth

'.. care iil,the Bristol Bay region. Finally, we continue to oppose

the diversion of $15.4 million of Medicaid/Medicare reimbursements

from the purposes authoriz ;d by Public Law 94-437.

We wish to express our continuing concern' at the failure

of the Indian Health Sery en Co make adequate provision for the

high cost of health delivery systems in rural Alaska. We have

been assured by the Indian Health Service that it plans to respond

to our iiticisms of the existing "equity" ranking system, but we

have not as yet received the promised explanations nor any infor-

mation en the equity distributions which are to be made in F.Y,

1984.

we have also requested copies of the reports.made to your

Committee by Indian Health Service on the matters identified on

pages 21 t 24 of the Indian Health Service Appropriation Estimates*

As the Indian Health Service'has declined to make this information

available, we respectfully request that you authorize the Indian

Health Service to release these reports to us. As an Indian tribal

organization we feel that we should be able to review and comment:

proposals made by the Indian Health Sqrvice to Congress olj

programs which benefit us.

Thank you for your continued intelest in and assistance

to the Alaska Native people of the Bristol Bay'region.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE'
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Unityl States. Department of the Interior
BUREAU 6F INDIAN AFFAIRS

ROCKY BOY'S AGENCY

sox 14011I. MONTANA TM Sal

February 6, 1984,

John Windy Boy, Chairman
Chippewa Cr,. Busines Committee,
Rocky Boy Route, Box 544
Box Elder, Montane 59521

Chairmen Windy Boy:

Thc-Rocky Boy's Agency P.L. 93-638 Review Committee met on 2/2/84 to
discuss the Chippewa Cree Tribal Yequest to re-contract the Tribal
Lease Compliance Program. In attendance were James Men eau.'Donna
St. Pierre and James Monte.; Committee'Members. Also ance
were Albert St. Pierre. Jr.. Range Technician and Travis, Soil
Conservationist.

Recommendation*:

1. The Tribe should specify what Lease Compliance Activities
the Tribe wants to contract (pr and be responsible for,
and specify what lease compliance activities the Tribe feels
the Bureau should be responsible for,'if any.

2. There should be a new or ammaded resolution submitted by
the Tribe digressing the components as outlined in 25 CFR
Part 271.1 and showing that the Tribe concurs with the
request to reicontract.

A
R

3. Resolution No 33-83 adopted by the Business Committee on
April 12. 1983 tore- contract Lease Compliance does not
spell out who has the authority to sign officiel documents.

Agency 638 Committee is available at any time to providz technical
assistance in recontracting Lease Compliance:

S
As you are aware that Are4Office informed me that FY-84 will probably
be the last year we will receive funds for contracting. If the Tribe
does not contract and the Agency hires a permanenrfull-time Lease
Compliance person we are assure of receiving funds hereafter. The
estimate funding amount for F/-84 is $17,000.00



ted States Department of the ISeriar,
BUREAU OF INMAN AFFAIRS

ROCKY SOYG AGENCY

KOK suits. NOAMANA 119321

r4 atiwe struk
administrat_icn

February 6, 1984

Mr: Joihn Windy Bey, Chairman

Chippawa brae, Business Chstaittee
Rocky BoyiRoate, Box 544
Box Elder, Monte/m.59521

falaireeikN,Windy Boy:

We are in receipt of Resolution No. 8-84 adopted by the Bulginess

Cannittee c January 27, 1984 and received at t4e. Agency en
January.P. 1984.

This rt olution request to contract, thaAgency Peal,ty Program.

After evisding the resolution and'attachedatateMent forcomplete-..
. ,

news, we find that we cannot dotennine *Oat the Tribe desires to

contract. Please-refir to -CPR 25 Part 271;14 for contents of

contract applicatien,'Part
271.18 for Tribal request for initial

contract, Part 271.32,40d 271.33 for additional regarlandhts for

Trust Program and 271.34. The Agcy' 638 ecamittee is available

at anytiretoprovide tachnioal AssiOtanoe. EIMSB pnoVide the-

additional information at yoUr convenience.
. .

Sincerely,
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PPERARED STATWEW OF THY INDIAN NATIVE AMERICAN EMPIAMENT
amisrioN PRESECED BY LIAMMIE RACEHORSE, EXECUME DIRECTOR, JDAHO
INTER-TRIBAL POLICY BOARD; FORT HALL,' IDAHO

Thank you for.the opportunity to testify before the.
4

Committee concerning the Fiscal Year 1985 Department of Labor

budget far employment and training programs serving Indian and'

Native American tierkers.

Special. programs to serve our peopIeare authorized as

national programs under Title IV of the Job Training,

Partnership Adt.- A. total of194-.Ind4an tribal governments,

ribal consortia, native Alaskan groups,off-reservation

n organizations and one native, Hawaiian group are

currently funded under Title Iyttapiovide employment-

training services to Indianand Native American workers

=throughout the coUntry. 14 addition, tribal gove nts,

inter-tribal Ob4sortia, native Alatskan gronpsand 441e.nat

Hawaiian grantee receive Summer YD th,EMployment.and Training

Program' funds under Title It -B.

The President's 1985-budget reguest.would.cen inue the

Y 84 funding le:rek for Indian programs under both Title IV

and the Summer Yoi(th authorization's. Indian Title IT,programs

receive $62.2 million, while Indian SumMer:youth activities

receive $13.2 million.

while we have seen unemployment rise sharply in Indian

communities, funding to meet our needs has fallen

precipitiously, down to nearly-th -level it was ten years ago
c

withRut any adjustment for inflAtign.

The only recent official figures on Indian unemployment

come froth an annual, survey of reservation conditions made by

5.08.



u Indian Affairs. ,.Tho 983-,report.shows't hat jue

over half -- 51% -- of.the Indian reservation labor force-is

work. This is-up from 461i'the'year before-. 'Eleven'

reservation areas with 'populations over.500 were reported in

1983 to have unemployment rates-of,80%or

ResOurces to meetthese stagg g levels of-joblessness

have nearly vanished. The cut'im Indian JTFA.funds in Ar:84.

came on tei5 of-huge cuts over the previous .several years.

. When Indian employment And training programs' started ten

ago, $71.4 million was appropriated lar them. The_aMount

available as recently as January Was $182.6 million.

and under .the 'President's reguest.formext yeari the

aaOunt available unde all...712A Titles totals $15.4 million.

The Indian 4114 Native American Employment and. Training

:Coalition has analyzed the funding cuts on Indian programs in

states with major Indian reservation areas. The results a

shoyn on the attached table, along with ?the official

-111A-reported unemployment rates for thereservitionsin those-

states.

Is there any way. this Committee Rig stop this

Jlemorrhaginq of the resources we need to build,a decent

economic future for "Indian and Native Amerman people?
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COMPARISON OF FY 81 snd FY 84 FUNDING'.1.EVZLS'

FOR INDIAN AND NATIVE -AMERICAN PROGRAMS

.-

State

t

Alaska

Arizona

Idaho

Mihnesota
- .

Montana

FY 184 Level Unemployment,
d to
Level

, 154

- 66%

-;59%

69i '2:

- 614

.ew. Mexico --636

North Dakota -.704

South Dakota - 65%

65%

.564

476

636

Washington 66% 611

Wi4COnSin 643 4 ` "SO

. .* 7
I

Note: The funding level figur41'-isit-E-Alll'include amounts
allocated to all Indian ane-^tive American grantees
in the states shown under all cm Titles.pursuant to
the second continuing resolution ear that fiscal 'Year.
The-funding level figure s for FY 84 are the annualized
Allocations to Indian and Native Amerlican grantees for
the current "Trensition,Per4od.," The' funding'
information was abstracted from DOL records by' the..
Indian and Native American Employment ,and Training
Coalition. The unemployment rate information was t.
taken from the 31A Labor Fdirce Survey 44eased in
August 1983.



In order.to f ea vilely use wha tever employment and r

training progrSm money is available,-wa also.neeclOroper

administrative support from the OepartMent of Labor. COngress

tried to insure this iapport when it .providedin Section

aOlie) of JTPA:

"The Secretaxy is directed. to.take appropriate ac

to establish administrative procedures and machinery

(including PerSonnelhaving'particular competence in:

thisfield for'theAlialectidn, administration,

monitoring, and evaluation ofNativivAmerican

employMent and training programs aothdrirea -under

this ?tat:"

We haven't gotten that support, and our, programs haye

suffered. There are several major probAms.

First, we at the operating level waste a greet deal of

our scarce time and funds just figmxing, out whotatalk to

about 'our' .grants inside DOL's Employment and ''reining

Administration. Currently we must dealWith_seven separate

ETA offices, four of which have major authorityvver Our

grants.

The office we a posed to work th - 'the DiVision

of Indian and Native Ale4cLa Programs 4DINAP) has

virtually na authority and/tanAmt, sign off on a single grant

action. There are three separate Grant Officers in other

parts ;of ETA that control our funding--



In addition to this ant fragmentation of authority,

we-are now-told that 10% of all Indian grants( will be
J.

reviewed" a new organizational unit created as part of the

debt.collaction.offIce, an offide that has ric staff witbiny.
0-

familiarity with tkie operation of Indian programs and no

.4
.erganizational connection to DINAP. ApecLW-review

in addition to the scrutiny our grantsArlready receive

he audit process, DTNAF monitoring, .ate ongaing,_,ETA

n contract, the parforMenne'Standards'prOcriskand

investigation effOrtad:-; t. this rate, w. sr loon

have more peOple."raviewing" our graiSts ,than we

Slott% to serve our people.

'All this duplicatirin must be costing the

. 1$- Char any way this Coimittei-canrput

Secondly, the law apecificaliy., rrigu thai

administer ndian programs with staff that knows;

about our prograMs. The only-/ndian people in DOL that
ti

with Indian JTPA programs are in DINAP. There are practically

none left there, and"the current RIP may wipe out all of them.

In the fall of:f981, there were 13 Indians on a . DINAP

staff of 30. Now there are 4 Indians on a DINAP'staff of 25.

DOL.has dons nothing to insure-that any of them will be left

.In the Indian Division after the current RIF.

Can this Committee do anything to force the Department to
4'



comply WitkAhe explicit mandate it the law? In this regard,

we specifically ask that you attach-Sectipe2 of HE 4747 to

the next appropriations bill reported by the'Committee. We

support HR 4747, introduCed.by Representatives Hoyer and

Williams and cosponsored-by over '60 memberS ofCthe House. The

Committee's.favorable aotioe-on Section 2 of this-bill would

inl,the Laboimepartment that It is not above the lea.:

One other issue.rfastod tO tbe Pql!,budget,is imporiant.to

our .programs. This is the funding of the audits .of. Indian

JTPA giants.

Until recently, all DOL audits oflIndien JTPA and CET

grants were paid.for out of fUnds appropriatd to DOL's'Of

of the Inspector General Now, more and.more Indien'grantees

are expected to pay for these audits out of their Titlel.V.

JTPA program funds. While Indian-program funds have been cut

drastically there has been no reduCtionin the OIG's budgbt,
,

Indian. tribal governments are covered by Attachment P to

"'OMB Circular A-102. This Attachment requires covered

.organizations.toimplement ..-st:their own expense --.a

single, organization-wide audit of all.tbe federal,fundt they
, o

receive. The Attachment P process berng implemented by-

more and more tribal governments. .13.01,' considering applying

the concept tb all Ihdian and Native American grantees.

Those tribal governments that have used it have foUnd

that an Attabhrlient:P7type audit is simpler, more-efficient and
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much'more useful in iiprov.ing financial management prac

They strongly support. the procesi,'particularly in contrast to

the punitive audit system pot previously used to deal' with the

Indian program.

nOweVer, there is

this addition] cost.

Can this Committee order. t ni f funds

appropriated for DOL's-Office of the Inspec or General to

Indian grantees for the_: specific purpoie of paying the
S. A

additional costs.of AttaChtont p audits? f.
Thanklyou for this opportunity to discuss the .

implications of the FY 85 VOL -budget otkIn4iamand Native

American employment and trainingprogram

available- to grantee to pay

'5 4





plagnusis

Diabetes Melli-
tus (HIDDM)
Hypertension

infected slow,
OfrgsCalf
area Celluti-
tis ofCt Loser

leg with 41)-

&44141

Diabetes
tus tation

:toe

patien

42

lt

-year old Pima tamale was maintained
as an Out-patient rather than an in-
patient' for instruction in diabetic
regime; taught insulin administration
at home, urine testing and diet obn-
trol.

Opened 11/28/84 Closed 1/19/84
Visits

47-year old pima sale with a 2 year
history of frecsAnt mieisaiOns for
wound cart was maintained on an out-
patient basil by our home pare pro-
gram. Ka was taught proper wound
care and sith nursing intervention,
healing took place and patient was
not re-hospitalized.

Opened 9/9/83 Closed 12/7/83
9 Visits

10-year old Pima male amputation of
(L)2nd toe was able to be on early
discharge from the hospital because
of our homer care program. Patient
was taught a diabetic regime, 'Pound
car, and safety with use of crutches
in home. His foot was dirty and
crusty and that flaking skin was pre-
venting proper healing. With nursing
intervention of good skin and sound
care, wound healed and patient is
walklog noreally.

Opened 11/28/83 Closed 1/17/84
`9 Visits

Estimated Estimated
Hospitalization Outpatient

Costs" Costs
*

$1,244.00 $208.00
(4 days) (4 visits)

$3,110.00
(10 days)

$4,354.00
(14 days/

Our

Costs"'

$300.00

Estimated
Cost Benefit

$700.00

$1,152.00

$20660'.00

54.00

48311.00 par, day FY 82 rates.,
available at this time.

1*$ 52.00 per out-patient visit.

This is figure used in.Medicare

Figures for FY 83 not

Current figures not available.

and AHCCCS billing by PIHC.
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a Skilled Nursing service.
30.00 for a Home Health Aide service.



. .

Diagnosis

Fetid! to
' thrive; Diarrhea;
Downs Syndrome

5. Anterior Wall
M.1.; Diabetes
Mellitus;
Coronary Artery
Disease;
Chronic UT1

Cata-

ract tee-

tomy

Gunshot Mound

7. ASCYD
Diabetes Milli-
tus; Laryngeal
Polyps

Patient

18-month old Yaqui male, weight 13 lbs.
Nursing interventionmother taught
wonting, adequate feeding schedUle.
Started spoon feeding; supervision of
nelogastrio feedings. Support offer-
e d to family allowed them to improve
their environment and now have refrig-
eration end indoor plumbing. -Child
w eighs 16 lbs. now.

Opened 10/3/83 Ongoing Cu.
'15 Visits

72-year old Papaoo UMW with instruc-
tion and encouragement given by the home
care program Wall able to return to her
pre-hoepitalized level of activities
of daily living.

Opened 9/21/111_, Closed 11/1/83
7 Visits

.

' 22 -year old Apache male and his mother
ware taught to do wound care through
our Acme care service.

Opened 9/29/83- Closed 10/17/83 3 Visits

88-year Pima female progressed from bed .
bound care to ambulating with a walker
with the encouragement and nursing
support of our home oars program;

Opened 9/14/83 Closed 12/5/83

14 Visits

Estimated Estimated
hospitalization Outpatient Our Estimated

411" Costs" Costs'"" Cost Benefit

$832.00 $750.00 $ 82.00
(16 visits)

(dollar
benefit

4

517

unknown
for im-
proved
quality
of life)

52,177.00 $350.00 S1,827.00
(7 days)

$3,110.00
(10 days)

$3,110.00
(10 days)

$150.00

$700.00 52,410.00



Diagnosis

8. CVA
Naelloartsli

rtypertawleion

9. Acute and

Chronic in -
flamation of
thighs; Chronic
ETOWabuse;

.liver Dishase

Ps ant

77-year old Hopi man was kept at home by
his family with the assistance of our
home care program. A urinary tract
infection woo discovered and early
treatment instituted so that hospital,
ization and possible kidney failure was
prevented. Nursing hose oasts were al-
so saved.

Opened 9/21/33 Closed 114/
17 Visits

37-year Pima female who had been hospital-
ized More than 3.wonths was discharged to
hose care for skilled nursing oar to co*.
plete healing of 4 wounds and 4 skin graft
situ.

Opened 1/20/84 Ongoing Case
4 Visits

10. Tratima-AVA 30-year old Choctaw wale with jaws wired
end open wounds on ohin,and abdomen was
allowed early discharge becauie daily nurs-
ing care was available until patient or fami-
ly was independent in wound care. Patient
and family taught safety precautions with
wired jaw. All wounds healed.

Open 12/8/83 Closed 1/6/84 A
0 Visits

Aeputo0; 70-year Ord Papago mate had nursing servioe
Diabetes Milli- for wound healing and Restorative nursing
tus;Hypertension Prograe to prepare his for a prosthesis.

Opened 7133 Ongoing Case
'25 Nurse Visits 25 Hass Health Aide Visits

P.
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Estimated
Hospitalization

copte\

$3,110.0
(10 days),

$4,354.00
(14 days)

$4,354.00
(14 days)

$9,330.00
(30 days)

Estimated
Outpatient Our
Costs" Costs,

Estimated
Colt Benefit

$850.00 $2.260.00

$ 200.00 $4,154.00

t 200.00 54,154.00

$9,930.00



Am.

12. Recurrent
Bladder in,
faction

13.

.46

CHF
Diabetes Melli-
tus; Trauma

14.k Paraplegia
2 to Trauma
Recurrent VII

.15. Rupture: of

Peri-Colonic
Abscess
Colostomy and
Mucous Fistula

16. Paraplegic 20
to MVA
Ischial

Decubitus

Patient.

58-year old Vemil female who has a
Catheter changed at'home and has been
taught to care ,for-the catheter and
has bean infection fres for 5 months.

Opined 10/83 Ongoing
5 Visits

66-year old Paull* male with current
cardiac probleme has boon compliant with
his medication regimen because of home
care nursing visit, -

Opened 9/21/83 Coiled 11/28/83
13 Visits

21-year old Apache fusee who has increased
her range of motion and had reduced
spastitiq In her legs trough the restora-
tive home oare program.

Opened 9/26/83 Closed 1/24/84
14 Nurse Visits 26 Home Health Aide Visitso

66 -year old Yaqui male sent home with a
colostomy and mid-line opened Wound. All

family members refusal to talWrisponsibility
for colottomy oars. Patient Wauld only empty
the bag. Home nursing oars continued until
patient was rs,admitted for'closurs.

Opined 11/3/83 Closed 1/1/84
12 Visits

42-year old Navajo male with a history of
frequent rs-admissions for dacubitus care
was maintainad at heaps with only out-
patient visits due to our nursing service.

Opened 12/2/83 Closed 1/31/84
10 Visits

Estimated
Hospitalization

Costs'

$3,11040
(10 days)

41

$1,555.00
(S days)

$1,244.00
(4 days)

$17,727.00
157 days)

$ 3,110.CO
(10 days)

Estimated
Outpatient

Costs*
Our

Costs**
Estimated

Seat Beneqr

$ 260.0Q 525.00 $3,120.00 .

(5 visits)

$ 260.00 $850.00
(5 visits)

$2,090.00 $1,480.00 51,844.00
(40 visits)

$ 600.00 b17,127.00

$ 500.00 $ 2,616.00



17. )46te4myelitli
Appotstion to

5a4,501) 1
Diabmtei
Mal itus

18. B

Palate

14. Seizure
Disordar.

Compression
Fracture,
CHWLAJ
S/P CVA

21. Chronic
Respiratory
Failure;

Cor Pulmonalej
Solgriderla

!ant
37-year oldNavalo male was permitted
early disoharge from-PING because we
'vote able to do wound oire at home
and assess the bawling protasis'.

Opened 12/2/03 Closed 12/20/83
4 ::Vialts

Rs-hospitalixation fat a new born Navajo
infant was prevented by our home car*
program. Mother was taught the necessary
care for this difficult child and good
bonding was.fastmred by CHU visits.

Opened 5113/83.Cleeed2/1/84
14 Visits

6-year old Hopi male child was observed for
..:mirdloation side effects and faelly taught

medication oomplianoe.

Opened 10/5/83 Closed 10/28/83
5 Visits

73-ysar old Choctaw male was kept at home
because of our home oars program of support
to patients and families. Nedicatloo
schedule enforced.

Opened 8/12/83 Closed 12/2/83
11 Visits

52 -year old Hopi woman able to be discharged
from hospital because our, programwas able to
temon and supervise patient and fmaiiy the
required respiratory oarei

Opened 11/s/83 Closed 11/30/83
11 Visits,

520

estimated Estimated
Hospitalization Outpatient

Sale Costs** Costs ,-* Cost Benefit
Our Estimated

$1.866.00
(6 days)

$2:177.00
(7 days)

44.00
days)

55,280.00
(120 days)

$4,354.00
(14 days)

$200.00 $1,666.00

$250.00

$208.00
(4 visit*

$550.00

S4,130.00

$4,012.00 ,



Petient
Estimated Estimated

Hospitalization Outpatient Our Estimated
Costs"' Costs44 cpst.iltnefit

Terming

A

24. ,Apnea

y

SVT

Unstable r

Angina;

HYPortsfulOn
Anxiety
ifturosigt '

83 -year old Chickasav 'Neale was not
hospitalised fat diateste* control be-
.cause-of out home ears instruction
ptogram. .

...,

Opened 9/2Z/83 Clamed 10/22/83
6 Visits

-
11 83 ear old Amigo male mho was kept

at home and not transported to the
for atatheter installation during hie 4

anal days

Opened 2/2/44 Closed 2/6/64
1 Visit to Patient
1 si17to--famdly_after his Death

Newborn 41ackfaet male's family were taught
to cope with the Apnea monitor and the stress
it brought CPR for all family i absra, taught

Opened Closed 12/12/83)
10 Vial -1

77 -year Id Dakota Siam male fas hero able
to control his chest pain and anxiety through
proper Use of medication taught by-thetom-
4euity health nurse.

Apenser12/21/63. *wing ease
3 Visits

CA of Bladder;
Uraterostoey

Acute and Chron-
ic Diverticuli-
tis with -
Sigepid .

Obstruction

76-year old Oglala Sioux mai 'It been maintain-
ed on our home oars program ithout Emergency
Room visits ot reacklisaion for ureterostomy care.

Opened 12/20163 Ongoing ' 15 Visits

69-year old Papaiio female544th mid-line wound,
colostomy and excariatteikin'. Patient able to
be discharged early because of home care pro-
gram and nursing.servioe:

Opened 1/1644 ONION
9 Visits

1,264.00
days) -t

S 54.00
(1 visit)

(plus
death with
dignity
*hien has .

value)

$156.00 $500.00, Saved a
13 visits) life; Cd1

dollar Iowa

value
,unknomn

$156.00
days) (3 visits)

$ 939.00

5740.00 ,5750.00 $ 30.00
(15 visite)

$44354.00 $156.00
(14 days) t (3 visits)
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Broactiactowts).. 71.14mivolil *dm Ia. Woo haqi-badet meow- sioss,co t wuR3,00 ' .b500,00 $ 1,315 .nui. Atoo***; WM to d pin* ids diSehorled a0- ger helas (S di y A) .` (5 visits)*Acute renal 0 4111rd peewee'. )es reeddisaire Macs dischargerailurei and no Emtrgeney hime'viaLta.
Post-op ticonooho- opmetrimisk 90aopto
Plu4s/ fi°41, 10 visite

-1 4vme_Dissase-2-rmar-whilanitjerfieisle wee atint.tiJ a X15 110.00 135045- I-47W; 00-7 -.:-1--.---.:rto ETON abuaa; shoe oar. sia fora: Nati; pa od., day')Aaoltea . .without tait4tion.
Opened 10/24/13 Closed 12/15/14
7 Visite

Total Latina
Coiatienefit

MOTE: In addition to the 30 individual* mho received Home Nholth Care dung «thin tine.
30 individuals akfollowei

r.N

''Ooa end Hemboxn Patients ,212

Immunisation Patients 74

Community Health WOreing Patients SA,

Hoes Care Patient*

Tilal Patient* Served OPS

522
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INDIAN If EOM! CENTER oF
sown; GAM VALLEY INC.

.3485EastMlUadriva
San Jost California 96127

(40e)250-6368

(101425947

The Honorable Mark Andrei9
Senate Select Commit ee on
838 Hart Senate Offi BUi
Washington, D.C. 205

Dear Senator Andrews

%I am. writing to you
restoring funding to
Improvement Act. 'As y
has once aga decided
Indian Healt
at this time
0

February 10, 1984

, Chairperson
Indian Affairs

ldiTg.

age in ask your support in
of The Indian Health Care
robably aware the president
nclude money for Urban
ongress. I would also
or your tremendous support

unding. Unfortu.

z'N

4 '% 11114..,

no PP
Had
rop-

n

the
for
comm
Budg

re-

unding

n
or

DRB/bb
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Testimony of Larry einley, Chairman
LORI, 4 KR! Lummi Indian Tribe

{. AWES Before the Senate Select Committee on. Indian Affairs
Regarding the FY85 Budget

February 23, 1984

LUMM1 'INDIAN BUSINESS COUNCIL
ILININA RD. BELLINGHAM, WASHINGTON 98226429B 1206) 7349180

DEPARTMENT

00.w.
The Imdtam-im4.0*-,-emographriea1 y-locrted-ort-the-Alorthwesttont_oL________

ghington on State, currently operates the largest American Indien,fishing fleet
in North AmeriCa. A majority of the 2500 enrolled Lummi Tribal members depend
on the fishing industry, either as independent fishermen or as employees in

W441, A,m.commertlal Tribal ventures, far their livelihood. Although the reservation

lMM .241 land has minimal natural, resource value the reservation borders prime commer-ik
..-C4444444 cial fishipg and,recreational boating areas as well,as traditional shipping

n40 f 4A14 lanes, The future self-sufficiency of the Luami Tribe depends on the manage-
ment, enhancement, and harvest of the fisheries resource and the carefully

Nw- planned utilization of a natural harbor area.
emm. 4 KW

444444.44
The anadramous salmon fisheries is integral to the Lumni Tribal economy and
culture. Since 1969, the-Lummi Tribe constructed two selmon hatcheries to
strengthen this renewable resource and, over 50 million salmonid fingerlings
have been reared and released by the Lumri Tribe. The adult salmon-returning
from the Lurmi hatchery efforts are estimated at over 14 rillicm pounds.of
fish valued at over $28 pillion dollars. As documented by the BIA, Tribal
hatchery operationselong the Washington coastline contributed elmost one-
fourth of the seltonid released in Washington State in 1982 to be caught on
their return by all user groups. The L Tribal hatchery operation is a
principal comtributbr to thismsnadramous fisheries.

Congress appropriated 5375,000 in Lumel Tribal hatchery operating funds in
1978. This appropriation level has become the base support in the BIA bud-
get request to Congress each year. Inflation costs for labor, power, and feed
coupled with expanded production plans to release over 6 million more salmonids
regiurec an FYR5 appropriation at $450,000.

Major renovations and expansion on existing facilities to modernize operations,
reduce production expenses, and increase annual yields will require an appro-

-priation of 5777,500. The major elements necessary for this renovation and
modernization project include:

1) modification of egg incubation process $98,000

2) construction of permanent 'residence facili-
ties at the isolated hatchery location 50,000

3) expansion and improxenents of rearing ponds 264,500

4) renny'ation of fry rearing water re-use system 225,000

5) redesign of fresh water pump station on Lummi
Bay 80.000

6). renovation of Lummi Bay rearing pond 60.000
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The investment by the Federal government in the Lummi hatchery renovations and
expansions is estimated on a benefit to cost ratio to improve for each program .
dollar expended from the current $3.84 to $5.34 return for Washington State

and'from $7.38 to $9.52 return for the West coast fisheries. These
benefits are spread among all user groups including the multiplier effects
the commercial and recreational fisheries support systems.

The Lummi Tribe plans to build a commercial and recreational marina. Engi-

neering studies by the Corps of Engineers are currently near completion. The

planned harbor facilities will take advantage of commercial traffic from Alaska
and the Near East for Export-Import purposes with recreational mooring and
_support facilities to capitalize on the proximity of the San Juan Island
recreiT701ilWiating areiS-7--Tire. Lemma Tribe currentlytieede---a major- road -to-

lead to the marina for transportatioe access accommodating commercial-recrea-
tional facilities, and construction transport. We are seeking these road con-

struction funds through the existing appropriations available under P.L. 97-
424, The Surface Transportation Assistance Act. As regards the marina, we urge
this Committee to restore the appropriations for the Econenic Development
Administration proposed for elimination by the administration again in 0'85.

The primary concern of the Lummi Tribe is the well-being of the Tribal mem-
bership ranging from family stability and housing to the social infrastruc-
ture requirements of health, social, educational, and community services.
The current administration exhibits a surpising disregard for these baSic human
needs and we.urge this Committee to restore uppertfor human service delivery

`systems.

The Lummi Tribe is particularly concerned with its limited law enforcement
capabilities. The Tribe is located in close proximity to metropolitan areas
which creates understandable juridictional tensions and criminal activity.
The Lummi Tribal Policy force consisted of six officers in 1980 handling 395
incident reports resulting in 124 arrests. In 1983 with only 2.5 full time
officers, incident reports totalled 776 with 316 resulting arrests. The minimal

available wages, stress from attempting to provide 24 hour coverage, lack of
equipment and equipment failure all contribute to low morale and high turnover
rate among Tribal policemen. Support resources from LEAA, CETA, and the BIA
have been reduced to only the BIA due to program abolishments by this admini-
stration while incident reports and/or complaints have increased 196 percent.
These statistics, unfortunately. spell trouble for Tribal citizens.

Beside the lack of adequate protective police force, inter-agency conflicts over
jurisdiction and investigation from potential county and FBI support resources
further aggravates the law enforcement situation. According to recent Supreme

Court rulings , Inidan police officers are prohibited from arresting non-Indian
committing crime on the reservation and must refer these criminals to non-

Indian sources. Criminal investigative capabilities are with personnel in the

BIA or FBI. Limited Federal agency investigators and the apparently low
priority afforded the Lummi Tribe has resulted in only one conviction for 57 majo
major crimes on the reservation in the last two years. ,We deperately need an
increase in police personnel, improved equipment, specialized training for
officers, an investigative capacity to stem and reduce this trend of increasing
criminal activity, both Indian and non-Indian, on the Lummi Reservation. An

adequate police force will require $166,000 in FY85.
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In the health field, the Lummi Tribe adamantly opposes the continued efforts
by the administration to abolish the effective Community Health Representative
(CHR) program: The CHR program represents a vital link between the community
and the clinic serving to reduce useage of the limited clinic capacity with

-.home counseling and support services to alerting trained medical staff to
emerging health problems. We strongly support the testimony of the Portland
Area Health Board and the re-authorization of the Indian Health,Care,Improve-
meet 'Act. And the Tribe seeks increased support for training local health
staff aneestablishing community environmental health programs entorpassing
clean water, clean air, and an improved awareness of health hazards.

The Tribe is concerned that the Indian'Health Service has been submerged
ion under increasing layers of bomaucracy--4n-tne-

nbt-ihe charge of this
estaqlish ng an Assistant Secretary for

Indian Health in the DHHS to raise e level of Oiority concern for. Indian
Health needs across the Department. In regards to the Department, we also
express strong support for the reauthorization of the Administration for Native
Americans a%. an important contribution to Tribal social and economic develop-
ment.

The Lummi Child and Family Services program provides an extremely important
professional support function to those Tribal members most in need. These
services currently handle 135 wardships and 18 foster placements , as well
as the oversight of 8 authorized foster homes with a total capacity of 28
children. Child abuse. including sexual'abusement, is a critical concern for
the Child and Family Services staff. A model multi-disciplinary project,
named the "flying squad," provides for a pediatrician, mental health coun-
selors, case workers, and police to meet Of specific cases and develop comprehen-
sive treatment approaches for the offender, victim, and family. A general increase
in appropriations for social services is requested for Tribal governments to prnvide
basic service needs. In particur. the Indian Child Welfare Act should be provided
increased appropriations to allow all Tribes to participate ,in this most worthwhile
program rather than the current BIA practice of supporting, projects based on pro-
posal ;merit.

during this administ
DeprrtWiiir of an. 'uma
Committee, we urge consideration

The Lummi Tribe purchased a vacant school facility' adjacent to the reservation
in FY83 to house a Tribal school for 'children grades K-8 serving'approximately

80 students. The established kindergarten program and grade school program was
-expanded several years ago to accommodate students ages 13-14 who have been
alienated from public school systems. These teenage children, vulnerable to
dropping out of school and life opportunities due to learhing deficiencies and
the need for individualized tutoring, receive specialized education services-from
certified professional teachers. Counseling and support services are provided by
the Lummi Child and Family Services.

The Lummi Tribal school, certified in the State of Washington, provides an impor-
tant educational service to these vulnerable youth. The structural facilities
ranging from the gymnasium ceiling and boiler system to kitchen require extensive
renovation and repair. Transportation for children curretly relies on an old van

and borrowed unreliable GSA vehicles. Unfortunately BIA. support has been limited
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with the BIA determining the school ineligible for JOM funding. How is it
reasonable for public schools to,be eligible for JOM funds and legitimate Tribal
schools labelled inelig114-e? The Lummi Tribe requests an increase of at least
$50,000 in. FY85 to prov4Ned individual tutorial, basic skills, and counseling

services and a multi-cultural curriculum for these Lummi Tribe members. The
Lummi Tribe ha red private funding to allow Lummi elders to pass cultural
knowledge skills to these studenti in a structured environment. The tribe
has borne the capital outlay to the facility, but cannot effort to
underwrite the cost of the eciucati n process.

The Lummi Community College has evolved into an educational e o ce for the .

Lummi Tribal community and as a potential post_-_a
forPeci-fic-Northwest Tribes. Tte ege with approximately 80 students
currently receiving limited funding through the'FTE enrollment allocation
formula shares. Through a 638 grant, the college will provide specialized
training to the Tribal Council and staff in management roles and responsibi-
lities. The Tribe envisions with Federal support an expanded role for college
faculty to serve as extension' agents in training Tribal-fishermen in buginess
management, boat maintenance, repair of equipMent, and entrepreneurship ons
for business expansion. If successful, this program could be transp
other Tribes to enhance their individual and Tribal economic ventu s in
fis6rieS.

In closing, the Lummi Tribe wishes to express concern over the ppropriation
process and timely Advice of Allotments: Although the BIA a priations
became law early in the fiscal year, tentative Advice of Allo weren't
released until February, 1984. The mysterious ADP issue needs solution
in this fiscal year to ensure that Tribal governments receive the final

Appropriations early in the year for Tribal stability and planning nd we
request that this Committee review the indirect cost issue this fisca e

from the perspectives of both the BIA plans to consolidate Contract Supp
Funds and program funds as well as recent Inspector General rulings on T
indirect cost over and under, recovery determination.
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PREP

STAT NT OF

THE HONORABLE HARRIS L. ATKINSON

MAYOR, METLAKATLA INDIAN COMMUNITY

ANNETTE ISLANDS RESERVE, ALASKA

BEFORE

THE SUBCOMMIT'TyE ON INTERIOR AND RELATED AGENCIES

OF'

THE HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE

February 22, 1984

Mr. Chairman, as Mayor of the Metlakatla Indian

Community, an Indian Tribe organized under the Federal

Indian Reorganization Act, I wish to.eicOress my apprecia-

tion to you and the other members of this Subcommittee for

the opportunity to present the views of our CoMmunity on

the proposed fiscal year 1985 budgets for the Bureau of

Indian Affairs and the Indian Health Service.

We have a number of concerns about the proposed

funding levels of these two agencies in F,Y.. 1985 which

should be'brought to your attention.

First, the budget does not include funds to

complete the federally-owned Tamgas Creek fish hatchery

located on the Annette Islands Reserve. While the Tamgas

hatchery is managed by our Community under a contract with

the federal government, i,ts benefits to the fishery from

California to the Gulf of Alaska have already been well

riocumented in our annual hatchery management plans approved

by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

In order to complete the, hatchery Yn F.Y. 1985, an

appropriation of 52,455,000 is required based on cost esti-

mates which we have recently updated. These funds will

include a breakwater jetty and seawater supply system
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($1.5 million),` essential production equipment (fish feeder,

pumps, etc., $200,000, an elastomeer lined 1-million gallon

smolt rearing pond ($225,000), surfacing and completion of

the hatchery access road ($225,000), high density bulk

incubatpr ($80,000), and a one-mile primitive access road

to permit jingerling rearing in a natural lake ($335,000).

A detailed report and justification for the final phase 1Phase IV)

of the Tamgas hatchery construction project is being prepared

by our staff and willbe.,_provideA_to you and to the Bureau of

Indian Affairs shortly.

we also wish to pointbut that the proposed F.Y. 1985

budget for the operatioil of the hatchery is $200,000, the

same level as in F.-Y. 1984, although after the completion of

Phase III of the hatchery an annual budget of $350,000 will be

required for its operation.

The enclosed memorandum,dat d July 7, 1982v

reflects, on page 3, the Bureau's commitment to provide at,

was

70--

least $25 0 for hatchery opeilitiont. That commitment

ignored w n funding for 00 hatchery was reduced to '$200,000

in F.Y. l 84.

r. Chairman, while we provided the land for the

hatchery ree of charge and our fishermen benefit from its

productio (together with all other fishermen in southeast

Alaska=wat the hatchery is federally owned and its

Without an adequateoperation is a federal responsibility.

budget for its operation, the hatchery will not realize its

tI full potential in contributing to the revival of the salmon

fishery in Alaskan waters.

Secondly, we must call your attention to the failure

of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to honor commitments made to

our Community when the Annette Islands Agency was transferred
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to the Pcirtland Area Office from the Juneau Area. We are

submitting herewith the proposed budget levels for the Agency

F.Y. 1995 as provided to us recently by the Bureau., We

are also submitting the memozindum, dated July 7, 1982,

prepared by the Assistant Area Director, Rprtland Area Office,

which.reflects the agreement made as to Annette Agency

funding when the Agency transfer was planned in 1982.1 We

that you require the Bureau to adhere to the commitments made

that-time to prey -id-e- at-leaS1 aSe-verialooSition-ag.encr
1,

program, including a fisheries biolOgist. Mr. Brown's

'memorandum clearly reflects the allocation of funds for that

purpose and includes the statement: it is an absolute must

to have afisheries man at that location.," We have repeatedly

requested an explanation from the Bureau as to why no funds

have'been!kovided either in F.Y. 1984 or in the proposed

budget for F.Y. 1985 to permit the employment of the fisheries

biologist, and we have .received no explanatiph.

We also wish to oppose the Bureau proposal under

which no separate line item will be provided for Indian

Co tract Support funding for the overhead costs of contracts

u)°r ic Law 93-638. We operate law enforcement, social

A----service, natural resource and education programs for our

tribal members. We have underbtood that in Public Law 93-,63a,

particularly in section 106(h), Congress made a commitment

to provide sufficient administrative funds for those tribes

contracting under Public Law 93-638 so that they would not

need to reduce services to their members in order to fulfill

the financial management and other administrative requirements

of their contracts.

Under the Bureau's new plan the need for such

administrative overhead funds will be computed only once,

instead of being based on annual negotiations as at present.
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we are concerned that this system will inevitably require

in future years the diversion of our BIAprograM funding to

pay any increase in overhead costs.' We .urge that you re

quire the Bureau to continue to al=locate separate identified

overhead funding to Public Law 93-638 contracts and to con-
,

tinue the practice of negotiating the amount of such alloca-

tions annually based.on need.

j(

We-Ird-eRtremely.concerned also at the $435,000 funding

level provided.by the Indian Health Service for our Annette

Islands Service Unit. (including $169,000 for contract_ care).

When a separate service unit was established in 1981, we re-

quested $713,40 as our fair share of IHS funding but the Indian

Health Service agreed to provide only1499,000 and a minimum of

eleven positions. Instead the service unit was initially. funded

at $430,000 and only seven positions were filled. In consultation

with our Community, the Indian Health Service has planned a budget

of 81,046,000 which it considers essential for an effective

health program at Metlakatla. But it continues to provide only

$435,000 to operate the service unit and has still only filled

. seven positions.

In F.Y. 1983 we noted that IHS' procedure for ranking

health needs placed us in Level III, while our immediate neighbors,

from which we were separated when the service unit was established,

ranked in Level I and Level II. This result clearly supports our

position that we have not been provided with an equitable funding

level for the Annette Islands Service Unit ever 'since it was estab-

lished in 1981. We respectfully request that you examine this

matter with the Indian Health Service and assure that'the funding

level for the health needs of the Indian people served by the

Annette Service Unit isiAptablished equitably and provides the

level of services considered essential by IHS to meet its res-

ponsibilities to the Indian people of the Annette Islands Reserve.

We also request, Mr. Chairman, that your Subcommittee

once ayain reject the proposal of the Administration to

abol.6 4sh the Community Health Representative Program. This

program has been instrumental in critical improvements

in Indian health through employing community people to assist

in preventive health and health educatioR programs. We thank

you for your successful struggle to save this pogram in the

past and we urge that you provide at least $30,000,000 for this

important program, which we understand to be the bare minimum

necessary to sustain it.
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Ling of June 30, 19E2 with the Mutlakatla Indian Coniiunity

Su'oject: Funds and positions to be transferred from Juneau to Portland.

Present: Greg Argel Metlakatla
Gorden'Thompsen Metlakatla
Richard Johnson - Metlakatla'
The Honorable Casey Nelson - Mayor, Metlakatla

Dave Horton Superintendent, SoUtheast Agency, BIA
Wanda

-Ron- -brawn

The Yetlakatlas asked for five considerations:

1--) That ailcontract l-h4-provam-#4.44&-torrtntly being allocated to

the. Annette Island reservations be continued;

2) that the Annette Island field station be staffed with 7 full

time 01 positions;

3) that included in these 7 positions is a Fisheries Biologist and

enough funding for his program;.

4) that enough Administ ve support funds be transferred from
Jl

eau Area Office to Portland A a to insure that the transfer of the

Metlakatfi-Indian Community to Portland will not redn services to other

land Area tribes;

5) that all of the past Roads construction credits acc

Annette Island be transferred to Portland Area to he used on the Annette

Island reservatien,\

Item by item discussion:

Item i funding for contracts and ongoing

(a) except for a slight disagreemert on the amount of fundj.ng

needed for the Fisheries pragram, we were all in agreement on these

funding levels. The Tribe ryas aware that FY 83 funding was still

tentative; however, it was agreed that these tentatiyes would not be

changed unless reduceekby the Central'Office because of changes in

overall national 81A priorities or becapse or Congressional action,
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re Allocations and Source

Tentative
llocation

Part 'A'
Tripl
Priorltics

1365 Higher Edu. Grants ,
'1361 duc on

Note:

,7165 Tribal CovriS,
066 ijkipl Services

Allocation
Part A
Agency
PriorlitieS

tive-
ocation
t D. .

Offic

'Education gas not disc d at Peet
rom the Superintendent's breakou

74.L

'40.4

Note; Generml'Assistance is scheduled to 1* Vag t.red to the Sta
Alaska. If it is:not, the Wowing proghes shaldbe transferred
toqottland: ,A

"

Tentative
Allocation
Part 11

Area - Office

Owever, the 45.7
FY 82 gr nts.

General Assistance
Misc. Assistance
Special Child Welfare

28.9-
3.©'

3.9

Mote' The Portland Area also contends that a pro rata share of "Indian
Gild Welfare Grant" funds.be transferred to Portland.

23 law Enforcement 114.9
24 Housing 14

Self Det. Grant 2670

.,9

Note: The Self Deter'irati
base - should be Ira

2171 Community Fire':
3365 AV1

33G1 DE
Roa nt.

t

n grant was included in the wrong locations
sferred to-Matlakatla.

86.0

The Roads r,:e program at Metlalatla has been managed out of
.the Juneau Aret Office. 1hr $6.0 thousand is in the Area "8" base,
'TheSe funds should be transferred to the' tivtlakatla "A' base and
transferred to POrtlaiRIwith the rest of the "A' program.

40 Trust, Gen,
.6 42 Realty

50 Natural Res. Gen.
52 Forestry
SS Minerals Mining
`57 Wildlife Parks

71.0

.39.3

43.3

40,0

73.3 V

7).1,
di

309.
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ouiand is for Herring Fisheries and Fisheries

enforcement_ The 309,500 is for 45.7 to hire a Fisheries
Biologist and 253,800 Hatchery operations.

:750.4 .45.7 344.8 86.0

7-7)
Ir addition, contract support funds 2664 should be divided on a. pro rata basis
using the following formula:

Fy 82 (2664) Contract S 9P.0
Metlakatla

FT
`
82 Contract Support 2664 allotment

Juneau Area Office.

bligations
X Allotment Contract

Suppoil, Juneau Area

fletlakatle share FY 83
Nis

item II - Seven, FTE at Annette Island.

There was considerable disagreement on this issue. Dave Horton, Superin-,::

tegdent, Southeast Agency, understood that four positions, inclUding two Roads

pos bons that were already filled, would-te transferred to the Annette Island

'reservation Field Station. Virte little, Area Director, Portland Area, was of

the opinion that six (iositions and funding would be transferred. The Metlakatla

wanted seven positions, Either through.) direct promise or mutual understanding

of some sort, the Metlakatla understood tiler werq to have a staff of seven - six

from the original 'plan and one Fisheries.Riologist that was promised at a later .

date, the difference it as follows :.

Area Director, Juneau - w r nsfer four positions and funding for three.

They would transfer funding fo pir.ition,, along with the Roads. maintenance

program. They would transfer c15.7 for a Fisheries program but would not trans-

fer a position. We would have to use one of the remaining positions.

SUMARY: Position Funding Ad 'Addi

SovOce Source Posit ens FundingPosition

Roads Maintenance Juneau -O-

r
Roads Maintenance Juneau Juneau -0-

Fisheries Bioingist Juneau Juneau -0-

Field Representbtive Juneau None 55.0

Secretary None none 1 17,0

.638 Coordinator None None 1 14.0

Natural r .rcr Of f icer ' Nine None 1 42.0

Total 148.15
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Space to house federal employees. and equipment not discussed.

Item III - fisheries 8ioloflist

This item was inclualed.in the discussion. on the seven positions talked

about in Item U. Our fisheries man, Joe Warner, feels that it is an
ir

absoloteNmust to have a Fisheries man at the location

Item IV - Reduction of Administrative support to PAO Tribes.

The Portland Area staff (Ron Brown) said that we would negotiate this

pint with the Central Office and Juneau and that within the 16 Million

dollar reduction the Portland Region would receive its fair share cf funds.

In addition, we would ask for an equitable distribution of Contract support.

147 V - Roads Construction credits.

There was same disagreement on Roads construction funds. The Vetlakatlas

have not had a construction program on the Island for several years. They say

they have these years credit coming to them. The Central Office, Jim Ball and

R. Flirak,'agree with Metlakatla. They say they have accrued credits somewhere

Getween $600.0 and 5700.0 thousand. However, they have told the Juneau Area

Office to divide the Metlakatla share out. There may be disagreement here,

however, we wont knOw for sure until Juneau divides it out. Metlakatla says

they have 5667.0 thousand'caming and may be willing to negotiate the transfer

of funds from Juneau to Portland, pro rating it over vcouple of years.
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MAUD
STATEMENT

OF
BUFFALO TIGER,

CHAIRMAN OF THE MICCOSUNEE
TRIBE OF INDIANS

OF FLORIDA
BEFORE

THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERIOR
AND .RELATED AGENCIES

OF THE
HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE

February 21, 19114

Mr. Chairman, .1 appreciate the opportunity of

presenting the vicws'of the Miccosuke Tribe, of Indians.

of Florida on the proposed Bureau of Indian Affairs budget

for Fiscal Year 1985. We wish to-bring several matters of

importance V, our Tribe to your attention-.

n 1982 Congress enacted the Flor an Lands

Claims Settlement Act. This Act extinguished the cl of

our Tribe to most of the present State of Florida and gay

us in exchange 189,090 acres under a perp tual lease.A It

:also transferred our.f rmer state reservation'to the Federal

Government in trust for the Miccosukee Tribe. Under the

SettleMent Act, the 189,000 leased acres is treated as a

federal reservation for determining the elibility of our

Tribe for federal programs for which Indians are eligible

because of the status as. Indians and residence on a federal

reservation. The fornier State reservation is now by Act pf

Congress held in trust by the United States for the benefit

of the Micc.osukee Tribe.
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On June 30, 1983, we wrote to the Bureau of Indian

Affairs pointing out that the Settlement Actlestablished our

eligibility flcir certain additional federal programs and an

immediate need for federal services in resource management

and realty to insure that the federal trust responsibility

is fulfilled. ,We'proposed 418100,000 resource management

and real estate office to provide resource management and

realestate-serviceseomparable to those provided with res-

pect to other federal-reservations. Based on our experience

in operating Bureau plograms since 1970, we propose to pro-

vide these services under P.L. 93 -638 in accordahce with

federal Indian self-determination policy and regulations.

(25 C.F.R. 55271.31 to 271.3440

The Bureau has not responded to this request. We

have not been provided in FY'1984 with any assistance con-

nection with our trust resources. We ave recently received

the enclos d breakdown of the funding levels for our Bureau

programs inS% 1985. No funds for natural resources or trust

services in connection with the additional lands provided to

us under the Settlement Act are included.

We have no choice, therefore, but to ask your help ,

in providing the financial resources to enable the Bureau to

asitist us in conserving and managing the lands and waters

which have been confirm:No us in exchange for the release

of our claims to most of the State of Florida.' We request

you to. include $10o, a10 in the FY 1985 budget so that the

Bureau can fulfill the federal responsibility with respect to

these lands clearly contemplated in the Settlement Act.

9
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We also wish to raise several other poinis on our

Bureau budget. We understand that funds intended by Con-

gress for the operation of the Miccosukee Indian School may

have been diverted to other purposes by the Bureau. We have

' requested clazi. at ion as to whether this action has been

taken with the consent of the Appropriations Committees and

have received no response. If, in fact, the Bureau is using

the funds contrary to the wishes of Congress, we respectfully.

request that action be taken, through the General Accounting

,Office or otherwise, to compel the Bureau to cease diverting

funds to purposes other than those for which they have bean

appropriated.,

Finally, we have been promised since the enactment

of the Settlement Act that the Bureau will survey the bound-

ary o4p,the federal reservation established by that Act. N

action has been takein, however, although the Bureau. has told

us that sufficient funds are available in its budget for such

surveys. We have no been told when the survey can take,

place. We, respectf ly, request your assistance in encour-

aging the Bureau to proceed with this matter.
t

We also wish to register the opposition of the

kee Tribe to the Bureau's proposal to eliminate the

separate Indian Contract Support fund. The separate fund

has enabled the Bureau to contract many programs to us and

to other tribes without the necessity to reduce the level

of services to tribal members. The eliminationthe separate

fund from which overhead needs established through. annual

A
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negotiations can be proVided will mean that tribes will be

forced to pay a financial penalty for contracting.. The'

implementation of the Bureau's new overhead plan will thwart

Congress's policy of encouraging tribal operation of 8IA

programs.

Finally, we are concerned at the Bureau's con- .

tinuing failure to carry out its responsibility as to

"Aajor repiirs" with respect to federally-owned buildings

in,which we carry on our 638 contract programs. We are pre-

paring and will submit to you shortly a detailed report on

this problem. Unless the Bureau's performance ig this'area

improtes in the near future, these buildings will deterioria e

drastically.

With respect to the Indian Health'SerVice budget,

the Miccosukee Tribe wishes to express its appreciation of

your continued support for the Community Health Representative

program of the Ihdian Health Service and to urge that you will

once again reject the Administration's proposal to abolish

this important program which has contributed so much over

the years to improvements in Indian health.
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Mk. Harry A. Rainholt
Area Director
Eastern Area Office
Bureau of Indian Affairs
1951' Constitution Avenue,
Washington, D.C. 20245

Miccosukee Tribe of Indians
of Florida
TAMIA OVA. MrAMI, YLOAIAA 11144

111.11PKOMIL1 WI/31)W

June 30, 1983

Dear Mr. Rainbolt:

As you know, the MaccosUkee T!-the of Indians of Florida, as a result of

the Florida Indian Land Claims Settlement Act of 1982 (Public Law 97-399) has

acquired scum 189,000 acres of additional land between U.S1 1lieway 41 and

Alligator Alley and, in addition, the MliccosUkee State Indian Reservation

has been transferred to the United States by the State of Florida to be held

as an' Indian reservation in trust for the Tribe.

Section 6 of Public Law 971..399 provides that the 189,000 acre tract shall

be treated as a federally-recognized Indian reservation for purposes of de-

tirnnining the eligibility of the Tribe for federal programs for which Indians

are eligible because of their status as Indians and their residence on a re-

servation. With respect to the Alligator Alley Reservation, itself, the

e-",,evrttorreme a N., ef, 'A.-CACI-ARV or ymr 1MTCRIg C. JANIJ^NY I I. 1552
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has the bility to protect and enhance

the corpcs of the trust estate by 'ding the itibe with the professional,

technical, administrative and protective services required of the United States

in its role as trustee of Indian-owned real pruperty.

The Public Law 97-399 significantly increased the responsibilities ibf the

Tribe and the Bureau of Indian Affairs in such area as agriculture, fisheries,

wildlife and parks, water resousre pinning and conservation and environcental

quality concerns, forestry and fire suppression, minerals and mining, zIghts

protection, and real estate services. AA you axe well aware, the present Beiteau

of Indian Affairs budget for services to the Miceosutura Tribe does not provide

anything to support theseltdditional responsibiii0e Initially, it is imper-

ativr that the Bureau assist us in the sound and orderly planning of the develop.

ment of these new resources in a manner consistent with the lel constraints

applicable to these lands and waters under PUblic Law 97499 and with the federal

trust responsibility.applicable to the Reservation land,

esoThis imdddate need involves threstablishment of a r ice managent and
ea:1 estate service office which would have responsibility for:

(a) all real estate actions (lease and rig)t-o4-way processing, etc.),
relating to the Miccosukee Reservation;

(b) planning and implanting programs on tribal lands for the benefit
of the Tribe involving water and wildlife resource development and
conservation, roads maintenance and develop-it, public recreational
projects, and other income-producing tribal enterprises related to
tribal land developCent;
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(c) negotiating all necessary federal and state Agency approvals
and clearances to permit tribal projects to to forward;

(d) identifying financial resources (federal, state or private)
which ray be available to the Tribe to finance such develop-
ment programs and projects.

1.k are attaching a proposed budget and request tha"the funds be included,

if possible, in the Bureau of Indian Affairs -budget for .F.Y. 1984. Az we have

discussed. the Tribe is-not able.to re-programs funds'from other esseridal re-

servation activities to meet the needZ resulting from the Settlement Act.

As we reCagnize that the F.Y. 1984 budget cycle is now well slang, we haVe

tried to keep this request to the mandmunessential to enable la to work with

the Bureau to initiate a pro in F.Y. 1983. lie urge that consideration be

given to expanding this program in F.Y. 1985 and I will be glad to meet with

you in the near future to develop a detailed program justification for F.Y.

1985.

At tachpent

STAN' ac

At

Sinclrely,

44,,11.2

Surfalo 'Tiger
Chaircon

96--0 19 84
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Itr..coeuluie Tribe

Alligator Alley Reservatic

Propoted Budget

For Start-Up

Resource Nenagement and Real.Estae Offic.2

$ 75,000.00

4,000.00

5,000.b0

1,000.00

10,000.00

Resource Menagement Staff, inclen%
Clerical rapport

Local Travel

Travel

lies

Office Equipment

Total Direct Cast $100,000.00

5 4 5
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PREPARED
TESTIMONY

PREPARED FOR THE
SENATE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOM1.ITTEE

ON
INTERIOR AND RELATED AGENCIES

,THIS TESTIMONY IS PRESENTED BY ROBERT I. NUM, MPH, EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR OF THE MILWAUKEE INDIAN HEALTH BOAR, 930 NORTH 27TH
STREET,- MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN., 53208.

0
This testimony, as brief as it presented to address
tthe Public Law 94-437f the Indian flea h Improvement Act, in

three skatements of three periods of 1) the 1977-84 years,
2) the present fiscal year of,1983- and 3) the future of the
Act for the years 198

This testimeffy is pr sented on behalf of the Milwaukee Indian
Health Beard and In an people of the Milwaukee communities.
It is aloe in sup t of the American Indian Health Care
Association for the continued support of this subcommittee in
insuring that the Publiq Law 94-437 continues to fulfill its
committment to Indian people for the present year and for the
proposed years of 1985-1988.

This testimony, presented on behalf of the Milwaukee Indian
Health Board, is offered in support of the recommendation of the
American Indian Health Care Association that $12.3 million be
appropriated under Title V, Health) Services for, Urban Indians of
the Indian Health Care Improvement Act, P.L. 94-437.

Additionally, I we d lire to speak on behalf of the Association
in its plans to de elop and implement the following points:

1. $1.3 million for the needs and assessment and
development of Indian Health Centers,

2. The enforcement of the implementation of the UCRR data
collection repoirts,

The creation of an assistant secretary position for
Indian Affairs within the Department of Health & Human
Services,

4. The creation of an urban Indian health office
and finally,

5. Support the development of the Indian Health Advisory
Board, but reject any portion of section 802 which does
not specifically support the inclusion of urban
Indians on the Health Advisory Board.

'public Law 94-437, has provided the mechanism through which
Indians (both urban and non-urban) have been able to receive
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health care services which has been denied them either because of
lack of funds or lack of facilities that understand the Indian
person.

THE ROLE OF .TITLE V FunDS

Title V funds, specifically, have contributed to the growth of
the Milwaukee Indian Health Board and other. urban Indian health
programs. Rather than reiterating haw the urban Indian com-
munities are at a disadvantage, -1 tld like to address the
positive'growth of the MIHB and how i has grown from a small
health ,sliniO to a strong, viable heal \th provider organization
that is Sought in the professional comma ity.

The Milwaukee Indian Health Board has et and filled a need
identified as lacking among the urban Indian population. But to
assume that the immediate resolution of ccessibility, availa-
bility and acceptability of these health co erns is at an end is
also to believe that the National deficit ca be remedied' by next
year. MIHB has reached a role whereby it c n provide a compre-
hensive and quality health care package to its patients. To
withdraw these funds at this time would jeo rdize the signi-
ficant progress of the MIHB programs as th goals of self-
sufficiency are :3n view. However, because o the patient mix
presently being seen at MIHB, there will have t be ide by side
delivery of services where we can continue to'pr vide ealth care
o the low-income as well as the lower Middle-inc me p pulation.

B anticipates that within the next five years it will be a
demonstration model of success in the utilization f Federal
dollars to become self-sufficient. This is clearly de onstrated
by the following figures:.

During the period of 1975-1982, MIHB has provided primary health
care services to 8,210 patients in 1982, as opposed to /460 in
1975. The increase in services has been in the area ofJmedical
and dental services. The MIHB has increased its operating budget
from 5101,182 1975, to $2.2 million in 19B2. However, much
like the rest of the business world, we are having to offset any
growth and increase by the rate of. inflation.' MIHB should have
an operating budget of 55 million to effectivelyperform at its
capacity.

As in the past hearings regarding appropriations, we are asking
your continued support of insuring that 512.3 million be

appropriated under Title V'of the present legislative act
affecting urban Indian people.

'
SUPPORT TOR REAUTHORIZATION OF ,P.L. 94-437 FOR 1985.1988

MIHB stands in 'support of the reauthorization of P.L. 94-437 for
1985-1988. The enactment would allow full fruition of health
care services to Indian people throughout the Nation.

would encourage your continued support in addressing the

h alth care concerns that are addressed through the Act.
Statistics and humanitarianism warrants and supports the notion
of a dollar wisely spent is a dollar invested in the future.
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MILWAUKEE INDIAN HEALTH BOARD, INC.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The Milwaukee Indian Health Board, a non-profit organization, was
established to meet the health care needs of the Milwaukee area
Indian community by providing primary health care services.

Presently Milwaukee Indian Health Board CMIHB), as a Phase IV
Urban Indian health care project offers medical and dental care,-
pharMacy, laboriltory services, health educaion, social services,
nutrition, outreach, and health law. Additionally, arrangements
are made to provide- our clients with specialized and secondary
care throu0 referral.

One of the goals of the. Milwaukee Indian flealtP Board is to
provide health care services that are acceptable, continuous and
is of quality, in a cost-effective and professional manner.

Though great strides have been made by our agency in elevating
the health status of the Milwaukee Indian population, including a
documented positive impact on the level of infant mortality
through improved prenatal care, the health needs of Milwaukee
Indian people continue to be critical. The reluctance of uti-
lizing existing health carte system by urban Indians because of
'economic and cultural factors has been a continual problem.

In spite of funding that has previously been appropriated, the
Indian population of WiscOnsin continues to show a lower general
health status than the rest of the population with pigher pre-
ventable deaah rates, the higtest of which is accidental deaths
(over three times) and infani mortality (3B%) higher). The
client population served by our agency has chronic high unem-
ployment and low incomes, with 62% of our clients below estab-
lished poverty guidelines. We are-serving an increasingly larger
number of qhildren and adolescents. with 53% of ouf patients under
18 years of age.

Presently the Milwaukee Indian Health Board has an active patient
load of approximately 6,600 medical and dental patients, 63t are
Indian peOple.

,, the rilwaukee Indian Health Board provided the
following health care serwices to the Milwaukee community:

redical Encounters
Dental Encounters
-Social Service, Nutrition,
Education, Pharmacy
and Other Encounters

13,925
5,626

14,280

32,369
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Our center has become known as, a competent health care provider,.
botlrOn the profesbional.communify and in the greater community

tof Milwaukee. During 1963 we provided raining and employment in
health care services with the majority of our staff being Indian
people. .This has Offered these individuals an opportunity to

t..ile'necessary skills, whereby they can obtain jobs in the
heal,ta.re fiekd, Aligned -with this, MINS has had an qppot-
,tunity to benefit Lrom the individuals.

PresenCly 06.;ev the cutbacks, as preposeby the Administration,
as the curtailment pf existing healih care services available for
the medically.needy. we are finding a greater number of our
clients who fall below the poverty level and have no available
third party coverager source of payment for healthcare.

During this period-of inflationary health care costZ', city and
county And local governments.:ire lo g to community health
centers to meet the needs of peo ey cannot serve any longer.
Consequently, we,are increasing our pafikient'visita, but unfor-
tunately, the facility cannot absorb the demand without major:\
renovation.

.

.

As a private non-profit organization we have approached the pri-
vate sector and foundations seeking to obtain furtding to meet the
health needs of our community, however, they are also faced
great demands on limited coesources.

An a multakunded agency. the Milwaukee 'Indian Health Roard
fulfilled one of the mandates of P.L. 94-437, ,The" Indian He
Care Improvement Act, Title V,_ which is to Maximize as faf as
.possible additional sources of iederal,state,' local Ind private
funding to address the health needs of the urban Indian com-
munity. We now haye an operating budget, of $1.6 million with
'approximately 21% coming. from: Indian Health Services. Even 411
thought this seems to be a small part o th operating budget the
loss of Indian Health Service:funding, world drastically 'impair
our ability to continue to provide a wide range of quality com-
prehensive health care services. Thereby seriously limiting, our
'function as an organization targeted to meet the unique health
needs of the urban Indian populatibn. we are presently the orilly
Indian oriented health resource in the greater Milwaukee area,
the loss of IHS Title. V fun4ng would resurt in this focus
ceasing to exist.

As a community health center also funded through, the Burea& of
Community Health Services under Urban Health Initiative rand
National Health Service Corps, we have expanded beyond-the scope
possible under the limited IHS Title V funding. The HCHS/NHSC
support has enabled the project to respond to the health needs of
the. Indian community while at the same time building a clinic
that is consietent,with accepted standards, for commynityhealth
centers.

The continuation of the great strides made, by the MiNaukee
Indian Health Board ib .improving the health status of our
community requires that we. maintain adequate funding from a
variety; of sources.

has
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health agency that has gone through the long and often
cos y process of program development; we feel that the most
cos -effettive apPlicatiory of the previous support given. our
pro ect would.be continuatioa. of funding at a realistic and

p opriate

ORGANIZATIONAL HISTORY

The 'M.ilwaukee Indian Health Boaid began in June, 1974 with
initial funding provided by the. Aberdeen Area Indian Health
Service to-research and design a program to address the unique
health care needs of urban Indians in Milwaukee. After initial
health status surveys and medical testing, the MIHB began to
solicit local and church related fund sources. A referral and
social -services program was developed to begin identifying
barriers to to the urban health care system for Indian people.
Staff developed appropriate health care referral linkages,
documented thtt needs and provided fallow-up and transportation
assistance for th clients.

In October, 1976, a two -year :grant from the State of Wisiksin
Department o alth and Social services, for health scree gs,
nutrition ed 'tion and food vouchers, was the first direct
health service p rsram at MIHB.

In July, 1977, a medic program started - with State of
Wisconsin Maternal and.Chil ealth (MCH) program grant. ;On site
services provided were physics xams immunizations, TB testing,
EKG's, blood.tests and pregnan ng.

"''In'January, 1978, a variety of fund n sources were pooled
gether,.a building was located and teMo e e MIHB clinic
opened. It was the beginning of the primary care community
health clinic. program, currently a Model for urban health
centers.

.

During the nett two yearseAhe clinic exatienced growth and
increased medical and dental services to produce a stable,
cmfiprehensive program with over 4,000 active medical clients.
.However, during this period the State MCH funding stopped. As a
result, a large part of the clinic's operational funds were
affected. The Board of Directord therefore-moved to ihcrease
both IHS and Urban Health Initiative (DHI) funding. This move
increased OB/GYN. specialties, primary care physicians, dental
providers, phartacy services, laboratory- aervices and health
education programming.

In 1981, the present clinic facility was purchased and remodeled.
Earlier goals and objectives had called for developing additiopal
programs. These new programs were in need of Epace. In addi-
tion, ,new goals and objectives will be to develop management
information services,.billing procedures and new income genera-
ting programs. Therefore, space. is a critical factor in the
clinic's development program.

Presently, the Milwaukee Indian Health Board is seeingsapproxi-
mately 6,600 patients and the number continues to increase each
year. We do not anticipate a decrease in the demand for health
services for the target population presently being seen at the
Milwaukee Indian Health Board.
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Statement of the Montana
Inter-Tribal Policy Board

In this statement, the Montana Inter-Tribal Policy etoard present its views
on the President's proposed budget for the Bureau of Indian Affairs,- the Indian Health
ervice, and Indian education. On behalf of all the Montana tribes, thi Board

expresses its grave concern over the proposed budget, which would reducer or eliminate
many important programs and contains virtually no, real increases.

We begin with the proposed budget fad 11-1S, which shows a shocking
..,,,,,....Ssregard for the health needs of the Indian people.

Al. IHS Clinical services: On paper, IHS proposes an additional $27
million for clinical services, which is an apparent 4 percent increase. But because
medical costs have increased 13 percelt over the last year, in real terms IRS is
proposing a 9 percent decrease. Furth&rmore, much of the additional $27 million
would supposedly be dived from third party.reimbursements, such as Medicare and
Medicaid. 1HS projecis that It will receive $65 million In relmtursements next year.
This is a completely unrealistic and unsupported figure. The FY 1984 reimbursements
were far below this amount, and virtually every factor that will affect the level of
reimbursements -- such as probable Medicaid reductions by the states -- pointsLtoward lower reimbursements, not higher ones. .

...
Thus, even the grossly inadequate increase IHS has proposed for clinical

services would really bea substantial decrease. We urge the Committee -- as It dad
laSt year -- to ignore the IHS projections for reimbursements, and support arrtnerease
of at least 13 percent or clinical services.

tribes are all particularly concerned with the prevention and
treatment o sm. This terrible problem, increases crime, unemployment, and
family strife he reservations, and also creates increased demand for overbai-dened
programs such 1HS. clinical services and BIA General Assistance. IHS-funded alcohcil
programs have Made-some inroads on these problems, but need to be greatly expanded.
We are therefore very disappointed that the proposed budget of $24.6 million for
alcohol programs would force our member tribes to shrink these programs, not expand
.them. We urge the Committee to support a budget of at least $30 million for these
crucial programs.

2. IHS contract care: Nationwide, the backlog of contract care cases is
over $20 million. The bulk of this backlog consists of surgical cases. As we
understand it, 1115 will not pay for surgery unless there is a "life-or-limb-threatening"
situation. This means that many serious problems, such as cataracts, gallstones and
orthopedic conditions go uncorrected.

The IHS budget makes no attempt to address this problem. We ute the4Committee to support, as it did last-Year, increases in contract care that will remove
at least part of the backlog.

3. Indian health manpower: The Board strongly opposes this Adminis-
tration's efforts to reduce health scholarships and eliminate funds for recruitment and
the IN MED program. The Billings IHS area is chronically understaffed. There is great
difficulty in filling professional positions,_ particularly for physicians. The long-term
solution to this problem is increased funding for training of Indian health professionals.
Right now, intensified recruiting efforts are needed. The proposed budget would not
provide either a long-tend or short-term solution.
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We would understand the Administration's reluctance to !Lod these
programs if they were ineffective, but in fact, the opposite is true. For example,

' since 1980, not a single student assisted by INMED has dropped out of school. Tills is
unheard of for stunts of any cultural or economic background. We urge the
Committee to take statistics such as these into account and to restore finds fat
scholarships and recruitment.

4. IHS facilities construction: Once again, the Administration proposes
to eliminate all lunch for facilities construction. This callous disregard is simply,
beyond belief. As a group, the'Montana tribes are in desperate need of new hospitali
and clinics as well as sanitation facilities. We beseech the Committee to continue 86
reject the potentially disastrous elimination of IHS construction funds.

S. IHS community health representatives and urban health: The Admin-
istration is once again seeking to eliminate CHR and urban health programs. We ale
grateful for this Committee's support for the CHR program, and are counting on yolk
continued support.

CHR activities include follow -up visits for sorgical patients and clinIcs'for
patients with hypertension, diabetes, and ENT problems. ..The program is extremely
cost effective because it catches potentially serious problems at an early stage and
encourages patients to seek treatment who otherwise would wait until their conditions
became acute. In addition, the Board opposes the proposed cut in funds for public
health nurses, who work closely with the community health representatives.

We also, strongly support the urban health program. Members of all the
Montanatribes go to the cities to find work, and need health care. If the urban
program were eliminated, many of our'urban members would simply go without health
care, and then return: to the reservations if a serious problem developed. This is
obviously not cost effective.

We now urn to the budget for the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Indian
education.

1. Indian education: All of the Montana tribes are firmly convinced that
education is the best hope for their children to achieve a better standard of living.
The tribes rely particularly on the Johnson-O'Malley and Title IV programs to provide a
high quality education. Therefore, we are concerned that the President's proposed
budget would leave both of these programs at current levels, which of course means a
real decrease.

Given tht decreases of thi past three years, our schools simply cannot
absorb any more cuts. Too many important programs have already been eliminated.
These include tutoring and counseling programs -- the very programs that enable
Indian children to stay in-school and improve their academic performance.

The Board is also concerned that the President's budget does not request
any funds for school construction under the impact aid program. This is supposedly
because so much money was appropriated last year for this program -- yet the
Department of Education acknowle"dges that for schools serving Indian children, there
is an unmet need of $195 million.
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We simply do not understand the current Administration's attitude toward
funds for education. We realize that President Reagan wants states and local
communities to take the primary role in school funding, but by definition, commkrAles
that receive Impact aid cannot meet their own needs for education funds. We urge the
Committee to support an appropriation of at least $20 million for impact aid school
construction.

There arc five tribally controlled community colleges in Montana.
According to the BIA budget justification, the allocations for all three colleges would
be reduced under the President's proposed budget, whereas the number of students
would either stay the same or increase. We urge the Committee to support an
appropriation for community colleges that Is consistent with the level mandated by the
FY 19E3 Senate Appropriations Committee report on appropriations for the
Department of the Interior.

Also, we request the Committee to provide funds for th new endowment
program authorized by Congress last year. The BIA budget justific lion does not even
mention this program, which would help the colleges attract private sector funds.

.Finally, the Board objects to the proposed cut In fends for adult education.
The B1A blames tribal budget priorities for the proposed cut, which is simply
ridiculous. Instead, it should acknowledge that Its budget is too low fairly to reflect
tribal priorities. We urge the Committee to support an increase in adult education
programs.

2. Irrigations Several Montana tribes have an urgent need for irrigation
unds. Their irrigation projects are either unfinished or are badly in need of

renovation and repair. Yet, the proposed budget contains no fundsior construction of
small irrigation projects and in general contains inadequate funding for irrigation. We
request the Committee to support increased finding for irrigation maintenance and
cons tr uction.

3. Housings The BIA proposes to cut the budget for the HIP program.
Under the proposed budget, the BIA would build and renovate fewer homes next year
then it has this year. How can this'be justified when there Is a shortage of decent,
safe, and sanitsry housing throughout Indian country? Many Montana Indians live in
substandard conditions. Overcrowded and unsafe housing is common.

Once

tantial Increase in funds the HIP program.

gain, the BIA is blaming tribal priorities for its own proposed Fut.gain,
We urge the Con) iittee to reject the BIA's spurious justification for its proposed cut
and to support a s

4. Land Acquisition: Once again, the BIA has requested no funds for
land acquisition. Everyone pays llp service to the need for land consolidation, but the
plain fact is that without funds to purchas.e land, significant land consolidation will
never occur. We hope that the Committee will look at this issue carefully during the
,coming weeks, and provide needed financial assistance.

testimmy.
The Board appreciates the Committee's careful consideration of its

3

MONTANA INTER-TRIBAL POLICY BOARD

By: Caleb Shields, Chairman
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Testimony of the
Navajo Nation

on the
President's Fiscal Year 1985 Budget

for the Bureau of Indian Affairs
Before the

Senate Select Committee an Indian Affairs

February 21, 198i

Mr. Chairman, masters of the Committee, my- name is Rodger Boyd. Gib behalf

of chairman eeterson.2ah and the Navajo Nation, I want to extend our thanks to

the Committee for this opportunity be moment an President Reagan's FY '85

Budget for the Bureau of Indian Affairs '(BIA). We hill be submitting detailed

writtenyeomments and requests to the Cbmmittee in the next few .weeks -as a
folloeueeto our comments' eerie today. ,*

'Tie FY '85 BIA budget request ccestitutes strong evireseae that the BIA

intends to default on its statutory and Tteaty duties to the Navajo Nation.
This Appears to be another case of the BIA saying eeat it has adequate funds to

meet its trout duties while in reality the funds sought are several tens of
millions of dollars short of actual need.

indien Bducatien programs have already sustained severe funding cuts in

previous fiscal years. For FY '85 the BIA is proposing to hold most programs at

their' FY '84 levels. This 'awns that there will be inadequate funds for elevated

education. Yet, the BIA hap proposed increases for its .cwn administrative
costs. At the time, a $525,00 reduction is proposed for Navajo Community

College (WC). If this reduction becomes effective, NOCWill be required to cut

program at the very time when enrollment is steadily increasing. TheNevajo
Tribe is providing Nee with $r.5 million from its own .e reveeeese in FY

'84, as it did in FY '83. Over the last five years, be by invested
$4.85 million in the College. We aek the Congress to fully NCC by
restoring the,cute proposed for FY '85 and adding funds to the tee*

match the Tribal contribution to the College.

Continuing education program funding at FY '84 levels will also
'weir the Bureau's ability to provide safe and sanitary school facilities.
total budget request for facilities loprovernent and repair ;is About $40 million.
The need at Navajo alone is nearly $300 million. The BIA bddget request, if

approved, would simply delay or defer essential facilities inprovesient and

repair, In the long run this will result in . significant added costs to the

federal government as the required repairs increase in both quantity and

quality. fee ask that the BIA be directed to seek adequate funds to suet their

duty to operate and maintain safe and sanitary school facilities on the Navajo

Reservation. We would also like to remind the Cbmmdttee that the Chibee States

hen an obligation under the Treaty of 1868 to provide not only facilities but

also qualified teachers for Navajo students.

* All of the projected andestimated funding needs stated in this testimony
ar.i. shown in 1984 dollars,
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The Navajo Tribe would also like to go on record today with respect to the
provision of forward funding. .The lack of timely financial assistance causee
continuous disruptions in,all BIA programs. While the needffor forward funding
is most acute in education programs, its uee would be beneficial in every one of
the Navajo Tribe's P.L. 93-638 contracts.

Since the passage of P.Ie 93-638, the Indian nduesation and
Self nation Assistance Act, the Navajo Tribe has contracted all or part
of severe igrams. Without exception, the funds for these programs areInadeqUate in '84 and will continue to .be inadequate under the President's
budget for FY '85. For example:

/1.1. The services contract for FY '84 provides the Navajo Tribe
,n $26.8 million. Our actual needs are in the range of $35.6 million.

SimilarY,s the FY '85 -request for about $105 million fin- nationwide social
eelfare needs will lead to a serious funding shortfall in the Navajo Area.
During FY '82 and '03 the Navajo Tribe expended About $1.75 minim of its
general funds to keep this P.L. 93-638 social cervices contract solvent.These funds 'still have not been repaid to the Tribe.. Now, the BIA is
proposing reprograming $7.4y 11ien flk- school constructicn on the Alamo
Navajo Reservation in order to meet its FY '84 nationwide funding shortfall
for all social services programs. This is unfair to the Alamo Navajo
people and Indian people everywhere. The $7.4 million of reprogramed funds
would not even cover the projected $9 million shortfall for the socialeeivices program at the Navajo Area for thiseear, much less the overall:
national need. we fail to see why the Alamo Navajo should be forced to
delay or defer their badly needed school to make up for the failure of the
BIA to request appropriate funds in the fikst plaee.

2.' In the area of law enforcement, the Navajo Tribe has expended about
$50 million of itA general revenues fo net needs over the past ten years.
The BIA has not even matched this funding effort. Fbr FY '84 the Navajo
Tribe is .providing about 55% of the funds being expended far Law:enforeeeent. Even with the expenditure of Tribal fands, there is a need
for approximately $15 million on FY '84 to meet operating costs and tobring the Tribe into oomplianee with the P.L. 93-638 contract terms and
federal regulations, In the next few years it is projected teet the Tribe
will Rewire about $19 million annually for law and order operations. In
addition, we will require about $35 million for adult detention facilities
and modest $12 million for juvenile facilities. At present, there are no
Navajo juvenile offenders detention facilities. None of the jails an the
reservation meet even minimal federal standards foe health and safety, The
Tribe will epend,hundreds of thousands of dollars from its owe general
revenues in FY '84 to attempt to meet emergency repair requirements in the
existing Tribal jails. The Bureau is not seeking any additional funds for
operation or construction in FY '85.

1. Navajo Courts are slaUxl for a one-third cu in funding and the
President's IN '85 hirkiet. This comes at A tine when the workload f the
Courts is actually increasing. Mere than half of the Navajo population is
under age 18. Yet the B1A has. never provided adequate fanding.fbe juvenile

stice programs. The Navajo Tribe is funding a modest juvenile justice
from general funds in Pi '84. With the federal funding cuts
for FY '85 the Courts will either require greater Tribal funds or

sinvl function as an effective Court system.

ve
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4. The housing program is slated for a $2.2 million outback in FY '85. '

This will result in an overall reduction in, the housing servkees available
to the Navajo people. With the Tribe's populationegrowth and. the historic

Lack of adequate housing programs cn the reservation, the opportunity for
Navajos to live in decent, safe and sanitary housing is becoming more
elusive with each passing year.

S. In FY '83 the RIA failed to pay the Navajo Tribe its negotiated

indirect cost -rate an P.L. 93-638 contracts. Ails: Navajo Tribe has been

advised through contract modificaticns that the Bureau will only pay 75% of

the indirect cost rates established for FY 44.. The budget request for FY
'85 will further reduce funds for indirect costa. These continual
reductions severely impair the financial and management resources of the

, Tribe.
T`ee

Boned on these few examples, we believe that it is clear that the President
and the BIA are in the process of reneging on their established trust duties.

The P.L. 93-638 contracting process is quickly becoming a device for Tribal

self termination. Ueless this situaticn is corrected by the Cengress in pyk '85

the Navajo Tribe will have no choice but 00 retrocede these contracts and
initiate legal proceedings against the BIA to require cosplisnce with federal
laws enacted for the benefit and welfare of the Navajo people. The Tribe siaply
Lacks the financial resources to allow it to contieue to financially assist the

BIA imply with its federal trust reeponsibilittese

To say the'lsase, we are disappointed that the Bureau and Navajo-Hopi

Indian Relocation Commission (NHIRC) have failed to request funds-for the
development of the Former Joint Use Area ARAM). The Bureau is seeking about
$3.8' million in FY '85 for the operations of the NHIRC. This is a reduction of
about $175,000 coapared to ,FY '84. This is puzeling to us in view of the day
imposed on the Buelau and the Commission to assist both the Navajo and Hqpi
Tribes with development of the FJUA reservation. This deity is imposed by the

avalo Hopi Rehabilitation Act and the Navajo Hopi Land Settlement Act. As.many
you know, the FJUA has experienced little or no demwilopment over the last

toy years due to the land dispute. Both the Navajo and Beipi Tribes are
ted to full cooperaticn to ensure proper development of the FJUA. This

cobeerative spirit has already led to the start of construction of a new high
school, at Hopi. A new clinic is desperately needed. The Terquoise Trail road

construction : project needs special project status funding and Congressional
support to become a reality. This highway, once constructed will provide vital

infrastructure for the FJUA and will further ease tensions between the-two

Tribes. We ask your support and assistance to require the Bureau and the

,Cceuission to fully discharge their responsibilities for the development of the,

FJUA.

The BIA is proposing to continue to apply a band aid col on to Indian

reservation economic development.. There is a serious lack ofe carprehensive

reservatim development planning that would include coordinated program for
trainlnq and technical assistance, employeent assistance and capital formation.

while $5 million in new funds is being requested in FY '85 for economic

develoccent projects, employment assistance is being cut $554,000, the Lean

guarantee program is being deleted from the Credit Program. Mireimum amounts are
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being requested for training and funds are ;requested for ,technical
assistance. list of the reservati including Navajo lack adequate capital,
nanagement expertise, trained work fo and the ovexall capacity which would
enable the People to move toward re self-sufficient econceaes. The Navajo
Nat icr is oonfronted with a staggering( 35% uneeployment rate, per capita income
of $2,414 compared to the National av rage of $7,311,.aed where 49.7% of Navajos
are living helow the poverty level red to the National average of 11.7%.
The Bureau's FY '85 budget proposel-re leeks an apparent misunderstanding of its
own ppst failure - not effective solutions to economic problems.

-

The Bureau also professes to be seeking adequate resource protection funds.
Thvelteeity is that. the funds sought, if Appropriated, would be wholly
inadequate to meet the following Navajo needs:

1. Finds for cadastral surveys would not be adequate to complete the
survey of the Navajo Reservation in FY '85. The reservation has never been .6,,
Surveya-0 and current efforts by the BIA will take sev all more svetietl. to
complete at the present levels of funding. result in Continued .

difficulty in planning and impleaeneing land use 'plans.
. :

2. Rinds for erchealogical clearances:are inadequate. Based on the FY
'85 B1A budget request, the Nepajo Trite can reasoeablY expect to Continue
to encounter long delays. 4, the ercimpetIcn, cle federally mancjkted clearances;
This has the substantial: effec of impedingeeeeterdel development and
nelf-eutficency for theellavajb Nation. I

3. SenklefiY t1le7'funddecught; CoF forestry will not yield any eat
reductien the forestagdon -backlog in the Navajo Nation. At present
funding levels, the Navejo-backyg will continue tio,:eist for about fifty
more teears,- not the ten yeArtimee'spen steted in keet,propeeed BIA budget.
The Navajo Tribei4 spending about $600,000 of it own- general funds
forest aenagement im Xi, '94. has exceeds current and projected
expenditures _in the Navajo Areal "

feding for Tinerat resource inventories and development monitori
l'Arel eneercement are'wholly inadequate. The Navajo Nation still- Lacks the
suppoit and assistence negleired td kmow exactly, what nesourcea-theeTtibe
owes. The' lack of required assistance to thoroUghly monitor on-going
resoerce development' for exeriPiianeAwith lAse terms and conditions is also
A matterof.great iirport!4be the filature welfare of the Tribe.

5. The BIA is not seeking Adequate funds for land title revord keeping
clearances. The Navajos will continue to suffer from the lack of

timely and accurate land status information in FY '85.
1

.

6. ntnds for Fish and Wildlife are inadequate. The Navajo Netion
receives adeilt 1* of the annual nationwilde BIA appropriation for fish and
wildlife. In the current fiscal year the Tribe is spending about $225,000
of ittei general revenues or nearly twice as much as the BIA. The outlook
for 1985 shows no improvement in the level of BIA support.

7. Necessary funds for water litigation on the San Juan River and the
Little Colorado River are not being specifically sought by BIIj in FY '85.



In the current' fisdal year, the Tribe received $137,000 from the BIA for
work an the Si a Juan River. The actual need is for an additional $427,250
in FY '84 and About $1.7 million in FY '85. Theme fends will primarily pay
the experts necessary to develop our proof. On the Little Celorado, we

need $367,005 in FY '84 and e$1.1 million for FY '85. These funds are
urgently needed in order to enable the Tribe to meet judicially established
deadlines for submission of its claim. In the same regard, we Would ask
the Cormittee to note that both the, Navajo and Hcioi Tribe believe that

funding for the Little Coloaradolitigation should be proeidedeiirectly to
each Tribe. NO do not accept the determination of the Bureau and the

Justice Department that there is no oonflict-afeintezest between the two
Tribes relative to rights in the Little Colorado River.

You will notice that the Bureau is net seeking any funds in FY '85 for
construction of the Navajo' Indian Irrigation Project (NIIP). The Tribe is

tegeesting $1.5 million for FY '84 and $17.5 million for FY '85; This project

was Authorized as part of P.L. 87-483 on Jene 13, 1962. It is interesting to

not that the San' Juan Cerra Diversioe Project was concurrently authorized by
the Congress. This project was completed years ago and San juen River water is

leei stored and used in the Rio Grande Valley. On the other hand NIIP is only
404 complete. The BIA continues to fail to carry out the intent of

ess with respect to NIIP. For FY '85 the.BIA apparently intends to
nue fall_ to secure funding,for.NIIP. We ash that you provide the funding

. We also have a need for funds to assist iievajo Agricultural Products
Industry (NMI). The Aasiatant Secretary for Indian Affairs agrees with us that
NAPY'has never been properly capitalized. During the past year, in ccejunctian
with Mr. Kenneth Smith and his staff, the Tribe has changed the tranagement of
NAPI and renegotiated the NAPI debt. These actions willteave NAPI and, the Tribe
several millions of dollars over the next five year4;\ Been With thence

improvements NAPI is still in need of adequate oepitilization. We are
requesting $1.0 million for NAPI in FY '85:

We note that the Bureau's proposal for Automatic Data Processing (ADP)

funding will further unnecesearily reduce program funds available for airect
service delivery. Under the Bureau's plans, every program dollar would be

subject to a levy for eDP.. This will lead to problems of accountability and
control. The ADP oosts7ehould be identified as a line item in the budget.
There is no justifitation for Laving funds otherwise intended for services to
create an internal funding mechanism which is not subject to reasciable controls
and accci ntability.

similarly, in the area of coed construction we would like-to note that the

BureAu is attempting to use 6% of the Tribe's Highway Trust fund entitlement for
administrative cost. The Navajo Tribe 6alommands that 4.he Bureau be directed to

regeest acit-Nuate funds for administration under its general administrative
budget.

Finally, we would like to raise with you our concern about the inequitable
distribution of funds appropriated for BIA programs. During FY '82 and '83 ,the
Navajo Area consistently received less than a fair share of BIA dollars compared

all other Areas. T??ts is true regardless of the measure chosen to compare
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fund distributions. Aar example, the FY '83 natural resources program the
Navajo Area received $.71 per acre of Navajo Lend compared to $6.18 per acre of
Portland Area Tribal lands and the Navajo Aina received $9.26-per capita for
trust responsibilities while the Portland Area received $80.00 per capita. We
are requesting that this matter be investigated further and that appropriate
oorrecticns be wade to ensure equity in the distribution of appropriated funds
in FY '85 and future fiscal years.

COnclusion

With increasing frequency the Navajo Nation 43- being called upon to fund
services and programs mandated by federal laws and the Treaty of 1868. The
basic institutions of Tribal self-governance are threatened by the lack of
federal funds. Navajo Lands and resources are suffering from lack of proper
management. The Tribe LaCks the information and assistance netessary tomonitor
and enforce land and resource use requirements. We still do know if mineral
lessees are paying even the minimal royalties under their BIA negotiated and
approved leases.

The Navajo people are eager for education and'knowl '1 Treaty of
1868 and other federal laws reqUire the United States to an adequate
education for all Navajos. Performance of these duties is ng frustrated due
to lack of funds.

Navaj found to be eligible social services Pr
denied assistance due to lack of firsts., Comprehensive soci
planning is impossible. Innovative workfare concepts cannot
the area of law and order, the Bureau is not meting even
actual funding needs. The Bureau has not aidressed on
detention facilities construction.

rams are regularly
welfare program
int:Assented. In
fourth of cur

funding needs for

The Navajo Tribe cannot and will not allow the BIA to tine to default
on its trust duties. If President. Reagan is earnest LT his eta z. policy goals
for .Indian Tribes, then the BIA has not served his or the ajo Tribe well.
Progress toward Tribal self-sufficiency will only come h a clear
recognition of the trust duties required of the BIA and a commdtzent by the BIA
to secure adequate funds for. the discharge of those duties. The BIA's FY '85
budget proposal will not allow the Bureau to comply with its duties as the
trustee fur the Navajo Nation.
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:Motile:toy of the
Navajo Nation

on the ee
President's Fiscal Year4985 Budget

for the Indian Health:SeeVicas
i

Before the Senate Select Cammittme on Indian Affairs

February 21, 1984

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am Petersen Zah, Chainnwi of
the Navajo Tribal Ceuncil. I appreciate the opportunity to present to you the
concerns of the Navajo Tribeeregarding-the FY 85 budget proposed by President
Reagan for the Indian Health ce.

Ile Navajo Tribe wi ate or barter the health status of the
Navajo People. Por your part, yen must do with the pm-I:weed' apprepriaticn
requeet at is legally and rally right --if the budget is fauerveeting in
terms of the promise of health parity for Indian pecaele stipulated in P.L.
94-437, the Indian Health Care improvement Act, the44ou suet reject -- as ue
have done -- the request as unacceptable. ee:

Jee

Under my adrinistration, we have embarked on a kiew path of partnership
with the Navajo Area Indian Health Service fNAIHS). We respect and admire both_
the Navajo and non-Indian health professionals who eetee cUr people with
commitment and dedicatiOh Ara leadership and the entire health are delivery
system has teeti_Ilt the close working relations between IRS, the
Navajo Division of Health Improves:rust Services, the Health and Wean Services
Committee of the Navajo Tribal Council, and the Navajo Areelndian Health Board.

Tagether, NA/Hs and the Navajo Tribe have identified the following
priority needs which should be addressed in FY 85.

1. Dilapidated health care facilities require renovation in order to
meet health care standards and liceneure requireaents. The projected

.

cost for health care facilities renovation en the Navajo Reservation
is $24 million.

2. All temporary staff quarters should be replaced, and rtes quaeleams
are required to net staffing needs. A total of 332 unit staff
housing are required. It projected coat fqr new staff housing is
$21.6 minim.

3. Accerding to the This Resource Requiremnt Methadologye Navajo Area
is 1,342 positions below eptimem staffing levels. This do% not
Include additional positions to absorb the loss of National Health
Service Corps staff from reservatien ceemunity clinics. 248

positions are needed to bring NAIHS back ep to even FY 80 staffing
levels. The projected cost for resteffing is $10 million.

4. IHS clinics which have been closed or which have been forced into
drastically reduced service levels should be reopend and restaffed.

5
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The projected oast for restoring these clinics to full operation is
$1.6 million.

$3.6 million is urgently needed to modernize and upgrade existing
'.IHS equipment used in IRS ,hospitals and cl

6. Emergency medical services needs, including Le replacement,
maintenance and eaguipment.costs, must be maintain emergency
health care deliVery standards. The Navajo ibe estimates that
$1.8 million is needed for these purposes in FY 85.

7. In FY 83 there was a serious backlog oe water and sewer projects
under NAIHS. Environmental Health. At the current funding rate, it
will take ten years to complete this work. It Should be done now.
$130 million is needed to remove the backlog and prow Cie adequate'
water and sanitatioo services for the Navajo People in

What the Navajo Tribe finds distressing, and I hope you do as well, is
that we do not know whether the proposed MRS FY 85 budget apprppriatione is
sufficient to meet these needs.'. The reason for this is that Indian Health
Service 'headquarter* has not had and still *es not have a rational plan ,fpr thtk'
distribution of resources. As you nay know, Navajo Area continues to contribute'
25% of the total IRS clinical workload and continues to receive only 13%.6f ,the
IHS annual appropriation. NeVajo is-the'largest tribe in the United StAtee with
160,000 members. Yet we receive only 9% of IRS alcohol program dollars. We have
asked for at least two yeari for an explanation of how IRS alcohol program funds
are allocated. None has been forthcoming. The lack of a fair plan', for
distribution of funds appropriated to IRS poises a serious threat to the health
And well being of the SWvajo people. 'we ask that you invostigater thit matter -
and require the IHS to fairly distribute its appropriated funds.

Unquestionably, we creepage certain specific FY 1985 proposed budget
items, particularly the elimination of facility construction funds. the
elimination of Cemmunity -Health Representative Program funding, and the
eliminaticn of tribal' ainageeent development funds. Health facilities eke

4 critical because of the isolated, rural Navajo life-way. There are no -known'
alternatives. Clearly, the $7 million second phase of anstruction at the .

crownpoint Hospital must be funded. Moreover, our own communities are .willing
to share the cost of such operations, as In the case of Chilchinbeto residents
who are weaving a giant Navajo rug for sale. The interest income a the
invueted reylenuee from the sale will help provide support for a future community
clinic planned by these concerned Navajo citizens.

Also, IRS and Indian people are now designing an evaluation tool which
will document what we Navajos already know: the home health function .of the
Cemeunity Health Representative Program works and the Navajo people are
healthier today because we have these well-trained, dedicated Navajos working
among the People.

Finally, the elimination of tribal health management development funds
from the FY 85 budget request strikes a blow at the very heart of Indian
self determination as promised iii both P.L. 93-638 and P.L. 94-437; But P.L.
94-437 has provided only a portion of the osxl.xl funding *for health programs
which tribes might want to contract for under P.L. 93-638, and the latter
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continuos- to carry with it overly-regtrictive requirements. Thus, we have
cebsen to continue to Utilize-tribal health mapagenent development funds for the
development of adggnistrative and managerial capability independent of the issue
of oontracting foi IHS direct care functions. We believe the liability for
badly--funded INS "638" contracts, should remain with the Federal government. We
prefer to look instead for other 'creative, innovative alternatives, such as
ointract health cafe agreements with INS for the provision of clinical services
irrcity facilities.

.

Cenclusion

In closing, let me say that I believe it is vitally important that we
purgue arlf-sufficiency for the Navajo Nation. But not at the boat of
diminishing the trust responsibility of the Federal government. . We have
valuable land, valuable resources, a valuable tax base; our dollars continue to
support the businesses in off-Reservation border-towns. Even now we contribute
over $3 million of Tribal general revenues tbWard cur, own health bare. But ,the
Reagan. Administration does not dederlitand the trust.relatiaiship and continues
to instruct its people in the Department of Health and Hunan Services, the
Public Health Service and even in the Indian Health Services that health
`budgets are to be cutiiealth facilit itions are to be reduced, health
services are to he curtailed, president has said he wishes to support
tribal self-casalitiont as the goal of Indian self-determination, yet he deprives
us of the resources needed to accomplish this end.

I ask for your understanding and your assistance. Be true to your
ancestors as we are' to ours. By combining Western medicine and traditional
Navajo healing in a strong oommunrty organization, our efforts are sure tI5

reH," in Unproved health for. ourselves and our children. -Ttds is hoi'w Navajos
hay -hvived. It is our strength against all adveraig. I believe
unegaiyucall9 Umt the Navajo way is indestructable. We will Atroome. WO will
endure. And we will make the future a better place for our children to live.
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Ailditional- Comments
the MS Indian Health

Before
Senat ! ',11nct Committee

h Rcgard to
ce Budget Request

Affsirs

i a
:

r. L'hhei- 1-101Wrq_oL Ni o comi6itt4e, my name in Peterson
.

Zmh, Chotrnan of rho NavAjo .+ation. 1 wiAh . to present_ an
adai'ional nta.t. for' ',lour consloerariftn TF:.i.tt :,linq the FY 1985
Indian 1,,,alth ( 111S/ budget.' p d by the Reagan
Almini:itr,itien. l inr)rrrri:itr' -thin- opportunity to afiaregs a
marrer-of utirc,t iqlvor anee to hoot h status of the Navajo

Ar you kn 'A,.Iminirtrition haK-orQposed th elimination
of hea1L4 litioE. cormtruction funding from the FY :1985 ItiS
budget.' In e1y rearlioi"at.atement to the committee, 4 expressed
-strono dpnosition. to thin move and. noteiI that the second'-phase
roost tction of the new IHS Crownpoint Hospital should be a 4high, .
prix y.for committee action on the FY 1985 appropriations bill;

this pipets, we have learned unofficially.from IHS that
'iv. -it!m, by which proposen new construction agd existing

V ftciiIry renovation nrajects are ranked for priority attmntinn by
11116'

kio! , only, last week been revisad.to iecluoe two additional
Area construction- projects. major facility renovation

at Shinrock, 'New Mexico, hats been Itpd secona on the national
.:rrtt?city liAr, at fn ertimate4 ce,at of approximately $15.3
Millinn. Ronk0 fourth on 1,11, national lint by IHS it the

mcomerif of the existing facility at Fort Defiance, Arizona,
estimated, t cost' APProxiMa ekv $13.5 'million.

In dirion to thin. new information, IRS has provided us a
revi:;ed figure for the -completion` of construction of the new -'
illoatient facility At Crownpoint, New Mexico, which has' already
00-n Lunde© for initial construction.. id the {)tweet IHS

, en. The).new estimate. for the comploPicin of the IHS
litfirat is approxiMaiely42.1 million.

4
teoether with. IndiaVikalrh 'service, we will provide,

n'tir.tro titRt'acfriitional, JiA'ailed inforAation reUar:iing the
tif icatinn'of each pof th6se health. facilities constructlion

Proict.

As I sralod e arlinr, these fact niAs are sorely -needed by
;ky pot3i, ) afe no alt,rnativflrl to the care tliat is
-ovld,pd by 110i in these locations. I am-aware of.tho philb4ciphy

rsl-_raint of the Reagan Administration.. The
noer,re nue to gaffer as 'a consequence of the

onA
_ %.-ivsi

-inistratvon', -.I Federal trust responethility'
for uniformIn,ii,in-hf.n-1, co ulfc cho .

uthe nractice, niform spebdinq
r,.hintiows in :ederal pt'ourams. However these health care
facClitle,,) and c 1rvices provided by IHS aro critical to
t1,1 hod1h, well lerint, anA future of the Naval() pacple. Your
_wi),,,rr_ or. Cu mpox_a.ti.ver.4 pert-4114Y --reeneek-
yuli ,iry; i '. .'ir1-. 1 t ;1 l'; : ,UnAvo t. inottt .

lha-u
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Many of the
Navajo Nation

an the
President's Fiscal Year 1985 Budget
far the Office of /Mien Zducation

Before the Senate Select Caamattee on Indian Affairs;

February aa, 1924

Since 1868, when the Navajoliation sl gmed a traaty with the United States,
'haVe .looked to the .goverriment ot the Usti tited,Statee to les cur. in '

meeting the educational needs of the NaVejo people. In recent years, when major
cuts 'were proposed for lapact Aid add the 'Title TV programs ume targeted for
elimination, we have been oromerned t4C,Ibe United States might be -Abandoning
the omenitteent that use weds to cdr4e0pLeato provide for their educatiem WS
are pleased to ser this year that our is aperitional and suppeemental
pregrama within the Depertment ce alkotian are relatively intact....
Nevertheless, we .do continusto have speCific ooncerns about the inadequacy
funds for Indian education.

Sepool COnstructicn Under P.I,.. 81-815 .

We are gonoenved that the Departeent7oC@ducation apparently fails to
repogn'ire the geloing nature of the facilities constructinn needs for Impacted
public schoolAietrical cm the Navajo Reeerwstlen. No new funde are *went for
piablic school 'niilittructien..under P.L. 81-81S.. Yet there is a Critical need an
the Navajo eeperOation for nett construction.

. The Chinle School District is wholly within the toumdatias- of. the
NaVejo Reservatice in kart eastern.

wi
ern arisona. It covers one of the Largest-

geographical areal of any school district in the continental UMited.States. It
has_ a students' body of over 3,400. Chinle High I was constructed' in 1963

Scpudenwith a capacity of 31S. This year it hes enrolled 970 tag. Chinle Junior
High School was constructed in 06$ with A cepacity 4m. This yeer itbas
enrolled 513 students. Chinle Elementary School is "at otpkeity'., However,- it
met ,rely on rary portable structures far suppleeental such as
.Chapter 1 and education.' Chinle Primary School houses 732 ry and
kim marten s in facilities leased from the S1A, utich been

an NA due to shifting ground, boiler and gas line hazards and
structural stability.. The 732 students in that school will be without any
faci l it ie at all next year unlegs emergency measures gre,taken-at oriZe.

There could..be other examples given. of inadequate structures and
onserimA or underserved communities on the Navajo Reservation. The example of
the Chinle Sehoul District states the arse as clearly as any, here is an
urgent nerd for public school Cenetruction funds under P.L. 81-815. Ocogiess is
urged to fund this cntegory, nertieularly to provide funds to relieve the
critical facilitieg, oonditions in the Chinle Se' llooI District and to provide such
interim assistance to this school district as is necessary to tide the district
over until adequate tatilities can he constructed. 'I Navajo Tribe estimates
that awroximataly $21 million is needed to construct a new high school. $12
million is needed to construct, a new primary school at Chinle or to renovate the

existing high school facilities so that with the addition of a new high school
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all children to the district could be adeqvately served fthe-c
would be converted to the primary sehool./

.

, Impact Aid Under P.L. 8l-874

Our concerns in .regard to Impact Aid is the 25% add ons to the base
Intact Aid grant for Indian students; particularily in states With equalization

slaws.. 251 add en is meant to'meet the additional costs of educating Indian
studen residing on the reservations. Yet, in states with "approved"
equalization plans, the additional fund§ are -"equalized" throtighout'the state.
C1ttr4ntlY the State of Arizona is taking steps to nervily this mituatiOn and we
coloured them on their effort4. However, we believe that the protection of 'the

L. ZSi set aside 'from state equalzaticn should be a feature of the Federal law and
herefore applicable to all sties with equalization' law 6. We mconttenel

Specific appropriationa language expressing the intent of Congresn that these
additionel funds are not to be included' as heel revenues equalization
'purposes but Shall continue Nobs available to -local Indian districts
without regard to state equelizatioe laws.

Title IV -- Indian Oduation'Act

. We feel that Title IV funding should be restored to at least` its FY
1482 level of $77,852,000 million to restore services which have been lost due
to prior ,outs in the program. Thi's program is very effective with both eohool
officials and Indian parents becauSe, unlike most Indian edutation programs, it
is forward funded. It has been subject to excessive cuts in prior fiscal years.
These cute .are Still reflected in the current appropriation request.

One distressing aspect of.the proposed Title'TV approptiation is the
reduction in the ,adglt education component of Title TV,' A reduction of $202,000
has been recossainded in the DIA's adUlt education budget. US questiop the
justification for major outs in Adult Indian, education pace sus and the BIA's
justification for prioritizing ecopooric development for tabes. Adult education

a necessaryoomponent of economic development. We request that these funds
be restored.

We have our additional concern With Title TV' which is not directly
.releted to funding. That is a concern with regulatory changes in Title IV
recently proposed by the Department of Education. Tien of these changes .would
eliminate the requirement that'a majority of the Title IV Parent Committee be
Indians, and that the Chairman of the Parent Advisory.Cormittee sign off on the
Title IV grant proposal. The Navajo Tribe feels that both of these proposed
changes would serioualy,dilute the effectiveness of Title.IV and requesb3 that

this_Crruittee oppose them.

d high Schoo

6

Fending Under Title VII -- The Bilingual EducaticrlAct

we ac coneerned that no increase in fUnds is sought for Title VII,
the hilinggal education, program, despite. the fact that the Department of
Education anticipates an increase in the number of students and programs served.
Nye ara also concerned that proposed changes in the Bilingual Education act may
render the program less appropriate to Indian bilingual education programs.

'Navajo bilingual education programs prepare students for success in English by
making them successful in their own Navajo Langunge. We would be opposed to any

44.
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itle VII which h to bilingual education unsuitable

Changes Prepared in the Vocational Education Act

we net that the Department of Baucatien is proposing a major change
in the structure of the Vocational Edueatinn Act. It is unclear from the
language of the taxiaat docuwents what impact them ehan4es would have on the 1%
set-aside for 'Wien voeetional eduCation. T1eiNava6o Tribe is opposed to any
change in . the Vocational EduOttion Act Which would dilute the 1% set- aside by
including it ie a general blih64c'grant, or by pooling it with other "special
needs ". The eta is authorized to match the 1% set - seine in the Department of
Education vocational education program, but it has failed to do so.

Impact n! ReductiOns in U. 94-142 Personnel Development -kinds

we arc very concerned with the proposed reduetfbn in funding for
personnel development under the Department, of Education's special education
program. "ere is a critical need on the Navajo Reservaticn for Navajo special
education professionals. We need teachers trained to the masters level, and
related Apcialiets such ao educational psycholoiSts, speech pathologists.
occupational therapists, physical therapists and the.like.

lte Navajo Tribe is currently operating a program under the personnel
°patnt cooponent of the DepartMAnt of Education's special education program
rain' special education teachers to the masters level. It is euticated that

over a three year period the program will train 10 to 40 teachers, with
epproximately 15 of there receiving a masters degree by the end of: the program.
Navajo comounity cedlege has a related program traiaing speech pathologists and
educational peychelegists. That program- wjtl serve 15 to 20 students and
produce 5 to 10 graduaton by the end of the program.

The Navajo special education pereonnel training programs need.bo
continue and expand. The present projected graduates do not meet the current
demand for trained professionals. -As of this year there is a need for 51
additional graduate professionals education related fields. We
request that this Committee assist us by restoring the funds necessary for these
professional training pr6grame to continee.

Concerns with Fundirx-j for the Navajo Vocational Rehabilitation Program

The Navajo Vocational Rehabilitation Program is under'Section
Vocational Rehabilitation Act. This section is es fally designed

experimental" tribally-operated programs of vocationa rehabilitation.
Navajo vocational Rehabilitation Program, has been operating in ee 1978. It

, no longer an "F,I.Jelperiment". Yet it continues to receive funding under Section
Each year the Navajo Vocetional Rehabilitaticn Program her; had to onike

ovrtaie that the leproprietion.
amount

section 130 specifies that the 9650,000
appropriated for Section 103 (the amount has not increased) is designated for
the Navajd program.

The Depart rent of Education has now informed the Navajo Vocational
Rehabilitatiqno Pnairar 'that- it will put Section 130 fun& appropriated for FY

'H4 nut foe OxilVtitkv1-! bid. TNA would contradict the intent of Congreas and
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*told resalt in a aerkns reduction of sarvicso to Navajo
rehsbilitatinn clients.

We request that'this Cemmittle assist the\Navajo Tribe to receive the
funds appropriated for FY '84 and boanture the provition of adequte funds for
FY '85,

concerns

We are part
schools in the Navajo NO
a basic source of
Impact Aiii funds avail
Anuary or later.

hoofs thereby proven
a dtaged process
either Intact A'
ins another

Y concerned with the nancial problems amused for
ion by late arrival of federal funds. Impact Aid forma

for reservation public schools. Yet the amount of
e fora particulartschool year may not.be known until

creates financial confusion and hardship for all our
ng effective plannitog. WO request that amortise plan
forward funding for `Indian' education programe,.starting'
the Indian Student Equalization Formula, and forward

min the next year, until all Indian education programs Are

This year the U.S. Department of Education is concerned with
excellence. So is the Navajo Nation. We want educatiomar excellence for our
children and 'youn4 people, We want Our Children to have an edutation equal to
Any availabe in this country. We went our young people to have Opeortunitiel
for college, for vocational education, for graduate training. WO know that we
cannot develop or even.ourvive as a nation if these things do nat.take Place.

We went to encourage excellence by anoo0raging local control and local
nvolvenent of our NavajorPopple in education. We need to strengthen our parent

cOmmittees, not weaken thent. WO need to educAte our patents as well as our
young people.

Quality education requires modern faqilities, equipped to provide the
Latent technological education such as computer science. EXcellence costs
money. But it is an investment that pays for itself in the development of
productive; Self-reliant young adults. We request that this COmmittee do
everything necessary the provision'. of adequate Indian education funds
so that the NevAjo Peopl y receive the quality of education which they bath.
need and deserve. 4 .
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SITTLEMUNTAL ISSUE p BN--SPECIAl. TOPICS

EER F R CONGRESSIONAL PIRECT YES IY.SUPPORT OF tifW S00% STARTS 4'

ell

The regulations implementing Pt $,-561 were published-in final fora on October

26, 197o. Under S 39.22 of those ations, the-Secretaryof the Interior was
required, within one year of that "develop uniforp protedures and criteria
for the authorization of new schools re no Bureau funded or opeetied scAoalspro--
cram (had) nrevioysly existed. and uthorization of expansions of existing
Cureau funded or operated school proorans VD see** additional age groups not pre-
viously served." a e

In the more than five years since, nia such regulations or criteria have been ,
deoloped, nor are any known to be under development,

Rather, Indian Tribes have witnessed an apparently deliberate and largely suc-
ceSsf1111 attempt on the part of the BIA to thwart Tribal initiatives for new school

../ starts and program expansions. On April 23, 1881. then-Director of the Office of
Indian Education Programs Earl Barlow issued a draft set Of "interiaoprocedural

III goidelinei for the approval of new .schools and expansions. While these were not
111. that was intended by the regulations and were less than ideal in and of themselVes,

they were at least a start. Exactly two months later. on June-23, 1981, Assistant
Secretary for Indian Affairs-Ken Smith issued a moratorium on any new school starts
and expansions. While, this moratoriga was clearly illegal, it effectively preabted
all but one or two starts or expansions for several monthS. The moratoriums had ,a
direct elfett on the attemOts'of At-least two Navajo conaunities, Chinle and Tuba
City, to establish new connunity-controlled sOopOs, essentially by discouraging
any further effort proposals which were alreaditaawier development. The basis for the
neratoriuM was that "initiation of such new programs would not be-contistent with
the current polic:.Y.pf reducing Fladaral spending." It was also related to the lack of
academic and dormitory standards (still lacking) and the revision of PL 93-638.regu-

4ations. Ciearls the statute olnd regurations mandating that new start procedures
he developed do not recognize these as legitimate reasons to declare a moratorium,
'nor does the Assistant Secretary have the authority to abritrarily countermand federal
regulations as he sees fit. Nevertheless, no,one sued the BIA, and the moratorium
stands as a clear e ample of the Bureau's antipathy toderd PL-93-638 contracting.

..SACe that time the Bureau has uSed-othaiNoeans to preVent the majority of requested
.

.
.

.

,flew school s is under PL 93-638. The primary method employed is an outright refusal
to recluest efficient funds for such starts, even-in cases,such as the Continental
Divide h School proposal where the Bureau officially recognizes the dire need for
the program, and admits that there are absolutely no declination issues whatsoever in
reward to the contract application. For more than two years now the BIA has been very

I much aware of this and other proposals, yet has -failed to request the necessary funds
from Congress while claiming a lack of funds asthe reason they cannot asthorize the
new starts. Similarly hollow excuses include the lack of new Start nrocedures and
vafrioos gross mWnterpretations f the statutes and regulations Under 638 and 561.

l'illi aBy the Bureau's own vafying admiAs s, there re anywhere from sixto twenty or more
new school start requests, presumeab y including both Bureau-operated and contract
schdols, which have thus far gone-unheeded if not purposely -denied. There 'Iwo way
nf accaS-ately determining how many other potential requests may have been abandoned
before'ever being made, simply because,it is clear that such requestSare discouraged.

'

)PL 93-618 and PL 95-561.are quite clear in their intent-. Tribal initiatives are en-
,

couraged by PL- 03-638. PL 95-561 regulations require/the Bureau tp "vigorously en--

courage and support alternative, innovative and exemplary pregramS.reflecting Tribai

nor Alaska Native village specific learning styles..." (25 CFR 532.4(t)) and to "ag-
grecsively seek sufficient anoroolitions...".to carry oat that policy. (n CFR 02A

(aa)) Many new starts are requ in order to provide education close to home, as

- c
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k ....

undated by 2-51h 32.4 (pl. - Yet aA BIA haS-Consistently iljnoredN(nd
cceitigutt,..

toismormitsmanifestresoonsibilfOesinthisarea-4.- . . ,-.: .,',..
,A e, , ,

a -0(dot11er aspect of the situation is-the admitted existence ef,a-certain_aeount of
-.01iieWcaeacity in existing facilities.. though what actually 'exists is only a seal
fraction.of what, the BIA clafms-. This is due to the manner in which the Bureau '
calculates spate utiliiatfon, comparing original design capacity and intended uae to "
current:use for those intended purposes. It ignores the fact that new laws end regu-
lations have forced schools to provide sew types of services under very Spegffic
Classroom conditions whicll.were not 0140011y provided for when the schools were`
built,:' This has meant that to many instancesepertiCUlarlY

in special,edileation.,
situatioes, billy a fraction of the number of students for which a CIasiroom was - -

Originally designed can legally be served in that same space. Rogardles.,,this pean.V.
that, in some' st ces. by B1A reckoning,' Classroom may be classif44qac.Wundere:

eflitn.4

utilized, when in fact being used -up to its Teal limit! When combined withimilar situe s dictated.by other contemporary education; and practiteSeit:
Yeasyeto. see how the BIA generates very ,serious overeStimations0 excess capacity.

unfortunately, -those figures are used to justify denials of requeatil'for,new schools!.
IMO'"BIA simply cites its utterly innaccurate data which shows thltATheralis more than.
enough space somewhere to meet the needs which are the basis for the neOchool start
'request, and the request Is turned down when, in reality. that spaCe does riot exist.
To make matters worse Yet, it is Clear that, tf the BIA were dgthg an effectiVe job
of ureventieg school ,dropouts.. the! would be fat less actual- capacity, -if ani.

Another reason given for some refusals to allow a new school start is the existence
of duplicated services, or at least the prospect of same. While there has been a
certain amount Of this, the Navajo Tribe has recently agreed to allow t &solids-
.tion of nearby schools ip.two separate instances., In both cases,Amte exist..
in cloSe proximity and clearly dOpIlcate:SeeWices unnecessarily. It--ii- the
best interests pfthe Tribe or It schbOlChilelren to waste scarce.financiai eeSeurceSt. _.
and.thus the consolidatieet have been allowed. Il another instance. the Ni<ibe
is' cooperating with the:BIA In order to effectuate the,closure of an. off- t.lon
dormitory as soon as construction of a new academic and residential.tchoo ty ,. .

is complete.- Yet,--in spite of the Tribe's willing tt to help eliminate unnecessary
and wasteful use of facilities and the funds which would be eee4e4'to operate and

4raintefe:them, there has been no evidence that tea BIA is willing to reciprocate by
grantrintrequests for the establishment of school programs wherethey are truly ne-gcled

.

and woulaI.be fully utilized. ..

What is needed from Congress is clear and explicit directives to the Bureau in support
of newschool starts. The BIA should be ,directed to immediately begin development
of the required new schoO) start and program expansion procedures add criteria,, These
should and must be developed in direct .consultation with the Tribes and with recog-
nized-Tribal:organizationtand entities having experience and expertise in the devel-
opment of new school programs. Such-consultati should be required fr*theyery bee
ginning of the development%of. theprocedures ancriteria; not just after' the BIA Naas
pot its own biases on paper 5;;(1 then asked for reactions and comments. The procedures
should become part of 561 and not 638,as the BIA attempted to make than teo',4ears-ago.
The. BUreau should be required to document all requests for new school sterttend pro-
gram expansions, including these which may have legitimately been declined for one
of the reasons allowed in the regulations. In such instances. the Bureab-should be re-
quired to dncument the technical assistance offered and/or provided to the eppliCant
in order to resolve the declination issue.

. .

.
Final) y, the Rurea4,should be required to request whateveramountS of fuhd e indi-
cateeCas.being heeded to pi.ovide for such new starts andhexpansions as meet-
teria\developed under 561: Presuneably fhe procedures and criteria would p
means for accurately determi4iing the asvnt of-funds needed in each Instance.'

4
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FY-1980

nations $5,299,171,00 $4,348,839.00

Tuiti4n: 506,29i.00 -0-

Gotta; s 141,11 110.16

Students served: 37,548 39,477

0 of SAcantraCiarS: 27 -23

and'1.E.C.11

Total Expend 15,883,402. sixemom
(FY-83 .

.

Reason for Subcontract Decrease: previously (u ct.were sevin 8IR Cooteact
f

/Schools.

New Subcont c Ceder,..ieme k4ountein, Red Nese School Districts and Navajo.
. .Child Dive .

Fiscal Year 1 ojection; Weald Ated-S6,000,000.00 to Serve 40,000 "students.
Per Capita at $150.00 per. student s minimal as
compared to certain other states ka &.New York, ,

for example).

0
he .39,4 77 students served,

N 36,0831 are public school studqnts in the ele teiy
and secondary grldes

I

3,394 are 3 and 4 year olds in the Navajo Hood Start P'rograta

t -

,,



NEED FOR 005NVOUNDARY:PADCRAFt,
HICWX EDVCATION--VOCATI mum

441/4J, DEP44T4E4T "):2 HI 9:4111/10,1,

prograw

Tear Funds : 1151E ijnOs

1950 .54,609.009 SA,550.244

1981 4.904./96 4,425,911

1952 5.343.000 1,961,149

1983 5.957,5054 2,281,040

1994) 5,558,0034

Total Students
Applications. Denied

N

2,2;41 03 4,769

1,012 6,606

2,227 DO 6,573

95 4,269

2,396'1: 9,000411 6,61'414'4

eorry-per monies

Figarea for 199i

Jt. Actual for FY 1935

A. IntroNation

ine .".7sreer Opportunities on the reservation are extrevely I Led..
4 new high sehool graduate ell expee coraRetilive optIOns of

thI-67partment of MighSr Edo- lotion", BIA-E191o0leit
.

will the Ariel .Services ot°,1Ak11.1 rksli st: Job
Prestily, forsal,treininigon4iroigelt.ssupply!Sore

e-1 -- d nuqiliarldf workers for the,pertilYlar reservation
er.leupa ion. '1

la4Or force repoV. as of D.eceeber 1932

Age i6 - 34

Nat In Labor FOre

1 Labor Force

Employed

'Jot Esployad

Seeking '.iork

Total Popblation

572

BEST

64.641,

23,929

84,093

44;894

158.917

B E



The RIA EMoloyment OS1314121! PrograM has had three (3) of_ tit
subofficts cut with three more slated to be cut this April.: (see
Tab A). The cut -basks have already had the affect of 1,000
student epplying for a college scholarship who Othern4se would
have applied for a aocational education certificate.

Actual yep s and Calculation.

for Ft 1984-As
,7:4001,

ated very conservatively at

The calculation was es by the ,followi

1. , This past fiscal Year the lavajo Tribe had a BIA appropriatrorr'
of 14,9:73,000 and carry-over funds of $984,404 far a totat
BIA grant of $5.957.404. Additional.United Stites Office'of
Education funds of $2,281,04 0, were used to Supplement the
03A grant for a'grand'tOtal of $8,238,444: These funds
issisteda total of 2,727'student at a oost of $3,021.0504
student.

SR,238,444 dollara

2,227 stuients 13,O21.05fpsr stude

2. A '7!ons!! .71 te of the inflation rate last year
(FY'S1). to this year (FY'84) .is 5 per cent, Therefore the:
cost.per student using last. years rabe plus the .5 per cent -,
inflation rate is $3.1t2.11.

-

* 416

$3,021.06 to 5S 1.151.05+ 3,021.05 72:11

rr

'Using air current FY '94 allocation, the BIA has formally
granted $44959,001 And a carry-Over'of'1500,000 for a total
Of $5",559,010. The estimated U.S. Office of Eluention
contribution wuld'be lower than last years allocation as we
have less,mmatching" funds. The estimate of USOE funds is
V.000.030 for a total of $7.565,00b1. Using this year's
alculatCd student cost (No. 2) of $1,172-11 irould fund

total of 2,385 students.

$7,569,000 (FY'84 funds).
3,172.11 lstudent cost) $2,385.70 or

2,386 studee'

This oming year, we expect at least 00 more students to ,

apply because of the Employnent Assistance' (EA) Progras
cut-backs. Condensing Tab B of the EA'Program illustrates an
unset need for FY194 of 6,059 students. As previsously
mentXaned, this past thrist-AaSi w% had about 1,00 EA
students applying, for an AA DT'!gree.

073



Employment Assistante Program

ITO'S 11 and10

Fiscal Total

Year Applications Processed

1983 1,405. 835

.4.07 319

_

Even without the EA a. s students, tha Department of
Higher Education could easily provide an additional 1,000
scholarships.

,003 student

In. ac

are m

72.11 m $3,172,11Q.rsdditibnal
monies needed.

y 1,373 more students can be served as our monies
ith USO£ -monies .at about 37%:'

2,110 x 37% = $ 3.691:

$3,173,581 :US1£ Funds

34-172 110 3IA Funds
34,345,791

!4.345.791
3:172 2.1,170 students

If the BIA contains, the c..ho hip Prosiram at the base of FY
'84 which includes 15113,010 carry over funds, then the BIA
grant anull total $5,55R,010. To net 1 conservative
estimate or 1,370 more stuints would require $3,172,110 more
dollars for a total of $8,740;110 from the BIA.

a

. FY184 RIA Funds
1.370 more students
FY185 Need

574

$5,555,D00
3.72,110

$3.740,.11.0
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TAB C

81111 iET COMPARISON

ti

J

63,145,342.
.0%1964

$3,110,198
7Y 1983

__ /

$2,419,000

FY -1982 '
J..

6N1PROCK- TWA CITE EASTERN NAVAJO CNINLE

6744:6 $596.6 $678.8 $482.8 $583.2

701e7 2.
,.

'4E4 651,9 .

617 1 -4 ' 428.2

.

360.0

--1 ,

439.7

$2.867,118
FY 1981

..
...

677.4. 538.2 446.8

)

$3,47e,900-
FY 1980 626.5 721.6 54, 554.8 /02.2

$3,988,000
FY 1979 6 860.8 657.2

. .!

. 766.8

$3,905,300
fY 8 785.3 832.9 607.2,

* TFNTATIVE /RIM

NAVAJO SCROQL DATA %It

4.

The following charts 4ijentify the numbers. of, schools serving
.

Navajo children on or-'near tlIt. Navajo Reservation, and the p,ustber
.

of st duets as of the 1981/82 sc-hoo.1 year.-- Current information
'showsan increase in -enrollment above 1981/82 levels in both the
BIA and public sElloo Figures, from the Navajo

count in publiC.%sctiools

BIA figures show an enrollment of 17,2064\ in FY 1985' and Of-

17,770 in FY 1984. Those figures are up from 1981/82 when

figures showed 35,902 Navajo students In public school and

A
O'Malley Program show a student

Johnson

17,106 Navajo students ih BIA and contract schools.

.1
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519

MO MUM.

SCHOOLS

. .
Typal of Scheele

esA fcRi00lI 15,04 15L045 X001 766 117 4 ' 432

62

991

97t

1t19,S

1,12.1*

1

1t21ContrAct fchool. 1i1 54 51 31 64
.

ilia-TOTAL 17,106 17,106' 2 421 5 1 . 6

Pb11c.SchOo1i

5

11401.2

8.1211.7

Attzana 31,161 11,711 179 49 3 1 711 ,.121LLLaii_g

14,1.14/L:itier Katrlco 3Ei6tf 15,512 ,7 _._ 454
..

Utah 7 1,679 4 367 4.61 93 42 *- .1

U TOTAL 70 ,_461

.

x35,902 50,_!1
.

304 7 1,101 * _.

-.114

GRAND TOME. 17,571 60g1 4,143 725 ..),4,91 l_,651 201 _ 73,1 .1:11.1 ;I-11120.7

Includes 2 al purixge achoo Shiprock Agency deaing with handicapped or problem youth.
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seat time there are seventy-two Bureau of Indiap
Affairs-operateli of funded schools tend dormitories within the.
Navajo Area as well as additional non-educational facilitie.s
such as Area and Agency offices and plant management buildings.
.The.very large majority of the schools-and dormitories were built
between the early 1950's and060's as part of an accelerated

a construction program aimed'.at replacing the many "trailer
"Schools" which at that time constituted the majority of school
facilities. The construction prOgram placed-a premium on
quantity over quality, and the,buihdings were'generally designed'
ratelr a ten year, ,life exp4e-tancy.1

The vast -maorit,y,of the Navajo Area is plagued by upstab/d
ogoilconditiftps. *As a result, virtually regardless of the
fooeang design and techniques employed in'the construction of. .
these facilities, there have been frequent, widespread.and
chronic problems with footIng'stabiliey dne to son shift. These

4* problems in turn case serious damage to the buildings and create
II major safety problems. -There are currently at-least three sites

fo the Navajo Area whichTha either had to evacuate and close
buildings or are faced wit 47Viiiiediate prospect. There are

many,Imanyofher sites whi&hTiiva not yet reachedFt state of
emergency, but are rapidly ApproActiing such a state.

f

With the advent of P.L. 95-56,1 in 1979, a study was done on
the entire Navajo Area in osder to determine the overall amount
of work needed in order to ring all "scAols, dormitories and

__other faciliti6s...into compliance with all applicable Federal,
tribal, or State healthland safety standards..." (See Sec.'

6,1125.(.) of -95.-5,.61). (The same sort of study was performed
in all BIA Areas.) For the Navajo Area, the estimated cost to
bring all facilities -- excluding employee quarters --into
compliance was $274,297,643 (thipressed in 1984 doIlarat. A later
study give an estimate of approximately $57 million as the cost
ro bring employee quarters up to standards, giving a total.of
$33,297,643 needed to bring all education-related facilities,
into compliande with applicable standards.

Since FY "91, the amount'appropriated for education. and
ncn-educat n-related.repairs is $46,547,862. There is culently
a total 7,749,781 worth of work on, which the "design"
activities aue been or are about to be completed, including both
educatio and non-education-related facilities, which will be.
funded out of FY '85 and later budgets. At the moment,
amount expected for FY '85-is only $13 million, or less than

'five percent of the need in 1984 dollars. Out of the , '

.
$114,297,643 total for work already completed, under construction
and "in-idasign", ($46,547,862 + $67,749,781), only $9.5 milliceIN
or eight percept, is for non-education-related



compared to other BIA areas which spend up to as much as
percent of their FT&R-budgetson non-educhtion facilities.
mianwhile the detcrioritican of, these facilities progresses at a
rate of approximately $40,000,000 per year.

In shart, the education and education-related facilities
situation within the Navajo Area is desperate. If more money is
not appropriated to mept'tho existing Facilities Improvement and'
Repair needs, wec?nexpect a significant number of forced'
facilities closures, both partial and ccriplete,-in t1e
not-too-distant future. 1

The problems with facilities repair and. improvement relate
directly to the question of new schoM cosstvbction. If the
existing facilities are in a dc)terio.rated .s,t-ate now and growing
worse'', -and if the outlook, for appropriations which would al ow
these 'facilities to be used for a.,number of yearq tD ciPb i 'as

dim as it ISresently seemgr are we then'looking at a surge o new
construction to replace schools which; will beforced to cl se 1g
they become to dangerous to operate? Net if the current budge
requests are any indication. The FY '85 BIA budget request

° ilIcludes only $4.5 million for new school construction, and there
is ho indication that future requests will be significantly
higher.

What we are witneving, then, is the establishment of policy
regarding Indian education via the budgetary process, nd it is
a ,clearly unworkable policy at that. Whed coupled wailtholhe
facts that, (a) t) enrollment in the aIA-operated and funded
vhools in Navajo ATea is rising. rather than declining as the
BIA's budge would suggest for PY .a5, and, (b) there i6 no
funding bei requested for-kpublic school' construction in
federally' i acted areas in the FY 85 Federal budget, one must
conclude th t there will verb, shortly be a crisis in regard to
educatioA facilities for Navajo students.
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THE NAVAJO NATION
DOW ROCK NAVA JC NA Tteat4 IAROZONAI D1519

February 21, 1984

J.

EDWARDT.BEGAY
vci CSAMMAM, NAVAJO 1$&4& CCOINICIL

TO Senate Select ConnnitteJ on Indian Affairs
\1.

FROM Education Committee ofi%the Navajo Tribal Council,
Tsosie, Chairman

SUBJECT: BIA Indian Sduc;ition Dudgat

The attached briefing paper, prepared by the Navajo
Diviliion of Education, provides an analysis of the Indian'
education budget proposed by the Bureau of Indian Affaira for
yiscal Year 1985. It is presented to this Committee to be placed
on the record as the testimony of the Navajo Tribe regardihg this
very important component oflthe BIA budget. The Chairman of ehe
ripajo Tribal Council, Peterson Zah, has identified education as
a priority_ eed of the Navajg people. We hope that you will give

"favorable att tion to this analysis and use your influence
within the app priations process to Assure that adequate funding
is provided for Indian education for FY 1985.

We wo d also request that yoU keep the'record-open for
at least two mc?r weeks to receive additional testimony. Thani
you.

AttacUllente'.
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ANALYSIS OF BIA FY 1985 PROPOSED BUDGET FOR EDUCATION
AND RELATED CATEGORIES

Prepared- by: Navajo. Division of Edp atIoe

16
February.16, 1984

GENERAL C.XII1ENTS

The BIA's education budget is essentially a "maintenance

budget!. With some exceptions, which will be discussed below,

maintains BIA education and related programs at their Fiscal Year

1984 levels. Significant cuts appear in the area of

Tribally-controlled c5mmunity colleges and adult education. Some

increase is found in,highe education scholarships. But,

essentially, the budget holds the line at t old -funding'levels.

The problem with this is that "maintaining" the FY budget

maintains the cuts that have taken place over the past two years.

It institutionalizes these cuts. 'Under any expected rate of

inflatiol, programs that are constantly required to "hold the,

line", eventually lose .ground as the price of basics goes up and

funding does not. New'programa that are needed to stay current

in the field of education cannot be undertaken because there is

not any new moneydFo buy into them.' Rather than maintaining the

FY 1984 base, the BIA should utilize a 1981 base and restore that

BASIC servves that have already bee cut huh of this budget, in

the previous two year. Also, BIA shodiarbrward fund these

programs.

B. INCREASE IN BIA AND INTERIOR ADM NISTRATION

As in previous years, the one area where the BIA budget

N
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Swops up with .inflation is in its on administripiVe overhead.

Some of this overhead i reflected in the budget of the Office of

Secretary of Interior, were the first three administriStive
,

.

,

i7

. ,

t

categor,2s (which include the Deputy Assistpat Secretary -;1,

Lan Affairs) are increased bOy4V.,72((,90Q. They also include

eral administration of the BIA, where the budget request,is up -
'

by $7;697,000. 'There is no comparable increase alfvwhere in the

BIA education budget The apparentinCease in edueat on is
.

actuallyduetoakidingali'ne.'item within educa f qlion lor'contrati
. .,

""support funds for education contracts. This category was

previously separate. from the iducatlion budget. When it is
a

removed ($13;340,000), the actual increase in the education ,

budget is negligible and' does .nothing more than bring some

program up to FY 1%05 base.

C. SCHOOL OPERATIONS HOLDS THE LINE

The school operatioA budget does no more than hold the line.

Ord is quite ina ate in some categories.

1) Indian School Equalization Program:

,a. Indian School,.Egualization Formula maintains laste

year's base. As stated aboVe, this further institutionalizes the

cuts of the past couple of years. There is a new computerized,

initiative mentioned in the BIA's budget
i ication. But there is no new money for it. It is supposed

to be paid for out of ISEF. Holding ISEF at its inadequate base
Pmeans that many RIA schools, especially the smaller and more

S



isolated,ones, will not be able to,buy into this program, They

.V.11 not he able to afford to purehaS the hardware and 0,1`tware.

_ Students in these ,schools will be'significantly. disadvantaged.

,ISEr funding'is down because of the transfer of the Alaska'

schools and the closing of Intermountain Boarding School. It

should lie -noted that there is no oorressponding increase in the

Johnson O'Malle budget to dccanunodate ntry of these

students into public school. There,,is nn provision in ISEF for

gifted and talented students.

b. Indian School Program Adjustments provides $500,008.

for new school starts, program adkuqments, etc. This figure it

totally inadequate. The BIA continues its prior record of ,

failing to seek funds for the proposfed new school start. s of which

e, such as ttie proposal for the Continental Divide sigh

School. In seeking such a small aMount of funding for this

Catvgory when there are new school start proposals` before it, the

BIA-fails to be an advocate for Indiln programs pefore Congress

as required` by the regulations iMflLmenting,P.L% 95-561.

2. Institutionalized Handicapped

TheSe Lint's are maintained at the FY1984 level. The

n shows thqs as maintaining .the FY 19p base.BIA just

vex, this is queAtirnable, since in other categories,

maintenance of the base has required an increase in funds. In

any ease, the commb'rits in subsection ma.'",above apply. The

maintainingsof the base merely dontinues tihe infadequacy of

previous funding;
or
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3. \-St4,dent Transoorta 0
.

k
This is increased ih amount. However., this increase

merely fAtIChe Fy1985 base,. retaining he FY-1984 level of
Ai ;IA,

, o

(

f
services-. As -stated .above, -this continues into anothdt finding

. .., _.-
year'the inadequacies in the transportation budget.

4. Technical Support - Agency and Area Offices

This lurid is increased to,bYlpg thd funding up to FY

1985 base and then increased $600,000 More to fund.an education

.,m4nagement information systqw., An education Mil' critically

needed. liOwever, BIA effontS,-in this direction in the past have

been.a waste of funds. This is an area where careful

ipngressihal oversight is needed, to make sure that the project

stays on targgt, that the-Inoneys are spent fior what they fre

supposed to be spent Eor, that the work is 'compete)ntly doneland .

that'Indian tribes ark !Evolved. Therd'shodia also be specific

language in the appropriation assuring Tribal acceis to the

education MIS.0"This should include terminals for Tribal.

departments of education, program comettibillity and.tlie li.ke.

The data this system is supposed to generate is information which

Indian tribes desperathly need to engage in their own education

,rlanning, at anticipated by P.L. 99-56f.
4

- 6. School Board.Tiaining

This fund is maintained at itse 1984 level of.

Congress should restore these funds to the individual

schoOl boards, as provided in federal regulations and allow the

boards to Aecide how and whore to obtain training.

uS9
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6. Pre kindergarten Programs

This program is being closed out as required by

Congress in the 1984 appropriation. unfortunate not to gir

have pr -kindergarteh programs under PIA education.- Head Start

is the Department If Health .and Human Aervices. the 0-4
w

age Category or any part of it were included within BIA

education, this would have positive implications for Ending for

special education to this age category, under P.L. 94-142.

7. In General

While the BIA anticipates a decline in overall

.enrollment because of the transfer of the Alaska schoolp 'to the

state, it anticipates an increase in enrollment in the remaining

BIA schools as studentemove back from public schcfbls to the BIA

system. Nowhere is there any planning for increased services to

accommodate this. Nowhere is there any progiam directed 'towa

the student dritoped out of school.

JOHNSON O'MALLEY PROGRAM DOES NOT ADDRESS INCREASED DEMANDr,
Funding for the Johnson' O'Malley Program is maintained at

0
the same level it was-last year. This is done despite the fact

that at least 1C, more Alaska BIA schools will be added to the

AlaskA public schools,and Intermountain Boarding School w 'be

closed, with 20 percent of the IMBS students entering public

school. In add *ion as noted in the BIA's own program

justification, more states are expanding their JOM program to

include 3 and 4 year olds. This has been done in the pa/ year
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with the Nav progrhm. As a consequence, leaving the J

apprepriatiOn at its 1984 level results in a decrease in funding

for each eligible student. For example, the` avajo JOM progdam "--\

funded its subcontractors at a per capkta'amount of $141:13 in FY

1980. In FY 1984 the per capita amount was $110.16. For FY 1985

the amount will be even less.

It should be noted that. the BIA student( count figures, used

/for its .QOM justification (apd the ISEF justification) are very

questionable. The figures show a net decrease in student's in BIA

schOols (a consequence of the closures mentioned above) but not

net increase in Indian students in public schools. This is not

.possible.

The formula for allocating Johrison O'Malley, funds needs to

be changed. This formula was developed by evote of all "Indian

Tribes" with each "tribe" receiving one vote'. Each Alaska Native

village was counted as a "Tribe".. The resultant formula

excessively favors the state-of Alaska were per-pupil

expenditure's are high. It penalizes Indian children living in

states which underhand education. The JOM per student amount for

Alaska is $276.10. For Aioizona it is- $126.07. This does not
-

refleCt just increase costs ln.Alaska. It also reflects the

sorry state of school financing'in Arizona. -Arizona Indian

childr,en are penalized twice -- once by the State'of Arizona and

once by the BIA. Congress should require the BIA to come up with

a more equitable' formula for distr4bution of these funds and a

more equitable system of tribal voting.
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E. CONTINUING EDUCATION FUNDING "DOES NOT XEEP UP WITH DEMAND

The continuing education budget does not keep up with the

program demand. There is a slight increase in higher education

scholarships which only partially recoups prior cuts. There are

cuts in Tribally-controlled Community Colleges - ndAdult

edUtation,..despite the,clear need for these programs.

-71'sNigher Education

This category is increased $1,219,000 above4FY 1984,

$1,2p,000 above the FY 1985 base. This increase partidlly.)

restores prior program cuts but does not restore the ,full priox

level of funding. In FY 1982, the. Navajo Higher Edecat

program r ,i4Od'85,34-31000 'in new funs. For the past two

fiscal years the amount, has been $4,968,000. If Navajo receives

its proportional share of the proposed increase, it will restore

approximately $240,000 of the $375,000 that the Navajo program

has been cut. At the same time the Navajo program predicts

Ainereasn applications. This is in part because the BIA haS

again failed to established a line_ item for vocational education

and is cutting back on the employment assistance provam. With

the decrease.tn vocational opportunities, more students g6 on to

college.

2) Spe.c al Higher Education

This program receives no inccease'in the current

budget. Comments here at the same as above. Increases are

_needed to meet the growing 15uol of college raduat,es seeking

advance degrees.
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3) Adult Education

ThiS category of funding has been cut. It is funded at

$202,000 below the FY 1984 budget, and $309,00 below the CI 1985

base. BIA comments indicate that this cut was.based upon.

tribally-established p`ri sties. If sb, this is unfortunate.

Adult education is, or s ould be, an important part of the total

educational'package available on reservation. It is needed to

..meet the needs of people who were previously tailed by the

Inadequacies of the school system. The program should at least

- be funded at the FY 1985 base. Actually, ,a whole new initiative

is needed in adult education. If adults who were by-passed or

underserve& by the education system in the past are to

participate in and benefit from the economic initiatives planned

for Indian reservations, they will need to bring up their basic

skills, as well aa,..17eived.vocationgt

4) Post-Secondary

This category includes the Haskell Indian Junior

College, the Institute of American Indian Arts and the Southwest

Indian Polytechnical Institute. It is gratifying to selISIPI

included for funding with no language about closing it. SIP'

should receive enhanced funding to compensate programmatically

for the costs of,the confusion on SIPI's future over the past

couple of years.

5) Tribally-Controlled Community Colleges

`''his category is slated for a cut. The cut is hard to

understand because BIA figures project
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for tficse collages. Enrol
ti

enrollment for FY 1984 is 3,829.

1.

or FY 1983 was 3,080. Estimated

imated enrollment for FY

1985 is 3,915. Stith these estimates, the cut is totally

unjustified -_.. Navajo Community'Colldge alone is scheduled for a

cut of,$515,000. These cuts should be opposed. The finding

should be at.the FY 1985 per.student base, with accommodation for

the projected 'increase in enrollment. Navajo Community College

is preparing its own testimony 'in support of its approptiat on.

Congress is requested Co consider favorably thaVNCC testimony-,

since i' ,gas the codcurrence and support of the Navajo Tribe.

6) Vocational Education
1

This cptegory is included in'this briefing. But it is

not included in the BIA education budget. . Each year the BIA

fails to seek vocational' education funding, although the

VoCational Education Act administered by the U.S. 'Department of

Edlication hag a provision for a one percent set aside for Indian

Education and provides for a'BIA match of these funds. BIA's

.economic development initiatives are not going, to improve the

lives of adult
-11

Indian workers unless the issue of vocational

education is squarely faced and funds are provided for this

needed component of the education system. New funds should be

sought. Other programs should not be under cut to fund

vocational education.

F. BIA CON- RUCTION FUNDING DOES NOT KEEP UP WITii DETERIORATION

RATE

The BIA budget for construction of buildings and utilities
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will result in continuing deterioration of.13 A facilities,

espeCially school facilities._ The total proposed buildings and

utilities construCtion budget is $40,000,000. Of this,

$36,000,000 is5or facilities improvement and repair. It is

estimated that approximately $13,000,000 will be used for

projects on the Navajo.reservation, primarily education projects.

According to a 1979 study and baspd on current dollars, the cost

of FIiR protects already in design for the Navajo Reservation

along is listed on the books of Interior's Facilities Management

program as $67.8 million. The actual need is reported to be in

excess of $200,000,000 in necessary renovations. The rate of

repair is increasing the cost of repair. Broken or'deteriorated

facilities, if they.remain unrepaired, are more susceptible to

weather damage and further deterioration. It would be an economy

to make a major initiative now to bring facilities up to

life-safety standards and remedy deteriorated conditions instead

of waiting for crises.

It should be noted that FIR appears to be placed within the

BIA again. This is probably a good idea. An additional step

should be taken and place education's FI5.R budget under

education.

G. FORWARD FUNDING.

'The Navajo Division of Education in the past has recommended

forward funding for educational programs. This recommendation is

repeated here. The cost of late funding in administrative time
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and costs is tremendous. Planning is made more difficult, It is

also made of poorer quality. There are actual staff positions

that have to be maintained at the administrative level just.to

keep track of funding because of tA. chaotic, piecemeal way the,

money comas in. For instance, allocations under ISEF for this

school year were sont'out January 20, 1984. Up to that poibt,

interim fogiires and conditional funding were all the schools had.
4

Now they have"to "figure back" and rectify their budgets. If the

educstional programs were forward funded at the rate of one each

year, ISEF one year, Impact Aid the next, JOM after that)

the result would be a great economy over the time as sc )iools were

abfeJ.4 make a more. efficient use of financial and human

resources.

H. REPROGRAMMING FY 1984 MONEYS

In previous briefing papers, NOCE has discussed the

implications for BIA education of reprogramming plans.

Reprogramming is not mentioned in the BIA proposed budget

justification for any Indian education program except for the

Alamo school construction. Clearly any reprogramming must be

opposed. The Alamo construction is lOng overdue. It should not

be delayed longer. In addition, BIA has made no new requests to

restore the funding. Education program funding should be

inviolate. The only possible response to these reprogramming

is can be total opposition.

t
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A NOTE ABOUT .ROADS a

The budget for roads construction is not a part of the

Indian education budget. But it has ma impact on Indian
A

education, particularly on the Navajo Reservation. More then 80
..,

. .

,

percent of the roads on the Navajo Reservation are unimproved
.A

dirt. The dirt in question is generally red clay "gumbo". When

these -reads become wet, they are rapidly made impassible.' When

they dry, they dry with deep, hard ruts that regularly -rip school

buses apart. Axles, susperns, tires deteriorate and break

down many tin faster than the manufacturer's predicted rate.

These roads are a major contributing factor' to absenteeism among

-diy students and to boarding. of elementary students. A day

school system will not be possible as long as these roads form

the major transportation base for the NavajoNation. The

$100,000,D00 appropriated from the Highway TrUst fund for roads

on all Indian reservations is a drop in the bucket in comparison

to the need. There needs to be a comprehensive effort tp upgrade

reservation road systems. The use of improved gravel roads needs

to be explored as a way of supplementing the paved road system.

It is impossible to develop an effective day school system in the

absence of an adequate road system..
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Nevada Urban. Indiana, I'w,

917 EAST SIXTH STREET
RENO. ravDA 19$12

TELAPHOK, 1194573
120-2$7a

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR AND- 2NSULAR AFFAIRS
gENATE-TELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIgii AFFA1*
BUDGET OVERSIGHT HEARING TEBYTMONY

Nevada Urban Indians, Inc., a nonprofit Indian organization founded '

fn 197S to represent and provide human services to the 2,000 urban
Indiandpeople of the Reno/Sparks metropolitan area of Nevada, provide
this testimony and request your support of: A

An appropriation of $12.3 million for Urban Indian Health,
Title V of.the Indian Health Care Improvement Act.

Nevada Urban Indians has maintained a Health Program as a result of
this Act and funding for seven (7) years, therefore, this request
is made, given the following facts and iaormations

A. The full intent of the Act has not been realized locally and
nationally as eight (R) years is not - sufficient time to ,turn
the, tides of decades of neglect and poor health. i

B. American Indians still maintain one of the lowest health status'
in the United States whic includes urban Indians as half.of all
Indians reside in urban treas,3er the 1980 U.S. Census.

C. Although a foundation has been built over the past eight (8)
years, consistent and quality care takes time, money, and commit-
ment. Each year Urban Indian Health Programs have had to
fight to maintain a minimal fuhding'level thk.t does not begin
to approach the levels of authorization establ had in the Act
in 1976 wRinti were well studied and supported.

P. Today there are thirty-eight 438) Urban Tndian de th Programs,
and although these Programs have made yteat stride their
respective communities, thirty-eight (18) Pro am nnot begin'
to meet the needs of the many urban communities of this nation.

F., The continuation' established Programs is e ntia
continued and consistAt gains are to he made over a ng term
period. Urban Indian Health, Programs have again and a in proven
their need and cost effective operation. In fact, car study
will prove that Urban Indian Health Programs have had more con-
straints and requirements and have had to prove themselves more
than other such Programs and'services. We have welcomed this
scrutiny.

An naequate appropriation will mean to Nevada Urban Indians the
less and/or impairment of the following' services.

II- A Community Health Worker and Community Health Nursing Program
that pCovidcs outreach services to the community that includes
transportation, referrals, assist$ng with appointments, etc., and
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community nursing services that provide homevisits/homecare,
health ducation,and essential health care follow-up for high
risk pattents such as infants, children and the elderly.

2) Direct health care not available elsewhere in the community
which We obtained through a cooperative relationship with the
Reno/Sparks Indian Colony through the Reno/Spark* Tribal Health
Center, For services, Nevada Urban Indian's health Program
provides nursing and lab staffing, patient supplies and commWhY
support services.

Or

3) An Infant /Chip Wall Clinic that provides pediatric services to
infants/children, a popu ation that prior to the program, did
not receive consistent nd sUpportivecare. Services include
weekly well child cltni s and newborn care- 'Health education'
-iPalso and important a ea of service.

4) Health edu atickn activi that are integrated into all step/Ice
areas and rbmote heal tenanc,e aiud individual responsibility.

Over the y rs myrid of information BAs been generated and developed
to continusply s w the need for U n Indian Valth yrograme and to
detail the impact hese Programs h Ve made. Welwhope ),1.4n6 will care-
fully review the in ormation, take nto considera ew information,
and ultimately, ren w the governme commitme he urban Indian'
people of this cou ry. Please keep at health should not
be a luxury but a fight of all.

CM: 2 -R4
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Testimony of the Northwest Portland Area Indian Health Board on the
Administration', Proposed FY 198 54Indian Health Service Budget

Mr. Chalmers, Honored Members of Congress, and falcate;

The Northwest Portland Area Indli! Health Board, representing the .thirty-six

federally- recognized tribes in the states of Washington, Oregon and Idaho, and as

delegated by the tribal governments by resolution, appreciates tete opportunity to

fleet with you today to discuss important budget and polio"} iseuesaffecting the

-Indian Health Service. The health care provided to Northwest Indic ; by IHS is of

critical'impoetance to our tribal governbmnts, and we strive to do everything

possible to maintain and improve the health services provided as a part of the

federal responsibility to Indian people.

In the Pacific Northwest, over 100,000 Indians ve on reservations,'in urban

areas, and in small communities. Of these, approximately 75,000 Indies v d

health services'through system last year, acid this number will

fiscal year 1985..

of over 2% per year,

returning to the reservations he then became eligible for health services through

IHS.

The fiscal year 1985 udget fo'r INS proposed by the. Administration is not

sufficient to provide adequate health services to our Indian population. Numerous

vital parts of the Indian health delivery system are proposed for elimination, which

would wipe out the results of years of planning and effort. It is .not cost-effective

or appropriate for the federal government to attempt to restructure IHS through the

budget. process. The proposed changes would strike at the heart of the special

mission of IH'S by weakening preventive programs, reducing tribal involvement in

health, and abandoning the

'

improvement of ambulatory care clinics a tribal

sanitation systems.

In FY 1984, a similar Administration budget for IHS was rejected byCongress in

favor of a much more adequate budget which preserved the capability of IHkto provid

at least tile same level of care as in previoui years. Our Northwest tribes than

fo'r thtiPtsipport, particularly in increasing appropriations for contract health

care, an urgent priority in the Northwest. Now we all't again ask your assists

protecting Indian health care.

lase in

tural population increases among Northwest tribes

undetermin#d but significant nombie-di people

a
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In the area of 'clinical services, we are most disturbed by the program decreases

proposed for the dental, mental health, alcoholism, and contract health care

programs, and the inadequate mandatory cost increases allowed under hospitals and

clinics. Quality of care would suffer greatly with such inadequate resources to
.
serve an expanding service population. Many Indian people would have to be turned

away from our IHS and tribal clinics. Contract health care would Again be restricted

to life-threatening cases only. Mental health end alCoholiam programs, which are not

now able to meet the demand for care, would be even less able to deal with these,

serious ems in our communities.

ventive programs are hit even harder in the Administration', proposed budget,

with sizeab11 workload decreases io sanitation, public health Horsing, and health

education. The Community Health Representative Program, one of the moat valuable IHS

programs and the sole health' presence on many of our small reservations, is again in

danger of elimination, although Congress has repeatedly recognized its vital

importance to Indian health care. These cuts are not reasonable or cost-effective and

we urge your action In restoring they necessary programs.

We oppose the integritioq_of $19.4 million in projected reimbursements from

Medicare, Medicaid and third-party payors into the IHS base budget, covering
...

onecessary expenditures for mandatory, coat increases-in hospitals and clinics,

sanitation, public health nursing and health education. $15.4 is scheduled to be

taken from the Medicare/Medicaid collections, which totaled less than $25 million in

Fl 1983. The-projection of $55.4 million Ina"( 1985 collections is unrealistic and is

probably over twice what INS W111 receive. Dependance upon $440.1lion in other

third-party collections is also unrealistic. What are the contingency plans to be-

el. f011owedif these reimbursements fall far short'of the optimistic estimates? IP-over

half the 1985 Medicare/Medicaid collections, are siphoned off to cover mandatory costs

instead of being used to corre.ct

ji-

t deficiencies in hospital a Clinic facilities, thi

JCAH accreditation of our IHS faciliiigs could be Leopardi .

" Over the years; the Congress has strongly supported the efforts of our tribal.

gcivernments to become morr involved in health care by assuming responsibifity for

administration of Iv programs. The proposed elimination of the tribal management

funds, which support tribal PL 93-638 development activities, would be a set-back for

Indian self determination. The Northwest Portland Area Indian Health Board-and other

Northwest health advisory boards are funded through this line item to provide an

organized mechanism for advising IHS of the needs and prloriti4s of the Indian

601
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406cients and tribal governments, as well as to provide health information andlk

technical assistance on 638 contracting and other issues. These boards will also be

eliminated if the tribal management funds are lost. Please support tribal 1

self-determination activities by restoring the tribal management funds.
.,

The phase-out of the Indian-healith manpower program would also be a-blow to

self-determination by depriv`f hundreds of Indian atilt:Tents of the chance to become

health professionals in Indian health programs. A budget cut in the scholarship%
program is particularly short-sighted, as IHS is now suffering severe ahortageia of

health professionals, a problem which will become critical when theNational Service

Corps fltements are no longer,available;

/ The elimination of the urban health projects In Seattle, Spokane, and Portland

would cause an overload in Northwest IHS and tribal clinics; we would not be Ale to

serve this additional population.
./

The proposed elimination of all funding in FY 1985 -for facilities construction

and sanitation faeilitles construction is of great concern,to our tribes, because we

know that dollars properly spent in these areas have a huge pay.off4in Cost-benefit

and improved health status. In the Northwest, ambulatory care facilities are the

barkbone'of thr IRS health program, providing culturally-appropriate primary health

care combined with vital preventive programs. At their best, these clinics provide

personal attention to cliehts and their families, at each visit educating them to be
a

healthier and more health !conscious. WlipeM adequate clinics exist in the Northwest,

con'tracC care hospital admissions have declined. ThecapitaleOnvestments.made in IHS

ambulatory care facilities pay a far greater dividend in health status improvements

than the much larger investments nevasary for hospital construction. .

Unfortunately, the ambulatory care program has received very little attention in

recent year's. Since the facilities constrameion priority system went into effect in

-1981, only three clinics have been built. In tl*Northwest, we have numerous clinics

serving enormous caseloads in overcrowded, outdated facilities. The crowded

conditions amd long waiting times create much patient dissatisfaction and are very.

detrimental to staff morale. Where facilities and equipment are inadequate, our

Indian patients.are shunted into emergency rooms and other inappropriate, high-cost

settings.

The services provided in Our IRS clinics are not available in the private

sector; there is no substitute for what they have to offer. We urge Congress to

"consider Lhr importance of these small but overwhelmingly important components of



the Indian health can system. They have

them to the priority itoly deserve.

There is also a continuing need in the Northwest.for sanitation facilities

construction. This is an tepOrtant preventive health measure which is of great

importance to our tribes. Even if new housing construction IS slowed"there is

large becklde of existing sanitation systems which are sub-standard and a health-

hazard. Federei dollars spent In improving the sanlIttiOn systems on our reservations

seduce gpinic and hospital visits and:play a significant role in reducing the infant

mortality rate in our Indian population,. rate which is still will above that of.the

general pdKlation.

The Adainistratian proposal to restructure the IHS budget by transferring tbe

Tian Health FacilitiesProesm into the Indian Haajtp Appropriation is a change we

cannot support. Such a move Amid lessen the. separitie identity of construction

funds and would make it easier for the'.Administration to Use these fuhdsw.for purposes

otherLthan construction. The multi-year availability of the funds would also, be

lost. .Please protect,theIndian Health Facilities Program by preserving the pres

IHS budget structure.

Thank you for.the opportunity to test'TTy here today.
.

over: oked too long. Please restore

,"
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THE OGLALA SIOUX TRrubF

THE PINE RIDGE RESERVATION'BY

NEWTON CUMMINGS, TRIBAL 'COUNCILMAN

BEFORE THE suscommITTEE ON INTERIOR

AND IMIATED AGENCIES

OF

THE HOUSE APPROPWCATIONS CQHMITTEE

February 21, 1984
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Mr. Chairman,, my name is ;Newton Cummings. am ;Chairman

of the:Finance Committee of the Oglale Sioux Tribal Council and have

been uthorizsd by the'Tribe to Submit this statement on the proposed

leffArau of Indian Affairs and Indian Health Service budgets for Fiscal

Year 1985.

First, I wish to. thank the Congress for Vismielling theliBureau

to follow the Tribal CounCil's funding priorities for Fiscal Year/

1994. I also want to be lure thit;the record is absolutely clear

as to what the Tribe's dispute with the Bureau on the E.Y. 1984

budget was about. The Tribe fully recognize' the nee increase

funding for the discharge of the federal trust res ility as to

tribal lands and funds on the Pine Ridge Reservation. Tribe

agrees with the Bureau' that these programt are underfunded atpresent

and that, as a result, the Tribe's sange has deteriqrated due tc

prairie dog infestation and tribal income hes been reduced as a result

of Bureau mismanagement.

However, when the Bureau proposed to increase these programs

in F.Y: 1984 by cutting law enforcement and education programs, the

'th.be objected. We pointed out that the present level of law enforce-

ment funding is essential to protect lives and property on the Reser-

vation and that a cutback do education is simply giving up the

future
4
of our people. We insisted on no reductions in these programs,

and we asked the Bureau to seek an increase in, funding for trust

programs.

a

36-019 0-84-89
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We note that the F.Y. 1985 budget does include modest

increases (Bureau-v(ide) in natural resources development and trust

responsibilities. We note that the Bureau justifies a small

($279,000) increase in financial trust services:based on "tribal'

concerns about the Bureau's Ability to manage trust income with

the limited resources presently provided.' Nevertheless, no in-

creases to handle our trust income or conserve our tribal range

are projected in the F.Y. 1985 figures given us by the Bureau for

our programs at Pine Ridge. The inadequacy of our trust services

are such that we COuld utilize this entire $290,000, in addition

to the $272,000 budget planned for trust services on our Reservation

by the Bureau. The Bureau has informed es that it is proposing a

.prairie dog control program to protect our tribal range to be fielded

by an F.Y. 1984 supplemental appropriation, but we understand that

no such supplemental appropriation has been requested fromthe Congress

as yet.

Mr. Chairman, we request your urgent attention to the defie-

iences in the Federal Government's dieeharge of its trust respon-

sibility on the Pine Ridge Reservation, particularly as to the

collection d handling of tribal income and the conservation of

the Tribe:s razing lands. We a.sk that you work with the Bureau
1

to assure an adequate funding level'for these programs without.. making

the drastic cuts in education and law enfOrcement which the Bureau

has proposed in the past.

4 Finally, we wish to oppose the Bureau's proposal to elimi-

__nate the separate budgetiteM for Indian Contract Support. Our

Tribe operates approicimately $3.7 million of Bureau programs (in-

cluding educational, law enforc ment, tribal courts, housing andi
aid to tribal government) under Public Law 93-638. We understand

that section 106(h) of Public Law 93-638 requires the Government

AM,
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to provide us with sufficient overhead funding over and above the

Agency level of funding for these programsto allow us to meet the

additional costs of contracting without diverting Agency level funds

to pay for overhead.

The present system May not be perfect but it is based on that

principle. When there is a shortfall Congress has demonstrated its

support for Public Law.93-638 by providing supplemental funds.

Under the Bureau'i new plan, no such supplemental for 638 over-

head would ever be requested again. Any increase in 638 overheed would

simply be paid for by cutting doWn on the service, available to Indian

people,. We think this approach is intended to strengthen the Bureau

in its struggle to-maintain its control over our lives by discouraging

the tribal operation of Bureau programs, and wo.ask your Committee to

reject 'it. .

We fully support the Bureau's plan to work. with the Interior

Inspector General and other federal agenciersto ensure timely nego-

tiation of overhead costs and full reimbursement of such costs by the

Government. These are the only changes really ;elided in the present

system if the Congress still intends to fulfill the promise made by

the President in 1970 that Indian tribes can operate p?eVowm prograMs

with continued federal financial support.

'One further point for your attention is ple'adeqUaCi f4 the

overhead funds requested 'by the Administration, eVe'n.theniew approach

of limping overhead with program funds'is accepted. Ilihe'Bupeku is.

requesting a total of $37,788,600 for 638 overhead fund14. We under-
,

stanerBureau sources that its latest estimate of the amount needed

to pay 638 overhead costs in F.Y. 1985 is $50,000,000. We urge you

,take this matter up with the Bureau and ensure that sufficient 634/

overhead funds are appropriated in F.Y. 1985 to perms continued 6:38

contracting withoub4Cutbacks in services to finance overhead costs.
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On behalf of our Tribe, I also wish to comment on one-

aspectof the Indian Health Service budget request for F.Y. 198-5.

The Administration has failed to request funds for construction of

the Pine Ridge Indian Hospital although the Congress has appropriated

$1,U0,000 for planning and design of the hospital. Since planning 1r6
anddesign'funda are already available, the project should be ready

for construction long before September 30, 1985. The need for a new

hospital at Pine Ridge is well radognized by the Indian Health Service

and; by your COamittee. We appreciate the support for the project which

you demonstrated by the decision to approve the design and urge that the

Congress follow through by appropriating construction funding as soon

as possible.

The Administration has Also failed to include funds for design

and construction of the out-patient facility at Kyle on our irservation,

although this project was approved by this Committee, which provided

'planning funds in the F.Y. 1984 appropriation. We understand that the

Indian Health Safvica has identified a need for $3,760,000 to complete

the construction of this project,

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your continued interest in and

helpfUlness to the Oglala Sioux people.
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-ROUGH ROCK SCHOOL BOARD, INC.
Rouo Rock Demonstration School or' Sax 217 Chide, Arizona 86503

YONNE C. MU
Loot* Oincae January 20, 1984 ma) 241-1311

Honorable Mark Andrew*, Chairman
Senate Select Coemittee on Indian Affairs
SH d38 Hart Senate Office Building
Wsahlnyta 2051)

Dear Ho

Enclose -'yo Pa will fird rate sutmitted by ROugh Rook
Vemcrstratiora Scher): (a ,'attract School operating under public law
1J- :a -)n ...ft:r:V"../ 70 :ndiIldual n_z,ndr,lescen as2

We are al a thr.shcid'of :7i:silty Indian education, but
without your-help, we cannot accorplish the total educational goals as
set forth by our school. You car be of great help, malaria sure we have
monies available at the hodinninn 4 each fiscal year, which is October.
We have propelled, as well as clthc contract schools, Ehat Congress .

resolve late funding to schools t introducing Forward Funding, whereby
ronims arq alTrar.ri,Bted cne year

. . advance to start full operation

'11-1 which ,77,11c
indirett costz. A

'2.-:ncor in
ra.c-mnend,d t':2: law ,43-6l8 contractors be

15:1% adtnistrati..ely. This le.,1 of funding would
dragtx.:ally curtail inAccs is ptcgrans involved. Also, as of toda,
uur 4cnoo1 ha :--t-ozaated costa for our ..Inarr.:,no: fi3cal

, 'naeinr in -%ari f,c .nerate Ini It

Other resclutions and ccum,...nts touch upcn such matters as
reautht.r4zation of Title VII and Title IV proorans and

tce insLfficlen.,-ies in the S.:reau of Indian. Affairs' Indiio School
Ec.111:.za-_ion Pr.;cran fnrmi.lae.

any sui-,77.rt ynn con ..:1v

_..-_se

If__

.neian duca:lonal
1r yet .

C. liecay

51*:u.A.v.

Salmi Irani Meatters: ort Sr. Ernst Did it'sde We, Jti 1. Gmbh Am D. Mita Lily ioliosaa

,
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RigiTION Rem

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS

February 21, 1984

Presented by Jimmie C. &way, Executive Director

ROUGH BOCK DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL
Box 217

Chinle, Arizona 88503

My name is Jimmie C. Begay and I am representing Rough
Rock Demonstration School which is situated on the Navajo
Indian Reservation in Rough Rock, Arizona._.

.Mr: Chairman and member* of the Subcommittee; I appre- .

cuts the opportunity to desoribethe concerns periainitg to
theneeda of our school, which presently iitoperating under
the aegis ,of Public Law 93-838.

Rough Rock Demonstration School was the first contract

school, starting in 1968 when education was failing Indian

studente.. At that time, people started to look for alternative

education and Indian educatorsa felt that one of the best

possible Methode was to introduce bilingual and bit:natural

programs into'regular academic settings, bringing home the

environment into the classroom so that students would feel at

ease, learning both side of culture. Since we were the fore-

runner of Indian Education with community involvment, there

have been hundreds of P.L. 93 -838 programs springing up all

around the country. We can say that.Our dream did not falter

by the wayside, but again looking fromanother perspective, we

did not foresee that Indian Self-Determination was 'going t9 be

impacted by endless red tape -- guidelines, regulations and

policies which appear to negatively affect the spirit and

intent, not to mention the ability to implement and administer

the program of P.L. 93 -638 educational operations for Indian

youth. I guess to be under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of

Indian Affairs and trying to be self-determined, one has to

be strongly impacted' by federal guidelines However, instead

of simple regulations, we have to contend with a continual.

lack of responsiveness and continuity at all levels at the

A
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Bureau of Indian Affairs which expend our Critic*

and dollars simply trying to'determine what guideline a

currently in force and how we can maintain inegrity of

program and administrative accountability in the field when

said guidelines do not reflect our realistic needs or situation

in the field.

At this time, I wobid like to address our current

. concerns which we feel will drastically affect Indian Education.

INDIRECT COST:

The American Indian'Law'Centar currently proposed a

15.5% rate however it appears the Bureau of Indiat.Affaire

is hanging up with a current impetuous to 'grandfather' the

current rate of, each contract school into a base program:

this proposal is implemented, both the edisinistration and

school program will suffer -severe cutbacks. which cannot be

absorbed without drastic consequences to ongoing goals and

objectives of the individual contract schools. Under P.L. 93-

638, one of the purposed is to foster the development of sound,

pr3kram and administration which is responsive to the specific

goals, objectives, and philosophies of the individual contract

school. Obviously, not all administrative costs can-be expected

to be the same .- the salient factors surrounding each program

Aire unique and demand specific responses. The issue of how

Indirect (administrative) cost will be deyeloped ha& never

been resolved since 1975 with a result of great detriment to

all contract schools. As of this date, Rough Rock Demonstration

School has not yet negotiated any indirect cost for fiscal

year 1984'even though said year began on October 1, 1983. Ne

organization can meet program objective and goals of their

contract laboring under such a unwieldy p,ocess. The current

response to the matter of Indirect Cost simply does not augment

a realistic approach.to program or administrative accountability.

FORWARD FUNDING:

The Contract Schools never receive cal year monies

61f



until* An February or March of the cklefidar year following the

October of the previous calendar year which marks the begi!-

ning of the fiscal year. Neither ha's the federal.fovernment

approved the budget nor has the amoant of the per capita

student allottment been determined. These factors render the

contract school's budgeting process a fafce with drastic

negative impact on the appropriate utilization of funds for

children as, mandated under the contract. Forward funding

would allow the contract., school to receive their monies in

advance of the beginning of the program year and eubsiequently

to plan and implement pi:1gram with the acountability which is

the'desire of both the Congress and the Contract School. This

problem has been in existence since the implementation of

96=-58l and we feel becomes more imperative that it be

resolved each year.

REVISION OF P.L. 95-581:

We support the revision of the Weighed Student Factor

to a more realistic and flexible one. At this time, we receive

only 200 per mile for transportation regnrdlisA of the fact

that the majority of our roads are unimproved dirt roads;

regardless of the increase of costly petroleum products; and

.other necessary resources. In our isolated area, with the

adherent conditions, 200 per mile is a joke -- a sorry joke on

our children and programs. We receive nq monies for food,

counseling programs, dormitory budgets are short-cut and

there is no mstching monies provided for the operation of the

contract,pally mandated vocational educational program. Said

program is supposedly allotted l% set aside monies from the

..Bureau of.Indian Affairs. To this date, no such funds have

been made available. The time is overdue if this valuable

and relevant educational component is to be continued for our

children. With other federal funding sourCes leas and less .

available to us for this program, we become more and mbre con-

cerned that-the Bureau meet its obligation in this respect.
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OPPOSED TO BUREAU REPROGRAMMING OP ISE FUNDS:

Re have found out that approximately 3.5 million' dollars

of critics! L$EP funds especially allocated by Congresfor the

education ofstudeage, is currently being targeted for repro-

gramming by the ioreau'to meet its wen administrative goals.

We strongly object and request that thii critical resource be

funneled back into the education of children as originally

mandated by Congress and as is desperately needed by 4ogram.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has a need-to look to its.own house

to find the reason for continued administrative deficits rather

than to appropriate critical ISEP-funds to make up forproblems

generic.to their own bureaucracy.

SUPPORT rip UPDATING AND TIMELY IMPLEMENTATION 07 OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS

At this time, the operations and maintenance program ie

seriously lagging. Our facilities are in despair, Our school

is currently in need of one million dollars to meet the needS

of updating our facilities as previously evaluated and targeted

by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in,1981, Tbis is critical for

us to meet the standards necessary to become certified by the

North Central Accreditation Asseciition. Ne can meet program

objectives only if our 'facilities are up to code and support

our program as contractually mandated.

SUPPORT CRITICAL TITLE IV, VII PROGRAMS!,

Our school and school bOard represent the ongoing go ls

and philosophy of our traditiorlal community in maintaining th

necessity and efficacy of.the language and culture programs for

Indian youth. Our Materials Development Program has produced

and continues to produce critical curriculum supplemental

materials which hereto/ore has been unavailable to our youth.

Our teacher training program has produced 90 of our elementary

school teachers and is a valuable program for increasing the

competency of our Navajo teachers. We support the ongoing need

for bilingual education -, from PreSchool through the 12th

grade. Wetknow what advantages appear in the test results of
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our children who come to us monolingual in a language of

the dominant society Ind having to accomodate themselve

the dominant language, These critical entitlement prog

for the support of teacher training, materials development,

bicultural and bilingual education must be maintained. The

reality of the current differences between our language and

culture and that of the dominant society demand that we'meet

the nee s of our yoUth with compassion and an understanding

uch programs-speak to their needs to- become educates,

nal, integrated citizens with a positive selfconcept

an ability to identify and participate 'in the choices

liable to such citizens. We strongly support that Title VII

Indian Education Program be supported and-reauthorized for

continued operation.

VOCATIONAL IDUCATION)PROGNANI

We have been'operating Vocational Education Program for

our younstera for the past four years and.students are highly

interested in these selected courses. Over 69% of the sect:in-

dary student body are taking various Vocational Education

courses. A special thanks to the House and Senate Appropriati6n

.Committees, the Senate Select CoMmittee on Indian Affairs for

their support in funding.add-on de/liars to help build a nice

Vocational Education facilities, Gymilasium, and a Library

complex. The Vocational Education building iilirlTanirtliallisest

equipped facilities on the Navajo Indian Reservation. Currently

we are operating 100% level with these courses: Building Trades,

Automotive, Welding, Drafting, and various Business Courses.

As I mentioned, there is a high interest by students in taking

these courses. Without monies, these courses can no longer be

continued thus curtailing the services. During the last three

years, the program has been operating on supplemental monies

and said monies have run out through FiScal Year 1983 and have

been unable to find other sources to continue the program.

The Comm es hambeen setting aside 1% for program

operation and the Bureau of Indian Affairs is supposed to match

the 1% set aside and they have at the secretarial level reviewed

the matching. We would like to request through your committee

to urge the BIA to match youriamount set aside to adequately

fund these Indian programs. The Indian School EqUalization

Program formula doss not address categorically line item for

Vociktional Education Programs and even set amount of money were

to be programed, other Rreas of student services have to be

curtailed.
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We strongly urge through your Comm4ttee to support that

adequate funding be provided for Vocational Education Programs.

PRZ-LINDERGARTEN:

. Again, through your Committee's interest in Indian

Education, we have been able to receive 'funds to operate a'

pre - kindergarten program at the local level. Rosigh,Rock

DeMonstration School has had apre-kindergarten program since

1988 and having students start early h made academic difference

in tha latter years. Ws positive attitude and

motivational approach to school_ The academic

achiev nts show progression and they seen to be more result

oriented. Once again we are urine support, even though the

ng period is Fiscal Year 1984, that pre-kindgarten

afoaiei be funded again for Fiscal Year 1985 or adequate '

funding be aliZtted to the Bureau eo schools like ours, can get

program funding under social sery

Currently, we have seventy youngsters in the 3 5

sear olds in the early childhood pros-tad and within a two year

period, projection we will enrolliaroUnd-eighty-five students.

The enrollment at 'Ellie level has been a steady growth and this

demands of us to provide.a quality program.

We urge Appropriation Committees to support the youngsters

to have an early start in education by funding them adhquately.

I thank you for this opportuni -ty to address these critical

issues. I appeal to your judgement and compassion,Wkassist us in

our efforts to develop a competent institution which will be

responsive to the needs of our Indian youth and to,the needs of

the dominant society as well. In order to fulfill the goals

and philosophies of the contract school, We must have regulations

and policies which are mutually supportive and allow us to be

accountable.

The submission of: the RoUgh Rock School Board, Inc. was quite

voluninous and considered expensive to Print. The remainder has

been retained in committee files,]
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WRITTEN TESTIMONY TOT SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE

GN N AFFAIRS TO BE
C UDED IN THE HEARING RECORD FOR THE

HEARING HELD FEBRUARY 21, 1984

Dear Committee Members:
I am Joe McDonald, President of Salish Kootenai College, on the Flathead

Indian Reservation, in Western Montana.' I thank yoU for the opportunity to
provide written testimony on appropriations. Salish'"Kootenal College (SKC)' is a
member of the American Indian Higher Education Consortium (AIHEC), Members
of AIHEC provided the Committee with excellent tes y regarding appropeia-'
Von needs at the February 21, 1984 hearing and agreeS and supports -this,
testimony.

We have a tremendous need fpr a supplemental appropriation. We planned
our expenditures on an initial contract with the BIA of $544,250. It was re-
cently amended to $3135884. This is a 20% reduction in funds at a time `When
we are two the way through the school year. It 'is, my understanetibg__,
that the Senate Rdpart on the original FY 84 appropriations includes comments
by Senators that the Senate would support a sUpplemental to assure each tribal
college of $2812 per FTE.

Fall quarter SKC had 172 FTE, Winter quarter we have 200 FTE, and
Spring quarter we'll be about 190, so our average will be about 187. If we an
pet $2812 per FTE and we average 187 FTE for the year, then 0812 X'187 FTE
will result in $525,844. This amount will be back close to our original contracts
end will meet our planned budget expenditures.

f we don't get' the supplemental we will be $110,000 shor:t of meeting
projected expenditures. We have entered into contracts with ty that we
cannot get out, of and have fixed sts that we are obligated We

cannot back out from the 'total piann expenditure of $546,250 71

funds.

In our present budget we have ai eddy planned to expend
tuition collected. The additional $110,00 shortage PL95-471 funding result
in our tspending -$207,000 from this year's tui Ion ($117,000) and our cash
reserves ($120,000) . As you can see, our al resources plann help us
become self-sufficient will be.depleted.

id(
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I reiterate the Al HE? committee's testimony In saying that the tribal col-
leges deperately need a supplemental, appropriation of $1.1 million.

The second part of my testimony deals with the FY 85 budget request.
The WA once again grossly under estimated our need if we are going to pro-
vide reasonably adeq yatie educational programs for our tribal colleges'. We can't

survive if the approprIatikn is $6.09 million we desperately need $9.3 million as
requested by Janine Windy Boy on behalf of the AlHEC schools. A modest
estimate of the FTE for FY 85 in the Title' 1 schools is 3100. It will certainly
not be 2549 as prkeelicted by the 13IA in heir budget request. 'Please look at
this appropriation realistically so that'ne% year we can have a reasonably good
education program and not be coming back to Congress for a supplemental

appropriation reqyest.
Thank you very much_ for your interest in Indian education and I will

appreciate, your help in obtaining .a supplemental appropriation for tribal col-

legels and for a reasonable appropriation level for FY 85. 1 wrll be more than
pleased to provide additional,inforrnationhet and even meet with you per-
sonally to explain our financial situation at Salish Kootenai College.

Respectfully Submitted By

Dr. Joseph McDonald, President
Salish Kootenai College

Flathead Indian Reservation
Pablo, Montana 59855

(406) 675-4800
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PREPARED TEST:!4bNI OF WAYI(E 8AL BUSINESS MANAGER
WALKER 111.141ER EAIUTE TR)BE : 7., NEVADA

Mr. Chairman, my name .Is Wayne 1011118ov, and am the Tribal Busineis Manager of

4 tthe Walker Kiver'aiute Tribe, of Schuh. Nevada. 1 have been designated by the
Tribe to relate to the US Congress, the budgetary problems we have and continue to
experience with our reservation irrigation system. We are situated in an isolated
area -alma 1110 miles south of Reno, Nevada, it .reservation has population of
approxiMlitly 600 people with 21Z or 128 of these being irrigation water usete.
Ninety peicent or 115 of these water users are Indian. The average fare site is
21.87 acres. Our distribution system consiati pi arproxiestely 161/4 miles of four
'foot c6ncrete ditch and approximately 19 wiles of earthen ditches. This system

,..also his 14.900 acre-foot reservtak.and ope river diversion structure.
-

1,.
of the reservation popOlationdependent. upon agric Iture,for some

pyrtion of their income, it is critical to the economy of our reservation to main-
Oin en efficient' irrigation delivery system. -Ouring FY82 sod 83, the irrigation
system was agitated by the Walker River Paiute Tribe vie,/ PL93-618 contract pith.
thA Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA).

. During FY834 the Walker River Paiute Tribe reeeived$13,250 from the BIA for
the Opetation.apd maintenance of, this irrigation system. An additional $3,048.55
Via received from assessments the BIA made upon the water users. The Irrigation
Operation mild Maintenance (04M) Monies are dietributedby the AgenZy based solely
upon historic precedence. Below axe the allocations of} 3800 funds (Irrigation 04M)
of the Western. Nevada Agency:

Si 084R .011itment
M61 Western Nevada Agency (Acres) kllotmene Per Acre Cdtegory
085-3-3800 Ft. McDerm(lt a67 a 16,940 17.52 3

088 -3-18,00 Fallon 1,610 79,980 49.68 5

089-3-3800 mompa. f 471 3,450 7.32 3

090=X-p800 Pyramid Lake 951 15,490 16.29 2

091 -X -01191 Walker River 2,830 13,250; 4.68 ;

092-3-3800 Carson Miic 32,240
--..

Yceba 1,634' .16,120 9.86 3

Campbe h . .. 929 10.530. 11.33 3

Summit'lake 500 5,590 - , 11,18 3

161-3-3800 Washve Ranch 417 3.450 8.27 3

....a
fromathe above figures,. it is. apparent that some retie ations whin4 have

.extensive irrigation systems are receiviog a disproportionately small allocation
of fonds.'giyee their size. For instancf,ast.ume the Fallon ReServationlhas about
.C,tiOi acres underoirrigetivn, it receives.an allocalion of aboiit.'$49 per acre. By

st, the Washoe;Tribe receives in allAlcatioa equivalent to about $8 per acre,
agsdmingit irrigarei 417 acres. The Walleor River Reservation irrigates approxi-

y 2,800 acres and receives only $5 per acre.

Eccnoi4s af'qjle do not justify these equitobilities. Ofthese systems,
th; one mandated system (Fallon) receives far more money per acre then other reserval-
tinn systems. Pt is questionable whether Talla'n's allciulent .canbe justified, based'

. solely on assessmante made by the Truckee Carson Irrigation Pistrict, the entity
which manages the irrigation system in the entire,Fallon area. `11,

. .,
a

.. . n
The prohleT appeal:is to be that the BIA hat simply not. requested a equate

fundingrfrom-Congr6ms for- tfie operation and maintenance Of resetvatior rrigatian

cermi;,, as.&-tated ir..Conference Report No. 98-294:;:fhe ianagers,agree with the
gtian4n:the Woos4 repbrr regardin the.nee. more deLaiN0 and completed
eificatioas for the lirigayipn O&I.Oaccount in the future" (p. 22). House Report

17
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NO. 98'453 states, "The Committee lemoins concerned! as it halter e past [ma
years, that each year, large increases are proposed,for this a iv yo without adequate
,justification to enable the Committee to understand the basis for these increases.
Rather than decrease the estimate, and penalize the Indian People involved, the 6021
mitts* has agreed to the amount peopoSed",, (p. 52).

However. Indian people are being penalized both by the BIM* action and inaction.
On page,1A 185 of the US Deportment of the interior budget Justifications, FY85,
the' DIA proposes a radUct'ion from $412,200 in FYWo $266,700 in FY85'. The stated
justification for this major reduction is that " reductions in these requests
reflect self-imposed constraints with intent to require the projects to operate more
efficiently and to utilize belt-tightening messures".'sBelt-tightening measures were
proposed unilaterally by the 81A on all tribal systems for FY85.

In-Western Nei,ada, the imposition of such lditiecal reductions proposed for
FY85 are imperially critical to the only two reservations which have been classified
as'Category 1 systems. Any deficits which occur within Western Nevada Reservation
irrigation sysfems are recouped by, further reducing allocations to the two category
2 systems, Pyramid Lake and Walker River. Shortfalls On these two reservations are
proposed to he regained by increasing the assessment rate imposed upon water users
on these two reservations. This policy magnifies the inequiLabilitima already misting
among reservationi of Western Nevada.

A minimum budget for irrigation O&M on the Welker River Reservation is $35.000.
However, since the Tribe began managing this irrigation /stem in F182, it received
$14,500 the first year and $13,250 the second yezer. Theauvievele of funding are
totally inadequate. By comparison, when the 151A nperated this system three years
ago, it was paying $17,000 solely for the ditch rider's salary. given all the other
costs of operjting this irrigation system, iii is highly unlikely that the MIA can
operate this irrigation system for less than $35,0100..

Despite n sional mandates over the leet.two years, the MIA consistently
fails to obpv de a more detailed budget. One plausible basis for this failure is
that by R. nature, thefflA has a top dowel structure,. Needs of Indian reservations
are defined in either the 8IA's Central or Ares Offices. Funding is secured and
distributed to the Area Offices, then distributed to Agency Offices and, in turn,
distributed to Indian reservations. In such a structure, detailed 'budgets cannot
,be formulated because the needs for each specific reservation irrigation project
cannot be identified at the third and fourth level of administration. Also, in this
type of system, allocations made at each level can hvbased upon partisan treatment
of selected reservations to the detriment of other reservations.

,

. l

Prior to the FY83 irrigation season, the Superintendent of the Western Nevada
Agency held two meetings at repreSentatives of seven Western Nevada reserva-
tions discussed the redistribution of 0,1 Agency:s allocation of O&M monies. At
these meetings, agency staff and the reservation representatives developed formula
upon which O&M allocations could be mode. Eleven factors were taken into considera-
tion: the number of small vs. large acre parcels irrigated within an irrigation
system; the amount of earthen vs. concrete lined ditches; the numbi!Pof concrete and/or
rock diversion dams; the number of syphons; the number of river and/or well pumps,
the tuber of reservoirs; as well as the amount 'of fixed water master (MIS,

Ilk
' b

ppafently for political reasons, agency personnel are not willing toomake
changes in the methOds and amounts each was allocated in the past.
Therefore, any inequities which existed in the past continue to exist indefinitely.
Even more frustrating for'tribal irrigation systems, for budgetary purposes, irri-
gation projects are alassifird as -banded" contracts; Tribes are not allowed
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input to budget formulation at the Agency level for projects designated "non- banded ".
The Walker River Paiute Tribe is outraged that the SIA formulaxei a budget for a
tribar,irrigitign system without consulting the tribal operational. level of the
irrigation- distribution system.

Clearly, there are numerous inequities in the manner in which tha BIA Agency
'Office distributes irrigation OSM money. in light of thee. inequities at the Agency
Office, there ark similar inequities in the manner in which the Bureau's Central
Office distributes 3800 monies. We propose that all irrigation monies distributed
out of the BIA's Central-Office be distributed on a formula baste, based on either
the size of the project or on some other objective criteria that has Come relevance

ea-ads _
We further propose that a formula be adopted at the Central Office level for

the distribution of irrigation O&M Monies at all levels for every reservation and
also that congressional appropriations >e made to each individual irrigation prqject.

Advantages for implementing such a systea are evident-. ,First, the-current
inequities in the distribution of irrigation O&M monies would be reduced or eliminated.
By its own admission, the BIA in-the FY85 Budget Justification', (p. hart been

'making "payments from-appropriated funds to Category I (irrigation) projects" despite
Assistant Cammiesioner Fred Masegy's direetive of July 11, t960 to diicontinue such
payments. Irrigation projects will comply with statutes if discretionary powers
of the 151A are reduced at all levels.

Secondly, especially for those tribes which wish to 63B contract their irrigatiqn
projects, implementing this proposed formula would be a Major move toward- lnaliap self-
determination and would reduce the top down structure of the BIA. Tribes will be
motivated to define the needs of their own individual irrigatbton systems. Irrigation
Committees will become political erma of tribes to promote tlW passage of faVorabl
legislation. Presently, tribal irrigation committees are either largely non-functional
or non-existent.

Third, reservation irrigation systems managed by each tribe will be sore respbn-
sive to the needs of water users than the.BIA. When the irrigation system is adminis-
tered by the BIA, the reservation water users receive Irrigation water later than the
surrounding farming communities. While the Walker River Paiute Tribe operated its

on system these last two years, irrigation water Was delivered two weeks to
a month earlier than the BIA did in prior years.

Due to an insufficj,ent allocation from the'BlA Agency Office to operate tile
system, in February of this year,, the Walker River Paiute Tribal Irrigation Board
moved not to contract the reservation irrigation iystem for FY84. Since February
1984, the BIA has not made any effort to assure water delivery by April 15 to Walker
River Paiurr Tribe water users. There is extensive storm damage to the concrete
canal system whicle-needs to he repaired, canal and laterals need to beclgaie and
burned. To date, the BIA still has not made any effort to prepare for th coming
irrigation season. Also, since tribes have more of .eyvestedainterest in the reser-
vation irrigation system than the 'BIA, detailed budg justifications requested by
Congress at-osiers likely to be provided by tribes than it hall been by the BIA.

Finally, with less discretionary power centered in the III", especially at the
Agency and Area levels, there would be a substantial reduction in need for BIA
personnel, This cost savings could be passed on to tribes at the operational level.
Tribes would establish their priorities independently and not in competition or at
the expense of other tribes within the agency.

a
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